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hepatic iron concentration
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of research ethics and academic freedom so
important to the public interest that it has attracted national and international
attention. It occurred in a context that quickly developed from the mid-1980s to
the mid-1990s of increased pressures on universities, teaching hospitals and
individual researchers to seek corporate sponsorship for projects. Public
institutions were not conscious of the inadequacy of their policy infrastructures
for protecting the public interest in this new environment, and policies and
practices had not been changed to take into account the new circumstances.

THIS CASE INVOLVES ISSUES

It was possible for clinical investigators to sign contracts with industrial
sponsors for research trials containing provisions that protected the sponsors’
interests, but not the public interest or the safety of trial participants. This
meant a dispute could arise between the ethical and legal obligations of an
investigator to inform participants of unexpected risks, and the contractual
right of a sponsor to insist that information on risks not be communicated and
to terminate a trial without prior notice. The academic freedom of an
investigator to publish adverse findings and inform the scientific commun ity
could be at issue.
Such a dispute arose in this case, and it was compounded by oversights,
mistakes or misjudgments by indiv iduals, pub lic institutions, a private
corporation, and inquiry panels. In some instances the mistakes w ere understandable, and are more clear with the b enefit of hind sight and th e full
documentation available to us. In other instances, serious wrongs we re
committed. In these instances substantial redress and calling to account are
appropriate.
Clinical research is essential to the health and well-being of Canadians.
Industrial sponsors of trials are necessary in many instances, but they must not
be allowed to infringe the rights of trial participants, or the rights and
obligations of investigators. An important concern is that the policy inadequacies
at the heart of this case remain in many institutions across Canada, and unless
the lessons are learned and changes made, there will be repetitions.
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The L1 research trials & Apotex involvements
Dr. Nancy Olivieri is a specialist in the treatment of hereditary blood
diseases. In the ea rly 1990 s, she w ished to further study an experimental
iron-chelation drug, deferiprone (L1), that had shown pro mise in a pilot
study. It appeared to reduce tissue iron loading in a group of transfusiondependent thalassemia patients at the Hospital for Sick Children (HSC ), one
of the fully affiliated teaching hospitals of the U niversity of Toronto. The
level of funding required for the next stage of testing and development
would only be available if she found a corporate sponsor. One of her
scientific collaborators, Dr. Gideon Koren, a clinical pharmacologist and
then Associate Director for Clinical Research in HSC , negotiated an arrangement with the pharmaceutical manufacturer Apotex Incorporated. Apotex
agreed to acquire c ommercial d evelopment rights for L1 and to sponsor
clinical trials of the drug. Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren signed a co ntract with
Apotex in April 1993 to conduct a new randomized trial to compare L1 with
the standard treatment, the drug deferoxamine (DFO ). The already existing
pilot study was continued with the support of Apotex as a separate long-term
trial, although a contract for this trial was no t signed with Apotex until
October 1995 .
It was the hope of the investigators and of Apotex that the trials would lead
to the licencing of L1 for therapeutic use and subsequent marketing by Apotex,
as an alternative to the onerous DFO treatment. Apotex funding meant the
randomized trial was eligible for matching funds from the Medical Research
Council (MRC) under its university-industry program. Dr. Olivieri’s successful
application to MRC, listing an Apotex subsidiary as co-sponsor, was approved
by HSC and by the University of Toronto.
The new randomized trial was designed as the pivotal efficacy and safety
trial for licencing. Continuation of the non-randomized pilot study that had
been ongoing since 1989 was also considered important for assessment of
long-term efficacy and safety of the drug. These two studies were the only
clinical trials of L1 in any centre that included baseline assessmen ts of liver
iron concentration and liver histology, the most accurate measures of the longterm efficacy and safety of an iron-chelation drug. Because inefficacy of
chelation would expose patients to chronic iron loading that damages major
organs, a significant loss of sustained efficacy would also be a safety issue.
The 1993 con tract for the ran domized tria l contained a confiden tiality
clause giving Apotex the right to control communication of trial data for one
year after termination of the trial. This provision was fully in accordance
with existing University of Toronto policy on contract research. There was
no confidentiality clause i n the 19 95 con tract for the con tinued pilot stu dy.
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Each of the two contracts specified that Apotex had the right to terminate the
corresponding trial at any time. From 1993 un til early 1996, th e two trials
proceeded with o ngoing coope ration between the investiga tors and Apotex.

Trial terminations & legal warnings
In early 1996, Dr. Olivieri identified an unexpected medical risk in data of
the patient coh ort of the lon g-term trial: loss o f sustained efficacy of the
drug. She informed Apotex that she nee ded to disclose this ris k to patients in
both trials. Apote x disputed the risk and the need to inform patients, but
HSC ’s Research Ethics Board (REB) accepted that Dr. Olivieri had an obligation to inform patients of the risk she had identified. W hen Dr. Olivieri
moved to inform patients in compliance with a directive from the REB Chair,
Apotex terminated both trials abruptly on May 24, 1996. The company
simultaneo usly issued warnings of leg al consequ ences to D r. Olivieri sho uld
she inform patients or anyone else of the risk.

The central issues
At issue was the right of participants in a clinical trial to be informed of a risk
that had been identified during the course of the trial by the investigator, and
the obligation of the investigator to inform them. Apotex maintained that there
was a scientific disagreem ent, and said that it terminated the trials and issued
legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri not to commun icate about the risk because it
“could not allow such information to be transmitted to patients.” However,
whether others disagreed or whether the identification would be borne out by
other studies was not relevant: when a trial investigator has a reasonable basis
to believe she has identified a risk, she must ensure that trial participants are
informed about the risk. Otherwise, they are not giving informed consent to
continue in the trial. Also at issue was the academic freedom of Dr. Olivieri to
publish her findings on L1 and thus inform investigators administering the drug
in other centres. Consequen tly, the public interest was at stake.

Apotex donation discussions
The resulting controversy became linked to a much larger university-industry
project. Since the early 1990s the University of Toronto and Apotex had been
engaged in discussions for a multimillion-dollar donation, intended to allow a
new biomedical research centre to be built that would benefit the University and
its affiliated health care institutions. In the spring of 1998, agreement in principle
was reached on what then would have been the largest donation the University
had ever received. It was to have been matched by other sources to provide the
approximately $92 million needed for the new biomedical research centre. Later
in 1998, after the controversy became public, the University and Apotex decided
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to suspend discussions until the dispute involving Dr. Olivieri and Apotex was
resolved.

Continued administration of the drug
Apotex’s termination of the trials without prior notice left patients in an
uncertain situation and some did n ot wish to retu rn to the onerous standard
treatment. In early June 1996, the U niversity’s Dean of Med icine, Dr.
Arnold Aberma n, mediated a new arran gement be tween Dr. Olivieri and
Apotex, under the Emergency Drug Release program of Health Canada.
Apotex agreed to reinstate the sup ply of its drug L1 for those patients who
appeared to be benefiting. Dr. Olivieri agreed to administer it to those
particular patients, on condition they were informed of and accepted the new
risk, and agree d to monitoring tests for safety. Such patients were no longer
in a research trial and so were n ot under the jurisdiction of the H ospital’s
Research Ethics Board. In the fall of 1996, Apotex stopped supplying the
drug for the seco nd time, aga in causing concern to the patients a nd their
parents. Following another inte rvention by D ean Abe rman, Ap otex again
agreed to reinstate the supply, but the supply of L1 nevertheless remained
irregular into early 1997.

Continued associations between Apotex & Dr. Koren
It was agree d during Dean Aberman’s June 1996 mediation process that
Apotex would continue very substantial research funding to Dr. Koren.
According to Apotex, prior to its termination of the L1 trials, Dr. Koren had
stated that he agreed with the company’s position that there was no risk of
loss of susta ined eff icacy of it s drug— contra ry to his repeated a ssurances to
Dr. Olivieri that he agreed with her finding of this risk. Unknown to Dr.
Olivieri until after the fact, Dr. Koren subsequently re-analysed data from
the terminated L1 trials and published findings th at the drug was effective
and safe. Dr. Koren’s publications did not disclose Apotex’s financial
support for his research, made no reference to the risks of L1 Dr. Olivieri
identified, and did not acknowledge her contributions to generating the data
he used. T he com pany used Dr. Koren’s statements to it and post-trial
publications by him in communications with Health Ca nada to counter D r.
Olivieri’s adverse findings on its drug.

Identification of a second risk of L1
In early February 1997, Dr. Olivieri identified a second unexpected risk,
potentially more serious than the first, that the drug may cause progression of
liver fibrosis. Despite further legal warnings from Apotex, she informed her
patients and the regulatory authorities in a prompt way. She counselled patients
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to discontinue use of L1 and began making arrangements to transfer them back
to the standard treatment, a complex process that takes a number of weeks, since
proper administration of DFO requires current test information for each patient.
As the newly identified risk was not an acute one, there was time for a safe and
orderly transition.
During this transition period, a dispute developed between Dr. Olivieri and
Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich, HSC’s Pediatrician-in-Chief. His expertise is not in
hematology and, following discussions with Apotex and Dr. Koren, Dr.
O’Brodovich appears to have drawn the incorrect conclusion that the newly
identified risk was one of acute toxicity. He also incorrectly supposed that the
Hospital’s Research Ethics Board (REB) had jurisdiction over the matter and
that Dr. Olivieri was obligated to notify the REB of the risk.
The dispute between Dr. Olivieri and Dr. O’Brodovich appeared to have
been resolved through discussions and correspondence by early March 1997.
At the same time, Apotex began efforts to persuade medical administrators
and patients in Toronto, as well as regulatory agencies and the scientific
commu nity, that L1 was effective and safe and should be in wider use. Apotex
proposed a new treatment arrangement for Toronto thalassemia patients in
which annual liver biopsy, the test that had led to the identification of both of
the unexpected risks of L1, would not be an integral part of the safety
monitoring regime for all patients. Apotex’s proposal was not accepted by Dr.
Olivieri who had phased out use of L1 in the clinics she directed. She had the
support of hematologist Dr. Michael Baker, Physician-in-Chief of The
Toronto Hospital, where adult thalassemia patients received their care under
her supervision.

Lack of support for Dr. Olivieri
From May 1996 onward, Apotex repeatedly issued legal warnings to Dr.
Olivieri not to commun icate on the risks she identified. None of these
warnings has been rescinded. Neither HSC nor the University provided
effective support to Dr. Olivieri, or took effective action to defend principles
of research ethics, clinical ethics and academic freedom. University officials
acknowledged that Apotex was acting inapprop riately and that the University
had a responsib ility to defend her academic freedom. However, except for
clearly ineffective requests to Apotex to desist made by Dean Aberman in
1996, the University did not take further action to meet this responsib ility until
early 1999. HSC officials took no effective action to support Dr. Olivieri, until
early 1999 when the University and others intervened.
During the first two years of the dispute with Apotex, Dr. Olivieri had legal
support through the Canadian Medical Protective Association (CMPA). The very
substantial resources CMPA devoted to this case demonstrate both the seriousness
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with which Apotex’s legal warnings were taken by that physicians’ mutual
defence organization, and the ineffectiveness of any interventions the University
and HSC might have made with Apotex. The primary mandate of CMPA legal
counsel was to minimize Dr. Olivieri’s legal exposure as an individual client,
rather than to protect broad institutional or societal interests. There were
instances when Apotex’s legal warnings substantially impeded Dr. Olivieri in
exercising her academic freedom. Defence of the institutional and societal interests at stake was the responsibility of the University and the Hospital.
In 1997 and 1998 increasing numbers of medical scientists expressed
concerns over the lack of effective action by HSC and the University to assist
Dr. Olivieri in contending with Apotex’s actions. Their representations were
not accepted and this led to calls for an independent inquiry into the controversy. In mid-August 1998, more than two years after it began, the controversy
became public. During the 1997–1998 period, the HSC scientists who became
Dr. Olivieri’s principal supporters, Drs. Helen Chan, John Dick, Peter Durie
and Brenda Gallie, began their involvemen t.
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Apotex’s licencing applications
Apotex submitted licencing applications for L1 in several jurisd ictions in
early 1998. In the se applicatio ns, Apote x now alleg ed that the data from the
terminated Toronto trials had been compromised by protocol violations by
Dr. Olivieri. Co nduct of a s hort-term safe ty trial had been one of the
licencing requirements set out by the Federal Drug Administration (USA ),
and such a trial had been designed and organized for Apotex at sites outside
Canada by Dr. Olivie ri on a consulting contract. The company now maintained that this short-term trial, whose primary objective was an assessment
of known acute-tox icity effects of L1, was the pivotal efficacy and safety trial
for licencing p urposes. U nlike the ran domized and long-term trials in
Toronto, the protocol for the short-term safety trial did not include baseline
and annual de termination o f liver iron con centration a nd liver histology for
all participants.

Criticism of Dr. Olivieri
Shortly after the L1 controversy became public, without first giving Dr.
Olivieri an opportun ity to respond, the HSC Executive issued a public statement repeating allegations made privately to it by Apotex against the quality
of her scientific work. A week later, the Hospital unilaterally established a
review of the controversy and appointed Dr. Arnold Naimark of the University
of Manitoba as the Reviewer. The choice of Reviewer and structure of the
Review became subjects of controversy and when efforts to resolve this
controversy were unsucce ssful, Dr. Olivieri and her supporters declined to
participate in that Review.
During the Naimark Review, Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich put forward
incorrect testimony against Dr. Olivieri on several topics. Dr. Aideen Moore,
who became Chair of the HSC Research Ethics Board shortly after the Toronto
trials were terminated, put forward incorrect testimony that a research trial of L1
continued after both trials had in fact been terminated. The Naimark Review
accepted the testimony of these witnesses as true, and said that the patients on L1
were still in a research trial and that Dr. Olivieri had failed in the obligation to
report the second risk she identified to the REB. These findings were incorrect:
when that risk was identified, the patients were not in a research trial and she did
not have that reporting obligation. In fact, the documentation shows Dr. Olivieri
fulfilled all the reporting obligations she actually had, and put the patients’ right
to be informed ahead of concerns of possible legal action against her by Apotex.
During this period of the Naimark Review, Dr. Koren began sending
anonymous letters to the me dia and to c olleagues disparaging Dr. O livieri
and Drs. Durie, G allie and Chan.
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Disputes over resources for the sickle cell disease program
Because of demographic changes in the Toronto region, the number of patients
with thalassemia and sickle cell disease (SCD) treated in the HSC hemoglobinopathy clinic directed by Dr. Olivieri grew substantially. This came at a time of
erosion in health care funding by governments that caused resource problems in
hospitals across Canada. In the mid-1990s the HSC administration selected the
SCD program as one of several to be decentralized to regional hospitals, as part
of a new regional pediatric care network. Dr. Olivieri opposed this move, citing
evidence from outcomes in major American centres that patients with this
disease are best cared for in tertiary hospitals by experienced specialists.
Disagreements between her and HSC administrators over the proposed decentralization and other resource issues escalated in the spring of 1996. The
correspondence shows that by the time Apotex terminated the L1 trials in May
1996, some HSC administrators viewed Dr. Olivieri as a demanding and
challenging subordinate, while she viewed some of them as unreasonable and
undeserving of deference.
The task of HSC administrators in realizing this decentralization obje ctive
was later complicated by opposition from SCD patient support groups, and by
the view of admin istrators in Th e Toronto Hospital (w here adult SCD
patients received their care) that decentralizing SCD patient care might not be
the best approach. Periodic flare-ups in the disputes over resources came to a
head at the beginning of 1999, when HSC summarily removed Dr. Olivieri
from her post as director of its hemoglobin opathy program, with no
opportunity to respond to HSC charges against her.

Interventions by the University & others
On January 6, 1999, the same day HSC removed Dr. Olivieri from the directorship, it issued directives that Dr. Olivieri and Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie were
not to discuss their concerns publicly. As a result of these two HSC actions, legal
counsel for Dr. Olivieri, distinguished scientists from abroad, the Canadian
Association of University Teachers, the University of Toronto Faculty
Association, and the University of Toronto administration intervened. University
President Robert Prichard mediated an agreement that was signed on January
25, 1999 by HSC and Dr. Olivieri to resolve a range of issues. The agreement
restored Dr. Olivieri’s authority over research and clinical care of
hemoglobinopathy patients in HSC, and affirmed the right to academic freedom
for University faculty working at HSC. It also provided an assurance of HSC
financial support for Dr. Olivieri in the event of legal action against her by
Apotex. This was the first time HSC accepted responsibility to provide effective
support to Dr. Olivieri, who since May 1996 had been subject to legal warnings
by the company.
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Despite this signed agreemen t, problems continued to arise between HSC
and Dr. Olivieri. Dean Aberman, Dr. Baker and, later in 1999, President
Prichard and Dr. David Naylor, the new Dean of Medicine, again became
involved in mediative processes. These efforts have not yet been successful in
resolving outstanding issues.

Further criticism of Dr. Olivieri
Upon receipt of the Naimark Report in December 1998, HSC’s Board of
Trustees declared (incorrectly) that Dr. Olivieri had “failed” in a reporting
obligation, namely, to notify the REB of an unexpected risk in a timely way. The
Board directed the Hospital’s Medical Advisory Committee (MAC) to inquire
into her conduct. During this inquiry, Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich
introduced new allegations concerning Dr. Olivieri’s care of thalassemia patients
during the period in early 1997, when the second risk of L1 was identified and
patients were being transferred to standard therapy. They alleged that a test Dr.
Olivieri had performed on some patients, liver biopsy, was a risky procedure and
was not clinically indicated. These allegations were based on incorrect information that could easily have been corrected if anyone on the MAC had checked
the medical literature or well-established practice in the Hospital. In fact, Dr.
O’Brodovich had been repeatedly advised in writing by Dr. Olivieri that these
biopsies were being scheduled, and of the clinical indication for them, and he
had not opposed them at the time.
Without disclosing the allegations and testimony of its witnesses to Dr.
Olivieri, the MAC believed them, even though they were made by persons who
did not have relevant medical expertise, no member of the MAC had the relevant
expertise, and the MAC did not consult independent experts. Because she did not
know the case against her, Dr. Olivieri was deprived of a fair opportunity to
respond. The MAC issued a report based on the undisclosed information. It was
not until after this, and legal representations on her behalf, that some of the
allegations and testimony were disclosed to her.
In a press conference on April 27, 2000, the Hospital’s Board and MAC
announced they were referring the allegations against Dr. Olivieri, cast in the
form of publicly enumerated concerns, to the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) and to the University of Toronto for investigation.

Disciplinary action against Dr. Koren
The Hospital took its public action against Dr. Olivieri two weeks after the
Presidents of the Hospital and the University had disciplined Dr. Koren for
gross misconduct, namely, sending anonymous letters disparaging the personal
and professional integrity of Dr. Olivieri and Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie, and
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persistently lying to conceal his actions. Dr. Olivieri et al. had lodged a complaint against Dr. Koren in May 1999 on the basis of substantial forensic evidence identifying him as author of the letters. He denied responsib ility and lied
for many months to frustrate and obstruct the Hospital’s investigator, admitting
responsibility only after Dr. Olivieri et al. obtained additional evidence (DNA)
identifying him as the author. Dr. Koren was provided with full particulars of the
case against him and a fair opportunity to respond, before the disciplinary action
was imposed on April 11, 2000.
This dishonest condu ct by Dr. Kore n was amp le reason to doubt, and to
re-examine carefully, the information he and persons associated with him
had brought forward to the Naimark and MAC inquiries, before taking such
serious action against Dr. Olivieri in such a public manner. This apparen tly
was not done by the MAC or the Board. If they had done so, they would have
seen that Dr. Kor en’s allegatio ns and testim ony were co ntradicted n ot only
by documents available to him, but by earlier correspondence written by
him.

Allegations by Apotex
The two unexpected risks of L1 had been identified by Dr. Olivieri in data
derived from liver biopsy specimens. Apotex subsequ ently claimed that liver
biopsy was needless, risky and not generally accepted as a diagnostic guide to
treatment for transfusion-dependent thalassemia patients. This claim is
contradicted by the medical literature where it is clear that liver biopsy is
extremely low risk, and is needed to guide appropriate dosage of medication
for these patients and to assess possible adverse effects of treatment. The
allegations and testimony by Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich to the MAC that
liver biopsy was unnecessary and risky, and done by Dr. Olivieri only for
research, came after the similar criticisms of this procedure by Apotex.
Apotex used the incorrect findings against Dr. Olivieri in the Na imark
Report, and the public referral of the MAC allegations to the CPSO and the
University, to defend the reputation of its drug L1 in legal proceedings.

Continued Apotex donation discussions
In 1999 the University of Toronto and Apotex had further discussions on the
multi-million dollar donation which they had been discus sing since th e early
1990s and on which they had reached agreement in principle in 1998.
Apotex requested assistance from University President Prichard in lobbying
the Government of Canada against proposed changes to drug patent
regulations that would adversely affect the company’s revenues. President
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Prichard wrote to the Prime Minister, stating that the proposed government
action could jeopardize the building of the University’s proposed new
medical sciences centre. The President subsequently apologized to the
University community, saying he had acted inappropriately. The lobbying
efforts were unsuccessful, and later in 1999 Apotex withdrew from the 1998
agreement in principle on the donation. In 2000 it was announced that
Apote x had m ade a sm aller mu lti-million dollar d onatio n to the U niversity.

Ongoing controversy
Five years after Apotex terminated the Toronto trials and issued its first legal
warnings to Dr. Olivieri, the controversy continues, widened and intensified.
Several proceedings were initiated. Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie
lodged grievances against the University administration. HSC administrators
initiated court action to quash summonses for documents issued by the
University grievance panel. Dr. Olivieri initiated a libel suit against Apotex over
public statements made by company officers. The company responded with a
countersuit. Dr. Olivieri requested a judicial review in a European court through
which she is contesting the validity of a restricted marketing licence for L1
granted to Apotex in 1999, on the basis of her claim that Apotex misrepresented
data on the drug and incorrectly alleged that she had committed serious protocol
violations.
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The report of this Inquiry
A substantial amount of incorrect information on this case has been put into
the public domain, and the central issues have often been obscured. Previous
reviews were compromised by one-sided, sometimes incomplete, sometimes
incorrect, and sometimes false information put forward to them. Perhaps not
surprisingly, they arrived at incorrect conclusions regarding Dr. Olivieri’s
conduct. The Naimark Review had not been alerted to the possibility of
misleading testimony by Dr. Koren’s dishonest conduct being known, and
neither it nor the MAC pursued inconsistencies and contradictions in the
information before them.
The present Inquiry had several advantages over previous reviews. During
the two years of our Inquiry, important documen ts became available that were
not considered by the previous reviews. This is because the very extensive
documentation available to us included for the first time not only the
documentation of individuals and institutions participating in the Naimark
Review, but also documen tation of Dr. Olivieri and her supporters. We have
had the advantage also of being able to take the time necessary to do the
detailed analysis of the hundreds of primary documen ts we had available. As a
result, we believe we have for the first time a complete picture of actions and
events and have been able to arrive at an accurate understanding of this
complex case. Our lengthy and detailed report relies principally on the
documen ts we examined, and it lays out clearly the basis of our findings and
conclusions, so that interested persons can follow our analysis. The facts of the
case deserve to be known widely, in order that important lessons can be
learned.
Our findings and recommendations follow, but in essence:

P Apotex should not have attempted to impede Dr. Olivieri from informing
patients, regulators and the scientific commun ity of the risks of the drug L1
she identified. This was against the public interest and was inapprop riate
conduct by the compa ny.

P The Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto could
and should have effectively supported Dr. Olivieri in the exercise of her
rights and obligations, as this was a matter of academic freedom and
protection of the public interest, but they did not do so.

P The Hospital for Sick Children denied due process to Dr. Olivieri in
several important matters, including the Medical Advisory Committee
(MAC) proceedings.

P Dr. Koren’s conduct as a witness in the Naimark Review and the

MAC

proceedings, and his conduct as author of certain publications on L1, was

P Overview P

unacceptable. He should be called to account by the Hospital for Sick
Children and the University of Toronto.

P The adverse findings against Dr. Olivieri by the Naimark Review and the
MAC

allegations against her are inco rrect.

P The Hospital for Sick Children should withdraw its referrals of
allegations to the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario and the
University of Toronto.

P Dr. Olivieri should be given redress for the unfair treatment she has
received.

P The general features of this situation are not unique to the Hospital for
Sick Children and the University of Toronto, and given the current
absence of the necessary protections, it could occur at many institutions
across Canada. As we specify in our sections on recommendati ons and
lessons to be learned, it is essential to put in place measures to ensure that,
in the conduct of clinical research trials, the public interest is protected
from inapprop riate actions by trial sponsors.
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Lessons to be Learned
There are impo rtant les sons to be draw n from th is story. In
a Canada-wide co ntext of increasing reliance on corporate sponsorship,
where the largest proportion of research funding for medical research and
clinical trials is now provided by private companies, this dispute holds
important lessons for investigators, university faculties, Research Ethics
Boards, administrators of hospitals and universities, the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT), the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada (AUCC), research g ranting cou ncils, indus trial firms and
regulatory agencies. Unless the lessons are learned, everyone will lose—the
public, the research ers, the hosp itals, the unive rsities and the private
companie s, as they h ave in this case. It is important to recognize that the
circumstances that gave rise to this case are not isolated—they illustrate a
system-wide problem.
FOR EVERYONE:

The pharmaceutical industry is very powerful, and has substantial
resources to promote its interests. Unless governments, granting councils,
universities, hospitals, rese arch ethics b oards and researche rs work in
concert to protect the ind ependen ce of investig ators with na tion-wide, w ellpublicized and effective ly implemented regulatory me chanisms, th e public
interest is likely to suffer.
A principle of the highest priority is at stake: namely, that the safety of
research subjects in clinical trials and the integrity of the research process are
more important than corporate interests. In an era of increasing reliance on
corporate funding of research, university and hospital administrations need to
be doubly vigilant in protecting this principle. If university/hospital-industry
partnerships are to bring benefits (other than to the partners), then there must
be clear rules governing the relationships, rules that protect the right of
researchers to commun icate (including publication) findings of risk that may
displease the sponsor.
Clinical researchers should never sign contracts, protocols or agreemen ts that allow sponsors to restrict communication (including
publication) about risks they identify.
FOR INVESTIGATORS :
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FOR RESEARCH ETHICS BOARDS: Research ethics boards should be vigilant
against restrictions on communication in the wording not only of protocols but
also of contracts and investigator agreements. In addition to reviewing protocols,
they should review the wording of associated contracts and agreements, and
should not give approval for the study if any of these documents contain wording that would restrict the investigators in communication (including
publication) about risks they identify.

Companies should not attempt to suppress or control results.
This is in their long-term interest as the revelation of such actions will damage
their reputation with the public, and with regulatory agencies. Any firm with a
reputation for such suppression or control is unlikely to be viewed as a
desirable sponsor of research by the best researchers or outstanding universities, or trusted by prescribing physicians, potential research participants and
potential customers for the drugs they market.

FOR INDUSTRY:

All universities should have a policy prohibiting clauses
in contracts, investigator agreemen ts or protocols restricting communication
(including publication) of risks identified in research projects, particularly
clinical trials. They should have procedures in place to ensure this policy is
followed in practice. It is their duty to act strongly in support of their
researchers if the researchers’ independence or academic freedom is threatened by any sponsor. If they fail in this duty, the public interest and public
safety are in jeopardy.

FOR UNIVERSITIES:

All research hospitals should have in place a policy, and
measures to ensure implementation, that prohibits agreements, contracts or
protocols that have clauses that restrict communication (including publication)
of risks identified in research projects, particularly clinical trials. They should
act strongly in support of their clinical researchers if the researchers’ independence or academic freedom is threatened by any sponsor, in order to fulfil
their responsib ility to protect the safety of their patients, whether or not the
patients are enrolled in a research trial.

FOR HOSPITALS:

P Lessons to be learned

& HOSPITALS: Universities and their affiliated hospitals
should strongly support the independence, authority and ab ility of their
research ethics boards to help them ensure all research involving human
subjects being conducted in their institutions meets ethical standards.

FOR UNIVERSITIES

All universities, and all hospitals affiliated with universities, should have
policies on development to ensure that fund-raising possibilities do not have an
adverse impact upon the institution’s willingness or ability to protect and
promote academic freedom and the public interest. If senior administrators are
involved in discussions on major donations, it may be difficult for them to
maintain their objectivity when a potential donor becomes engaged in a dispute
with a researcher. Effects of donations on institutions may be pervasive and
subtle due to a natural wish to oblige donors, and it is important to discuss such
influences openly.
Universities and their affiliated hospitals should put in place grievance and
arbitration procedures for all persons holding academic appointments (including
clinical researchers, bioethicists and biomedical scientists) who work in the
hospitals, that encompass all important employment matters, including academic
freedom, appointments and hospital privileges.
All research granting councils should have a
policy prohibiting clauses in contracts, investigator agreements or protocols,
that could be used to restrict communication (including publication) of risks
to human health identified in res earch projects, particularly clinical trials.
The councils should make compliance with such policies and procedures a
requirement for all research carried out in any institution to which they
award funds, and the counc ils shou ld active ly monitor complianc e. If this is
done, it will not be possible for industrial sponsors to move funding to
institutions that allow them to control disclosu re of results. If this is not done
and other institutions are known to be more lenient and available, pharmaceutical manufacturers could stop carrying out projects at institutions that
ask for stringent p atient protec tions and u nrestricted disclosure of risks. A
united stance w ould av oid any likelihood of a race to the bottom—such a
race wou ld be to the d etriment of the public intere st.
FOR GRANTING COUNCILS:

&
Both the AUCC
and the CAUT should develop policies and procedures appropriate to the
current environment of health research, in their own spheres, and they
should cooperate in efforts to ensure that individuals, institutions,
corporations and agencies of govern ments learn the lessons o utlined in this
report.

FOR THE ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES OF CANADA
THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS:
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If it is to maintain the public trust and safeguard the
public interest, the federal regulatory agency should act in a way that strictly
upholds the Food and Drugs Act and Regulations and should exercise its
authority in the public interest. Health Canada should always put the public
interest in safety above private corporate interests, and should review and
where necessary revise legislation, regulations or policy to ensure this.

FOR REGULATORS:

& PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS: Because safeguards for independence of investigators are usually less robust in non-unive rsity settings, it is
important that there be oversight of the conduct of clinical trials run outside
university teaching hospitals. There has been a significant increase in the
number of such trials in North America. The Tri-Cou ncil Policy Statemen t:
Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans is a valuable guide on many
aspects, but it does not apply to research conducted in institutions or organizations which receive no funding from the three Canadian research granting
councils (CIHR, SSHRC, NSERC). More broadly still, federal and provincial
governme nts should work together to develop a way to regulate the conduct of
research involving human subjects. They should consider and report back to
the Canadian public on the option of legislating to govern the ethical conduct
of all research involving human subjects conducted in Canada. In addition, the
federal government should ensure that Health Canada has the human and
financial resources, and the legislative powers, necessary to protect the public
interest in the regulation (review, approval, and monitoring) of
pharmace uticals in Canada.
FOR FEDERAL
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Contextual
1 *The Hospital for Sick Children (HSC) did not have an adequate policy
infrastructure to protect patients and the public interest in the conduct of
clinical trials, and this was a contributing factor in the development of the
contro versy.

2 *The University of Toronto Publication Policy in regard to contract
research allowed industrial sponsors to impose confiden tiality restrictions for
one year following the termination of a project. This applied to sponsored
research genera lly, including sponsored clinical trials. After the L1 dispute
became public in 1998, the University stated that its policy would not have
allowed such restrictions. This was not true. In 2001 the University announced
that it and its affiliated health care institutions were changing their policies so
as to disallow confiden tiality clauses in research contracts that could be used
to deter clinical investigators from disclosing risks to patients and others. By
the act of announcing this important and necessary change, the University
acknowledged that its prior policy was inapprop riate for clinical research.

3 *The University of Toronto and Apotex had been engaged in discussions
on a major donation since 1991. They reached agreement in principle on a
multi-million dollar donation in the spring of 1998 ($20,000,000 to the
University and $10,000,000 to the University for affiliated teaching hospitals). In the fall of 1998, after the L1 controversy received widespread
media coverage, the University and Apotex agreed to suspend donation discussions until the matters in that dispute were “resolved” and Apotex
“cleared of wrongdoing.” In 1999, while the L1 controversy continued, discussions on the major donation between the University and Apotex resumed.
At the request of Apotex, the President of the Univ ersity of Toro nto wrote to
the Prime Minister of C anada to delay action on proposed changes to drug
patent regulations that could adversely affect Apotex’s business. The
President later apologized for his letter. After the Federal Government proceeded with the changes, Apotex withdrew from the agreement in principle.
In a list of donors published by the University in late 2000, Apotex was
shown as having made a smaller donation to the University, between
$5,000,000 and $9,999,999.

4 *The Medical Research Council (MRC), through its university-industry
program, encouraged clinical researchers to seek industrial sponsors, but did not
put in place adequate guidelines to ensure the safety of trial participants and
disclosure of risks. For instance, MRC did not prohibit inappropriate confi-
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dentiality clauses in contracts between investigators and industrial co-sponsors.
Also, an industrial sponsor could unilaterally terminate a trial co-sponsored by
MRC, without any MRC requirement being in place to ensure that patients were
not adversely affected by the premature termination.

5 *HSC had no effective grievance procedure for its medic al and scien tific
staff, and it has not yet put such a procedure in place.

Chronological
6 *After the drug

L1 showed promise in an MRC-funded pilot study, Dr.
Nancy Olivieri applied to MRC for a larger grant to conduct a randomized trial
to compare the efficacy and safety of L1 with the standard iron-chelation
therapy, deferoxamine (DFO ). This application was not successfu l, but she was
invited to re-apply in light of written comments of the reviewers. These
included the suggestion that she apply under MRC’s university-industry
program.

7 *Dr. Gide on Koren, a co-investiga tor with Dr. Olivieri on the pilot study
and Associate Director for Clinical Research in the HSC Research Institute,
approached the pharmaceutical manufacturer Apotex Inc. through his longtime colleague in the University and in HSC , Dr. Mich ael Spino. Dr. Spino
had recently joined Apotex as a full-time employee, while still retaining his
status as a professor of pharmacy in the University and his laboratory
facilities in HSC. Apotex agreed to acquire the commercial development
rights for L1 and to sponsor clinical trials.

8 *Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri signed a contract in 1993 with Apotex Inc. for
the randomized trial (LA–01). This contract contained a one-year, post-termination confidentiality clause. This was in accordance with existing University and
Hospital policy. Nevertheless, Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri should have been
more alert to the implications of this clause in the contract and should have
refused to sign it without appropriate modifications.

9 *Apotex funding enabled Dr. Olivieri to re-apply to

MRC under its university-industry program for co-sponso rship of the randomized trial. This
application was successfu l.

10 *Apotex also agreed in 1993 to supply

L1 free of charge for continuation
of the pilot study as a long-term efficacy and safety trial (LA–03), but there was
no formal contract for this trial until 1995.

P Findings P

11 *The Research Ethics Board (REB) of HSC approved protocols for both the
Toronto L1 trials (LA–01 and LA–03) without reviewing the associated contracts to
ensure that the contracts did not breach ethical standards or norms. The
confidentiality clause in the LA–01 contract had an inappropriate confidentiality
clause— it specified that Apotex had the right to suppress information during the
trial and for one year after its termination. The REB also did not require inclusion
of provisions in the protocol to protect the interests of trial participants in the
event of premature termination by the industrial sponsor.

12 *Dr. Olivieri signed a consulting contract with Apotex in June 1995 for
work on a short-term safety trial of L1 at international sites (LA–02), that the
Federal Drug Administration (USA) had specified as a licencing requireme nt.
This had a three-year, post-termination confiden tiality clause that was not in
compliance with University of Toronto policy. Dr. Olivieri had no patients
enrolled in this trial, she was not an “investigator,” and this contract (including
its confiden tiality clause) was not relevant to the two Toronto trials (LA–01 and
LA–03). However, it was nevertheless inapprop riate for her (or any clinical
investigator) to sign a contract containing such a clause.

13 *Confidentiality clauses of the type then allowed are not appropriate for
clinical trials. They can be used by an industrial sponsor to suppress
information it considers adverse to its commercial interests, including
information concerning risks to trial participants, or to patients in a post-trial
treatment arrangement. A s invoked in this case by A potex, suc h confidential ity clause s offend public p olicy.

14 *Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri signed a contract in O ctober 199 5 with
Apotex Inc. for continuation of the pilot study as long-term efficacy and
safety trial (LA–03). This contract had no confidentiality clause. The two
unexpected risks of the drug L1 were identif ied by Dr. O livieri in data of th is
trial.

15 *Apotex had the right under the

LA–01 contract to terminate the LA–01
trial and it had the right under the LA–03 contract to terminate the LA–03 trial.

16 *In 1996 Dr. Olivieri identified an unexpected risk of

L1—loss of
sustained efficacy— in data of the LA–03 trial. She believed she was obligated
to inform trial participants and the Research Ethics Board (REB), and she
prepared a report on the risk for the REB. Apotex disputed this finding and
opposed informing patients. On reviewing Dr. Olivieri’s report, the REB Chair
Dr. Zlotkin agreed that trial participants should be informed and accordingly
directed her to revise the information and consent forms for participants.
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17 *Dr. Olivieri submitted the revised information and consent forms to the
on May 20, 1996 and sent a copy to Apotex. On May 24, 1996 Apotex
exercised its rights under the LA–01 and LA–03 contracts and terminated both
trials.

REB

18 *Apotex notified the Canadian regulatory agency, the Health Protection
Branch (HPB) of Health Canada that it had terminated both Toronto trials,
LA–01 and LA–03, on May 24, 1996.

19 *Dr. Olivieri notified the Hospital’s Research Ethics Board (REB) in
writing that both Toronto trials, LA–01 and LA–03, had been terminated by
Apotex on May 24, 1996.

20 *Apotex showed disrega rd for the inte rests and co ncerns of p atients
when, without prior notice, it terminated both trials and stopped supplying
its drug L1 in May 1996.

21 *Apotex terminated both Toronto trials (LA–01 and LA–03) in an attempt
to prevent Dr. Olivieri from informing p atients and others of a risk of L1 she
identified, and it issued warnings of legal action against her should she
inform patients or anyone of the risk without its prio r written con sent.
Apotex has never consented to any disclosure by Dr. Olivieri of risks she
identified.
22 *Apotex had n o contractual basis for legal w arnings in regard to

LA–03

data, but this important fact does not seem to have been appreciated a nd did
not play a role in th e develo ping co ntrover sy.

23 *Against the wishes of Dr. Olivieri, and against the recommendation of
its own Ex pert Advis ory Panel, A potex refu sed to reinstate either the LA–01
or the LA–03 trial. The Expert Advisory Panel urged that the trials be
reinstated so that it could be clarified whether some patients benefited and
what factors determined po tential bene fit. Only by con tinuing the tria ls
could participants and thalassemia patients elsewhere have the benefit of
knowin g whether L1 was sufficiently effective and safe to be licenced as
therapy for some patients.

24 *When Apotex terminated the trials without notice, Dr. Arnold Aberman,
the University’s Dean of Medicine, mediated a new arrangement under which
those patients who wished to continue on L1, and in whom it appeared to be
working, could do so, as patients of Dr. Olivieri and being monitored by her.
This new treatment arrangement was under Health Canada’s Emergency Drug
Release (EDR) program and was not a research trial. The REB had no jurisdiction
over this clinical arrangement.
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25 *Those p atients who wished to continue on

L1,

and for whom it was
considered sufficiently safe and beneficial in their individual cases, we re
permitted to continue, provided they were informed of and accepted the new
risk, and agreed to safety mon itoring tests. Under EDR, Dr. Olivieri was
required to monitor patients and re port the resu lts to Apote x and He alth
Canada.

26 *Apotex showed disregard for the interests an d concern s of patients
when it stopped supplying its drug a second time, in October 1996. Dean
Aberman intervened again in an effort to have the supply reinstated, but the
supply remained irregular into early 1997.

27 *The situation in regard to research fellows who had been engaged for
fixed periods to work on the trials was left uncertain when Apotex terminated
the trials without notice. It was agreed during Dean Aberman’s mediation
process that the fellows would continue to be employed for their contracted
periods, under continuing supervision of Drs. Koren and Olivieri during the
close-out of the terminated trials. Thereafter they would work under Dr.
Koren’s supervision on his research projects. Apotex provided additional
funds for salary support for the research fellows during the post-trial period.
Contrary to practice by other members in his Division in the University’s
Department of Pediatrics, Dr. Koren did not disclose that Apotex was the
source of a $250,000 research grant he received that year, that was listed in his
University department’s annual grant listing. Nor did he disclose the subject
matter of the research this grant funded.

28 *Before and after Apote x terminated the Toron to trials in May 1996, Dr.
Koren gave assura nces to D r. Olivieri that h e agreed w ith her finding of a
risk of L1 and her view that trial participan ts needed to be informe d of it.
Apotex stated that during the same period, Dr. Koren gave assurances to the
company that he agreed with its contrary position on these matters.

29 *Dr. Koren was senior author of two abstracts based on analysis of data
from the two terminated trials. These were presented at a conference in Malta
in April 1997 by their first author, Apotex employee Dr. Tricta, who had not
been involved in the work of either trial. They reported that L1 was effective
and safe in the treatment of thalassemia patients. This was inconsistent with
the findings Dr. Olivieri had published in two abstracts based on data from the
same trials in December 1996. Dr. Koren’s Apotex-funded research fellows
were included among his co-authors on his abstracts for the Malta conference.
The abstracts did not disclose the Apotex funding support for Dr. Koren or the
fellows, did not acknowledge Dr. Olivieri’s contributions to generating the
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data, and did not note that she had already published abstracts based on this
data.

30 *In communications with Health Canada in 1996 and 1997, to counter
Dr. Olivieri’s adverse findings on L1, Apotex used Dr. Koren’s assurances
that he supported its position on the drug, as well as publication s by him
supporting the company’s position on the efficacy and safety of the drug.

31 *In early 1997, Dr. Olivieri identified a second unexpected risk of

L1,
when she and liver pathologist Dr. Ross Cameron conducted a historical
review of charts of patients who had been in the long-term trial (LA–03). She
informed in a prompt way all those she was obligated to inform: the patients,
Apotex and Health Canada. She also promptly informed Dr. Koren. She
initiated steps to inform the scientific commun ity so that physicians
prescribing L1 in other centres would learn of the newly identified risk.
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32 *Apotex issued m ore legal warnings to de ter Dr. Olivieri from communicating this second unexp ected risk of L1 to anyone. However, she was
legally and ethically obligated to communicate the risk to those taking, or
prescribing the drug as there were potential safety implications for patients,
and she fulfilled these obligations despite the legal warnings.

33 *Some of Apotex’s 1997 legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri were to deter her
from presenting her findings o n the two unexpe cted risks of L1 at the same
April 1997 conferenc e in Malta at which D r. Koren’s abstracts were being
presente d. On CMPA legal advice, she initially withdrew her already submitted abstract, but upon learning that Dr . Koren wa s presenting abstracts
with an Apotex employee, she re-submitted and presented her abstract, notwithstanding the legal warnings from Apotex.

34 *Apotex acted against the public interest in issuing legal warnings to D r.
Olivieri to deter her from communicating about risks of L1. None of the legal
warnings has been rescinded.

35 *Apotex’s legal warnings violated Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom.
36 *The representative of Apotex most prominent in the repeated and
continuing legal warnin gs violating D r. Olivieri’s aca demic freedom w as its
Vice-Pre sident, Dr. Michael Spino, who continues to hold the status of a
professor in the University’s Faculty of Pharmacy. We have seen no
evidence that his conduct in violating this fundamental freedom has been
effectiv ely addre ssed by th e Univ ersity.

37 *The Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto did not
provide effective support either for Dr. Olivieri and her rights, or for the
principles of research and clinical ethics, and of academic freedom, during
the first two and a half years of this controversy. After the controversy
became public in 1998, the University stated publicly that it had provided
effective support for Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom, but this was not true.

38 *Notwithstanding Apotex’s legal warnings and the lack of support from
the University and the Hospital, Dr. Olivieri complied with all of her ethical
obligations, including reporting obligations, and she published her findings.
During the period summer 1996–summer 1998, the only effective support she
had in exercising her rights and responsibilities in the face of the Apotex legal
warnings was from the Canadian Medical Protective Association (CMPA),
although it was not always effective. In keeping with their mandate, the advice
of legal counsel provided by CMPA was largely aimed at minimizing Dr.
Olivieri’s legal exposure, not at protecting societal or institutional interests.
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The University and the Hospital should have ensured defence, including legal
defence, of these broader interests.

39 *The very substantial resources CMPA devoted to this case demonstrate the
seriousness with which CMPA, and the lawyers CMPA engaged to represent her,
viewed the Apotex legal warnings, and demonstrate the ineffectiveness of any
support the Hospital and the University gave.

40 *HSC Pediatrician-in-Chief Dr. O’Brodovich put forward incorrect allegations and testimon y, in addition to seriously incomplete testimon y, against Dr.
Olivieri to the Naimark Review and to the Medical Advisory Committee. In
this he used information from Dr. Koren and cooperated with Dr. Koren. Dr.
O’Brodovich was seriously neglectful in not checking the validity, or ensuring
the completeness, of his testimon y.

41 *Dr. Koren attempted to discredit Dr. Olivieri by dishonest means:
•

He was the author of ano nymous letters to the press and o thers
against Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, for which he denied
responsibility for many months.

•

He put forward false allegations and tes timony again st Dr. Olivier i to
the Naimark Review, and to the MAC inquiry that followed.

42 *In addition to false allegations and testimony, Dr. Koren put forw ard
incorrect allegations a nd testimon y against Dr. Olivieri to the Naimark
Review and to the MAC inquiry that he shou ld have kno wn were in correct,
because they were contradicted in documents available to him. He was
seriously neglectful in putting these forward.

43 *Dr. Koren lied persistently for many months about his responsibility for
the anonymous letters, and did not admit responsibility until after he had been
identified by DNA evidence.
44 *The University and the Hospital disciplined Dr. Koren on April 11, 2000
for the misconduct to which he admitted: his series of anonymous letters
disparaging Dr. Olivieri and several colleagues; and lying persistently about
responsib ility for the letters.

45 *After Dr. Koren admitted to writing and sending anonymou s letters
against Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, Dr. O’Brodovich, the Medical
Advisory Committee (MAC ) and the HSC Board of Trustees had a responsibility to review and assess carefully all the allegation s and testimony Dr.
Koren had put forward both to the Naimark and MAC reviews, and all
allegations and testimony by other witnesses which relied in any way upon
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information given to them by Dr. Koren. We have no evidence that they
fulfilled this resp onsibil ity.

46 *Neither the University nor the Hospital has properly addressed the
conduct of Dr. Koren in putting forward false allegations and testimony
against Dr. Olivieri to the Naimark Review and to the MAC , or taken any
action to correct the resulting situation.

47 *Research Ethics Board (REB) Chair Dr. Aideen Moore put forward
seriously incorrect testimony in regard to the period after Apotex terminated
both Toronto trials of L1. Namely, she said that the long-term trial of L1
(LA–03) continued, and co ntinued under REB jurisdiction, after May 1996
when both trials had in fact been terminated and never reinstated. She put
forward this testimony despite the fact that the correct information was
available to her as REB Chair in documentary form in the files of the REB.
Her incorrect testimony was relied on by Dr. O’Brodo vich, the Naimark
Review and the MAC . It was also cited by Dr. Koren to bolster his allegations
and testimony aga inst Dr. Oliv ieri, despite th e docume nted fact that he
himself knew Dr. M oore was wro ng. Dr. Moo re was serio usly neglectfu l in
not checking REB records wherein it was documented that both trials had
been terminated on May 24, 1996.
48 *The Naimark Review and the MAC inquiry apparently were not provided
with some important, relevant information by persons they interviewed. For
instance, the formal notice to the REB by Dr. Olivieri and her HSC Division
Chief Dr. Freedman that the long-term trial (LA–03) had been terminated, a
notice that had been received by the REB on August 1, 1996, and a centrally
important documen t, was not cited in the reports of either the Naimark Review
or the MAC and must be assumed not available to them.

49 *The adverse findings against Dr. Olivieri in the reports of the Naimark
Review and HSC’s Medical Advisory Committee are incorrect and based on
incomplete, incorrect and false testimon y.

50 *The misconduct by Dr. Koren in putting forward false and seriously
neglectful testimony against Dr. Olivieri to the Naimark Review and the
Medical Advisory Committee, and the uncritical acceptance of his testimon y, are
significant factors in the L1 controversy being prolonged and widened.

51 *Dr. Koren violated accepted standards of conduct in regard to publication
in biomedical journals, when he published an article in Therapeutic Drug
Monitoring in 1999 on Apotex’s drug L1 without disclosing the company’s
financial support for his research, without acknowledging the contributions of
Dr. Olivieri and others to generating the data he used or giving them an
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opportun ity to review or participate in the publication, and without noting
previous publications on risks of the drug. We have seen no evidence that
either the University or the Hospital has yet taken appropria te action to
address this improper conduct.

52 *The Hospital for Sick Children took actions that were harmful to Dr.
Olivieri’s interests and professional repu tation, and disrupted her w ork. In
each instance, the adverse actions were taken without providing due process.
She was provid ed neither w ith the case sh e was exp ected to me et, nor a fair
opportunity to respond, prior to the actions being taken. These included:
•

wide dissemination on September 1, 1998, of unsupported allegations
made privately to the HSC Executive by Apotex against the quality of
her work;

•

removal from her progra m directorsh ip on Janu ary 6, 1999;

•

completion by a subcommittee of the Medical Advisory Committee
(MAC ) in January 2000 of a report based on allegations and testimony
that had not been disclosed to Dr. Olivieri, and endorsement of that
report by the MAC ; and

•

public referral of allegations made by the MAC to external bodies on
April 27, 2000.

The matter of the program directorsh ip was resolved through the intervention of the University and other p arties, but the other matters remain outstanding.

53 *The action taken by the HSC Board of Trustees and the MAC on April 27,
2000 to publicly refer the MAC allegations, cast in the form of enumerated
“concerns,” to the College of Physicians and Surgeons (CPSO) and to the
University’s Faculty of Medicine represented an abdication of responsib ility
and an abuse of process. The MAC investigation into Dr. Olivieri’s conduct
was directed by the Board on the basis of incorrect findings in the Naimark
Report. The Board’s directive did not instruct the MAC to provide due process,
and due process was not provided to Dr. Olivieri. The MAC does not appear to
have diligently reviewed the available evidence, and did not consult
independent experts. The MAC was empowered to review conduct and report
conclusions, but instead it brought forward allegations. The Board and the
MAC referred the allegations without specifying which CPSO or University
policies Dr. Olivieri was alleged to have breached. The action damaged Dr.
Olivieri’s reputation and imposed a substantial, unwarranted burden of
defending herself before two different bodies, without knowing the case she
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had to answer. Regardless of the intentions or purpose of these actions, they
later were used by Apotex in efforts to discredit Dr. Olivieri and defend the
reputation of its drug L1.

54 *Although Apotex’s own interests were served in 1998 when it put forward to regulatory agencies and to Dr. Olivieri’s employers post hoc reasons
for why it terminated the Toronto L1 trials (alleged protocol violations), these
reasons were materially different from the reason given in its own statements
made at the time of the terminations in 1996 and during the following year.
This was inapprop riate conduct by the compa ny.

55 *Apotex made statements to regulatory authorities about the relative
significance of the two Toronto efficacy and safety trials (LA–01 and LA–03),
and the safety trial at international sites (LA–02), that were contradicted by its
own earlier documents. The protocol for the international trial specified that it
was a short-term trial, the primary objective of which was to assess the
occurrence of known acute-toxicity effects of L1. The information and consent
form for patients enrolling in the international trial stated that its purpose was
to determine the safety of L1. This nature of the international trial was acknowledged by Apotex’s Vice-Pre sident, Dr. Spino in 1996, when he wrote that it
was a safety study of short duration (1 year). However, in later submissions to
regulatory authorities in 1998, Apotex stated that the short-term toxicity trial at
international sites (LA–02) was the pivotal efficacy and safety trial for licencing
purposes, and that the randomized comparison trial (LA–01) and the long-term
efficacy and safety trial (LA–03) in Toronto were supportive studies to the
LA–02 study. We have seen no convincing evidence that would demonstrate
why or how the public interest was served by Apotex’s claim that LA–02, rather
than LA–01, was the pivotal trial of the drug.

56 *Attempts to discredit Dr. Olivieri and her work were an aspect of
Apotex’s 1998 licencing submissions for its drug L1 to regulatory agencies.
This information was not disclosed to Dr. Olivieri by the regulators or by
Apotex. Subsequent to learning of its existence independently, sh e was only
able to gain access to particulars of Ap otex’s allegations against her w ork
through court proceedings in Europe.

57 *Apotex’s attempts to discredit Dr. Olivieri with regulatory agencies, and
with other scientists, included allegations that liver biopsy was not an accepted
or appropriate diagnostic guide to therapy for transfusion-dependent thalassemia
patients, but rather was a needless, risky procedure done by Dr. Olivieri for
research purposes. A review of the relevant medical literature shows that this is
not the case—liver biopsy is a safe procedure that is necessary to guide appropriate therapy for such patients, and to assess the efficacy and safety of their
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iron-chelation treatment. Nevertheless, similar incorrect allegations were later
put forward by Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich to the MAC, with specific
reference to biopsies done on some of Dr. Olivieri’s patients in 1997 following
identification of the risk that L1 could cause progression of liver fibrosis. The
allegations were believed by the MAC.

58 *Dr. Olivieri sought a meeting with Health Canada officials in June 1999
to express concerns regarding Apotex’s licencing submissions. She was
accompanied by Dr. Michèle Brill-Edwards who assisted her in her presentation. Shortly afterward, Dr. Brill-Edwards received two letters—one an anonymous letter disparaging Dr. Olivieri and others who were critical of Apotex’s
drug L1 and of the HSC administration, and the other a signed letter from Dr.
Koren offering her employment in his HSC Division. DNA evidence from
envelope of the anonymous letter to Dr. Brill-Edwards identified Dr. Sergio
Grinstein, a scientist at HSC and a public supporter of the HSC administration in
the L1 contro versy, as the author. DNA evidence from the envelope of the
signed letter to Dr. Brill-Edwards identified Dr. Koren as the author of the
series of anonymous letters against Dr. Olivieri and her supporters sent out in
late 1998 and early 1999.

59 *Neither Dr. Olivieri nor the colleagues who tried to assist her during the
first two years of the controversy (1996–1998) were aware that the University
of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA ) and the Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAUT) could be approached for advice and assistance.

60 *UTFA and

CAUT knew of the dispute an d its implication s for acade mic
freedom and research ethics in August 1998, when it became public, yet they
did not offer assistance to Dr. O livieri until No vember 19 98. How ever, both
associations provided substantial assistance from November 1998 onward,
to the presen t in the case of UTFA , and until this Committee of Inqu iry
commenced w ork in September 19 99 in the case of CAUT.

61 *Sir David Weathe rall of Oxford University and Dr. David Nathan of
Harvard University, UTFA , CAUT, and President Robert Prichard of the University of Toronto, were instrumental in bringing about the agreement of
January 25, 1999 that resolved the dispute concerning HSC’s removal of Dr.
Olivieri from her program directorship. President Prichard has been rightly
credited with having played an indispens able role in the mediation process on
this occasion, a process that resulted in this very significant agreemen t.
62 *The agreement of January 25, 1999 also resolved a number of other
important matters, including violations of the academic freedom of Dr.
Olivieri and her colleagues, Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie, by HSC through the
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issuance of “gag orders” to them on January 6, 1999. Under this agreemen t,
withdrew the “gag orders.”

HSC

63 *The agreement of January 25, 1999 provided, for the first time, assurance
that HSC would provide legal support for Dr. Olivieri, in the event Apotex took
legal action against her and the CMPA declined to support her. This implied a
belated acknowledgment by the Hospital that it had responsibilities in the
dispute between Apotex and Dr. Olivieri.
64 *Given the Hospital’s previous treatment of Dr. Olivieri, the University,
and CAUT should have made representations to the Hospital for Sick
Children in January 1999 in an effort to ensure that Dr. Olivieri would be
provided due process in the MAC inquiry. UTFA and CAUT did not do so and we
have seen no evidence that the University did so. It became clear a year later
that Dr. Olivieri had been very seriously denied due process by the MAC . The
University, in particular, had publicly stated in December 1998 that it had a
commitment from the Hospital that it would be consulted on actions adverse to
Dr. Olivieri in matters arising from findings in the Naimark Report. We have
seen no evidence that the University pursued this commitment to ensure it was
fulfilled.
UTFA

65 *Throughout this dispute, during which Dr. Olivieri was publicly and
privately criticized by medical administrators of the Hospital for Sick
Children, she has had the con fidence and supp ort of medical administrators
in The Toronto Hospital where she treats adult patients, including Physicianin-Chief Dr. Micha el Baker.
66 *Dr. Olivieri’s efforts during the past five years and more to exercise her
rights and respo nsibilities, and to uphold principles of academic freedom
and research and c linical ethics, have been at great pe rsonal cost to her.
67 *Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie have actively supported the principles
of academic freedom, research ethics, research integrity and fair procedures
during the past several years. They have supported Dr. Olivieri in the exercise
of her individual rights during this time. Without their active involvemen t,
events in this case would likely have been still more unfortuna te for the
upholding of these general principles, and for Dr. Olivieri, than they have
been. Their involvement has been at great personal cost to each of them, but
they felt moved to intervene when the institutional leadership of the University
of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick Children had failed to provide effective
support either for the general principles or for Dr. Olivieri.

68 *Officers of the University of Toronto, including President Prichard and
Dean David Naylor made substantial efforts during 1999 to mediate disputes
between Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie, and the Hospital for
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Sick Children. Although these efforts have not yet been brought to a
successful conclusion, they could still form the basis for resolving a number
of outstanding issues.

69 *It is unfortunate the University did not effectively intervene to counter
the legal warnings by Apotex or unfair a ctions a gainst D r. Olivie ri by HSC
prior to January 1999, or effec tively address certain other relevant matters
since then. Ho wever, it is the case that without some of the significant
interventions the University has made, events in this case would likely have
been still more unfortunate for the upholding of these general principles, and
for Dr. Olivieri, than they have been.

General
70 *The central issue in both instances of identification of an unexpected risk
was an ethical one. A drug manufacturer, Apotex, attempted through legal
warnings to impede a clinical investigator and treating physician, Dr. Olivieri,
from informing patients and others of the risks. By these actions, Apotex
attempted to deprive patients of their right to give informed consent to a
treatment that was unproven as to its efficacy and safety, and it thereby acted
contrary to the public interest.
71*The issue of academic freedom is related to the ethical issue: communication through presentations at scientific meetings and through other
publications were essential to alert physicians around the world to risks of the
drug. Speaking out on the actions of Apotex and on the failures by the Hospital
for Sick Children and the University of Toronto to take any effective counteraction (until early 1999), was also important to the public interest.

72 *This case demonstrates the importance to the public interest that
universities and their affiliated teaching hospitals act robustly to protect
academic freedom, bringing to bear the full weight of their resources in cases
where large private corporations attempt to infringe academic freedom.

73 *This case demonstrates the importance to the public interest of ensuring
that in hospitals affilia ted with universities, h ospital staff w ho hold ac ademic
appointments have the right to academic freedom and its protection to ensure
their independence.

74 *This case demonstrates the importance to the public interest of ensuring
that in hospitals affiliated with universities, inquiries by Medical A dvisory
Committees into conduct of clinical professors be conducted with standards
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of fairness and d ue proces s commen surate with th e seriousne ss of the
allegations under review.

75 *This case demonstrates the importance to the public interest of ensuring
that in hospitals affiliated with a univers ity, staff holding academic appointments in the university have access to grievance and arbitration procedures on
all significant matters pertaining to their hospital employmen t, and that such
procedures be comparab le to and harmonized with the university grievance
and arbitration procedures.

76 *This case demonstrates the importance to the public interest of ensuring
that investigators conducting clinical trials do so in the context of strong
guidelines, regulations, or legislation, that exist and are enforced to protect
investigators’ independence, and thus their ability to act in the interests of
trial participants and patients.

77 *There are importan t gaps in the p olicies and p rocedure s of the
Canadian research granting councils an d Health C anada to p rotect public
safety in clinical trials. Nationwide rules, and mechanisms for enforcing the
rules, to govern re lationships a mong inve stigators, their institutions and
industrial sponsors of clinical trials, are urgently required.
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General
1 *All contracts, protocols and investigator agreemen ts for industrial sponsorship of clinical trials should expressly provide that the clinical investigators shall
not be prevented by the sponsor (or anyone) from informing participants in the
study, members of the research group, other physicians administering the treatment, research ethics boards, regulatory agencies, and the scientific community,
of risks to participants that the investigators identify during the research. The
same provisions should apply to any risks of a treatment identified following the
conclusion of a trial in the event there are patients being administered the treatment in a non-trial setting.
Certain circumscribed confiden tiality restrictions may be appropriate, for
example, those pertaining to information on the chemical structure, or synthesis of a drug, or its method of encapsu lation. However, restrictions on disclosure of risks to patients are not appropriate, subject only to the condition
that the investigator believes there is a reasonab le basis for identification of the
risk. Under the term “risk” we include inefficacy of the treatment, as well as
direct safety concerns.

The Hospital for Sick Children & the University of Toronto
2 *The Hospital and the University should address the professional misconduct by Dr. Gideon Koren in putting forward false and seriou sly
neglectful allegations and testimony agains t Dr. Olivieri to the Naimark
Review and the Medical Advisory Committee.
3 *The University and the Hospital should address the academic misconduct
by Dr. Koren in regard to his article, “An Investigation Into Variability in the
Therape utic Response to Deferiprone in Patients With Thalassemia Major” in
the journal Therape utic Drug Monitoring, volume 21 (1999), pp. 74–81.

4 *The University and the H ospital should investigate the facts and
circumstances pertaining to Dr. Koren ’s actions in th e following matters: his
role as senior author of two abstracts presented by an Apotex employee at
the 6th International Conference on Thalassaemia and the Haemoglobinopathies held in Ma lta in April 1997; and his failure to disclose the source or
purpose a $250,000 grant from Apotex in the academic year 1995–1996 for
use in 1996–1997.
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5 *The University should a ddress the miscondu ct of Dr. Michael Spino,
who holds the status of professor in the Faculty of Ph armacy, in rep eatedly
violating Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom.

6 *The H ospital f or Sick Childr en sho uld imm ediately and publicly
withdraw its April 2000 referrals to the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario and the University of Toronto, of the enumerated “concerns” of
the Medic al Advisor y Committee r egarding Dr. Olivieri.
7 *Dr. Olivieri should receive redress from the Hospital for Sick Children
and the University of Toronto for the unfair treatment she has received,
including their lack of support to her in the exercise of her rights and
obligations.
8 *Dr. Olivieri should receive redress from the Hospital for Sick Children for
the damaging and unfair actions against her by its Medical Advisory Committee and Board of Trustees arising from the MAC proceedings.

9 *Dr. Olivieri, and Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie believe that they
were subjected to unfair treatment in certain matters of their employment
and working conditions, for exercising their right to academic freedom in the
matters outlined in this report. In the case of Dr. Olivieri, this was from 1996
onward— in the cases of Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Ga llie, subsequ ent to
their being identified as supporters of Dr. Olivieri. This Committee of
Inquiry did not investigate and add ress all of these matters. We un derstand
that some concerns of these five scientists were under consideration in the
mediation process undertaken by the Dean of Medicine in the fall of 1999,
and that other concerns are the subject of grievances lodged with the
University of Toronto in late 1998 and augmented since then. Neither the
mediation nor the griev ance proc ess has yet be en broug ht to a resolu tion in
the ensuing years. These processes should be brought to an expeditious and
fair resolution.
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Research Ethics Boards
10 *Not only all protocols but also all associated research contracts and investigator agreemen ts should be reviewed and approved by Research Ethics Boards
(REBs) to ensure, among other things, that they comply with recommendation 1.
The REBs should ensure that the wording of protocols is congruent with their
associated contracts and investigator agreements. REBs should have, and should
exercise, the power to withhold approval of any proposed study if any of the
associated protocols, contracts and investigator agreemen ts contain inappropriate
confidentiality clauses.
REBs should be permitted to d elegate the a uthority to con duct reviews of
contracts and investigator agreements to the institutional office of research
services. However, suc h delegation should only be done if:

a) the office is given clear instructions that contracts and investigator
agreemen ts must comply with recommendation 1, with the protocols
approved by the REB, the ethical standards articulated in the Tri-Council
Policy Statemen t: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS)
and other norms of research ethics; and
b) there is an annual process of auditing by the REB of a representative
sample of contracts and investigator agreemen ts to ensure consistency
between the protocols (and ethical standards) and the contracts and
investigator agreements.

11 *REBs should ensure that the guidelines in recommendation 10 are
understood and followed by all sponsors and investigators. Insertion of the
following text in the relevant documents is recommended:
a) Consent form
Throughout the research process, you will be given any new information that
might affect your decision to participate in the research. In particular, you
will be told of any unforeseen risks that may be iden tified.

b) Protocol
No agreements or contracts between researchers and sponsors that limit the
right and the responsibility of the researchers to disclose relevant information
about unforeseen risks that becomes known in the course of the research, to
participants in the study, members of the research group, other physicians
administering the treatment, research ethics boards, regulatory agencies, and
the scientific community, have been or will be entered into by the
researchers.

c) Investiga tor agreem ents / contra cts
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If I have concerns about the safety and/or efficacy of the stu dy drug, X, I
have the right and the responsibility to disclose relevant information that
becomes known to me in the course of the research, to participants in the
stud y, members of the research group, other physicians administering the
treatment, research ethics boards, regulatory agencies, and the scientific
com mun ity.

12 *REBs should review project budgets as well as the research protocols and
associated contracts and agreements, in order to ensure that all actual and
potential conflicts of interest are managed in an ethical fashion.

13 *REBs should ensure that protocols and related contracts and agreements
make express provision for management of patient care in the event of premature termination of a research trial, and should withhold approval of the
study until such provision has clearly been made.

14 *REBs should review institutional policies and practices with respect to
access to patient records for research purposes to ensure that they are in
compliance with the Tri-Cou ncil Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for
Research Involving Humans ( TCPS).

Universities & Teaching Hospitals
15 *Each Canadian university with a faculty of medicine, and each
affiliated health care institution, should put in place the policy in recommendation 1 together with procedures to ensure compliance, and ensure that
their REBs comply with recommendations 10–14.

16 *Universities and affiliated teaching hospitals should implement
appropria te policies and practices to ensure protection of th e right to
academic freedom of clinical and other researchers and bioethicists who
work in teaching hospitals and who hold acad emic appo intments in affiliated
universities. Relevant p rovisions sh ould be inc luded in affiliation
agreements.

17 *Clinical and other researchers, and bioethicists, who are employees of
teaching hospitals and who hold academic appointments in the affiliated
university, should have access to grievance and arbitration procedures in matters
pertaining to their hospital employment, as well as their university employment.
The affiliation agreement between a teaching hospital and a university should
require that the hospital grievance and arbitration procedures are comparab le to,
and compatible with, those available to faculty members employed full-time in
the university. The affiliation agreement should specify the process with
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jurisdiction, and the responsibility for remedies, in matters involving both
hospital and university employment.

18 *Teachin g hospitals affiliated with universities should put in place a
policy of due process in such matters as: removal of administrative office
from an employee; Medical Advisory Committee (MAC ) investigations into
conduct of a staff physician; and disciplinary proceedin gs. The p olicy should
make clear that adverse MAC recommen dations an d adverse a dministrative
or Board de cisions arising from MAC recommen dations are subject to
grievance and arbitration.

19 *Provision should be made by each institution for training and briefing
new members and Chairs of Research Ethics Boards on matters relevant to
their work. This briefing should include familiarization with: the TCPS and
other relevant legal and ethical norms, guidelines and policies; and accurate
information on the status of all active research protocols and recently
terminated protocols. REB Chairs should have adequate independence and
author ity, as well as adequate release time and administrative support, to carry
out their mandate to protect the safety of research participants and the public
interest.
20 *The nature and importance of scientific independence, academic freedom, and of putting patient safety first in interactions with drug companies or
other sponsors of research, should be incorporated into training programs for
students in all medical schools and affiliated health care institutions. Students
should be made aware of potential conflicts of interest, and of the need and
ways to ensure they are managed in the public interest.

AUCC & CAUT
21 *To ensure a united stance and prevent any likelihood of companies
moving research projects to institutions with less stringent patient protection,
there should be a national, integrated approach for all research done in
hospitals affiliated with universities. We recommend that the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) develop, implement and enforce
a policy governing industry-academy relationships that would apply to all
faculties of medicine and affiliated teaching hospitals across Canada. Such a
policy should include, at a minimum, the provisions outlined in recommendation 1. It should also include guidelines for determining whether a proposed
university-industry contract qualifies as academic activity, or as consulting
service— with different rules for pricing and overseeing the project for these
two categories.
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All industry/academy agreemen ts and contracts for health research should be
filed with an oversight body established by AUCC for the purpose of ensuring
compliance. A surtax should be levied on all industry/academy health research
agreemen ts and contracts to fund the activities of this oversight body.

22 *The Association of Universities and Co lleges of Canada, the Canadian
Association of University Teachers and learned societies should undertake
cooperativ ely an ongoing program to promote academic freedom and the
ethical conduct of research. This should include development and implementation of an educational comp onent to be included in all post-gradu ate
and post-doctor al training pro grams in all field s where research on human
subjects is conducted. It should also include an awareness program on these
matters for all persons holding academic appointments who work in teaching
hospitals affiliated with universities.

23 *The Canadian Association of University Teachers should develop
policies and model clauses fo r grievance and arbitration procedures for
medical and health -related facu lty members an d bioethicis ts who wo rk in
health care institutions affiliated with universities.

24 *The Canadian Association of University Teachers should review and
revise its policies on:
a) action in regard to cases of infringement of academic freedom or other
important rights or privileges brought to its attention, so as to be in a
position to promptly intervene to ensure expeditious access to a fair and
effective resolution process;
b) ensuring the independence of Committees of Inquiry into cases that
are prima fac ie serious. In the present instance, CAUT agreed to changes
to policy at the req uest of the C ommittee of Inquiry to ensure its
independence.

Granting Councils
25 *In order to help ensure consistency in standards across the country, the
Canadian Institutes for Health Research (CIHR), together with the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and the Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), should impose a requirement that
universities and health care institutions receiving any funding from the
granting councils have in place the policy in recommendation 1. The requirement should apply to all clinical research projects conducted at these institutions, whether or not such projects are funded by one of the granting councils.
A means of ensuring compliance would be the withholding of all CIHR, SSRHC
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and NSERC funds where such a requirement is not in place, or is not met, and
the Councils should actively monitor compliance.

26 *The TCPS should be amended so as to give further explicit and prescriptive direction to REBs on the need and ways to identify and manage conflicts of
interest.
Government of Canada
27 *Health Canada should impose a requiremen t, by statute or regulation,
that a clinical investigator neither be asked to, nor agree to limit her/his
freedom to disclose any risks identified in every case of an Investigational
New Drug application, Emergency Drug Release, or other unproven treatment
where Health Canada has jurisdiction.
28 *Health Canada should adopt a policy of establishing an independent
inquiry whenever a clinical trial is prematurely terminated as a result of a
disagreement between the spon sor and the investigator on ide ntification of a
risk.

29 *Health Canada should adopt a policy that whenever a manufacturer
makes allegations a gainst the work of a trial investigator in a regulatory
submission, the investigator is immediately provided with full particulars by
Health Canada and a fair opportunity to respond.

30 *The Government of Canada should ensure that Health Canada has
adequate personnel and fina ncial resou rces to prote ct the public interest in
the regulation of pharmaceuticals.

31 *The Federal Minister of Health should thorough ly review the current
regulation of health research in Canada and make changes to, or through,
legislation or regulations to ensure that the safety of Canadians is adequately
protected, working with Provincial Ministers where appropriate.

1
The Committee of Inquiry
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1A *Appointmen t of the Comm ittee of Inquiry
DR. NANCY OLIVIERI

appealed to the Canadian Association of University
Teachers (CAUT) for assistance in November 1998. The CAUT subsequently
intervened in several matters on her behalf, but the situation remained
unresolved. Following a procedure used by CAUT in other unresolved cases, the
CAUT decided in 1999 to set up a Committee of Inquiry.* The members of the
present Committee of Inquiry were selected and asked to serve on the basis of
their expertise and experience. The members were Dr. Patricia Baird (UBC), Dr.
Jocelyn Downie (Dalhousie), and Dr. Jon Thompson (UNB) as Chair.
In discussion at their first meetings, the members decided they would serve
only on the understanding that they would be independent of positions taken
by the CAUT, or any other person or organization. To ensure this independence
the committee requested CAUT to agree to special arrangements, reviewed
below, to which CAUT agreed. The members of the committee did not seek this
appointment and have served without any remuneration.

*The first CAUT committee of inquiry was appointed in 1958, in the case of the dismissal of
history professor H.S. Crowe by United College, Winnipeg. The members of that committee were
Professors Vernon Fowke (Economics, Saskatchewan) and Bora Laskin (Law, Toronto).

1B *Terms of Reference of this Committee of
Inquiry
Re: DR. NANCY OLIVIERI
1. To investigate the sequence of events leading to and subsequent to the
crisis at the Hospital for Sick Children and University of Toronto involving
Apotex Inc. and Dr. Nancy Olivieri, her colleagues, students, and others
who may have been connected with he r in this matter.
2. To determine whether there were breaches of medical research ethics and
clinical ethics.
3. To determ ine wheth er there were brea ches of or th reats to acad emic
freedom.
4. To determine whether changes in Dr. Olivieri's working conditions during
this period impaired her and her colleague's ability to conduct their scientific
research and treat their patients.
5. To make any appropriate recommendations.

1C *Comm ittee Memb ers
Dr. Patricia A. Baird
FRSC, OC, OBC, BSc, MD, CM, FRCP(C), FCCMG
Patricia Baird was trained as a pediatrician, then specialized in medical
genetics, being Head of the Department of Medical Genetics at UBC for over
a decade. She has been a member of numerous national and international
bodies, among them the National Advisory Board on Science and Technology
chaired by the Prime Minister; the Medical Research Council of Canada (and
its Standing Committee on Ethics in Experimentation); and International
Ethics Committees. She chaired the Royal Commission on New Reproductive
Technologies, which reported several years ago. Since 1991, she has been a
Vice-President of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research. She has
received three honorary degrees, the Order of British Columbia, and is an
Officer of the Order of Canada. She holds the position of “Univers ity
Distinguished Professor” at the University of British Columbia.
Dr. Jocelyn Dow nie
BA, MA, MLitt, LLB, LLM, SJD
Dr. Downie holds a joint appointment in the Faculties of Law and Medicine at
Dalhou sie University. She holds graduate degees in bioethics as well as in law
and now works at the intersection of ethics, law, and health care. She has
served on research ethics boards at a local and national level, and conducts
research on research ethics and the regulation of research in Canada. She
currently serves on the National Blood Safety council and the Federal/
Provincial/Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health.
Dr. Jon H. Thompson
BSc, MA, PhD
Dr. Thompson is a Professor in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of New Brunswick and Chair of the Departm ent. He was President
of the faculty union at UNB in 1979–1981 and chaired the Academ ic Freedom
and Tenure Committee of the CAUT during 1985–1988. He has been involved
in the investigation and resolution of disputes at universities across Canada
during the past two decades. He was a member of the Independent Committee
of Inquiry into Academic and Scientific Integrity appointed by the Board of
Governors of Concordia University in 1993–1994. In 1993, he received the
James B. Milner Memorial Award for contributions to academic freedom.

Transparency
In the interest of transpa rency, we note here any interaction committee
members have had with persons, institutions, corporations or organizations in
this case.
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No member of the Committee has any involvement with any drug company, public institution, organization or person that would place her or him in
a conflict of interest.
The members of the Committee of Inquiry had no previous acquaintance
with each other. Dr. Baird and Dr. Downie had no prior involvement with the
CAUT. Dr. Thompson was a member, then chaired the Academ ic Freedom and
Tenure Committee of CAUT during 1985–1988, being as a consequence a
member (ex officio) of the Board of Directors. He has not held an office in
CAUT since that time. He has occasion ally been called upon for advice or
assistance by CAUT or member associations.
No member of the committee had personally met any of the persons at the
centre of the case prior to commencing interviews in the autumn of 1999.
Members were aware of the case from media reports. Drs. Baird and Downie
had read the Naimark Report prior to serving on this committee.
Drs. Downie and Thompson are graduates of the University of Toronto.
Dr. Downie was a summer employee in the Department of Bioethics of the
Hospital for Sick Children in 1991. Dr. Downie was a signatory of a letter in
the fall of 1998 to University and Hospital officials inquiring as to their
institutional policies on matters relating to the case. Dr. Baird has occasion ally
given general media comments on medical research and the involvement of
industrial sponsors.
In September 1998 Dr. Baird was invited by Dr. Arnold Naimark to assist
him in the review of the L1 controversy that the Hospital for Sick Children had
appointed him to conduct. Dr. Baird declined the invitation, as outlined
elsewhere in this report, as she did not feel the arrangement proposed gave her
sufficient independence.

1D *Measures to ensure independence
on the case in Novem ber 1998 and subse quently
attempted to assist Dr. O livieri. Because of this, the Co mmittee of Inquiry
made it a condition of service tha t measures b e put in plac e to ensure its
independence from CAUT. CAUT agreed to these. The first requirements were
that the committee be provided with its own office in Toronto, that any
research assistants employed would report only to the committee, and that
independent legal counsel would be retained. Although the CAUT bore the
expenses, these service s were und er the control of the committee. The CAUT
agreed also to refrain from public comment o n the case u ntil the comm ittee
completed its inquiry and its report wa s published.

THE CAUT TOOK A POSITION

Some of the persons and organizations invited to participate nevertheless
declined to accept, citing two reasons: that the committee had been appointed
by the CAUT which had taken a position; and that the CAUT policy on inquiries
gave it an opportunity to comment on a draft report, and discretion as to
whether to publish the completed report. The committee then asked that these
provisions of CAUT policy be suspended for the present inquiry, and the CAUT
Executive Committee immediately passed formal motions to implement the
requested changes. In summary, the requirement for submission of a draft
report was eliminated, and the CAUT made a written undertaking to publish the
report as submitted and in its entirety. (The texts of the motions are in
Appen dix D.) These changes were communicated to all persons invited to
participate in the inquiry.
The members of the Com mittee of Inquiry agreed from the outset that
any opinions dissenting from the majority would be included in whole in the
committee’s report, in a separate section of the report written by the
dissenting member.

1E *The Inquiry Process
received from CAUT an initial collection of documents
pertaining to events that occurred up to early 1999. On the basis of th e
information in these, as well as the experience each member brought to the
Committee, we contacted a large number of persons who had been involved
in various ways. These individuals were invited to meet with the Committee,
to provide documents, and to suggest the names of others wh o might have
relevant informatio n. Additional persons were contacted as the Committee
obtained more informatio n on the ca se. A list of tho se contacte d is
appended, with indications as to whether they participated.
THE COMMITTEE

The administrations of the University of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick
Children, and a number of individuals declined our invitation to participate.
Apotex Inc. also declined. The potential disadvantage of these non-participations was substantially offset by the access the committee obtained to a large
quantity of relevant correspondence and other documen ts originating with the
administrations of the University and the Hospital, and Apotex. This included
the Naimark Report and most of its documentary base of several hundred
documents. That report was commissioned by the Hospital, and the Hospital,
the University and Apotex all participated in it. We closely examined the Naimark Report, those of its documen ts deposited in the HSC library archives, and
a number of additional documen ts relied on by the Naimark Review but not
deposited. Our base of information also included many other relevant documents extending over the period 1988–2001 which we closely examined as
well. We therefore believe we have relevant information regarding all players
in the dispute.
Beginning on October 31, 1999, the committee visited Toronto several
times for interviews. Persons interviewed typically brought documen ts with
them and forwarded additional ones later. Additional interviews were
conducted by telephone. We also requested additional documentation and
received substantial quantities of material in response. In the course of
reviewing documents, we occasion ally sent copies back to the source with
requests for clarification.
On March 26, 2001, pursuant to paragraph 7 of its procedures (see
Appen dix A), the Committee sent letters to a number of individuals and
organizational heads providing, in each case, a summary of information
pertaining to their involvemen t, and inviting comment and further information.
Some, but not all, of the recipients of these letters had previously declined to
participate and were, through receipt of this letter, again invited to participate
and to provide information to the Committee of Inquiry. Some recipients of
these letters replied and copies of all replies received are included in Appen dix
G.

P The Committee of Inquiry P

We have sought to have documentary support for our findings and conclusions. To this end, the text of the report is accompanied by an extensive
array of endnotes referring to the documents. These documents have been
archived.
The inquiry process had two main phases. The investigation phase extended
from September 1999 until June 2001. This phase was followed by an
evaluation phase where members of the Committee of Inquiry conducted their
own separate final review of the relevant information gathered through the
investigation phase. This was done to further ensure that each member of the
Committee reached her/his own independent conclusions. As will be seen from
a reading of this report, each member of the committee reached the same
conclusions based on the information reviewed. This is the unanimous report of
the Committee of Inquiry.
If at any time any member of the Committee of Inquiry receives evidence
which she/he believes contradicts an y material aspect of this report, each
member of the Committee of Inquiry feels honour-bound to make public any
such contradiction.
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2A *The Principal Parties
M ANY PERSONS and several organizations have been involved in this case.
The following are the principal parties.
Dr. Nancy F. Olivieri is a professor of pediatrics and medicine in the
University of Toronto and the physician in charge of the hemoglobinopathy
clinics in both the Hospital for Sick Children and The Toronto Hospital. After
studying at the University of Toronto (BSc) and McMaster University (MD),
she undertook specialised clinical training at hospitals in Hamilton, Toronto
and Boston, then postdoctoral research training at the University of Toronto
and Harvard University. She is certified by examination as a specialist in two
medical disciplines, hematology and internal medicine—by both the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons (Canada) and the corresponding
American Boards. Dr. Olivieri has achieved international recognition as a
scientist and clinician, through her many articles in leading journals, and her
advances in clinical management of patients with hemoglobinopathies. She
has received a number of research awards, including Scientist of the Medical
Research Council of Canada (1996-2001). Her stature as an authority on
thalassemia is attested to by her review articles in Blood and the New England
Journal of Medicine, which made the treatment protocols she has developed
available to physicians elsewhere.
The Hospital for Sick Children (HSC) is one of the world’s leading centres
for child health care and research. Its specialists have developed medical and
surgical techniques that have prolonged and improved the lives of a great
many children with serious diseases or injuries. The Hospital is also a centre
for advanced training in medical specialties and biomedical research. It is one
of the major teaching Hospitals affiliated with the University of Toronto and
carries out extensive clinical research.
The University of Toronto is, in a number of respects, Canada’s leading
univers ity. Its Faculty of Medicine has long been known as a leader in
research and training. In addition to its international reputation for education
and scholarship, the University has had a significant influence on Canadian
society and culture. For instance, the widespread acceptance of the importance
of academic freedom in Canada is due, in significant measure, to the efforts of
several of its professors from earlier generations: Frank H. Underh ill, Bora
Laskin, and James B. Milner.
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Apotex Inc. is a large and internation ally successful manufacturer of generic
drugs, with over four thousand employees in Canada and whose products are
exported to over one hundred and fifteen countries. Apotex and its subsidiaries, and the Apotex Foundation, have provided funding support to research
and other projects in several institutions, including the University of Toronto,
the University of Manitoba, and the Hospital for Sick Children.

2B *Others with Prominent Involvement in the
Case
Dr. Gary M. Brittenham is now a professor of medicine at Columbia
Unive rsity, but during the L1 trials was at Cas e Wes tern Re serve U niversity.
He is a hematologist and an authority on disorders of iron metabolism. He
has won awards for his research and grant support from the National
Institutes of Health. Dr. Brittenham developed the only accurate alternative
to liver biopsy for th e measure ment of hep atic iron con centrations, using
magnetic susceptom etry.
Dr. Gideon Koren is a professor in the Faculties of Medicine and Pharmacy
in the University of Toronto. He graduated in medicine in Tel Aviv and later
undertook training in Israel and Toronto in pharmacology and toxicology. He
is categorized as medical scientist by the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons (Canada); this is a general categorization that does not connote a
specific discipline.* He is a very prolific author, with many articles in
pharmacology and toxicology. He has received a number of awards, including
being appointed by the Hospital and the University to the CIBC-Wood Gundy
Children’s Miracle Chair in Child Health Research. He has held a number of
administrative positions in HSC, including Associate Director for Clinical
Research (1988–1998) and Director of the Division of Clinical Pharmacology
and Toxicology (1992–1999 ).
Dr. Michael Spino is Senior Vice-Pre sident, Scientific Affairs of Apotex.
Prior to joining Apotex he was a fulltime member of the Faculty of Pharmacy
in the University of Toronto. Throughout the events described in this report,
he continued to hold the status of professor in the University’s Faculty of
Pharm acy, while employed by Apotex.
The Toronto Hospital (TTH, also referred to as the Toronto General Hospital)
cares for adult patients. Like HSC, it is recognized internation ally for its
leadership in clinical care, advanced training and research. It belongs to the
University Health Network, a group of hospitals affiliated with the University
of Toronto.

*Unlike inclusion in the more specific categories, inclusion in this category did not require
the passing of an examina tion in a discipline.

2C *The Hemoglobinopathies:
Thalassemia & Sickle Cell Disease
Hemoglobinopathies are inherited disorders of the synthesis or structure of
the protein (globin) part of the hemoglobin molecule that enables red blood
cells to transport oxygen. Thalassemia and sickle cell disease (SCD ) are the
most common hemo globinopathies, and in their severe forms result in premature death, if untreate d. They are more preva lent in huma n populatio ns in
parts of the world where malaria is commo n. Becau se of Can adian immigration patterns, the HSC and TTH clinics have in total the largest populations
of thalassemia and SCD patients of any centre in North A merica.
The L1 trials involved patients with thalassemia major and we provide an
outline of that disease and its treatment. This is important because the HSC
Medical Advisory Committee was provided with incorrect testimony on the
management and care of thalassemia patients and believed it. This incorrect
belief led to some of its allegations against Dr. Olivieri. There was an
additional, secondary issue regarding a proposed trial of L1 in treatment of SCD
that had not begun, so no patients were involved, that also arose from incorrect
testimon y.
The term thalassemia encompasses many different
inherited defects in the genetic structure coding fo r hemoglo bin. The va riety
of defects results in diverse clinical manifestations of the disease.
Thalasse mia major (sometimes referred to as $ -thalassemia, or Cooley’s
anemia) arises from defects in the synthesis of the $ -globin chains of the
hemoglo bin molecule. In the severe forms, little or no $ -globin is produced,
which results in severe an emia and o ther proble ms. The dis ease is fatal in
early childhood if untreated.

THALASSEM IA MAJOR .

The accepted treatment o f thalassemia major is regular blood transfusion
to counteract the anemia. A side-effect of the transfusions is a build-up of
excess iron (iron loading) in major organs, notably the heart, liver and
endocrine glands. If the iron loading is untreated, these organs pro gressively
fail. Both tha lassemia major and iro n-loading a re very comple x condition s to
manage clinically. Before the development of an effective treatment for iron
loading, a substantial fraction of thalassemia major patien ts regularly
transfused from early childhood did not survive beyond early adulthood.1
Iron-induced cardiac disease is the most common cause of death in these
circumstances; liver disease is another. The latter can also result from the
combined effects of iron-loading and infection by hepatitis C virus, a
common infection in frequently transfused patients.2

P Background Information P

Iron loading is treated by iron-chelation therapy. A drug containing a
chemical with an affinity for iron is administered; this extracts excess iron
from tissues, which is then excreted. The standard treatment is by the ironchelating compound deferoxamine, first used to treat iron-loading in 1962.
Substantial improveme nts in its clinical efficacy were achieved in the 1970s by
groups headed by M. Barry (London), D.G. Nathan (Harvard) and D.J.
Weathe rall (Oxford). Unfortunate ly, this compound cannot be taken by mouth;
it must be administered by subcutaneous infusion, driven by a pump. To
maintain tissue iron-stores at a safe level, this treatment must be applied for
many hours, several days every week. Although onerous, deferoxamine
therapy has been proven generally effective when complied with and arrests
iron-induced organ damage, such as liver fibrosis. Some patients on this
therapy now have lived more than three decades.
Since the serious effects of iron o verload be gin in early child hood, it is
recommended that deferox amine thera py begin at an early age. It is
reasonably safe in most patients when pro perly administered, but does ha ve
several known toxic side-effects, some of particular concern in young,
rapidly growing c hildren. D uring the p ast decade, Dr. Olivieri and other
investigators advanced the effectiven ess and saf ety of deferoxamine therapy
through such means as precisely titrating doses for individual patients based
on their hepatic iron conce ntrations. T hey found th at physicians must
carefully monitor patients and appropriately adjust the deferoxamine dosages
in an effort to balance risks and benefits. In a 1997 review article in the
journal Blood discussing recent advances in the science and clinical
managem ent of thalass emia, Dr. O livieri and D r. Brittenha m reported :
Significant deferoxamine toxicity can be avoided by regular, direct assessment of body iron burden with regular evaluation of the hepatic iron concentration.3 *

In 1995 an international panel of experts on thalassemia convened by the
National Institutes of Health (USA ) reported:
Accurate determination of the extent of body iron loading has been essential to
guide iron-chelation therapy and to monitor its progress in removing iron.4

The only accurate measure of body iron burden is hepatic iron concentration
(HIC ). This is usually determined by chemical analysis of liver tissue obtained by
percutaneous biopsy—an invasive procedure, but one established in the medical
literature as a safe, reliable and recommended guide to therapy for patients with
thalassemia major.5 Liver biopsy is normally performed at well separated
intervals, typically on an annual basis, unless clinically indicated otherwise. In
*It has been fou nd that the sim pler, indirec t means of as sessing bod y iron, serum ferritin
concentration, is inaccurate and leads to administering deferoxamine at dosages that are too high
for some patients.
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the early 1980s Dr. Brittenham developed an accurate, non-invasive alternative
method for HIC determination, by magnetic susceptometry using a supercon ducting quantum interference device (SQUID ). However, his laboratory in the United
States, and another built later in Germany, are the only facilities with the
required equipmen t, so access to this alternative is not widely available.
In the 1997 review article in Blood, tables were given show ing in detail
how the dosages and frequency of administration of deferoxamine should be
varied dependin g on the res ults of tests, inc luding liver biopsies from which
the hepatic iron concentration (HIC ) is obtained. The tables also specify at
what values for HIC deferoxamine therapy should be started, and when it can
safely be interrup ted for a time. Fo r example, if th e HIC is less than 3.2 mg/g
dry weight in a new patient, then the chelation therapy can be deferred, and
the patient re-assessed in 6 months. If the HIC is higher than this threshold,
then the therapy should be initiated on the standard basis of subcutaneous
infusion during 5 nights every week. However, for very high HIC levels the
dosage and frequency of application of chelation should be increased.6
As is to be expected with such an onerous treatment regime, rates of
compliance with deferoxamine therapy vary, especially among teenag ers and
young adults.7 It would be ideal if there were a safe, effective iron-chelation
drug that could be taken by mouth. Such a drug would benefit many
thousands of patients w orldwide. It w as hoped that L1 might serve th is
purpose.
results from a structural defect in the $ -globin
chain that causes distortion and fragility of red blood cells. The disease has
many adverse clin ical effects, including debilitating and potentially fatal
crises. SCD patients may be transfused for specific purposes, suc h as to
relieve crises or in preparation for surgery bu t, in contrast to patients with
thalassemia major, they are not typically dependent on regular transfusions.
SICKLE CELL DISEASE. SCD

3
Policy Context
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3A *Background on Research Ethics &
Clinical Ethics
(1) Introduction
RESEARCH ETHICS AND CLINICAL ETHICS

Research ethics is primarily concerned with ensuring that participants in a
research study and those affected by the results of the research are protected
from unethical research itself, and the consequences of unethical research. The
aim is to ensure that research is conducted in a manner that serves the needs of
human subjects of research, particular groups of individuals, and society as a
whole. Clinical ethics is concerned with ensuring that patients are protected
and respected, and that social values are reflected in the policies and practices
within health care. Norms for ethical conduct in both contexts have been
established by professional bodies, institutions and governments. Both are
relevant to the present inquiry because an unexpec ted risk of the drug L1 was
identified in each of the two treatment contexts.

The need to regulate research
Atrocities committed on human subjects by Nazi physicians in the name of
scientific research were revealed at the Nuremberg trials,1 and led to the
development of the Nuremberg Code, a codification of ethical principles for
research involving human subjects.2 Codification did not, however, put an end
to exploitative research practices. A notorious subsequent instance is the
Tuskegee Syphilis Study of 399 African American men with syphilis between
1932 and 1972. When the research participants were enrolled in the study,
there was no known effective treatment for syphilis. As new effective drugs
were developed (by 1951 penicillin had become standard treatment), they were
deliberately withheld from the Tuskegee subjects. The 40-year study ended
only when the media exposed the scandal. 3
Unethical, harmful, and exploitative human experimentation has been
conducted in Canad a as well. O ne such stu dy occurred during the 1950s and
1960s, when at lea st 80 psychia tric patients at th e Allan M emorial Institute
in Montréal were used as unwitting subjects in government-sponsored brainwashing studies involving hallucinogenic drugs.4
With the rapi d grow th in dru g devel opmen t by private corporations,
clinical trials of new drugs in publicly-funded university teaching h ospitals
are being funded by corporate sp onsors at an increasing rate. This ha s led to
conflicts involving clinical researchers and sponsors. Some companies have
attempted to prevent clinical researchers from fulfilling ethical oblig ations to
inform trial subjects, o r the scientific c ommunity, ab out risks of th e
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treatment under stud y. Similar confli cts have arisen in non-trial settings after
identification of an unexpected risk of a treatment, or lack of advantage of
an expensive treatment. In one w idely-publicized case, Dr. Betty Dong, a
clinical pharmacologist at the University of California, showed that an
inexpensive generic drug was co mparable in efficacy and safety to the
brand-name thyroid drug she was stu dying. The study spons or, Knoll
Pharmaceuticals, then criticized the quality of her work and used legal
warnings in an effort to prevent publication of her findings.5 (Dr. Dong’s
case has many similarities with that of Dr. Olivieri, the subject matter of the
present report.)

(2) Regulation of research involving human subjects in Canada
LEGISLATION

There is no federal legislation dedicated to the regulation of the conduct of
research involving humans. Some pieces of legislation govern aspects of
research (e.g., sections of the regulations under the Food and Drugs Act apply
to pharmaceutical trials),6 but no statutes specifically and compreh ensively
address the regulation of research.
There is a similar legislative vacuum at the provincial/territorial level, with
the notable exception of Québec, the only jurisdiction in Canada that has
enacted specific legislative provisions regulating activities relating to human
experimentation. The Civil Code (CCQ) was amended to include specific
provisions concerning research in response to concerns that arose during early
heart transplantation procedures.7

Common law
A pivotal case in Canada is Halushka v. University of Saskatchewan.8 A
university student wa s told that the researchers were testing an anaesthetic,
but not that it was a new and untested drug or that the test required a catheter
to be inserted into his heart. He suffered a cardiac arrest, was resuscitated,
but suffere d seriou s and irr eversib le harm. It was through this case that the
standard for disclosure of information about risks to prospective research
participants was firmly established in Canadian common law.
The case of Weiss v. Solomon set a standard of disclosure of even lowprobability risks to poten tial research subjects.9 A man enrolled in a study of
opthalmic drops was not informed of all of the risks associated with a
particular test. He suffe red cardiac failure and d ied as a resu lt of the test.
The man’s family sued and both the researcher and the Research Ethics
Board (REB) were found liable.

P Policy Context P

The case that is the subject of this inquiry also involved treatment in a
non-trial setting, to which the general common law of contract an d tort is
also relevant. We obtained an opinion from Professor Emeritus D.A.
Soberman (Law, Queen’s University), reproduced in Appendix F. He
outlined obligations of the physician in the doctor-p atient relation ship both
in clinical and in trial settings and concluded:
I believe it is clear from the above discussion that a physician is under a legal
duty to disclose “material” or “significant” risks, and that failure to do so
may well amount to the tort of negligence.

Professor Soberman reviewed the LA–01 trial contract Drs. Olivieri and
Koren signed with A potex w ith its con fidentia lity clause giving Apotex the
right to control disclosure of trial information during the term of the contract
and for one year thereafter (see section 5A). He wrote:
The patient must be given the opportunity to decide whether to proceed or
continue with the treatment. In these circumstances, the researcher does not
have to establish the complete accuracy of her concern—a risk is a risk, not a
certainty—but only that it was not an unreasonable concern.

He added:
In my opinion, it is clear that any term in a contract that prohibits disclo sure
of information that would amount to the commission of a tort is, to the extent
that it does so, illegal and void.
GUIDELINES

National
When the dispute involving Dr. Olivieri and Apotex Inc. began in 1996, the
relevant national guidelines were the Medical Research Council (MRC) Guidelines on Research Involving Human Subjects (1987), 10 which lacked the force of
law. They were also limited in scope, being mandatory only for research funded
by the MRC and providing no guidance regarding research contracts with
corporate co-sponsors of clinical research under MRC’s university-industry
program. Notably, the MRC Guidelines did not prohibit contracts with confidentiality clauses that protected the sponsor’s interests and did not protect the
interests of trial subjects.
In 1997, the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical
Requirem ents for Registration of Pharmaceuticals For Human Use produced
Good Clinical Practice: Consolidated Guideline (GCP Guidelines, also known as
the ICH Guidelines). 11 These guidelines, adopted as policy by the Therapeutic
Products Programme (now Therapeutic Products Directorate) of Health Canada,
apply to all research on drugs for which the researchers and/or sponsors will
seek licensing from Health Canada.
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In 1998, the 1987 MRC Guidelines were replaced with the 1998 TriCouncil Policy Sta tement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans
(TCPS).12 Like the MRC Guidelines, this statement is limited in force—a
policy statement no t backed by legislation—but its scope is broader than the
MRC Guidelines, since it applies to all research (not just research funded by
the Councils) conducted at institutions that get any funding from the three
Councils. The MRC was folded into the Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (CIHR) in 2000; the other two federal government research granting
councils are the Soc ial Science s and Hu manities Re search C ouncil ( SSHRC),
and the Natural Sciences and En gineering Research Council ( NSERC). It
establishes that the three Councils “w ill consider funding (or continued
funding) only to individuals an d institutions w hich certify co mpliance w ith
this policy regarding research involving human subjects.”*13

International
Many Canadian researchers participate in multi-centre trials where there are sites
in Canada as well as in the United States. The research (including the protocol
and the consent) will therefore frequently be designed to meet the US
requirements. In the United States, federal regulations under the title Public
Welfare and Human Services (“Protection of Human Subjects”) establish basic
requirements for experimentation and research involving human subjects.14
These regulations are supplemented by state legislation and the requirements of
local institutions. Research testing of drugs must also comply with Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) regulations.15
Approx imately 19 international codes and other instruments relate to
research involving human subjects. The most widely adopted are the Declaration of Helsinki, first adopted by the World Medical Association in 1964 and
most recently revised in October 2000,16 and the International Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects, promulgated by the
Council of International Organizations of Medical Sciences in collaboration with
the World Medical Association in 1993.17 Although these guidelines have no
direct legal force in Canada, they tend to establish ethical norms against which
the conduct of research will be judged (for example, in a tort action against a
researcher).

Conclusion

*The MRC was folded into the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CI H R) in 2000; the
other two federal government research granting councils are the Soc ial Sciences and Huma nities
Research Council (SSHRC ), and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (N SE RC ).

P Policy Context P

The regulatory framework for research involving hum ans in Can ada is
fragmented and rather loose. There is some guidance for the conduct of
researchers and for Research Ethics Boards (described below), but much
of the framework is seriously deficient. In particular, there is little
guidance for the conduct of co rporate spo nsors of clin ical research , to
ensure that they act in the public interest, and insufficient means and
efforts made to ensure compliance with existing guidelines.

(3) Ethics review of proposed research projects involving human
subjects in Canada
Research ethics reviews are conducted by Research Ethics Boards (REBs)
generally established at the level of individual institutions (e.g., hospitals and
universities). The procedure for ethics review of a clinical research project is
broadly similar in REBs throughout Canada. Before researchers commence a
study involving human subjects, they first must submit a research protocol
—describing the project's proposed purpose, methodology, safety precautions,
and informed consent form for patients— to the REB of the institution or facility.
The REB evaluates each protocol’s ethical and scientific acceptability, then either
accepts the protocol, or approves it with specified modifications, or rejects it
altogether.18 The REB retains jurisdiction over the research for as long as the
research trial continues. Thus, for example, all changes to the protocol or patient
consent form must be approved by the REB, which must be informed of all
serious adverse events and changes in information about the potential harm/
benefit ratio of the research intervention must also be reported to the REB.

(4) Guidelines relevant to this case
The focal points in the L1 controversy were events that occurred in May
1996 an d in February 1997. Until May 1996 there were two trials of the drug
L1 in Toronto. One (termed LA–01), a random ized comp arison trial join tly
sponsored by MRC and Apotex, was covered by the MRC Guidelines. The
other (termed LA–03 after Apotex became involved in 1993) was a long-term
trial that began in 1989, with MRC as sole sponsor until 1993. MRC
sponsorship for the long-term trial ended in 199 3, and in 1996 (w hen the
dispute began) the sole sponsor for this trial was Apotex, so the MRC
Guidelines did not apply to the LA–03 trial. Both research trials took place at
the Hospital for Sick Children where the investigators held clinical
appointments; the researchers were also faculty members at the University of
Toronto. Therefore both trials were covered by the research policies of the
University of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick Ch ildren. The MRC Guidelines and the institutional policies required that, in the event an investigator
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identified a risk, it be disclosed to the REB which would then decide the
subsequent course of actio n. In early 199 6, Dr. Oliv ieri identified a risk in
data of the (non-MRC) LA–03 trial and, purs uant to institu tional policies,
disclosed it to the REB.
The dispute arose in May 1996, after the Chair of the REB directed Dr.
Olivieri to revise the patient information and consent forms to reflect the
new information, and Apotex then terminated both trials and issued legal
warnings to Dr. Olivieri in an effort to prevent her from complying with the
REB directive.
In June 1996 a new arrangement was agreed upon, under the Emergency
Drug Release (EDR) program of Health Canada. Some patients who had been
enrolled in the LA–01 and LA–03 trials—those for whom the drug was seen to
be beneficial and who wished to continue on it knowing of the new
risk—were continued on the drug as patients of Dr. Olivieri, in a non-trial
setting. Since this treatment arrangement was not a research trial, the REB had
no jurisdiction, REB approval was not required, and MRC Guidelines did not
apply. From this time forward, the relevant standards were national and
international ethical norms for treating physicians and the Canadian Food and
Drugs Act and Regulations (in particular, C.08.010). 19 In February 1997, Dr.
Olivieri identified a second risk of the drug which she disclosed to patients, as
required under national and international ethical norms for treating physicians.
Further disputes developed when Apotex attempted to prevent her from
making wider disclosure, and the Physician-in-Chief of the Hospital for Sick
Children incorrectly alleged that she had failed to comply with an alleged
obligation to disclose the second risk to the REB.

(5) The current situation in Canada on
the relevant research ethics issues
In order to draw conclusions about changes to the regulation of research
needed to prevent recurrences of events such as those discussed in this
report, we outline the current standards for research involving human
subjects. In 1998, subsequent to the events that are central to this case, new
guidelines were introduced in the form of the Tri-Council Policy Statement:
Ethical Conduct For Research Involving Humans (TCPS).20 Although not
applicable at the time, because we are concerned to draw lessons from the
case, we review strengths and weaknesses of the current policy, with a view
to making recommendations for further improvements.
THE APPLICATION OF RESEARCH STANDARDS
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The TCPS governs research funded by the three national funding Councils
(SSHRC, NSERC, and CIHR—forme rly MRC) as well as research not funded by
the Councils but conducted at institutions that receive (or would like to
receive) funding from the Councils.
Research conducted at institutions or by individuals who do not receive
funding from the Councils is not covered by the only comprehensive
document purporting to set standards for the conduct of research involving
humans in Canada. The increasing number of privately funded and conducted
research trials remain largely unregulated. This is a matter of serious and
growing concern, and should be addressed by appropria te government
departmen ts and agencies.
ACTIVITIES REQUIRING REVIEW BY AN REB

Research is defined broadly, as “a systematic investigation to establish facts,
principles or generalizable knowledge.” 21 Under the TCPS, research involving
humans requires review unless exceptions (not relevant to the issues in this
case) apply. Clinical trials require ethics review.22 Patient record reviews for
research purposes also require ethics review, if identifying information is
involved.23 Although clinical trials conducted in institutions under the ambit of
the TCPS receive ethics review, it is not clear that all record review research
(also referred to as chart review research) are getting ethics review. REBs
should review institutional policies and practices with respect to access to
patient records for research purposes to ensure that they are in compliance
with the TCPS.

Responsibilities
a) Researchers
The MRC Guidelines section on responsibilities of researchers fell away in the
transition to the TCPS. However, comments relevant to researchers’ responsibilities occur throughout the text of the TCPS.24 Those responsible for the TCPS
should consider reintroducing a clear and concise section in the TCPS on the
responsibilities of researchers.
b) Institutions
According to the TCPS, the institution should:25
•

delegate authority to a properly constituted REB “through the
institution’s normal process of governance”

•

make clear the jurisdiction of the REB and its relation ship to oth er
relevant bodies or authorities
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•

ensure that REBs have the appropriate finan cial and administrative
independence to fulfill primary duties

•

respect the authority delegated to the REB

c) The rese arch gran ting counc ils
In the move from the MRC Guidelines to the TCPS, the explicit statement on
the responsibilities of th e granting c ouncils mo ved to a statem ent of
commitment and wishes:
This joint policy expresses the continuing commitment by the three Coun cils
to the people of Canada, to promote the ethical conduct of research involving
human subjects.26
In discharging our mandates, the Coun cils wish to promote research that is
conducted according to the highest ethical standards.27

This change is troubling as it means the responsibility for monitoring “local
procedures and practices in ethics review”28 and monitoring “the functioning
of the REBs which review the work that it funds”29 has dropped away,
replaced by a self-reporting system with no appare nt checks. The Co uncils
will “consider funding (or continued funding) o nly to individuals and institutions which certify compliance with this policy regarding research involving
human subjects,” 30 but no monitoring by the Councils is built into the
system. The C ouncil s shoul d ackn owled ge and meet the ir respo nsibility to
monitor compliance with the TCPS at institutions receiving Council funding
for research.

Review of research contracts and/or investigator agreements
The TCPS does not impose a requirement on REBs to review contracts or
investigator agreements related to clinical research projects they are assessing,
and budgets for clinical trials are to be reviewed only to “assure that ethical
duties concerning conflict of interest are respected.” 31
Many, if not most, REBs reviewing research protocols do not review
contracts and/or investigator agreements. This is an important omission since,
although the research protocol itself may contain no limit on disclosure of
information, the corresponding contract or investigator agreement may contain
an extremely restrictive confiden tiality clause (e.g., no disclosure of any
information without the prior express permission of the sponsor in writing). If
the REB does not review the contracts and agreemen ts associated with a
research project, then the REB may in effect approve unethically conducted
research. This is not a hypothetical concern. Within the past two years,
protocols have been submitted to REBs which mention side contracts between
the sponsor and the researchers, but the contracts have not been provided to
the REB. It is then stated that insofar as these contracts are inconsistent with the
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protocol, the contracts govern. If these REBs approved such protocols without
reviewing the contracts, research could proceed with unaccep table limits on
the ability of researchers to disclose new risks to research participants during
the course of the trial.
REBs should either review all contracts and investigator agreements, or
should delegate the authority to do so to the institutional office of research
services. Such delegation should only be done if:

a) the office is given clear instructions that contracts and investigator
agreemen ts must be consistent with the protocols approved by the REB or the
ethical standards articulated in the TCPS and other n orms of rese arch ethics;
and
b) there is an annual process of auditing a representative sample of contracts and investig ator agreem ents to ensu re consistency between the protocols (and ethical standards) and the contracts and investigator agreements.
Neither REBs nor institutional offices of research services should approve
contracts or agreemen ts with confiden tiality clauses that could be used to
prohibit a researcher from disclosing risks to trial subjects, other clinicians
administering the treatment, the REB, regulatory agencies and the scientific
commu nity.

Disclosure of information about potential harms and benefits
Researchers must disclose all foreseeable harms and benefits of research
participation to trial participa nts and pro spective pa rticipants, as w ell as all
new information about potential harms and benefits to the participants as it
becomes available. The TCPS states:
Researchers shall provide, to prospective subjects or authorized third parties,
full and frank disclosure of all information relevant to free and informed
consent. Throughout the free and informed consent process, the researcher
must ensure that prospective subjects are given adequate opportunities to
discuss and contemplate their participation. Subject to the exception in
Article 2.1(c), at the commencement of the free and informed consent
process, researchers or their qualified designated represen tatives shall
provide prospective subjects w ith the following:
...
(c) A comprehensible description of reasonably foreseeable harms and
benefits that may arise from research participation, as well as the likely
consequences of non-action, particularly in research related to treatment, or
where invasive methodologies are involv ed, or where there is a potential for
physical or psychological harm;
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(d) An assurance that prospective su bjects are free not to participate, have
the right to withdraw at any time without prejudice to pre-existing
entitlements, and will be given continuing and meaningful opportunities for
deciding whether or not to continue to participate;
...
Article 2.4(d) also requires that researchers specifically ascertain continuing
consent from subjects on the basis of new information.32
REBs

should ensure that these guidelines are understood and followed.
Insertion of the following text within any resea rch participant consent form
would help to make the requirements clear:
Throughout the research process, you will be given any new information that
might affect your decision to participate in the research. In particular, you
will be told of any unforeseen risks that may be identified.

Confidentiality agreements
By implication, the TCPS prohibits the type of re strictive confid entiality
agreements seen in this case. Article 2.4(d) requires that researchers must
provide prospective subjects:
[a]n assurance that prospective subje cts are free not to participate, have the
right to withdraw at any time without prejud ice to pre-existing entitlements,
and will be given continuing and meaningful opportunities for deciding
whether or not to continue to participate.33

The requirement that researchers “specifically ascertain continuing consent
from subjects on the basis of new information”34 implies that restrictive
confiden tiality agreemen ts violate researchers’ duties and the TCPS.
The TCPS is not as prescriptive with regard to disse mination of research
results beyond participants, and there is no article (the more prescriptive
parts of the TCPS) regarding publication bans. The TCPS acknowledges
proble ms but sa ys only:
Researchers and REBs may exert pressure to alleviate this deficiency in the
dissemination of research results by resisting publication bans proposed in
research protocols, on the basis of ethical obligations of truthfulness and the
integrity of research. Research journalists, journal editors, members of editorial
peer review boards, sponsors and regulators should address this as an issue of
scientific and ethical urgency. 35

Inappropriately restrictive confidentiality agreemen ts in sponsored research
contracts and/or investigator agreements continue to be common practice in
Canada and the USA. The following illustrative examples are selected from
contracts and investigator agreements proposed to researchers in Canada by
major pharmaceutical manufacturers in Fall 2000.
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Example 1:
All data generated from this study are the property of the X [the sponso r] and
shall be held in strict confidence alo ng wi th all info rmat ion f urni shed by X
and Y. Independent analysis and/or publication of these data by the
investigator or any member of his/her staff is not permitted without prior
written consent of X. Written permission to the investigator will be
contingent on the review by X of the statistical analysis and manuscript and
will provide for nondisclosure of X’s confidential or proprietary information.
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Example 2:
All information developed as a result of the study …, including but not
limited to the case reports, “Confidential Information” which is the sole and
exclusive property of Z [the sponsor] during the period of this agreement and
subsequent thereto. A [the team of research investigators] agrees not to
disclose Z’s Confidential Information to any person, except [members of] A,
members of the IRB [REB ] or, as required, to [the regulators], without the
prior written consent of Z, and fu rther agrees to take all reasonable
precautions to prevent the disclosure by [any] investigator and the IRB [REB ]
of Z’ s Co nfid enti al Inf orma tion to a th ird p arty.

Example 3:
“Confidential Information” … means information disclosed to, acquired by
or otherwise known by B [the investigator], as a consequence of evaluation
of documentation, or otherwise, by B for C [the sponsor], including all
information gathered or developed by B.… B acknowledges and agrees that
all Confidential Information is and shall be the sole and exclusive property of
C and, as permitted hereunder, shall be held in the strictest confidence b y B
at all times. B shall only use the Confidential Information for the purpose of
professional consultation in the context of th is Agreement and shall not,
directly or indirectly, use, disseminate, dispose, comm unicate, divulge,
reveal, publish … any Confidential Information. B shall only disclose the
Confidential Information on a “need to know” basis and only with the
express written consent of C. Further, B shall pro vide to C and mainta in a
current list of all individuals who have been permitted access to the
Confidential Information. B acknowledges that damages may be an
inadequate remedy for breach of this Agreement and B hereby consents to C
seeking and obtaining injunctive or other equitable relief in respect of the
provisions thereof. … This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be
binding upon the respective heirs, executors, adm inistrators, successors and
assigns of each of B and C.
REBs should refuse to appro ve protocols, contracts and investigator
agreemen ts that contain confidentiality clauses that interfere with the
researchers’ right and responsibility to report unforeseen risks to research
participants, REBs, regulators, and other researchers and/or clinicians using
the trial drug. They could, for example, insist upon the insertion of the
following text at the end of any confidentiality clause found in protocols,
contracts, and investigator agreements:

Protocol
No agreements between researchers and sponsors that limit the right and
responsibility of the researchers to disclose relevant information about
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unforeseen risks to research participants, REB s, regulators, and other
researchers have been or will be entered into by the researchers.
Investigator contracts / agreements
If I have concerns about the safety and/or efficacy of the stu dy drug, X, I
have the right and the responsibility to disclose relevant information that
becomes known to me in the course of the research to participants, other
investigators, other clinicians administering the treatment, Research Ethics
Boa rds, regu lato ry agen cies , and the s cien tific comm unit y.

Academic freedom
The TCPS directly addresses the issue of academic freedom and acknowledges its central role in research:
Researchers enjoy, and should continue to enjoy, important freedoms and
privileges. To secure the maximum bene fits from research, society needs to
ensure that researchers have certain freedoms. It is for this reason that
researchers and their academic institutions uphold the principles of academic
freedom and the independence of th e hig her e duca tion resea rch c omm unit y.
These freedoms include freedom of inquiry and the right to disseminate the
results thereof, freedom to challenge conventional thought, freedom from
institutional censorship, and the privilege of conducting research on human
subjects with public mo nies, trust and support.” 36

Conflicts of interest
The TCPS addresses conflicts of interest involving researchers, REB members
and the institutions in the following articles:
4.1 Researchers and REB members shall disclose actual, perceived or
potential conflicts of interest to the REB . REB s should develop mechanisms to
address and resolve conflicts of interest.
7.3 REB s shall examine the budgets of clinical trials to assure that ethical
duties concerning conflict of interest are respected.

The TCPS also explicitly recognizes the fact that institutions may have “a
strong interest in seeing a project approved before all ethical questions are
resolved.” The TCPS suggests:
the public trust and integrity of the research process requir e that the REB
maintain an arms-length relationship with the parent organ ization and avoid
and manage real or apparent con flicts of interest. 37

Although the TCPS places the onus on REBs to identify and resolve con flicts
of interest, further guidance should be provided on the nature and means of
identifying and managing the conflicts in issue. For instance, substantial
grant funds to ind ividuals or to in stitutions, or su bstantial do nations to
institutions, may constitute just as much a source of conflicts of interest as
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equity holdings in companies or consultancy fees.38 REBs need to access all
relevant financial da ta in order to d etermine w hether con flicts of interest
may be compromising the integrity of researchers, institutions and the
research itself.
REBs should review project budgets and related documents and agreements, as well as the research p rotocol, in o rder to ensu re that all actual and
potential conflicts of in terest are managed in an ethical fashion. The TCPS
should be amended so as to give further explicit direction to REBs on the
need and ways to identif y and mana ge conflicts of interest.

3B *Background on Academic Freedom
The preservation of academic freedom is ... an issue of pressing and
substantial importance. [La Forest J., writing for the majority of the
Supreme Court of Canada (1990)39]
Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom,
which is of transcen dent value to all of us and not merely to the teachers
concerned. [Brennan J., writing fo r the majority of the Supreme C ourt of
the United States (1967)40]
The university’s pre-eminent obligation is to ensure th e academ ic
freedom of all of its members, wherever they work. [President Prichard,
University of Toronto (1998)41]
Academ ic Freedom. Widespread public ap preciation o f the importan ce to
society of academic freedom for individual professors began to e merge in
Canada only in the 1960s, following developments in the United Kingdom
and especia lly the United States. Our current understanding emphasizes two
aspects: institutional autonomy and individual freed om of inqu iry. This is
reflected in the policy statements on academic freedom both of the Canadian
Association of University Teachers (CAUT) and the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada AUCC).42 UNESCO adopted a similar set
of recommendations in 1997. The recent Canadian Tri-Cou ncil Policy Statement for Ethical Conduct of Research involving Humans included a cademic
freedom as a guiding principle and referred to the CAUT, AUCC and UNESCO
statements.43
In Canadian universities, the definitions of academic freedom for individuals
are similar in scope and principle. The definition at the University of Toronto is
typical:
[A]cademic freedom is the freedom to examine, question, teach, and learn,
and it involves to right to investigate, speculate, and comment without
reference to prescribed doctrine, as well as the right to criticize the
University and society at large. Specifically, and without limiting the above,
academic freedom entitles faculty and librarians to:
a) freedom in carrying out their activities;
b) freedom in pursuing research and scholarship and in publishing or making
public the results thereof; and
c) freedom from institutional cens orship. Academic freedom does not requ ire
neutrality on the part of the individual nor does it preclude commitment on
the part of the individual. Rather academic freedom makes such commitment
possible.44

Evolution of the concept and its acceptance. Academic freedom has
come to be seen as important to the well-being of society through the actions
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of courageous individu als, and the influence of those who supported these
individuals or the principles involved. A few instances were especially
significant in this evolution.
In 1894 a prominent economist R.T. Ely was subjected to dismissal
proceedings at the University of Wisconsin, for promoting rights for trade
unions. He had many influential supporters across the country and, as a result
of their making the case, the Board of Regents not only acquitted him but
issued a ringing endorsement of academic freedom. However, elsewhere in the
United States professors continued to be harassed or dismissed for challenging
the established intellectual or social order. In response, the philosophers John
Dewey and Arthur O. Lovejoy and others founded the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP) in 1915. This organization gained widespread
acceptance for its “1940 Statement of Principles of Academ ic Freedom and
Tenure.” 45 However, the vulnerability of upholding this was demonstrated
when the organization effectively collapsed under the pressure of
McCarthyism in the 1950s,46 and it did not flourish again until some years
later.
Two of the most significant academic freedom cases in the Englishspeaking world were the dismissals of Bertrand Russell, from Trinity
College, Cambridge in 191 6, and from the Colleg e of the City of New Y ork
in 1940. Th eir conseq uences h elped to ex tend the bo undaries o f academic
freedom beyond the freedom of professors to commun icate on sub jects in
which they are forma lly trained—a nd demon strated that em inence in
research will not by itself ensure that the academic freedom of an individual
will be d efende d by his o r her un iversity.
Russell, an outspoken critic of government war policy throughout WWI, was
among the best known and most highly regarded intellectuals of the time and, as
the grandson of one of Queen Victoria’s prime ministers, enjoyed high social
standing. In 1916 he was convicted and fined for distributing an anticonscription leaflet, and then summarily dismissed by Trinity's governing
council. For an even sharper criticism of government war policy in 1918 he was
given a second conviction and a six months’ prison term. All nineteen Fellows
of Trinity who had survived active duty during the war supported Russell,
together with their senior colleagues Rutherford, Hardy and Eddington.47 He
was offered reinstatement by Trinity after the war and his release from prison.
Russell's controversial views on social issues so outraged many citizens of
New York that he was dismissed even before he arrived to take up a new post at
the College of the City of New York (CCNY) in 1940. Those campaigning
against his appointment included Episcopalian Bishop Manning, the Catholic
Daughters of America, the Hearst press and most Democratic politicians in the
city. Prominent among Russell's defenders were Albert Einstein and John
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Dewey.48 In 1950, Russell was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature, and he
later observed that among the writings for which he was now celebrated were
those for which he had been denounced in New York.49
There were similar events in Canada. Several outstanding academics of the
1930s, Frank Underh ill (Toronto), and Frank Scott, Leonard Marsh and
Eugene Forsey (all of McGill) suffered employment sanctions for their ideas
on social welfare and their social activism. Underh ill had also suggested that
Canada should strengthen ties with the United States, and this so incensed
such British Empire supporters as Ontario Premier Mitchell Hepburn and the
editors of the Toronto Telegram that Underh ill might have been dismissed,
had not senior officials in the federal government intervened on his behalf. 50
These examp les illustr ate why it is in the public interest that professors
have the right to challenge the receive d wisdom or the established order.
They also demonstrate that, in the absenc e of structure s to protect this right,
the only recourse is reliance upon influential supporters—and, as in the
second R ussell case, th is may not be su fficient.
Protections for Academic Freedom. University au tonomy is esse ntial to
protection of academic freedom for individuals. In Canada this is provided
through the provinc ial legislative acts of incorporation of universities
—which, althoug h state su pporte d, enjo y a large mea sure of a utono my.
Cases such as the above showed that this was not sufficient to protect
academic freedom for individuals: administrations or boards of governors
did not always act to ensure this. C ollective action by the academic community was required.
The Canadian Association of University Teachers had been formed in the
late 1940s and became involved when history professor Harry Crowe was
dismissed by United College in Winnipeg in 1958, for remarks critical of
policies of the college Principal. In response to an appeal from professors at
Queen’s University on behalf of Pro fessor Crowe, the CAUT set up its first
committee of inqu iry, consisting of Professors Vernon C. Fowke (Economics, Saskatchewan ) and Bora Laskin (Law , Toronto). Their efforts, based
on procedures adapted from the AAUP, spurred th e CAUT and many o f its
local associations to become active in protecting academic freedom.
The Fowke-Laskin report 51 stressed the need for an effective concept of
tenure as the means for protecting academic freedom for individuals.
Professor Daniel A. Sob erman’s 1965 repo rt for CAUT argued that tenure
would only be legally effective if there were formal procedures for granting
or denying it, and for revoking it (dismissal). 52 He also emphasized the
importance of fair hearings. Over the next decade, as university governance
was democratiz ed, terms an d condition s of employm ent, includin g tenure
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procedures, were formalized and fa culty associatio ns began to operate
increasingly in the manner of trade unions.
By the early 1970s matters such as academic freedom, the granting of
tenure, and dismissal were grievable and arbitrable at several universities,
establishing basic procedural fairness. By the late 1980s, a wide range of
employment matters were subject to grievance and arbitration procedures at
all universities in Canada. By 1990, this evolution had advanced to the point
where the Supreme Court of Canada observed that, in matters involving
actions by a faculty member’s university emplo yer:
Tenure provides the necessary academic freedom to allow free and fearless
search for knowledge and the propagation of ideas.53

It is important to n ote that The Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms does not protect academic freedom. The majority of the Supreme
Court of Canada decided that the Charter does not ap ply to university
employment matters—“universities do not form part of the government
apparatus”54—hence the Court’s emphasis on the importance of tenure. By
contrast, in a recent ca se involving public statements by two employees of
Health Canada, Drs. M argaret Haydon and Shiv Ch opra, the Federal Court
of Canada quashed disciplinary ac tion by the Assoc iate De puty Min ister. In
a decision dated at Ottawa, September 5, 2000 , Justic e Dan ièle Tem blayLamer found that, in the circumstances of this case, the statements by the
two government employees were protected from employment sanctions by
“the freedom of expression as guaranteed by the Charter.”
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The current importance of academ ic freedom. Rapid expansion of the
university system across Canada in the 1960s came with the transfer of large
amounts of federal funding to the provinces. Much of the expansion was in
fields such as science, engineering and medicine, where teaching and research
are expensive. Grant funding to individual researchers increased as well,
enabling development across the country of fundamental research over a broad
spectrum of fields. However, over the past two decades, the federal
government has steadily reduced funding to the provinces for universities, and
this pace of reductions was accelerated in the 1990s, until just recently. At the
same time, there was increasing governmental encouragement to researchers
to form partnerships with corporations. Commercial interests of sponsors in
research findings have the potential to cause distortions of various kinds,
unless safeguards are in place.
A research area of particular concern is medicine, where the academic
freedom of clinician-researchers is a matter of immediate societal interest
because the health of human subjects is involved. The sometimes conflicting
goals of sponsors and clinician-researchers mean that the public interest and
patients’ welfare may not be put first. However, at many universities, clinical
research professors have not fully benefitted from advances in procedural
protection for fundamental rights enjoyed by their colleagues in other faculties.
For a variety of reasons, clinical professors at many universities do not have
effective grievance and arbitration procedures for certain aspects of their hospital
employment. The universities and their affiliated teaching hospitals have a
special responsibility on behalf of the public interest to take actions, and to make
policy changes, that ensure the academic freedom of clinical research professors
is protected.
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3C *Due Process & Grievance Procedures
of the L1 controversy are the lac k of an ade quate
grievance procedure, and of due process in important matters affecting
employment status at the Hospital for Sick C hildren. The Ho spital’s
summary removal of Dr. Olivieri from her p rogram directorship in January
1999 resulted in the intervention of outside parties and the President of the
University of Toronto to resolve this and other issues. This event demonstrates the vulnerability of individuals where mechanisms ensuring due
process are lacking, and the extraordinary efforts required to obtain redress
in the absence of grievance procedures. The lack of an adequate grievance
procedure has also me ant that some HSC staff, including Dr. Olivieri, have
had to engage private legal counsel even for the types of employment
disputes that commo nly occur in large institutions. In such circumstances,
disputes can be prolonged—and, as in the presen t case, more lik ely to
become inflamed.
PROMINENT FEATURES

Grievance and arbitration procedures. Teaching hospitals affiliated with
universities should establish a grievance procedure for full-time medical and
scientific staff who are professors in the university, under which significant
matters pertaining to terms and conditions of employment are grievable, and
arbitrable. Access to arbitration or an equivalent procedure is essential, both to
bring disputes to a conclusion, and to serve as as a restraint on both parties.
The grievance and abitration procedure for such hospital staff should be
comparab le to that available to full-time faculty in the affiliated univers ity. The
affiliation agreement between university and hospital should specify which
procedure (university or hospital) is to be used in cases where the dispute
involves work relating to both university and hospital responsibilities.
Since the 1970s a body of jurisprudence pertaining to university employment has develo ped and m any arbitrato rs have beco me accusto med to
particular features of universities, such as the need to maintain high
academic standards through peer review. What arbitration has brought to the
university sector is an emphasis on the provision of due process and on the
importance of reasonableness in decisions, as well as a means for final and
binding resolution. These considerations are also relevant in teaching
hospitals.
Dr. John Evans, a form er President of the U niversity of Toronto and a
member of the Board of the HSC Foundation, called attention to these and
other matters in a letter to this Committee of Inquiry in November 1999:
Specifically in the case of teaching hospitals it is my opinion that the
following goals are extremely important:
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C

Develop and effectively disseminate policies and clear guidelin es in
such areas as ethical conduct of research, ownership of intellectual
prop erty, acceptance of research contracts, third party funding and
industry relationships.

C

Seek maximum compatibility of hosp ital and university policies
governing professional staff appointed to both the u niversity and its
affiliated hospital.

•

Put in place appropriate policy and instruments of conflict resolution
recognizing the special circumstances of clinical faculty members and
the inadequacy of labour relations grievance procedures in existence in
most hospitals to deal with important issues facing professional
teaching and research staff employed by and working at teaching
hospitals.

I believe it is incumbent on all teaching hospitals to achieve a h igh
degree of compliance with these types of goals. It is my impression that
the Hospital for Sick Children app reciates the importance of these goals
and is committed to putting them into practice.55

The Naimark Report also addressed these issues, including the inadequacy of
dispute resolution procedures in the Hospital for Sick Children. It recommended
consideration of “the need for a grievance policy specifically designed for
professional and scientific staff,”56 and it suggested grievance procedures
available in universities could provide models.
The University of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick Children have made
progress in some of the areas identified by Dr. Evans and by the Naimark
Report, but much remained to be done by the institutions at the time the
present report was completed in 2001. For instance, although HSC
established an elaborate mediation procedure for dispute re solution in A pril
2000, it has not yet esta blished an adequate labour rela tions grievance
procedure.
Inquiries by medical advisory committees into condu ct. This case
demonstrates the need for fairness in proceedings of medical advisory
committees in teaching hospitals. T his means that, whenever an allegation or
adverse information about a physician has been received by a medical
advisory committee, a nd the com mittee intends to conside r such mate rial in
a review of conduct, the allegations and information must be disclosed, in
full, and in a timely manner, to the individual concerned. That individual
must also be given a fair opportunity to respond, and the option of
representation by legal counsel in all aspects of the review. Recommendations by medical advisory committees and any resulting actions that may
adversely affect a physician’s hospital privileges, employment status, or
medical reputation, should be subject to grievance and arbitration.

P Due Process and Grievance Procedures P

Procedures of government regulatory agencies. This case demonstrates
also that when a drug manufacturer makes serious allegations against a
clinical investigator in licencing submissions to a government regulatory
agenc y, the agency should promptly inform the investigator and provide a fair
opportun ity to respond. Such agencies are charged with protecting public
safety and, therefore, should undertake to determine the truth of the matter.
The Canadian Food and Drugs Act and Regulations require manufacturers to
submit complete and correct information, and the Health Protection Branch of
Health Canada has the responsib ility to ensure this. Health Canada should, in
the public interest, put in place through legislation, regulations or policy
change, a requirement that in such instances the Health Protection Branch
must promptly inform the investigator of allegations and provide the investigator with a fair opportun ity to respond.
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(1) Associations
Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren, the investigators for the two Toronto deferiprone
(L1) trials, are professors of medicine in the University of Toronto. The principal
sites for both trials were two of the University’s affiliated teaching hospitals, the
Hospital for Sick Children (HSC) and The Toronto Hospital (TTH), and the Chair
of the University’s Department of Pediatrics approved the investigators’
applications to the Medical Research Council (MRC) for funding. Dr. Spino,
Apotex’s Vice-President for Scientific Affairs, is a professor of pharmacy in the
University. Wider associations between Apotex and the University pre-dated
Apotex’s sponsorship of these trials, and continued after the company
terminated both trials in 1996. These associations form part of the context for
Apotex sponsorship of the trials and the controversy that followed their
termination.

(2) A possible major donation by Apotex
In the fall of 1998, following the extensive media coverage of the L1 controversy and the establishment of the Naimark Review by HSC , UniversityApotex associations were discussed in the University’s governing bodies.
President Robert Prichard outlined them in a meeting of the Academ ic Board
on October 8, 1998:
The President commente d that the University had a very good relationship
with Apotex through its own ers, Dr. and Mrs. Sherman. They had bee n very
significant benefactors, donating $6 million over the years to the Un ivers ity,
principally in support of research. Discussion [sic] were in progress for a
very significant gift in support of the proposed new health sciences complex
and the President hoped these discussions would be concluded by Christmas.
All gifts had been made in compliance with and administered under
University policy. These too had been disclosed to Dr. Naimark. 1

Discussions on this major Apotex donation had begun in 1991, two years
before Apotex agreed to sponsor the L1 trials, as the minutes of the
Governing Council Meeting of December 17, 1998 record:
In response to a member’s query, the President confirmed that the University
had been seeking a major donation from Apotex, the pharmaceutical
company that was in dispute with Dr. Olivieri, since 1991. The University
had reached agreement in principle with Apotex on the proposed gift in the
spring of this year [1998].2

The size, purpose and importance of the major donation became public in a
series of reports in late 1998 and in 1999. On December 9, 1998, the Naimark
Report was published and in a footnote said that “Apotex has agreed in
principle, to provide matching funds under the Canada Foundation for Innovation [CFI] programs in support of projects at The University of Toronto and
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one or more teaching hospitals ($20 million to the University; $10 million to
the University for affiliated hospitals).” 3 The proposed Apotex donation would
go principally to providing required matching funds for the CFI contribution to
a “planned centre for cellular and biomolecular research that will receive
$25.6 million [from CFI] towards its $92 million goal.” 4 The Apotex gift would
be “the largest donation to the University” and “the lead gift to its
[fundraising] campaign.” 5 The proposed centre would be “the single most
important medical research project in the country.” 6 Company Chair and Chief
Executive Officer Dr. Barry Sherman told the press in September 1999 that,
“the proposed $20 million gift is part of an even more ambitious and generous
philanthropic discussion he has been conducting with the university,”7 that
could total “$55 million.”8
The federal government had announced the formation of CFI in its 1997
budget. One purpose was to provide a new source of funding for Canadian
universities, whose public funding base had been eroding for many years.
Another was to provide an additional incentive for university-industry partnerships—a trend that federal government agencies had been encouraging. An
important provision was that Universities would be eligible to apply for CFI
grants only if they secured matching funds—mo re than half of the funding for
any project had to be secured from other sources. In this instance, the
proposed major donation by Apotex was intended as the foundation that, with
other donations, would trigger eligibility for the announced $25.6 million from
CFI. This then, together with contributions from other sources would assemble
the $92 million financing required for the new centre.

(3) Apotex Vice-President Dr. Spino & Dr. Koren
Dr. Michael Spino ha d been a fu ll-time member of the Univ ersity’s Faculty
of Pharmacy since 1975, but following a leave of absence spent with Apotex
in 1991–1992, he joined Apotex as a full-time employee in the position of
Vice-Pre sident, Scientific Affairs. From 1992 onward he has also held an
appointment as professor “statu s only” in the U niversity with gra duate
teachin g duties in Pha rmacy. 9
Dr. Spino has had long associations with the Hospital for Sick Children
and with Dr. Koren. In 1979 , he established a labora tory at the Ho spital in
the Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology where he “carried
out research on drug disposition, focussing mainly on patie nts with cystic
fibrosis and asthma.” 10 Following his full-time appointment w ith Apotex, Dr.
Spino:
was allowed to retain lab and office space in the University and Hospital in
order to continue his research and the supervision of graduate students and
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fellows. For some years before the L1 clinical trials were initiated, Dr. Koren
and Dr. Spino had collaborated on a variety of projects.11

The 1993 undertaking by Apotex to acquire the development rights for
the drug L1, co-sponsor a new ran domized trial of L1, and su pply L1 for a
continuation of the existing pilot study, arose from discussions between D r.
Koren and Dr. Spino. Dr. Spino became the principal representative of
Apotex during the course of the trials. The randomized trial (termed LA–01)
was designed as the pivotal efficacy and safety trial for licencing purposes.
This major trial was jointly sponsored by Apotex and MRC, and under the
1993 contract with the company, the Apotex funding was deposited in Dr.
Koren’s research accou nts. Dr. O livieri was listed a s the princip al investigator on the MRC application and the Council’s funding was deposited in her
research accounts. (S ee section 5A.)
It was Dr. Spino who, on behalf of Apotex, terminated both Toronto trials
in May 1996 and issued the first legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri to deter her
from informing patients of an unexpected risk of the drug she had identified.
All subsequent written legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri, including those to deter
her from publishing her findings on the drug, were signed either by Dr. Spino
or by Apotex legal counsel. (See sections 5F and 5I.) Thus Dr. Spino repeatedly violated Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom. Although “The university’s
pre-eminent obligation is to ensure the academic freedom of all its members,”
and actions by Dr. Spino violating Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom were
known to the University, it took no effective action to defend her right to this
freedom (until January 1999). We do not know of any action taken by the
University against Dr. Spino for his violations of University policy on
academic freedom. (See section 5N.)

(4) Post-trial scientific collaboration between Dr. Koren & Dr.
Spino
After the L1 trials were terminated, D rs. Koren an d Spino c ontinued their
long-standing scientific collaboration, as summarized in a May 1998 letter
from Dr. Koren to Dr. Manuel Buchwald, D irector of the HSC Research
Institute:
Mike is a founding member of the Division of Clinical Pharmacology/
Toxic olog y, which is now exactly 20 years of service at HSC . Mike’s primary
appointment was always in the Faculty of Pharmacy, and he was never an
FTE at HSC . Over the last twen ty years he has continually had a technician
(Mr. Angelo Tesoro) and graduate students which he has been co-supervising
with other faculty members. At the present time I co-supervise with him one
Graduate student doing PhD in Pharmacy. We are interviewing a second
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student now. … Mike contributes in a major way to our Postgraduate training
… .12

In 1998, Dr. Spino was listed as a “consultant” on the letterhea d of Dr.
Koren’s division in HSC . As the L1 controversy grew within HSC in the spring
of 1998, D r. Spino’s c ontinuing use of Ho spital labora tory facilities became
an additional point of contention. In May, Dr. Peter Durie wrote to HSC
Research Institute Director Dr. Man uel Buchwald o bjecting to Dr. Spino’s
continuing use of HSC facilities. Dr. Durie expressed a concern regarding
potential conflict of interest arising from the efforts of Apotex, and D r.
Spino in particular, to suppress adverse findings on L1 by Dr. Olivie ri while
funding the work of Dr. Koren who supported Apotex’s position on the
drug.13 This concern was expressed in a petition letter Dr. Durie and many
other HSC scientists sent to Dr. Buchw ald a month later. 14

(5) Apotex’s post-trial use of Dr. Koren’s favourable views on L1
In June 1996, although Apotex refused to rein state the termin ated trials, it
agreed to continue very substantial fundin g for research projects supervised
by Dr. Koren. This included salary support for research fellows who had
been assisting with the L1 trials, which e nabled the m to continu e employment under Dr. Koren’s supervision during the post-trial period (see section
5G(3)). This became a furthe r element of controversy in 1997, when Dr.
Koren and his Apote x-funded research fellows co-authored with an Apotex
employee two conference abstracts supporting the company’s position on the
drug. At the same time the co mpany attem pted throu gh legal wa rnings to
deter Dr. Olivieri from presenting h er abstract on risks of L1 at the same
conference (see sec tions 5I(1) and 5N(5)).
This aspect of the controversy widened in the spring of 1998 when one of
these research fellows accessed a patient’s chart in the HSC thalassemia clinic
without first consulting clinic staff, and Dr. Olivieri lodged a complaint with
Dr. Laurence Becker, Chair of HSC’s Medical Advisory Committee. She wrote
that the clinic charts contained information Apotex had been seeking to obtain,
but to which it had no right. 15 In response, Dr. Koren wrote to Dr. Becker
regarding post-trial work on deferiprone (L1) by himself and his Apotexfunded research fellows. Dr. Koren said that it was “not correct” that “our
Division* continued to play a role in the development of deferiprone for
thalassemia after discontinuation” of the Toronto trials in 1996,16 adding:
*By “our Division,” Dr. Koren meant Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology, of which he
was Director between December 1992 and December 1999. Dr. Olivieri was in Hematology and
Oncology, the HSC division in which thalassemia p atients received their care. The Ap otex-funded
research fellows we re appoint ed to Dr. Kor en’s Division , but were joi ntly supervi sed by Dr.
Olivieri and him during the trials.
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Moreover, we have not participated in any effort by Apotex to develop the
drug for thalassemia after the trial. All our efforts focus on the u se of deferiprone in acute iron poison ing.17 *

In fact, after May 1996, with the assistance of his Apotex-funded research
fellows, Dr. Koren re-analysed data from the terminated trials and was the senior
author of two conference abstracts (1997—noted above), and a journal article
(submitted in 1998, published in1999), which presented findings that L1 was
effective and safe for the treatment of thalassemia patients. His publications
made no reference to the findings of risks of L1 published earlier by Dr. Olivieri,
despite the fact that he had been fully informed of these risks. Dr. Koren did not
disclose his Apotex funding support in these publications. The draft of at least
one the two 1997 abstracts was prepared by the Apotex employee who was
listed as first author on both, and Dr. Koren discussed the contents of the 1999
journal article with Apotex scientific staff prior to submitting it to the journal.
(See sections 5G(3), 5H(3), 5K(5), 5L(6), 5N(5) and 5R.)
The documentary record shows that, after it terminated the Toronto trials,
Apotex used Dr. Koren’s support for its position on the drug, including his coauthorship of publications with the company, in written submissions to the drug
regulatory agency of Health Canada. In these documents, Apotex also
specifically used Dr. Koren’s status as a co-investigator with Dr. Olivieri on the
terminated trials in its efforts to challenge her adverse findings as principal
investigator.18
Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Koren in October 1997 about Apotex’s continuing
“development efforts with deferiprone [L1],” noting that the company had
committed “$1,000,000” to the work on L1 in thalassemia carried out at “the
Hospital for Sick Children.” 19 Of this total, approxim ately one-quarter was
transferred into Dr. Koren’s HSC research accounts after the clinical trials were
terminated. Dr. Koren did not disclose that Apotex was the source of a
$250,000 grant made to him around the time the trials were terminated, when
receipt of the grant is documented through the University’s Department of
Pediatrics.20 After repeated inquiries in 1999 and 2000, the University of
Toronto Faculty Association was informed by the University that Apotex was
the source of the $250,000 grant. (See section 5G(3)).
In summary, after the trials were terminated, Dr. Koren received very
substantial additional research funding from Apotex and published favourable
findings on Apotex’s drug L1 in the treatment of thalassemia patients. The
company used statements and publications by Dr. Koren in communications
with Health Canada. Dr. Koren did not disclose that Apotex was the source of

*Dr. Koren’s study of the efficacy of L1 in acute iron poisoning was conducted in an animal
model and was funded by A potex. (Naimark R eport, pp. 142– 3.)
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a $250,000 grant he received around the time the trials were terminated, and
the University did not require him to do so in a public listing of grants
received by members of his division in the Department of Pediatrics. Dr.
Koren did not disclose his Apotex sponsors hip in the publications noted
above, and in this respect and others he failed to act in accordance with widely
accepted standards of conduct for publication in biomedical fields (see section
5R). We do not know of any action taken by the University against Dr. Koren
for his conduct in these publications.

(6) HSC & donation discussions
It has been reported that during the period 1993–1998, Apotex provided
support for research projects at HSC totalling $1,337,539,21 which may include
the $1,000,000 for development work on L1 in thalassemia during and after the
LA–01 and LA–03 trials. In June 1998, after agreement in principle on the major
donation ($20,000,000 for the University and $10,000,000 for the teaching
hospitals) had been reached between the University and Apotex, the
University approached the foundations of its affiliated hospitals to explore
their interest in participating. By this time, HSC officials had been informed
that media coverage of the controversy could be expected once an article on
the risks of L1 by Dr. Olivieri, then in press, was published in the New
England Journal of Medicine.22 Upon learning that Apotex was the source of
the major donation in question, members of the HSC Executive and of the
Board of the HSC Foundation decided against participation, citing the L1
controversy as a reason.23 (See sections 5L(1) and 5L(7).)

(7) Donation discussions suspended
After extensive media coverage of the L1 controversy began in mid-August
1998, the parties to th e agreeme nt in princip le decided to delay proceeding
to a formal agreement on the major donation. The minutes of the
University’s Governing Council for December 17, 1998 summarized the
reasons given in a disc ussion betw een Pres ident Prich ard and a C ouncil
member:
This fall the University and Apotex had agreed that discussions to finalize
the gift should be suspended until the matters in dispute were resolved. The
member who had raised the ques tion noted that she supp orted this course of
action. There was real concern that Apotex should be cleared of wrongdoing
in this matter before discussions con cerning a donation to the Un iversity
resumed. The President indicated that Apotex shared this view and that the
decision to suspend th e discussions had been mutual. 24

Thus, two pre-conditions for lifting the suspensio n on discussions we re
stated:
(i) resolution of “the matters in dispute;” and
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(ii) “Apotex should be cleared of w rongdoing.”

(8) Donation discussions resumed
The manner and extent to which the University considered these two preconditions to have been satisfied by 1999 are unclear, but it is clear from
media coverage and minutes of University governing bodies that the mutual
suspension on discussions on the major donation had b een lifted prior to
September 1999.25 Apotex introduced an addition al consider ation: it asked
the University to assist it by writing to the federal government about proposed ch anges to d rug patent r egulations it considered adverse to its interests
as a manufacturer of generic drugs.26 President Prichard agreed to assist and
wrote to the Rt. Hon. Jean Chrétien, Prime Minister, and four other federal
ministers on behalf of Apotex. The Toronto Star obtained a copy of the
President’s letter and published excerpts on September 4, 1999. The Star
reported:
Prichard told Chrétien and the others, in a letter obtained by the Star, that
Apotex Inc. chairman Sherman has promised “a very substantial philanthropic commitment” to the university. He went on to say that Apotex “has
advised us that the adverse effect of the new regulations would make it
impossible for Apotex to make its commitm ent to us.” Prichard urged the
Prime Minister and Liberal cabinet members to do wh at is necessary “to
avoid the serious negative consequences to our very important medical
sciences initiative.” 27

Following the coverage in the newspaper, President Prichard’s action was
discussed in a meeting of the University’s Executive Committee on September 7, 1999. The minutes recorded:
The President recalled a Toronto Star business story the previous Saturday
reporting on a letter he had written to the federal government requesting that
Ottawa allow an extension of 30 days in its review of drug patent protection
regulations. The President explained that the letter had been written
following a request for assistance from Dr. Barry Sherman , President,
Apotex Inc and the Apotex Foundation, because the proposed new
legislation might make it financially impossible for Apotex to fulfill its $20
million donation towards the University’s Centre for Cellular and Molecular
Biology Research. This was a project for w hich major funding had been
secured from the Canada Found ation for Innovation and was anticipated from
the Ontario Innovation Trust.28

It appears from these statements that, without the $20 million from
Apotex, the additional matching funds required for the $92 million building,
including the $25.6 million from the newly created federal government
agenc y CFI, could be in jeo pardy. 29
President Prichard apologized to the Executive Committee for his action.
He acknowledged he had made “a mistake” and that his letter had:
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placed the University in an inappropriate position of intervening in a matter
beyond the legitimate scope of the University’s jurisdiction.30

On September 16, 1999 the President told the University’s Governing Council
that:
While his intervention had been proced ural and not substantive, he still
believed it to be wrong. 31

The lobbying effo rts with the G overnmen t of Canada were unsuccessful
and in early November 1999 Apotex announced that its proposed $20
million donation would be reduced to $1 million.32 A year later, the
University announced that Apotex had made a donation in the $5 to $10
million range.33
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5A *The Toronto L1 trials (LA–01 and LA–03)
(1) Origins of the trials and early positive findings
THALA SSEM IA MAJOR PATIENTS , because they are dependent on regular blood
transfusions, are subject to chronic toxicity from iron loading resulting from
this treatment. The excess iron affects major organs such as the heart, liver and
endocrine glands. If untreated, over a period of years this results in morbidity
and mortality (usually from cardiac arrest). Unfortunate ly, the standard
treatment for iron loading—subcutaneous infusion of the iron-chelation drug
deferoxamine (DFO )—is onerous, and non-compliance is therefore a major
concern, especially among adolescen ts and young adults. The development of
a safe and effective iron chelator that could be taken orally would be of great
value to many thousands of people worldwide. It was hoped that deferiprone
(L1), one of a family of chemically similar iron chelators that was synthesized
in England in the early 1980s, might serve this purpose.
Clinical studies of L1 in England with small numbers of patients were
promising. As a result, Dr. Nancy Olivieri, a specialist in hematology and
internal medicine at the Hospital for Sick Children (HSC) in Toronto decided
to organize a trial in her clinic, which served the largest group of thalassemia
patients of any centre in North America. L1 was not commercially available,
but Dr. Robert McClelland in the Chemistry Department of the University of
Toronto agreed to synthesize sufficient quantities for the trial.
In the summer of 1988 , Dr. Olivieri obtained regu latory approval from
the Health Protection Branch (HPB ) of Health Canada for an experimental
trial of L1, and ethical approval from the Human Subjects Review
Committee (later called the Research Ethics Board— REB) of HSC . The
planned trial cohort was to consist of patients unwilling or unable to accept
the standard th erapy. She th en applied to the Med ical Resea rch Cou ncil
(MRC) in September 1988 for funding for a two year “Pilot Study,” for which
she was principal investigator. 1 Dr. Gideon Koren was included in the
application as a co-investigator. Later phases of the planne d study were to
include pharmacokinetic analysis, his area of expertise.2 The initial funding
application was successful, and the investigators later received two
additional one-year gran ts (the last bein g a “termina l” grant) so th at MRC
funded the pilot study for a four-year period 1989–1993.3 The pilot study
was titled, “Evaluation of Efficacy of the Oral Iron Chelator L1 in removal of
Hepatic Iron in $ -Thalassemia Patients”4 on a 1990 REB protocol-approval
form, and this title was retained in REB records thereafter.
The pilot study included several efficacy and safety tests. The initial
assessment phase emphasized short-term measures of efficacy, such as
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excretion of excess iron. These would help determine which patients could
safely be enrolled in a second, longer-term phase of the study. The primary
measure of efficacy for the long-term study was hepatic iron concentration
(HIC ), the most accurate measure of tissue iron burden. The initial objective
was a substantial reduction in HIC after one year of treatment, followed by
further reduction and maintenance of HIC in a safe range in the longer term.
HIC also is an important safety indicator: if iron-chelation treatment is
ineffective, patients become subject to the chronic toxicity of iron loading.
Determination of HIC required chemical analysis of tissue samples obtained by
percutaneous liver biopsy (performed with patients’ consent). 5 Patient
enrolment in the long-term phase of the study began in the second half of
1990.6 Enrolment conditions for the long-term phase included baseline measurement of HIC by biopsy. The biopsy procedure and its purpose were
explained to trial subjects in the information and consent forms.7
Results from the first two years of the pilot study proved encouraging to Dr.
Olivieri and others in the scientific community. She and several American
investigators met with Dr. Steven Fredd and other staff of the United States’
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) in 1991 and again in 1993 to discuss
development of the drug for therapeutic use.8 Dr. Fredd advised that three
studies should be performed for FDA licencing approval: first, a continuation of
the pilot study in Toronto as a long-term efficacy and safety trial; second, a
randomized trial to compare the efficacy and safety of L1 to the standard therapy,
DFO ; and third, a short-term safety trial with a large number of patients to assess
acute toxicity effects of L1 (severe loss of white blood cells and joint damage),
which had been observed in a few individuals in studies elsewhere. He advised
also that a pharmaceutical manufacturer should be involved in any licencing
effort. 9
Among the investigators present in the meetings with FDA was Dr. Gary
Brittenham, a hematologist at Case Western Reserve University. In the fall of
1992, Dr. Olivieri began to collaborate with Dr. Brittenham on iron-chelation
research, and he agreed to perform HIC determinations for her patients. A
decade earlier, he had developed the only accurate non-invasive method for
HIC determination: magnetic susceptometry with a specially constructed
apparatus containing a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID ).
Because his laboratory in Cleveland was the only site in North America with
the equipment to perform this measurem ent, patients were obliged to travel
there for the test.10
Dr. Olivieri designed a randomized, comparison trial and, again with Dr.
Koren as co-investigator, applied to MRC in October 1991 for funding. This
larger, more elaborate trial required approxim ately double the annual funding
for the pilot study. The application was not successful— MRC declined to
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sponsor, on its own, a new randomized trial of L1 and instead awarded a oneyear “terminal grant” for 1992–1993 for the existing pilot study. 11 However, a
response from MRC in 1992 suggested re-application under the universityindustry program.12 This would involve securing an industrial co-sponsor. Dr.
Koren approached Apotex Inc. through his long-time pharmacology colleague
in the University of Toronto and HSC, Dr. Michael Spino, who had recently
become a full-time Apotex employee. Apotex was a large and successful
manufacturer of generic drugs, but had become interested in developing its
own drugs through clinical trials. Both Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren had
experience in clinical trials that would be useful to Apotex. Also, the structure
of L1 and a method of synthesis were well known, and the owners of the
commercial rights to use L1 in the medical treatment of iron overload (the
British Technology Group) agreed to transfer the rights to Apotex. In early
1993, Apotex agreed become the industrial sponsor of L1 trials with the
intention of eventually seeking regulatory approval to market the drug. An
internal Apotex memo reported that the arrangement between the company
and Drs. Olivieri and Koren was “a good one because the investigators
secured the support of a pharmaceutical company to ensure development and
Regulatory approval and the company was able to save the time and expense
of preclinical development.” 13
L1 is relatively inexpensive to produce. The number of thalassemia patients
in North America is relatively small, but large potential markets for an
inexpensive iron chelator exist in the Mediterranean region, the Middle East
and southern Asia where the great majority of persons with this disease reside,
and where the high cost of DFO treatment limits its availability. As well, if the
drug proved sufficiently effective and safe in trials with thalassemia patients to
be licenced as an iron chelator, it might potentially be used to treat other
diseases of iron metabolism more common in North America, notably
hereditary hemochromatosis.*

(2) The contracts and research teams

*Hereditary hemochroma tosis is a dis ease that res ults in iron loa ding of organ tissues. In
persons with this disease, the clinical manifestations of chronic iron toxicity can be prevented by
early diagnosis and treatment, either by regular phlebotomy or by an iron-chelation drug. Its
frequency of occurrence is much higher than that of thalassemia in the North American
population. About one in ten Caucasians carry the gene, which is autosomal recessively inherited.
The observed disease frequency is approximately 1 in 300 adults. By contrast, a 1993 survey
indicated that there are fewer than 1000 persons with thalassemia major in all of Canada and the
United States (see A. Cohen et al., Cooley’s Anemia , NIH report, 1995, pp. 7–8).
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Apotex undertook to co-sponsor with MRC the new randomized comparison
trial, designed as the pivotal, “Phase III” efficacy and safety trial for
licencing.14 This was later referred to as the LA–01 trial.
Clinical trials often req uire a range of medical e xpertise and may involve
scientific collaborators who are not formally considered “investigators” in a
trial, but nevertheless are part of an ongoing research group. The 1993
application to MRC for co-sponsorship of LA–01 noted the research group on
iron chelation formed by Dr. Olivieri, which had been engaged in studies on
both L1 and the standard drug DFO for several years. Clinical trials also
require support staff. The bu dgets a pprove d by Ap otex an d by MRC included
funds to cover salary costs o f scientific and technical su pport staff, an d to
cover specialized monitoring tests not considered part of standard medical
care of patients.
In return for access to data, Apo tex also agreed to supp ly L1 free of
charge for the continuation of the already existing pilot study as a separate,
long-term trial. This trial was henceforth called LA–03.
Dr. Olivieri’s Iron Chelation Research Group. A 1996 listing of group
members associated with the LA–01 trial included eight medical scientists,
three postdoctoral research fellows, several nursing staff, a laboratory
technician, a secretarial assistant, several data managers and several summer
student assistants. The list of scientists included Dr. Olivieri (“Supervisor”),
Dr. Koren (“Pharmacology supervisor”), Dr. Brittenham (“liver biopsy
SQUID ”), Dr. Peter Liu (“MRI and MUGA interpretations”), Dr. Laurence
Blendis and Dr. Peter Chait (“liver biopsies”), and Dr. Ross Cameron (“Interpretation and analysis of liver biopsies”) the pathologist who provided
expertise in liver histology.15 Some of those listed for LA–01 also worked on
the LA–03 trial. In addition to the scientists included in the 1996 list, Dr.
Olivieri had collaborated with other scientists on various aspects of the
Toronto trials, for instance Dr. Robert Jacob of the United States Department
of Agriculture (plasma vitamin C concentrations). 16 None of the scientists
received salary support from Apotex funds, but some others in the group,
including research fellows, received Apotex salary support. 17
Dr. Olivieri’s scientific and clinical role as principal investigator for the
two trials. Dr. Olivieri is a specialist in hematology and internal medicine,
the two disciplines most central to the work of these trials. From her work in
the 1980s, she was already an acknowledged expert in the treatment of
thalassemia and she w as the treating physician of patients in the two trials.
She was also the investigator h aving a sub stantially greater we ekly
allocation of her time to the L1 trials than the o ther scientists. The scien tific
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protocols for the LA–01 and LA–03 trials, as well as for the original pilot
study, were principally designed b y her.
Dr. Koren’s administrative role in negotiation of the arran gemen ts with
Apotex in 1993. Then Associate Director for Clinical Research in the
Hospital’s Research Institute, Dr. Ko ren had co nsiderably m ore administrative experience than Dr. Olivieri. He had served as Chair of the REB until
December 1992, when he was appointed Director of the Division of Clinical
Pharmacology and Tox icology. For these reasons, in addition to his longtime acquaintance with Dr. Spino, he played a leading role in both the
negotiations with Apo tex and in processing the LA–01 trial protocol through
the REB. “As promised, I will take c are of the co ntact [sic] and report with
Research Ethics Committee of our hospital,” he wrote to an Apotex official
in a letter setting out a budget for the LA–01 trial, a month before the contract
for it was signed.18
Joint Apotex-MRC sponsors hip of the ra ndomize d trial ( LA–01). Dr.
Olivieri and Dr. Koren sign ed the formal contract with Apotex on April 23,
1993.19 This contrac t was for three years from the date of sign ing. In it,
Apotex agreed to fund the randomized trial at $128,000/year for “research
costs” (including salary support for two postdoctoral research fellows), and
also to cover several other specified costs. The protocol for this study had
been approved by the REB of HSC in December 1992.20
In May, Drs. Olivieri and Koren applied to MRC for funding for this trial,
titled “Randomized Trial of Subcutaneous Deferoxamine and Oral L1 in Iron
Overload,” under the univers ity-industry program. The application was for
three years of funding, October 1, 1993—September 30, 1996, and named the
University of Toronto as “the University” and an Apotex subsid iary, Rh
Pharma ceuticals Inc., as “the Company.” 21 The application to MRC listed the
Apotex contribution as the same $128,000/year specified in the April 1993
contract. It gave a detailed description of the planned trial, including a budget
for a cohort size of sixty-six patients. The application was endorsed by Dr.
Robert Haslam, HSC Pediatrician-in-Chief and Chair of the University’s
Department of Pediatrics, and by Mr. George Chiasson, Associate Director for
Administration in the HSC Research Institute, as required on the standard MRC
form. The application was successful, for the requested $101,028/year. 22
Although the April 1993 contract did not use the term, this randomized trial
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was the one subsequ ently referred to as LA–01, and the April 1993 contract
pertained to the LA–01 trial.*
Although Dr. Olivieri was the principal investigator on the MRC application and the trea ting physician of patients who were enrolled, the Apotex
funds for the LA–01 trial went into HSC research accounts that were under Dr.
Koren’s control. 23 He also “maintained the records” of accounts of the
Apotex funding for the LA–01 trial, as well as for the LA–03 trial throughout
the period of Apotex sponsorship.24 The MRC funds went into HSC research
accounts under Dr. Olivieri’s control. The MRC application made provision
for salary support for a third research fellow. Dr. Olivieri reported to us that
Dr. Koren had the lead in recruiting the research fellows, although they were
co-supervised by her and him when working on the trials.
There was initially no formal contract as such for the LA–03 trial, the new
term for the continuation of the pilot study that had been sponsored by MRC
during 1989–1993 (sometimes also called the “compassionate use” trial
because the patients enrolled in it were unwilling or unable to comply with the
standard therapy). An informal arrangement was recorded in Dr. Koren’s letter
to Apotex of March 22, 1993, although most of that letter dealt with the
proposed LA–01 trial. Dr. Koren wrote that Apotex had agreed to supply L1 free
of charge for patients in the LA–03 trial “for the same 3 years [as for LA–01]” in
return for which, “all data on efficacy, or safety generated on these patients
can be used by the sponsor for regulatory submissions.” 25 Other than
supplying the drug at no charge, Apotex did not undertake to provide funding
expressly for LA–03 at this stage.26
Dr. Brittenham’s scientific role in the Toronto trials. The LA–01 trial
protocol specified HIC determinations would be obtained primarily by SQUID
(as an alternative to biopsy) and thus, necess arily, in Dr. Brittenham’s
laboratory in Cleveland. Later (July and October 1995) protocol modifications
that were approved by the HSC REB and by Apotex specified that Dr.
*These details are important for several reasons . (i) The L1 controversy erupted when Apotex
terminated both the LA–01 and LA–03 trials in May 1996 . Dr. Aideen Moore, the REB Chair during
1996–1999 later stated incorrectly that only the LA–01 trial was terminated in May 1996, and that
the LA–03 trial “continued” as an M RC -sponsored study. In fact, M RC sponsorship for the pilot
study (that continued as LA–03 ) ended in 1993, and the trial M RC co-sponsored during 1993–1996
was, quite specifically, the randomized trial (LA–01 ). (ii) The Naimark Review incorrectly
concluded that the LA–01 contract also governed the LA–03 trial, perhaps beca use it was not given
access to the contract later signed for LA–03 . In fact, there was no formal agreement between the
investigators and Apotex for the LA–03 trial (other than a paragraph in a 1993 letter by Dr. Koren)
until a contract for it was executed in October 1995. (iii) The Naimark Rep ort incorrectly stated
that, “the University [of Toronto] was not involved in the processes involved in the establishment,
conduct or financing of the [ L1 ] trials.” In fact, the University had ongoing involvement with the
trials, as well as the subs equent controversy. (See also sections 5 G, 5M, 5N, 5 O.)
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Brittenham would be responsible for all assay of HIC (whether biopsy or
“to ensure uniformity of assessment.”27 The Apotex contract provided
for funds to reimburse patients “for the cost of flights from Toronto to
Cleveland.” However, Dr. Brittenham was not a signatory either to the
contract or to the protocol for LA–01, and the contract provided no funding for
the use of his laboratory facilities. He was responsible as well for liver iron
assay for the LA–03 trial but Apotex had no contract with him and provided his
laboratory with no funding for this trial. In both cases, Dr. Brittenham was
simply continuing his scientific collaboration with Dr. Olivieri, begun prior to
the involvement of Apotex in L1 developm ent, as both of them reported to us.
SQUID ),

Monitoring tests for safety and efficacy. The LA–01 contract with Apotex
and the application to MRC for co-spon sorship spe cified certain safety and
efficacy tests “not part of routine patient care and not covered by the
[Ontario provincial] health insurance” to be covered by Apotex or MRC
funds.28 These included magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the heart, liver
and pituitary gland, and hormonal tests. Liver biopsy, specified in the
protocol for histology as well as HIC , and discussed in the MRC application,
was not among the listed “rese arch” tests, sin ce by 1993 annual liver b iopsy
had become a part of routine management of patient care for patients with
thalassemia major in the Hospital for Sick Children.
The objective and the principal measure of efficacy for the LA–01 trial.
The trial protocol stated that the objective was to compare L1 with the
standard therapy DFO as to: efficacy, sa fety, compliance of subjects w ith
treatment, and quality of life during treatment. As with the pilot study (later
termed LA–03), the “princip al efficacy mea sure” for this trial was reduction
of tissue iron stores as determined through HIC . This was to be measured
in pre-trial assessment [for baseline], at the interim assessment after one year
of therapy and at the final assessment after two years of therapy.

The protocol specified that the principal efficacy criterion was an “endp oint”
criterion and that if the final HIC
of patients treated with L1 is within 20% of that of patients of with DFO , then
the two treatments will be considered equally effective.

The statistical procedure for this determination was specified.
The LA–01 protocol specified that “SQUID will be used as the principal
measure of liver iron [HIC ],” but because “liver biopsies, but not SQUID , allow
assessment of the histopathology of the liver,” it also specified that:
Each patient will undergo percutaneous liver biopsy at the site where they are
randomized [enrolled]
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and that annually thereafter:
When possible (i.e., when patients conse nted), liver biopsies will also be
obtained from the patients to provide both supportive measurement of liver
iron content [HIC ] and the histology which is important for the proper clinical
management of the patients.29 *

The LA–03 contract. A formal contract for the LA–03 trial was not signed
until October 1995 . This contract came ab out for two reasons. First, both
Apotex and the investigators had come to appreciate that this trial was
inadequa tely funded. Without additional support staff the investigators were
unable to supply the quantities of organized data Apotex had been
requesting. The October 1 995 contract provided Apotex fundin g for LA–03,
for two years, 1995–1997, at the rate of $58,274/year (with an additional
$27,500 in the second year, to come from a foundation grant, or from
Apotex in the event o f an unsuc cessful app lication to the foundation). Some
of the new funding w as for salary support fo r a data man ager. Seco nd, in
1995 the investigators became concerned over data indicating that L1 was
not sustaining its efficacy in som e patients in the long-term (LA–03) cohort.
The contract made provision for possible additional funds:
Any patients confirmed to be inadequate responders to L1 will be removed
from the LA–03 trial. These patients will be enrolled in a separate study to
determine if a reason for the inadequate response can be identified. For those
patients where there is mutual agreement that the response to L1 is inadequate,** Apotex will provide a budget o f $5,000 for the total investigation to
determine if a reason for the inadequate response [of some patients to the
drug] can be identified.30
*The details on liver biopsy for determination of hepatic iron concentration (HIC ) and histology
(for both LA–01 and LA–03) are central to the subsequent L1 controversy for several reasons. (i) Dr.
Olivieri’s Toronto trials were the only clinical trials of L1 anywhere in the world that included
baseline HIC and liver histology. It was through HIC determinations that she identified the risk of loss
of sustained efficacy of the drug in 1996, and through review of histology in the charts that she
identified the risk of progression of liver fibrosis in 1997. Apotex tried to suppress information on
these risks through legal warnings to her. (ii) In 1998 Apotex sought marketing licences for L1
primarily on the basis of another trial (LA–02) that did not include baseline HIC or histology. (iii) After
Dr. Olivieri identified the two risks, Apotex attempted to discredit the use of liver biopsy as a
diagnostic procedure in treatment of thalassemia in both trial and non-trial settings. (iv) In 1999 Dr.
Koren and Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich, HSC ’s Pediatrician-in-Chief, made incorrect allegations against
Dr. Olivieri’s use of liver biopsy—allegations contrary to practice established in the medical
literature, but similar to statements against the use of liver biopsy made earlier by Apotex. These
allegations were not disclosed to Dr. Olivieri until after action was taken on the basis of them. (See
sections 5E, 5F, 5I, 5K, 5P, 5Q and 5U.)
**Between March 199 5 and October 19 95, when the LA–03 contract was executed, Dr.
Olivieri had withdrawn seven patients from the LA–03 trial because of significant loss of sustained
efficacy of the drug in their individual cases (see section 5D). However, it appears from the
wording of the contract quoted here that Apotex still did not agree that there was significant loss
of sustained efficacy in any patients.
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(3) Confidentiality provisions in the LA–01 contract
The contract for the LA–01 trial signed by Drs. Olivieri and Koren with
Apotex on April 23, 1993 contained the following clause giving Apotex
control over communication of findings during the life of the contract and
for one year following its termination:
7. Confidential
All information, whether written or not, obtained or generated by the investigators during the term of this agreement and for a period of one year thereafter,
shall be and remain secret and confidential and shall not be disclosed in any
manner whatsoever to any third party, except to an appropriate regulatory
agency for the purpose of obtaining regulatory approval for manufacture, use
or sell L1 [sic] unless the information has been previously disclosed to the
public with the consent of Apotex. The investigators shall not submit any
information for publication without the prior written approval of Apotex. 31

In contrast, the protocol for this trial did not contain this restriction. The
protocol and later modifications to it were approved by the REB, and signed
by Drs. Koren and O livieri as investigators, and Dr. Spino and other Apotex
staff. Aside from the standard legal requireme nts concer ning conf identiality
of patient records, the LA–01 protocol contained only the following clauses
on communication of findings:
All information provided to the investigator by the sponsor is to be
considered confidential unless otherwise stated.
The investigators are encouraged to publish the results of this study in the
medical literature. All publications and abstracts are to be reviewed by the
sponsor prior to submission. The spon sor will provide the investigators with
financial assistance in the cost of publication.32

Thus, the protocol did not materially restrict c ommunic ation by the inv estigators of their findings from the study. It gave the sponsor the oppor tunity to
review, but not prevent, publications.
Another provision of the protocol, Clause 10.0, required that adverse
reactions be reported to the REB, and also the federal regulato rs (a legal
requirement). Since Clause 7 of the contract gave Apotex the right to refuse
communication of any information during its term and for one year
thereafter, the contract was potentially in conflict with both the protocol and
drug regulations.
This was not the only significant difference between the two documents.
The trial protocol specified Dr. Brittenham as the scientist responsib le for the
primary endpoin ts (HIC s) required for determination of efficacy and safety, as
well as for submissions to regulatory authorities, but he was not a party to the
trial contract. Both these discrepancies contributed to the subsequent
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contro versy, although the confiden tiality conflict surfaced first and is more
widely known.
The LA–01 protocol and all subsequent modifications were formally
approved by the REB, but the contract was formally approved neither by the HSC
administration nor the University. Dr. Olivieri was widely criticized for signing a
contract with a one-year, post-termination publication ban without first having it
reviewed. She herself later stated publicly that it was a “very, very naïve
mistake” to have signed a contract with such communication restrictions.33 After
the L1 controversy became public in 1998, it was implied that, had the contract
been reviewed in advance, the administration of either the Hospital or the
University would not have approved the contract and might have “counsel[led]
the investigators against incurring inappropriate obligations.” 34 To assess
whether this was likely to have been the case, and the extent to which it is
reasonable to fault Dr. Olivieri, it is necessary to review the policy and practice
of the time.
In fact, the con fidentiality provis ion of the co ntract violated no existing
publication policy in regard to sponsored research. In particular, the University of Toronto Publication Policy (in force since 1975), expressly permitted
a “12-month” post-termination publication ban in cases “where the sponsor
has industrial or commercial rights wh ich it wishes to protect.” 35 Drs. Koren
and Spino, who negotiated an d approved the con tract along with Dr.
Olivieri, had considerable ex perience in research in the University, so it is
likely they understood that the contract complied with ex isting Unive rsity
policy. At the Hospital:
[T]here was no policy that clearly required review and approval of contracts
in advance. Some investigators did submit proposals for approval but
apparently many did not.” 36

Furthermore, we have se en no polic y in effect at HSC governing confidentiality clauses tha t would ha ve provided a basis for any HSC administrator
to have refused to approve the contract. Indeed, after the 1993 LA–01 contract
was signed, the Hospital administration formally approved a contract
between another investigator and another dr ug compa ny with similarly
restrictive provisions.37 It is of note that o n March 26, 2001 , the Unive rsity
announced that it and its affilia ted teachin g hospitals were now changing
their policies so a s to prohibit c ontract clau ses that cou ld be used to prevent
a clinical investigator from disclosing risks, and the Dean of Medicine was
cited in the press as having said that, “the whole Olivieri-Apotex conflict
would likely have been avoided,” had the new policy been in place at the
time the LA–01 contract was signed.38 Therefore it is reasonable to conclude
that, had the LA–01 contract been subm itted to either the University of HSC
for review in 1993, it would have been approved.
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We do not know why there were significant discrepancies between corresponding provisions in the contract and the protocol (both in regard to
confidentiality and in regard to the significant role of Dr. Brittenham in the
trials). We do know that, by his own written account, Dr. Koren undertook to
“take care of” both documents.39 It was obvious from the protocol document
submitted to the REB that the LA–01 trial had a commercial sponsor, and this was
made clear on the application to MRC for funding under the university-industry
program. Both the members of the REB who approved the protocol, and the
University and Hospital administrative officers who endorsed the MRC
application had ample opportunities to ask to see the contract. Although the
contract had already been signed, the University or the Hospital could have
refused to endorse the MRC application and thus held up the project pending
review of the contract. They did not do so. Perhaps, like Dr. Olivieri, they relied
on Dr. Koren’s experience and judgment in these matters, since he had just
completed a term as REB Chair and was currently in a relevant administrative
capacity, Associate Director for Clinical Research. These discrepancies between
the contract and the protocol are a reflection of the Hospital’s “weak policy
infrastructure.” 40 It was an uncontroversial finding of the Naimark Review that:
At the time the Trials Contract was executed (1993) the requirement for
detailed a priori institutional review of contracts with external sponso rs, if
there was one, was articulated so imprecisely and, we were told, was so
frequently ignored as to be, for all practical purposes , non-existent. 41

Conclusions
1 *Drs. Koren and Olivieri should not have signed the LA–01 contract with
the confidentiality clause that it contained: in agreeing to such a restrictive
clause they potentially constrained their ability to meet their ethical, legal
and administrative obligatio ns, and also potentially restric ted their aca demic
freedom. However, it must be noted that by signing the contract they
breached no HSC or Uni versity po licy on co ntract re search , and lik ely did
exactly what other researchers also did at the time. Further, had the contract
been reviewed b y either the H ospital or the University, it is pro bable that it
would have been appro ved as it was in compliance with the University’s
Public ation P olicy.

2 *The Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto should have
had, and should have enforced clear policies that required review of all
contracts. These policies should have prohibited confiden tiality clauses that
could be used in efforts to prevent researchers from exercising their right to
communicate findings of risk in clinical trials. It is paramount that investi-
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gators be unimpeded in meeting their obligation to inform participants of any
new information that might affect their willingness to continue in the trial.

3 *The Medical Research Council must also accept a share of the responsibility. Its university-industry grants program should have incorporated
measures to ensure that contracts between investigators and industrial sponsors
under this program did not contain provisions in conflict with MRC’s own
guidelines for ethical conduct of research.
4 *The University of Toronto an nounced on Marc h 26, 200 1 that it and its
affiliated teaching hospitals were instituting a new publication policy that
would prohibit inappropriate communication restrictions in clinical research
contracts. This mean s that the Un iversity has now recogniz ed that its
previous policy, the one in force when Drs. Koren and Olivieri signed the
LA–01 contract with Apotex, was not appropriate for clinical research.

5 *There is an ongoing broad basis for concern about policy and practice in
this area. We have been provided with examples o f contract clauses more
restrictive than the one Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren signed in 1993. These
were proposed in recent mo nths by severa l major drug companie s to
researchers elsewhere in Canada and the United States, and were actually
approved by institutional research administrators and signed by the
researchers (see section 3A). Co ncerted su pport by all un iversities, their
affiliated teaching hospitals, and government granting councils for a national
policy will be required to bring about appropriate and uniform standards,
and mechanisms to ensure enforcement of standards, to protect the in terests
of research subjects across Canada.

(4) Absence of confidentiality provisions in the LA–03 contract
Apotex issued a contract for the LA–03 trial to Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri on
October 2, 1995 and they signed it on Oc tober 1 0 and 1 2, respe ctively.
Unlike the LA–01 contract, the LA–03 contract contained n o “con fidentia lity”
provision of any kind, post-termination or othe rwise. Nor did this contra ct
make provision for Apotex ownership of data. It stated that Apotex would be
provided d ata and co uld use it:
Funding for LA–03 will be provided to enable adeq uate support staff to
maintain records and to provide Apo tex with the information they require for
Regulatory purposes. … It is understood that maintenance of the funds is
contingent upon provision of information to Apotex for data outlined in the
revised LA–03 protocol.

The protocol specified the types of data and recordin g methods, and
provided th at:
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All publications and abstracts must be reviewed by the spo nsor prior to
submission,

but did not provide the spon sor with any right to prevent communication.
The October 1995 contract also stated:
this agreement supplants any other previous agreement on this [LA–03] cohort
of patients.42 (emphasis added)

This contract was signed after both the LA–01 contract (April 23, 1993) and
the LA–02 consulting contract (June 17, 1995) discussed below. Thus any
possible argument that data from the LA–03 trial was restricted by wording in
the LA–01 contract (or the LA–02 consulting contract) is nullified by the
express wording of the LA–03 contract.
The two unexpected risks of L1 were identified (in 1996 and 1997 ) in
data on patients in the long-term trial cohort, LA–03. The controversy began
in May 1996 whe n Apotex term inated both Toronto trials and issued legal
warnings in an effort to deter Dr. Olivieri from informing patients and others
of the first of these risks. It is a remarkable feature of the L1 controversy that
Apotex h ad in fact no contractu al basis for leg al warnin gs in regard to LA–03
data. Ironica lly, this fac t played n o role in the deve loping contro versy.

(5) Termination provisions in the protocols and contracts
Section 7.0 of the protocol for the LA–01 trial, entitled, “Trial Discontinuation,”
contained the provision:
The trial can be discontinued becaus e of a decision by the monitoring board,
principal investigators or sponsor. 43

Subsecti on 8.3 of the protocol for the LA–03 trial, entitled “E arly termination
of the trial” contained the provision:
The protocol may be terminated because of concerns of long term efficacy
and safety of deferiprone. … In the event of termination for a reason other
than safety, the investigator will provide documentation o n the appropriate
forms provided and carry out the necessary assessments for termination of
the s tudy. 44 (emphasis added)

This subsection did not specify which persons or agents could terminate the
trial, but from a reading of the entire protocol the only reasonable inference is
that the intent was the same specified in the LA–01 protocol.
The LA–01 contract had a termination clause that gave any party the right
to terminate:
in the event that there is a breach of any term or condition of the Agreement
[contract].45

The LA–03 contract expressly acknowledged the right of Apotex to terminate
the trial u nilatera lly:
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These funds will continue to be provided by Apotex until licencing of L1 or the
decision by Apotex to terminate the LA–03 study or the development of L1.46
(emphasis added)

Apotex exercised its right under the contracts, as well as under the
protocols, and terminate d both trials (and proto cols) on M ay 24, 1996 . This
is one of the most fundamental facts in the entire L1 controversy. (See
sections 5F, 5K, 5O and 5P.)
It is also of note that neither protocol contained any provision covering the
interests of trial participants in the event that the sponsor abruptly terminated the
trial without advance notice. When this occurred, the Dean of Medicine, Dr.
Arnold Aberman was asked to intervene to mediate a new arrangement on an ad
hoc basis.

Conclusions
1 *Data generated in the long-term (LA–03 ) trial was not subject to a
confiden tiality clause (unlike data generated in the LA–01 trial that was
governed by a separate c ontract).

2 *Apotex had the contractual right to terminate both the
trials, unilaterally (a right it exercised on May 24, 19 96).

LA–03

and LA–01
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5B *Designing the international trial (LA–02)
(1) The consulting contracts
IN MEETINGS INVOLVING Dr.

Olivieri, Dr. Brittenham and others, the FDA had
stated that it required performance of three trials before it would consider
granting a marketing licence for L1. The third trial, termed LA–02, was a
short-term (one-year) acute toxicity trial, to assess known adverse effects of
L1. Since these effects had b een observed only in small nu mbers of patients
world-wide, this trial required enrolment of a large cohort. For this reason,
the main trial sites w ere to be lo cated outside North America, where the
rates of occurre nce of thala ssemia are h igher. This trial was ann ounced in
Dr. Olivieri’s April 1995 article in the New England Journ al of Medicine,
with a brief summary of its purpose and an acknowledgment of Apotex
sponsorship.1 In a letter to Dr. Olivieri in February 1996, Dr. Spino of
Apotex noted the lim ited purpo se and du ration of this tria l,
… the

LA–02

trial… is a safety study of shorter duration (1 year). 2

Although Apotex agreed to fu nd this trial, it did not have either the
expertise to mount it, or th e contacts in the internatio nal medica l community
to organize sites. Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham had both the expertise and the
contacts, and they agr eed to wor k with Ap otex to org anize this trial.
Apotex’s dependence on them for both expertise and contacts is clear from
internal Apotex correspondence.3 It was originally intended that Drs.
Olivieri and Brittenham would be investigators, along with the site
investigators, but under FDA regulations only treatin g physicians of patients
in a trial can be considered as investigators. It was agreed therefore that Drs.
Brittenham and Olivieri would act as consultants to the trial under personal
services contracts with Apotex.
Apotex engaged Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham to design the LA–02 protocol,
to organize sites to implement it, and to assist in overseeing the trial. Their
consulting contracts had a two-year duration and provided for an annual fee of
$30,000 USD, and reimbursement for expenses. Dr. Olivieri’s contract was
signed June 17, 1995, but was retroactive to October 1, 1994, because detailed
planning for this trial had begun in 1994.4 The three main sites for the trials
were in Italy, but there also was a small site in Philadelphia. Performance of
these contracts involved considera ble time, travel and effort, as well as
expertise. For example, Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham engaged the investigators
at the trial sites and trained them, and supervised enrolment of patients. They
also were leading members of the trial’s Steering Committee, which Dr.
Olivieri chaired. There was no comparab le contract with Dr. Koren for this
trial, since he had neither the relevant medical expertise, nor the relevant
medical contacts required by Apotex for this purpose.
The LA–02 consulting contracts had a three-year post-termination publication ban, expressed in the following terms:
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6. Publication
“Apotex” encourages publication of the results of studies in peer reviewed
journals. However, none of the material generated from “Apotex” sponsored
studies may be submitted for presentation or publication without the prior
written consent of “Apotex”. Such consent will not be unreasonably withheld
and will be freely granted when patent and other commercial considerations, if
any, do not preclude such public dissemination of this information.
7. Confidentiality
All information, whether written or not, obtained or generated by “The
Consultant” during the term of this contract and for a period of three (3) years
thereafter, shall be and remain secret and confidential and shall not be
disclosed in any manner, whatsoever to any third party, except to an appropriate regulatory agency for the purpose of obtaining regulatory approval for
manufacture, use or sale of “deferiprone” unless the information has been
previously disclosed to the public with the consent of “Apotex.” 5

This post-termination publication-ban period exceeded the normal oneyear ban (as well as the two-year ban in exceptional circumstances) allowed
by the Univer sity of Toron to Publication Policy. However, Drs. Olivieri and
Brittenham were not investigators in this trial, its sites were not in Canada,
and no patient in any hospital affiliated with the University of Toronto was
enrolled in it. Also, the University’s P ublication P olicy referred to “research
undertaken in the University.” 6 Thus th e Univ ersity’s p olicy may not have
been applicable. Nevertheless , we consider restrictions on communication of
the type in clause 7 of the consulting contracts inappropriate for medical
researchers. We are of the view that Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Britten ham shou ld
have insisted on removal of this restriction before signing. As leading members of the LA–02 steering committee, it was possible that information about
risks could have arisen from the LA–02 trial and have been available to them,
that would have been important to patients and physicians in othe r L1 trials
to know of.
Dr. Olivieri should have submitted the consulting contract to the Hospital
or the Unive rsity for review b ut did not do so. Althou gh this is not an
excuse, it should also be noted that an uncontroversial finding of the
Naimark Review w as that, at HSC :
compliance with reporting requirements or expectations was not monitored,
and lack of compliance was apparently common.7

(2) The LA–02 protocol
Although the consulting contracts with Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham for the
trial were not relevant to data generated in the Toronto trials (LA–01
and LA–03), the LA–02 protocol became relevant to the L1 controvers y in

LA–02

P Designing the international trial P

1998. Apotex stated in a 1998 document prepared for regulatory purposes
that LA–02 was the “pivotal” trial for licencing and LA–01 and LA–03 were
“supportiv e” studies to it.8 In fact, the LA–02 protocol stated:
1.0 BACKGROUND
…
The purpose of this protocol is to determine prospectively the incidence of
agranulocytosis [severe loss of white blood cells] and other severe adverse
events associated with therapy with Deferiprone.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
2.1 Primary Objective:
To dete rmin e the incid ence of ag ranu locyt osis and other severe adverse
events with oral administration of deferiprone, 25 mg/kg body weight tid for
a tota l dail y dose of 75 mg/kg body weight, in a prospective one-year study
of patients with transfusion-dependent thalassemia.
2.2 Secondary Objective:
To determine the efficacy of deferiprone in the treatment of iron overload in
patients with homozygous $ -thalassemia as assessed by serum ferritin
concentration.9

Thus, the primary objective for the LA–02 trial was to assess sa fety in
relation to the incidence of known acute-toxicity effects of the drug. Th is
fact was outline d to patients e nrolling in th e trial, in the Informed Consent
Form appended to the LA–02 protocol:
Over the past 5 years, approximately 500 patients between 2 and 85 years of
age in 15 countries have taken a new iron chelator (L1 , APO -66, Deferrum)
for different periods of time. These stud ies have shown that L1 may reduce
iron overload in the heart and the liver in patients receiving regular
transfusions. Further studies are required to prove the efficiency of the drug.
The purpose of this study is to determine the safety of L1 in the treatment of
iron overload.10

In the LA–02 trial, the convenient but relatively inaccurate measure of iron
overload, serum ferritin concentration, was used instead of the accurate
measure, hepatic iron concentration (HIC), because this was a short-term trial
in which efficacy was the secondary objective.* Among the inclusion criteria
for LA–02 trial subjects was elevated level of either serum ferritin
*It is established in the literature that the only accurate measure of tissue iron stores is HIC ,
and that serum ferritin concentration, though convenient, is only an approximate measure and can
be misleading. This was known to some investigators since the 1980s, and was emphasized by Dr.
Olivieri in the protocols for her trials in Toronto from the outset. During the 1990s, additional
studies confirmed the inaccuracy of serum ferritin concentration as a guide to iron-chelation
treatment. For instance, Dr. Bea trix Wonke a nd her group, reporting in Blood (91,1, 1998) on
their long-term L1 study, wrote, “Overall, the serum ferritin and chemical liver iron [HIC ] values
did not correlate.” It was considered safe to rely on serum ferritin concentration in the L A – 02
because this was a study of only one year in duration. In the longer-term trials, LA–01 and LA–03 ,
HIC was determined annually for each participant.
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concentration, or HIC . In other words, unlike the protocols for the Toronto
trials, the LA–02 protocol did not specify measurement of baseline HIC for
every patient on enrolment. (The LA–02 protocol specified that HIC would be
determined only in those cases of patients for which it was “indicated
clinically by uncertainty about body iron stores.”)
The LA–02 protocol als o did not s pecify baseline liver histology for every
patient enrolled. In addition, the LA–02 trial, unlike the LA–01 trial, was not a
randomized comparison trial, and its protocol did not specify the same
complex array of monitoring tests as the LA–01 protocol. The LA–02 trial was
completed in 1996, and majority of patients from it were then enrolled in “a
long-term follow-up study” termed LA–06, with a protocol similar to LA–02.11

Conclusions
1 *The Ho spital and the University sho uld have ha d a clear po licy and a
clear process to ensure that researchers did not sign contracts with inappropriately restrictive confidentiality clauses.

2 *Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham should not have signed a contract with a
clause that could have been used to restrict communication of information
about risks that could potentially have arisen. However, in fact, the LA–02
consulting contracts w ere not releva nt to data ge nerated in th e trials in
Toronto and it was not any data from the LA–02 trial that gave rise to the
dispute. Dr. Olivieri wished to communicate findings from data of the LA–03
patient cohort, and it was these findings that Apotex attempted to deter her
from communicating. As noted above, the LA–03 contract of October 1995
“supplanted” any earlier agreement on data from the LA–03 trial, and it
contained no restrictions on communication of results.
3 *The primary objectives of the LA–03 and LA–01 trials included both longterm efficacy and safety, in the latter case in comparison to DFO . They both
included baseline liver iron (HIC ) and liver histo logy assessm ents for all
participants. The primary objective of the LA–02 trial was safety in relation to
known acute-toxicity effects of the drug. Neithe r LA–02, nor its fo llow-up
trial LA–06, included baseline liver iron (HIC ) and histology assessments for
all participants. Therefore, unless subsequently modified so as to start from a
baseline, this sequence of trials would be unlikely to scientifically assess
long-term efficacy or identify liver damage.
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5C *Progr ess of th e Toro nto trials
(1) Encouraging data from the long-term trial (LA–03)
the cohort o f patients in the long-term trial c ontinued to be
encouraging in 1993 and 19 94. By m id–1994 twen ty-one patients in this
group had been treated with L1 for an average of 3.1 years (the range was 1 .0
to 4.8 years—the majority of these patients had been enrolled in the pilot
study, of which LA–03 was the continuation). The drug continued to be
effective in redu cing bo dy iron st ores (as measur ed by HIC ) in patients and
no significant ad verse effects had been observed. Drs. Olivie ri, Brittenham,
Koren and other membe rs of their rese arch grou p reported these results in
April 1995 in the New England Journal of Medicine.1 The article noted that
in all eleven patients whose HIC was in a safe range when they were enrolled
in the trial, L1 maintained HIC in a safe range. It also noted that in eight of
the ten patients whose HIC was in an unsafe range when they were enrolled,
L1 reduced HIC to a safe range, while in the other two patients HIC was
substantially reduced from pre-trial levels.

THE DATA ON

Although the long-term trial was not a r andomize d comparis on trial, it
been running for a substantial period of time, the results were favourable and
they were published in a journal of the highest standard. Thus, the 1995
article was influential in further encouraging hopes for the development of
L1 as a treatment for iron overload. However, the auth ors noted that more
investigation was needed before L1 could be recommended for therapy for
iron overload.

(2) Progress of the randomized, comparison trial (LA–01)
The planned cohort size for this trial was sixty-six patients who would be
randomly assigned to either of tw o treatment arms, one group to be administered L1 , the other group to be administered DFO . Patients would be
enrolled for a “2 ye ar study period,” followed by a one year monitoring
period “on the therapy to which they were randomized.” 2 Enrollment of the
full cohort of patients took a consider able period of time, begin ning in
November 1993 and extending to September 1995.3 In order to attain a full
cohort, seven patie nts were enrolled at the Montréal Children’s Hospital
under the care of Dr. G eoffrey D oughe rty. 4 At the time Apotex terminated
the trial on May 24, 1996, there were fifty-nine patients enrolle d in Toron to
and seven in Montré al.
As the trial progressed, amendments to the original (1993) protocol w ere
proposed by the investigators and approved by the HSC REB (later, also by
the Montréa l REB). Some were put forward by Dr. Koren, others by Dr.
Olivieri (in each case, also on behalf of the other investigators). For instance,

P Progress of the Toronto trials P

an amendment put forward by Dr. Koren in September 1995, proposed that
for patients unable to travel to Clevelan d for HIC determi nation by SQUID
because of immigratio n status, HIC determinations would only be made by
“the routine liver iron determination [i.e., by biopsy].” 5 This was approved
by the REB and then included in a list of recent amendments Dr. Olivieri
reviewed with the REB Chair later that month.6
Although this trial had substantial Apotex and MRC funding, the ongoing
requests for organized and analysed data made by Apotex caused a strain on
the budgeted time and resources available to the investigators. Frustration
with limited resources with which to respond to repeated A potex requ ests
for data began in late 199 4, in regard to the unfu nded LA–03 trial, but by
mid–1995 extended to work on both trials. This was expressed by each of
the investigators, Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri, in separa te letters to Ap otex in
August 1995, in regard to the two trials, LA–01 and LA–03.7 It is relevant to
note that, as Chair of the LA–02 Steering C ommittee, D r. Olivieri was in
frequent contact with the site investigators for that trial, and so knew that the
LA–02 sites “were receiving significantly more support, for less work, than
had been prov ided to the LA–01 and LA–03 trials.”8 Thus, in the draft budget
she submitted to Apotex on May 20, 1996 for the renewal of the LA–01
contract (then still under active consideration by both Apotex and the
investigators), she asked for funds for additional staff and other resources.9
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5D * Concerns arising in 1995
in January 1995, Drs. Olivieri, Brittenham and
Koren became concerned that recent annual HIC determinations indicated that, in
six of twenty-one participants in the LA–03 trial,* tissue iron burdens “had
stabilized at levels higher than expected.” 1 Thus, the concern arose that the drug
might be losing sustained efficacy in these six patients (the extent varied from
one patient to another). They discussed this concern with representatives of
Apotex and with REB Chair Dr. Stanley Zlotkin. Drs. Olivieri, Brittenham and
Koren reviewed data from a variety of monitoring tests in an effort to identify
causes. They considered several possibilities, including the following: whether
the Apotex formulation of L1 might be different from that prepared by Dr.
McClelland in the University’s Chemistry Department (during the pilot study,
1989–1993 ); body ascorbic acid status; iron excretion rates; and pharmacokinetic and metabolic properties of the drug. These considerations were
inconclusive—for instance, L1 was “continuing to promote iron excretion,” and
ascorbic acid levels were in a normal range for most participants.2 This made
clear that more extensive study would be required.
REVIEWING PATIENT PROGRESS

The discussions with Apotex during this period also involved the concern by
the investigators that the LA–03 trial was underfunded. In February 1995, Dr.
Olivieri requested additional financial support from Apotex to help with data
collection and analysis, in the form of Apotex co-support for funding for an
additional research fellow, to be combined with funds she hoped to receive
through an application to the Cooley’s Anemia Foundation. Replying on March
7, Dr. Spino agreed in principle with the request for financial support, on the
condition that the investigators provide data Apotex required for regulatory
purposes retroactive to November 1994. In his reply Dr. Spino wrote:
The original agreement for the LA–03 trial was that Apotex would supply drug
at no cost in exchange for information on the ongoing monitoring of the
patients. Because the current protocol requ ires extensive monitoring of these
patients, you have indicated that there is insufficient time to provide the
information needed by Apotex for monitoring the trial. The result is that data
have stopped coming to Apotex since November 1994. That puts us in violation of our agreement with the Health Protection B ranch on this protocol.
The Government is very clear—they allow us to provide an investigational
drug, as long as we continue to monitor progress of the patients. Without the
data we cannot monitor the patients which would force us to terminate the
supply of the drug or risk the consequences of action by the Health
Protection Branch. We understand your dilemma in not having sufficient
resources to complete all the work that is currently required in the protocol.
*A total of twenty-six patients had been enrolled in the LA–03 trial since it began in 1989, but
several had not remained enrolled for long enough to provide sufficient data to be included in a
review of sustained efficacy of L1 .
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Therefore, we suggested that a revised protocol could be prep ared with
scaled down requirements fo r monitoring. There are several elements in the
current protocol submitted to the Cooley’s Anemia Foundation which appear
unnecessary for safety but do require resources, and there are other elements
we believe are of minimal value in safety assessment but do require substantive resources as well. It is our recommendation that the protocol be
revised. We would be pleased to put the draft revision together for you.… the
judgment, at this time, is that a scaled-down version of safety monitoring
would be sufficient. Nevertheless, we are willing support your [funding]
request because of our ongoing relationship.3

Dr. Olivieri replied to Dr. Spino on the same day, March 7, 1995, stating
that the monitoring schedule already represented “the minimum level to ensure
safety,” given the “experience in the unexpected toxicities of long-term
chelation therapy.”4 Her reply suggested that the concern that arose in January
1995 from data indicating a possible reduction in sustained efficacy meant that
monitoring should not be scaled down. She emphasized to Dr. Spino that the
LA–03 patients formed a “sentinel cohort” for determination of the safety and
efficacy of this as yet unproven drug.5
However, Apotex continued in the view that monitoring should be scaled
down, and to this end the company drafted a major modification to the LA–03
protocol, to be submitted for ethics approval as “a complete protocol.”6 This
draft protocol, dated April 28, 1995 and signed by a number of Apotex staff on
various dates in April and May, was forwarded to Dr. Olivieri. The draft
proposed a modification of “objectives and study procedures,” notably in that
the objectives of the existing protocol, “efficacy and safety” would be scaled
down to “safety,” and gave as a rationale Dr. Olivieri’s 1995 article in the New
England Journal of Medicine that was based on earlier data. The Apotex draft
modification stated:
Recent data published by Dr. Olivieri (1995) and others indicate that efficacy
of deferiprone as shown by decreased liver iron concentrations has been
sufficiently established. Since it is expected that deferiprone will be a
chronic use product, it is essential that long term safety of the product be
prospectively assessed. This modification eliminates monitoring some of the
meas ures of cl inic al eff icacy b ut ma inta ins t hose requ ired for s afet y.7

A significant modification proposed by the company was:
Every 12 months patients will undergo the same pre-treatment assessments
with the exception of the liver biopsies and SQUID s.8

Thus, Apotex propo sed to eliminate the procedu res needed for the primary
efficacy measure, hepatic iron concentration (HIC )—the rec ent data on which
had given rise to the concerns of the investiga tors. HIC is also a critical safety
measure because loss of efficacy could expose participants to the known
risks of iron loading. D r. Olivieri did n ot accept A potex’s pro posal and in
handwritten revisions to the draft, she added various measures, including
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annual HIC determinatio n.9 It resulted that no change to the 1993 LA–03
protocol was made at this time.
Beginning in March 1995 and over the course of the next ten months, Dr.
Olivieri withdrew a total of eight patients from the LA–03 trial as results of their
individual (annual) HIC determinations became available.10 These were patients
who were observed to be at risk from iron overload, due to apparent ineffective
chelation by L1.* Withdrawal from the study and transfer to deferoxamine
treatment involved counselling patients that the onerous but proven standard
therapy was essential in their case, because this trial cohort consisted of patients
who had not been compliant with deferoxamine.
After the disagreement with Apotex over LA–03 monitoring procedures, Dr.
Olivieri contacted Dr. Agnes Klein of the Health Protection Branch of Health
Canada in June 1995 for advice on how to proceed. She reviewed with Dr.
Klein the discussions to date on possible factors contributing to the reduction
in sustained efficacy noted above. She noted to Dr. Klein that the patients
enrolled in this trial had been non-compliant with standard therapy. Thus,
except in cases where L1 had lost efficacy, attempting to transfer all patients
from this group back to standard therapy on a permanent basis did not appear
feasible. Dr. Klein’s recommendation was that the existing protocol be
amended to facilitate study of the reduction in efficacy.11
Meanwhile, discussions over funding for LA–03 continued. In her March 7
reply to Dr. Spino, Dr. Olivieri outlined ways of continuing the existing levels of
monitoring, until funds could be obtained, by re-allocating staff time and
arranging to have some of the tests being performed by collaborating scientists
to be done at reduced or no charge. She repeated her request (made in February)
for Apotex co-funding in support of her application to the Cooley’s Anemia
Foundation.12 Dr. Spino wrote back on March 8, endorsing Dr. Olivieri’s
application to the foundation, and confirming that if it were successful, Apotex
would “provide an additional $45,000” for the LA–03 trial. He added in this
letter:
Your commitment to carrying out the highest level of clinical research is well
recognized and is a major factor in supporting your application.13

The funding discussions extended over several months. Dr. Koren and Dr.
Olivieri each wrote to Apotex in August 1995 expressing frustration over
Apotex’s requests for additional data and analysis in the face of inadequate
resources, and saying that they were in fact continuing to supply the
*Dr. Olivieri reported this Committee of Inquiry that the records show that she with drew
patients from LA–03 in March, May, July, August and September 1995, and January 1996. She
reported that three were withdrawn because their HIC s were rising and five others because their
HIC had stabilized in intermediate or high risk categories. (See section 5F for descriptions of iron
overload risk categories.)
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requested data despite the resource problem s. In his letter to Apotex, Dr.
Koren wro te
We believe there is no basis on which to imply that the investigators of this
study [LA–03] have any responsibilities [for provision of data to Apotex] that
are not being ‘adequately met’ but would welcome further thoughts on this
from you.14

The dates on which trial participants had their an nual HIC determinations
were spread over the cours e of the year, dep ending on the dates of th eir
initial (baseline) assessments. By Ju ly 1995, the number of LA–03 participants with HIC levels indicating a possible reduction in sustained efficacy of
the drug had increased from six to eight, and by August this number had
increased to ten (out of a total of twenty-one*). In view of the trend
indicated by the 1995 HIC data points obtained up to late July, Dr. Olivieri
concluded that a modification of the existing protocol would not be
sufficient. She proposed to Apotex that a new protocol be developed,
incorporating “detailed plans for optimal follow up, testing and management
to adequately protect these patien ts,” and “addressing the inclusion of
monitoring for this unfortun ate develop ment [the rec ent HIC data showing
possible reduction in sustained efficac y].”15 Dr. Olivieri added that “Gidi
[Dr. Koren] is in agreeme nt,”16 and that the investigators understood that this
proposal would have resource implications.
Dr. Olivieri wrote to Apotex again in August, enclo sing a summary
analysis on the HIC data to date, including tw o graphs s howing a nnual HIC
value for each patient as a function of time—one graph for the ten patients
showing signs of reduction in sustained efficacy, the other for the eleven
patients for whom the drug continued to be effective. She said that she
would be advising the REB of this data an d her analysis of it. The an alysis
Dr. Olivieri attached indicated that the trend observed in the recent d ata
points was of increasing concern, but did not yet constitute an “adverse
event.” 17 Her analysis stated that:
[T]he long-term treatment cohort… have received deferiprone because of
unwillingness or inability to administer deferoxamine.… 21 patients have
undergone more than one year of therapy and have undergone at least two
evaluations of hepatic iron concentration [HIC ].… Of concern, the most recent
assessment of hepatic iron concentration in 10 of these patients… has shown a
reduced response to deferiprone over time…. Because deferiprone is an experimental drug with a high risk/benefit ratio related to its most serious adverse
effect, agranulocytosis, our recent and unexpected findings indicate that

*This total includes patients who h ad been in the trial but had been withdrawn, in addition to
the number still enrolled—those for whom sufficient data was available for an analysis of
sustained ef ficacy.
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continued, careful follow-up of all patients receiving deferiprone cannot be
relaxed in this only long-term treatment cohort of patients … .18

Dr. Spino replied a week later, expressing doubt about Dr. Olivieri’s
analysis and interpretation of the data, and demandin g “the raw data … to
carry out our own data and statistical analysis,” otherwise, “we have no option
but to accept your preliminary assessment and consequ ently terminate the
19
LA–03 study.”
This response from Dr. Spino resulted in signs in the
correspondence of a strain in relations between the investigators and Apotex.20
However, meetings and correspondence continued among Drs. Spino, Olivieri
and Koren in late August and in September, 1995, with a view to Apotex
providing funds for LA–03, and to developing a new protocol to study the
reduction in efficacy observed in some patients.21 By copy of her letter to Dr.
Spino of September 15, Dr. Olivieri informed the REB Chair Dr. Zlotkin of the
concern over findings in the LA–03 cohort, and the lack of funding for this
study. She wrote, “I have drafted a single protocol that incorporates the
approach to identification and correction of the etiology of the loss of
sustained efficacy…,” and added that, “A full budget will accompany this
protocol.” 22 On September 18, Dr. Olivieri sent the raw data to Apotex, and
enclosed a new draft protocol (termed LA–05) which included additional tests
for the purpose of studying the observed “loss of sustained efficacy” in some
patients.23 She also enclosed a budget.
Also on September 18, as well as a few days earlier, Dr. Olivieri met with
REB Chair Dr. Zlotkin to review her “concerns regarding the ongoing studies
of deferiprone.” 24 These included her recent concern arising from the longterm (LA–03) trial on reduction in sustained efficacy of the drug in some participants, and the measures she proposed for addressing this concern. Dr.
Olivieri also reviewed with Dr. Zlotkin a series of minor amendments to the
LA–01 protocol (some of which he had already approved). In addition, she
discussed her concern about what she considered to have been a suggestion by
Apotex that the LA–01 trial proceed with a cohort smaller than the 66 specified
in the design of that trial. Dr. Zlotkin provided a number of “thoughtful
suggestions.” 25 A few days later, on September 22, Drs. Olivieri and Koren
had a meeting with Dr. Spino that “seemed to resolve most of the issues.” 26
Two developments emerged from the various discussions involving Dr.
Olivieri, Dr. Koren, Dr. Zlotkin, Dr. Spino, and als o Dr. Britte nham. First,
pending agreemen t between th e investigators and Apotex on sponsorship of
a new trial protocol proposed by Dr. Olivie ri (LA–05) and ethics review of it,
Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren drafted modifications to the LA–03 protocol and
submitted the modified protocol to the REB. This document gave express
recognition to the recent concern that the drug may h ave lost sustained
efficacy in some trial participants, and said:
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Factors contributing to the possible loss of sustained efficacy will be defined
in a separate protocol. 27

Second, on October 2, 1995, Dr. Spino signed and issued the LA–03
contract.*It was later signed by Drs. Koren and Olivieri (on October 10 and
12, respectively). In this contract Apotex acknowledged, in principle, that
there could be an inadequa te response to the drug in some patients, and
undertook to work with Dr. Olivieri to reach agreement on a new protocol to
be submitted to the REB for approval. The contract also confirmed that hepatic
iron concentration was the principal measure of efficacy of the drug:
A detailed analysis of patients responding to L1 in the LA–03 trial is merited.
We will complete a careful assessment of the liver iron values [HIC s] in each
patient over time and compare this with information we can obtain relating to
responses to DFO in thalassemic patients.28

This contract provided funding for the LA–03 trial for the nex t two years, at
an annual rate comparable to the level of the one-year termin al MRC grant for
1992–1993 had provided for the pilot study (the study that continued as
LA–03), plus additional fund s to study loss o f response in “those pa tients
where there is mutual agreement that the response to L1 is inadequate.” 29 As
noted in se ction 5A, two other im portant featu res of this con tract were tha t:
(i) it contained no confidentiality clause; and
(ii) it gave Apotex the right “to terminate the LA–03 study.”30
The day after issuing the LA–03 contract, Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Brittenham,
acknowledging that:
you have both the expertise in iron disposition and the data to help us so rt
out this issue [loss of efficacy of L1 ].31

Among other things, Dr. Spino requested Dr. Brittenham’s data on DFO , so
that the efficacy of the two drugs could be compared. Discussions involving
Dr. Brittenham, Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren, and Apotex about the loss of
response in some patients and about the draft of a new protocol then
proceeded over the next few months. H owever, by e arly 1996, A potex still
did not accept that the observed loss of response was as extensive in the
cohort, or as significant, as Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham maintained.32

*This contract included two paragraphs clarifying understandings ab out the LA–01 trial, but
its principal provisions concerned LA–03 . In particular, the contract: expressly provided “Funding
for LA–03 … to enable adequa te support staff to maintain records and provide Apotex with the
information they require for Regulatory purposes;” and funding to study patients identified as
“inadequate responders;” and concluded with the provision, “There are no other costs related to
the LA–03 trial … Therefore, this agreement supplants any other previous agreement on this cohort
of patients.” Appended to this contract was a “SCHED ULE O F PA Y M E N T S T O H SC FO R LA03 ST U D Y .”
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5E * Identification of the first risk
BY EARLY 1996, the numbe r of LA–03 participants whose rec ent HIC data
indicated a loss of sustain ed efficacy h ad increas ed to twelve out of a total of
nineteen.* This continuation of the unfavourable trend heightened concerns
and Dr. Olivieri, in collaboration with Dr. Brittenham, prepared an analysis.
They considere d not only the graphs of a nnual HIC against time for each
patient (over the 2 to 6.5 years they had been on L1), and overall statistical
trends for the cohort as a whole and in subgroups, but als o groupe d patients
into clinical risk categories b ased individ ual HIC levels and on the medical
literature on the effects of iron overload. The grouping was as follows:

1. In seven (7) patients, hepatic iron concentra tion has been reduced or
maintained in a range considered to be clinically desirable.
2. In three (3) patients, hepatic iron concentrations increased during therapy
with deferiprone … .
3. In three (3) patients, hepatic iron stabilized at concentrations associated
with a greatly increased risk for iron-induced complications and death
(hepatic iron exceeding 15 mg per gram dry weight liver tissue) ….
4. In six (6) patients, hepatic iron stabilized at concentrations greater than
those considered desirable (hepatic iron exceeding 7 mg per gram dry weight
liver tissue) … .1

Dr. Olivieri repo rted to us tha t she conclu ded that the situation in
February 1996 was such that the Research Ethics Board should b e formally
advised of the data and her analysis of its po ssible clinica l implications, with
her recommendation that the patients be informed. She reported th at Dr.
Brittenham, a hematologist and an expert in disorders of iron metabolism,
agreed. The risk/benefit ratio of L1 for this cohort of patients, who had been
noncompliant with standa rd therapy, w as seen to h ave chang ed significa ntly
in the most rece nt HIC data: there was now a gre ater risk of the chronic
toxicity of iron loading. A change in the patient information and consent
forms would pro vide them w ith an oppo rtunity to cons ider wheth er they
wished to remain on L1, or start standard therapy despite its onerousness.
Dr. Olivieri forwarded the data and the analysis to Apotex on February 5,
1996 and a meeting was h eld on February 8 involving D rs. Olivieri, Brittenham and Koren, and Dr. Spino and other Apotex personnel. During the
meeting, Dr. Olivieri and Dr. B rittenham outlined factors involve d in iron
*Reports by Dr. Olivieri in 1995 used a total of twenty-one; the difference in the numbers
appears to be due to the fact that two patients had a less severe form of thalassemia, so their data
was not considered in the 1996 r eport to the REB , as Dr. Olivieri noted in that report. By February
1996, eight of these nineteen were no longer in the LA–03 trial, having been withdrawn by Dr.
Olivieri in 1995 (see section 5D).
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disposition and the medical risks to trial participants associated with HIC s in
various ranges. The minutes of the meeting record that the interpretation of
the data presented by Dr. O livieri and Dr. Brittenham “differe d from that of
the sponsor [Apotex],” and that “Dr. Spino stated that, based on the liver
iron data, it appeared to him that about 75% of the patients were responding
adequate ly to deferiprone.” 2 Dr. Spino also noted that the LA–03 cohort consisted of patients who had been noncompliant with stan dard thera py, so that,
“In light of there being no alternative therapy, it would appear that the
response noted for deferiprone in the LA03 trial was certainly meritorious.” 3
Dr. Olivieri replied that some patients on L1 “actually could take DFO
[standard therapy],” 4 and suggested that information on the loss of response
should be disclosed.
The only persons present in the meeting on February 8, 1996 with the
relevant expertise to assess the medical issue of risk to patients were Drs.
Olivieri and Brittenham. On the basis of their clinical experience and
expertise, and the ir unde rstandi ng of th e literatu re, they judged th at a risk
had been identified. Of the others present, Dr. Koren, who was not an expert
in relevant fields, appeared to support their judgment. Dr. Spino and the
other Apotex staff, who w ere reliant on Drs. Olivie ri and Britte nham for
medical and scientific expertise (as is clear from Apotex documents cited
earlier in this report), did not accept their judgment in this matter. The
identification of this medica l risk depen ded both o n relevant ex pertise, and
an acceptance of the criterion fo r efficacy of the drug specified in the trial
protocol, that the principal measure of effi cacy was HIC and that it was an
endpoint measure. It was important that high HIC levels be lowered to a safe
level, and ma intained at a s afe level.
The disagreement centred on the medical implications for patients of
their HIC s being in ce rtain catego ries. The me dical implica tions for patie nts
of iron-loading are c omplex and a h igh leve l of exp ertise in hemato logy,
internal medicine and iron metabolism is required to as sess the risks to
patients. Apotex did not have staff with the required expertise to appropriately contest the identification of medical risk.
After the February 8 meeting, on February 12, 1996, Dr. Spino faxed a
letter to Dr. Olivieri. It indicated Apotex’s disagreement with her interpretation of the data, but stated that, Apotex “agree[d] that some patients [were]
responding inadequately,” 5 and that, “We concur with you that these data need
to be presented to the Ethics Committee.” 6 He added that Apotex would
undertake further analysis, but in the meantime would postpone a scheduled
visit to Ottawa (i.e., to HPB), would advise the LA–02 investigators to interrupt
plans, and would “convene an independent Panel to evaluate the data you
presented.” 7
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That same day (February 12), Dr. O livieri wrote to Dr. Spino to con firm
her intention to report to the REB that there was risk of loss of sustained
efficac y. The report she attached (intended ultimately for the REB) noted that
studies published to date (includin g her own 1995 paper in the New England
Journal of Medicine) had shown L1 to be effective over shorter time periods
and that the only adverse effects known previously were acute toxicities
observed only in small numbers of patients. The report outlined the risks to
patients from chronic iron toxicity associated with elevated rang es of HIC
(quoted above). It also noted that as a result of the early favourable indications, L1 was now being used in other trials involving 253 patients (in LA–01
and LA–02), and that the new risk determined from LA–03 data may be
relevant to these trials. Dr. Olivieri’s report concluded:
… these observation [sic] of variation in therapeutic response to deferiprone
suggest the need for continued assessment of the balance between risk and
benefit in patients treated with this drug. 8

Within two days, Apotex had re-examined its position. On February 14,
Dr. Spino wrote that Apotex was “even more certain that the data do not
support a change in effectiveness at this point in time.”9 Further, Apotex now
felt it “premature” for Dr. Olivieri to report her interpretation to the REB as this
“may alarm the [REB] unduly and prior to the time that the claims can be substantiated.” 10 Dr. Spino proposed that her report to the REB be re-drafted so as
to incorpora te a series of wording changes to the text. Notab ly, he suggested
that the report be re-cast as an “interim report… to summarize the observations associated with the variability in response.” Dr. Spino’s letter went on to
explain that, “we are concerned that the impression generated from your submission to the Committee [REB] may trigger an unwarranted decision,” and
added, “we cannot support your position with the data presented to date.”
Had Dr. Olivieri acceded to Apotex’s proposal, she would not have been
informing the REB of a risk to patients that she had identified as a result of
her analysis of the data. In such an event, she would not have fulfilled her
ethical obligation to patients in the trial. Howe ver, she did n ot accede to
Apotex’s proposal. In a reply to Dr. Spino on February 15, Dr. O livieri
expressed a willingness to include Apotex’s recent letters to her when she
submitted her report to the REB. She offered to review her findings once
more with Apotex, but added that “a report regarding this loss of efficac y”
must soon be sent to the REB.11 Dr. Sp ino resp onded in a letter the nex t day:
We see no convincing evidence tha t there has been any change in activity
[effectiveness] from the time you published the remarkable findings of the
effectiveness in the long term treatment cohort we now refer to as LA03.12

Here Dr. Spino was referring to Dr. Olivieri’s article that appeared in the
New England Journal of Medicine in April 1995, based on data up to mid1994. The data showing loss of sustained efficacy was obtained from
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monitoring of patients during the year and a half since that article was
submitted. Dr. Spino had been provided with all of this additional data and
explanations of its significance. Moreover, he himself went on in the same
letter to acknowledge that the new data showed that there were “patients with
suboptimal responses” and that “it would be advantageous to determine how
we can enhance the response to deferiprone in these poor responders,” a point
with which Dr. Olivieri agreed. However, a fundamental Apotex objection to
Dr. Olivieri’s findings was clearly enunciated in this letter:
We strongly disagree with the conclusions of decreasing effectiveness leading
to a need to reconsider the risk benefit ratio of the drug in thalassemic patients
based on the information we have to date.13

Reconsideration of the risk/benefit would almost certainly necessitate
informing patients of an unexpected risk and providing them with an
opportun ity to decide whether they wished to remain in the trial.
On February 29, D r. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Zlotkin that a detailed report of
her concerns regarding loss of efficacy of L1 would be trans mitted sh ortly,
after a further discussion with Apotex.14 She sent her report to the REB on
March 5.15
Between mid-February and late May 1996 there was extensive correspondence involving Dr. Olivieri, Dr. Spino, Dr. Zlotkin and Dr. Koren.
Having failed to dissuade Dr. Olivieri from reporting her findings, Dr. Spino
made repeated efforts to persuade the REB that she was mistaken in her
interpretation of the data. He forwarded Apotex’s view of the LA–03 data to Dr.
Zlotkin on March 15.16 Dr. Zlotkin met with Dr. Olivieri on March 25, at her
request, to discuss her findings, Apotex’s disagreement with them, and courses
of action.17 Dr. Zlotkin replied that day to Dr. Spino’s March 15 letter, stating,
“As you know, the Research Ethics Board does not act as an interme diary…
Consequently, your correspondence should be directed to Dr. Olivieri for
resolution.” 18 He added that he had received her report and would be asking
her to amend the patient consent forms.
Responding to Dr. Olivieri’s report on April 9, 1996 in his capacity as
REB Chair, Dr. Zlotkin directed her to do the following:
•

provide a revised information and consent form for LA–03 patients for
review by the REB

•

report the unexpected finding to the Health Protection Branch (the
Canadian regulators)

•

inform all physicians responsib le for the clinical care of the patients in
the LA–03 trial, regardless of whether these individuals are collaborators
in this study
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•

notify the Ethics Committees of each hospital in which these (LA–03)
patients receive their clinical care (if the Committees issued approval
for the study based upon the present information and consent forms
—the relevant hospitals were HSC and TTH)

•

ensure that appropria te diagnostic measures to evaluate continued
efficacy of L1 are instituted in a timely manner and submit a separate
protocol under which these measures are undertaken to the REB

•

ensure that appropria te diagnostic measures are in place to evaluate the
continued efficacy of L1 in the other trial for which she was principal
investigator, LA–01

•

inform the study sponsor of the requireme nts set out by the REB.19

Apotex suggested that in issuing this directive without first hav ing a full
meeting of the REB, Dr. Zlo tkin mig ht not h ave bee n acting approp riately. 20
However, the existing procedures permitted the Chair to act alone in special
circumstan ces and rep ort later to the fu ll REB.21
Dr. Spino next wrote to Dr. Koren, on April 18, inviting him to intervene,
not only with Dr. Zlotkin but with the full REB, to obtain at least a delay in
implementation of Dr. Zlotkin’s directive to Dr. Olivieri:
I understand you [Dr. Koren] also do not concur with the view that there is a
general lack of response to L1 in the LA–03 subjects. As Co-Investigat or, yo u
may wish to convey your view to Dr. Zlotkin.
…he [Dr. Zlotkin] appears to be taking a decision on partial information and
that decision has ramifications well beyond the Hospital for Sick Children or
its patients.
… it is premature to take any action with the LOR [Loss Of Response]
patients, except possibly to study those three in whom there appears to be
some decreasing level of effectiveness. In addition, there are bo th Regulatory
and resource implications asso ciated with Dr. Zlotkin’s letter [to Dr. Olivieri,
April 9] that will have a bearing on any action we might take. I am not sure
that it is appropriate that he make a decision of this nature without a full
meeting of the Ethics Board and a thorough review of the data from the
Advisory Committee.22

Dr. Spino wrote directly to Dr. Zlotkin again on May 2, at greater length
and expressed his views more forcefully than in earlier correspondence:
[Y]our letter of April 9, 1996 instructs Dr. Olivi eri to take certain actions
which, we believe are inappropriate, because they are based on decisions
made with inadequate information.23

He then proceeded to dispute in detail a number of the points in Dr.
Zlotkin’s letter (cited above). Dr. Spino added that the LA–02 investigators
felt that Dr. O livieri’s “inform ation did no t warrant no tification of their
REBs,” and that:
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This same view was expressed by Dr. Koren, a co-investigator in the LA03
stud y, who stated in a meeting on February 29, 1996, with Ap otex, Dr.
Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham, that in his opinion, this information was the
type that might be included in an annual report to the REB , rather than an
urgent report noting “unexpected” findings.24

Dr. Spino concluded:
We trust you will agree that the actions which have already been taken by
Apotex constitute a full and complete response to the situation and no further
action by Dr. Olivieri at this time is warranted.25 (emphasis added)

The unmistakable import of the last phrase is that Dr. Olivieri should not
inform patients, or others with a right or need to know, about the new risk.
Indeed, several weeks later, Apotex stated in writing that its concern was that
Dr. Olivieri be prevented from informing patients of her findings (in a letter
from Dr. Spino to Dr. Brittenham—see section 5F).
Dr. Zlotkin’s response to Dr. Spino on M ay 10 was clear:
I understand how important this research is to you but you must understand I
take my direction from the principal investigator concerning unexpected
findings. My mandate is to protect study subjects and patients and to that
end must ensure full disclosure when unexpected study findings are
identified.26 (emphasis added)

On May 20, 1996, Dr. Olivieri provided revised patient information and
consent forms for LA–03 and LA–01 to the REB and to Apotex.27 A covering letter
to patients and parents by Dr. Olivieri summarized the new information:
Une xpec tedl y, recent studies of patients enrolled in this lon g-term trial have
found that the body iron has continued to fall to, or been maintained at,
acceptable levels in only a minority of patients.* … The explanation for this
apparent loss of effectiveness of deferiprone is unknown.28 (emphasis in
original)

Conclusions
1 *We conclude that Dr. Olivieri and the REB Chair, Dr. Zlotkin, conducted
themselves appropriately. As data leading to the identification of the risk
was developed during 1995, Dr. Olivieri informed the manufacturer, the
regulators and the REB through correspondence and discuss ion. Begin ning in
March 1995, she withdre w patients from the LA–03 trial when their annual
HIC determinations indicated they were in categories of significant risk
*This was the essence of the detailed information discussed with Apotex on February 8, 1996.
Another long-term study of L1 by the group of Drs. V. Hoffbrand and B. Wonke in England
published essentially the same conclusion later that year. Both Dr. Olivieri and the English
investigators presented their abstracts in the December 1996 ASH meeting. In their abstract,
published in Blood, the English group reported, “We conclude that long term iron chelation with
L1 alone is successful at maintaining body iron at a ‘safe’ level in only a minority of transfusion
dependent patients.” (emphasis added)
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regarding iron overload. In late September 1995 she submitted a revised
protocol for the long-term trial (LA–03) taking the n ew conce rn into acco unt.
She also prepared a new (LA–05) protocol intended to determine the reasons
for the observed loss of sustained efficacy in some patients, and endeavoured to persuade Apotex to sponsor a trial on this basis. In early 1996 she
provided Apotex with a repo rt containing the data on the finding of loss of
sustained efficacy, and in it she outlined the medical risks to patients. She
also reported these findings to the REB and met with the REB Chair to discuss
the situation. Thus she complied with her ethical and legal obligations.
Dr. Zlotkin pro vided sugg estions on c ourses of a ction to Dr. Oliv ieri in
their September 1995 meeting. In April 199 6, on receiv ing her rep ort that a
risk had been identified, he directed her to do that which was required by
law and by ethical guidelines governing research involving humans. As he
told Dr. Spino, his responsibility was to protect study subjects and patients.

2 *We conclude that Apotex did not conduct itself appropriately—it acted in its
own interests, with disregard for patient safety and autono my:
a) Apotex tried to interfere with REB process. When it was rebuffed by Dr.
Zlotkin, it tried to enlist Dr. Koren to intervene with Dr. Zlotkin and with other
REB members. It then wrote to Dr. Zlotkin telling him his action was
inappropriate, disputing his directives to Dr. Olivieri, and implying he should
not have required Dr. Olivieri to advise patients of the risk she had identified.
Thus, in pursuit of its own ends, Apotex tried to influence the REB Chair, Dr.
Zlotkin and, when it did not succeed, disputed the authority of his office and
impugned his judgment in fulfilling the obligations of his office.
b) Apotex obfuscated the issue by framing it as a scientific difference of
opinion29 and misrepresenting Dr. Olivieri’s conclusion. First, in a letter to the
REB, Apotex argued that Dr. Olivieri was mistaken as (in its view) there was
no “general loss of response” to L1 in LA–03 subjects.30 On this basis the
company argued that Dr. Olivieri was wrong about the science. However, Dr.
Olivieri had not claimed a general lack of response. Rather, she had claimed
that a majority of patients in the LA–03 cohort were showing a loss of sustained
efficacy with long-term use of L1 and she therefore had an obligation to inform
research subjects that there was a risk. Second, Apotex did not have the
expertise to disagree with Dr. Olivieri on the matter of the medical risk to
patients. Lastly, but of central importance, the issue was one of research ethics,
of an obligation to inform research subjects of a risk that had been identified
so they could decide on their continued participation. Whether or not there
was a scientific disagreement could diminish neither the right of trial
participants to be informed of a risk identified by the investigator nor the
obligation of the investigator to inform them.
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3 *It was during this period (the first half of 1996), that the first indications
arose that Apotex understood Dr. Koren to be supporting its view, whereas
he continued to maintain to Dr. Olivieri that he supported her findings.
Notab ly, in a letter to the REB on May 2, 1996, Apotex used the purported
opinion of Dr. Koren that Dr. Olivieri’s finding of an unex pected risk did
not warrant a special report to the REB. In the docu mentary reco rd available
to us, this was o ne of the first instances where Ap otex used Dr. Kore n’s
purported views to cou nter findings of risk by Dr . Olivieri. It is releva nt to
note that, unlike Dr. Olivieri, Dr. Koren is not an expert in the fields of
medicine required to assess risks of iron chela tion treatmen t in patients w ith
thalassemia major (see section 2 ).

5F * Trial terminations and legal warnings
DESPITE SERIOUS DISAGREEMENTS , discussions continued into May 1996 on
renewal of the LA–01 contract, which had expired on April 23, 1996. The
contract specified that each patient would be treated for two years, but it took
until 1995 to enrol the full cohort of sixty-six patients specified in the trial
design. Thus, when the contract expired, some patients had been enrolled for
less than the two years, and the trial was not yet complete. Dr. Spino wrote to
Dr. Olivieri on May 8, 1996 indicating that re-negotiation of the LA–01
contract was contingent simply upon Apotex receiving the itemized budget for
the continuation of LA–01, and approval of revisions to the LA–03 protocol. 1
There was no suggestion of terminating the LA–01 study. (The contract for the
LA–03 study, which provided two years of funding from October 1995 onward,
was still in force.) Dr. Spino concluded:

I look forward to receiving, at your earliest convenience, the new budget and
we w ill re view it pro mptl y.2

Dr. Olivieri prepared a draft budget for a two-year extension of the LA–01
trial and forwarded it to Apotex on May 20, the same day she sent the
revised patient inform ation and consent forms to the REB, with copie s to
Apotex.3 Four days later, on May 24, 1996, Apotex wrote to Drs. Olivieri
and Koren to inform them that it was terminating both the LA–01 and LA–03
clinical trials:
Effective imme diately, the deferiprone clinical trials LA–01 “Randomized trial
of L1 and Deferioxamine in Thalassemia Major” and LA–03 “The Long Term
Efficacy and Safety of Deferiprone in Patients with Thalassemia” are being
discontinued at the Hospital for Sick Children and The Toronto Hospital,
General Division.4 *

In the same letter, Apotex w arned Drs. Olivieri and Koren not to disclose
information “in any manner to any third party except with the prior written
consent of Apotex,” and warned that it would “vigorously pursue all legal
remedies in the event that there is any breach of these obligations” it claimed
they had under “paragraph 7 of the LA01 Agreement and the LA01 and
LA03 Protoc ols.” 5 **
Other than the fact that the LA–01 agreement had expired on April 23,
1996 no further explanation w as given in the termination letter. The letter
also notified Drs. Olivie ri and Koren that all quantities of L1 in the hospital

*By this time, adult thalassemia patients were receiving their care in TTH .
**The relevant clauses in the LA–01 contract and the LA–01 and LA–03 protocols were quoted
in section 5.A. Of these, only the LA–01 contract had a clause that would allow Apotex to prevent
communication about an unexpected risk. The LA–03 contract had no such clause—Dr. Spino did
not mention this contract in his letter.
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pharmacy “must immediately be returned” and that Apotex would “contact
the pharmacy directly to arrange for retrieval of the drug.”
In a separate letter to Dr. Olivieri on May 24, Apotex terminated her LA–02
consulting contract, effective immediately. No reasons were given. Apotex
reminded Dr. Olivieri of her confiden tiality obligations under this agreement
and said any breaches of this obligation by her would be vigorously pursued.6
That same day Dr. Spino recorded a telephone message on Dr. Olivieri’s
voice-mail:
Hi Nancy. I’m sorry we didn’t get a chance to meet face to face. It’s Mike
Spino. I’ve left you an envelope. I’m sorry but Apotex has decided to
terminate the L1 studies at The Hospital for Sick Children. We will not be
renewing your contract for the LA–01 and LA–03 studies. We will be closing
out the patients from the study. We are also terminating the contract with you
pertaining to the LA–02 study and you will no longer be part of the LA–02
steering committee and your position as chairman on that committee will be
replaced by ano ther comm ittee memb er. N ancy, I want to remind you of your
confidentiality requirements under the contract. You must not publish or
divulge information to others about the work you have done with Apotex
including any data you may have gathered since April 23, 1993 pertaining to
the use of Apotex L1 product without the written consent of Apotex. Now,
should you choose to violate this ag reement you will be subject to legal
action. We’ve notified HPB about the action we are taking. It will be
necessary to conduct close out assessments on all of the patients and they
will have to be informed that the study is being clos ed ou t. The y need only to
be advised that Apotex has decided that this is the best thing to do at this
time. They should be informed that plans are to continue to the development
of L1 and that we have every intention of bringing it to market as soon as
possible. We advise you not to give the m any incorrect information
including, as you have stated, ‘the drug is working in only a minority of
patients.’ This was in your draft letter to them. This information is incorrect
as verified by other investigators an d if you in any way attem pt to convey it
you will be subject to legal action. The thalassemic community will be
informed. We will do that but you are not to communicate your
misinterpretations of these data without a written con sent. Nancy, if you
want to reach me this weekend you can but please read the letters first.
Bye.”7 (emphasis added)

Like the letters, the telephone messa ge provide d no reaso n for this
precipitous action. However, A potex did state a reason to the Bureau of
Pharmaceutical Assessment of the Health Protection Branch (HPB) of Health
Canada:
On May 27, 1996 Apotex informed the Bureau that we had terminated the
studies at Dr. Olivieri’s site following numerous problems with the
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investigator, culminating in her desire to modify the informed consent form
to indicate that deferiprone worked in only a minority of patients.”8
(emphasis added)

In a letter to Dr. Brittenham a few weeks later, on June 17, 1996, Dr.
Spino confirmed that this was the reason for terminating the trials:
Prev ious ly, I explained to you that, based on the position that Nancy took
(that the drug was working only in a minority of patients, and that it was
losing its effect in some patients within 1-2 years), we felt it was no longer
appropriate to conduct trials with her as the Principal Investigator. Since we
did not concur with her assessm ent of the drug’s effectiveness, we could not
allow such information to be transmitted to patients, thus misinforming
them. In addition, we could not j ustify Nancy as the Principal Investigator in
studies of a drug that she does not believe works.9 (emphasis added)

No other reasons were given for the terminations of the Toronto trials
and the contracts with Dr. Olivieri. The letter went on to invite Dr.
Brittenham (whose LA–02 consulting contract ha d not been terminated) to
continue his “involvement with Ap otex in the developmen t of L1,” provided
he “maintain … co nfidentiality.”
The rationale for terminating the trials, namely, that the investigator Dr.
Olivieri “did not believe” in the drug, is untenable. First, researchers are not
required to “believe” in a drug under study; requiring faith in a drug under
study flies in the face of an essential element of clinical trials, i.e., clinical
equipoise.10 Second, there is no evidence that Dr. Olivieri was biased against
the drug. Instead, she had identified a risk of loss of efficacy and was therefore
obligated to inform patients. In fact, she wished to continue exploring the drug
to determine, among other things, reasons for the loss of efficacy in some
patients, as is clear from the documentary record of correspondence involving
Apotex, Dr. Olivieri and the REB in 1995 and 1996. Moreover, Dr. Spino had
been reminded of Dr. Olivieri’s position shortly before he wrote to Dr.
Brittenham, at the mediation meeting Dean Aberman convened on June 7.
Dean Aberman reported, “Nancy wanted to continue the L1 trial for two
reasons— to continue the study of effectiveness/loss of effectiveness and
ensure patients on L1 would continue receiving the drug.” 11
Later in 1996, on August 22, in one of his subsequent letters conveying a
legal warning to Dr. Olivieri, D r. Spino brie fly re-visited the ma tter of
reasons for terminating the trials. He wrote,
… your statement [in a draft conference abstract on LA–01 data] that the study
was discontinued prematurely is incorrect. The study has been terminated at
the Hospital for Sick Children, both for ethical and procedural reasons, but it
continues at the Montréal Ch ildren’s Hospital. 12
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We do not know what Dr. Spino intended here by “ethical and procedural
reasons,” but these senten ces raise a se rious ques tion about s cientific
standards employed by Apotex , since a research trial designed fo r a cohort
of 66 participants who w ere randomized to two treatment arms could not
reasonab ly be expected to continue with only 7 participants.* After the
cohort had been reduced to 11% of its designed size, it would no longer be
able to answer the scientific question of how L1 compared to DFO as a
treatment.
In February 1997 Dr. Spino gave a public explanation of why th e trials
were terminated. His statement was consistent with the reason conveyed by
Apote x to HPB in May 1996, and with the reason stated his June 1996 letter
to Dr. Brittenham.13 He wrote to the editor of The Medical Post:
Unf ortu nate ly, Dr. Olivieri… approached the chair of the Research Ethics
Board (REB ) to obtain his agreement to modify the consent forms. Since
Apotex believed the changes demand ed by Dr. Olivieri would misinform
patients regarding this therapy, we requested that the matter be evaluated by
the full REB . The chairman of the REB refused to consider our request and
this led ultimately to the termination of the studies.14

In Augus t 1997 D r. Spino w rote to Dr. O livieri:
As you well know, the trial was discontinued because of unilateral and
precipitous actions taken by you without regard for the views and opinions of
Apotex scientific personnel or other experts and investigators in our trials.15

Dr. Spino did not specify in th is letter what h e meant by “u nilateral and
precipitous actions.” However, from the extensive correspondence during
the months preceding the trial terminations the only reasonable inference
that can be drawn is that he meant Dr. Olivieri’s decision to fulfil her
obligation to inform the REB of the risk she identified, and her subsequent
revision of the informed consent form as directed by the REB Chair.
Apotex’s position on why it terminated the trials changed significantly over
time. In submissions to regulatory authorities in early 1998, the company alleged
that Dr. Olivieri had committed serious protocol violations which “limit[ed] the
quality of the data” from the LA–01 and LA–03 trials,16 and that this was “the
*The main site for the randomized trial (LA–01 ) was in Toronto. When the trials in Toronto
were terminated, 59 patients were enrolled at the Toronto site and 7 at the Montréal site. On July
15, 1996 Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren wrote a joint letter to the LA–01 site investigator at the
Montréal Children’s Hospital, D r. Geoffrey Dougherty, to advise him that Apotex had terminated
that trial at the main site in Toronto and that, “The 5 9 patients entered into this trial at th e …
Toronto site have therefore been withdrawn from the study.” Their letter continued, “this
development may place the seven patients in Montreal out of the context of a study that has
sufficient statistical power to answer the scientific question posed by the original study. The
reduction in numbers from 66 to 7 should probably need to be indicated to the Research Ethics
Board of Montreal Children’s Hospital.”
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primary reason the Sponsor decided to terminate the study at the Toronto sites
on May 24, 1996.” 17 Dr. Spino made similar allegations in a letter dated August
31, 1998 to HSC President and Chief Executive Officer Mr. Michael Strofolino.
(See sections 5L and 5U.)
Given the substan tial evidence to the contra ry, the later allega tions that it
was protocol vio lations that res ulted in the ter mination of the trials are unconvincing.* First, in its 1998 letter to Mr. Strofolino, Apotex even stated
that, “the vast majo rity of the [alleged] protocol violations were detected
following termination of the study.” 18 Second, Apotex was negotiating an
extension of the LA–01 contract until the revised patient information forms
were submitted to the REB, and had executed a two-year contract to continue
the LA–03 trial only a half year before this. Third, as noted above, Apotex
stated to each of HPB (May 1996), Dr. Brittenham (June 1996), The Medical
Post (February 1997), and HPB again (Februar y 1997) that it terminated the
trials to prevent D r. Olivieri from disclosing a risk to patients, giving them
no other reason. Fourth, Dr. S pino wrote to Dr. Olivie ri in Augu st 1997 to
similar effect. Fifth, these new allegations did not surface until long after the
trials were terminated, a nd they clearly se rved Apo tex’s interests . Sixth, if
the alleged protocol violations co mpromised the data (a s Apotex allege d to
regulators in 1998), then Apotex should have withdrawn the conference
abstracts it presented in 1997 based on this data, or issued a public statement
regarding the (alleged ) violations later. The Apotex abstracts used the same
LA–01 and LA–03 data as Dr. Olivieri, but c laimed that th e data demonstrated
that L1 was effective and safe. If there were such extensive protocol violations, they should not have used the data. Instead, the company used such
publications in a Priority R eview Sub mission to Health C anada in
September 1997.19
It is important to note that none of Dr. Olivieri, the patients in the two
trials, the REB, or the administrations of the hospitals in w hich the trials were
being conducted, were given any advance notice of the trial terminations and
withdrawal of the drug supplies by Apotex. A critical fact is that Apotex
warned Dr. Olivieri not to disclos e any informa tion about ris ks, to patien ts in
particular.
It is a central fac t of this case th at both the lo ng-term trial ( LA–03) and the
randomized trial (LA–01) were terminated and ne ver reinstated. Under the
contracts for the two tria ls, the comp any had the right to do so (see section

*We have not taken a position on the issue of whether or not there were protocol violations
of such significance as to materially compromise the data of the Toronto trials, an issue presently
before a court of the European Communities (see section 5U). The issue discussed here is the
reason Apotex terminated the trials at the time it took this action.
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5A), and it exerc ised this right. D r. Spino co nfirmed this in a letter to Hea lth
Canada on January 28, 1997:
On May 24, 1996 Apotex notified the Bureau that that we had discontinued
studies, code named LA–01 and LA–03, at the Hospital for Sick Children.20

As noted in sec tions 5G a nd 5H, th e fact that both trials had been terminated
was clearly and repeatedly recorded in HSC records. Despite this documentation, HSC officials later put forward tes timony to the contrary. Their incorrect
testimony to the Naimark Review in 1998 and to the subsequent Medical
Advisory Committee (MAC ) investigation fueled and prolonged the L1
controversy. (See sections 5K, 5 O, 5P and 5 R.)

Conclusions
1 *We conclude that Apotex cond ucted itself inappropriately in the
following ways:
a. Apotex cancelled the trial because the investigator, on direction of her REB,
was about to disclose the risk of loss of sustained efficacy to patients and
others, as required by Canadian law and by national and international
guidelines for research involving human subjects. Legal and ethical
standards do not require that investigators be proven correct about their
concerns —only that if and when in their opinion a significant risk has been
identified, they must disclose that risk to the trial participants.21 Therefore,
while Apotex had the right to terminate the trials, termination should not
have been threatened or carried out because the investigator had identified
a risk and planned to inform study participants.

b. By warning Dr. Olivieri she would be subject to legal action if she
disclosed this risk to patients and others with a right or need to know,
Apotex violated her academic freedom and impeded her in the exercise
of her ethical and administrative obligations.
c. Apotex developed and disseminated post hoc, plainly self-serving
rationalizations for terminating the trials that differed significantly from
its own earlier statements as to why it terminated them.

2 *Even though Apotex’s actions were inappropriate, it did have the right
under the contracts, and also under the protocols, to terminate both trials at any
time, for any reason. Therefore, after May 24, 1996, when Apotex unilaterally
terminated the trials, the patients who had been enrolled in the LA–01 and
LA–03 trials were no longer subjects of research. Consequen tly, they were no
longer under the jurisdiction of the REB. Since Apotex had terminated both

P Trial terminations and legal warnings P

trials and their corresponding protocols, there was no basis for any REB
involvement in the subsequent management of care of these patients.
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5G * Post-term ination even ts
(1) The new L1 treatment arrangement under EDR
and legal warnings b y Apotex on Friday,
May 24, 1996 occurred with apparent disregard for the interests of the
patients who had been enrolled in the trials. On Ma y 25, Dr. Olivieri and Dr.
Koren jointly wrote to Dr. Haslam, HSC Pediatrician-in-Chief and the
University’s Chair of P ediatrics, to ad vise him of this d evelopmen t, copying
their letter to Dr. Arnold Aberman, Dean of the University’s Faculty of
Medicine, Dr. Michael Baker, Physician-in-Chief of TTH , and other HSC and
TTH officials. Drs. Olivieri and Koren outlined events through 1995 and up
to Apotex’s actions of May 24, 1996, when:

THE ABRUPT TRIAL TERMINATIONS

[W]e received a letter terminating both studies, and written and phone
messages indicating that legal action would be taken were we to breach
confidentiality of either stud y. …
While we have no way of knowing the motivation of Apotex at this time,
this sequence of events has the appearance of a pharmaceutical company
attempting to suppress data that could reasonably be expected to prompt
regulatory agencies, once informed of this unexpected development, to request
further investigation of this agent before licencing could be approved. …
[O]bservation of sustained efficacy of this agent, the use of which has
potentially fatal adverse effects [ineffective iron chelation results in adverse
effects of iron loading], would appear necessary before responsible
development of the drug can continue. We have indicated this to the company
on several occasions. Now that this contract has been prematurely terminated,
we are uncertain of the responsibility on the part of Apotex to communicate
these findings to regulatory agencies. Apotex has indicated, moreover, that it is
a breach of confidentiality for us to do so ourselves. Final ly, our patients will,
under this instruction under threat of legal action, be terminated prematurely
on the study without explanation provided to parents and families.
… Because this series of events has ethical implications for the safety of
patients, both those in whom loss of efficacy has been observed, and all those
who, in good faith, signed a consent and information form to complete this trial
at the Hospital for Sick Children, as well as to the Hospital itself and ourselves
as researchers, we will need your advice and guidance as to how to proceed.1
(emphasis added)

Drs. Olivieri and Koren stated they would be seeking legal advice from the
Canadian Medical Protective Association (CMPA ).
We have no record of any response from Dr. Haslam. However, Dr. Baker
suggested to Dr. Olivieri that Dean Aberman be approached for assistance.
Dean Aberman met with Dr. Olivieri and her CMPA legal counsel, Mr. Joseph
Colange lo on June 4, 1996. Dean Aberman agreed to their request that he “try
to mediate the dispute between her and Apotex.” 2 He had discussions with
both parties and then convened a meeting on June 7, 1996 attended by Dr.
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Olivieri, Dr. Koren, Dr. Brittenham, and Dr. Spino and other representatives
of Apotex.3 Prominent among Dr. Olivieri’s objectives for this meeting was
reinstatement of the trials.4 Her reasons were twofold: so that the loss of
response in some patients could be studied and the efficacy and safety of the
drug further investigated; and so that patients who wished to continue on the
drug and for whom it was considered sufficiently safe for them to continue,
could continue.5 However, Apotex would not agree to reinstate the trials. Dean
Aberman summarized the main result of the meeting as follows:
Although Apotex would not change their position on discontinuing the
clinical trials, Apotex agreed to the Eme rgency Release of L1 to any patient
who was on L1 during the trial, if requested by Gidi [Dr. Koren]. At the
meeting, that was considered to be a satisfacto ry resolution of that issue.6
(emphasis added)

Thus, as a result of this June 7 agreement, those patients in the two former
trial cohorts for whom it was considered sufficiently safe to continue on L1
would be allowed to continue on this treatmen t, as patients b eing admin istered an unproven drug by their treating physician, Dr. Olivieri, if, fully informed, they wished to continue. Dr. Koren’s role in this arrangement was
that of an inter mediar y in the dr ug sup ply, 7 because “the relationship between Apotex and Nancy was beyond repair,” Dean Aberman reported.8
This implies that the relationship between Apotex and Koren was good and
indeed, as noted earlier, Apotex had the understanding that Dr. Koren supported its position that there was no risk of loss of sustained efficacy. Even
though Dr. Koren co-signed the letter of May 25, 199 6 outlining Dr.
Olivieri’s findings and the Apotex reaction, the company stated in writing
(before and after May 25, 1996) that since February 1996 Dr. Koren disagreed with Dr. Olivieri and supported its position.9
The new arrangement was under the Emergency Drug Release (EDR)
program of the Health Protection Branch (HPB) of Health Canada . This
program provides for an arrangement among three parties: the practitioner
(Dr. Olivieri), the manufacturer (A potex) and the D irector of HPB. The
relevant provisions of the Canadian Food and Drugs Act and Regulations, as
they apply to a “ne w drug,” th at is, a drug u nprove n as to sa fety or eff icacy,
are as follows:
C.08.010. (1) The Director may issue a letter of authorization authorizing the
sale of a new drug for human… use to a practitioner… for use in the
emergency treatment [ EDR] of a patient under the care of that practition er, if
…
(b) the practitioner*10 has agreed to
*The practitioner in this instance was Dr. Olivieri, the treating physician of the patients. It
was not Dr. Koren, who later incorrectly claimed to be the practitioner for this E D R . (See endnote.)

P Post-termination events P

(i) report to the manufacturer of the new drug and to the Director on the
results of the use of the new dru g in the medical emergency, including
information respecting any adverse drug reactions encountered,
… 11 (emphasis added)

Under clinical ethical norm s for physician s, Dr. Olivie ri was also ob ligated to inform patients of any adverse dru g reactions that might occu r.
Therefore, she had to continue to monitor patients, both because she had a
legal and ethical obligation to them, and because she was legally required to
report on the results of their trea tment, includ ing any adve rse reaction s, to
Apotex and to HPB.
The new treatment arrangement did not require REB approval, because
the patients were no longer in a clinical research trial. Nothing in the Food
and Drugs Act and Regulations governing EDR, the MRC Guidelines on
Research Involving Human Subjects, or the HSC policies in place at the time,
required that treatment with a drug through EDR be subject to ethics review.
Dr. Koren’s own textbook on pediatric research ethics published in 1993
explicitly stated that in the Hospital for Sick C hildren, EDR drug treatment
did not require approval of the REB.12 Indeed, the REB was not invo lved in
the meeting that resulted in the agreement on this arrangement—there was
no require ment in p olicy or practice for it to be involved in an EDR
arrangem ent.

(2) The issue of informing the regulators
A second issue discussed in Dean Aberman’s mediation meeting was the
matter of informing the regulatory agen cy, HPB, of the unexpected risk that
had been identified. D r. Aberma n recorde d that:
It was agreed that Nancy [Dr. Olivieri] and Apotex w ould go jointly to
13
HPB .

However, it is clear that not all par ties had the s ame interpre tation of this
part of the discu ssion, beca use Apo tex subsquen tly used legal w arnings to
deter Dr. Olivieri from any meeting with HPB, joint or otherwise, as we
discuss later (section 5.H(2 )).

(3) Continued Apotex support for Dr. Koren’s research
Apotex’s termination of the contracts and trials left uncertain the
employment and training of three research fellows who had been engaged on
term contracts to assist in the work of the L1 trials. An agreement was
reached in Dean Aberman’s June 7, 1996 mediation meeting, “to allow the
postdoctoral fellows recruited for the trial to finish their training,” as D r.
Koren later wrote.14 The research fellows were appointed in Dr. Koren’s
Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology, but during their work on
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the trials they were jointly supervised by Dr. Olivieri and him. Two fellows
received salary support from Apotex, and the other from the MRC grant for
the LA–01 trial (see section 5A).
Although Apotex refused to reinstate the trials, there was substantial
close-out work to be done in accordance with the protocols, along with data
analysis for possible future publications. Apotex itself required close-out
data for regulatory purposes. In addition, Dr. Koren was conducting a
separate study, on the use of L1 in acute iron poisonin g in an anim al model,
and it also was funded by Apotex.15 (Dr. Olivier i was not involved in the
animal study.) It was agreed that the fellow s would co ntinue to be employed,
and that their salary support would initially continue from the same sources
as before the trial termination s. It was also ag reed that, eve ntually, their
supervision would be transferred over to Dr. Kore n alone. To this end, “D r.
Koren, with Dr. O livieri’s full knowle dge and s upport, pe rsuaded A potex to
continue to fund the fellowships.” 16 Post-trial Apotex funds were deposited
in Dr. Koren’s research a ccounts for salary support to the fellows. The
investigators, Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren , agreed on an interim ba sis to
continue some salary support for one of the fellows from the balance of the
MRC grant for the LA–01 trial and a grant from the Cooley’s Anemia Foundation.17 Thus, the three researc h fellows continued in their programs,
assisting with the close-outs of the clinical trials, in addition to other studies
directed by Dr. Koren.
The total amount of funding provided by Apotex to Dr. Koren’s HSC
accounts for research on L1—as a treatment for iron loading in thalassemia
patients—was very substantial. In a letter to him in October 1997 requesting
data, Dr. Spino stated:
As you are aware, Apotex is continuing our development efforts with
deferiprone.… Given the extensive resources Apotex committed to the LA–01
and LA–03 trials (in excess of the $1,000,000 paid to the Hospital for Sick
Children), we are entitled to access to all data generated during these studies.18

Most of this funding went into accounts for which Dr. Koren had signing
authority—the LA–01 contract specified that the Apotex funds for this trial
would be deposited in his division in HSC (not Dr. Olivieri’s division), and on
May 24, 1996 Apotex terminated all of its contracts with Dr. Olivieri and
never subsequ ently provided research funding to her. Examination of the
payment schedules in the LA–01 and LA–03 contracts, and a 1996 cumulative
account statement for LA–01 indicates that approxim ately three-quarters of this
total of $1,000,000 was transferred to HSC accounts during the period
1993–1996, before the trials were terminated.19 We therefore conclude that,
after the trials were terminated, approxim ately $250,000 was transferred by
Apotex to HSC accounts which supported Dr. Koren’s research.

P Post-termination events P

There is a public record of a grant to Dr. Koren of $250,000 in this time
period. It was listed in 1999 on the website of the University’s Department
of Pediatrics as received in 1995–1996 for use in 1996–1997. Unlike grant
entries for all other members of Dr. Koren’s Division in the Department
during that period, Dr. Koren’s entry does not specify the source or
purpose—instead, this entry said “Industry/Miscellaneous.” In 2000, the
University of Toronto Faculty Association was advised by the University
that Apotex was the source of this $250,000 grant to Dr. Koren.

(4) Lack of involvement by senior HSC administrators
Even though the actions of Apotex affected the interests of HSC patients, the
rights of HSC staff physicians Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren, and the authority of
the HSC Research Ethics Board, senior HSC administrators did not involve
themselves in any effective way in the L1 dispute. Dean Aberman advised
them of his meeting with Dr. Olivieri on June 4 and his mediation meeting on
June 7, and of subsequent discussions that summer with Apotex in regard to
its legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri. 20 An uncontroversial finding of the Naimark
Review established by the HSC Board of Trustees in 1998 was that:
… the Hospital has interests and responsibilities in relation to clinical trials
being conducted in the Hospital, even though it is neither a sponsor of the trials
nor party to contracts between external sponsors and investigators. The interest
of the Hospital is both general and particular.21

The Naimark Review provided a significant example of how the Hospital
apparently failed to take steps to fulfil these resp onsibilities or d efend its
interests:
A detailed review of the Trials Contract and the protocols for the trials was
apparently not carried out at the time the Executive was first alerted to nonrenewal of the contract and the threats of legal action [ May 25, 1 996]. In
retrospect, a detailed review would have been appropriate.22

A detailed review might have noted the October 1995 contract for the LA–03
trial. This contract “supplanted” any previous agreement on the LA–03 trial. It
had no confidentiality clause, so Apotex in actuality had no contractual basis
with which to attempt to prevent Dr. Olivieri from communicating information
about the risk she identified in LA–03 data in 1996 to anyone. The contract also
specified that Apotex had the right to terminate the LA–03 trial. A detailed
review of contracts and protocols should have included obtaining legal
opinions on these documents. However, the Hospital apparently did not obtain
a written legal opinion until October 1997, and that only on the LA–01 contract.
That legal opinion did not fully address the issues at stake: it stated that a full
answer would depend on “whether there were public policy concerns about
information relating to public health and welfare.”23 It is precisely “public
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policy concerns” that have been at issue throughout this entire matter. (See
section 5T.)
In 2000, Professor Emeritus and former Dean of Law (Queen’s
Unive rsity) D.A. Soberman gave an opinion to this co mmittee of inqu iry.
We provided him with a copy of the LA–01 contract with its clause 7 on
confiden tiality. With reference to case law, as well as chapters from his own
textbook and another textbook on contracts that offend public policy, and he
wrote:
To the extent that it prohibits a physician from disclosing to a patient
information that the physician has acquired pursuant to her research (or
otherwise), this clause is illegal and void if there is a material or significant
risk to the patient.24

(Professor Soberman’s letter is reprinted in full as Appendix F. See also
section 5T.)
The Na imark Rev iew also fou nd that:
By virtue of being an academic health sciences centre, the Hospital has a
general interest in promoting academic freedom and free communication.
There may be differing views about whether or not the Apotex-Olivieri case
was the occasion upon which to publicly ‘take on Apotex’ on the issue of
free communication. Certainly many scientists wish that had been done, not
only for the sake of Dr. Olivieri, but also as a matter of principle.25

The fact is that the Hospital did not “take on Apotex.” An example of an
action that the Hospital could have taken when the legal warnings to Dr.
Olivieri were first issued by Apotex in the summer of 1996, but which it did
not take until early 1999, would have been to provide legal support backing
up that provided by the CMPA . Following interventions by outside parties and
the University of Toronto, the Hospital signed an agreement on January 25,
1999 that included the clause:
If Dr. Olivieri is required to defend herself in any legal action brought by
Apotex arising out of facts which occurred prior to January 25, 1999 for
which CMPA refuses to provide coverage, HSC will p ay her costs of defending
such an action. In the unlikely event that Apotex were successf ul, HSC agrees
to indemnify Dr. Olivieri with respect to any award or jud gment. 26
HSC could have offered such support in the summer of 1996. Had it done
so, the cou rse of events may well have been differ ent.

In summary, the H ospital for Sic k Children had oppo rtunities to fulfil its
responsibilities and defen d its interests, b ut for more th an two years it did
not act. The Naimark Review said that some individual administrators made
“personal representations” to Apotex.27 It was quite cle ar from the fact that
Apotex continued to issue legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri—none of which has
yet been rescinded—that such “personal representations” were ineffective,

P Post-termination events P

yet the weight o f institutional authority and res ources wa s not broug ht to
bear to ensure effectiveness.
To our knowledge, no reason has been recorded by HSC administrators to
account for their lack of involvement in the L1 controversy between May 1996
and February 1997, when a new element of the controversy prompted direct
involvement by Dr. O’Brodovich. In particular, they apparently did not provide
the Naimark Review with a reason. In consequence, the Naimark Report
speculated:
This lull in interaction [between Dr. Olivieri and the HSC administration in the
cont roversy] may perhaps be explained by the fact that, in the last six
months of 1996, Drs. Olivieri, Goldbloom and O’Brodovich were intensely
involved in meetings and correspondence related to disagreements about the
decentralization of the Sickle Cell Disease Program, and Dr. Olivieri’s role in
that process.” 28
L1

(See section 5M.)
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Conclusions
1 * Apotex refused to reinstate the Toronto trials of its drug

L1. Apotex
agreed to reinstate the supply of L1 under a no n-trial EDR treatment arrangement, as mediated by Dean Aberman. D r. Olivieri was “the practitioner”
under this arrangement. Therefore, after May 24, 1996, the patients who
continued on L1 were no lo nger subje cts in a resear ch trial.

2 * The REB did not have jurisdiction over this EDR arrangem ent.
3 * Under this

EDR arrangement, Dr. O livieri had only three reporting
obligations in the event of adverse drug reactions: to the patients, to Apotex
and to the Health Protection Branch.

4 * Apotex provided very substantial research funds in sup port of Dr.
Koren’s research programs, not on ly during the tria ls, but after the trials
were terminated. He did not disclose the source of a $250,000 research grant
he received aro und the tim e of the trial terminations—much later, it was
confirmed that the source was Apotex.

5 * Senior me dical admin istrators did n ot effectively involve themselves in
the dispute between Apotex and Dr. Olivieri, and offered no effective
assistance to her during the first two and one half years. The Hospital did not
take effective action to ensure that its respon sibilities were fulfilled (until
January 1999).

5H * Expande d disclosure
(1) Disclosure to patients
I . INFORMATION TO PATIENTS AND MONITORING UNDER EDR
DR. OLIVIERI WAS UNWILLING to administer L1 (the safety and efficacy of
which had not been established, and for which a new risk had been
identified—loss of sustained efficacy), unless the patients were informed of
the risk, agreed to accept the risk, and also agreed to be monitored by the same
efficacy and safety tests as in the protocols of the terminated trials. However,
Apotex had specifically warned her not to inform patients—that she could face
legal action should she do so.
CMPA legal counsel jointly represented Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren, since
the latter also had received the initial legal warning from Apotex. Following
the CMPA’s advice to minimize legal exposure, Dr. Olivieri maintained a
record demonstrating that whenever she communicated information about L1,
it was because she was complying with a legal obligation or other directive.
Acco rdingly, in July 1996, after the re-supply of L1 had been arranged under
EDR, she and Dr. Koren jointly wrote to Dr. Zlotkin, whose term as REB Chair
had just expired, with a copy to his successor Dr. Aideen Moore. Dr. Olivieri
thereby put on record that she was now going to implement a directive Dr.
Zlotkin had issued to her when he was REB Chair, to inform patients of a risk
of L1. She and Dr. Koren wrote:

As you know, it is of great concern that APOTEX abruptly terminated these
studies without warning and that the company expects that the revised forms
will not be shown to patients. Indeed, we were both separately cautioned
that we were not to inform the patients of our interpretation of the data. We
believe that for any patients who will continue to be treated with deferiprone—through any mechanism—as well as those in whom we are recommending the drug be stopped becau se of failing efficacy, it is important to
disclose fully and fairly to patients and parents that we believe that d eferiprone therapy is less efficacious than was previously conveyed to them . All
patients will be asked to read and sign the revised consent and information
forms even if they do not remain under treatment w ith deferiprone. Given the
current situation, we believe that we are obliged to do so to provide full
disclosure to our families.1 (emphasis added)

In this July 15 letter, Drs. Olivieri and Koren also stated that patients
wishing to continue to be treated with L1 , as an alternative to standard
therap y, would have to agree to undergo the same monitoring tests as in the
protocols for the terminated trials, including “annual liver biopsy.” They
explained that was because the tests specified in the protocols provided “the
minimum amount of monitoring necessary to ensure patient safety on this
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experimental chelator.”* A s outlined in section 5G , monitoring was required
under the EDR arrangement, as well as by clinical ethics.
Although REB approval was not required under EDR, that did not preclude
investigators informing members of the REB. Such communication did not
imply REB jurisdiction was agreed upon. These facts were given additional
emphasis by the letter Drs. Olivieri and Koren wrote to Dr. Doughe rty, the
investigator at the small LA–01 trial site in Montréal (7 of the 66 patients), also
on July 15, copies of which they enclosed with the letter sent to Dr. Zlotkin
and copied to Dr. Moore on that date. This letter discussed only the LA–01 trial,
since Dr. Dough erty had not been involved in the LA–03 trial. Drs. Olivieri and
Koren confirmed to Dr. Dougherty that Apotex had terminated LA–01 at its
main site in Toronto. They advised that, in consequence:
The 59 patients entered into this trial at the Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto site have therefore been withdrawn from the study.… In our capacity
as investigators of LA-01, and as directed by our Hospital’s Research Ethics
Board, it is our responsibility to request that you provide your Institutional
Review (Ethics) Board with these [enclosed] revised [Information and
Consent] forms and that you inform your board that study LA-01, as
previously presented and approved by the Research Ethics Boards of both
hospitals, is now terminated. Continuation of the seven patients [in a
research study] at The Montréal Children’s H ospital in Montréal will require
you to present a new protocol as well as new information and consent forms
to your Hospital’s Research Ethics Board.2 (emphasis added)
II . THE MISUNDERSTANDING OF DR. MOORE

It is now clear that Dr. M oore, who was n ew to the position of REB Chair,
misunderstood the letters Drs. Olivieri and Koren se nt to Dr. Zlotkin and her
on July 15, 1996. In a handwritten note-to-file two days later, she wrote,
“Enrolled patients will co ntinue in study if showing efficacy.” 3 Appare ntly
she believed that because some patients would continue being administered
the drug, they must also be continuing to be in a research trial (“study”)
under REB jurisdiction. She apparently did not appreciate the significance of
the statement that, “APOTEX… terminated these studies,” as the letter copied
to her on July 15 noted. The REB was not involved in the June 7 agreement
*The importance of monitoring procedures, notably liver biopsy, as a guide to therapy for
thalassemia patients was by this time established in the medical literature. See, for example, G.
Angelucci et al., British Journal of Haematology, 89 (1995) 757–761. Also, in February 1996
Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham sent a major review article on iron-chelation therapy in thalassemia
that explained the importance of liver biopsy as a guide to therapy to the journal Blood. It was
published February 1, 1997 (Blood, 89, 3, pp. 739–761). On March 7, 1995 Dr. Olivieri had
written to Dr. Spino stating that the existing monitoring schedule for LA–03 represented the
minimum level c ompatibl e with safet y.
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on the EDR arrangement (there wa s no requirement that it be involved ). It is
probable that she therefore did not appreciate that A potex ow ned the righ ts
to manufacture and sale of the drug, had terminated both trials, had removed
all of the drug from the Hospital’s pharmacy, had refused to reinstate any
trial, and had only reinstated the supply of the drug later, under a new and
different, non-research, treatment arrangement. Dr. Moore’s note-to-file
suggests also that she had not understood the LA–01 and LA–03 protocols.
Evaluation of such protocols is the principal means by which the REB
provides ethics review for trials. The protocols themselves gave Apotex the
right to terminate the trials (hence also to de-activate the protocols),
independ ently of the con tracts, which also gave A potex this rig ht.
Although the July 15 letter from Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren to D r.
Zlotkin stated unequivocally that both trials had been terminated, some of
their shorthand use of terms elsewhere in the letter could have been confusing to Dr. Moore. For instance, Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren used the phrase,
“Both protocols will continue as before,” as shorthand for the monitoring
regimes for the non -trial EDR, which were to be the same is in the terminated
trials, for safety reasons, as the full text of the letter explained. Ho wever,
their letter to Dr. Dougherty made clear that Drs. Olivieri and Koren
understood that the protocols had been terminated, and that any new study
would require submission of a new protocol. Dr. Moore appears to have misunderstood this point, as w ell. No new protocol w as ever subm itted to restart either of the terminated L1 trials in Toronto, a fact that Dr. Moore did
understand, as is clear from letters she wro te to Dr. O ’Brodov ich in 1997
and 1998.4 Howeve r, in these letters she erroneously stated that the
(terminated) LA–03 trial continue d under th e original (term inated) pro tocol.
In the same correspondence with Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Moore also erroneously said that some patients who had been in the LA–01 trial and who continued on L1 after May 1996 had somehow been enrolled in what she
thought was a continued LA–03 trial, despite the fact that the tw o trial protocols were substantially different. (See also section 5K(7).)
Dr. Moore’s misunderstanding of mid-July 1996 should have been
cleared up two weeks later, when Dr. Olivieri and her division head in
Hema tology, Dr. Melvin Freedman, s ubmitted of ficial notificatio n forms to
the REB that both trials had been terminated (forms stamped as received by
the REB on August 1, 19 96). 5* Unfortunately, Dr. Moore appea rs not to have
*The notifications of termination to the REB were for the research studies, “Evaluation of
Efficacy of the Oral Iron Chelator L1 in Removal of Hepatic Iron in Beta-Thalassemia Patients”
(this was the official title of the original pilot study that continued and acquired the additional title
“ LA–03 ” in 1993, after Apotex became involved) and “Randomized Trial of Oral L1 and
Subcutaneous DFO in Patients with Thalassemia Major” (also referred to as “ LA–01 ”). The
notifications both said “terminated” on “May 24, 1996” and were signed by Dr. Olivieri on July
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understood this very explicit and unambiguous notification to the REB. As a
result, the incorrect notions she continued to have were reflected in her
correspondence and in REB records du ring her three-year term of office. Her
mistake and resulting inaccurate testimony contribu ted to the misunderstandings of others, notably the Naimark Review panel and the Medical
Advisory Committee. (Se e sections 5O and 5P).
It is documented that in the sum mer of 199 6 senior ad ministrators o f both
the Hospital and the University did not share Dr. Moore’s misunderstanding,
an important fact for later reference. For instance, Ms. Anne Marie
Christian, Associate Director of the HSC Research Institute, wrote to
Apotex’s Chief Financial Officer on July 5, 1996:
I have received your letter about the clinical trials
were terminated.6

LA–01

and

LA–03

which

As noted in section 5G(1), Dean Aberman put on record Apotex’s refusal to
change its position on terminating the trials. Apotex itself wrote to Dr. Moore
on July 29, 1996 “to close out discussions on the LA–01/LA–03 trials.”7

Conclusions
1 *Dr. Olivieri put clearly on the record that she would only continue to
treat patients with L1 under EDR if they were info rmed of the recently
identified risk and accepted the risk. In addition, they must agree to the same
monitoring tests for safety they had previously agreed to when entering the
LA–01 or LA–03 trial.

2 *The new REB Chair, Dr. Moore, did not understand the fa ct that both
trials had been terminated.
(2) Informing the regulators
As noted in section 5E, Dr. Zlotkin had instructed Dr. Olivieri to inform
patients, the Health Protection Branch (HPB), and physicians responsible for
the clinical care of patients involved in the LA–03 study, of the unexpected
risk she had identified. The subsequent Apotex statements had warned her
not to communicate with anyone who was not a party to the L1 contract,
without the written permission of Apotex. They specifically warned her not
to communicate with patients and the HPB. Thus if she complied with the
20 and 21, 1996. Both were signed by Dr. Freedman on July 25, 1996 and both were marked as
“Rec’d: Aug. 1” by the REB . The forms also listed the REB application numbers for each: 90/523
and 91/620, respectively, and the date of “Last Appr[oval]: 01/07/95” for each.
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instructions to communicate the risk, she could be subject to legal
action by Apotex. However, by late July she had informed patients and the
relevant physicians.
REB

The remaining aspect of this prob lem ostensibly seemed to have been
resolved on June 7, through Dean Aberman’s mediation. He reported that an
outcome of his mediation meeting was an agreement that Dr. Olivieri and
Apotex would “go jointly to HPB.”8 However, Apotex apparently came away
from the meeting with a differe nt understa nding about this than Dean
Aberman. On the sam e day as the me diation mee ting, Dr. O livieri wrote to
Apotex to advise that she was intendin g to send information on the risk to
the HPB, including Apotex ’s view as set o ut in its extensive correspondence
with the REB and herself from the preceding four months. In this letter, she
advised Apotex that she had tentatively scheduled a meeting with HPB for
June 14, and asked to be in formed “if you intend to have a representative
present.” 9 She asked to be informed if Apotex wished to provide any documents additional to the items she listed.
The meeting with HPB tentatively scheduled for June 14 did not occur, but
on June 19 Dr. Olivieri forwarded to Apotex a number of copies of material
containing data and conclusions on the loss of efficacy of L1, for distribution
to all responsib le physicians treating patients with L1 and their hospital REBs,
and to the three regulatory agencies of the countries in which the three L1 trials
had been initiated: HPB, FDA, and the Italian Ministry of Health.10 These
packages included copies of the revised information and consent forms for
participants in the Toronto trials. In a follow-up letter to Dr. Spino the next
day, Dr. Olivieri stated that she “required” Apotex to forward the extra copies
to the relevant physicians and agencies.11 This extent of disclosure of the risk
went beyond the specifications of the REB directive (listed in section 5E).
While she could not “require” this, it was reasonab le for Dr. Olivieri to ask
this of Apotex because the risk needed be disclosed to physicians and patients
in other countries. She was here following CMPA advice on minimizing her
legal exposure, by providing multiple copies of the documen ts to Apotex and
asking them to transmit them to the intended recipients. Apotex, as the
manufacturer, had obligations to commun icate about adverse findings on an
experimental drug.12
In response to this letter, Ms. Katherine Kay, legal counsel for Apotex,
wrote to Dr. Olivieri on June 24 and informed her that Apotex had “no obligation to satisfy your requests” to transmit the information to the regulators and
others. Ms. Kay also stated that Dr. Olivieri had:
at various times, actually taken and indicated an intention to take various
steps which would clearly represent a breach of the obligations of con fi-
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dentiality which bind you and may well give rise to other causes of action of
Apotex against you.13

However, Ms. Kay did not categorically refuse Dr. O livieri’s request to have
the copies of her report distributed. Ms. Kay continued:
Apotex is willing to pursue some form of resolution, but you must recognize
that you do not have the ability to unilaterally dictate what steps the company
is to take. Apotex will consider your letter and respond.14

This apparently left the question open for a period of time.
It is relevant to note here that Dr. Spino had advised Dr. Koren in his
letter of April 18, 1996 (copied to Dr. Olivieri) that Apotex had already
forwarded Dr. Olivieri’s February 1996 report on loss of efficacy to all of
the physicians treating patients at the other Apotex-sponsored trial sites
(Montréal for LA–01, and Philadelphia an d three sites in Italy for the shortterm trial LA–02) so these physicians already had been informed of the new
risk.15 These physicians had obligations to inform their own hospital REBs of
risks. Dr. Spino later advised D r. Zlotkin that all of these other investigators
had responded to the effect that they did not consider Dr. Olivieri’s report of
sufficient concern to “warran t notification of their REBs,” adding that in
February 1996 Dr. Koren had expressed a similar view.16 These investigators
did not have pa tients who h ad been ta king L1 for a long period, and the
adverse effe ct identified b y Dr. Olivieri a rose in the lo ng-term trial co hort. 17
Apotex’s delay in responding definitively to Dr. Olivieri’s letters of June
19 and 20 resulted in her not taking further steps until after Apotex’s Expert
Advisory Panel (EAP) was convened and had reported, on July 12–13, 1996.
Apotex’s position in correspondence since February was that no one should
take any action until its EAP reported. The EAP report favoured Apotex’s
interpretation of the data on efficacy of L1.18 However, two of the four
members of this panel later made public statements that cast serious doubt
both on the EAP process and on its interpretation of the data.*
In August it became clear that Apotex opposed any presentation by Dr.
Olivieri to HPB, whether in a meeting jointly with Apotex or otherwise.
However, by early August Dr. Olivieri succeeded in persuading CMPA that it
was in the public interest that she report to HPB, without the consent of
Apotex, and CMPA agreed to provide legal coverage if she were sued. The
position CMPA communicated to he r in writing on August 7 was that, “such
[disclosure to HPB] would be in compliance with statutory requirement.”19
Accordingly, she arranged to meet with HPB on August 14 to present her

*See sections 5E (footnote), 5 I and 5L for published statements by EAP members Dr. Beatrix
Wonke and Dr. Mary Corey. In a response to the EAP report written in August 1996, Drs. Olivieri
and Brittenham said tha t the EAP had committed methodological and other errors.
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findings on the risk of lo ss of efficacy of L1. The resp onse of A potex wa s to
write on August 13 to HPB to suggest th at it should no t give any weig ht to
Dr. Olivieri’s findings, and to issue another legal warning to Dr. Olivieri on
August 14, the day of her meeting with HPB.20
In this August 14 legal w arning, counsel for A potex wrote to Dr.
Olivieri’s counsel concerning Dr. Olivieri’s meeting that day with HPB
saying that the proposed meeting wa s “inappro priate,” and that:
Apotex has spoken with officials at the Health Protection Branch regarding
the issues raised by Dr. Olivieri, and further details will be provided to HPB
when Apotex’s annual report is delivered, which is scheduled to take place
before the e nd o f Au gust .… A pote x is gr owin g inc reasi ngly concerned about
the continued aggressive actions taken by Dr. Olivieri in attempting to
malign the efficacy of Apotex’s L1 in thalassemic patients, in spite of peer
review which indicates that her allegations are incorrect. Unless this conduct
ceases immediately, Apotex is prepared to take whatever legal steps are
necessary in order to ensure that the conduct ceases and to obtain appropriate
compensation for damages sustained.21

Despite these warnings from Apotex, Dr. Olivieri met with HPB on
August 14, 1996 and info rmed the regulatory authority about he r loss-ofefficacy findings.22 Apotex had a repre sentative present, but not to present
its view on the data.23 Its position was outlined in its letter to HPB of August
13, which concluded:
The information, summarized above, will be included in greater depth in our
Annual Report to HPB which is scheduled to arrive this mo nth. We have
informed Dr. Olivieri’s lawyers that we see no useful purpose in her meeting
with HPB .24

Dr. Olivieri was accompanied to her meeting with HPB by Dr. Brittenham, and they ask ed for assu rance that HPB would take steps to ensure that
the authorities in other countries where L1 was in use would be advised, so
that thalassemia patients outside C anada could kn ow of the risk. HPB
declined to provid e such a ssuran ce. It was only afte r the refu sal by HPB to
take this responsibility that Dr. Olivieri succeeded in persuading CMPA to
provide her with legal su pport to pu blish her find ings in the sc ientific
commu nity, so that the information on the risk would reach physicians and
patients outside Cana da (see below). 25

(3) Informing the scientific community
By 1996 the drug L1 was in use in several countries, in
the Apotex-sponsored trials had been running. For
administered as an experimental drug in England and
been licenced for therapeutic use in India. The best

addition to those where
instance, it was being
Switzerland, and it had
way to ensure that the
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information about a medical risk becomes generally available is through
scientific publication. This is one of the reasons why academic freedom—the
right of university researchers to make their views and findings known— is very
important. Dr. Olivieri wished to publish her findings, but Apotex continued to
warn her that she would face legal action if she did. In this situation, her
institutions, the University and the Hospital, had a responsibility to defend her
academic freedom. Yet for more than two years neither the Hospital nor the
University provided effective assistance.
Dean Aberman approached an Apotex official to advise the company to
“stop threatening” Dr. Olivieri, 26 but his interventions were not effective—the
series of written legal warnings continued, and he was copied on some of them.
(See section 5N.) In regard to the Hospital Executive and the REB, there is no
evidence that they provided any meaningful support to Dr. Olivieri in exercising
her academic freedom. This is despite the fact that on July 17, 1996, Dr. Aideen
Moore (then Chair of the HSC REB) made the following handwritten note-to-file,
“Issue of being able to publish results of patients studied is an ethical one, and
27
REB will support Dr. Olivieri.”
counsel Mr. Steven Mason arranged a meeting on July 18, 1996 with
Executive members Vice-President Dr. Alan Goldbloom and Pediatricianin-Chief Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich, and Dr. Koren and Dr. Olivieri, in which the
issue of scientific publication was discussed.28 Dr. Koren indicated that he was
in favour of publication as, in his view, physicians around the world were
moving forward with the use of L1 because of the favorable results published
in April 1995 in the New England Journal of Medicine by Drs. Olivieri,
Brittenham and Koren.29 In the meeting, Drs. Goldbloom and O’Brodovich
agreed that researchers should be able to share their information with the
scientific commun ity even if there were conflicting viewpoints. They
suggested that Dr. Olivieri forward a copy of her proposed abstracts for the
December 1996 meeting of the American Society of Hematology (ASH) to
Apotex, and invite Apotex to make its own submissions if it disagreed with
her results. Dr. O’Brodovich’s notes on the discussion record that, “Alan & I
recommend/supp ort dual abstracts— Nancy— Apotex —to ASH,” that there was
a “scientific controversy,” and that “HSC is not arbitrator of scientific discrepancies.” 30 It is not clear what Drs. O’Brodovich and Goldbloom meant by
“support, ” as no effective support for Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom to
publish abstracts or articles was provided by the HSC Executive (until early
1999 when others intervened).
CMPA

HSC

The suggestion by Drs. Goldbloom and O’Brodovich that Apotex present its
own abstract at the ASH meeting is of interest, in that none of the Apotex
personnel who had been involved with the Toronto trials had the expertise to
have an abstract accepted by the American Society of Hematology. Apotex
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hired its first staff hematologist in mid-1996, Dr. Fernando Tricta, who had been
involved with the LA–02 trial in Italy, but not with the Toronto trials. On
November 26, 1996, only a week before the ASH meeting, he wrote to Dr.
Olivieri asking her to persuade the program organizers to grant him standing to
present the Apotex view.31 This request came after legal warnings to deter her
from presenting her results at this meeting, together with written attacks on her
scientific integrity, by his superior at Apotex, Dr. Spino (see section 5I). Dr.
Tricta’s request was followed a day later by another legal warning to Dr. Olivieri
from Dr. Spino to deter her from speaking at ASH.32
In late July 1996, Dr. Olivieri had prepared two draft abstracts for the ASH
meeting, on data from the LA–01 and LA–03 trials.33 The drafts were sent to Dr.
Koren on July 30 for his comments and revisions.34 The drafts were also sent to
Apotex on August 1, 1996 for its consideration. Apotex responded on August
12, 1996, with another legal warning. It refused to consent to the submission of
these abstracts for publication and concluded by saying:
Your unfounded all egations may have ramifications on the commercial
viability of this product and, if that proves to be the case, Apotex would be
compelled to take appropriate action.35 (emphasis added)

However, by mid-August, Dr. Olivieri had succeeded in persuading
to provide her with legal coverage to publish her findings in the event
Apotex sued or sought an injunction to prevent her from doing so. She was
assisted in this by Professo r Sir David W eatherall of O xford and Dr. David
Nathan of Harvard,* who had spoken with her CMPA counsel Mr. Mason.
They outlined for him the “reason s why publication is so importan t.”36 Mr.
Mason conveyed these reasons to senior co unsel in his la w firm and to
officers of the CMPA , adding:
CMPA

The experts feel that Dr. Olivieri must publish her findings immediately. The
next major meeting is in December in Orlando (ASH ). The deadline for
submissions is August 22, 1996.37

After her August 14 meeting with HPB in Ottawa, Dr. Olivieri met with
CMPA officers and reported that HPB had declined to assure her that they would
advise regulatory agencies in other countries where L1 was in use, of the risk she
had identified. She added that this made publication in the scientific community
all the more urgent. Following this meeting, her CMPA counsel wrote to advise
Apotex that Drs. Olivieri and Koren both believed that the data contained in the
abstracts were correct, and that the matter of disclosure of this information was
important not only to the members of the scientific community but to

*Sir David Weatherall, FRS: Regius Professor of Medicine and Director of the Laboratory
of Molecular Medicine, University of Oxford. Dr. David Na than: President of the Dana -Farber
Cancer Institute, Professor of Pediatrics, Harvard University and former Physician-in-Chief of
Children’s Hospital, Boston.
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thalassemia patients as well. In this letter of August 19, 1996, her counsel further
advised Apotex that while Dr. Olivieri sought their approval for the abstract submissions, she would nevertheless submit the abstracts for publication without the
approval of Apotex, as:
there is an overriding public interest in the publication of the data and this must
override any duty of confidentiality which Apotex claims Dr. Olivieri owes to
it.38

On August 19, Dr. Olivieri sent copies of her two abstracts to Apotex in
final, revised form. She advised that she would be submitting them to ASH on
August 22, and closed her letter by saying, “I trust you will provide a favourable response to the enclosed revised abstracts.” 39 Apotex responded three days
later with a strongly worded letter, accusing her of improperly manipulating
data in both abstracts, and issuing another legal warning to deter her from
submitting them to ASH.40 This August 22 letter was copied to Dr. Goldbloom,
as well as to Dean Aberman. Dr. Olivieri replied the next day, rejecting the
accusations and explaining that the data had been properly recorded and
analysed.41 On that day, August 23, counsel for Apotex issued another legal
warning.42 Despite the legal warnings, Dr. Olivieri submitted her abstracts to
ASH , with CMPA legal support.
Meanwhile, Dr. Koren had reviewed the abstracts and faxed suggested
minor revisions to Dr. Olivieri. He did n ot disagree with her findings about
loss of efficacy and Dr. Olivieri made wording changes in accordance with
his suggestions. In mid-Aug ust 1996, h owever, D r. Koren cro ssed out his
name on a revised abstract and returned a copy to her indicating this.43 In a
subsequent telephone discussion involving Dr. Olivieri and their two CMPA
counsel, Mr. Colangelo and Mr. Mason, Dr. Koren gave assur ances that, in
declining co-authorship, he was not signifying lack of su pport for Dr.
Olivieri’s findings. H e said that he continued to support th ese findings, but
that he had other difficulties and was n ot in a position to confron t Apotex in
a lawsuit. 44 It was not until seven months later, in March 1997 , that Dr.
Olivieri learned (thr ough their joint CMPA counsel) that Dr. Koren had coauthored abstracts with Apotex employee Dr. Tricta for an April 1997
conference in Malta, tha t conclude d that L1 was effective and safe.45 The
findings in these abs tracts were in substantial c onflict with th e findings in
her December 1996 ASH abstracts tha t Dr. Koren had assure d her and th eir
joint CMPA counsel he supported.46
On Novem ber 27, 1996, a few da ys before the ASH meeting was to begin,
Dr. Spino issued another legal warning to deter Dr. Olivieri from presenting
her results. He again made accusations about discrepancies in data, as he had
in August. In this letter he said that Apotex “cannot support your interpretation nor approve of your presentation,” and:
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by making your presentation without the consent of Apotex, you are in
viola tion of you r con tract and c onf iden tiali ty obl igati ons t o the Com pany. 47
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Conclusions
1 *Dr. Olivieri advised HPB in Augu st 1996 of th e risk she had identified,
thus complying with the HSC REB directive. She did this in the face of legal
warnings by Apotex, after being assured of legal suppo rt by CMPA . She
received no effective s upport in d oing this from the H ospital, even though it
was the Hospital’s REB that had issued the directive. The agreement Dean
Aberman had unde rstood he h ad mediate d, that Dr. O livieri and Apotex
would jointly meet with HPB to present their findings, did not result in a joint
presentation meeting.

2 *Dr. Olivieri submitted two abstracts to ASH in Augu st 1996. Sh e did this
with the legal support of CMPA , in the face of legal warnings by Apotex.
Although the Hospital told her it “supported” subm ission of abs tracts to
ASH , she received no effective support from the Hospital. Dean Aberman’s
efforts to persuade Apotex to “stop threatening” her w ith legal action were
clearly ineffective—the “threats” c ontinued after his interventions, and he
was copied on several of these.

3 *Apotex acted ina ppropriately in repeatedly warning Dr. Olivieri of legal
consequences if she carried out actions that were required of her by the HSC
REB, and by lega l and eth ical guid elines fo r resear ch invo lving hu mans. It
also violated her academic freedom in attempting to deter her from
publishing scientific findings.
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(4) Dr. Olivieri’s 1996 abstracts
The two abstracts Dr. Olivieri submitted to ASH on August 22, 1996, and
later presented during the ASH meeting in Orlando D ecember 6-10, 1996,
were on data from the long-term trial (LA–03) and the randomized trial
(LA–01). The former were not subject to any confidentiality agreement, but
the latter were subject to a one-year, post-termination publication ban (see
sections 5A(3) and (4)). Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA counsel had advanced the
public interest defence for publication of both abstracts in their letter to
Apotex counsel of August 19, 1996.48 The CMPA counsel did not advance
the additional argument in de fence of publication of LA–03 data—th at
Apotex had no co ntractual b asis on which to try to suppress this data. (We
have not been able to ascertain why this argument was not advanced—see
section 5T.)
The abstract on LA–03 data reporte d results for e ighteen patients who had
been enrolled for pe riods of time lon g enou gh for a nalysis o f efficac y.49 It
was similar in form to Dr. Olivieri’s report to the REB earlier that year, w ith
patients grouped in various risk categories depending on hepatic iron
concentration (HIC ), and a grap h indicating loss of sustain ed efficacy in
some patients. The abstract on LA–01 data reporte d results for tw enty-six
patients (eleven on standard thera py, DFO , and fifteen on L1) who had been
enrolled in that trial for at least two years.50 The con clusion wa s that L1 was
less effective than DFO to a statistically significant extent. In the course of
her talk at the December ASH meeting, Dr. Olivieri noted that, “Both these
trials were terminated prematurely by their corpo rate sponso r, the gener ic
drug company A potex, in May of this year.” 51
Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham cited and su mmarized th ese abstracts in
their review article in the February 1, 1997 issue of Blood, in a Note Added
in Proof. 52 In this article they stated tha t both the lon g term trial ( LA–03) and
the randomize d trial ( LA–01) were “terminated” by the sponsor “Apotex
Pharmaceuticals in M ay 1996.” 53
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5I * Ongoing legal warnings
(1) The series of legal warnings by Apotex in 1996 and 1997
of Dr. Olivieri’s propo sals to disclos e informatio n to
patients, regulatory agencies, and the scientific community, Apotex issued
legal warnings to deter her. These began on May 24, 1996, the day Apotex
terminated the LA–01 and LA–03 trials in Toronto and Dr. Olivieri’s LA–02
consulting contract. One of the warnings on that date stated:

IN RESPONSE TO EACH

… all information whether written or not, obtained or generated by the
Investigators during the period of the LA01 contract and for a period of one
year thereafter, shall be and remain secret and confidential and shall not be
disclosed in an y manner to any third party except with the prior written
consent of Apotex.… Apotex will… pursue all legal remedies in the event
that there is a breach of these obligations.1 (emphasis in original)

The series of wa rnings con tinued through May of the next year, at an
average rate of approximately one warning letter per month to Dr. Olivieri or
her legal counsel, written either b y Dr. Spino or A potex’s leg al counsel.
None of these warnings has e ver been rescinded. In this section we review
the series of warnings subsequent to the first three issued in May 1996 (see
section 5F).
A legal warning dated June 24 and another dated August 14 were intended
to deter Dr. Olivieri from informing the regulators of the risk of L1 she had
identified. Two others, dated August 12 and 22 were intended to deter her
from submitting her abstracts for the December ASH meeting, and another,
dated August 23 warned of legal consequences if she communicated her
findings to anyone.2 An example of wording is in the August 12 letter from
Dr. Spino:
We are particularly concerned that you continue to allege that there is lack of
response to L1 , in spite of scientific review to the contrary. Your unfounded
allegations may have ramifications on the comm ercial viability of this
product and, if that proves to be the case, Apotex would be co mpelled to take
appropriate action.3

Similar wording is contained in a later warning, dated November 27, 1996,
again to deter her from presenting her findings at the ASH meeting.4
Some of the warn ing letters refe r to the July 19 96 report o f Apotex’s
Expert Adviso ry Panel (EAP), directly or through use of the term “peer
review.” For instance the August 14 letter by Apotex counsel said:
Given the conclusions of the Expert Advisory Panel, to suggest that this is a
patient safety matter is simply incorrect.… As you can well understand,
Apotex is growing increasingly concerned about the continued aggressive
actions taken by Dr. Olivieri in attempting to malign the efficacy of Apotex’s
L1 in thalassemia patients, in spite of peer scientific review which indicates that
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her allegations are incorrect. Unless this conduct ceases imme diately, Apotex is
prepared to take whatever legal steps are necessary in order to ensure that the
conduct ceases and to obtain appropriate compensation for damages sustained.5

With regard to the references to the EAP report as “peer review,” it is relevant to
note that all four panelists were selected and paid for their work on the panel by
Apotex, and two of the four members of this panel subsequently made
statements which cast serious doubt on both the process and the report of the
EAP (see footnote here and section 5L).*
On May 24, 1996, Apotex had terminated Dr. Olivieri’s consulting
contract for the LA–02 and issued a legal warning in regard to information
from that trial. On Novembe r 7, 1996, D r. Spino w rote to Dr. O livieri to
advise her that she was no longer a member of the LA–02 Steering Committee
and to issue another warning. The letter said:
As you know, Apotex has made every effort to maintain a professional
relationship with you…. Notwithstanding these efforts by Apotex, you have
breached your contractual obligations to Apotex. In these circumstances, and
after reviewing the matter with legal counsel, Apotex has no alternative but to
advise that you are no longer a member of the LA–02 Steering Committee….
Furthermore, may I remind you that any information pertaining to Apotexsponsored L1 studies which you may have obtained, whether from Apotex or
others, remains confidential proprietary information of Apotex. 6

As we discuss in section 5.K , in early Februa ry 1997, D rs. Olivieri and
Brittenham and liver path ologist Dr. Ross Cameron identified a new and
more serious risk of L1, namely, progression of liver fibrosis. This was a
result of a review of serial biopsy slides in charts of patients in the former
long-term (LA–03) trial cohort. On February 4, 1997 Dr. Olivieri informed
*One of the EAP members, Dr. Beatrice Wonke, was a member of a research team in England
which had conducted a long-term study of L1 . Later in the same year, she was co-author of an
abstract at the December 1996 ASH meeting which independently reported findings of loss of
sustained efficacy similar to those Dr. Olivieri reported at that meeting. Dr. Wonke’s ASH abstract
expressed the same conclusion from her long-term study as Dr. Olivieri had from her LA–03 study,
namely, “We conclude that long-term iron chelation with L1 alone is successful at maintaining
body iron at a ‘sa fe’ level in only a minority of transfusion dependent patients.” (Abstract # 2592
in supplement to Blood, December 1996). In an article on the same study published in Blood in
1998, Dr. Wonke and her co-authors wrote, “ Among the 17 patients tested, after a mean of 40
months of therapy (range, 27 to 49 months) only 2 showed liver iron levels [ HIC ] below 7 mg/g,
a level considered safe, while 8 had levels above 15 mg/g, levels at which liver and cardiac
damage are likely to occur.” (Article in Blood, 91,1 (1998 ), page 298.)
In August 1998, another EAP member, Dr. Mary Co rey, stated in a letter to Dr. Manuel
Buchwald, Director of the HSC Research Institute, as well as to the Toronto Globe and Mail
(August 14, 1998) tha t the EAP had not been accurately informed as to the facts and circumsta nces
by Apotex. For instance, Dr. Corey said to the newspaper, “we [the EAP ] did not have the up-todate data.” Dr. Corey confir med and elaborated on her concerns in testimony to this Committee
in 1999. (See section 5 L.)
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patients, and she inf ormed A potex by copy of a report she intended to send
to the regulatory authorities in the USA, Canada, Italy and India. Apotex
responded with letter February 11, 1997 which its legal counsel sent counsel
for Dr. Olivieri warning her not to communicate her findings of this risk to
anyone. T he letter dispu ted that the fin ding could be correct, a nd said tha t:
The publication of the information she has generated, even if it is incorrect,
would have a devasting effect on the development of L1. If L1 does enhance the
rate of fibrosis development in thalassemic patients, this should be made
known. On the other hand if it does not, it would be a travesty to frighten
patients and their doctors with this mis-information. Dr. Olivieri’s publication
of this information will have serious and irreparable repercussions both in
terms of health care and business.7

This letter said that Apotex had “grave concerns about the lack of
scientific validity of Dr. Olivieri’s study” and “reques t[ed] that Dr. Olivieri
refrain from sending” her report to the regulators, “until such time as Apotex
has had an op portunity to ap point an ind ependen t hepatolog ist to review the
slides from which Dr. Olivieri’s report was generated .”8 It warned that if the
hepatologist to be appointed by A potex did not agree w ith Dr. Olivieri’s
finding, “Apote x will contest the right of your client to publish the
information in light of her obligations of confidentiality under various
contracts.” 9 Thus, as w ith identification of the first unexpected risk o f L1,
Apotex’s position was that if it, or a person appointed by it, did not agree
that there was a risk, then Dr. Olivieri could be subject to leg al action sho uld
she disclose the risk to anyone. However, with CMPA legal support, she sent
the report to the regulators on February 24, in compliance with her legal
obligation as the “practitioner” 10 under the EDR arrangement with Health
Canada.
The February 11 warning letter requested in addition that Drs. Olivieri,
Brittenham and Cameron withdraw an abstract they had submitted to the
“Biomedicine ‘97” conference scheduled for late April in Washington. During
February and March there were further commun ications among lawyers, with
Apotex warning it would take legal action unless Dr. Olivieri withdrew
abstracts sent to two other conferences (“HIV and Iron,” scheduled for midMarch in Brugge, and the “6th International Conference on Thalasse mia and
the Hemoglobinopathies,” scheduled for April 6–10 in Malta). In response to
these warnings, Dr. Olivieri withdrew the Washington and Malta abstracts.
She also withdrew as an author of the Brugge abstract, leaving her co-author
Dr. Brittenham to present it.11 Apotex then tried to persuade (as distinct from
warning him of legal consequences) Dr. Brittenham not to present the Brugge
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abstract.* Dr. Brittenham replied that it was important to present the abstract at
a conference in Europe because:
[H]undreds of patients in Europe continue to be treated with deferiprone
because of lack of knowledge of this unforeseen complication of therapy. 12

Shortly before the Malta conference was to begin, Dr. Olivieri obtained
copies of two abstracts that were to be presented there, co-authored by Apotex
employee Dr. Tricta, Dr. Koren and others. These abstracts concluded that L1
was effective and safe. They used LA–01 and LA–03 data generated by Dr.
Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham, without their knowledge or consent and without
acknowledging their contributions. The abstracts made no mention of the risk
of progression of liver fibrosis. Upon reading these, Dr. Olivieri re-submitted
her previously withdrawn abstract to the Malta conference, this time with
CMPA support. On April 3, 1997, Apotex’s counsel wrote to Dr. Olivieri’s
counsel:
Apotex Inc. has stated on many occasions that Dr. O livieri is not entitled to
publish any such information without its consent… please note that Apotex
will hold Dr. Olivieri liable for damages caused by unfou nded statements
about deferiprone at this [M alta] conference and others.” 13

Despite the renewed warning, Dr. Olivieri presented her findings a few
days later at the meeting in Malta. H er report alerted clinical researchers
administering L1 in other centres and a least one group , based in Switzerland, then took c linical measu res to assess their patients fo r this previou sly
unreported risk. (See sec tion 5Q.)
Further legal warnings were issued to Dr. Olivieri in May 1997. On
May 8, Apotex counsel wrote:
I would strongly urge you to caution your client against making a ny rash
statements about L1 .** Apotex will hold Dr. Olivieri responsible for any
damages caused by unfou nded statements about L1 .”14

On May 26, Apotex legal counsel wrote about a presentation regarding L1
that Dr. Olivieri was planning to make at the “Seventh Cooley’s Anemia
Symposium” in Cambridge, Massachusetts in June, saying:
To make such a presentation without the prior written consent of Apotex is a
breach of Dr. Olivieri’s contractual obligations.... your client is advised to
*The only contract Apotex had with Dr. Brittenham was his LA–02 consulting contract, so the
company had no basis on which to issue legal warnings to him in regard to these conference
abstracts.
**In his May 8, 1996 letter, Apotex counsel Mr. David Brown indicated that by “rash
statements,” he meant: i) the question for investigation ra ised by Dr. Olivieri at the Decemb er
1996 ASH meeting (whether a finding that an iron chelator chemically similar to L1 had caused
progression of liver fibrosis in an animal model might mean that L1 could cause this adverse
effect); and ii) the report by Drs. Olivieri, B rittenham and Cameron of ea rly February 1997
concluding that L1 was the probable cause of progression of liver fibrosis in some patients.

P Ongoing legal warnings P

refrain from continuing to mislead b oth the scientific and patient comm unities regarding her impressions that deferiprone exacerbates hepatic fibrosis.
To present unsupported allegations at the meeting next week in Cam bridge
would cause damage to Apotex, fo r which Dr. Olivieri will be held
responsible.15

The letter of May 26, 1997 appears to have been the last in the series of
Apotex legal warnings, possibly because the one-year post-termination
publication ban in the LA–01 contract had expired on May 24, 1997. However,
none of the warnings has been rescinded, and in its “Statement of Defence and
Counterclaim” filed in Ontario Superior Court on June 19, 2000, in response
to the libel suit initiated by Dr. Olivieri, Apotex stated that it “pleads and relies
on… provisions of the LA–01 Contract,” including “Clause 7” on confidentiality (see below). 16

(2) Denials by Apotex
In 1998 and 1999 Apotex denied that it had ever advised, told, warned or
threatened Dr. Olivieri in regard to communicating information a bout its
drug L1. It made these denials both in con nection with the risk of L1 Dr.
Olivieri identified in 1996, loss of sustained efficacy, and in connec tion with
the risk she identified in 1997, progression of liver fibrosis.* In a letter dated
November 24, 1998 from Dr. Spino to the Naimark Review, Dr. Spino
stated:
It is evident... that there was no threat to Dr. Olivieri relating to the presentation of information on hepatic fibrosis.

Dr. Spino concluded the letter by saying:
Apotex did not threaten Dr. Olivieri, and did not advise her not to tell patients
or the REB about her alleged findings on deferiprone-exacerbated hepatic
fibrosis.17

As we discuss in sec tion 5.O, th e Naimark Review p anel appa rently did
not have access to a number of important documents, including some of the
Apotex legal warning letters quoted above, and believed these statements by
Dr. Spino.
On Decem ber 19, 1999, D r. Barry Sherman, CE O and Cha ir of the Board
of Apotex Inc. was interviewed by Leslie Stahl for the CBS television
program 60 Minutes. In this interview, Dr. Sherman denied that Apotex had
told Dr. Olivieri n ot to tell her pa tients abou t her conce rns about L1
effectiveness in some patients. The following is an excerpt from the
transcript:

*The identification of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis is discussed in section 5K of this
report.
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Mr. SHERMAN : At no time was she told by anyone not to say whatever she
thought was approp riate to any patient.
STAHL: We went to he r coll eagu e, Dr . Gar y Brittenham, and he told us
that he was in the room with her when a senior vice president from Apotex
told them both not to tell the patients.
Mr. SHERMAN: Well, i— it’s not true.
STAHL: And we have a letter.
Mr. SHERMAN: OK, let’s see.
....
STAHL: (Voiceover) We showed h im a letter from Apotex vice president
Mike Spino. (footage showin g the letter to Dr. Brittenham with excerpt
highlighted: “Since we did not concur with her assessment of the drug’s
effectiveness, we could not allow such information to be transmitted to
patients.”) And we asked him about a message Dr. Olivieri says that same
Mike Spino left on her answering machine.
Dr. Olivieri tells us that she has a phone mes sage ...
Mr. SHERMAN: Yes
STAHL: ... from Dr. Michael Spino, in which he clearly states that she is not
to tell her patients.
Mr. SHERMAN : Well, I—I—I don’t believe that, because she says it is,
because we’ve seen ...
….
Mr. SHERMAN: … statement after statement [by Dr. Olivieri] is false18

The 60 minutes program then broadcast excerpts from the recording of
Dr. Spino’s tele phoned warning to Dr. Olivie ri of May 24, 1 996 (quo ted in
full in section 5F), includin g his stateme nt:
… [I]f you in any way attempt to convey it [information that L1 had lost
efficacy in a majority of LA–03 patients] you will be subject to legal action.

It is remarkable that officers of Apotex would make such statements in the
face of the extensive do cumentary e vidence of ongoing legal intimida tion, in
which Dr. Spino and A potex lawyers repeatedly warn ed Dr. Olivieri about
legal consequences should she fulfil her o bligations to disclose risk s to
patients and others with a right or need to know.
The statements by Dr. Sherman quoted above and other statements by him
broadcast on the CBS program resulted in a libel action initiated by Dr.
Olivieri in Ontario Superior Court in 2000. In its “Statement of Defence and
Counterclaim,” Apotex asked for $10 million in damages because of statements Dr. Olivieri had made concerning L1 and Apotex. In its countercla im,
Apotex cited a number of public statements Dr. Olivieri had made as evidence
of alleged “injurious falsehoods against deferiprone” and claimed that she had
made these with alleged “reckless disregard for their truth or falsity.”19 It is of

P Ongoing legal warnings P

note that one of the cited statements, made in December 1998, was Dr.
Olivieri’s response to a question, “What did you publish in the New England
Journal of Medicine?” which was:
that 36% of patients treated with th is drug [L1 ] long term had progression of
liver damage and that in a substantial proportion of patients the iron levels
during the treatment exceed the threshold for h eart disease so its
ineffective… and… toxic.20

Dr. Olivieri’s article in the New England Journ al of Medicine (NEJM) was
published in August 1998, more than a year after the publication ban in the
LA–01 contract expired, yet Apotex stated in its counterclaim that it relied on
this contract. Thus the fact that Apotex never rescinded any of the legal
warnings is significant.
NEJM is a journal with rigorous refereeing standards. That repetition of
informatio n previously published in a refereed journal (and which has not
been proven by scientific means to be wrong) would be cited as grounds for
damages, should be a matter of co ncern to the academic community a nd to
the wider public.
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Conclusions
1 *Apotex denied that it warned Dr. Olivieri with legal consequences if she
informed patients or others with a right or need to know of risks of L1. This
was not true— it is documen ted that Ap otex repea tedly warned Dr. Olivieri
of legal consequences if she informed patients or others with a right or need
to know of risks of L1.

2 *To a significant extent, Apotex’s legal warnings were effective. In a number of instances they resulted in modifying Dr. Olivieri’s behaviour. For
instance, on CMPA legal advice she withdrew abstracts submitted to scientific
meetings, and she delayed informing the Health Protection Branch of the risks
she had identified until after she had informed Apotex.

5J * Trial close-outs & another stoppage
in supply of L1
(1) Close-out patient assessments and data collection
The protocols for the trials required what is termed “close-out” work, that is,
data collection n ecessary follo wing trial termination or withdrawal of
patients from an ongoing trial. For instance, the LA–01 trial specified:
On an annual basis or on study termination (completion of protocol or
withdrawal), subjects will undergo addition al safety and efficacy assessment.
The following tests would be u sed … : Liver biopsy, SQUID s, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging … .1

The close-out work extended over a period of several months following the
terminations in May 1996, and there is correspondence among Dr. Olivieri,
Dr. Koren and Apotex during this period, discussing close-out assessmen ts of
patients and the resulting data being provided to Apotex.2 The close-out work
was completed by the end of October 1996.3 Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Spino
on November 15, 1996 advising that she would be presenting close-out data
(along with earlier data) from the two trials at the ASH meeting in December.
She enclosed for his information tables of data from the LA–01 and LA–03 trials,
both data that had earlier been “recorded in the APOTEX baseline booklets” and
data “recorded in the APOTEX close-out booklets.” 4

Conclusion
Close-outs of both the LA–01 and LA–03 trials occurred, and this fact
provides additional, independent confirmation that both trials had been
terminated.

(2) Continuation of treatment of some patients under EDR
The LA–01 and LA–03 clinical trials were terminated by Apotex in May 1996.
The REB was advised in writing in July by Dr. O livieri, Dr. Koren and Dr.
Freedman (Chief of Hematology) that both studies had been terminated by
the sponsor and that the protocols were no longer active.5 Neither Dr.
Olivieri nor Dr. Ko ren submitt ed any further protocols with respect to the
use of deferipro ne in the trea tment of pers ons with tha lassemia to the REB.
Therefore, from the time the studies were termin ated by Apotex, there w ere
no thalassemia deferiprone protocols under the jurisdiction of the REB.
As a result of Dean Aberman’s meeting in June 1996, Apotex agreed to
reinstate the supply of L1 through the EDR program of the federal governme nt.6
Dr. Olivieri agreed to continue to treat patients with L1 under EDR only if the
following conditions were met: that in their individual cases it was sufficiently
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safe for them to continue on the drug; that they (or their families) read the
revised information forms she had prepared describing the new risk of loss of
sustained efficacy; that they (or their families) agreed to accept the new risk;
and that they (or their families) agreed to monitoring with the same tests as
specified under the protocols of the terminated trials, to ensure their safety.
Consequ ently, there was a seamless transition in the monitoring regime from
the trials to the subsequent EDR arrangem ent. Since these patients were not
participating in a research trial and the tests were being conducted for patient
care, not research purposes, it was not necessary for Dr. Olivieri to submit a
protocol to the REB for tests conducted after May 1996. None of these tests
was controversial in HSC in 1996 or in 1997.*

(3) The second stoppage by Apotex of the supply of L1
In mid-fall 1996, Apotex again stopped the sup ply of L1 (as it had in May,
when it terminated the trials). On October 28, 1996, Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr.
Koren (copied to D ean Aberman ):
I am told by Naomi Klein, our data manager… that we have not received a
further supply of deferiprone for the patien ts at The Hospital for Sick
Children previously enrolled on studies of LA–01 and LA–03, prematurely
terminated by APOTEX in May, 1996. I am told by Naomi that Dr. M. Spino
of APOTEX is now not willing to continue these patients on APOTEX L1 as he
is concerned, I am told, that I will analyze and report this data, even if
unfavourable. This is of concern to me because… we had received assurance
from Dr. Spino in the presence of Dr. Arnold Aberman on June 6, 1996
[sic—June 7] that Dr. Spino, having suppo rted enrollment of patients in
these trials as recently as September 1995, and then prematurely terminated
the trials, remained prepared to supply drug to all patients under
compassionate use [EDR]. … the failure to honour this agreement is of
concern to the patients and to myself. Could we perhaps meet to determine
the most satisfactory solution to this problem?7

Dr. Olivieri’s letter raised several matters:
•

the stoppage by Ap otex in the supply of L1;

•

the appare nt refus al by Apotex to continue with the agreement
mediated by Dean Aberman on June 7, 1996;

•

the apparent d isregard by A potex for th e interests and concerns of
patients; and

•

a possible reason for the stop page.

*It was not until much later, during the proceedings of the M edical Advisory Committee
(MAC ), that one of the tests, liver biopsy, was questioned by Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich
(neither of them expert in the treatment of thalassemia), w ho made incorrect statements to the MAC
that liver biopsy was resear ch, and was a risk y procedure (see sections 5P and 5Q).

P Trial close-outs & another stoppage in supply of L1 P

It appears that Dr. Olivieri’s concerns were conveyed to Dr. Spino, as three
days later he wrote to HSC Vice-President Dr. Goldbloom, requesting a meeting
with Drs. Goldbloom, Koren, Freedman (HSC Chief of Hematology) and
Aberman.8 The requested meeting was held on November 13, 1996. Dr.
Goldbloom’s notes on the meeting recorded:
The goal of the meeting was to find a way for Apotex to continue to provide
L1 to patients who need and benefit from it, given that the workin g
relationship between Dr. Nancy Olivieri and Apotex has not been mutually
satis fact ory. After discussion, it was agreed that a realistic option would be
to provide medication under the Emergency Drug Release Program to Dr.
Gideon Koren, in his role as Head of the Division of Clinical Pharmacolog y.
Under this proposal, through colla borative arrangement between Haematology and Clinical Pharmacology… it was expected that a satisfactory and
responsible process for providing needed medication to patients could be
arranged. Details were left with Drs. Freedman and Koren to work out. 9

This agreement appears similar to the one mediated by Dean Aberman in
June, except that an additional intermediary, Dr. Freedman, Dr. Olivieri’s
Division Chief, was now to be included along with Dr. Koren. The strained
relations between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex may have been one factor in the
stoppage in the supply of the drug by Apotex, as Dr. Goldbloom reported.
However, this cannot have been the only factor, because the new, November
13 th arrangement did not resolve the supply issue, as is clear from the
documentary record of subsequent weeks.
By all accounts, Dr. Koren had good relations with Apotex throughout
the entire period of the L1 controversy, including 1996–1997. Nevertheless,
he was not successful in getting the supply of L1 reinstat ed by the compa ny.
More than a week after the new arrangement had apparently been agreed
upon, on November 22, 1997, Ms. Klein wro te to Dr. Koren (copied to Dean
Aberman), telling him that some patients had “completely run out of the
drug,” and that Apotex had not responded to her requests.10 Dr. Koren then
wrote to Apotex o n November 25 (copied to Dr. Freedman ):
More and more parents are rep ortin g not havi ng an y L1 left.… They are
becoming inpatient [sic] and upset. Could you please advise me on what
approach I should take in answering these parents. Naturally, the problem is
of im med iate u rgen cy. 11

Dr. Koren’s appeal was not successfu l, so Dr. Olivieri herself wrote to
Apotex on December 2 concerning the supply of L1.12 A month later, on
January 8, 1997, she wrote to the concerned parent of a patient (copied to Drs.
Goldbloom, O’Brodovich and Aberman), saying, “As you know, we await
supply of this drug under Emergency Drug Release through APOTEX pharmaceuticals.” 13 It appears that Apotex eventually supplied some quantities of L1,
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because Dr. Olivieri and her clinic medical staff wrote several prescriptions for
it in the first half of February 1997 (see section 5K).
In summary, de spite the facts that some patients had run out of the drug
and Dr. Koren had again been agreed on as an intermediary in the supply,
Apotex did not rein state it in a timely manner. Factors other than relations
between Dr. Olivieri and the compa ny must theref ore have be en involved in
the second stoppage in the supply. Two possibilities emerge from the
documentary record available to this inquiry. O ne is that dur ing the late
summer and fall of 1996, there were disagreeme nts between Ap otex and Dr.
Olivieri, and between Apotex and Dr. Brittenham, over provision of closeout data and earlier data from the terminated trials to Apotex. Following the
termination of the trials and Apotex’s legal warnings to Dr. O livieri, Dr.
Brittenham refused to supply audited source data on hepatic iron concentrations to the company, except on terms he spe cified. Ap otex refuse d his
terms14 and it had no relevant contract with him for either the LA–01 or the
LA–03 trial it could enforce to get the information on its terms. Ho wever, Dr.
Olivieri provided an extensive amount of orga nized pos t-trial (close-out)
data, as well as pre-termination data from both trials on November 15, 1996.
Receipt of this da ta was a cknow ledged by the co mpany, 15 but it still did not
reinstate the supply of L1 until many weeks later, as noted above.
Another possible factor was the one Dr. Olivieri said Ms. Klein reported
to her in late O ctober 199 6: that Apo tex had sto pped sup plying the drug
because it was concerned that she would “report” the results of monitoring
the patients. Under EDR she was obligated to monitor them because she was
legally obligated to “report” the results of treatment to Health Canada, as
well as legally and e thically obligate d to report an y adverse reac tions to
patients. We do n ot have a state ment by Apotex from October 1996 that
would either corro borate or d ispute the rep ort of Ms. Kle in to Dr. O livieri.
However, we do have the modified LA–03 protocol that Apotex had proposed
in April 1995 that would have eliminated one monitoring procedure, annual
liver biopsy, which was used for determination of hepatic iron concentration
(HIC ) and for histology (see section 5D ). We also have a written statement by
Apotex dated M arch 7, 1997 th at it had o bjectio ns to the use of liv er biop sy.
In addition, on the day before, March 6, 1997, Apotex propo sed to adm inistrators in both HSC and The Toro nto Hospital that use of L1 be expanded,
but using a monitorin g regim e that did not incl ude an nual live r biopsy. (This
1997 Apote x corresponden ce is cited and discussed in se ction 5Q.)

Summary and Conclusions

P Trial close-outs & another stoppage in supply of L1 P

1 *Following the terminations by Apotex in late May 1996, both the LA–01
and LA–03 trials were clo sed out, an d close-out a ssessments and data
compilation were completed by the end of October 1996.

2 *Those patients who co ntinued under EDR were mon itored by Dr. Olivieri
using the same dia gnostic tests as had bee n used du ring the trials, to ensure
the safety of patients and to comply with reporting requirements.
3 *Apotex again sho wed disreg ard for the interests of patients and the
concerns of patients and their parents when it stopped the supply of L1 in the
fall of 1996, as it had in May 1996. This action by Apotex cannot be
justified or adequately explained either by disagreements between Apotex
and Dr. Brittenham or Dr. Olivieri over the provision of data, or by the
working relationship between Olivieri and Apotex.

4 *There was a report by Ms. Klein that the fact that Dr. Olivieri was
monitoring patients, and would thus be able to “report” results of treatment
(as legally and ethically required), was a factor in Apotex’s action to stop the
supply. This was not directly corroborated by other reports, but there is also
no documentary information from the time to the effect th at this was no t a
factor.

5 *There is no record that any of Drs. Koren, Aberman, Goldbloom, or
Freedman (who wer e involved in the Nove mber 13, 1 997 meetin g with
Apotex) considered involving the REB over the matter of Apotex’s second
stoppage in the supp ly of the drug. T his was an event tha t they apparen tly
considered adverse to the interests of patients, because they intervened in an
effort to have the supply reinstated. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude
that these administrators correctly understood that the patients were not in a
research trial. Indeed Dr. Goldbloom’s notes on th e meeting re fer to again
reinstating the supply of L1 under the “Emergency Drug Release”16 program,
as had been arranged in June 1996 after Apotex stopped the supply the first
time.

6 *Dr. Olivieri’s letter of October 28, 1996 to Dr. Koren, copied to Dean
Aberman and Ms. Klein, again put on record that both trials had been
“terminated” by Apotex, and that patients who had been participants in the
trials were no longer “enrolled” in trials, but instead were receiving the drug
under EDR.
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5K *Identification of the second risk
(1) Concern arising from an animal model
1996, Dr. Olivieri went to a meeting of the American
Society of Hem atolog y (ASH ) in Orlando. After arrival she was contacted by
Dr. Brittenham who had just read an article on an animal model study of an
iron-chelator chemically similar to L1. The article reported that the chelator
had caused progression of liver fibrosis in iron-loaded animals.1 Dr. Olivieri
and Dr. Brittenham the n became concerne d that L1 might possib ly pose this
risk to patients. She called her staff in Toronto and arranged for serial liver
biopsy slides of several patients in the long-term trial (those that could be
located quickly) to be faxed to her. She and Dr. Brittenham reviewed the
slides and observed that there was progression of fibrosis in a subset of these
patients.
IN EARLY DECEMBER

In her scheduled talk in the meeting, Dr. Olivieri reviewed current developments in L1 studies. She reported results from the trials in Toronto, including
the finding of loss of sustained efficacy. She noted that both of these trials
(LA–01 and LA–03):
were terminated prematurely by their corporate sponsor, the generic drug
company Apotex, in May of this year. 2

Dr. Olivieri noted that in the same meeting Dr. Victor Hoffbrand was presenting a similar finding of loss of sustained efficacy from his study in England.3
She next summarized the findings of the reported animal model study and
said:
To determine whether these remarks have clinical relevance, we have begun
to examine the progression of liver histology in patients in our long-term
treatment cohort. 4 (emphasis added)

Dr. Olivieri then displayed the faxed biopsy slides which indicated progression of fibrosis in some cases but n ot in others. S he closed h er talk with
a suggestion that this new question would be pursued. Dr. Spino of Apotex
was in the audience and during the question period he criticized Dr.
Olivieri’s work on L1, saying she was wrong on matters pertaining to L1 and
nobody agreed with her, including her own co -investigator in Toronto (a
reference to Dr. Koren ).5

P Identification of the second risk P

(2) Identification of a risk to patients
Dr. Olivieri’s remarks at the ASH meeting were used subsequently by Drs.
Koren and O’Brodovich as a basis on which to allege she knew at that time
that L1 could cause fibrosis.6 They said that she w as therefore at serious fau lt
because she did no t tell her patients and others until February 1997.
However, we have seen no evidence to indicate she knew of, or stated, that
there was a causal conne ction “between the ad ministration of deferiprone
and the development of hepatic fibrosis”7 at that time. Th e situation required
an expert liver pathologist to assess the slides and sophisticated analytical
techniques to determine whether L1 itself could be a cause, befo re
conclusions could be reached as to whether there was a risk or not. Progression of liver fibrosis is not a proble m of acute to xicity; it develops
slowly. Biopsy slides extending back over several years had to be reviewed,
along with other co mponen ts of patients’ m edical records. The observed
progression of fibrosis in a few patie nts could have been due to other causes,
such as iron lo ading, or hepa titis C vira l infectio n, or bo th in com binatio n. It
would have been irresponsible for Dr. Olivieri to have come to conclusions
before doing a proper analysis. However, it was important to make known
that this w as a que stion req uiring s tudy.
Upon return to Toronto, Dr. Olivieri spent considerable time gathering
annual liver biop sy slides from clin ic records a nd medica l archives of b oth
the Hospita l for Sick Children and The Toronto H ospital (whe re adult
thalassemia patients received their care). 8 These w ere on nine teen patien ts
who had been in the forme r LA–03 cohort for more than one year, so that Dr.
Olivieri was able to assemble sufficiently many ser ial biopsy slide s to enable
a determination of the issue.* Dr. Ross Cameron, a liver pathologist in The
Toronto Hosp ital and p rofesso r of path ology in the Un iversity w ho had
worked with D r. Olivieri on biopsy data from the L1 trials since 1990, agreed
to review them on very short notice.9 He bega n during th e Christmas–New
Year period and complete d an initial review by mid-January, reaching the
preliminary conclusio n that L1 was the probable ca use of progression of
fibrosis observed in some of the patients in the group of nineteen.10 The
analysis show ed that othe r possible fac tors were no t significant.
Together with Drs. Brittenham and Cameron, Dr. Olivieri started to make
arrangem ents to inform patients, Apotex , the regulators and the scientific
commu nity. Dr. Olivieri was required b y ethical norms and law to inform
patients, and by law to inform Apotex and the regulators. It was also
*Liver biopsy slides from patients in this group extended back to 1990. The long-term study
( LA–03 ) had had a larger number of patients enrolled for varying periods of time; each of these
nineteen had been enrolled for sufficient time for slides from at least two serial biopsy analysis
to be available for review.
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important to inform the scientific community, because L1 was being
administered in research trials in several countries, and in India it was
licenced for therape utic use. D r. Olivieri repo rted to us tha t she felt it
virtually certain that Apotex would exert even stronger pressure to prevent
the information on this new risk of L1 being released, becau se it was more
likely to affect Apotex’s licencin g prospects adversely than the risk of loss
of susta ined eff icacy.
Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham completed a draft report to the regulators on
January 22, 1997 . They gave it to Dr. Cam eron for his review and approval.
At that point Dr. Cameron felt he should re-check his a nalysis, beca use it
would be wrong to unnecessarily alarm patients and it also would expose D r.
Olivieri to legal retaliatio n by Apote x if he had m ade a seriou s error. This
took approxim ately two wee ks, and wa s not comp leted until “ea rly
February.” 11 Dr. Cameron’s first analysis was confirmed and he then agreed
to co-sign a report to the regulators. It was only then that Dr. O livieri could
say that L1 did pose a risk of progression of fibrosis.12*
The report was addressed to the regulatory authorities and recommended
that L1 not be licenced for therapeutic use. This was on the basis of the two
risks, loss of sustained efficacy and progression of liver fibrosis, the latter
described in the report as a “severe ad verse reactio n.” The re port referred to
earlier studies on iron metabolism and suggested that the exacerbation of
fibrosis by L1 occurred in the presence of iron loading (as in the animal
study on a related chelator13). The report concluded:
Because our long-term prospective study of deferiprone has been
observational rather than a randomized, blinded clinical trial, and because the
adverse effect on hepatic fibrosis has not been confirmed by challenge and
de-challenge, the relationship cannot be classified as definite. Nonetheless, in
the absence of other established causes for the progression of hepatic fibrosis
and in view of the lack of an increase in mean hepatic iron, the relationship
must be considered probable, and on clinical grounds, high ly like ly. 14
(emphasis in original)

The authors also said that the finding was disappointing to them: “Given the
hope, time, effort and resources that have been invested in this compound, we
deeply regret this outcome.” 15 Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham had devoted
much of the preceding several years to the development of this drug, in the hope
that it could be a safe and effective treatment for patients with a very serious

*Dr. Cameron, Dr. Brittenham and Dr. Olivieri neglected to change the date on the report to
regulators from January 22, 1997, the date of the draft prepared on the basis of Dr. Cameron’s
preliminary findings. The fact that it bore this date, rather than a date in early February when
identification of the risk was confirmed, was a contributing factor to subsequent
misundersta ndings and c ontroversy.
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disease, for which the only proven therapy was the onerous deferoxamine
regime. Their 1995 publication had encouraged widespread hopes for the drug
(see section 5C(1)).
The report to the regulators set out recommended alternatives for patients,
principally return to standard therapy—subcutaneous infusion of deferoxamine—even if at suboptimal dosages which patients would find easier to comply
with.16 In support of this recommendation the report cited studies showing that,
“deferoxamine arrested hepatic fibrosis even when given in suboptimal doses
that only stabilized rather than reduced the hepatic iron.”17

(3) Balancing of risks for patients in the short term
The clinical situation for patients currently on L1 was a more complex matter
than a recommendation to regulators against future licencing. Patients in the
former LA–03 trial coh ort had previou sly agree d to try L1 because they were
unwilling or unable to comply with the standard therapy for reducing iron
load. Not being on any iron-chelation drug put them at risk for the certain
toxicity of iron loading, as they had to continue to receive blood transfusions
for their anemia. Both toxicity from iron loading, and toxicity from L1 were
long-term, not acute effects.* The situation for patients in the short term was
therefore one of balancing risks between two chronic toxicities. On the one
hand, an experimental treatment for iron toxicity, L1, was now found to be a
probable cause in some patients of an adverse effect it was intended to
prevent, namely, progression of liver fibrosis. On the other hand, not being
on any chelation treatment for an extended period exposed patients to the
known risks of iron lo ading, including progression of liver fibrosis and
cardiac disease. C helation trea tment could , however, be interrup ted safely
for a short period, the duration depending on the individual patient’s tissue
iron burden . Beca use of th e onero us natu re of the standa rd thera py, it would
have to be explained to patients how and why it wa s in their best in terests to
return to it.

(4) Fulfilling reporting obligations
Having identified a risk, Dr. Olivieri was obligated to inform patients, under
national and international norms of clinical ethics for physicians. As “the
practitioner” for the administration of L1 under the EDR provisions of the Food
and Drugs Act and Regulations, she also was legally obligated to inform “the
manufacturer” (Apotex) and the federal regulators. She had no additional
*In an article on this risk of L1 published in the New England Journal of Medicine in August
1998, Dr. Olivieri an d her co-authors reported that, “the median time to progression of fibrosis
was 3.2 years” for p atients in the LA–03 group.
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reporting obligations because the patients were not (since May 1996) in any
research trial.
Because she continued under unrescinded legal warnings from Apotex, Dr.
Olivieri had consulted her CMPA counsel Mr. Mason about fulfilling her
reporting obligations, in the event Dr. Cameron confirmed that there was a risk.
Mr. Mason again advised her to take the staged approach that CMPA had been
advising since the summer of 1996: inform Apotex first, then wait for a response
from Apotex before proceeding to inform anyone else.18
Informing patients. As Dr. Cameron was cond ucting his review of biopsy
slides, Dr. Olivieri consulted with Dr. Michael Baker, Physician-in-Chief of
The Toronto H ospital ( TTH ), himself a he matologist. 19 She had recently been
appointed as director o f the hemog lobinopa thy program in the adult hosp ital.
It was in the adult hospital that almost all of the patients remaining in the
long-term treatment group were by then receiving their care,20 and it was in
data of this group the risk was identified. Because they had been on L1
longer, their risk was also greater tha n those in the former LA–01 cohort.
Dr. Olivieri reported to us that in late January 1997 she informed all staff
in the thalassemia clinics in both hospitals of the review of historical biopsy
data being conducted and the reason for it. Pending comp letion of Dr.
Cameron’s review, she asked the assisting physicians to discuss the need for
early liver biopsies w ith patients as they came in to the clinic for th eir
regular blood tran sfusions, if th ey had not had a biopsy recently. The few
patients who came in during this brief period were advised only that an
unspecified concern had arisen. However, once Dr. Cameron had completed
his review in early Feb ruary, Dr. O livieri informed all physicians a nd other
professional staff in both the HSC and TTH clinics that the risk had been
scientifically identified and asked them to organize and publicize an
information meeting for patien ts. (See section 5P.)
In this instance, Dr. Olivieri did not follow the staged approach advised
by the CMPA . Instead she began informing patients of the new risk on
February 4, the same day she advised Apotex. Dr. Olivieri’s first group
information meeting, for adu lt patients from both treatme nt groups ( patients
from the former LA–01 and LA–03 cohorts), was held in the early evening of
February 4.21 Dr. Cameron attended to explain his findings, and Dr. Melanie
Kirby (Dr. Olivieri’s associate in the TTH clinic) and Ms. Kathy Netten (the
social worker for the thalassemia program) also attended.22 Dr. Olivieri
reported to us that patients were very distressed about the prospect of
possibly having to stop using L1 and return to the onerou s standa rd thera py.
Some asked whether the observed progression of fibrosis could have been
attributed to hepatitis C viral infection, which many had experienced from
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blood transfusions. Dr. Cameron explained that this possibility had been
carefully considered and determined not to have been the cause of the
observed progression of fibrosis in the data on the LA–03 group.
During the next two weeks, Dr. Olivieri personally contacted all 14
patients (or their families) in HSC who were on L1 to explain the situation.
She or Dr. Kirby also personally contacted each TTH patient who had been
unable to attend the February 4 meeting. D r. Olivieri cou nselled patie nts to
interrupt use of L1 pending the results of their liver biopsy, which she also
counselle d they have if they had not recently had one.23 The purposes of the
liver biopsy were to determine:
•

the future co urse of thera py for each p atient; 24 and

•

whether a patient had experienced progression of fibrosis while on
25
L1.

Dr. Olivieri’s individual counselling of HSC patients and families to
interrupt use of L1 had the result that, by February 20 or earlier, all HSC
patients had “agreed to temporarily interrupt deferiprone therapy until a liver
biopsy is obtained in each child.”26 During the first two and a half weeks of
February, prescriptions for L1 were written for several patients, because of the
concern to balance risks and benefits in individual cases (a patient with a very
high HIC level was at greater risk from the chronic toxicity of iron loading, in
the absence of any chelation). However, February 18 was the last date on
which prescriptions for the drug were filled by the HSC pharmacy. 27 Some
adult patients treated in TTH initially did not wish to stop, and one or two
continued until May. * Dr. Olivieri arranged for a second group meeting of
patients and families on March 6 to provide them with current information and
to discuss the situation further.28 In this meeting, she outlined to patients the
reasons why she and Dr. Brittenham believed that L1 should no longer be used
for the treatment of iron overload. She also explained treatment alternatives,
which would depend on their biopsy results.
Informing Apotex. On February 4, 1997 Dr. Olivieri forwarded to Apotex
through her CMPA legal counsel Mr. Colangelo a copy of her report
addressed to the regulators. Her counsel ad vised Apo tex that she in tended to
send this report directly to the regulators on February 10, but was providing
it to Apotex in advance. He added:

*At various times in the period f rom Februa ry to May 1 997, as well as later, Apotex staff
were endeavouring to persuade medical administrators in both hospitals and adult patients that L1
was effective and safe. (See su bsection 5K(9).)
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If it is the intention of Apotex to commence legal proceeedings to attempt to
restrain Dr. Olivieri …, then I am instructed to accept service on h er behalf
… 29

The initial response from the company was to ask that Dr. Olivieri delay
sending her report to the regulators.30 This was fo llowed by a str ongly
worded lawyer’s letter of February 11 (quoted in section 5I(1)) telling her
not to commun icate the new risk to anyone, at least until after an Apotex
consultant reviewed the data.31
Informing the regulators. On CMPA legal advice, Dr. Olivieri delayed
sending the report to the regulators for two more weeks. On February 24,
she forwarded the report (co-signed by Drs. Brittenham and Cameron) to the
FDA, HPB, and the Italia n and Indian health ministries, despite Ap otex’s
requests for further de lay and desp ite the comp any’s ongo ing warnings to
her of legal consequences. (Developments involving regulatory agencies are
discussed in section 5U .)

Conclusion
Dr. Olivieri fulfilled all of her reporting obligations, both ethical and
legal, in a timely manner.
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(5) Informing other scientists
On the basis of Dr. Cameron’s preliminary findings, on January 16, 1997 Drs.
Olivieri and Brittenham had sent out abstracts for conferences to be held in
March and April, on the basis that they would withdraw the abstracts if, on rechecking his analysis of the biopsy slides, Dr. Cameron found he had erred.
They judged that physicians administering L1 in other centres should be alerted
to the new risk. Conferences have deadlines for abstracts, although minor
delays in submissions may be allowed.*
On February 5, the day after Dr. Olivieri informed patients and Apotex,
she provided a copy of her re port on the risk to Dr. Ko ren through one of
their joint CMPA legal counsel, Mr. Colangelo.32 Accord ing to the wording of
the Apotex legal warnings to Dr. Olivie ri, she was n ot to commu nicate with
“third parties” in relation to the LA–01 contract, but there was no restriction
on informing Dr. Koren , as he was a party to that con tract. Thus, Dr. Olivieri
was not under legal warnin g against inf orming him , and she inf ormed him
very promptly following Dr. Cameron’s confirmation that there was a risk.
Under the EDR regulations, she was not obligated to inform him. By his own
written accounts, he was no longer involved with the patients after the trials
were terminated in May 1996,33 but sometimes acted as an intermediary for
the supply of L1, so it was appropriate to inform him of the new risk (see
sections 5G(1) and 5J(3)).
Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham also had discussions with their American
co-investigators on a proposed study involving use of L1 to treat patients
with sickle cell disease (SCD). It was decide d that the start o f this trial should
be delayed until the new risk of L1 was better understood. The proposed
funding agency (National Institutes of Health) was so advised.34

Conclusion
Dr. Olivieri initiated steps to ensure that the in ternational s cientific
community would be advised in a timely manner, by sending abstracts to
organizers of several conferences scheduled for the late winter and early
spring of 1997. Dr. Koren was promptly advised. The co-investigators
for the proposed SCD study were also promptly advised.

(6) Interventions by Dr. O’Brodovich & Dr. Moore
*Dr. O’Brodovich later alleged to the Naimark Review (in his memo dated September 24, 1998)
that one of these abstracts must have been sent out on or before the deadline for the conference,
January 10. However, the fax transmission date of January 16 is documented and the abstract was
accepted, although submitted late. (Developments concerning these abstracts are discussed section
5I(1).)
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The controversy took on wider dimensions after Dr. Spino contacted Dr.
O’Brod ovich on February 18, 1997, the day the HSC pharmacy last dispensed
L1.
In the evening of February 18, 1997, Dr. Spino contacted Dr. O’Brodovich to
ask if he was aware of Dr. Olivieri’s opinion that she had observed “a severe
adverse reaction” to the use of L1.35 (emphasis in original)

No additional information on the contents of this conversation is available.
However, we know that Apotex legal counsel had written to Dr. Olivieri a week
earlier, stating that her finding of a new risk was “not… scientifically valid,” that
it would be injurious to Apotex’s “business,” and that she should not inform
“patients and their doctors.” 36 It is ironic that Apotex contacted the Pediatricianin-Chief, after having expressly warned Dr. Olivieri not to advise patients or
their physicians, since Dr. O’Brodovich subsequently criticized Dr. Olivieri for
allegedly not informing these physicians.
Dr. O’Brodovich then obtained a copy of Dr. Olivieri’s report from Dr.
Koren. Dr. Koren was later to allege that Dr. Olivieri was at fault for not
informing the REB, Dr. O’Brodovich and himself about the new risk.
However, Dr. Koren was sent the full report on February 5 and (by his own
later account) received it shortly thereafter,37 yet he told no one until contacted
two weeks later by Dr. O’Brodovich and asked about it. Indeed he alleged to
the Naimark Review that he knew of the risk of liver fibrosis in midDecember 1996. He did not explain, if this was so, why he did not tell anyone
of the new risk until Dr. O’Brodovich contacted him on February 19. (See
sections 5O, 5P and 5R.)
Dr. O’Brodovich now conducted himself as if this was a matter requiring
his immediate intervention and called:
An Emergency meeting (re: patient safety related to continued use of
Hospital for Sick Children). 38

L1

at

This was held at 3:00 PM on February 19. Dr. Olivieri reported to us that
Dr. O’Brodovich severely criticized her for not informing persons he alleged
should have been informed, including himself. 39 In fact there was no
administrative requirement to inform him, and no medical purpose, because
he is not an expert in thalassemia. The minutes record that Dr. O’Brodovich:
questioned whether the REB ha[d] been notified and wanted to discuss the
potential risks being faced by patients in all HSC based research studies
involving L1 in Humans and review actions taken to minimize the risk to
those patients referred to in the most recent findings.40

Dr. O’Brodovich also requested a w ritten account from Dr. O livieri
“within the next day or so, [on] the appropria te clinical action which sho uld
be taken.” On the same day, he also “notified the REB of Dr. Olivieri’s
conclusions.” 41 Dr. Moore, the REB Chair, thereupon condu cted herse lf as if
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the REB had jurisdiction. The nex t day, February 20, she wrote to Dr.
Olivieri:
According to hospital and MRC policy such adverse events should be reported
to the REB so th at the suit abil ity of continuin g patients on the agent can be
determined.… I would be grateful if you could in form me as soon as po ssible
what course you are recommending for the patients currently enrolled in the
stud y.42 (emphasis added)

However, as discussed earlier, the trials and protocols had been terminated
in May 1996. The REB was informed in writing of the terminations, and of the
fact that the patients had “been withdrawn” from the research trials.43 The
Terms of Reference of the REB provide for:
•

prior review of research protocols to assess them for “scientific and
ethical standards ;” and

•

safeguarding the interests of “patients and members of the commun ity
who serve as research subjects.” 44

In this case the p atients in que stion had c eased bein g research subjects in
May 1996 and there was no longer any active protocol, so the REB had no
jurisdiction over them and no protoc ol to administer. Conseq uently, contrary
to Dr. Moore’s assertion, there was in fact no requirement in Hospital or
MRC policy that Dr . Olivieri repo rt to the REB. Dr. Moore had mistaken the
fact that patients w ere continuing on the drug und er EDR, with their
continuing in a research study (see section 5H(1)).
Nevertheless, Dr. Olivieri promptly replied to the requests of both Drs.
O’Brodovich and Moore. O n February 20, she sent letters to both of them,
explaining the measures she had already undertaken to manage patient care,
and outlining other measures in progress, as well as th e clinica l basis. In
particular, she advised both Dr. O’Brodovich and Dr. Moore that these
measures included scheduling early liver biopsies for patients who had not
recently had one, and she outlined the clinical reasons.45 Dr. O’Brodovich
did not object, or use his administrative authority to prevent these liver
biopsies (see section 5Q). Dr. Moore’s response to the scheduling of the
biopsies was one of approval (thou gh in fact she had no a uthority to approve
or disapprov e), coupled with a reque st, “Please keep me informed regarding
your findings [from the results of the b iopsies].” 46
The degree of Dr. O’Brodovich ’s objection to what he considered to be
Dr. Olivieri’s failure to report the new risk to the REB, and to himself, was
such that he considered formal action against her. The entry for February 24,
1997 in the chronology he provided to the Naimark Review said:
… discussions with [HSC legal counsel] Bill Carter regarding a disciplinary
action and also necessity of reporting to the College of Physicians and
Surgeons.47
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Dr. O’Brodovich apparently did not know, and did not inquire whether
the REB had jurisdiction until a week after he notified Dr. Moore and she
became involved. On Februa ry 26, he wrote to Dr. Moore and asked two
questions:
1. What is the present status of REB approved research studies involving L1 ?
Are any continuing? If they have been discontinued, I wo uld appreciate
confirmation as to the date of termination. In both cases, I would appreciate a
copy of the REB approved protocol for L1 studies.
2. Does the REB have any role or obligation regarding emergency release
[EDR] of L1 subsequent to termination of a p revio usly REB appr oved stud y? 48
(emphasis added)

(7) Errors by Dr. Moore
Dr. Moore replied to Dr. O’Brodovich’s questions the next day, February 27. In her reply, she provided incorrect information—information that
was contradicted by the documentary record available to her as REB Chair.
However, her incorrect information was used a basis for actions against Dr.
Olivieri by Dr. O’Brodovich, both then and later. Her incorrect information
was also relied on by the Naimark Review and the Medical A dvisory
Committee (MAC ) in reaching th eir incorrect conclusions on these issues (see
sections 5O and 5 P).
Dr. Moore’s answer to the Dr. O’Brodovich’s first question was that,
“the randomised study of L1 (REB # 91/620) [ LA–01] was terminated on May
24, 1996,” but that “some patients … were continued on the other study
…(REB # 90/523) [the long-term trial, LA–03]” and it had been “ren ewed in
September 1996.” 49 She was correct regarding LA–01, but incorrect regarding
LA–03. It is clear from her own written record that Dr. Moore had been
misinterpreting the documents available to her as REB Chair since July 1996
(see section 5H(1)). 50 Apotex had the righ t under the contracts f or both trials
(and also unde r the protoc ols) to termina te them at any tim e, for any reason,
and that is what the company did. That is also what the REB files show, in
the formal notifications provided by D rs. Olivieri and Freedman, stamped as
received by the REB on Aug ust 1, 1996.51 A review of these files by Dr.
Moore would have shown this. Her erroneous views are contained in REB
records and in her own correspondence throughout her three-year term as
Chair.
Dr. Moore repeated the errors contained in her February 27 letter to Dr.
O’Brodovich in another letter to him on June 3, 1998, and again in her testimony to the MAC on January 11, 1999. In view of the importance of
subsequent events that were influenced by these errors, we review them here.
In her letter of June 3, 1998, Dr. Moore wrote:
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If funding ceases from one source it does not negate or terminate REB
approval.… Concerning Dr. Olivieri’s deferiprone research, these studies
commenced in 1989/90, and have had a number of sponsors, including MRC ,
NIH and Apotex from 1994. When Apotex withdrew its sponsorship in May
1996, some patients (following detailed information sessions by Dr. Olivieri)
continued in the compassionate use trial [ LA–03], but this was not regarded as
a new trial and its REB approval was maintained. The only change was
modification of the consent forms detailing lack of efficacy in a subgroup of
patients. Thus this study continued w ith full REB approval. 52 *

The summary of Dr. Moore’s testimony to the MAC recorded:
Dr. Moore explained that there is a distinction between termination of funding
for research and the termination of a stud y. In the case of deferiprone, the
original study was funded by the MRC and was later funded by Apotex. When
Apotex withdrew, it reverted to an MRC stud y.53

Dr. Moore’s belief that the long-term trial had b een “rene wed in
September 1996” was mistaken. The REB had neither the legal nor the
administrative author ity to “renew” a terminated trial of the drug L1. The
manufacturer and owner o f the drug, A potex, had the legal righ t to terminate
both trials. Apotex exercised this right in May 1 996, inform ed Health
Canada that it had done so, and refused to reinstate any trial. Apotex also
could, and did, stop the supply of its drug at will. The REB was formally
notified of the termina tions by the prin cipal investig ator, Dr. O livieri, in July
1996. After the terminations in Ma y 1996, there was no sponsor, no
investigator and no active protocol for any L1 clinical trial in Toronto. There
was only the non-trial EDR treatment arrangement. (See sections 5F, 5G, 5H,
5J and 5K(9).)
It appears (although her wording, quoted above, was imprecise) Dr. Moore
also incorrectly supposed that those patients who had been enrolled in the L1
treatment arm of the randomized trial LA–01 (that she herself stated “was
terminated”), and who had continued on L1 under EDR, had somehow then
been enrolled in the long-term trial LA–03 which was, she thought, continuing.
However, the (terminated) protocol for the randomized trial LA–01, in which
these patients had formerly been enrolled, was substantially different from the
(also terminated) protocol for the long-term trial LA–03 into which Dr. Moore
erroneou sly supposed they had been newly enrolled in the summer of 1996.
No new protocol, or modified protocol for a renewal of LA–03, to enrol a
different group of patients had been submitted or approved, a fact Dr. Moore
*Dr. Moore copied Dr. Olivieri on her June 3, 1998 letter to Dr. O’Brodovich. Dr. Olivieri
then wrote to Dr. O’Brodovich on June 8, 1998 providing the correct information—that on “24
May 1996… Apotex Inc. terminated these [LA–01 and LA–03] trials.” It appears that Dr.
O’Brodovich recognized this fact, because in a letter to Dr. Spino on June 10,1998 he noted
“Apotex’s cancellation of the clinical trials [of L1] in May 1996,” and copied Dr. Olivieri on this
letter.
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herself appears to have acknowledged in her letter of June 3, 1998 to Dr.
O’Brodovich.54 As noted above, the fact is that no trial of L1 continued—those
patients from each of the two former trial cohorts who continued on the drug
were treated under a non-trial EDR arrangem ent.
Contrary to another statement by Dr. Moore, the long-term trial (REB #
90/523, also termed LA–03) could not have reverted to “an MRC study.” In
1992, MRC declined to sponsor this trial beyond 1993, and had awarded a
“terminal” one-year grant for 1992-1993. It was in fact the randomized trial
LA–01 that MRC had co-sponsored with Apotex for 1993-1996, and this was
the trial that Dr. Moore herself stated “was terminated.” The 1993
application to MRC for funding for the rando mized trial was very specific as
to cohort size, rationale, methodology and bu dget and c ould not re asonably
be confused or conflated with the LA–03 trial, even if they had not both been
terminated in May 1996 by Apotex. (See sec tions 5A(1) and 5A (2).)
Other errors in Dr. Moore’s letters to Dr. O’Brodovich further suggest
she either did not carefully review, or did not understand, the documentary
record available to her as REB Chair. She wrote that Apotex funding was
“from 1994.” In fa ct, as set out in the payment schedules in the two
contracts, Apotex fundin g for LA–01 began in 1993, and for LA–03 in 1995,
not 1994 in either case. Dr. Moore also wrote that the Toronto L1 trials had
“NIH ” funding, b ut here again it appears she either did not carefully review,
or understand, the record. Some patients had liver iron determinations by
SQUID in Dr. Brittenham’s laboratory in Cleveland, and his labo ratory
received NIH funding for other studies he carried out, but he was never an
“investigator” in the Toronto trials. It was Apo tex fundin g that paid
transportation expenses for patients to travel to C leveland. Dr. Moore
referred to “Dr. Olivieri’s deferiprone research,” so possibly she confused
the two trials of L1 in thalassemia, that Apotex had terminated, with a
proposed multi-centre trial o f L1 in sickle cell desease (SCD), for which NIH
was the intended source o f funds. Howeve r, the SCD study wa s only a
proposal and it had nothing to do with the use of L1 in thalassemia (see
section 5K(8)).
In her February 27 reply to Dr. O’Brodovich’s second question, as to
whether the REB had any role or obligation regarding emergency release [EDR]
of L1 subsequent to termination of a previously REB approved study, Dr.
Moore did not respond to the question actually posed to her. She answered in
general terms that might apply to some but not all cases:
In answer to your second question as to the role or obligation of the REB
regarding emergency release of a drug to previous study participants, if it is
thought that emergency drug release is in the patient’s best interests, the
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Board [REB ] has felt it has an obligation to recommend release and the
supplier has been informed.

Her answer did not apply in this case and the facts demonstratin g that it
did not were available to Dr. Moore in documents. The point is that the REB
could approve emergency drug release (EDR), if asked, but REB approval was
not required for EDR at HSC , and in this case, the REB was not ask ed. This
EDR arrangem ent had be en mediate d on Jun e 7 by Dean Aberma n directly
between Apotex and Dr. Olivieri—the REB was not involved, becau se there
was no requirement for it to be. Dr. Moore’s reply to the second question
again suggests she had not carefully examined, or did not understand, the
documents. However, her answer apparently was taken by some as implying
that the REB had approved this EDR arrangem ent where as, in fact, it had not.
Thus her answer had the effect of being misleading.
Dr. Moore’s misunderstanding of the situation actually could have been
corrected in a meeting on February 27 attended by herself, her predecessor as
REB Chair Dr. Zlotkin, Dr. Olivieri and CMPA counsel Mr. Colangelo. Detailed
notes were taken by Mr. Colange lo and he recorded that:
Dr. Olivieri took Drs. Zlotkin and Moore through a careful history of the
events…. Dr. Zlotkin indicated that if the study is over, then if Dr. Olivieri was
continuing to follow these patients as a clinician, then all that would be
required would the proper disclosure of the risks and benefits of treatment.
Indeed, it appeared that that had already been done.
…
In these circumstances, Drs. Zlotkin and Moore were quite satisfied that Dr.
Olivieri had acted quite appropriately in the circumstanc es. … Dr. Olivieri
feels that [although not obligated] she would be keeping the Research Ethics
Board advised from time to time so that they would be aware of what was
happening [but not because there was any obligation for her to do so].55

This meeting occurred on the same day that Dr. Moore replied in writing to
Dr. O’Brodovich’s questions, providing the incorrect and misleading
information discussed above. We do not know which occurred first, the writing
of her letter, or her meeting with Drs. Zlotkin and Olivieri. In either case, she
failed to correct the record. Had Dr. Moore corrected her misinformation, she
would have told Dr. O’Brodovich he had no basis to suppose anything
inappropriate had occurred, so his strong criticism of Dr. Olivieri on February 19
had no foundation.
After February 19, because of Dr. O’Brodovich ’s insistence, Dr. Olivieri
kept Dr. Moore apprised of developments. In her responses, Dr. Moore
indicated approval for all of Dr. Olivieri’s actions in managing patients
(although she had no mandate to approve or disapprove). She appears to have
continued to believe that she was acting under the REB mandate in regard to
treatment of patients with L1, throughout her three-year term of office. In fact,
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the REB mandate did not apply to this EDR arrangement at any time during her
term of office.
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Conclusions for Subsections (6) and (7)
1 *Dr. O’B rodovich, w ho is not an expert in tha lassemia, inc orrectly
assessed the situation a s requiring h is emergen cy intervention when, in fa ct,
the situation was one of balancing risks between two chronic toxicities and
Dr. Olivieri had the clinical management of patients well in hand.

2 *Dr. O’Brodovich had no basis for his criticism that Dr. Olivieri had not
informed the REB or himself of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis.

3 *Dr. O’Brodovich d id not object to, or try to prevent the liver biopsies D r.
Olivieri scheduled for patients who had been on L1.

4 *Dr. Koren was fully apprised of the new risk by Dr. O livieri “in early
February 1997.” 56 He did not inform the REB. He also did not inform Dr.
O’Brodovich until after Dr. O’Brodovich learned of the identification of the
new risk from Apotex and asked Dr. Koren about it on February 19. We
have seen no ex planation fo r the fact that D r. O’Brod ovich did n ot subject
Dr. Koren to the same c riticism as Dr. Olivieri.

5 *Dr. Moo re provided incorrect an d misleadin g information to Dr.
O’Brodovi ch. She said that a research trial of L1 continued after May 1996
and that the REB had jurisdiction over patients who continued on L1 under
the EDR arrangement mediated by Dean Aberman. This was not the case.

6 *Dr. Moore was provided with the correct information on the termination of
the trials by Dr. Olivieri on February 27, 1997 (as she had earlier, in July
1996, in writing, in documen ts that REB had actually received). However, Dr.
Moore never subsequ ently corrected her written record and continued making
erroneous statements on these matters in 1998 and 1999.

7 *Dr. Olivieri w as not requ ired to report to the REB. When sh e did repor t,
on the insistence of Dr. O’B rodovich, it made no mate rial difference to the
care of patients.
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(8) Further actions by Dr. O’Brodovich
When Dr. O’Brodovich intervened administratively on February 19, 1997
and caused the REB to be involved, Dr. Moore supposed that the REB would
determine the suitability of continuing patients on L1. The next day, February
20, Dr. O’Brodo vich wrote to inform Dr. B aker at The Toronto Hospital of
his action:
I have… taken the following action. I have notified the Research Institute of
the Hospital for Sick Children and the Chair of the Research Ethics Board (Dr.
Aideen Moore) and indicated my concern. I have recommended to the Chair of
the Research Ethics Board that the REB re-evaluate all experimental protocols
utilizing L1 at the Hospital for Sick Children as to whether or not a detailed
external scientific review is required prior to approval of any continued use
experimental use of L1.57

This letter was copied to Dr. Moore and would have bolstered her
(mistaken) impression that the REB had jurisdiction. However, Dr. O’Brodovich himself interve ned medic ally, directing that use of L1 henceforth be
“stopped” in HSC .58* In doing so, he in effect assumed the role Dr. Moore
supposed the REB had. Dr. O’Brodovich is not an expe rt in thalassem ia, is
not known to have obtained any report from independent experts, and had no
treatment plan of his own as to what to do next.59 He wrote letters to Dr.
Olivieri demanding more information on the mana gement of patient care.60
She replied that she had already provided to him all available information,
and repeated that the future course of therapy for patients would depend on
the biopsy results, which were not yet available.61 In contrast, Dr. Moore
appears to have understood the medical point stated both to her and Dr.
O’Brodovich by Dr. Olivieri—that future therapy for each patient depended
on their biopsy res ults. She on ly asked to be informed w hen Dr. O livieri was
able to prescribe appropriate courses of treatment for the patients.62
As mentioned earlier, on February 24 Dr. O’Brodovich had consulted
HSC legal counsel about the prospects of taking disciplinary action against
Dr. Olivieri.63 He met with HSC counsel ag ain on Ma rch 6, subs equent to
receiving correspondence from Dr. Olivieri and her CMPA counsel. 64 HSC
counsel, after reviewing Dr. Olivieri’s account of developments and her
actions in management of patient care, advised Dr. O’B rodovich that there
*This action by Dr. O’Brodovich on or about February 28 was redundant, in the short run at
least, because by February 20, 1997 Dr. Olivieri had already successfully counselled all HSC patients
to interrupt use of L1 , pending biopsy results. During the trials and also under the subsequent EDR
arrangement, each patient was given a multi-week supply of L1 in a container with a metering device
to record compliance. Some of them therefore had supplies lasting weeks beyond the date of Dr.
O’Brodovich’s directive. They could also extend the duration of a supply by reducing their ingestion
rate. Therefore, Dr. Olivieri’s approach of counselling patients to interrupt was not only successful,
but also more appropriate in the circumstances.
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were no grounds for discip linary action against her. 65 The correspondence
from Dr. O’Brodovich to Dr. Olivieri on the risk of progression of liver
fibrosis then appeared to end, and the dispute between them over alleged
reporting obligations appeared resolved.
However, Dr. O’Brodovich revived the issue of reporting to the REB in
the autumn of 1998, during the Naimark Review. In a lengthy memo to Dr.
Naimark on September 24, 1998,66 he made alle gations ag ainst Dr. O livieri,
including that she had “failed” in a duty to report immediately her finding of
the risk of progression of liver fibrosis to the REB, and sugg ested that pa tient
safety might thereby have been co mpromised. (See section 5.O.)
In February 1997 and du ring the Naimark R eview, Dr. O’Brodovich also
raised the matter of a draft protocol Dr. Olivieri had submitted for a
proposed study of L1 for the treatme nt of sickle ce ll disease (SCD).
Preliminary studies by American investigators had sug gested that L1 might
be effective in removing excess iro n from membranes of red ce lls of SCD
patients. The proposal was for a short-term (six-month), multi-centre study
and an application was to be made to the USA N ational Institute s of Health
for funding. Dr. Olivieri had submitted the proposal for ethical review the
previous summer and it was under consideration by the REB. In February
1997, this proposed study had n either REB approval nor funding , and no
patient enrolment w as anticipated for many months.67 Dr. O’Brodovich
alleged that Dr. Olivieri was at fault for not immediately informing the REB
and himself about the risk of progression of liver fibrosis, in re gard to this
proposed SCD study. There was in fact no study, and no SCD patients were on
L1, so patient safety was not at risk.
It is the case that Dr. Olivieri did not inform the REB of the risk of
progression of fibrosis, confirmed in early February 1997, until February 20
when she was requested to do so. However, as noted, in regard to the thalassemia patients who were on L1, she was not required to inform the REB. In
regard to the proposed SCD study, she was obligated to inform the REB, but
there was no immediacy in this case because no patients would be involved for
some considerable time. REB minutes of February 14, 1997 record that this
proposal was still under discussion and would not be approved until after
further information was obtained from Dr. Olivieri. 68 Dr. Olivieri provided the
full report on the new risk of L1 on February 20. Dr. Moore in reply asked
only that she also provide revised patient consent forms for the proposed SCD
study, as Dr. Olivieri had already indicated she would.69 Dr. Olivieri breached
no policy and failed in no obligation in this matter, either.

Conclusions
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1 * During a period extend ing through the last wee k of February and the
first week of March 1997, Dr. O’Brodovich conducted himself as though he
did not accept Dr. Olivieri’s medical assessment. He is not an expert in the
relevant clinical specialty and we have seen no evidence he consulted
indepe ndent e xperts in the relev ant clini cal spec ialty.

2 * Although Dr. Moore, having been notified by Dr. O’Brodovich,
supposed (incorrectly) that the REB had jurisdiction and wo uld determine the
future course of therapy, Dr. O’Brodovich himself intervened medically and
by his own accoun t, “stopped the use of L1 at Hospital for Sick Ch ildren.” 70

3 *In regard to th e propose d study involvin g use of

in SCD, Dr. Olivieri
advised the REB of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis on Febr uary 20. In
view of the facts that this was not an active study, only a proposal that was
not yet approved, and no patients were enrolled, we conclu de that Dr.
Olivieri did advise the REB in a timely manner.
L1

4 *There wa s no ethical, c linical or adm inistrative failing by Dr. Olivie ri in
the matter of the risk of progression o f liver fibrosis. Dr. O’Brodovich ’s
criticisms of her resulted from his misunderstanding the facts.

(9) Return to standard therapy
On March 6, 1997 Dr. Olivieri held a second group meeting for patients and
families. She again explained th e recently identified risk and the reasons for
the liver biopsies that were then in process. S he explained wh y she and Dr.
Brittenham had concluded that “ L1 should not be used in the treatment of
iron overload.” 71 She outlined the proc ess of transferring patients to standard
therap y, and explained that the timing of resumption of deferoxamine
administration for each patient would depend on the patient’s body iron
burde n (deter mined b y HIC ) and liver fibrosis status.

(10) Promotional efforts by Apotex
On the same day of this meeting, March 6, 1997, Dr. Spino sent a lette r to
the senior hematologists in both HSC and TTH , Dr. Freedman and D r. Baker,
and proposed that the use o f L1 in both hospitals be expan ded. Dr.
O’Brodovich was sent a copy of this letter by fax. Dr. Spino wrote:
Apotex Inc. has decided to expand its compassionate use program for the
drug deferiprone (L1 ) to patients with iron overload who are unable to take
the currently-approved chelation therapy. Now this program will extend to
the Hospital for Sick Children (HSC ) and The Toronto Hospital ( TGH). It has
already been successfully implemented in Italy and we believe it is in the
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best interest of patients in Toronto to have access to the drug through this
program.72

The last sentence is an apparen t reference to the short-term safety trial
(LA–02 trial), the three main sites of which were Italy, and possibly to an
extension of it under a similar protocol called LA–06. Dr. Spino appende d to
this letter a monito ring sched ule that was similar in impo rtant respec ts to
protocols LA–02 and LA–06. His appendix referred to a similar draft protocol
Apotex had prepared in 1995, termed LA–04. Neither the appendix, nor any
of these protocols, included an nual liver bio psy for all particip ating patien ts
for determination of hepatic iron concentration (or SQUID for this) and for
histolo gy. Thus it is un likely that the mo nitoring regime he pro posed no w to
be followed in Toronto could have led to identification of the two
unexpected risks of L1 that was made in data of the LA–03 patient coh ort.
Dr. Spino invited Drs. Freedman and Baker to designate physicians
willing to prescribe L1 under his proposed patient-monitoring regime, and
willing to sign a confidentiality agreement with Ap otex. We have no record
of any response by Dr. Freedm an, or by Dr. O’Brodovich who had just
recently “stopped the use of L1” in his hospital. Howe ver, Dr. Baker replied
to Dr. Spino on April 17, expressing confidence in the staff of the TTH
thalassemia clinic (Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Kirby) in their management of
patient care. He advised that no TTH physician was willing to prescribe L1
because “its safety has been called into question,” and that no TTH physician
was willing to sign a confidentiality agreement with Apotex.73
Dr. Spino concluded his letter to Drs. Freedman and Baker with a
statement indicating that (unlike Dr. Moore) Apotex understood that the
existing EDR treatment arrangem ent was no t a trial with an ac tive protoco l.*
He wrote:
We trust that steps can be taken to ensure a smooth transition from the EDR
process to one based on a specific protocol for this investigational drug. 74

By “a specific protocol” D r. Spino ap pears to have mean t that outlined in his
appendix.
In February 1997, Apotex engaged a liver patholog ist, Dr. Francesco
Callea of Brescia, on a consulting contract to review the same biopsy slides
Dr. Cameron had reviewed.75 Dr. Callea submitted a preliminary report in
April and a final report in May. He found the opposite of Dr. Cameron: “there
was a [statistically] significant decline in hepatic fibrosis,” in patients treated
with L1.76

*As noted in section 5F, Dr. Spino had also recently written to Health Canada (January 25,
1997) and to The Medical Post (published on February 18, 1997) confirming that Apotex had
indeed terminated both studies, “ LA–01 and LA–03 ” on May 24, 1996.
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In early April 1997 Dr. Tricta of Apotex presented two abstracts at a
conference in Malta, co-authored by Dr. Koren and Apotex-funded research
fellows. The conclusions in the abstracts we re to the effec t that L1 was
effective and safe and neither mentioned the risk of progression of liver
fibrosis. As noted in section 5I, through legal warnings Apotex had
attempted and nearly succeeded in deterring Dr. Olivieri from presenting her
findings on the two risks at the Malta meeting. She withdrew the abstract she
had submitted and only re-submitted it shortly before the conference began,
after she obtained (through legal counsel) copies of the the Apotex abstracts.
One of the first persons outside Apotex staff to be informed of Dr. Callea’s
preliminary report was Dr. O’Brodovich, who attended a meeting on April 18,
1997 where he was informed that, “Dr. Callea’s review of the same biopsies
presented by Dr. Nancy Olivieri et al. revealed no progression of fibrosis.”77
Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. O’Brodovich a few days after that meeting to
summarize the position of Apotex, namely, that Dr. Olivieri’s finding of a loss
of sustained efficacy “has not been substantiated,” and that Dr. Callea’s
review “revealed no progression of fibrosis.”78 In support of this position Dr.
Spino enclosed copies of several abstracts presented at the Malta conference,
including three sponsored by Apotex, and referred to Dr. Callea’s preliminary
report.
In early May 1997, legal counsel for Apotex refused a request by
Counsel for Dr. Olivieri for information on D r. Callea’s review of the biopsy
slides, saying that, “Dr. Callea requires some time to finalize his formal
report.” 79 In early June, Dr. Spino sent copies of Dr. Callea’s report to Drs.
Freedman and Goldbloo m of HSC , and to Dean A berman, along with his
own detailed synopsis in the covering letter. 80 The letter said that Drs.
Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron had now also been forwarded a copy of
Dr. Callea ’s report.
On May 8, 1997, Drs. Spino and Tricta of Apotex met with a number of
Dr. Olivieri’s adult patients. Dr. Olivieri was not invited to this meeting and
learned of it by accident. The thalassemia Nurse Coordinator, Ms. Beverley
Tyler, and the program Social Worker, Ms. Kathy Netten, attended, but no
physicians other than Dr. Tricta were there. Ms. Netten took detailed notes of
the presentation by the two Apotex employees. The essence of the information
presented by Apotex was that L1 was effective and safe, and that it would be
licenced soon in both Italy and Canada. Dr. Callea’s report was cited, and
reference was made to data from the Apotex-funded trial (LA–02) at Italian
sites.81
In late May 1997, Apotex sent an a dditional legal warning to D r.
Olivieri, to deter her fro m presentin g her findin gs at the Cooley’s An emia
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Foundation meeting in early June.82 Nevertheless, with CMPA legal supp ort,
she attended and presented her results. There, Apotex employees criticized
her work and presented Dr. Callea’s opposing results on liver fibrosis on the
issue of whether L1 caused progression of liver fibrosis.83
Following these develo pments, D r. Olivieri had the liver biopsy slides
reviewed by three independent liver pathologists from England and the
USA. All three confirmed Dr. Cam eron’s find ing that L1 was the pro bable
cause of progression of liver fibrosis in some patients. Dr. Olivieri and the
liver pathologists published the ir results in the New England Journal of
Medicine (NEJM) in August 1998.84 It was this publication that initiated
widespread coverage of the L1 controversy in the popular press (see sections
5L and 5N).
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Conclusion
During the same period w hen Dr. O livieri informed patients and parents
that L1 should no longer be u sed and transferred patients from L1 to
standard therapy, Ap otex took m easures to p ersuade p atients and medical
administrators in Toronto , as well as the scientific com munity, that L1
was effective and safe. Apotex did not succeed in persuading Dr. B aker,
Physician-in-Chief of The Toronto Hospital. We have no record from
this time period of a response to Apotex’s proposal by Dr. O’Brodovich,
Pediatrician-in-Chief of the Hos pital for Sick Ch ildren. (Ho wever, in his
September 24, 1998 submission to the Naimark Review, Dr.
O’Brodovich gave more weight to Dr. Callea’s consulting report than to
the article by Dr. Olivieri and several liver pathologists in NEJM.85)
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5L * Events at the H ospita l, Spring 1997 to Fall
1998
(1) Interventions by Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie & Gallie
DRS. HELEN CHAN, JOHN DICK, PETER DUR IE AND BREN DA GA LLIE are Senior
Scientists in the Hos pital’s Research Institute and Pro fessors in the University’s Faculty of Medicine. Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie are physicians
and clinical researchers; Dr. Dick is a cell biologist. They all have achieved
international recognition for their work, and none was a personal friend or
scientific collaborator of Dr. Olivieri prior to the L1 dispute.

Dr. Dick was the first to take an interest in the dispute. He was a speaker
in the Cooley’s Anem ia Symposium in early June 1 997 at which D r. Olivieri
and Apotex employees presented opposing findings on L1. He told this
Committee of Inquiry he was surprised to learn from her that she had
received legal warnings from the company not to disclose her findings of
risks of L1. She told him that she had the support of her CMPA lawyers to
speak at this meeting, but that she expec ted to have her work criticized by
employees of Apotex and other supporters of the company’s position.
Dr. Dick attended Dr. Olivieri’s presentation and observed the opposition
with which her findings were met. Her scientific findings and approach were,
however, defended by Dr. David Nathan of Harvard, a leader in the field.
Later in the meeting, Dr. Dick spoke with Dr. Nathan who said he was
concerned that Dr. Olivieri was being mistreated in Toronto. He suggested to
Dr. Dick that he and other colleagues in HSC should intercede. After obtaining
more background information from Dr. Olivieri, Dr. Dick had a series of
meetings with a number of administrators extending over the next six months.
He met most often with Dr. Manuel Buchwald, Director of the Hospital’s
Research Institute, but also had discussions with Dr. O’Brodovich, Hospital
President Mr. Michael Strofolino and Dean Aberman.
In these meetings Dr. Dick tried to interest the administrators in a review
of the circumstances of why Dr. Olivieri “felt unsupported” by the Hospital
and the University, and why her relations with Dean Aberman and Dr.
O’Brodovich “were so broken.” 1 Dr. Dick endeavoured to understand the
perspectives of the administrators and to act as a mediator between them and
Dr. Olivieri. He said he was able to be helpful on minor matters, but encountered what he felt to be defensiveness or rigidity from the administrators on
larger matters. By November 1997 he felt that no substantial progress had
been made, and expressed his “concerns that Nancy Olivieri had been treated
badly and that the whole situation could become a public embarrassment,” 2 if
efforts were not made to resolve matters.
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Dr. Durie became interested in June 1997, shortly after Dr. Dick and independe ntly, when he happened to meet Dr. Olivieri in a Hospital corridor. She
appeared distressed and when he asked her why, she described the dispute and
her concerns over lack of support from the Hospital and the University. He
asked for all the documentation she had, and spent several weeks reviewing
the material she provided. He then volunteered to intercede with the administrators.
At Dr. Durie’s request, a meeting was held on September 11, 1997,
attended by: Dean Aberma n; HSC Executive members Drs. Goldbloom,
O’Brodovich and Buchwald; and several clinical scientists, Dr. Zipursky
(who had been a mento r of Dr. Olivieri), Dr. Zlotkin (the form er REB Chair),
Dr. Gallie, Dr. MacGregor, and Dr. Durie. The purpose of the meeting was
to discuss concerns ove r the perceived lack of effective support for Dr.
Olivieri and the principles involved in the dispute with Apo tex. Dr. D urie
told this Committee that Dean Aberman did not accept suggestions that the
Hospital and the U niversity could have done more to assist her. Dr. Durie’s
notes from the meeting recorded that Dean Aberman and the Hospital
administrators “expressed the view that Dr. Olivieri’s concerns had been
handled fairly, objectively and with the full support of the respe ctive
institutions,” and that they did not accept that there was a “need to conduct
an independent re view of events.” 3 Dr. Durie reported that he came away
from the meeting with the con clusion tha t further attemp ts at an internal
resolution would be futile .* He did not intercede again until March 1998,
when h e and o thers be gan to c all for an indepe ndent in quiry.
Other than having attended the September 11, 1997 meeting with Dean
Aberman and the HSC administrators, Dr. Gallie’s first involvement came
early in 1998. In January 1998 she was appointed Director of the Cancer and
Blood Program in the HSC Research Institute, and thus the person to whom
Dr. Olivieri reported in regard to research duties. She obtain ed from Dr.
Olivieri a large quantity of documents in the spring of 1998, and said she
was “astounded” by what she considered to be the gravity of the situation
revealed by the docum entary record . She felt a res ponsibility to try to resolve
the difficulties between Dr. Olivieri and senior administrators arising from
the Apotex dispute. O n June 3 , 1998 she wrote a lette r to Dr. Buchwald and
*It is relevant to note that a week before the meeting of Sep tember 11, 1997, Dean Aberman
met with Drs. Goldbloom, O’Brodovich and Buchwald to discuss communications to him from
Dr. David Nathan and Sir David Weatherall. They had expressed concern that Dr. Olivieri “was
not being adequately supported” by the University and the Hospital in connection with the actions
by Apotex. (See sections 5N (3) and (4).) Dea n Aberman had replied to the effect that the
institutions “had supported Nancy.” The four administrators “agreed that no further action is
necessary at this time.” (e-mail sent by Dean Aberman to HSC administrators, September 2, 1997,
summarizing discuss ions.)
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Mr. Strofolino, enclosing a chronological summary of events in the L1 trials
and controversy she had drawn up. Her letter summarized the institutional
concerns she saw, for instance:
Apotex, Inc. was supported in their interpretation that L1 was effective and
safe by Dr. Gideon Koren, also an HSC senior scientist.… Academic
differences of opinion are normal and healthy when freely expressed; in this
particular instance, the investigator suggesting lack of effectiveness and
toxicity of L1 was threatened if she disclosed her data and interpretation,
whil e the inve stiga tor re assu ring s afet y pub lish ed wi th th e dru g com pany. 4

Dr. Gallie informed the a dministrators that they shou ld anticipate media
attention and public conce rn, once Dr. Olivieri’s paper appeared in the New
England Journal of Medicine (it was then in press). She continued:
I urge you to take these issues seriously. I can not imagine that any other item
on your busy agendas can have greater importance. The public who donate to
HSC understand that our Institution is a prime gu ardian of the safety of
children. The clear issue here is HSC ’s approach to conflict of interest in
human research. Does HSC defend the interests of patients and scientific
integrity or do we acquiesce to the financial interests of resea rch spo nsors? It
is imperative that, as senior officers of our institution , we act with dispatch to
prot ect p atien t saf ety an d res earch integ rity. 5

Dr. Buchw ald replied to Dr. Gallie on June 10 with a letter of reassurance, to
the effect that everything was well in hand.6
Dr. Chan, a research and clinical colleague of Dr. Gallie in oncology,
became involved in the spring of 1998. She assisted Drs. Durie an d Dick in
organizing a petition from many staff to Dr. Buchwald in June 1998, calling
for an e xterna l review o f the con troversy. 7
Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie said that they subsequ ently came to be
regarded as not neutral, but rather as supporters of Dr. Olivieri. They felt that
to act with integrity, they had to make a choice, and have since the summer of
1998 steadfastly supported Dr. Olivieri. Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie
each reported to this Committee that they encountered what they consider to
be increasing hostility and workplace penalization by Hospital administrators
because of their support for Dr. Olivieri. They stated that this treatment is
documented through correspondence and through personal encounters which
were witnessed by others. For instance, in mid-October 1998, Mr. Strofolino
and HSC legal counsel Mr. William Carter ejected Drs. Gallie and Olivieri as
they were entering a meeting of all senior scientists for which they had
received notification to attend. This event occurred two days after Drs. Gallie,
Chan, Durie and Olivieri had signed the “Participation Agreem ent” under
which they would participate in the Naimark Review. In January 1999 the
Hospital administration issued “gag orders” to Drs. Chan, Durie, Gallie and
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Olivieri directing them not to discuss their concerns publicly (see section 5M).
All four scientists consider that they have been unfairly treated in regard to
significant employment matters, including salary, and have had to expend substantial personal resources to defend their rights and interests.
Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie reported to this Committee that they
consider that the managerial approach of the senior HSC administratio n is
illustrated by the letter Dr. Gallie received from Dr. Buchwald on December 7, 1998. In this letter, Dr. Buch wald took Dr. Gallie to task for her conduct and attitude. Among other things, he rebuked her for p ublicly
criticizing the Hospital administration’s conduct and attitude in the L1
contro versy:
We clearly have completely different views about your responsibilities as
Program Head. You apparently believe that your moral duty overrides your
accountability to me as Director of the Research Institute and to the formal
leadership of this institution, including its Board.… We need to resolve the
conundrum that we find ourselves in, both for our own sakes as well as for the
institution. The choices are clear: since you believe that your conscience
compels you to denigrate this institution and its leadership, then you cannot at
the same time be part of that leadership.8

He conclude d the letter by tellin g her that he was consid ering whe ther to
remove her from her research program directorship. A week later, Dr.
O’Brodovich initiated removal of Dr. Olivieri from her clinical progam
directorship, after her legal counsel had made a public remark critical of the
Hospital (see section 5M ).
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(2) Fact-finding by Professor Rowell
Professor Mary Rowell was one of the two members of the Hospital’s
bioethics departmen t, and also a member of the University’s Joint Centre for
Bioethics. She was a member of the Research Ethics Board (REB) when Dr.
Olivieri brought to it her finding of the risk of loss of sustained efficacy of L1.
She told this Committee that she is of the view that Dr. Olivieri’s actions in
that matter were entirely proper. She is also of the view that the authority of
the REB was then at issue, because of the pressures Apotex was exerting,
particularly on Dr. Zlotkin, its Chair. She said that Dr. Olivieri was under very
great pressure during that period and did not appear to have the moral support
of the HSC administration.
In June 1998, P rofessor Rowell wa s asked to intercede by D r. Durie and
she agreed to do so. She approached Dr. Buchwald, who suggeste d she
undertake a review of the facts of the matter, as a preliminary step to a
mediation process. Professor Rowell agreed and in discussio ns with Dr.
Buchw ald drew up terms of reference and a list of persons to interview. She
was to report on facts and make suggestions on helpful courses of action
from a bioethics perspective, with a view to gett ing “everyone around the
same table” eventually. The list of persons she interviewed included several
members of the Hospital Exe cutive, and D rs. Olivieri, C han, Dick , Durie
and Gallie. Following the round of interviews, Professor Rowell concluded
that mediation efforts would be futile. She told this Committee that she
subsequ ently decided to offer suppo rt to Dr. Olivieri in the ethical stand she
took on the need to inform trial participants of a risk.
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(3) The petition for an inquiry
On June 26, 1998, Dr. Durie, Dr. Dick and many other HSC scientific and
medical staff signed a petition to Dr. Buchw ald concerning “the very troubling
difficulties that have arisen between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex.”9 The petition
stated that, “Those serving in positions of leadership and responsibility” had a
number of “moral and ethical obligations” which were listed. The list
included: protecting the rights and interests of research subjects in HSC studies;
safeguarding the independence of investigators; and addressing potential
institutional conflict of interest.
The petition also listed a number of matters which were cited as indicating
potential conflict of interest. This list included: funding by Apotex for projects in
HSC and the University of Toronto; the continuing use of laboratory space in HSC
by an Apotex employee (an apparent reference to Apotex Vice-President Dr.
Spino); “Apotex has actively supported HSC researchers who express a
favourable opinion [on L1—an apparent reference to Dr. Koren], but strenuously
discouraged, through legal threat, an individual with an unfavourable viewpoint
[an apparent reference to Dr. Olivieri]; and the fact that “Neither HSC (nor the
University of Toronto) have fully investigated this issue during a period of more
than two years.” The petition concluded with a call for the establishment of “an
external independent review of all matters concerning this case.”10

(4) The letters by Dr. Zlotkin, Dr. Corey, & Dr. Saunders
In the summer of 1998 Dr. Buchwald received letters from each of Drs.
Zlotkin, Corey and Saunders. Dr. Stanley Zlotkin is a member of the
Division of Gastroenterology and Nutrition in the Hospital and had served as
Chair of the REB during the entire period of the Apotex-sponsored L1 trials.
His letter raised tw o cases wh ere externa l sponsors o f research h ad tried to
interfere improp erly with research findings. One of these involved his own
work and a foundation which funded it. The o ther was the case of D r.
Olivieri and Apotex. He explained that in the latter case, there were serious
unresolved issues of institutional conflict of interest, as well as an
unresolved issue regarding control and use of data between Dr. Olivieri and
a previous collaborator (an apparent reference to Dr. Kore n). Dr. Zlotk in
continued:
Whether true or not, the fact that Apotex is actively supporting HSC researchers
[an apparent reference to Dr. Koren, notably] who view favourably the
outcomes of the research and discouraging, through legal threat, an individual
with an unfavourable view, lends support to the view that the autonomy of Dr.
Olivieri is at stake. This fact alone, should raise the ire of those who run the
Institution. 11
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Dr. Zlotkin concluded his letter with a call for “an external independent
review.” (emphasis in original)
Dr. Mary Corey is an epidemiologist in the Hospital. She was one of the
four persons contracted by Apotex to serve on its Expert Advisory Panel in
July 1996. The panel disagreed with Dr. Olivieri’s finding that there was a
risk of loss of sustained efficacy. However, two years later Dr. Corey
informed Dr. Buchwald by letter that she now considered that Apotex had
misled the EAP as to both fac ts and circumstances. In particular she wrote, “I
believe the expert p anel set up b y Apotex m ay not have h ave had all th e
information necessary to form unbiased conclusions.” 12 She was later
interviewed by the Globe a nd Mail and reiterated her conce rn publicly, “we
did not have the up-to-date data.” 13 She told this Committee that Dr. Spino
then called her and question ed her allegations. She rep lied to Dr. Spino that
she had not been misquoted. In her letter to Dr. Buchwa ld she added that D r.
Olivieri shou ld have bee n provided with institution al support. 14
Dr. Fred Saunders, Director of the Bone Marrow Transplant Program in
also wrote to Dr. Buchw ald in July 1998. He informed Dr. Buchw ald that
he had recently signed a contract with a drug company that gave “the company
complete control over a study… They can change the protocol at will and have
veto power over all publications and presentations.” 15 He added that this
contract had been formally reviewed and approved by the Hospital. He
proposed that there should be an institutional policy to prevent such “onesided” arrangements. Thus it appears that even after the problem with Apotex
emerged, the Hospital was in fact giving official approval to contracts with
publication and other restrictions more sweeping than those in the LA–01
contract Dr. Olivieri signed in 1993.
HSC,

(5) Support for the HSC administration
As support for the position of Dr. Olivieri grew an d criticism of th e administration for its perceived lack of action increased and became public, other
staff expressed support for the administration. For instance, a majority of the
division chiefs in the Department of Pediatrics, including Dr. Koren, wrote a
group letter to the Chair of the Board:
We wish to express our unqu alified support for Mr. Micha el Strofolino and
Drs. Hugh O’Brodovich, Manuel Buchwald and Alan Goldbloom in terms of
their integrity, the legitimacy of the processes they have established and
pursued recently in a [sic] attempt to resolve this matter, and their commitment to the care, health, welfare, and safety of children.16

(6) Criticism of Dr. Koren
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In 1996, be fore and af ter Apotex terminated the L1 trials, Dr. Koren had
given repeated assurances to Dr. Olivieri that he supported her position on
the risk of loss of sustained efficacy. Ap otex claimed that during the same
period Dr. Koren suppo rted its opposing position. In earl y 1997, Dr. Koren
was listed as senior author of two abstracts co-authored with others funded
or employed by Apotex submitted to a conference scheduled for April 1997
in Malta. Among the co-authors were research fellows of Dr. Koren who
received salary support from Apotex funds granted to Dr. Koren after the
trials were terminated. The abstracts used data from the LA–01 and LA–03
trials and repor ted that L1 was effective and safe—the position of Apotex.
Dr. Olivieri learned of these abstracts only after they had been submitted
(see section 5N).
Later in 1997 and in 199 8, issues were raised regard ing Dr. Koren’s
actions in these and oth er matter s. In November 1997 , Dr. Dick raised with
Dr. Buchwald concerns about Dr. Koren’s scientific and personal conduct
toward Dr. Olivieri. On this basis he questioned the appropriateness of
appointing Dr. Koren to a new administrative position in the Hospital’s
Research Institute.17
In late March 1998, Dr. Olivieri alleged that one of Dr. Koren’s Apotexfunded research fellows, Dr. Orna Diav-Citrin was identified accessing the
chart of a patient in the thalassemia clinic without authorization, and lodged
complaints with the Ho spital administration.18 For more than a year, there
had been an ongoing dispute between Apotex and Dr. Olivieri over c ertain
data on thalassemia patients who had been enrolled in L1 trials. On legal
advice that she was not required to provide this data to Apo tex, Dr. Olivieri
had repeatedly refused to provide it, either directly to Apotex, or to D r.
Koren who had approach ed her on b ehalf of the compa ny. 19 Dr. Olivieri s aid
that the clinic files contained research information that Apotex had been
requesting. In a letter of complaint dated April 2, 1998 to Medica l Advisory
Committee Chair Dr. Laurence Becker, Dr. O livieri reported that neither Dr.
Diav-Citrin nor Dr. Koren had requested access, nor had they been given
permission to access clinic charts.20
Dr. Koren maintained that this was an innocuous matter. He wrote to Dr.
Olivieri that Dr. Diav-Citrin w as “sum marizin g a pha rmacok inetics s tudy…
done under my guid ance and supervision ,” and that she had been seeking “to
verify demographic data on a patient, in order to complete the ab ove
paper.”21 However, in a letter written a few weeks later, Dr. Koren said that
if Dr. Diav-C itrin had consulted him in advance, he “would have advised her
to approach Dr. Olivieri” to request access.22
Dr. Moore, the REB Chair, exp ressed the vie w that there w as no polic y to
prevent such access as had occurred in this case.23 Following an
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investigation, the HSC administration decided to take no action and relied on
Dr. Moore’s view in reaching this decision.24
In her letter to Dr. Becker on April 2, Dr. Olivieri also outlined her wider
dispute with Apotex, that began with the termination of the trials and the
initial legal warnings on May 24, 1996, and was still ongoing. She added:
During this time, Dr. Koren has continued to assist Apotex in the development
of deferiprone and to receive funding from Apotex Inc., including that for Dr.
Diav-Citrin’s salary.25

Dr. Olivieri copied Dr. Koren on this letter, and he wrote to Dr. Becker in
response on April 15, disputing Dr. Olivieri’s allegation concerning his
continuing assistance to Apotex. He wrote that Dr. Diav-Citrin’s “study has
nothing to do with Apotex,” and that, “The funding we received [from
Apotex] after the unplanned discontinuation of the trial… was not dependent
on work related to deferiprone for thalassemia.” 26 In a similar letter to Dr.
Buchw ald on May 7, Dr. Koren said that Dr. Olivieri’s allegation constituted
“serious slender [sic] and defamation against me.”27 Dr. Koren continued:
As indicated by me repeatedly, the incidence [sic] with Dr. Orna Diav-C itrin
has nothing to do with Apotex. This paper was not do ne for Apotex and, in
fact, it is very likely that Apotex will not like the results.

He added, “The only individual paid to assist Apotex in lisencing [sic] the
drug is Dr. Olivier i herself.” This was a refer ence to D r. Olivieri’s co nsulting contract to design and organize the LA–02 trial at international sites.
However, Dr. Graham Sher (co-author with Dr. Koren of one of the two
abstracts for the April 1997 conference in Malta) also had a consulting
contract with Apotex for work on the LA–02 trial.28 (See section 5N(5 ).)
A week after Dr. Koren wrote this letter to Dr. Buchwa ld, he and Dr.
Diav-Citrin met with Drs. Spino an d Tricta of Apotex “to discu ss Orna’s
paper,” as Dr. Koren’s notes of the meeting record.29 Dr. Olivieri learned
much later that, on August 12, 1 998, Dr. Koren, Dr. Diav-Citrin and another
Apotex-funded research fellow had submitted an article to the journal
Therape utic Drug Monitoring on the efficacy of L1. It was published in 1999
and was based on LA–03 trial data.30 The article did not disclose fundin g
support by Apotex, did not no te previously published findings of risks of L1,
and did not acknowledge the contribu tions of Dr . Olivieri and others to
generating the data on which it was based. (Se e section 5R.)
Dr. Koren’s actions in regard to the Malta abstracts were criticized by
Dr. Gallie in early June 1998, and were alluded to in the petition signed by
Dr. Durie and others later that month. In mid-August 1998, following
publication of Dr. Olivieri’s article on risks of L1 in the New England
Journal of Medicine, the controversy became the focus of widespread media
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attention. At this time, Dr. Gallie was quoted in the press as having said that
Dr. Koren’s studies were “providing very economically useful information
for the drug company [Apotex]. … They’ve quoted him in two ways, to say
that the drug is safe and that Dr. Olivieri’s interpretation is wrong .”31 Dr.
Koren warned her of legal action, and in November 1998 filed an action for
defamation against Dr. Gallie and two Toronto newspapers.32 However, at
the time the present report was completed, the respondents had still not
received notice of a date by which a defence should be filed.33

(7) HSC & a major University-Apotex project
Beginning in 1991, Apotex and the University of Toronto were negotiating
about a multimillion dollar donation by the company, and had reached
agreement in principle in the spring of 1998 (see section 4). On June 11, 1998
University Vice-President Mr. Jon Dellandrea convened a meeting with the
foundations of several of the University’s affiliated teaching hospitals, including
HSC, to discuss the proposal and possible participation by hospitals:
Jon opened the meeting indicating he was “the mess enger for a donor who, if
the deal closed, would be the larg est donor to U of T, and the lead gift to its
campaign.” 34

The foundation representatives were advised that “th e donor w ished to
remain anonymous during the negotiations” with the hospital foundations.
By this date, the dispute involving A potex and Dr. Olivieri was becoming
more widely know n, and wa s anticipated to become the subject o f media
attention. The HSC foundation indicated it would require the identity of the
donor in advance and was advised a week later that it was Apotex. In a
memo to the Naimark Re view, Ms. Dianne Lister, President and CEO of the
HSC Foundation, described subsequent discussions:
Being aware of some difficulties emerging with Apotex and Dr. Olivieri, I
discussed the issues with [HSC President] Mike Strofolino and Dr. Buchwald.
On behalf of the HSC Executive, they agreed that it would be inappropriate to
be perceived to be at any stage of negotiations with this prospective donor. 35

On June 25, 1998 Ms. Lister advised Mr. Dellandrea, “we are unable to
participate in this proposal.” 36

(8) HSC publicly repeats Apotex’s allegations
In licencing submissions for L1 to regulatory agencies in early 1998, Apotex
stated that the “primary reason” it had terminated the Toronto efficacy and
safety trials was that, allegedly, Dr. Olivieri had com mitted such severe
protocol violations that the data was compromised.37 (In 1996 and 1997 the
company had given a different reason—see section 5F). Apotex had earlier
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made this allegation informally to Dr. Buch wald, as noted in the N aimark
Report:
During the early part of 1998, at a meeting of the Toronto Biotechnology
Association, Dr. Spino approached Dr. Buchwald and stated that the L1 trial
under Dr. Olivieri’s supervision had a number of protocol violations that was
an order of magnitude greater than any of the oth er trials they were funding.
Dr. Buchwald expressed surprise and indicated to Dr. Spino that he would
not investigate such an allegation unless Dr. Sp ino put it in writing. There
was no further word from D r. Spino or Apotex on this su bject until it was
mentioned in a letter to Mr. Strofolino from Dr. Spino dated August 31,
1998.38 (emphasis added)

Dr. Spino’s lengthy letter to Mr. Strofolino of August 31, 1998 said:
We took positive action to terminate the trials at HSC on the basis of the
*
protocol violations and othe r serious matters outlined in this letter. 39

Thus, HSC now had the allegation in writing, which Dr. Buc hwald said
would be needed before he would “investigate” it. However, ne ither Dr.
Buchw ald nor any other member of the HSC Executive investigated the
allegation. Instead, the next day, September 1, 1998, the Executive sent out
an e-mail statement on the L1 controvers y to all HSC medical and scientific
staff in which it repeated Apotex’s allegation. The Executive’s statement
included the following:
Dr. Olivieri… expressed her concerns [about the risk of loss of sustained
efficacy] to Apotex and the HSC Research Ethics Board. The REB recommended
that she change the patient consent form to reflect this new information. This
she did… Both Apotex and other scientists involved in the L1 trials disagreed
with Dr. Olivieri’s interpretation of the data. Apotex also expressed concerns to
Dr. Olivieri about protocol violations during the course of the stud y. As a
result, Apotex cancelled the clinical trial on May 24, 1996.40

The allegation, simply put, was to the effect that Dr. O livieri was not a
very diligent scientist, and h ad allowed so many pro tocol violation s that this
was one of the main reasons Apotex terminated the trials. This late-arising
allegation was a serious one, and one potentially damaging to Dr. Olivieri’s
distinguished international reputation. It was made privately in a letter to the
HSC President, by a for-profit drug company that had been using legal
warnings to deter Dr. Olivieri, one of the Hospital’s medical staff, from
informing the Hospital’s patients of a risk. Yet the Hospital’s Executive,
without investigating it, indeed without even asking Dr. Olivieri for her
position on the allegation, repeated it in a statement issued to a large number
of individuals. The Executive’s statement subsequently was fo rwarded to
*Among the “other serious matters outlined” in Dr. Spino’s letter was that Dr. Olivieri
“lacked objectivity” in reporting to the Research Ethics Board that she had identified an
unexpected risk of Apotex’s drug.
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many others outside HSC by a person supportive of the Executive in the L1
controversy, Dr. Sergio Grinstein.41
Dr. Olivieri responded to the Executive’s statement on September 5, in a
lengthy memo addressed to University Provost Dr. Adel Sedra and HSC
Board members, th at she copie d to others. She outlined her position on the
entire controvers y and questio ned the process whereby allegations she had
not seen were publicly repe ated with no notice to he r or opportu nity to
review the specifics.42 Dr. Olivieri was not provided with an opportun ity to
review and respond to the details of Apotex’s allegations of protocol
violations until 2000, when a court of the European Communities allowed an
application she filed to proceed. As the present report was complete d,
matters were still before the court (see sec tion 5U).
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(9) Conclusions
1 *HSC administrators and Dean Aberman did not agree with concerns
expressed by several Senior Scientists that the Hospital and the U niversity
had not provided effective support to Dr. Olivieri in the dispute with Apotex.
The administrators’ responses gave rise to more widespread concerns in the
Hosp ital and, eventu ally, dem ands fo r an ind epend ent exte rnal inq uiry.

2 * During 1997 and1998 Drs. Dick, Durie, Gallie and Chan took the
initiative in calling for effective support for Dr. Olivieri in the dispute with
Apotex and in subsequent disputes with the HSC administration. They have
since been rega rded as D r. Olivieri’s principal supporters in the L1
contro versy. They have been criticized a nd, in th eir view, penaliz ed, by HSC
administrators for their outspoken defence of Dr. Olivieri and the principles
of academic freedom and ethical conduct of research.
3 *The L1 dispute be came a hig hly public matter in August 1998 , two years
after it began in M ay 1996. D r. Dick in N ovember 1 997 and Dr. Gallie in
June 1998 had alerted the Hospital administration to the p ossibility this
could occur.
4 *Dr. Olivieri and several colleagues alleged that Dr. Koren was in a conflict
of interest, and he then alleged that Dr. Olivieri was in a conflict of interest.
Whenever a university faculty member accepts research funding from a
commercial sponsor to work on development of a product or process owned
by that sponsor, there is potential for conflict of interest to arise. The potential
may be increased where the faculty member also signs a personal services
(consulting) contract with the same sponsor, as Dr. Olivieri had in this case.
Such potential conflicts of interest are common and may be resolved or
managed in various ways.
Dr. Olivieri defied the sponsor’s wishes when she mo ved to inform
patients of a risk of Apotex’s drug she identified, and the company immediately terminated h er consultin g contract fo r the internatio nal trial ( LA–02),
the same day it terminated the Toronto trials (LA–01 and LA–03). Thereafter
she no lon ger had a p otential con flict of interest.
Dr. Koren did not resolve his potential conflict of interest. Instead,
potential became ac tual when he publish ed work su pporting A potex’s view
that L1 was effective and safe, but failed to disclose in the publications the
research funding he received from the company. His failure in this rega rd
was signific ant in vie w of the very large amount of research funding he had
received from Apo tex in the years 1993–19 97. (See sections 5G (3) and 5R.)
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5 *In late June 1998, the Hospital and the HSC Foundation declined to participate in a major do nation to the University and some of its teaching
hospitals by Apotex. This multimillion dollar donatio n had been under discussion since 1991. In declining participation, the Hospital said that the
dispute between Apotex and Dr. Olivieri made it “inappropriate to be
perceived to be at any stage of n egotiations with this prospective d onor.”
6 *It was improp er for the H ospital Exe cutive to have repeated p ublicly
allegations made privately by Apotex against Dr. Olivieri’s work, without
investigation or even consultation with D r. Olivieri. Th is was dama ging to
her reputation and had the effect of serving Apotex’s interests.
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5M * Removal of D r. Olivieri as Program Director
(1) Proposed decentralization of the SCD program
describes interactions between the HSC administration and Dr.
Olivieri occurring contemporaneously with the Apotex dispute that may
have had a bearing on how the HSC leadership dealt with that dispute.

THIS SECTION

During the period 1986–1998, the patient load in Dr. Olivieri’s hemoglobinopathy programs grew from approxim ately 150 to 450 patients (100
patients with thalassemia and 350 with sickle cell disease—SCD). The growth
in numbers of patients in the Toronto area was a reflection of Canada’s
changing immigration patterns in recent decades.1 The greater numbers of
patients needing the specialized care required to manage these potentially fatal
genetic diseases placed increasing demands on resources at a time when
funding was being eroded by governments.
In the mid–1990s the Hospital for Sick Children undertook to develop a
pediatric network involving other hospitals in Metropolitan Toronto for
provision of inpatient and outpatient care to patien ts with ce rtain dis eases. In
1995 Dr. Olivieri was informed that the HSC administration had selected the
SCD program she directed as one of several programs to be decentralized (or
“satellited”) to regional hospitals. She questioned the decentralization of the
2
SCD program on medical, administrative and scientific grounds, and the
proposal was not strongly pursued for some month s. The matter was
complicated administratively by the fact that when SCD patients reached
adulthood, their care was provided in the The Toronto Hospita l (TTH )
located across the street from HSC . The TTH administratio n appears not to
have been persuaded that decentralization of SCD care was necessarily the
best approach.
In early 1996 Dr. Olivieri discussed her concerns with HSC President Mr.
Michael Strofolino and TTH Physician-in-Chief Dr. Michael Baker, and
informed Dr. Melvin Freedman (HSC Chief of Hematology) that she would
“continue to negotiate directly” with them.3 This led to a meeting in April
1996 of HSC Vice-President Dr. Alan Goldbloom, HSC Research Institute
Director Dr. Manuel Buchwald, incoming Pediatrician-in-chief Dr. O’Brodovich, and Dr. Olivieri. They discussed the decentralization proposal, Dr.
Olivieri’s concerns over it and over inadequa te resources for existing
programs, and the administrators’ concerns over what they considered end
runs by her. Dr. Olivieri was advised she should work with her division head
Dr. Freedman, but Dr. O’Brodovich “indicated he would be prepared to
address some of these issues [she had raised].” 4 It is clear from the
documentary record of these interactions in the spring of 1996 that some HSC
administrators considered Dr. Olivieri to be a difficult subordinate,
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uncooperative with management directives, while she considered them to be
unreasonable, hence not deserving of deference.
In early May 1996 Dr. Fre edman ad vised Dr. O livieri that HSC now
intended to proceed with the dec entralizatio n, and she replied that her
concerns remained.5 Strongly worded corre spondence be tween Dr. Olivieri
and several administrators was exchanged then and over the ensuing months.
For instance, Dr. Freedman wrote to Dr. Olivieri on May 10, 1996 indicating
that the decision to decentralize the SCD program was firm and that it was
based on resource needs. “[T]here are, once again, very strong directives
from the Department of Paediatrics, with firm endorsement from the
Executive Office that we co ntain the pro gressive gro wth of the S ickle Cell
Clinic” and resultin g increase s in costs. H e added, “ The obvio us benefit of
this type of arrang ement is that it alleviates you and our clinic of direct
clinical responsibility yet allows you to get the research data that you want.” 6
Dr. Olivieri replied at length on May 13, noting that the concerns she raised
the year before had not been addressed, and explaining to Dr. Freedman why
she considered his claim of “obvious benefit” not to be well founded.
The medical reason Dr. Olivieri gave for opposing decentralization was that
two decades of research at clinical centres in the USA had demonstrated that
morbidity and mortality in SCD patients were significantly reduced where care
was provided in tertiary hospitals by experienced hematologists.* 7 In May 1996,
as in February 1995, she asked for assurances that the quality of patient care
would remain high under the proposed new arrangement,8 but was not reassured
by the responses she received. A year and a half later, after much discussion and
controversy, the same concern remained and appeared to be shared by medical
administrators in The Toronto Hospital where adult SCD patients received their
care. In October 1997 when the controversy over decentralization of the HSC
program was reported in The Medical Post, Dr. Armand Keating, Director of the
Division of Hematology in the University of Toronto and in The Toronto
Hospital, was quoted as stating:
In principle, we’re very much in favour of dece ntralizing a lot of activity
done on University Avenue (Sick Kids) that can b e don e in th e per iphe ry, but
there must be assurance that adequate delivery of care can be provided, and
I’m uncertain that would be the case in this [SCD] satellite endeavour. 9

The research re ason that D r. Olivieri gave for opposing decentralization
was that it would be more difficult and time-consuming to supervise clinical
research trials and ens ure high sta ndards, if pa tients were in widely
separated locations. She note d that she had just received a S cientist Award
from MRC, which provided five years of salary support to enable her to
*Leading American authorities on clinical management of SCD make this point, for instance
Dr. Elliot Vichinsky of the C hildren’s Hospital, Oa kland (see endnote).
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concentra te on researc h. Such a wards are m ade on the basis of the scientist’s
distinguished record, and on condition that her employer ensured that she
has substantial protected time from administrative and clinic al duties to
devote to research.10 Dr. Olivieri also said that the proposed decentralization
could jeopardize an oppo rtunity for HSC and TTH to participate in a planned
multi-centre study for improving treatment of SCD patients that could attract
substantial funding from the USA National Institutes of Health (NIH ). She
added that Dr. Keating shared her concern. She reviewed program budget
details and suggested alternative arrangements.
In her May 13 reply to Dr. Freedman, Dr. Olivieri also wrote that, “such
marginalization of services to an almost exclusively black population is a
delicate issue. It is difficult to see how the Hospital’s Executive could justify
to Toronto’s black commun ity the policy of moving children with sickle cell
disease away from the province’s only Comprehensive Care Program.”11 (SCD
occurs predomin antly in black populations.) She concluded by suggesting that
no decision should be made until Dr. Haslam’s successor as Pediatrician-inChief, Dr. O’Brodovich assumed office in July. However, the administration’s
position on the SCD program decentralization did not change, and disagreements over this proposal between Dr. Olivieri and Drs. Goldbloom and
O’Brodovich escalated during the next several months. In October 1996, Dr.
Goldbloom wrote:
I stated to you that if you were unable to cooperate w ith this arrangement,
then the clinical directorship of the haemoglobinopathy program would be
assigned to someone else.12

In these circumstances, without adequate labour relations grievance procedures for clinical scientists,13 Dr. Olivieri sought advice from private legal
counsel an d so informe d the Hos pital. 14
It was around this time in the fall of 1996 that spokes persons for SCD
patient support groups became active, writing to leading medical experts on
SCD in the United States for opinions on management of care for SCD
patients, and requesting that Dr. O ’Brodov ich meet with them to hea r their
concerns.15 The requested me eting occurred in Jan uary 1997. The SCD
community representatives then wrote to the Hospital administrators that the
meeting had failed to dispel their concerns.16 Upon receipt of this letter from
the community representatives, Dr. O’Brodovich drafted a reply. He then
wrote to Dr. Olivie ri and aske d her to co-sig n with Dr. G oldbloom and him
the draft letter to the community group, “as it would indicate that this is a
united approach.” 17 She again sought leg al advice an d wrote to Dr.
O’Brodovich to inform him that she could n ot, “in personal conscie nce, afix
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[her] signature to [his] letter.” 18 Dr. Olivieri’s refusal to co-sign the letter
drafted by Dr. O ’Brod ovich is dated Fe bruary 1 9, 199 7.*
The letter Dr. Olivieri refused to co-sign was sent to the patient support
group by Drs. O’Brodovich and Goldbloom on February 25. The letter
indicated that HSC had done no detailed studies to determine whether the
SCD resource problem could be solved by the pr opose d dece ntraliza tion. It
continued :
The fact is that costs are, at this point, a secondary issue. Our overriding
purpose, as documented both in our own strategic plan and in the
recommendations of the Metro District Health Council Restructuring
Commission is the establishment of a Child Health Network involving
regional paediatric centres. … The fact is that no formal financial plans or
budget plans have yet been developed with relationship to any of our new
network initiatives … . 19

The letter put forward a new reason for selecting the SCD program as one of
those to be decentraliz ed, namely, c onvenien ce to patien ts:
[T]he initiatives are being proposed because we believe we can provide care
closer to the home commun ity for many patients, at a standard that we have
been providing at The Hospital for Sick Children.20

This justification was not well appreciated by the SCD community. In a
“Facts Sheet” distributed in response, the SCD support group said that, “This
disease… requires management in a tertiary setting,” and that in fact the
proposed satellite location, the Scarboroug h Centenary Hea lth Centre, was
not conveniently located for a larg e majority of SCD patients.21
In summary, the first justification (resources) advanced for selecting the
program for decentralization was not sustained by those who had put it
forward, and the second (patient convenience) was rejected by the group
representing the commun ity that it was supposed to benefit. This left an
impression with Dr. Olivieri and the patient support group that the selection of
the SCD program was not well considered by the HSC administration.
Subse quently, Mr. Antoni Shelton, Executive Director of the Urban Alliance
on Race Relations, wrote a letter of protest to the HSC Board of Trustees. He
said that, “this decision, if allowed to be implemented, will be harmful to
many families and individuals in the Black community,” and asked that the
initiative be “stopped,” because “no adequate justification” had been
provided.22

SCD

*February 19, 1997 was the same day that Dr. O’Brodovich confronted Dr. Olivieri with the
allegation that she had failed to inform the relevant authorities (the REB and himself) about her
identification of the risk that Apotex’s drug L1 could cause chronic liver toxicity. (See sections
5K, 5O and 5P .)
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Drs. Goldbloom and O’Brodovich were displeased with what they saw as
Dr. Olivieri’s uncooperativeness, warning her that she could be relieved of
her program directorship. However, confidence in her ability and judgment
was undiminished in The Toronto Hospital and in January 1997 she was
appointed director of its Hemoglobinopathy Program. For two years she held
the position of Program Director in both HSC and TTH .
Discussions concerning the pro posed decentralization of HSC ’s SCD
program to Scarborough w ere resumed in the summ er of 1997. In Augu st,
Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Freedman to reiterate her original concerns over
resources, including the additional resources she felt would be required to
ensure that equivalent care could be provided at the satellite location. She
noted that a similar proposal to satellite oncology care included provision for
additional financial support, in contrast to the proposal to satellite SCD care.
She also noted that Drs. Baker and Keating were providing additional
resources for the SCD program a t TTH with a view to kee ping care o f adult
SCD patients centralized there, since TTH had decided the opposite of what
23
HSC had been proposing. The satellitization issue at HSC again subsided,
only to re-emerge in early 1999, as w e discuss in subsection (3).

(2) HSC’s removal of Dr. Olivieri from her directorship & “gag
orders”
Throughout most of 1998 Dr. Olivieri raised concerns over lack of program
resources, first with HSC ,24 later with Dean Aberman,25 again with HSC , then
through legal coun sel, 26 and finally in December, pu blicly, also through
legal counsel. The frequency of her requests for clinical resources increased
in the second half of 1998, following a red uction in July in the weekly hou rs
clinical assistants would be available to see patients in the HSC
hemoglobinopathy clinic. In extensive correspondence between Dr. Olivieri
and Dr. Vi ctor Bla nchette , Chief of Hem atolog y and O ncolog y, she
expressed concerns that patients sh ould obtain proper care and that, in the
absence of adequate clinical support, she had to spend more time in clinical
work than permitted in the standard arrangement between MRC and her
employer for her Scientist award.27 That arrangement required her to “devo te
at least 75% of [her] time to researc h.” 28
The disagreem ents over res ources in tensified during the same period that
the L1 dispute be came the su bject of inten se media atte ntion, and the
Naimark Review w as in progre ss. In Dece mber 199 8 two actions were taken
that were viewed as sharp escalations in c onflict by one party or the other.
On Decemb er 9, the day th e Naimark Report was released, the HSC Board of
Trustees passed a re solution statin g that Dr. Olivieri had “faile d” in a repo rt-
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ing obligation, and referring the matter to the Medical Advisory Committee,
the body that advises the Board on disciplinary action. The Hospital
announced this action to the press.29 (See section 5P.) On December 10, Mr.
Clayton R uby and M s. Beth Symes, cou nsel for Dr . Olivieri, wro te a letter to
the Hospital administration outlining Dr. Olivieri’s concerns over program
resources, and held a press conference to discuss the letter’s concerns, at
which D r. Olivieri was not presen t.
On Sunday, December 13 the Toronto Sun reported on the press conference and on the Hospital’s response. The Sun noted two statements made in
the press conference: (i) in July 1998, availability of physician assistants for
the HSC hemoglobinopathy clinic had been significantly reduced and this
placed the health of children with potentially fatal diseases at greater risk; and
(ii) “Children at risk include 350 sickle cell anemia patients, most of whom are
black with sole-support mothers, and 100 thalassemia patients, ‘none of
northern European ancestry,’ Ruby said.”30 The Sun quoted Ms. Cyndy
DeGiu sti, a spokesperson for the Hospital, as responding that, “‘This is a
serious charge and we will be investigating,’” and that, to this end, “[HSC
President Mr.] Strofolino sent the letter on to medical advisory and patient
care committees.” The newspaper quoted Ms. Symes as suggesting that the
Hospital’s removal of resources from Dr. Olivieri’s program was “linked” to
the L1 dispute involving Dr. Olivieri and Apotex. It also quoted the Hospital
spokesperson as saying that “the Apotex battle may be Olivieri’s motivation
for her allegation of understaffing,” and that, “there have been no complaints
recently via normal channels.” This is a surprising, as well as incorrect, statement in view of the extensive correspondence from Dr. Olivieri to Dr.
Blanche tte and others during the preceding months on this issue.
No information is available on conclusions reached by the “medical
advisory and patient care committees” in their investigation of the concerns
raised by Mr. Ruby and Ms. Symes. However, on December 16, before these
investigations were completed, action of another kind was taken, when the
Combined Chiefs’ Meeting in the Department of Pediatrics was held that
morning. The minutes record that the Chair, Dr. O’Brodovich, tabled the
December 10 letter from Mr. Ruby and Ms. Symes, and the December 13
Sun article. The m inutes also record that, “Dr. O’Brodovich and Dr. R.
Laxer [Associate Chair] reviewed the current process by the P atient Care
Committee which is underway to investigate these allegations.” A motion
was then passed, recommending to the Chair “that Dr. Olivieri be replaced
by an acting medical director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program”.31 The
recorded preamble to this motion said that the implication of the state ments
by Dr. Olivieri’s counsel was considere d to be that th e Hospita l “would
condone differential access to treatment … based on racial and eth nic
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origin.” The preamb le added that the motion was put, “In the interest of
patient care at the HSC and the reputation and integrity of the HSC .” The
minutes record that all present supported the motion, including Dr. Koren.
Dr. Olivieri did not learn of this meeting un til January, when Dr.
O’Brodovich implemented the Combined Chiefs’ recommendation.
On January 4, 1999, th e University w as advised b y the Hosp ital that it
planned to remove D r. Olivieri from the position of Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program . Events we re describe d in a letter from the Univer sity
Provost, Dr. Adel Sedra , to the Faculty Association President, Professor
William Graham, on January 12:
The President of the University was advised by the Dean on Monday,
January 4, 1999 that Dr. O’Brodovich had advised him that the HSC was
planning to remove Dr. Olivieri from her administrative responsibility for the
clinical programme.… President Prichard expressed objection to the process
being suggested. He advised that Hospit al representatives should meet with
Dr. Olivieri to put their concerns related to her performanc e of her administrative duties to her with her lawyer present and give her an opportunity to
respond before any final decision was made.32 (emphasis added)

President Prichard’s objection was conveyed to the Hospital, which
brought a teleph one ca ll from H ospital P residen t Strofo lino late r that da y.
Provost S edra’s letter co ntinued:
President Prichard, in this conversation, sought and received assurances
from Mr. Strofolino that the proposed action wo uld not impair her academic
rights including her ability to conduct her research. (emphasis added)

In this telephone conversation on January 4, President Prichard, a former
Dean of Law, explained to Mr. Strofolino the importance of due process and
advised how it could be provided, as the Provost’s letter described:
With respect to process, Mr. Strofolino indicated that the HSC planned to
deliver a letter to Dr. Olivieri advising her that she had been removed from
the position of Programme D irector. President Prichard in unequivocal
terms criticized the process suggested by Mr. Strofolino. President Prichard’s
position was that the process proposed was not collegial and not appropriate
in an academic environment. Presiden t Prichard advised Mr. Strofolino to
have a meeting with Dr. Olivieri before a final decision was made, to invite
Dr. Olivieri’s lawyers to attend the meeting and to ensure that D r. Olivieri
understood the concerns of the HSC and that she be given an opportunity to
respond. He stated that in the absence of such a process, the University
could not support the Hospital’s decision. (emphasis added)

Howeve r, two days late r, on Janu ary 6:
The President of the University was advised that a meetin g with Dr. Olivieri
and her counsel was going to take place that afternoon. As a result, President
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Prichard believed that the HSC was following the process su ggested by him
and was going to meet Dr. Olivieri prior to the final decision being made.
The President was very surprised to learn from the University’s counsel
(who was c alled by Dr. Oliv ieri’ s cou nsel ) on W edne sday evening (January
6 th) that Dr. Olivieri had been removed from her position as Programme
Director by the Hospital for Sick Children and that the meeting had been
limited to the delivery of the letter removing her from her administrative
responsibilities. (emphasis added)

On January 6, 1999, w hen Dr. O’B rodovich presented the letter (cosigned by Dr. Blanchette) to Dr. Olivieri informing her she had been
removed from her directorship,33 he also presented her with a second letter.
This second lette r, co-signed by Dr. Buc hwald, ha s been refe rred to in
University documents as a “gag order.”34 It reprimanded her for criticizing
the Hospital in public “in re lation to the L1 /Apotex matter” and directed her
to comply with Hospital policy on communication with the public.35 Letters
with content identical to this second one were also addressed to Drs. Chan,
Durie and Gallie.36* While the University was informed in advance of the
action to remove Dr. Olivieri from her administrative position, the
University was not given advance notice of these “gag orders,” as the
minutes of the January 21 meeting of the Academic Board confirmed:
The President said the Hospital had given the University no notice of these
letters. The colleagues had immediately ignored the notice and he understood
and s upp orte d thi s acti on. S uch o rders had n o pla ce in a Uni versi ty. 37

In summary, the inappropriateness of the letters infringing the academic
freedom of Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Durie and Gallie, and of the lack of due
process in the removal of Dr. Olivieri from her directorship, was such that
the University, for the first time since the L1 controvers y began in May 1996,
openly criticized the Hosp ital.

(3) HSC’s justification of its removal of Dr. Olivieri
In their January 6 removal letter to Dr. Olivieri, Drs. O’Brodovich and
Blanchette wrote that she had “failed to meet our expectations of a Programme
Director.” 38 The letter contained a list of ten allegations as comprising the basis
for the decision, with various failures to perform administrative duties or to
comply with directives being alleged. Interestingly, the letter contained no
mention whatever of the motion in the Combined Chiefs’ Meeting of December
16, which the action to remove Dr. Olivieri from the directorship implemented.
However, the letter did mention the public statements of counsel Ruby and
Symes (the basis for the Combined Chiefs’ motion), as an adjunct to the eighth
allegation in the series of ten.
*Dr. Dick, who was o n sick leave at the time, was not s ent a “gag order.”
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It is worth noting that the public remarks by counsel for Dr. Olivieri
—about the substantial reduction clinic staff and the composition of the SCD
and thalassemia patient populations— were statements of fact. It was not in
dispute that physician availability for the HSC clinic had been reduced in
July—in fact the reduction was acknowledged in the January 6 removal letter.
Also, counsel’s statement about the composition of the SCD and thalassemia
patient populations were facts well known in medical circles, and the concerns
expressed were not new to Dr. O’Brodovich and other members of the HSC
administration. It had been brought repeatedly to the attention of HSC administrators that, whatever their intentions, there was a possibility that the patient
commun ity would react adversely to significant changes in the system for
delivery of care for patients with this very serious disease. Questions had
already been asked as to why SCD was selected for a change to a system very
different from proven programs at major American centres, and why the
program for hemophilia, which affected other populations, had not been
selected for satellitization. Dr. Olivieri, SCD patient support groups and the
Urban Alliance for Race Relations had made such points several times.39
The disputes over resources were prominent among the allegations in the
January 6 removal letter, including the proposal to satellite the SCD program.
Some allegations were obviously incorrect. For instance, allegation 8 said that
Dr. Olivieri had been “passive” in response to the removal of medical staff
resources that had occurred in July 1998. The extensive correspondence
between Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Blanche tte extending from July to November,
followed by her engagement of Mr. Ruby who wrote on her behalf, demonstrates that her response was anything but passive.* Allegation 10 characterized her opposition to decentralization of the SCD program as “personal.”
However, since 1995 she had been providing in writing well documented
medical reasons as to why she thought decentralization of a treatment program
for this disease was inappropriate, along with research reasons.
Dr. Olivieri might have effectively responded to the other allegations, as
well, had she been given an oppor tunity. However, she was not given any
oppor tunity, as President Prichard noted. In addition, the removal action was
premature: it resulted from the motion by the Combined Chiefs on December
16 recommending removal to Dr. O’Brodovich—a motion passed before the
investigation into her concerns had been completed, as the minutes recorded.
A detailed examination of the allegations on which the summary removal
was based is unnec essary, because of two subsequent events in January 1999.

*The Naimark Report, published a month before Dr. O’Brodovitch wrote the removal letter,
found that during this period and on these resource issues, “Dr. Olivieri …, as the record shows,
was diligent in pursuing promptly matters of importance to her.” (Naimark Report, p. 105)
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First, Dr. Olivieri reported to us that two days after she was removed as
Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program, she was summoned to meet with
Dr. Blanchette. He asked her to continue in her duties, because no one with
her level of expertise was available to replace her. Dr. Olivieri said that, in her
view, Dr. Blanche tte had asked her to accept medical responsibility for the
patients, but without either the administrative authority or the title of Director.
She considered this request unreasonable, except in the short-term, pending an
appeal through the University. Second, matters related to the removal and the
“gag orders” were resolved by an agreement signed by the Hospital, the
University and Dr. Olivieri on January 25. Among other things, that agreement
nullified the practical effect of the removal: “full responsib ility and author ity”
over clinical care and clinical research in hemoglobinopathies in HSC were
restored to Dr. Olivieri, but without the title of Director. Under the agreemen t,
the title “disappeared” and “no similar title” was created.40 Also, the Hospital
“withdrew” the “gag orders.” (See section 5N.)
The January 25 agreement came about after interventions by distinguished
scientists from abroad, legal counsel for Dr. Olivieri, the University of Toronto
Faculty Association, the Canadian Association of University Teachers and
President Prichard. Their interventions were motivated by the fact that her
removal from the clinical and administrative authority as Director would mean
the end of her clinical research programs in Toronto. Sir David Weathe rall of
the University of Oxford made this point to President Prichard in a letter dated
January 8, two days after the removal:
This [removal] has come as a major blow to those of us who work in this
research field and I doubt if some of you in Toronto appreciate its
significance.… Dr. Olivieri’s programme, to many of us who have worked in
the field for a long time, is prob ably the strongest internationa lly. This is
because of your huge immigrant population from so many different developing
countries. You have the numbers of patients and diversity of their different
forms of haemoglobin disorder which is simply second to none. It is very
difficult to do a lot of this work in the developing world, as I know better than
most, and to lose the haemoglobinopathy programme [in Toronto] is a disaster
for the field. There are very few talented scientists doing this kind of work and
it is difficult to see who would take her place.… I have to emphasize… that
this is what is going to happen unless steps are taken to rectify the matter, and
quic kly. 41 *

*The hemoglobinopathies, SC D and the thalassemia syndromes, have played an important role
in the development of the science of human genetics and of molecular medicine during the past
half century. The advances in science have depended on advances in clinical research, and
conversely. A popular acc ount can be found in the book, Genes, Blood and Courage, by David
G. Nathan (199 5).
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(4) Conclusions
1 * The number of patients in Dr. Olivieri’s clinical program tripled over the
course of a decade, resulting in the need for increased resources. This
occurred because of the growth in the number of persons in the Toronto area
with the diseases in which she is a leading expert.

2 * The concerns over resources, and strong disagreem ents over possible
courses of action, began before the dispute between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex
erupted, and also before Dr. O’Brodovich succeeded Dr. Haslam as
Pediatrician-in-chief. However, the disagreem ents intensified after these two
events. Spokespersons for the Hospital and for Dr. Olivieri each linked the
program resource dispute and the L1/Apotex dispute.
Although there was no expres s mention of Apotex in the January 6, 1999
removal letter, the Hospital had dealt with months of adverse publicity over
allegations it had fai led to de fend D r. Olivie ri again st Apo tex. It is clear that
this was part of the context of the removal, because in the “gag order” letters
Dr. O’Brodovich a nd his administrative colleagues issued the same day, they
said that these orders were being issued following “efforts to discredit the
Hospital leadership, there by undermining pub lic confidence in the H ospital,”
in relation to “the L1/Apotex matter.” 42 The Naimark Report speculated that
the lack of actio n by the Ho spital admin istration in response the continuing
Apotex legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri in 1996–1997, “may perhaps be
explained by the fact that… Drs. Olivieri, Goldbloom and O’Brodovich
were intensely involv ed in… d isagreeme nts about the decentralization of the
Sickle Cell Disease P rogram.” 43

3 * The HSC administration acted improperly in removing Dr. Olivieri from
her directorship without due process.

4 * The Hospita l’s removal of Dr. Olivieri was premature, since the investigation into Dr. Olivieri’s concerns (that HSC had publicly announced—see Toronto Sun, December 13, 1998) had not been completed.
5 * The removal of Dr. Olivieri was done summarily. When due process has
been denied , we can not kno w with c ertainty w hether the accused person
would have been able to answer all of the allegation s. However, several facts
lead us to conclude that it is likely Dr. Olivieri could have answered them:
a) the denial o f due pr ocess b y HSC was delibe rate and ag ainst the advice of
President Prichard of the Univ ersity, who had explained to the Hospital
on January 4, 199 9 that it was improper;
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b) there are parallels b etween Dr. O’Brodovich’s actions in this matter and
his actions in placing incorrect info rmation about Dr. Olivieri before the
Naimark Review an d before th e Medical Advisory Committee (MAC ). In
both instances, the information he p ut forward was not disc losed to Dr.
Olivieri and there was a failure to provid e due process. D r.
O’Brodovich ’s letter to the MAC inquiry into Dr. Olivieri’s conduct was
dated January 4, 1999, only two days before his removal letter and “gag
order” letters were written;
c) the three-party agreement of January 25, 1999 restored Dr. Olivieri’s
medical authority over the HSC hemoglobinopathy program.

7 * The HSC administration acted impro perly in issuing the “gag o rders” to
Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Durie and Gallie. However, under the January 25
settlement, HSC withdrew th e “gag orders” and undertook not to infringe
academic freedom in future.
8 * The HSC administrators did not put forward cogent reasons for selecting
the SCD program, a mong oth er possibilities, for decentralization. The
administrators of The Toronto Hospital decided tha t their SCD program
should not be decentralized.

9 * Some regard Dr. Olivieri as a demanding and difficult person to work
with, and it appears that the relationship between her and Drs. O’Brodovich
and Blanchette had become dysfunctio nal. How ever, her rela tionship with
their counterparts in The Toronto Hospital, Drs. Baker and Keating, was
good.* Her actions in the disagreements with the HSC administration over
resources were in what she considered to be in the best interests of her
patients, and to preserve her nationally and internationally respected
research programs, and she g ave reasons for her views. The agreement of
January 25, 1999 resolved the administrative dysfunctionality by altering her
reporting relationships—she would report to Dr. Baker for her work in HSC ,
and he would report on her work to Dr. Blanchette.

10 *The lack of effective dispu te resolution processes for

medical and
scientific staff contributed to the develop ment of a situation in which clinical
demands on Dr. Olivieri’s time were in serious conflict with the conditions
for release time resulting from her Scientist Award, and in which her
concerns about this went unresolved. Dr. Olivieri reasonably felt that she
HSC

*Dr. Baker, the TTH Physician-in-chief and Associate Chair of the University’s Department
of Medicine, told this Committee of Inquiry that, although some viewed Dr. O livieri as “difficult,”
he would be pleased to have many more clinician-scientists “like her” in his hospital and
department.
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had no recourse but to engage private legal counsel in an effort to resolve
them.

5N * Events at the University of Toro nto
(1) Academic Freedom
1998, the University issued statements on the L1 controversy
that stressed the importance of academic freedom and the institution’s
obligation to protect it. In a twelve-point statement dated December 3, 1998,
the University said:

IN THE FALL OF

As a faculty member of the University of Toronto , Dr. Olivieri is entitled to
the full freedoms, rights and privileges of all members of the faculty
including vigilant protection of her academic freedom.1

On December 9, 1998, the day the Naimark Report was publicly released,
University President Robert Prichard said:
The University’s pre-eminent obligation is to ensure the academic freedom
of all of its members, wherever they work. …Recent events underscore the
importance of the university speaking out in suppo rt of the fundamental
freedoms of th e uni versi ty, no t onl y in support of individual colleagues, but
to create an environment in which all facu lty members have confidence th ey
will be protected from improp er pressure from any quarter. 2

The issue of whether or not the University had lived up to its stated
obligation and protected Dr. O livieri’s academic freedom is a significant
element of the L1 controversy. The University’s position is that it had done
so. For instance, the minutes of N ovember 1998 m eeting of the University’s
Governing Council recorded:
A member referred to the President’s comments about Dr. Olivieri’s current
situation in the hospital and noted tha t a similar situation at the University
might raise questions about her academ ic freedom. The President concurred
that ensuring Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom was critical but he reminded
members that the information on the te st results, which was at the heart of
this problem, had been released by Dr. Olivieri in November, 1996.3

The University’s twelve-point statement of December 3 said:
Pursuant to the University’s commitment to full and free debate, in 1996 the
Dean of Medicine successfully intervened at the request of Dr. Olivieri to
mediate between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex and achieved with the consent of
both Apotex and Dr. Olivieri the disclosure o f Dr. Olivieri’s scientific data.4
(emphasis added)

A similar statement was made in an article published in the University’s
newsletter, The Bulle tin, on December 14, 1998:
The [Naimark] review determined that Dr. Arnold Aberman, Dean of the
Faculty of Medicine, had intervened on several occasions on Dr. Olivieri’s
behalf, including calling on Apotex not to proceed with legal action against
her and convening mediation between both parties with the result that she
was allowed to disclose her research results.5
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There is no dispute that Dean Aberm an intervened in an effort to protect
Dr. Olivieri from improper pressure from Apotex. However, the claims that
the Dean ha d succeed ed in 1996 and that no further University action was
required are contradicted by documentary evidence. The Dean was copied
on legal warnin gs Apotex issued after his interventions and it is clear from
the documentary record that Apotex neve r consented to Dr. O livieri’s
disclosure of her findings on risks of L1. She continued to be subject to
improper pressure fro m Apotex from 1996 onward. T here is extensive
correspondence 1996 and 199 7 involving Dr. Olivieri, her CMPA legal
counsel and Apotex’s legal counsel which demonstrates that Apotex
continued to warn Dr. Olivieri of legal action should disclose her findings. It
is clear from this corresponde nce that her CMPA counsel took these
continuing warnings very seriously and that the CMPA devoted substantial
resources to contending with these warnings. It is also clear that Apotex
infringed Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom through its warnings. (See
sections 5H, 5I, 5N(3 ) and 5T.)
An important unanswere d question is why the the fu ll institutional
resources of Univers ity of Toronto were not d eployed to “v igilantly protec t”
Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom— until Janu ary 1999 w hen it succe ssfully
intervened after a further escalation of the controversy, following actions
agains t Dr. O livieri by HSC .

(2) University involvement in the L1 trials & controversy
The University of Toronto was involved in the trials from the outset. The main
sites of the trials were two of the University’s fully affiliated teaching
hospitals, HSC and The Toronto Hospital (where thalassemia patients received
their care after they reached adulthood). The investigators, Dr. Olivieri and Dr.
Koren were clinical professors of medicine in the University and as such had
the same right to academic freedom as all other professors in the University, as
its December 1998 statements confirmed.* Recip rocally, the investigators also
had responsibilities to the University for their conduct. We list other aspects of
University involvemen t:
1. The pilot study that becam e the long-ter m trial ( LA–03) was funded by
MRC for four years (1989–1993), and the applicants identified them*In a letter published in The Bulletin on October 13, 1998, Dr. Cecil Yip, Vice-Dean
(Research) of the Faculty of Medicine, said “The Faculty of Medicine’s strategic plan, approved
by the faculty council No v. 22, 1993, acknowledged that our departments are no longer simply
campus-based and as a result we do not distinguish between faculty members based on where they
are located or how they are compensated.” He added, “The special relationship with the fully
affiliated teaching hospita ls is far from new.”
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selves as professors in the University of Toronto. Their applications
to MRC were endorsed b y Dr. Robert Haslam , Chair of the
University’s Department of Pediatrics.
2. The quantities of the drug L1 administered to patients in the pilot
study were synthesized in the University’s Department of Chemistry
by a professor of Chemistry, Dr. Robert McClelland.
3. In addition to Dr. Olivieri who was the treating physician of trial
participants, monitoring procedures and data analysis were performed
by a number of other professors in the University. For instance, liver
biopsies were pe rformed by Dr. Laurence Blendis, a professor in the
Department of Medicine, and b iopsy slides were analysed by Dr.
Ross C ameron , a profe ssor in th e Dep artmen t of Path ology.
4. The randomized trial (LA–01) was funded through MRC’s “universityindustr y” program, and the application for the MRC share of the funding
required endorsement by an officer of a university. In this instance, Dr.
Robert Haslam signed for the “Univers ity of Toronto” in his capacity as
Chair of the Department of Pediatrics.
After Apotex terminated th e trials, issued legal warnin gs to Dr. O livieri
and withdrew supplies of its drug from the HSC pharmacy, th e University
accepted that it had responsibilities. It took actions on this basis, including
reviews of the cond uct of severa l individuals in matters pertaining to the
develo ping co ntrover sy.
1. Dr. Aberman intervene d several times in 1996 as Dea n of the University’s Faculty of M edicine in efforts to protect Dr. Olivieri’s aca demic
freedom, as well as to arrange reinstatemen t of the supply of L1 for
those fully informed patients who wished to continue on the drug
after the trial terminations, and for whom it was considered
sufficiently safe and beneficial.
2. In 1997 the U niversity receive d a compla int of academic misconduct
lodged by Dr. Olivieri in connection with publication of data from the
LA–03 trial, and it investigated this complaint (see section 5 N(5)).
3. In 1998 the P resident an d Provos t “reviewed the conduct of the
Faculty of Medicin e, its Dean a nd the Ch air of Dr. O livieri’s department” in connection with the L1 controversy, as reported in the
minutes of th e Govern ing Coun cil.6
4. In 1999 the University intervened and helped to resolve several issues
arising from HSC actions against Dr. Olivieri that adversely affected
her ability to carry out her research and infringed her academic freedom (see sections 5M (2) and 5N(13)).
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5. In 2000 the University received allegations against Dr. Olivieri
publicly referred to it by the HSC Board of Trustees and Medical
Advisory Committee—allegations pertaining to her conduct that
arose from the L1 contro versy. Th e Univ ersity did not reject th is
referral and it initiated a preliminary inquiry (see section 5P). (We
have no information as to whe ther the University intends to proceed
with a full inquiry.)
6. In 2000, the University disciplined Dr. Koren for “gross miscondu ct”
in breaching his responsib ilities to the Un iversity in matters re lated to
the L1 controversy (see sectin 5R). 7

(3) Responses of administrators to appeals
Dean Aberma n respond ed promp tly to an appeal for assistance by D r.
Olivieri and became involved in the L1 dispute in early June 199 6, shortly
after Apotex terminated the Toronto trials. He had discussions with the
parties to the dispu te and then held a med iation meetin g on Jun e 7, in whic h
certain issues were resolved but others remained unresolved (see section
5G).
Dean Aberman also interven ed in regard to the A potex le gal war nings. In
a memo to the Naimark Review, he indicated that he considered these
actions by Apotex to be inapp ropriate and that, shortly after the June 7
mediation meeting, he arranged an informal meeting with Apotex President
Mr. Ja ck Kay. 8 In this meeting Dean Aberman:
advised him [Mr. Kay] that … Apotexy [sic] should stop threatening legal
action against Nancy and should not proceed with legal action. … Mr. Kay
said that he would cons der [sic] my request. 9

Despite this intervention by the Dean, Apotex continued to issue legal
warnings to Dr. Olivieri, telling her not to disclose her findings to anyone:
patients, the regulators, the scientific commu nity, or other treating physicians.
The Dean was copied on warning letters dated August 12, August 22,
November 7, and November 27, 1996.10 In particular, both he and Mr. Kay
were copied on the August 12 letter. This should have prompted Dean
Aberman to follow up on his informal discussion with Apotex President Kay
by another more formal one. However, we have no evidence that he did so,
and as to his informal meeting with Mr. Kay in June 1996, he wrote, “I had
never met him [Mr. Kay] before (or since).” 11 As Dean, he had a responsib ility
to have taken more effective measures. If he felt unable to do this himself, he
could have asked the Provost or the President to assist him. We have no evidence that he took any such steps in 1996, or later.
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With the legal warnings continuing through A ugust 1996, D ean Aberman advised HSC Pediatricia n-in-Chief D r. Hugh O ’Brodov ich that he was
dealing with the warnings. Dr. O’Brodovich’s handwritten note dated
August 22 (on a copy of the legal warning letter of that date sign ed by Dr.
Spino) said:
Called Arnie A: He was fully aware … discussions with Spino. Advised he
would handle this.12

The Dean’s discussions with Dr. Spino were no more effective than his
discussion with the Apotex President Mr. Kay had been—the legal warnings
continued in the fall of 1996 and in 1997, and none has ever been rescinded.
The documentary record is clear: Apotex never consented to the disclosure of
any of Dr. Olivieri’s scientific data at any time after May 24, 1996 when it
issued the first in its series of legal warnings.
Apotex did not initiate a legal action against D r. Olivieri, but it nevertheless infringed her academic freedom in substantial ways. It is well known
that a successful legal strategy is to seek to achieve an objective by issuance
of warnings of action, without having to put the matter actually before the
courts. Exhausting the resources of an opponent, while expending a comparatively small fraction of one’s own resources and not having to risk a loss
in court, is such a strategy. As discussed in section 5H(3), Dr. Olivieri was
ultimately able to publish her findings in 1996 because she and prominent
supporters convinced the CMPA that publica tion was imp ortant to the p ublic
interest. Her CMPA counsel then wrote to Apotex to make clear that she had
CMPA backing in the event Apotex proceeded with legal action. We have no
evidence of any effective assistance from Dean Aberman or other U niversity
officers in this.
Apotex issued more legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri in 1997 to deter her
from disclosing findings on L1, and on CMPA legal advice she withdrew conference abstracts already submitted. (See section 5I.) Thus in these instances,
CMPA assistance was insufficient to protect her academic freedom. We have
no record of any intervention by the University to protect Dr. Olivieri’s
academic freedom in 1997, or in 1998, although she continued to be subject to
improper pressure from Apotex.
Dr. Olivieri reported to this Inquiry that she concluded in the summer of
1996 that Dean Aberman’s interventions with Apotex were not effective,
because the compa ny continue d to issue warnings of legal action against her.
Dr. Olivieri did not directly seek his assistance again until 1998. Dean A berman accounted for this break in contact in the following terms.
From June 6, 1996, to August 12, 1998, the day of the Open Meeting, Nancy
did not write to me, e-mail to me, or speak to me about the L1 matter. (I was
aware, of course, of the continuing controversy because I was copied on many
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letters between Nancy and Apotex.) Specifically, after the mediation Nancy
asked me to intervene in any way in the dispute. I thought that was
appropriate since most of the letters related to the scientific controversy, first,
of the effectiveness, and then, to the possible toxicity of L1.13 (emphasis in
original)
NEVER

Many letters from Apotex to Dr. Olivieri disputing her scientific findings,
including some that were copied to Dean Aberman, also contained warnings of
legal consequences should she communicate her findings to anyone. The fundamental issues were not “scientific,” but instead involved research and clinical
ethics, and academic freedom. If a clinical investigator has identified a risk, she
has an ethical duty to disclose that risk to research subjects. If a treating
physician identifies or learns of a risk, she has an ethical duty to inform patients.
As a university professor, an investigator has the right of academic freedom to
publish her findings. It is irrelevant to her ethical obligations or her academic
rights whether she is eventually proven scientifically correct by independent
studies.
Although Dr. Olivieri herself did not approach Dean Aberman for assistance
during this two-year period, he was approached on her behalf by a several
distinguished scientists and administrators in 1997 (see section 5N(4)). She
herself approached two University Vice-Presidents in 1997 and 1998.
In September 1997, Dr. Olivieri met with University Vice-President
(Research) Dr. Heather Munroe-Blum to raise several issues. These included
the legal warnings by Apotex to Dr. Olivieri, her concern that Dean Aberman
had not provided effective assistance to her in the face of these warnings, and
the issue of support for her programs. Dr. Munroe-Blum undertook to review
“the important policy issue” Dr. Olivieri had raised, and referred her to
Provost Sedra “to whom the Dean reports” for her complaint against the
Dean.14 Dr. Olivieri then met with Provost Sedra in October and reviewed two
matters with him. These were the findings of the Friedland Committee (which
investigated her complaint of academic misconduct against Dr. Sher—see
section 5N(5)) to which she objected, and her concern that Dean Aberman had
not provided effective assistance to her.15 A month later, Dr. Paul Gooch, the
Vice-Provost wrote to her asking for particulars on the two matters. A few
days later, he wrote again advising that she, as a complaina nt, could not
appeal the decision of an investigating committee.16
On August 1, 1998 Dr. Olivieri again appealed to Dr. Munroe-Blum:
I write to you… with respect to the matter of Apotex and the disclosure of
findings arising out of Apotex-supp orted trials of the iron chelator deferiprone conducted at the University of Toronto.17

Dr. Olivieri told Dr. Munroe-Blum she had not pursued her 1997 complaint
against the Dean with the Provost because “[she] was concerned that this
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might jeopardize [her] employment at The Hospital for Sick Children.” She
explained that she took this view because of her treatment by Dr. O’Brodovich
who, as Chair of the Department of Pediatrics, reported to the Dean on academic matters. By way of an example, she cited a recent dispute (May 1998)
in which Dr. O’Brodovich had “accepted” her “resignation” as Director of the
HSC Hemoglobinopathy Program, although she had not resigned. She added,
however, that this dispute had been resolved.
The main topic of Dr. Olivieri’s letter to Dr. Munroe-Blum was the
matter. She expressed the view that Dr. Buchwald (Director of the
HSC Research Institute) was not taking action to defend medical ethics and
scientific integrity from improper influences by Apotex. She mentioned that
many physicians and scientists in the Hospital were now expressing support for
her concerns, and calling for an independent inquiry. She added that there was
growing press interest in the attempts by Apotex to prevent her from
communicating with her patients and the scientific community. She noted that
this interest would likely be heightened by the impending publication of her
article on inefficacy and toxicity of L1 in the New England Journal of Medicine,
scheduled to appear in the August 13 issue. The letter concluded with a claim
that the refusal by Dr. Buchwald and the HSC Administration, and by Dean
Aberman to investigate and resolve the L1/Apotex matter “places the protection
of patients in clinical trials conducted in this Hospital and University at risk, and
is unacceptable from the point of view of scientific integrity,” and a request for
advice on how to proceed.18
L1/Apotex

Dr. Munroe-Blum responded to Dr. Olivieri’s concerns by writing that
Hospital matters should be resolved with the Hospital, and that her complaint
alleging inaction by Dean Aberman should be brought to the Provost. 19
Dr. Olivieri then wrote to the Pro vost, sending him a pack age of background material. He replied on August 12, 1998, saying he had read the
material and had met with Dean Aberman that day. Provost Sedra advised
Dr. Olivieri to meet with the Dean who had assured him that he (the Dean)
“is prepared to” assist her “in reso lving the matters in dispute.” 20
Dr. Olivieri approached Dean Aberman on August 12, 1998 to ask for
assistance, while they both were attending an “Open Meeting” at the
Hospital. The meeting was called by Mr. Strofolino and Dr. Buchw ald, in
response to a petition to Dr. Buchwald signed by many staff asking for an
independent investigation of the issues raised by the Apotex affair (see
section 5L(3)). It was held the day before Dr. Olivieri’s article on the
toxicity and inefficacy of L1 was to be published in the New England
Journal of Medic ine, an upcoming event known to many. Dean Aberman
and Dr. Olivieri met again and exchanged correspondence. On August 18,
1998 she requested a full and impartial inquiry into the L1 dispute, and
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support for her clinical and research programs.21 Dean Aberman responded
by letter on August 20, 1998 saying the principal matters in dispute involved
the Hosp ital so that,
In these circumstances, in my judgment, it would be inappropriate for me as
Dean, in the absence of any allegation of a breach o f University policy, to
launch an inquiry at this time.… However, if any specific allegation of a
breach of U of T policy is made … I will, as I have in the past in this matter,
immediately institute appropriate proceedings.” 22

The University has policies on academic freedom and on the ethical
conduct of research. Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom had been infringed
repeatedly by Apotex in efforts to prevent her from disclosing her findings.
Apotex had also attempted to impede Dr. Olivieri from complying with the
ethical obligations of clinical professors. Dr. Olivieri had stated at the outset of
the dispute, in her May 25, 1996 letter to her Department Chair, Dr. Haslam,
copied to Dean Aberman, that the company was “attempting to suppress data”
on the risk she identified, and that its legal warnings had “ethical implications
for the safety of patients.” 23 Dean Aberman himself recognized in 1996 that
Apotex was acting inapprop riately when he intervened with Mr. Kay and Dr.
Spino in the summer of that year. It is therefore hard to understand the Dean’s
apparent contention that there was no specific allegation of a breach of
University policy in this matter.

(4) Efforts by scientists to assist Dr. Olivieri
As noted in section 5L, several of Dr. Olivieri’s HSC colleagues, notably Dr.
John Dick and Dr. Peter Durie, had approached HSC administrators and Dean
Aberman in 1997 to seek a resolution of the L1 dispute. Scientists from outside
the Hospital and the University also became involved in such efforts.
In July 1997, Dr. Michael Baker (Physician-in-Chief of The Toronto
Hospital) raised with Sir David Weatherall (Regius Professor of Medicine,
Oxford) his concerns about the treatment of Dr. Olivieri by Apotex and about
the perceived lack of support for her by the Hospital for Sick Children and the
University. Sir David then wrote to Dean Aberman, reviewing these concerns,
which he shared. He outlined Dr. Olivieri’s accomplishments as a clinician and
scientist, and explained the international importance of her clinical and scientific
programs.24 Sir David expressed the hope that the Dean could be of some
assistance to her. Dean Aberman responded saying that, “It is my view that
Nancy has been given appropriate support in this matter by both the University
of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick Children.” 25
Dr. David Nathan (President of the Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard)
contacted Dean Aberman that summer with similar concerns and received a
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similar response.26 The Dean then met with HSC Executive members, Drs.
Goldbloom, O’Brodovich and Buchwald, on September 2 to discuss the
concerns raised by Sir David and Dr. Nathan. “After discussing the matter,
[they] agreed that no further action is necessary at this time.”27
In July 1997, Dr. Robert Phillips (Executive Director of the National Cancer
Institute of Canada) also interceded with Dean Aberman. Dr. Phillips reported
this discussion to Dr. Olivieri:
His [Dr. Aberman’s] position is that he has supported you from the
beginning… He feels that because you signed the original agreement with
Apotex, they have every right to enforce the agreement….28

Subseque ntly, in Septemb er 1997, D r. Phillips sen t a lengthy lette r to
Dean Aberman and Drs. O’Brodovich and Buchwald, expressing again his
concern that they had not assisted Dr. Oli vieri “in her battle with Apotex”
and in other matters.29 They replied to Dr. Phillips, telling him he was misinformed. The Ho spital admin istrators also sa id that they we re “person ally
offended” and noted he wrote to them on letterhead of the National Cancer
Institute of Canada and signed as Execu tive Director. T hey asked if his letter
therefore represented the position of the NCIC and they also wrote to his
employer raising the same question.30

(5) The Friedland Investigating Committee
Several major aspects of the L1 controvers y involve the pu blication of
abstracts for scientific c onferenc es. Abstra cts are usua lly considered less
important than articles in scientific jour nals. How ever, in this ma tter,
abstracts were centrally important for several reasons:
•

The abstracts Dr. Olivieri wished to publish in 1996 and 1997
reported findings of unexpected risk of a drug (L1) that was being
used in several countries, and physicians and thalassemia p atients
should know of these risks.31

•

Apotex attempted through legal warnings to deter Dr. Olivieri from
publishing these abstracts, thereby violating her academic freedom.32

•

While attempting to prevent Dr. Olivieri from disclosing risks,
Apotex published its own abstr acts with D r. Koren rep orting that L1
was effective and safe , and used such pub lications in a P riority
Review Submission to Health Canada.33

A significant venue for presentation of findings of unexpected risks of L1
was the 6th International Conference on Thalassemia and the Hemoglobinopathies held in Malta in April 1997, and Apotex attempted to prevent Dr.
Olivieri from presenting an abstract there. In the face of Apotex’s legal
warnings and on the advice of her CMPA legal counsel, she withdrew her already
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submitted abstract. When she later obtained (through counsel) copies of two
abstracts based on data from the LA–01 and LA–03 trials to be presented by
Apotex at that conference, she re-submitted and presented her abstract, with
CMPA legal support. (See section 5I.)
The first author of the two abstracts giving Apotex’s interpretation of the
data was a company employee, Dr. Fernando Tricta. He had been hired around
the time the Toronto trials were terminated by the company and had not been
involved in these trials. Dr. Koren and his Apotex-funded research fellows
were co-authors on both abstracts, and Dr. Koren was listed as senior author
on both.34 Neither abstract acknowledged Dr. Olivieri’s contributions to
generating the data reported, and neither referred to her abstracts presented at
ASH in December 1996 on data from the same trials. Neither disclosed the
Apotex funding support received by the authors (except for giving Dr. Tricta’s
Apotex address).
Following the Malta conference, Dr. Olivieri lodged a complaint of
academic misconduct under Faculty of Medicine procedures against Dr.
Graham Sher, a co-author of the abstract based on data from the long-term
(LA–03) trial.* It concluded that L1 was effective (and hence safe) in the long
term in “the majority” of patients in that trial.35 We have not been given a clear
and compelling account as to why similar complaints were not lodged against
Dr. Koren or other co-authors at that time. This complaint and the
investigation of it are factors in what was then a still-growing controversy, and
a discussion of them sheds light on several aspects of the wider dispute.
Dr. Sher came to Toronto in 1993 to study as a research fellow with Dr.
Olivieri. By his own account, she greatly assisted him in advancing his
career. 36 He wrote letters in 1994 and 1995 expressing appreciation not only
for her scientific and clinical mentoring, but also for making efforts to ensure
that both he and his family felt personally welcome in their new city. For
instance, in 1995 Dr. Sher wrote:
Dr. Olivieri was an inspiration to me, and an enormous support in helping me
launch my career…. [she provided] unwavering support in my research
projects and… tireless encouragement to excel in research .… I recall many
hundred hours of highly informative scientific discussion between us. Through
all of this, Dr. Olivieri remained personable in the extreme, and treated me as
much a colleague as a fellow, and also as a friend and confidant. She
encouraged, indeed supported, me to attend as many meetings as possible, and
introduced me to her colleagues worldwide, which has greatly benefited my
own career. She was alwa ys willing to have me present our joint data…. In
*The Investigating Committee’s report on this complaint was discussed in the Naimark report (p.
67) and the full report is contained in the Naimark Report’s archive in the HSC library. The report was
also discussed in an article in the National Post on December 23, 1999.
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addition, Dr. Olivieri provided outstanding direction and support as a clinical
supervisor… .37

Dr. Sher was subsequ ently appointed as an assistant professor of medicine in
the University and as a staff physician in The Toronto Hospital (TTH). He was
appointed Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program in TTH in July 1995.38
Early in 1996 he signed a contract for “a one-year consultancy for Apotex Inc.
for which [he] was paid the sum of $15,000.” 39
On May 24, 1996 Apotex terminated the Toronto L1 trials (LA–01 and
LA–03). Dr. Olivieri reported to this inquiry that subsequ ently in 1996 she and
Dr. Sher had a disagreement concerning the efficacy of L1, and that she
discussed this with senior hematolog ists in TTH.40 The University Investigating
Committee that considered Dr. Olivieri’s complaint regarding the 1997 Malta
abstract reported that:
In the summer of 1996… the relationship [between Sher and Olivieri]
deteriorated and he was eventually advised by more senior people in the
hospital [TTH] to move to the blood transfusion service in the hospital, which
he did at the beginning of 1997. This was not initially Dr. Sher’s wish: he had
a strong interest in the fields he was exploring and in which he was building a
good professional reputation.” 41

In January 1997, The Toronto Hospital appointed Dr. Olivieri to replace
Dr. Sher as Director of its Hemoglobinopathy Program.
Of the six co-authors of the LA–03 abstract, Dr. Sher was the only hematologist who had also treated patients in the trial as a hospital staff physician.42
The data were collected during the early, MRC-funded phase, as well as
through the later, post-1993, Apotex-supported phase. The abstract included
tables of data on iron loading of patients for each year from 1989 to 1996. It
presented a conclusion on the efficacy of the drug L1 incompatib le with the
conclusion of the abstract Dr. Olivieri had presented at the American Society
of Hematology (ASH) meeting in December 1996 for the same trial (see
section 5H). The abstract by Dr. Sher, Dr. Koren, Dr. Tricta and others made
no mention of the risk of loss of sustained efficacy Dr. Olivieri identified in
1996 and published in her December 1996 ASH abstracts. It also made no
mention of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis she had identified in early
February 1997, of which she had then informed Apotex and Dr. Koren. Both
these risks were identified in data on the same LA–03 group of patients.43
Shortly after the April conference, Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Sher demanding an explanation and an apology for his part in publishing data generated by
Dr. Brittenham and herself, without their “review, consent or participation.” 44
She also stated (incorrectly) that “the presence of your name on this abstract
has been agreed upon to represent research misconduct on your part.” This
does not state by whom, but it does incorrectly imply there had been some
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kind of formal evaluation. She advised Dr. Sher that she had discussed her
concerns with Drs. Armand Keating and Michael Baker, to whom Dr. Sher
reported at TTH, and with Dr. Cecil Yip, Vice-Dean (Research) in the Faculty
of Medicine. She also told him that she would proceed with a formal complaint of academic misconduct under the Faculty’s policy on such matters,45 if
he did not provide a satisfactory account. In her letters she alleged plagiarism
and fraud* under the Faculty’s policy on such matters.46
Dr. Sher addressed a lengthy reply to Dr. Keating on June 2. In this he
stated:
I confirmed prior to consenting to my name being on the abstract that (i)
Apotex had ownership of, and hence the right to publish, the data and (ii) that
Dr. Koren, as coinvestigator, would be senior author on the abstract.47

However, the abstract by Tricta, Sher et al. included data generated by Dr.
Olivieri during the four years 1989 and 1993, before Apotex’s involvement in
this trial began in the spring of 1993. The 1995 contract for the LA–03 did not
say that Apotex had ownersh ip of data—it stated only that Apotex would be
provided with “the information they require for Regulatory purposes.” 48
Furthermore, although Dr. Koren was a co-investigator in the trials, his direct
scientific role was mainly in pharmacokinetics. The tables in the abstract on
measures of iron loading used data generated by Dr. Olivieri and (in the case
of hepatic iron concentration [HIC ] after 1992) Dr. Brittenham. There was no
contract between Apotex and Dr. Brittenham for either the LA–01 or LA–03
trial.
Dr. Sher’s responses to Dr. Olivieri’s allegations in his letter to Dr.
Keating were unsatisfactory to Dr. Olivieri, and she proceeded with a formal
complaint. Under the procedure of the Faculty of Medicine49, Dr. Eliot
Phillipson, Chair of the Department of Medicine, undertook a preliminary
review. He concluded that her allegations were “not ‘frivolous, vexatious, or
clearly mistaken,’ and that the process should therefore proceed to the stage of
investigation.” 50 A three-person “Investigating Committee,” chaired by
Professor Martin Friedland of the Faculty of Law, was then convened.
The Friedland Investigating Committee reported in September 1997. It
found that:
… [I]n the circumstances of this case, … within in the meaning of those terms
in the 1996 Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research… no fraud,

*The University’s Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research and Guidelines to Address
Research Misconduct includes under the heading “M isleading publication (fr aud),” the following:
“giving or receiving honorary authorship… denying legitimate authorship… publication of data
for a second time without reference to the first.”
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plagiarism, misconduct or serious scientific error was committed by Dr.
Sher.51 (emphasis in original)

However, the Investigating Committee did criticize the authors of the abstract:
The authors of the Malta abstract can certainly be faulted for a lapse in
judgment in not giving Dr. Olivieri an opportunity to comment … [and] The
Malta abstract should have included some acknowledgement of Dr. Olivieri’s
contribution to the development of the data.52

The Investigating Committee also criticized Dr. Olivieri for bringing the
complaint:
All members of this committee have enormous sympathy with the position now
faced by Dr. Sher. In our view, Dr. Olivieri used poor judgment in bringing
these very serious charges against a junior colleague in these circumstances.53

The Investigating Committee noted that the abstract had been drafted by
Apotex: “It was prepared by them and submitted to Dr. Koren….” 54 However,
the only acknowledgement of Apotex support in this abstract (and in the other
abstract for the Malta conference by Dr. Tricta et al.) was an indication that
Dr. Tricta was an Apotex employee. This was despite the facts that Dr. Sher
had a consulting contract with Apotex, Apotex funds for the Toronto trials
were deposited in Dr. Koren’s research grant accounts, additional Apotex
funds were provided to his accounts after the trial terminations, and his
research fellows received salary support from these funds during and after the
trials. The Investigating Committee suggested that it would have been
preferable for the authors to have provided more details on their financial and
other connections with Apotex. It proposed that the Faculty of Medicine consider strengthening its disclosure requireme nts in accordance with internationally accepted guidelines for publication in medical journals.55
Some of the Friedland Investigating Committee’s findings are difficult to
understand. First, in the University’s Framework document, “publication of
data for a second time without reference to the first,” is included in the “list of
acts generally considered to be instances of serious misconduct.” The data had
already been published by Dr. Olivieri and at least some authors of the April
1997 Malta abstract knew this, but made no reference to the previous finding
in their abstract. The Investigating Committee acknowledged this fact* yet
apparently did not find it important, possibly because “almost everyone who
was working in the specific field would have known about the controversy.” 56
This statement is of concern because: (i) no basis is provided for the pre*Dr. Koren and Apotex were sent copies of Dr. Olivieri’s December 1996 ASH abstract before she
submitted them, and she offered co-authorship to Dr. Koren but he declined. The Investigating
Committee reported (page 5) that, “almost everyone working in the field would have known about the
controversy,” and that in addition to her ASH abstract, “she had published a major article in the important
journal, Blood, which had come out in February, 1997… in which she presented her views on the danger
of using deferiprone.”
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sumption that almost everyone in the field would have known; (ii) it does not
absolve the authors of a respon sibility; and (iii) Apotex was trying through
legal warnings to suppress information it disagreed with—an important
instance being its warnings against Dr. Olivieri’s own presentation at the same
April 1997 meeting in Malta. It was only when she finally obtained a copy of
the abstracts by Dr. Tricta et al. shortly before the meeting, that she obtained
legal backing from the CMPA to defy the legal warnings and re-submit her
abstract. Had the CMPA not provided support, it is possible that some scientists
who attended the Malta meeting would not have learned of the risks of L1
identified by Dr. Olivieri, or of the controversy.
Second, the Investigating Committee appears to have simply accepted
that Apotex own ed all of the data . This w as not th e case, a s noted above. It
is a serious om ission that the claim that Apotex owned the data was not
addressed by the Investigating Committee, as it directly relates to the
complaint it was asked to investigate.
Third, the Investigating Comm ittee conclu ded that no “serious sc ientific
error” was committed even though it acknowledged it wa s not equip ped to
evaluate this question:
This committee is, of course, not qualified to decide that [scientific] dispute.…
For this reason, we did not hear additional witnesses whose evidence would
relate primarily to the scientific merits of the controversy. 57

Thus it appears that the Investigating Committee reached the conclusion that
Dr. Sher (and by implication his co-authors) committed no “serious scientific
error” without the benefit of an appropria te investigation.
The Investigating Committee also reported uncritically Dr. Koren’s testimony that he agreed with both of two incompatib le views regarding the efficacy
of L1. The Committee’s report described Dr. Koren’s position as follows:
Dr. Koren agreed with Apotex’s interpretation, recommended a number of
changes, and allowed his name to be us ed on the abstract [delivered in Malta
in April 1997]. In fact, he also agreed with Dr. Olivieri’s earlier abstract
delivered in Orlando [in December 1996], but did not allow his name to be
used because he felt that there were less dramatic ways of resolving the
issues. In his view, the abstracts looked at the data from different
perspectives.58 (emphasis added)

Whatever the perspectives were, the two conclusions were incompatible.
It would have been very surprising to the scientific community if Dr. Koren
had allowed his name to be used on two abstracts which had contrary
conclusions. This was a central matter : Apotex opposed Dr. Olivieri’s
findings and had been issuing legal warnings to prevent her from
communicating them to patien ts, to the regu lators and to the scientific
commu nity. In particular, it issued legal warnings specifically to deter her
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from presenting her abstract at the December 1996 ASH meeting. In the
summer of 1996, Dr. Koren had asserted to Dr. Olivieri, in the presence of
their joint CMPA legal counsel, that he agreed with her findings as expressed
in the ASH abstract. When consulted on that abstract, he proposed only minor
wording changes, but later declined to be included as a co-autho r allegedly
because of the Apotex legal warnings. 59 The poin t of the Apr il 1997 abs tract,
on which Dr. Koren was a co -author, was specifically to oppose Dr.
Olivieri’s findings. The lack of discussion by the Investigating Committee
on this issue is hard to understan d, becaus e Dr. Kore n allowed his name to
be used as senior author on abstracts presented by an Apotex employee and
that clearly serve d the comp any’s interest.
Section 5.2 of the Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research states:
When an investigation determines that no fraud, misconduct or serious
scientific error was committed, the Dean sh all ensure that a letter confirming
full exoneration is sent to the accused, w ith a copy to the complainant and to
all other persons with knowledge of the accusation.60

In accordance w ith this policy, D ean Abe rman sent a letter to Dr. S her with
copies to eleven other individuals, stating that the Investigating Committee
had “concluded that ‘no fraud, plagiarism, misconduct or serious scientific
error was committed by Dr. Sh er,’” and confirming “full exoneration.” 61
Dean Aberman included a second quotation from the report, “In addition all
members of the Committee had ‘enormous sympathy with the position’ that
you faced.” 62
As noted above, the Investigating Committee recommended that the
Faculty of Medicin e consider strengthen ing its requirements for disclosure
of all financial su pport for res earch. It app ears that effe ctive steps to
implement this recommendation have not been taken by the Faculty. In 1999
the website of the Faculty of Medicine listed a research grant for Dr. Koren
of $250,000, given in 1995–96 for use in 1996–97, but did not specify the
source or purpose for this large sum. It was later ascertained that the source
was Apotex. Also in 1999, Dr. Koren published an article on L1 in a
scientific journal, with two of his research fellows as co-authors.63 Dr.
Koren’s research was funded by Apotex and the two co-authors, Dr. Orna
Diav-Citrin and Dr. Gordana Atanackovic, received salary support from
Apotex funds provided to Dr. Koren, but nowhere in the article is Apotex
noted as a source of financial support for the work. (See sections 5G and
5R.)
Questions arising from Dr. Koren’s conduct in regard to the Malta
abstracts, as well as dissatisfaction in some quarters with the report of the
Investigating Committee, resulted in the issues being pursued (see section
5L).
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(6) Statements about the University’s Publication Policy
The University made public statements that had the effect of suggesting that
Dr. Olivieri was the author of her own misfortune by signing “the contract.”
Point 3 of the University’s twelve-point statement of December 3, 1998 said
that:
The contract entered into by Dr. Olivieri with Apotex violated University
policy and would not have b een administered by the University. We agree
with Dr. Olivieri that she made a mistake in signing the contract which
included offensive publication restrictions…. The University… is committed
to full and free debate… and therefore prohibits contracts… which improperly restrict the timely release of research results.

A similar statement was made by President P richard, as re corded in
minutes of the Governing Council meeting of February 1999:
The President noted that the signin g of the contract between Dr. Olivieri and
a pharmaceutical company that lay behind this whole ma tter would have
been prohibited by the University. No contract entered into by the University
could contain a clause prohibiting publication of research results.64

These statements cause concern because they are not correct and do not
in fact represe nt Univers ity policy. The U niversity’s Pu blication P olicy, in
force since 1975, permitted a publication ban by a sponsor of contract
research in cases where “the sponsor has industrial or comme rcial rights to
protect” of “12 months” and, in exceptional circumstances, “24 months”
after the conclusion of a study. 65 Therefore, it is hard to understand that the
President would sug gest that its po licy would no t permit public ation dela ys.
Vice-President Munroe-Blum had earlier informed the Academic B oard that,
“Twelve months was the max imum delay allowed.” 66 Dean Aberman,
replying to Dr. Paul Ran alli in February 1997, “at Presiden t Prichard’s
request,” said, “the University of Toronto accepts a reasona ble delay in
publication when requested by the sponsoring co mpany.” 67 (emphasis in
original)
The statements above referred to “the contract” signed by Dr. Olivieri.
However, there were three contracts, related to three separate L1 trials: The
Toronto-based trials LA–03 and LA–01, and the international trial LA–02. The
trials and contracts are described in sections 5A and 5B. The only contracts
relevant to the data Dr. Olivieri wished to disclose were the LA–03 and LA–01
contracts.
The dispute over Dr. Olivieri’s findings arose from data of patients in the
long-term (LA–03) study, which had no publication ban, although surprisingly,
this fact seems to have been overlooked. The contract for the randomized trial
(LA–01) had a one-year post-termination publication ban, so it too was in
accordance with the University’s Publication Policy. All but one of the legal
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warnings of which we are aware, were issued within twelve months of the
termination of the trials, the delay period allowed by University policy and the
delay period specified in the LA–01 contract. However, the findings which the
Hospital’s Research Ethics Board had directed Dr. Olivieri to disclose were not
covered by any publication ban, since they were derived solely from LA–03 data
and the contract for the LA–03 trial had no confidentiality clause.
There are indicatio ns that the University administration may at times
have been referring to the LA–02 consulting contract for work in Italy, with
its three-year ban, in its statements about “the con tract.”68 This view is
reflected in the report by Professor Bernard Dickens commissioned by the
President to provide advice on harmonization of research policies between
the University and the teaching hospitals. Professor Dickens contrasted the
publication restriction in the LA–02 consulting contract with that permitted by
University policy, and re marked tha t “investigato rs who are physicians,
treating subjects wh o are also pa tients for wh ose well-being they are
clinically responsib le, canno t bind th emselve s to spo nsors o f studies in ways
that comprom ise discharg e of their lega l and ethica l duties to their
patients.” 69 However, Dr. Olivieri was not the treating physician of any
patient in the interna tional ( LA–02) trial and, under FDA regulations, she
could not be an “investigator” for this trial. She was retained as a consultant
to design the trial, and engage and train site investigators.
Even if an argument could be made that the LA–02 contract was relevant
to data from the LA–03 trial when the LA–02 contract was signed in June
1995, by October 1995 when the LA–03 contract was signed any such argument was nullified. The LA–03 contract expressly “supplanted” any earlier
agreement concernin g data for that trial and it co ntained no confidentia lity
clause.
The Unive rsity polic y itself, in allowing a twelve-month publication ban,
posed the problem that if a risk discovered in a clinical study involved acute
toxicity, then even a few weeks could be too long.
The question arises as to the University’s purpose in stating it did not allow
contracts with publication restrictions, when in fact its Publication Policy did
allow restrictions. We do not know the answer. However, the effect was to lend
weight to the view that Dr. Olivieri was the author of her own misfortune. These
statements also deflected attention from a serious weakness in the current
University policy as it applied to clinical research. Professor Dickens’
observation (quoted above) pointed to a serious shortcoming in the existing
University policy that needed to be addressed.
In March 2001, the University announced that its publication policy was
being changed , so as to proh ibit confiden tiality clauses that could be used by
industrial sponsors in efforts to sup press inform ation on risk s to health
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identified in clinical trials.70 This important policy advance provides confirmation by the Unive rsity itself that: (i) its previous policy did allow such
clauses in contracts, contrary to statements made by senior officers in
1998–1999; (ii) the previous policy was inappropriate for clinical trials. The
Toronto Star reported o n March 27, 2001 that:
U of T’s dean of medicine Dr. David Naylor said he believed if the new
research policies had been widely implemented [a decade earlier] the wh ole
Olivieri-Apotex conflict would likely have been avoided.71

(7) The Joint Centre for Bioethics
The Joint Centre for Bioethics is a partnership between the University and a
number of health care institutions. Staff bioethicists of HSC and other
hospitals are members of the Joint Centre. Its website states: “Our mission is
to provide leadership in bioethics research, education, and clinical
activities.” The efforts by Apotex to deter Dr. Olivieri from informing
patients about risks she had identified, and the lack of effective support for
her by HSC and the University, gave rise to one of the most significant and
highly publicized bioethical disputes in Canada in many years. Yet the Joint
Centre for Bioethics ap pears not to have provide d leadership in this matter.
Dr. Peter Singer, D irector of the J oint Centre , declined to meet with this
committee o f inquiry and, instead, info rmed us in w riting that:
The involvement of the Joint Cen tre was through the work of two of its
members—Dr. Christine Harrison and Professor Mary Rowell—who are the
Bioethicists at the Hospital for Sick Children. I understand that they have
already met with you in this matter. 72

Professor Rowell’s involvement is outlined in section 5.L(2). Dr. Harrison,
who is Director of the Hospital’s Bioethics Department, explained her lack
of involvement in the matter. She agreed with Professor Rowell’s view that
the central issue was one of ethics because a private company was attempting to deter a clinical investigator from disclosing risks of its drug, and that
scientific disagreement was not the central issue.
The Joint Centre, as a centre, appears not to have been engaged or to have
spoken publicly on the controversy. Its silence is hard to understand.

(8) The University & the Naimark Review
After Dr. Olivieri’s paper on the chronic toxity and inefficacy of L1 appeared
in the New England Journal of Medicine in mid-August 1998, there was
national and international publicity regarding the Apotex legal warnings not to
disclose risks and the apparent failure by the Hospital and the University to
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provide support against this. Pressures developed through the following weeks
for an independent inquiry. Although Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom had
been repeatedly infringed by Apotex’s actions the University took the position
that responsibility lay primarily with the Hospital. It outlined its position in a
December 1998 statement:
The circumstances at the Hospital for Sick Children involving Dr. Olivieri
and Apotex required a prompt review and full public disclosure of all
relevant facts. The University intervened to encourage the Hosp ital to
undertake a review and supported the review w hen it was announced . This is
the Hospital’s review, not the Un iversity’s. 73

The Naimark Report characterized the University’s position in similar terms:
For its part, the University took the view that the L1 clinical trials controversy
was primarily a Hospital matter, since the University was not involved in the
processes involved in the establishment, con duct or financing of the trials,
and since no breach of University policy had been alleged that had not
already been dealt with.74

The Naimark Report appears to have accepted the University’s position, and
did not addres s the Unive rsity’s respons ibility in regard to ac ademic
freedom. Howeve r, the Unive rsity was involv ed in “the processes involved
in the establishment, condu ct or financing of the trials.” (See section 5N(2).)
Furthermore, it was clear from documents available to the Naimark Review
that Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom h ad been re peatedly violated by
Apotex’s legal warnings, and the Report noted that the warnings had
continued.75
In October 1998, while the Naimark Review was in progress, the matter of
the University’s involvement was discussed by the Academ ic Board. The
minutes for October 8, 1998 recorded that, “The University had strongly urged
the Hospital to carry out a review and the President was pleased that the
Hospital had acted.… he and his colleagues had met with Dr. Naimark and had
promised their full cooperation.” When questioned by a member of the
Academ ic Board about the appropriateness of “a single-person review,” “The
President indicated that it was the Hospital which had decided the process and
he suggested the member provide his advice directly to the Hospital.” Ms. Holly
Baines, a graduate student representative at the Board meeting, is recorded in the
minutes as having expressed concerns that it was her understanding that the
Naimark Review had been established without consulting Dr. Olivieri as to the
choice of the reviewer or the terms of reference, and that Dr. Olivieri’s
suggestion of a second person to join Dr. Naimark had not been agreed to by the
Hospital. Ms. Baines expressed the concern “that the President’s suggestion
about writing a letter [to the Hospital] would not do any good.” 76 The minutes
recorded the President as having responded by saying he believed policies were
in place to prevent “another occurrence of this type.”
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Regardless of which institution had primary responsibility to establish an
inquiry, the Univer sity might have ende avoured to use its moral a uthority
and its affiliation agreement in an effort to influence the H ospital to agr ee to
establish a truly independent inquiry from the outset—o ne that would have
had greater pro spects of attra cting coop eration of all parties to the dispu te
than was the case with the Naimark Review. A lternatively, it could have
proposed to sponsor a joint inquiry. We have seen no evidence tha t it did
either. After the Naimark Review was underway and was itself the subject of
contro versy, the University made efforts to have the process improved.
However, the late interven tions by severa l parties were only partially
successful and, in the end, the Naimark Report did not resolve the controversy. (See section 5O.)
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(9) An important undertaking
In paragraph 9 of its twelve-poin t statement of Decemb er 3, 1998, the
University gave an undertaking to protect the legitim ate interests o f faculty
membe rs emplo yed by HSC following re ceipt of the N aimark repo rt:
The University has advised the Hospital, and the Hospital has agreed, that
after receipt of the Naimark review, the Hospital must review thoroughly
with the University any contemplated adverse action against any faculty
member of the University of Toronto working at the Hospital prior to any
such action taking place. We have also made clear, and w ill continue to make
clear, that we will protect the full rights, privileges and freedoms of our
faculty colleagues.77

The importance the University placed on this undertaking was stressed
by President Prichard to the Governing Council on December 17, 1998. The
minutes record that th e twelve-poin t statement w as tabled at th e meeting,
that “The P resident spe cifically drew a ttention to [this] paragraph in the
document,” and that the President said that this parag raph spec ifically
applied to D r. Olivieri. 78
After receipt of the Naimark Report, the Hospital took serious adverse
actions against Dr. Olivieri. First, on the same day the report was released to the
public, the Board of Trustees directed the HSC’s Medical Advisory Committee
(MAC), the body that advises the Board on disciplinary and medical matters to
consider a “failure” by Dr. Olivieri, a matter arising from an (erroneous) finding
in the Naimark report. This action was announced publicly. We do not know
whether this action was reviewed with the University prior to its being taken.
Second, on December 16, 1998 the Combined Chiefs of the HSC Department of
Pediatrics, on a matter brought to their attention by the Chair, Dr. O’Brodovich,
passed a motion recommending that Dr. Olivieri be removed from the position
of Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program. The Hospital acted on this
motion on January 6, 1999. In this instance, the Hospital did review with the
University its contemplated action, on January 4. The University then advised
the Hospital that the summary removal procedure it intended to use was quite inappropriate. The Hospital nevertheless proceeded as it had intended. Third, also
on January 6, 1999, the Hospital issued “gag orders” to Dr. Olivieri, and her
supporters, Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie, in direct violation of their academic
freedom. This action was taken without prior consultation with the University
(see sections 5M(2) and 5N(13)). Fourth, on April 27, 2000, the Hospital
publicly referred enumerated lists of allegations against Dr. Olivieri by the MAC
to the University and to the College of Physicians and Surgeons (see section
5P). We do not know whether the University was consulted on this fourth
adverse action.
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It was clear to the University, and to the UTFA and the CAUT (both of
whom had begun providing assistance to Dr. Olivieri in November 1998
—see section 5S), that the Hospital had acted with complete disregard for
due process in the removal of Dr. Olivieri from her position as Direc tor.
This should have suggested to the University, UTFA and CAUT that there was
some probability that due process wo uld not be provided to Dr. Olivie ri in
the MAC proceedings. They should have made inquiries of the Hospital on
the MAC procedures, and the University, at least, had a right to expect an
answer. We have no information as to whether such inquiries were made by
the University, or if so, what the Hospital’s response was. We do know that
UTFA and CAUT failed to make such inquiries and we have not been provided
with a compelling reason for this. (The MAC proceedings and its denial of
due process to D r. Olivieri are discussed in section 5P and 5Q.)

(10) Harmonization of policies & procedures
The Naimark Report outlined the need for improveme nts in a variety of
policies and procedures. Both the Hospital and the University then undertook
substantial initiatives in this regard. In its twelve-point statement, issued
several days before the Naimark Report was publicly released, the University
announced that:
[T]he University intends to review its relationships with all of its affiliated
teaching hospitals to ensure that the circumstan ces of faculty members
working in these hospitals are fully consistent with the Un iversity’s policies
and the protection of our colleagues rights, p rivileges and freedoms as
mem bers of th e Uni versi ty. 79

The Dickens Report. Early in 1999, President Prichard initiated a review of a
group of policies pertaining to research. He established a process to facilitate
“Harmonization of Research Policies and Procedures Between the University
and our Affiliated Teaching Hospitals” with Professor Bernard Dickens of the
Faculty of Law as “special senior advisor.” Professor Dickens submitted a report
in April 1999.80 The terms of reference the President had provided to him
included a nine-point list of “relevant University policies that we wish to have
Professor Dickens consider.” 81 The list was substantial, but there were significant omissions from the President’s list of topics. For instance, the University’s
policy on academic freedom was nowhere mentioned, despite the prominence
given to academic freedom by the President in public statements made in
December 1998.82 This omission is further surprising because the 1998 TriCouncil Policy Statement on Research Involving Humans highlights academic
freedom among the principles guiding ethical conduct of research in Canada.
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Subsequently, the Faculty Association objected to this and other omissions from
the terms of reference.83 In his meeting with the present committee of inquiry in
November 1999, Professor Dickens said that he agreed that academic freedom
was important. He added that he intended to take into account the concerns of
84
UTFA in submitting a final report on harmonization of policies.
Announcement of a change to the University’s publication policy. Representatives of the Faculty Association and the new Dean of Medicine, Dr. David
Naylor (who succeeded Dr. Aberman as Dean in July 1999), had a series of
discussions on needed improvements to policy, as well as harmonization of
policies between the University and its affiliated teaching hospitals. Among the
topics was the need for a change in the publication policy, so as to prohibit
confidentiality clauses in research contracts under which industrial sponsors
could prevent clinical researchers from disclosing risks. Dean Naylor took up
these matters with the hospitals, and established committees to review various
matters pertaining to research policy, including the ethical conduct of research,
publication and conflict of interest.
On March 26, 2001, Dean Naylor announced that the University, the Faculty
of Medicine and the affiliated teaching hospitals had “embarked on an ongoing
process designed to harmonize and upgrade the research policy environment,”
and that the hospitals had moved important matters “partly or fully through their
governance structures,”85 among them a “Template Schedule” for the affiliation
agreements between the University and each of the teaching hospitals. The
section of the template on “Publication” included the following provisions:
University and hospitals agree that they will not enter into agreements that
allow research sponsors to suppress or censor research results.
University and hospitals agree that, in agreements with sponsors, delays in
publication of research results will normally be limited to a maximum of six
months and in no case will exceed twelve months.
University and hospitals agree that agreements with sponsors sh all have
provisions to permit the public disclosure of research results if required to
protect the health of patients.
University and hospitals agree that all contracts with spo nsors will contain
provision for the effective resolution of disagre ements between the sponsor
and the researchers.86

These new policy provisions could represent a very important advance,
provided there are procedures in place to promote and enforce them. It
would also be essential to ensure that any mechanism for “resolution of
disagreem ents betwe en the spo nsor and th e research ers” could not be used to
unduly delay “pub lic disclosure of research results if required to protect the
health of patients.”
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These changes in publication policy make it clear that the previous policy
was seriously deficient as it applied to clinical research.
The need for effective grievance procedures. Another policy area addressed in the Naimark Report was the absence of effective grievance procedures
for scientific and medical staff in the Hospital for Sick Children. We see, more
generally, a need for affiliation agreemen ts between the University and its
teaching hospitals to include provisions dealing with a variety of terms and
conditions of employment for hospital staff who hold academic appointm ents
in the University. Such matters were emphasized in a memo to us from Dr.
John Evans, a former president of the University of Toronto and a member of
the Board of the HSC Foundation, as discussed in section 3.C.
A further difficulty at present for professors working at teaching hospitals in
pursuing grievances through the University over matters that relate both to their
university work and hospital work, such as academic freedom, is that the
hospital may not cooperate with the university process. For example, in the
present case, when Dr. Olivieri et al. requested documen ts from HSC for their
University grievances, officers of the Hospital for Sick Children filed an application in Ontario Superior Court in an effort to block summonses for documen ts
issued by the University Grievance Review Panel. 87

(11) Dr. Spino
The Apotex employee who negotiated all three L1 contracts for the company and
who was prominent in its infringements of Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom, Dr.
Spino, holds the same status of professor in the University as Dr. Olivieri and
Dr. Koren. We agree with the University that Dr. Olivieri was “entitled to…
vigilant protection of her academic freedom,” because of her position as a
professor. All those who are professors have an obligation to uphold and protect
that freedom for their colleagues and themselves. We are in agreement with the
University when Dr. Koren’s violation of the academic freedom of Drs. Chan,
Durie, Gallie and Olivieri was cited as a factor in the disciplinary action imposed
on him.88 An unanswered question is: Why has the University not also held Dr.
Spino accountable for infringing Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom? Although he
became a fulltime employee of Apotex in 1992, his status as a professor in the
Faculty of Pharmacy has continued since that time, his membership in the
Graduate faculty of the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences being renewed
in 1998 for a term until June 30, 2002.89

(12) Grievances lodged with the University
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Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie, became
members of the University of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA ) in late
1998. They reported to this Committee that they lodged written grievances
with the University under the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement.* The
Faculty Association lodged a related Association grievance. The grievances
alleged infringement of these individuals’ rights by the Hospital and failure by
the University to exercise obligations (under the Memorandum of Agreement
and under the affiliation agreement with HSC) to act to rectify the situation.90
The grievances were later amended to add further allegations as events
unfolded in 1999.
There is some overlap between the subject matter of the grievances and
our terms of reference, but our task is independen t of the grievances. There
is an issue of procedure relevant to our discussion. Under the Memorandum
of Agreement, a Grievance Review Committee can render a final and
binding decision. A Grievan ce Review Co mmittee is selected for a given
case from the Grievance Review Panel “appointed by the President of the
University after consu ltation with the Associatio n.” The p ractice has been
that the President and the Association endeavour to rea ch agreem ent on both
the Chair of the Panel (who may also chair a Committee) and on the person
who is to provide legal and procedural advice to a Committee. Although the
wording of the Memorandum of Agreem ent gives the Presiden t the authority
to decide, there has been a willingness to discuss potential conflicts of
interest on the part o f proposed Panel C hairs or lega l counsel for Grievance
Review Committee s. In the prese nt instance, for many mon ths there was no
agreement on a Chair. After agreement on a Cha ir had been reached , there
was no agreement on a legal advisor for the Committee until the fall of 2000.
As a consequence, for over two years after they were lodged, no hearings
had been held on these grievances. Hearing s only comme nced in late
February 2001.
It is common at other universities to have in place a procedure for breaking
such impasses in a timely manner. For example, at universities where
grievances may be arbitrated under provincial labour codes, either party may
appeal to the Minister of Labour to appoint a person to chair an arbitration
board. Altern atively, a list can be agreed upon in advance, along with an
automatic rule for breaking any impasse over selection from the list. The
parties to the Memorandum of Agreement should consider an amendment to
provide a mechanism for breaking impasses such as those that have occurred
here, which delay any resolution.

*This is the document governing terms and conditions of employment for faculty members,
an agreement between UTFA and the University, in force since 1977, with subsequent amendments.
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(13) The settlement of January 25, 1999
We have described (section 5M) HSC’s removal of Dr. Olivieri from her
position as Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program on January 6, 1999.
Although the University was given notice two days in advance of this action, she
herself was given no notice. When informed of the planned action on January 4,
President Prichard had objected to the process the Hospital intended to use
(summary removal, with no opportunity to answer the case against her) and had
explained the requirements of due process to the Hospital President, Mr.
Strofolino.91 He came away from their discussion believing that the Hospital had
accepted his procedural advice. President Prichard also believed he had
“received assurances that the proposed action would not impair her academic
rights including her ability to conduct her research.” The President learned on
the evening of January 6 that his advice was not taken.92 Earlier that day, Dr.
Olivieri had been summarily removed with no opportunity whatever to meet the
case against her. Her academic rights were further impaired by a “gag order”
letter issued concurrently with the dismissal. It was also accepted, later, that
being deprived of the authority of the directorship impaired her ability to conduct her research (see terms of the January 25, 1999 settlement, in Appendix E).
Dr. Olivieri contacted UTFA , and association officers immediately took up
her case in responding to the two letters Dr. O’Brodovich delivered to her on
January 6 (one removing her from her directorshop, the other curtailing her
right to speak out). Following a meeting of the University-Association Joint
Committee on January 11, the University set out in writing to UTFA its disapproval of the Hospital’s unfair procedure both in removing Dr. Olivieri as
director and in issuing the “gag order.” During this meeting, the Faculty
Association had asked that the University make efforts to have Dr. Olivieri
reinstated immediately, pending a review of the circumstances, so that her
research would not be disrupted. The University replied that it did not have the
authority to over-rule the Hospital. In the same meeting the Faculty Association informed the University that the affiliation agreement between the
University and the Hospital had expired at the end of December. “This had
come as some surprise to the Provost and Dean Aberman.” 93 The Association
proposed that renewal of the affiliation should be tied to Dr. Olivieri’s reinstatement, and to improveme nts in Hospital procedures affecting professors.
The University refused, and instead promptly renewed the affiliation for one
year. However, in his January 12 letter to UTFA President William Graham,
Provost Sedra expressed willingness to meet with Dr. Olivieri so that she
could “give the facts which support her claim that her ability to do her
research ha[d] been adversely affected by the HSC action.” 94 This claim was
disputed by the Hospital.
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A meeting was convened on the evening of January 20 so that Dr. Olivieri
could explain to the University the adverse impact of her dismissal as director on
her research work. Among those in attendance were the President of the
University, the Provost, the Dean, the President and the Grievance Vice-President of the Faculty Association, and lawyers representing the University, the
Associatio n and Dr. Olivieri. Dr. Olivieri made a detailed presentation and
answered many questions.95 The University then proposed that a review of the
situation by a third party be instituted. This was essentially the same proposal the
Dean had made earlier in January, “that a senior clinician from our faculty be
asked to review the conflicting facts” concerning “the nature of the impediment
to her research and report to him”, and that this person would be someone
“agreeable to both Dr. Olivieri and [the Dean].” 96 This proposal was again not
accepted, as such, on the grounds that a member of the Toronto faculty might
not be sufficiently independent, and that the reviewers should be persons who
were internationally recognized authorities in hemoglobinopathies. The next day,
Professor Graham wrote to President Prichard saying that Dr. Olivieri would
accept a third party review, provided that the reviewer(s) were acceptable to her
and were recognized experts in her field. Professor Graham proposed a list of
five names from England and the United States from which a review committee
could be struck.97
At about the same time (on or about January 20), in his other capacity as
President of CAUT, Professor Graham had written to the five exp erts to invite
them to serve as reviewers of the hemoglob inopathy pro gram at the U niversity. 98 Four of them, Drs. Nath an (Harvard), Po rter (London) and
Schechter (NIH ), and Sir David Weatherall (O xford) con firmed their av ailability to come on short notice. M edical staff and administrators of HSC and
TTH were invited to meet with the reviewers to discuss scientific aspects of
the hemoglobinopathy program a t the Univer sity. On learn ing of this
developm ent, President Prichard contacted Sir David with concerns that the
University had not agreed to the c omposition of this review committee, and
that Sir David and D r. Nathan “had take n a clear and outspoke n position in
support of Dr. Olivie ri but neverth eless the President hoped to benefit from
their very considerable expertise.” S ir David and Dr. N athan then withdre w
from the CAUT program re view and “ proposed to come to T oronto at the ir
own expense to attempt to resolve D r. Olivieri’s concerns.” 99 Sir David and
Dr. Nathan arrived on Sunday, January 24 to try to assist in resolving the
dispute, while Drs. Porter and Schechter also arrived that weekend to
conduct the CAUT program review.100
Sir David and Dr. Nathan met with President Prichard and Dean Aberman
on January 24. During the discussion, the President said he was prepared to
entertain proposals for resolution.101 Alread y, during the Academ ic Board meet-
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ing of January 21, in response to questions by a member, he had indicated he
had understood important points of Dr. Olivieri’s presentation the evening
before.102 Dr. Nathan has reported in several contexts that he credits a telephone
call to President Prichard by former Harvard President Derek Bok with
increasing President Prichard’s receptiveness to dealing at this time with Sir
David and himself, since their interventions earlier in January had been ineffective.103 It was agreed that President Prichard, Dr. Nathan and Sir David
would work together to try to effect a resolution.
The fundamen tal points for Sir David and Dr. N athan wer e that cond itions should promptly be created to enable Dr. Olivieri to return to her internationally significant work, with adequate authority and resources to enable
her to carry out her research projects. This included clinical authority over
treatment of p atients in rese arch trials. A s Dr. Nath an has exp lained it:
You can’t do clinical research, ethically or technically, unless you are in
charge of the patients. Trial conditions must be centrally enforced. Such
work is impossible otherwise.104

Sir David and Dr. Nathan felt that administrative and personal aspects of the
disputes should be put aside in the interests of medical science.
Meetings were arranged for Monday, January 25 among representatives of
the various parties, including HSC Board Chair Pitblado and HSC President
Strofolino. Later that day mediation discussions were organized, involving Dr.
Olivieri, representatives of the Hospital, the University, UTFA and CAUT, and
lawyers for all parties, with President Prichard, Sir David and Dr. Nathan acting
in mediative capacities, and with the lawyers providing advice on wording.
Discussions began with Sir David and Dr. Nathan enunciating the general
principles noted above. In the early hours of January 26 a settlement was
reached. Dr. Olivieri, Sir David, Dr. Nathan, and representatives of CAUT and of
UTFA who were involved in this long day all have credited President Prichard
with having played a pivotal role in the successful outcome. The terms of the
settlement were recommended to Dr. Olivieri and Mr. Strofolino by Sir David
and Dr. Nathan in a letter.105 The agreement was signed by Dr. Olivieri, Mr.
Strofolino and President Pritchard (it was dated January 25, but was not
executed until about 2:00 AM on January 26).106
The agreement was written in the form of a letter from the President to Dr.
Olivieri and Mr. Strofolino that they were invited to co-sign. It contained
sixteen numbered provisions and opened with the paragraph:
Reflecting our shared commitment to ensuring both that Nancy can continue
her important work and that the Hospital for Sick Children can continue to
advance its important mission, and in the interests of a comprehensive
resolution of the matters that have divided you, I recommend a resolution in the
following terms. In doing so I have been advised that Dr. Olivieri will retain
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her current appointment in the Toronto Hospital as the Director of the
Haemoglobinopathy Program and Director of the [Univers ity] Department of
Medicine’s Haemoglobinopathy Program.

The significance of the agreement is such that we have included a
complete copy in Appendix E, but for purposes of this section we discuss
only a few of its provisions. In it, Dr. Olivieri’s reporting relationship was
changed, so that her primary department would henceforth be Medicine and
her cross-appo intment wo uld be in P ediatrics, the opposite of what they had
been previously. He r office wou ld be moved to The To ronto Ho spital ( TTH )
and she would report to Dr. Baker ( TTH Physician-in -Chief) in reg ard to both
TTH and HSC duties. She would rem ain on staff at HSC and wou ld continue to
chair and lead th e weekly clin ic meeting at HSC and “have full access to and
full responsib ility and accou ntability for all [ HSC ] haemoglobinopathy
patients’ medical car e subject to ethical and HSC policies and practices.” Her
position as program director at HSC would disappear and no similar position
would be created. She would “remain a Senior Scientist in the [HSC ]
Research Institute.” The two letters of January 6 from Dr. O’Brodovich (the
letter of dismissal and the “gag order”) would henceforth “have no
continuing force and effect.” HSC would continue to provide her programs
with resources at the January 1999 level107 and Dr. Baker would be
consulted on staffing of her HSC clinic. By this m eans, the impairment to Dr.
Olivieri’s ability to carry out her research and clinical work caused by the
dismissal was removed, and the sources of personal friction between her and
HSC administrators were reduced by having her report to HSC through Dr.
Baker.
It is of note that there was a provision that HSC would withdraw any
restrictions on “the exercise of academic freedom by any member of the University faculty.” The inclusion of this provision was in response to the “gag
orders” issued on January 6 to Drs. Chan, Durie and Gallie, in addition to Dr.
Olivieri. The wording signifies an acceptance by all three parties to the agreement, that faculty members working at the Hospital are entitled to academic
freedom.
There were two provisions on legal matters. In clause 9, HSC agreed to
“indemnify Dr. Olivieri for actual legal and other expenses incurred to date to
a maximum of $150,000.” This sum was for legal representation in situations
not covered by CMPA. Further, clause 8 provided that, if Apotex were to
commence legal action against her for any matter occurring before January 25,
1999 and CMPA refused coverage, “HSC will pay her costs of defending such
an action. In the unlikely event that Apotex were successfu l, HSC agrees to
indemnify Dr. Olivieri with respect to any award or judgment.” There are
several noteworthy aspects to these provisions. For instance, the sum agreed
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upon shows that in the absence of adequate internal structures for resolving
employment disputes, employees who feel they must engage private counsel
can incur expenses that are personally ruinous. The contents of clauses 8 and 9
provide tacit recognitio n that an individual could be financially ruined by a
large corporation with deep pockets in pursuit of its commercial interests.
Another noteworthy phrase is, “In the unlikely event that Apotex were
successful.” This appears to suggest a different prospect from that held out
by the Hospital’s legal counsel, Borden & Eliot, in the fall of 1997: “The
Apotex non-disclosure clause… was p robably enforceable.” 108 Legal counsel
for all parties were available and were consulted during the January 25
resolution discussions. (See in this connection the opinion of Professor D.A.
Soberman on the common law concerning contract clauses which offend
public policy, in Appen dix F.)
Clauses 8 and 9 also imply ackno wledgme nt by both the Hospital and the
University of the fact that Apotex’s legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri had not
been rescinded and she was still subject to possible legal action by the
company for disclosures of data from the Toronto trials. These clauses also
imply acknowledgement that Dr. Olivieri had rights as a clinical professor
that might not ha ve the protec tion of CMPA coverage when she exercised
them. In contrast, the Hospital a nd the Un iversity had previously given the
Naimark Review the impression that once CMPA had beco me engag ed, this
was quite sufficie nt and so th eir institutions had no obligation to provide
legal supp ort.
The agreement ended with important general understandings,
Beyond the specifics of this recommended resolution, I [President Prichard]
want to record my understanding of your shared commitment to making all
of this work. It will require effort and growing good will from everyone
concerned.… I am very grateful to both of you and your colleagues for your
willingness to embrace this resolution in the intere st of moving forward
together. Please indicate your consent to this resolution by signing this letter.

Dr. Olivieri and Mr. Strofolino then duly signed, with the benefit of legal
advice from their respective advisors.
There is much to be said in favour of this document, and much to be said
about the skill and energy of President Prichard, combined with the moral
authority of his office, in helping to bring about such a resolution. It must be
noted, however, that he did not intervene effectively until UTFA and CAUT
unilaterally invited Sir David Weatherall and Dr. David Nathan to come to
Toronto. The scientific eminence and administrative experience of these two
co-mediators were vital, not only to the success of the mediation discussions,
but to the initiation of the process. Further, it is reasonab le to infer that if the
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University and the Hospital had provided the same support for Dr. Olivieri in
the summer of 1996 as provided for in the 8th paragraph of the resolution, then
the dispute with Apotex might not have escalated as it had in the ensuing two
and a half years. Nevertheless, the January 25 agreement did present an opportunity for resolution of what had become a very complex, contentious problem
—provided it had been promptly and fully implemented.

(14) Failure of the settlement to resolve important matters
Events in the following months raised questions about the Hospital’s commitment to a basic purpose of the agreement, which was to reflect “our shared
commitment to ensuring… that Nancy can continue her important work.” The
Hospital took inapprop riate actions against Dr. Olivieri and her program
—actions that undermined clauses 12 and 13 of the agreement pertaining to
resources and means of communication (see Appen dix E).*
Problems with impleme ntation of the se aspects o f the agreement began
shortly after it had been executed . For example, on February 10, 1 999 Dr.
Olivieri left for a short period to work on a research project in Sri Lanka.
The Hospital, without cons ultation, then terminated her teleph one, voice
mail and pager telephon e services. It also ordered her research staff to leave
HSC . These ac tions disrup ted commu nications b etween D r. Olivieri and her
research fellow who was coordinating hemoglobinopathy patient care during
her absence. Dr. Gallie learned of this and contacted Dean Aberman, who
intervened to resolve this problem. The HSC administration later took
additional adverse actions, such as removing from Dr. Olivieri and her staff
the space they had been using for research and for ad ministrative work
pertaining to the care of HSC patients.109 These developm ents were factors
leading the President of the University to intervene again, in the summer of
1999.

(15) Mediation
The HSC colleagues who became Dr. Olivieri’s principal supporters, Drs.
Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie consider that they also have been subjected by
the Hospital to unfair treatment in matters concerning their working
conditions. There had been some preliminary discussion in late January

*Grounds for raising still more serious questions about the Hospital’s understanding of this
“shared commitment ” emerged only a year later. In December 1998, the Hospital had directed the
Medical Advisory Committee to review aspects of Dr. Olivieri’s conduct. The MAC then received
new allegations in December 1998 and early 1999 that provided the basis of further actions
against her, but did not disclose these new allegations to her. These allegations were not disc losed
until a year later. (See section 5P.)
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1999 to the effect that a mediated agree ment might be require d so as to
resolve their conce rns. Durin g the first half o f 1999, ad ditional concerns
arose regarding the emplo yment condition s of all four of th ese individu als
due to actions by Hospital administrators. Also, as noted above, problems
regarding implementation of some terms of the agreement of January 25
concerning Dr. Olivieri h ad arisen. R epresenta tions to Ho spital and
University administrators were made d uring the first half of 1999, by Dr.
Baker, by UTFA , and by lawye rs for the five pr ofessors, b ut to no avail. 110
However, there is evidence that the University accepted that there was some
validity to these claims, as we now exp lain.
The last of the sixteen clauses in the agreement of January 25 stated that, in
the event of “disputes with respect to implementation…, HSC and Dr. Olivieri
agree that the President of the University of Toronto will mediate such
disputes.” In early August 1999, Dr. Baker drafted a framework for a
mediation process to bring about a settlement on a range of issues. In late
August, the five professors, their legal counsel and Association officers met
with President Prichard, Dean Naylor, other University administrators, and Dr.
Baker to discuss the outstanding issues and a process for resolution. President
Prichard then asked Dean Naylor and Dr. Baker to try to mediate between the
professors and the HSC Executive. Initial efforts were unsucce ssful. In another
meeting, in October, President Prichard suggested that the five professors and
HSC should consider accepting Dean Naylor as an arbitrator who would
impose a settlement after hearing all parties. This proposal was not accepted
by the Hospital. 111
President Prichard next proposed that Dean Naylor resume mediation
efforts. Discussions involving Hospital represen tatives and the five
professors, mediated b y Dean N aylor, recomm enced in mid-October.
Through Dean Naylor’s efforts, by mid-December a document had been
developed, and the professors and Mr. Strofolino were invited to sign it to
signify their acceptance of the terms of the proposed settlement. We have
been told by participants in the process tha t there is much to recomme nd this
documen t, and that a great deal of effort and diplomatic skill had been
devoted to the process by Dean Naylor. However, to date, the proposed
document has not been signed.

(16) The delay in completing mediation
The reasons that the mediation document h as not been signed ap pear to
relate more to the wider context, than to terms in the document itself. By
mutual agreement, the mediation process did not deal with some important
matters about which there was a high level of concern, both on the part of
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the five professo rs and of the Hospital a dministration , although for different
reasons. These ma tters included the MAC investigation into Dr. Olivieri’s
alleged “failure” to report L1 toxicity to the REB, and the Hospital’s
investigation into miscon duct allegations against Dr. Koren. Both had
potentially serious implications. In the view of the five professors, the
proposed mediation settlement required good faith on the part of all intended
signatories. By mid-December the y felt they had reasons to doubt the
Hospital’s ultimate intentions. These arose from the Hospital’s response to
DNA evidence that Dr. Koren was guilty of m isconduc t and was lying to
cover it up.
The MAC proceedings are discussed in section 5P, and Dr. Koren’s misconduct is discussed in section 5R. The latter was of imme diate conc ern in
December 1999, because of the DNA identification of Dr. Koren. T he five
professors told this Com mittee that this was a significan t factor in their
decision to delay signing the mediation do cument, so we briefly rev iew it
here. A series of a nonymou s letters disparaging Drs. Olivieri, Durie, Chan
and Gallie had been issued between October 1998 and May 1999. They
reported they found these letters deeply disturbing and the delays in action in
regard to them no less disturbing. They had lod ged a form al complain t in
May 1999 identifying Dr. Koren as the author, based on substantial evidence
compiled a private detective and analysed by forensic experts. Dr. Koren
denied any involvement. The H ospital then hired its own investigato r, Ms.
Barbara Humphrey. Her investigation continued for m any months, in part
because it had been “frustrated” and “obstructed” b y a series of “lies” Dr.
Koren told her. 112
On December 7, 1999 when all but final details of the proposed mediation
agreement were in place, the five professors obtained additional forensic evidence, in the form of matching DNA samples, that Dr. Koren was the author of
the anonymous letters.* They and UTFA presented this information to the
University and to the Hospital on December 8 and asked for action against Dr.
Koren. Provost Sedra replied for the University of December 9, saying that
“any consideration of discipline will have to await [Ms. Humphrey’s]
report.” 113 The Provost added, “We have been given assurances by the
Hospital that the report of the investigator will be completed prior to the end
of December.” Ms. Humphrey was provided with a copy of the DNA report on
December 10.114 Mr. Alexander Aird, Chair of the Board of Trustees, res-

*The matching DNA was obtained from saliva residues on (i) envelopes of anonymous letters
attacking Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, and (ii) the envelope of a hand-written and -address ed
letter in Dr. Koren’s handwriting that he had sent to his long-time acquaintance, Dr. Michèle
Brill-Edwards. (See section 5U.) The analysis was conducted by forensic experts at the Helix
Biotech laboratory in Richmond, BC.
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ponded for the Hospital on December 10. In his letter to Dr. Chan et al., he
said:
[T]he investigator retained by the Hospital… will be reporting soon. I would
therefore urge you not to take any unilateral steps which might damage the
reputation of one of your colleagues.115 (emphasis added)

The five professors told this Committee that for several reasons, Mr.
Aird’s concern for Dr. Koren’s reputation served to heighten their concerns
that no significant action would ever be taken against Dr. Koren. First, on
September 1, 1998, without investigation, the Hospital had publicly repeated
allegations potentially damaging to Dr. Olivieri’s professional reputation that
had been made privately to the Hospital by Apotex (see section 5L).116
Second, an unmistaka ble purpose of the anonymous letters was to damage the
personal and professional reputations of Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Durie and Gallie,
who now considered they had conclusive proof that Dr. Koren was the author.
Third, the Hospital had taken no significant action in regard to other alleged
misconduct by Dr. Koren (Dr. Olivieri alleged that he had provided false
information to the Naimark Review, which had been relied upon by that
review in finding against her.117) Dr. Olivieri and her colleagues reported to us
that Mr. Aird’s concern for Dr. Koren’s reputation suggested to them that
there was a double standard regarding personal and professional conduct.
Information that DNA evidence identified him as the author of the anonymous letters was conveye d to Dr. Koren on or about December 10.118 Approx imately a week later, Dr. Brill-Edwards authorized Dr. Olivieri to make the
original of Dr. Koren’s hand-written letter and hand-addressed envelope available to the Hospital and the University, and Dr. Koren admitted responsibility.
On December 20, HSC President Mr. Strofolino informed the press that the
author of the anonymous letters had been identified and this information was
published in the Toronto Star on December 21, “‘The individual has confessed
to authoring the letters,’ says… Michael Strofolino.” The Star added, “Strofolino did not name the individual, but confirmed he had been a key suspect.”
However, it appears that the identity of the individual had been communicated to
other newspapers on or before December 20, because both the Globe and Mail
and the National Post articles of December 21 said that Dr. Koren was the
author of the anonymous letters. When Mr. Strofolino spoke to the press on
December 20, Ms. Humphrey’s investigation was still not complete, but rather
“virtually complete,” the Star reported on December 21. Ms. Humphrey’s report
was made available to the press on December 21, and she told reporters that,
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“she concluded Koren was the culprit by comparing the use of language in the
letters to articles Koren has written.”119 *
The Hospital and the University announced on Dec ember 21 that Dr.
Koren would be suspended with pay, pending a disciplinary hearing.120 It
was on December 21 that Dr. Dick wrote to Dean Naylor to advise that he
and his colleagues were “unable to deal with [i.e., sign] the [mediation]
agreement at the present time,” as a result of uncertainty arising from recent
developments.121
For the next several months, the presidents of the Hospital and the
Unive rsity, Dean Naylor, and Dr. Olivieri, her four colleagues and UTFA
were considerably occupied with disciplinary proceedings con cerning Dr.
Koren’s miscondu ct. He was provided with due process: he was represented
by legal counsel, he and his counsel were provided with all information
against him, and he had an opportunity to challenge this information and
respond to it. On April 11, 2000, penalties were imposed on him. (See
section 5R.)
Two weeks later, on April 27, 2000, the Hospital took significant action
against Dr. Olivieri in a highly public manner that was damaging to her reputation: it referred a report by the MAC to external bodies. Dr. Olivieri had been
denied due process in the MAC investigation. The MAC relied on incorrect
information from Dr. Koren, as well as information from others that was
incorrect, but this information was not disclosed to her. This action by HSC
further deflected attention from the mediation process.
It is possible tha t Dean N aylor’s settleme nt proposal of mid-December
1999 could still result in a fair resolution to many outstanding issues,
provided it were not only signed by the parties, but accompanied by a clear
demonstration that it would be fully and promptly implemented.

*Dr. Olivieri et al had provided similar comparisons by forensic experts (a document
examiner and a linguist) to the Hospital and the University in May and June 1999. (See section
5R.)
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(17) The University’s response to complaints against Dr. Koren
In the late spring of 1999, Dr. Olivieri et al. provided the Hospital and the
University with a substantial body of evidence from forensic experts identifying Dr. Koren as the author of the series of anonymous letters against them.
He denied responsibility. The author of these letters had committed serious
violations of University policy, in addition to Hospital policy. This forensic
evidence might have been sufficient for many employers to have taken
disciplinary action against him.122 The Hospital decided instead to institute its
own forensic investigation and retained Ms. Barbara Humphrey to conduct it.
The University, for its part, left the matter in the hands of the Hospital. The
University’s inaction in the face of the allegation that Dr. Koren was the
author and the substantial supporting evidence is hard to understand. It
apparently made no attempt either to retain its own investigator, or to arrange
for Ms. Humphrey to extend the scope of her investigation to consider matters
relating specifically to Dr. Koren’s responsibilities as a professor (for
example, not to infringe the academic freedom of his colleagues). Ms.
Humphrey noted in her report that, although Dr. Olivieri et al. alleged that Dr.
Koren breached “responsibilities that he held as a Professor… at the
University…”, she had been “retained to conduct an investigation on behalf of
the HSC [only]…” and so, “[University] issues have neither been identified nor
addressed in this report.” 123
The University and the Hospital eventually took disciplinary action
against Dr. Koren in April 20 00, but on ly after he adm itted to miscon duct.
His admission followed additional effort and expense by the persons who
were the victims of h is “hurtful” 124 misconduct, who obtained the DNA
evidence that he was guilty. When the institutions eventually imposed
disciplinary sanctions on him, these were limited, e ven thoug h the presid ents
of the University and the Hospital found that his actions “…constitute gross
misconduct and provide sufficient grou nds for dismissal.” 125 It is also
significant that the Unive rsity and the H ospital discip lined Dr. Ko ren only
for misc onduc t to whic h he ad mitted, d irectly or in directly. 126
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(18) The University & Apotex
As outlined in section 4 of this report the University and Apotex had been
engaged in discussions on a possible major donation since 1991. Agreement
in principle on the major don ation was reached in the spring of 1998. In the
fall of 1998, after the L1 controversy had become the subject of widespread
media attention, the Un iversity and A potex agre ed that discu ssions to
finalize the donation “should be suspended until the matters in dispute w ere
resolved” and “Apotex should be cleared of wrongdoing,” as the minutes of
the December 17, 1998 mee ting of the U niversity’s Go verning C ouncil
record.127
The minutes of the Governing Council meeting gave no indication as to the
means by which “Apotex should be cleared of wrongdoing,” or “the matters in
dispute” should be “resolved.” The Naimark Review, whose report had been
publicly released a week earlier, did not address the question of possible wrongdoing by Apotex in relation to its actions against Dr. Olivieri, a professor in the
University “entitled to the full freedoms, rights and privileges of all members of
the faculty including vigilant protection of her academic freedom.” (See sections
5N(1), 5N(8) and 5O.) Nevertheless, in public statements, the University relied
on the Naimark Report to suggest that, even though Apotex had used legal
warnings in attempts to impede Dr. Olivieri in exercising her academic rights
and fulfilling her ethical obligations, intervention by the University had resolved
this problem. An example is the article in the December 14, 1998 issue
University’s newsletter, The Bulletin, quoted earlier (section 5N(1)). President
Prichard made a similar statement on December 9, 1998:
Dr. Naimark’s report documents the intervention of Dean Arnie Aberman
and other senior university officials to protect Dr. Olivieri’s rights as a
clinical faculty member. 128

The Naimark Report correctly noted that Dean Aberman had intervened
with the goal of protecting (“to protect”) Dr. Olivieri’s rights, but it did not say
that these interventions were successful in essential respects. Indeed the
Report noted that the Apotex legal warnings continued and had not been
rescinded.129 The Report also noted one of the several instances when Dr.
Olivieri withdrew an abstract already submitted to a conference, in response to
Apotex legal warnings.130 Although it was well documented in Apotex correspondence provided to the Naimark Review that the company had repeatedly infringed Dr. Olivieri’s academic rights, this matter was not addressed in
the Report. In summary, we are not aware of any investigation in 1998 (or
earlier) of what was referred to in the Governing Council minutes as possible
“wrongdoing” by Apotex.
The other pre-condition for lifting the suspension of discussions on the
proposed major Apotex donation was that the matters in dispute should be
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resolved. The Naimark Report did not resolve any of th e matters in dis pute
and the public controversy continued. New ma tters of dispu te arose in
December 1998 and thereafter. Some matters were resolved through the
agreement of January 25, 1999 but as discussed in various sections of this
report (for instance, sections 5P and 5Q), others were not resolved.
It is not clear in what manner or to what extent the University regarded
the matters in disp ute as bein g resolved, or Apotex cleared of wrongdoing.
The suspension of discussions on the possible major donation by Apotex
was lifted in 1999 (see section 4).

(19) Conclusions
1 * In Decemb er 1998, th e University m ade public statements strongly
supportive of Dr. Olivieri’s rights. On December 14, 1998 President
Prichard said, “The University’s p re-eminent o bligation is to ensure the
academic freedom of all of its members, wh erever they work.” 131 The
University’s twelve-point statement of Dec ember 3 said, “Dr. O livieri is
entitled to the … vigilant protection of her academic freedom,” and, “we
will protect the full rights, privileges and freedo ms of our faculty members.” 132 In this statement the University also claimed that it had protected
her academic freedom, because “in 1996 the Dean of Me dicine succ essfully
intervened at the request of Dr. Olivieri to mediate … and achieved with the
consent of both A potex and Dr. Olivieri th e disclosure of Dr. Olivieri’s
scientific data.”
However, the University was not successful in protecting Dr. Olivieri’s
academic freedom and other rights. To summarize:
Dean Aberman asked officers of Apotex in 1996 to desist from their legal
warnings to Dr. Olivieri. The legal warnings continued, and he was copied on a
number of them so it should have been clear that his interventions to this end
were not effective. The legal warning letters have not been rescinded. Dr.
Olivieri informed the regulatory agencies and the scientific community with the
legal support of the CMPA. The extensive involvement of CMPA legal counsel in
1996 and 1997 serves as an independent demonstration that Dr. Olivieri’s
academic rights were not being protected by the University.
“[T]he University had a very good relationship with Apote x through its
owners,” 133 but no effort that was effective was made by any officer of the
Unive rsity, or by the University as an institution, to persuade Apotex to stop
issuing legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri not to disclose information on risks of
its drug. In particular, Apotex’s Vice-President, Dr. Spino repeated ly
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infringed Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom, u nchecke d by the Un iversity in
which he still continues to ha ve the status of professor.
Concerns brought in 1997 to Dean Aberman by several scientists, that
Dr. Olivieri was n ot being provided with adequate assistance by either the
University or the Hospital, were not accepted by him.
Although Apotex had been infrin ging the ac ademic free dom of on e of its
professors, Dr. Olivieri, and academic freedom is a pre-eminent concern of
the University, it took the view that the dispute was primarily the concern of
the Hospital. The University did not ensure that there would be an
independent review or tha t the Hosp ital’s review would ad dress acad emic
freedom.

2 * Immediately up on receipt o f the Naima rk Repo rt in late 1998, the
Hospital instituted an adverse action against Dr. Olivieri by establishing the
MAC inquiry into her conduct. We have no evidence that this action was
reviewed with the Un iversity prior to su ch action ta king place , or that the
University raised any objection, or interceded in an effort to ensure due
process would be provided to Dr. Olivieri after the Boa rd’s public
announcement of its action.

3 *The Hospital did consult President Prichard prior to removing Dr.
Olivieri from her directorship, but it did not follow his advice on the
provision of due process. The University acted to remedy this situation after
eminent medical scientists from Oxfo rd and Harvard , along with officers of
UTFA and CAUT advocated this.

4 * President Prichard did not include academic freedom in the terms of
reference he provided Professor Dickens for his review in regard to policy
harmonization with the teaching hospitals.

5 * Despite the substantial forensic evidence available in May 1999 that D r.
Koren had vio lated U niversity norms of conduct, the University did not
conduct its own investigation into alleged misconduct by him, and did not
arrange for the Hospital’s investigator to con sider University policy, and did
not act aga inst him until af ter he admitte d his guilt.

6 * Although th ere wer e failure s by the U niversity to act effec tively in
regard to Apotex’s legal warnings against Dr. Olivieri until January 1999,
thereafter it played an important role and effectively assisted Dr. Olivieri in a
number of respects.
7 * Dean Aberman made a substantial and effective intervention in June
1996 when he mediated the reinstatement of the supply of L1 under a new
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EDR arrangement, after Apotex abruptly terminated the trials and withdrew
its drug from the HSC pharmacy. He intervened again later that year when
Apotex stopped the supply of its drug a second time.

8 * The announcement by Dean Naylor on March 26, 2001, that the University and its affiliated teaching hospitals had agreed to make substantial
improveme nts in their publication and other research policies, could constitute
a very important advance, if the changes are fully and effectively
implemented. In view of the prominence of the University of Toronto and its
affiliated hospitals in medical research in Canada, this could lead to policy
improveme nts at other universities and hospitals.
This change in policy shows th at the previou s publicatio n policy, with
which both contracts for the Toronto L1 trials were in compliance, was inappropriate for clinical research.

9 * The mediation proc ess undertaken by Dean Naylor in late 1999 made
substantial progress a nd this migh t still form the basis for resolution of a
number of important outstanding issues.

5O* The Naim ark Review P rocess & R eport
5.O.1. The Process
(1) Establishment of the Review
BY THE SUMMER OF 1998 the disputes involving Dr. Olivieri, Apotex, the
Hospital for Sick Children, and the University of Toronto had been ongoing for
more than two years, and increasing numbers of HSC medical and scientific staff
expressed concerns. The controversy reached a wider public with the publication
of Dr. Olivieri’s paper in the New England Journal of Medicine on August 13.1
Intense media scrutiny added to pressure from within the institution for an independent inquiry.

Initially, the Hospital’s Board of Trustees announced it would have a
review of policies and procedures governing clinical trials, a review that
would not deal with the L1 matter specific ally. 2 This was not well accepted in
some quarters. The Board then agreed to establish a two-phase review, the first
on the contro versy, and a later one on policies and procedures. On September
8, 1998 the Board of Trustees established the first phase of the review, giving
it a mandate:
to determine the facts and circumstances giving rise to the current controversy… including matters pertaining to the foll owing: Patient Safety at the
Hospital for Sick Children; Conflicts of Interest; Release and Publication of
Research Information.3

The Board appointed Dr. Arnold Naimark to conduct this phase of the
review and report by November 30.4 He immediately began conducting
interviews and collecting documents.

(2) The Reviewer & his associate reviewers
Further controversy ensued because Dr. Olivieri and her supporters were not
consulted on the selection of Dr. Naimark. Some objected that there was a
reasonable apprehension of bias in the reviewer, since Dr. Naimark had
raised money from Apotex while President of the University of Manitoba,5
and was a member on the Board of Directors of the Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce (CIBC). The Chair of the CIBC Board, Mr. A .L. Flood was a
member of the Board of the HSC Foundation and the CIBC was active in
fundraising for Hosp ital projects. O thers (includ ing Nobel laureate Dr. John
Polanyi) raised the co ncern that, re gardless of the individu al appointe d, it
was unusual for a single pers on to be asked to review such a complex
matter.6 These concerns were expressed in a motion passed by the HSC
Medical Staff Committee on September 17, and approved by a majority of
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those present at ge neral meeting of the Medical Scientific Staff Association
on October 1:
That the Medical Scientific Staff Association (MSSA ) make representation to
the Board of the Hospital fo r Sick Children, stating that the process of the
Independent External Inquiry into all aspects of the Apotex Affair must be
open, consultative and independent. Full disclosure of all information heard
by the reviewers will assure that the process is open. Three or more
reviewers with relevant expertise, chosen by consultation between the
parties, will insure that the process is indepen dent. 7 (emphasis added)

These representations led to considerations of enlarging the review p anel,
and in late September 1998 Dr. Naimark began discussions with the
interested parties at HSC on the pros pects of adding one o r two perso ns to
assist him in the revie w. Dr. O livieri and her principal supporters (Drs.
Chan, D urie, Gallie and Dick ) had discu ssions with h im directly and through
intermediaries in the hope of reaching agreemen t with him and with the
Board on one or two p ersons to join h im. This led to the possib ility in late
September and early October that Dr. Patricia Baird might accept Dr.
Naimark’s invitation to assist him in his “capacity as the Review er.”8 In
correspondence with Dr. Naimark, Dr. Baird agreed to accept provided he
could assure her:
that in the eve nt that I a m not in agreement with your review report, I would
have the opportunity to add my own section to the report that goes to the
Board and is disseminated.9

Dr. Naimark replied that he had consulted with the Chair of the Board and
was advised that any arrangements other than receiving o ne reviewer’s
report were not desired.10 He offered instead the possibility of considering
“the inclusion of annotations (w ith attribution).” 11 Dr. Baird then declined
the invitation for th e reason th at this would not provide her with app ropriate
independence.12
Subsequ ently Dr. Henry Friesen, President of the Medical Research
Council (MRC), was asked to mediate between the Board and Dr. Olivieri and
her supporters, to assist in finding mutually agreeable persons to join Dr.
Naimark and to put in place conditions for their participation. A “Participation
Agreem ent” negotiated on October 19 contained several “accommodation s,”
including:
• two associate panellists to be chosen by the Reviewer [Dr. Naimark] from a
list prepared by Dr. Henry Friesen with the concurrence of the B oard and Dr.
Gallie et al.
• the associate panellists … will be at liberty to express in writing their
concurrence or disagreement with any or all aspects of the report within the
body of the final report and to sign the rep ort.13
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Also included w as provision for extending the time for completion of the
report. This agreement was signed only by Dr. Olivieri and her supporters,
but on the express understandin g that “the response provides for written
acceptance by the B oard.” 14
In a situation by now fraught with suspicion and tension, there also was a
mutual undertaking15 that the parties would cease public criticism of each
other. HSC President Mr. Michael Strofolino wrote an e-mail memo to all
medical and scientific staff asking that everyone “refrain from such activity,”
but not until the afternoon of October 22.16 Unfortunate ly, public criticism of
Dr. Olivieri by senior HSC staff continued on the day of the signing of the
Participation Agreement and on subsequent days. For example, on October 19,
Dr. Buchwald sent an e-mail to many persons outside the Hospital, endorsing
a widely disseminated e-mail Dr. Sergio Grinstein had sent October 13 with a
letter Drs. Buchw ald and O’Brodovich had sent to Nature Medicine on
October 14 enclosed (see section 5L(8)).17 Also, the first two in a series of
anonymous letters against Dr. Olivieri and her supporters were sent out on
October 20 and 21, one to a national newspaper. 18 It was clear from the
enclosures with the anonymous letter to the newspaper that its author had
close contacts with the HSC Executive or Apotex, or both (more than a year
later, after he had been identified by DNA evidence, Dr. Koren admitted
responsib ility for the anonymous letters—see section 5R).
The lists of names Dr. Olivieri and the Board selec ted from Dr. Friesen’s
list did not intersect and efforts in late O ctober to resolve this disagreement
failed. On November 4, both the Board an d Dr. Olivieri’s supporters
announ ced the bre akdown of the Partic ipation Ag reement. 19
With his report due on November 30, Dr. Naimark selected two
“associates” on November 12 from Dr. Friesen’s list to assist him in his
review, Drs. Bartha Knoppers and Frederick Lowy, neither of them with the
concurrence of Dr. Olivieri. Dr. Knoppers is an expert in health law and policy
at l’Université de Montréal, and Dr. Lowy is Rector of Concor dia University
and a former Dean of Medicine in the University of Toronto. By the time Drs.
Knoppers and Lowy actually became engaged in work of the Review, Dr.
Naimark’s interviews were largely completed.* They were provided with his
list of documents, access to the documen ts and his draft of the main sections
of the report, and were asked for a critique and recommendations for revisions
and additions.20 The Naimark Report was released to the public by the Board
on December 9.21 The Report was based on the investigation of one person,
*Dr. Naimark’s wr itten progress report dated October 12, 1998 stated that “approximately
35 persons will have been interviewed by mid-October.” According to his final report (pp. 152–3)
that was released December 9, 1998, 40 persons were interviewed or otherwise participated in the
Review.
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who had drafted the main sections. Indeed Dr. Naimark refers to himself in the
Report as “the Reviewer.” 22

(3) The evidentiary base
The Report lists forty participants in the Review, the majority HSC administrative, medical and scientific staff. The list also included senior administrators of the University, a representative of Apotex, and others. Due to the
breakdown in the “Participation Agreement,” Dr. Olivieri and her supporters
did not participate, but Dr. Naimark reported he “worked almost exclusively
from the written record,” and approximately half of the several hundred items
of correspondence considered were “letters to or from Dr. Olivieri” or
“communications written on her behalf.” 23 He added:
If, at any time, we come into possession o f evidence which contradicts any
material aspect of our Report, we feel h onor-bound to repo rt that to the
Board of Trustees and to make that report public.24

Dr. Naimark’s account implies the validity of his findings rests largely on
the completeness and quality of the documentary evidence he had before
him. Unfortunately, the Review was compromised in two material ways.
First, some documen ts it relied on contained incorrect or f alse information.
Second, the Review ’s own reco rds show th at it did not ha ve all of the rele vant and important documents—there were critical omissions.
The “primar y submitte rs” of inform ation to the Review. To evaluate the
reliability of the documents, sources as well as contents of must be
considered. Two lists of the primary suppliers of material to the Review
were made availa ble a year after its Report was released , one given by Mr.
Alexander Aird, Chair of the HSC Board of Trustees, the other by lawyer Ms.
Barbara Humphrey who was retained by the Hosp ital to investigate
allegations of misconduct against Dr. Koren.
Mr. Aird stated in a letter to Dr. Olivie ri on Dece mber 30, 1 999 that:
His (Dr. Naimark’s) conclusions relied primarily on correspondence and
documentation originated by Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, the senior
administration of the hospital and Apotex’s Dr. Spino.25

Mr. Aird wrote this after Dr. Koren’s admission that he had been persistently
dishonest with his employer and with his colleagues about anonymous letters
against Dr. Olivieri and her supporters. Mr. Aird said that Dr. Naimark had
been contacted following this admission and:
asked to indicate to what extent, if at all, Dr. Koren’s belated acknowledgment
of responsibility for the anonymous letters affected the conclusions of the
Naimark Review. Dr. Naimark has assured the hospital that his findings and
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conclusions remain unaltered. Moreover, he made it clear that, contrary to your
[Dr. Olivieri’s] assertions, his review did not rely heavily on evidence supplied
by Dr. Koren*. 26

A week earlier, another more detailed list of the suppliers of information to
the Review from within the Hospital had been made available Ms. Humphrey.
Her report included data on which of the many contacts listed by Dr. Naimark
were the primary suppliers of information to him, citing Dr. Buchwald’s
testimony that “the primary individuals submitting to Naimark” were “Dr.
O’Brodovich, Dr. Goldbloom and Dr. Koren” and that, in particular, Dr. Koren
had “submitted ‘a lot of stuff.’”27 Ms. Humphrey found that Dr. Koren was
systematically dishonest with her, inventing stories to obstruct and mislead her
investigation into his conduct. 28 She found that some of his activities in regard to
the anonymous letters were connected with material he submitted directly to Dr.
Naimark, and some with discussions or correspondence he had with another of
the “primary submitters,” Dr. O’Brodovich.29
This difference in perception on the influence and input of Dr. Koren is
important. Dr. Koren is a central figure in the entire L1 contro versy. In the
voluminous correspondence among Drs. Olivieri, Koren, Spino, and O’Brodovich and other members of the senior HSC administration, Dr. Koren appears
with great freque ncy, as author, addressee, or recipient of copies. His longstanding collaborations with Dr. Spino, his attempts to discredit Dr. Olivieri,
his publications favourable to Apotex’s drug, and his dishones ty to his
employers and colleagues are relevant aspects of the dispute.
Ms. Humphrey had considera ble experience in investigating workplace
harassmen t. She examined the Naimark Report and much of its documentary
base, and interviewed Dr. Koren and others, in order to ascertain the extent of
Dr. Koren’s knowledge of L1 matters and of the Naimark Review process.
This was important for her investigation because, owing to his persistent
denials, she wished to determine his knowledge of matters referred to (and
appended to) the anonymous letters. She found that “Dr. Koren was the most
constant individual at the center or the heart of the L1 trials controversies... All
these issues appeared to have involved Dr. Koren in a very direct and personal
sense.” 30 She also found Dr. Koren to have been in association with and to
have influenced Dr. O’Brodovich during the Naimark Review. Therefore, the
statement that the findings and recommen dations of the Review were not
affected by Dr. Koren’s involvement appears untenable. (See also section
5.O.2.)

*Possibly Dr. Naimark was not given a copy of the Humphrey Report and so may not have been
aware of the extent of Dr. Koren’s influence on Dr. O’Brodovich’s testimony (see below).
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Gaps in the Naimark Report archive deposited in the HSC library. The
table of contents of the Naimark Report states that copies of correspondence
cited would be placed in archives at the Hospital. In fact, less than half the
items listed in Appen dix 1 (Reference List of Documentation) to the report
were deposited in the HSC library archives.31 We initially supposed that Dr.
Naimark deposited all documen ts actually cited in the report, and only those,
but this hypothesis was not confirmed by closer examination. For example, a
long letter Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Naimark on November 24, 1998 justifying
the conduct of Apotex and criticizing the conduct of Dr. Olivieri was cited at
page 101 of the Report and listed in the appendix, but was not deposited in the
archives.32 At page 42 of the Report Dr. Naimark appears to have used
information conveyed in two letters to him from Dr. O’Brodovich, one of
which was listed but not deposited, the other neither listed nor deposited.33
Another example listed but not deposited (and apparently used at pages 42 and
134) is a letter from Dr. O’Brodovich to Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA counsel dated
March 3, 1996.34
Furthermore, there are items listed in Appen dix 1 of the N aimark Re port,
but not cited in th e text of the R eport and n ot deposite d in the HSC archive,
that are of such importance that it is hard to u nderstand why they were not
cited. The following are examples:
a) a memo from Dr. Koren to Dr. Buchw ald, dated May 14, 1998, concerning
his Apotex-funded research fellow, Dr. Orna Diav-Citrin and her work with
patients who had been enrolled in the LA–03 trial. In this memo Dr. Koren
(correc tly) stated that this trial had been “discontinued” in “May 1996.” 35 Later
in 1998 he put forward, both to the Naimark Review and to the Medical
Advisory Committee inquiry, (incorrect) testimony that this trial had continued
after May 1996. (see sections 5.O.2 and 5P).
b) several letters written by Dr. Koren in 1997 and 1998,36 which contradict
statements in two letters he alleged he sent to Dr. Olivieri in December 1996
and February 1997 but which she reports she never received.37 Dr. Naimark
reproduced the latter two in their entirety in the text of his report (page 41);
c) a letter Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Koren on April 18, 1996 in which it was
noted that Dr. Koren did not agree with Dr. Olivieri’s finding of a risk of the
drug L1 (loss of sustained efficacy); 38
d) a letter Apotex’s legal counsel wrote to Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA legal counsel on
December 18, 1996 and the reply by CMPA counsel on January 14, 1997.
Apotex’s counsel wrote that at the ASH meeting in Orlando in early December
1996, Dr. Olivieri “implicat[ed] deferiprone in the development of hepatic
fibrosis” in some patients. The CMPA counsel replied that Dr. Olivieri had not
said that there was “causality between the administration of deferiprone and the
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development of hepatic fibrosis” in patients, but rather that she had “presented
data from previously published animal studies” and “then presented histologic
findings in liver biopsies in patients” who had been in LA–03. He assured
Apotex’s counsel that in the event any “safety concerns with respect to deferiprone” were to be identified, Apotex would be so advised.39 The letter by CMPA
counsel contradicts a conclusion in the Naimark Report that Dr. Olivieri had
identified the risk that L1 could cause progression of liver fibrosis “by the end of
1996.” 40 (This risk was not identified until early February 1997—see section
5K.)
There is a very significant document that, while not listed in Appen dix 1 of
the Report, was deposited, but only in part, in the HSC library archive. It is a
lengthy memorandum to Dr. Naimark by one of the “primary submitters,” Dr.
O’Brodovich, dated September 24, 1998, in which he made allegations against
Dr. Olivieri. 41 The memo sets out in chronological point form an interpretive
narrative of events that is incomplete and incorrect in important respects. Ms.
Humphrey later reported that “in all likelihood the memo was prepared with
input from Dr. Koren.” 42 Sections II and III of the memo are in the archive, but
not section I. (We do not know whether the memo had additional sections.)
Section III is entitled, “Olivieri’s Failure to Follow the Guidelines for
Research involving Human Subjects,” and it contains an (incorrect) account of
events in 1997 in support of this allegation of failure. The allegation was
believed by the Naimark Review panel, on the basis of incorrect testimony put
forward during the Review by Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Koren, Dr. Moore and
Dr. Spino, including some testimony in Dr. O’Brodovich ’s memo of
September 24, 1998.
This September 24, 19 98 memo of Dr. O’Brodovich was also judged by
persons ad versely affected by Dr. Koren ’s conduc t to be material e vidence in
two subsequent proceedings. On e was the inquiry by the Med ical Advisory
Committee (MAC ) on Dr. Olivieri’s conduct. The other was the d isciplinary
proceeding before a pa nel of senio r University an d Hospita l administrators
on the admitted misconduct of Dr. Koren. Dr. Koren had appended the
contents of one of the missing pages of the O’Brodovich memo (page 3 of
section I) to the first of his anonymous letters, the one sent to a newspaper
on October 20, 1998. However, in spite of the relevance and importance of
the complete submission of Dr. O’Brodovich, access to it has not yet been
given by the Hospital, or by its author. T he respon ses to repea ted reques ts by
Dr. Olivieri and her legal counsel for access to the complete document
suggest that the contents o f the missing pages are significan t.*
*In the initial response to a request by Dr. Olivieri for a complete copy of Dr. O’Brodovich’s
memo, on December 30, 1999 legal counsel for the Hospital provided one of the missing pages,
page 3 of Section I. This is the page, the paragraphs of which Dr. Koren had rearranged by cutting
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(4) Missing documents
There are highly relevant documents that the Naimark Report did not list,
cite or deposit in the HSC library archive. Thus these documents may not
have been submitted to the Review. The following may therefore have been
omitted from consideration because they were not made available to the
Reviewer:
(i) a contract governing the LA–03 trial issued by Dr. Spino on October 2,
1995 and co-signed by each of Drs. Olivieri and Koren later that month;43
(ii) an REB information form confirming termination by Apotex of the longterm (LA–03) trial, sig ned by D r. Olivie ri on Ju ly 20, 19 96 and by Dr.
Freedman, her division head in Hematology, on July 25, and stamped as
received by the REB on August 1, 1996;44
(iii) a letter dated October 3, 1995 from Dr. Spino to Dr. Brittenham, copied
to Drs. Olivieri and Koren;45
(iv) a letter dated May 8, 1996 from Dr. Spino to Dr. Olivieri, copied to Dr.
Koren;46
(v) the full report of Apotex’s Expert Advisory Panel, dated July 12-13,
1996;47
(vi) a letter dated July 21, 1998 from Dr. Corey to Dr. Buchwald;48
(vii) a chapter written by Dr. Koren in a 1993 book on research ethics which
he edited;49
(viii) a letter dated August 12 , 1996 from Dr. Spino to D r. Olivieri, cop ied to
Dean Abe rman, Dr. Koren an d Mr. Kay, the Presiden t of Apotex, Inc.; 50
(ix) a letter dated August 13, 1996 from Dr. Spino to Dr. Agnes Klein, of
Health C anada’s B ureau of P harmaceu tical Assess ment; 51
(x) a letter dated February 5, 1997 from Mr. Colangelo to his clients, Drs.
Koren and Olivieri; 52
(xi) a letter dated May 8, 1997 from Apotex counsel Mr. B rown to Mr.
Colangelo;53
(xii) a letter dated July 23, 1998 from Dr. Saunders to Dr. Buchwald;54

and pasting, and had then faxed to a Toronto newspa per reporter on October 20, 1998, together
with one of his unsigned letters disparaging Dr. O livieri. In his covering letter, HSC counsel
suggested that this one page constituted the entire missing section, a suggestion which was clearly
incorrect as that page was num bered, “3.” Nevertheless, on J anuary 17, 2000 , HSC counsel stated,
“There is nothing else to send to you.” Next, on Janua ry 19, HSC counsel revised his position: “the
balance of Dr. O’Brodovich’s submission is a privileged document.” HSC counsel claimed
privilege despite the fact that the document had been addressed to, and relied on by the Naimark
Review. Despite repeated subsequent requests by counsel for Dr. Olivieri, the missing pages of
Dr. O’Brodovich’s memo have not yet been made available to her.
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(xiii) a memo dated Sep tember 5, 1998 from D r. Olivieri et al. to Provost
Sedra of the University and to HSC Board members; 55
(xiv) Apotex correspondence with regulatory agencies on and after May 24,
1996, including letters to Health Canada by Dr. Spino on January 28, 1997
and by Mr. Woolcock on February 25, 1997, and documents pertaining to L1
licencing submissions to regulatory agencies, January 1998;56
(xv) a letter dated October 28, 1996 from Dr. Olivieri to Dr. Koren (copied
to Dean Ab erman). 57
(xvi) relevant documents from the MRC application files of Dr. Olivieri and
Dr. Koren.58
We next outline the relevance of these missing documents.
(i) The Oc tober 199 5 contract is a pivotal docu ment: it “supplant[ed]” any
previous contract covering the LA–03 trial, and it gave Apotex the unilateral
right “to terminate the LA–03 study” at any time . Apotex terminated th is
study on Ma y 24, 1996, toge ther with the rand omized study ( LA–01). The
LA–03 trial cohort was precisely the patient cohort in which loss of efficacy
of the drug was observed, the finding that resulted in the termination of both
Toronto trials and the le gal warnin gs to Dr. O livieri not to disclos e. This
contract in fact had no confidentiality clause.
(ii) The REB form signed by Dr. O livieri and Dr. Freedman, on July 20 and
25, 1996, resp ectively, officially notified the REB that Apotex had terminated
the LA–03 trial, on May 24, 1996. The REB received this notice on August 1,
1996. The absence of this document from the Naimark Report’s record may
help to explain why Naimark Review believed Dr. Moore, who was the REB
Chair when this termination notice w as received and who later stated
incorrectly that the LA–03 trial continued.
(iii) In this October 3, 1995 letter, Dr. Spino re-confirmed that Apotex
lacked expertise on the problem of iron-loading and asked Dr. Brittenham
for assistance in identifying factors that might be involved in the apparent
loss of sustained efficacy of L1 in some patien ts, “you have b oth the exp ertise in iron disposition and the d ata to help us.”
(iv) In this May 8, 1996 letter, Dr. Spino indicate d that Apo tex was still
prepared to renew the LA–01 trial contract. This was just prior to submission
of the revised patient information and consent forms to the REB by Dr.
Olivieri, which was immediately followed by the abrupt termination of the
trials and lega l warnings to Dr. Olivie ri.
(v) In letters dated August 23, 1996 and September 18, 1996 to Dr. Moore, Dr.
Olivieri conveyed a copy of her “Review and Comm entary” on the report of
the Apotex Expert Advisory Panel (EAP) on data from the terminated trials.
These letters were sent to Dr. Moore because Apotex had only provided
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“excerpts” from the EAP report to Dr. Moore, with a letter from Dr. Spino on
July 29, 1996,59 and Dr. Olivieri suggested Dr. Moore should have seen the
full EAP report and compared it with her “Review and Commentary.” The
Naimark Review (at page 36) quotes from these excerpts, but the complete
EAP report is not referenced in the Naimark index or archive. The full EAP
report is important because, through it, Apotex bolstered its position that there
was a “scientific disagreement,” rather than an issue of ethics that arose
because the industrial sponsor attempted to prevent the principal investigator
from disclosing a risk. The EAP report is important also because it stated that
both trials were terminated, “It is unfortuna te that these studies [LA–01 and
60
LA–03] were stopped prematurely….” (emphasis added)
(vi) The July 21, 1998 letter from Dr. Corey, a member of the EAP, advised
Dr. Buchw ald that “the e xpert pane l set up by Apotex may not h ave had all
the information necessary to form unbiased conclus ions.”
(vii) In 1993 Dr. Koren, who had served as Chair of the Hospital’s REB, had
written a book chapter stating that among “studies which do not need
approval of HSRC (later termed the REB) in Toronto” are: “R etrospective
chart reviews;” an d “Comp assionate u se of an exp erimental d rug.”’61 The
latter is another term for Health Canada’s Emergency Drug Release program, under which the supply of L1 was reinstated after termination of the
two trials. This information con firms that, under HSC policy, Dr. Olivieri was
not required to obtain REB approval to treat patients under EDR, and that she
was not required to obtain REB approval to publish data obtained from chart
review.
(viii) In his August 12, 199 6 letter, Dr. Spino issued an other warning to D r.
Olivieri that “Apotex would take appropriate action” if any information
released by Dr. Olivie ri affected “th e commerc ial viability of this product
(L1).” The specific purpose of this letter was to deter Dr. Olivieri from
presenting her findings on L1 at the upcoming mee ting of the American
Society of Hematology, a direct infringement of her academic freedom, and
against the p ublic interes t.
(ix) Apotex’s August 13, 1996 letter to the Health Protection Branch
addressed Dr. Olivieri’s planned meeting the next day with the regulatoru
agency to disclose the risk of loss of sustained efficacy of L1. This letter,
taken together with a letter dated August 14, 1996 from Apotex counsel Ms.
Kay to Dr. Olivieri’s counsel Mr. Colangelo (that was listed in the index in
the Naimark Report), 62 contradicts a finding in the Naimark Report—that
this meeting was held “in accordance with the agreement in the June [1996]
mediation meeting convened by Dean Aberman.” 63 In fact, these two letters
document Apotex’s opposition to Dr. Olivieri’s meeting with HPB: the
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August 13 letter said a meeting of Dr. Olivieri with HPB would serve “no
useful purpose;” and the August 14 letter said this meeting was
“inappropriate” and that “Apotex is prepared to take whatever legal steps are
necessary in order to ensure that th e conduc t [of Dr. Oliv ieri in moving to
disclose the risk] ceases and to obtain appropriate compensation for damages
sustained.”
Also in this letter, Apotex advised HPB that Dr. Kor en had su pported its
position on L1 since Februa ry 1996 and “disagree d with Dr. Olivieri’s interpretation of the data.” Several times during 1996, Dr. Koren made statements to Dr. Olivieri (including those he made in an August 1996 meeting
with their joint CMPA legal counsel), and co-sign ed letters with Dr. Olivieri,
that he supported her view , not Apotex’s. (See sections 5F and 5H.)
(x) The February 5, 1997 letter of CMPA counsel to Drs. Olivieri and Koren
conveyed to Dr. Koren the detailed rep ort on the risk of progression of liver
fibrosis Drs. Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron had drafted for the
regulatory agencies. The find ing that L1 had caused progression of liver
fibrosis in some patients had been made only a few days earlier, and Dr.
Koren confirmed in late 1999 that he had received the copy of the report sent
to him through Mr. C olangelo very shortly after it was sent. (See section
5K.) Not having this letter, the Naimark Report concluded incorrectly that
Dr. Olivieri had not provided information on this risk to Dr. Koren.64
(xi) The Ma y 8, 1997 lette r of counse l for Apote x confirmed to counsel for
Dr. Olivieri that Dr. Spino would be me eting with a group of D r. Olivieri’s
patients that day. This meeting was convened withou t Dr. Olivieri’s
approval. D uring it, Dr. S pino told the patients th at L1 was as effective as the
standard treatment, deferoxamine an d, rather than cause progression of liver
fibrosis, L1 could prevent it. He also told the patients that L1 would soon be
licenced in Italy (the main sites for the LA–02 trial were in Italy).65
(xii) In his July 23, 1998 letter Dr. Saunders informed Dr. Buchwald that he
had recently signed a contract with another drug company which was at least
as restrictive on communication o f information as the one D r. Olivieri had
signed in 1993, yet th is contract had been formally reviewed and approved
by the Hospital administration. The Naimark Review might have made
stronger recommendations about policy on research contracts and its
implem entatio n by HSC had it been aware of this.
(xiii) The September 5, 1998 memo of Dr. Olivieri et al. laid out their
responses to claims the Hospital Executive had made in an e-mail letter to
many scientists and physicians in the Hospital and the University on September 1. It includes important information not addressed by the Naimark Report.
For instance, Dr. Olivieri documented that she met with patients on February
4, 1997 to advise them of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis, immediately
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after Dr. Cameron had confirmed it, thus fulfilling her ethical obligation. The
Naimark Report implied that she not fulfilled this obligation.
This memo reported that Dr. Spino had attended Dr. Olivieri’s
presentation at the December 1996 ASH meeting, an d that he ha d publicly
stated in the meeting that her co-investigator in Toronto (i.e., Dr. Koren) did
not agree with her findings on L1. In this memo Dr. Olivieri also questioned
the late arising alle gation by A potex that it had terminated the trials because
of protocol violations, noting that Apotex itself had stated in 1996 and 1997
that the reason it terminated the trials was in an effort to prevent D r. Olivieri
from informing patients of a risk.
(xiv) The letters by Dr. Spino an d Mr. W oolcock o f Apotex to Health
Canada in early 1997 confirmed that Apotex had stopped both the LA–01 and
LA–03 trials in May 1996. The Naimark Repo rt (page 13 5) erroneo usly
concluded that the trials were stopped in May 1997.
Documents pertaining to Apotex’s January 1998 licencing applications
for L1 show that Apotex was now dow ngrading the significance of the
Toronto trials (LA–01 and LA–03), and elevatin g the signific ance of the shortterm safety trial at international sites (LA–02) by re-casting this as the
“pivotal” trial for licencing. Apotex also n ow alleged that “the investiga tor”
(Dr. Olivieri) had committed protocol violations which compromised the
data from the Toronto trials. It further now alleged that “protocol violations”
were the primary reason it terminated these trials. These documents show
that Apotex had an interest in and was actively seeking to discredit Dr.
Olivieri.
(xv) In her October 28, 1996 letter to Dr. Koren, copied to Dean Aberman,
Dr. Olivieri raised concerns about Apotex’s second interruption in the
supply of L1 and reported a possible reason for it. She no ted that the p atients
were concerned and that Apotex was not living up to the agreement
mediated by Dean Aberman whereby Apotex undertook to reinstate the
supply under EDR. In this letter she repeated the information she had already
given to the REB in July that both trials (LA–01 and LA–03 ) were terminated
and the patients on L1 were no longer enro lled in any trial. Had the Naimark
Review been prov ided with th is letter, it might have come to a more accurate
understanding of important issues and events.
(xvi) On June 25, 1992, MRC advised Dr. Olivieri that it would not (by itself)
continue to sponsor her L1 studies (commenced with MRC support in 1989)
beyond the next year, and awarded her a “terminal grant” for 1992–1993. In
1993 she re-applied to MRC under its university-industry program, for funding
for a new randomized trial of L1, following agreement by Apotex to be the
industrial co-sponsor. On September 27, 1993, MRC awarded Dr. Olivieri a
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three-year grant for the new randomized trial. This application to MRC
included trial specifications that were more elaborate than those of the
1989–1993 pilot study, and specified a much larger cohort of sixty-six trial
participants. The randomized trial (called LA–01) was a different trial from the
ongoing pilot study (that continued as LA–03) with Apotex supplying L1 for
both trials. This is significant because Dr. Moore said incorrectly that some
patients who had been in the LA–01 trial continued after its termination in the
LA–03 trial which, according to her, continued. In fact both trials were
terminated. Even if LA–03 had not been terminated, Dr. Moore did not explain
how patients from the LA–01 cohort could be placed in a “trial” that had a quite
different protocol, including different enrolment criteria. (See section 5A for
citations.)
It is also relevant that the applications to MRC identified Dr. Olivieri and
Dr. Koren as professors in the University of Toronto, and the applications
were endorsed by the University, as well as the Hospital. Indeed under the
university-industry program, the applicants were required to specify their
university affiliation and to have the application approved by a representative
of their univers ity. (See sections 5.O.2(4) and 5.N(8).)
The omission of all these relevant documents from the Review’s record
of documentation provided to it is surprising. The non-participation of Dr.
Olivieri in the review cannot account for the omission. The review was
supplied with voluminous corresp ondence and other documentation involving Drs. Spino, Koren and Olivieri, by Dr. Spino and by Hospital and U niversity administrators. Persons listed among Review participants had one or
more of the sixteen documents listed above. We do not know with certainty
whether or not Dr. Naimark received any these sixteen documents because,
as noted earlier, some documents he did receive were neither listed in the
appendix nor deposited in the HSC library archives. However, if the N aimark
Review was not given these documents, it would help to explain the
positions the Review took with regard to the issues to which these
documen ts relate. Given that the number of these relevant documen ts is
sufficiently large that it would be hard to overlook all of them, it is likely
that the Review was not provided with some or all of th ese doc uments . In
such a circumstance of incomplete information provision, an inquiry may
reach incorrect conclusions and did so in this case.

(5) Incorrect information
The Review’s task was made even more difficult—not only was the documentation given to it incomplete, but it was provided with incorrect information. It is now clear that information the Review relied on is incorrect in
fundamental respects. The incorrect information was submitted primarily by
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Dr. Koren, Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Moore and Dr. Spino (see section 5.O.2).
The narrative outlined in the Naimark Report reflects the outline of events
constructed by Dr. O’Brodovich (in his lengthy memo of September 24,
1998), with supporting information from Drs. Koren, Spino and Moore.
Inclusion of the documen ts listed above in Dr. Naimark’s information base
could have led to identification of the inaccuracies in this narrative.
A year after the Naimark Review, it was established through Dr. Koren’s
own admission of responsib ility that he had sent anonymous letters against Dr.
Oliveri and her supporters, and had persistently lied to cover this up (see
section 5R). These anonymous attempts to discredit Dr. Olivieri began during
the period Dr. Koren was also submitting information against Dr. Olivieri to
the Naimark Review, both directly and through Dr. O’Brodovich (see section
5.O.2).

(6) Conclusions
1 *In response to widening controversy and numerous calls for an
independent inquiry, the Board of Trustees of the Hospital for Sick Children
decided to appoint Dr. Arnold Naimark to review the L1 dispute and give
them a written repo rt. The Na imark Rev iew was controversial from the
outset in that it was constituted with the concurrence of only one of the
parties to the dispute. A reasonable, widely recognized condition—reviewer
selection by both partie s—cou ld have resulted in the participation in the
Review by Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, but was not met. The two
associate reviewers p icked by D r. Naimark were not inv olved until late in
the process.
2 *The documentary basis for the findings of the Review was seriou sly
compromised by relevant documents apparently not being made available,
and by incorrect information in some documents that were made available.
3 *We have seen no explanation as to why some documen ts relied on by the
Naimark Report were not deposited in the HSC library archive. However, a
number of such documen ts were made available to this Committee of Inquiry
by other sources, and this was of value to us in assessing the Report.

4 *The appointment of Dr. Naimark was announced on September 9, 1998
and he w as asked to report to the Board by November 30, 1998.66 His Report
was made public by the Hospital on December 9, 1998. In view of the
complexity of the case, the relatively short time allotted for it may have been
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an additional disadvantage, since inconsistencies in its documentary base
were not pursued and resolved in the Re port (see section 5.O.2 ).
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5.O.2. The Naim ark Report
(1) Overview
T HE HSC BOARD OF TRUSTEES characteriz ed the Na imark Report as
“thorough and reliable,” 67 and “fair.” 68 It was used by the Hospital and by
Apotex as a basis of a ctions again st Dr. Olivier i,69 and by the University of
Toronto as a basis for suggesting it had protected Dr. Olivieri’s aca demic
freedom.70 Therefore, it is important to assess any limita tions to the va lidity
of the repo rt.
Together with the facts and circumstances of the L1 clinical trials, the 150page Report discusses policy. Its policy analysis is substantial and contains
many valuable comments and recommendations. However, because the
Review apparently lacked access to some relevant documen ts and was given
incorrect information by some “primary submitters,” it contains serious errors
of fact and interpretation regarding events and circumstances. Some errors
might have been avoided if the Reviewer and his associate reviewers had used
a high index of suspicion. Had they pursued certain inconsistencies in
information, or been more stringent in examining the documentation, they
might have been led to different conclusions, but they did not have the benefit
of the more extensive documentation the present Inquiry has, or the benefit of
a knowledge of the dishonesty of a central figure, Dr. Koren, whose honesty
they had no a priori reason to doubt. Our index of suspicion alerted us to
question with rigour many details we might otherwise not have noticed. We
conclude that the Naimark Report does not provide a complete or accurate
representation of the L1 trials and post-trial events. In particular, its finding
that Dr. Olivieri had failed in a reporting obligation is wrong.

(2) The Hospital’s “weak policy infrastructure”
The Naimark Report found that the Hospital’s policies on clinical trials and
contract research were not sufficiently robust. It also found that existing
policies were widely disregarded, and not enforced:
There was no policy that clearly required review and approval of
contracts in advance. Some investigators did su bmit proposals for
approval but apparently many did not. 71

In regard to personal services (consulting) contracts, the report found:
[C]ompliance with reporting requirements or expectations was not monitored, and lack of compliance was apparently common.72

It also noted:
The policy infrastructure in the Research Institute (of the Hospital) was weak
at the time the L1 Clinical Trials were initiated. …
At the time the Trials Contract was executed (1993), the requirement for
detailed a priori institutional review of contracts with external spo nsors, if
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there was one, was articulated so imprecisely and, we are told, was so
frequently ignored as to be, for all practical purposes non-existent. 73

Unfortunate ly, the Report did not review in comparab le detail the policy
environment of the Hospital’s Research Ethics Board (REB) or the incorrect
information submitted on REB involvement in L1 matters. This may have
contributed to the Report’s mistaken conclusion that Dr. Olivieri failed to
report the second unexpected risk of L1 (progression of liver fibrosis) to the
REB in a timely manner, when, in fact, there was no requirement either in HSC
policy or practice for her to report to the REB on this matter. (See sections 5F,
5G, 5H, 5J and 5K.)
The Naimark Report made many useful recommendations for improvements in HSC policy and practice. These included strengthening of the REB
policy infrastructure, establishment of a clinical trials secretariat, and examining the need for a grievance procedure for professional and scientific staff.74
The Report’s policy recomme ndations were con sidered by the Hospital
and the University in subsequent reviews. The Hospital established a task
force to review its research policies (the second phase of the review
announced in September 1998 ) and the University asked P rofessor Bernard
Dickens to lead a review on harmonization of policies between the
University and its affiliated health care institutions. These reviews issued
reports in 1999.75

(3) Limitations of the Report
The Naimark Report presents an account of events and circumstances that is
incorrect in some important instances. In other important instances, the Report is
sufficiently incomplete or inaccurate that readers of it may come away with
misunderstandings. Many of the Report’s limitations and errors may be
attributed to the disadvantages of not having certain relevant information, as well
as having been given incorrect information. It was not alerted as we were to be
rigorous in pursuing inconsistencies in the information submitted to it, or in
resolving inconsistencies in its own descriptions. As a result, it did not investigate and address several important questions. It also used language in a way that
obscured important issues. We provide representative examples in the following
paragraphs.
I . CONTRADICTORY INFORMATION PUT FORWARD BY DR. KOREN

On February 4, 1997, immediately after D r. Olivieri identified a second
unexpected risk of L1 (progressio n of liver fibros is), she inform ed patients
and Apotex, and one day later (February 5) she also informed Dr. Koren.
Both Apotex and Dr. Koren were provided with the full report she planned
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to send to regulatory agencies, though her CMPA counsel. 76 Dr. Koren later
submitted a letter to the Naimark Review that was signed by him and
addressed to Dr. Olivie ri, that he said h e had sent to her and w hich bore the
date, “Feb 8, 1997.” The opening sentence said:
I was shocked and dismayed to receive [sic] your analysis of liver toxicity
of L1.

This letter was reproduced in full in the body of the Naimark Report, at page
41, an indication that it was given weight. However, at page 134, the Report
said:
No information was provided by Dr. Olivieri to… Dr. Koren… abou t this
serious adverse reaction until inquiries were made of her in the latter part of
February 1997.

By the latter part of February, the Report meant February 19, 1997, as it
makes clear on page 42. Thus, Dr. Koren had stated in writing, in a letter the
Naimark Report reproduced in full, that he had received Dr. Olivieri’s report
by February 8. Yet the Report simultaneo usly accepted his information that he
had received no information from Dr. Olivieri on this matter until February 19.
This discrepancy in dates is significant and important, for the following
reasons. First, one of the accounts Dr. Koren gave to the Review must be
false. If the Naimark Review had investigated this discrep ancy, it might have
been led to different conclusions on important issues. The correct information
is that Dr. Koren received Dr. Olivieri’s report on the newly identified risk on
or before February 8, 1997, since the Humphrey Report stated:
Dr. Koren acknowledged that h e had received a copy of the letter from Dr.
Olivieri’s [CMPA ] cou nsel at Mc Cart hy Tétrault in early February 1997,
together with a bound boo k of documents relevant to the liver to xicity
issue.77 *

Second, according to his own “February 8" letter that was reproduced in the
Report, as well as his admission to Ms. Humphrey, Dr. Koren knew of the
risk of progression of liver fibrosis by that date. This is significant because,
as we discuss below, the Repo rt incorrectly fou nd that Ap otex had o nly
terminated its “sponsorship” of the L1 trials in Toron to, and that th e trials
“continued,” so that the patients were still subjects of research under a
protocol that specified both Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren as investigators.
Although in fact this was not the case, the Review panel members found as a
consequence of this incorrect interpretation that Dr. Olivieri had an obligation to report the risk to the REB in a timely manner, since they thought
*The Naimark Report stated (at page 42) that Dr. Koren received a copy of Dr. Olivieri’s
report from Apotex. If so, this would have been additional to the copy Dr. Olivieri sent him
through their joint legal counsel on February 5, 1997. The source of the information was irrelevant
to the obligation to report it that Dr . Koren said he had.
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there was still an ongoing trial. Since Dr. Koren was also an investigator, by
the Report’s o wn logic Dr. Koren should have had the same obligation as
Dr. Olivieri to report the risk to the REB. Therefore, the Report should have
concluded that he too had failed to fulfil it. Indeed, in another letter Dr.
Koren submitted to the Review, purportedly sent on “December 18, 1996,”
he stated that he had been informed that she had information on “L1 liver
toxicity,” and further that it was he who had the obligation to “report on any
ADR (Adverse Drug R eaction).” T he Naima rk Repo rt also produ ced this
letter in full at page 41.78 Yet the Report did not make the same finding of
failure to notify the REB against Dr. Koren, as it did aga inst Dr. Olivieri . It
did not explain why.
The Naimark Review in fact had independent documentary evidence that
Dr. Koren had the full information on the new risk, but had not reported it
until he was asked about it by Dr. O’Brodovich. Dr. O’Brodovich wrote to
Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA counsel Mr. Colangelo on March 3, 1997:
…[O]n Wednesday morning, February 19, 1997 I contacted Dr. Koren who
informed me that Apotex had recently forwarded to him… the package of
information which you had apparently sent, on behalf of Dr. Olivieri, to
Apotex. 79

Dr. O’Bro dovich acted a gainst D r. Olivie ri in Febru ary 1997 (see section
5K) and during the Naimark Review, but d id not act against Dr. Koren even
though (following his own logic) both Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren had
committed the same alle ged “failure .” This fact also went unremarked by the
Review.*

*There are other contradictions and inconsistencies pertaining to Dr. Koren’s purported letters
of “February 8, 1997” and “December 18, 1996.” These are discussed later, in subsection
5.O.2(6).
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II . APOTEX TERMINATED THE TRIALS, NOT ME RELY ITS SPO NSORSH IP

The question of whether or not Dr. Olivieri had an obligation to report
adverse findings (risks) to the Research Ethics Board, after the trials were
terminated, was not investigated and addressed in the Report. The Report’s
discussion (pages 41–48) assumes that she had this obligation, apparently on the
basis of a belief that those patients who continued on L1 after May 1996 were
still enrolled in a trial. At page 44, the Report cites letters Dr. O’Brodovich and
Dr. Moore wrote on February 20, 1997 (to Dr. Baker and Dr. Olivieri,
respectively) indicating that they were conducting themselves as if this were the
case. However, the Report cites no primary HSC or other documen ts to substantiate the views of Drs. O’Brodovich and Moore. In fact, the Report’s
documentary base included clear and abundant evidence originating with Dr.
Spino of Apotex, Dean Aberman, Dr. Koren, Dr. Olivieri and others confirming
that both trials were terminated and no trial was continued (see below). However, the Report did not address the central fact that the views of Drs.
O’Brodovich and Moore were contradicted by these primary documents. It
appears that the Naimark Review panel relied on the views of Dr. Moore and
Dr. O’Brodovich in reaching its incorrect conclusions that patients continued in
a trial after the terminations, and consequently remained under REB jurisdiction,
despite the contradiction in the documen ts available to the Review.
In his memo of Septemb er 24, 1998 to Dr. Naimark, Dr. O’Brodovich
asserted that Dr. Olivieri had an obligation to report to the REB after Apotex
terminated the trials. The only evidence given in support of his position is a
letter received from Dr. Moore on June 3, 1998 saying, “confirmation that
withdrawal of funding by Apotex ‘does not negate or terminate REB
approval.’” 80 (The inner quotation is from Dr. Moore’s letter.) Dr. Moore
was simply wrong : Apotex n ot only terminated its funding (sponsorship) for
the LA–01 and LA–03 trials in Toronto, it terminated the actual trials.*
The Naimark Rep ort contains serious errors and unresolved inconsistencies on this matter. It states that Apotex terminated both trials in some
places, yet in others frames the terminations incorrectly as “Non-renewal of
Apotex sponsorship.” 81 The latter reflects the incorrect information put
forward by Dr. Moore and Dr. O’Brodovich. The Review had copies of
Apotex’s letters to Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren, and to senior Hospital
administrators, stating that it had terminated the trials, and cited some of
these letters. For instan ce, it had copies of the original termination letter of
May 24, 1996 from Dr. Spino to Drs. Olivieri and Koren, Dr. Spino’s letter
to Dr. O’Brodovich of May 22, 1998, an d Dr. Spin o’s letter to HSC President
*The documentary evidence showing that Dr. Moore was wrong is discussed in sections 5F,
5G, 5H and 5K.
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Mr. Strofolino o f Augus t 31, 1998 . Citing the M ay 24, 1996 Apotex letter,
the Naimark Report says, “the LA–01 and LA–03 trials were being
discontinued at the HSC and the Toronto H ospital.” 82 It also quotes from
Dean Aberman’s account of his June 7, 1996 mediation meeting: “Apotex
would not change their position on discontinuing the clinical trials.”83
Despite these unequivocal statements that termination meant termination and
nothing less, the Report goes on to discuss “Consequences of Non-Renewal
of Apotex Sponsorship,” and events after “Apotex terminated support for the
trials.”84 A consequen ce of this usage is that inconsisten cies in the Review’s
evidentiary base and in its own account of events were obscured.
There are repeated references to “the Trials [plural] Contract,” 85 which
suggests that the April 1993 LA–01 contract was the only executed contract
for the Toronto trials, and that it somehow governed the LA–03 trial as well.
This error is unde rstandable if we infer (fro m the absen ce of referen ce to it)
that the Review panel was not given a copy and had no knowledge of the
LA–03 contract executed in October 1995. As noted in section 5.O.1, the
panel also appears not to have seen the written notification of termination of
the LA–03 study that the REB received from Dr. Olivieri on August 1, 1996.
Had the panel members seen these two documents, they would have realized
that Dr. Moore was wrong: the LA–03 trial was in fact terminated on May 24,
1996.
Another source of possible confusion lay in the varied and occasionally
inaccurate terminology used by the clinical investigators and their assistants. The
long-term trial was variously called “the pilot study,” or “the compassio nate use
trial,”* the latter because it was a non-randomized trial involving patients
unwilling or unable to accept the onerous standard therapy. It came to be termed
“LA–03" only after 1993, when Apotex agreed to supply L1 for this trial free of
charge. There was an understandable delay before the new term LA–03 was in
uniform usage. In the same fashion, the April 1993 contract for the new
randomized trial that came to be referred to as LA–01, nowhere contains the term
“LA–01.” Only later were the randomized trial and its corresponding April 1993
contract regularly referred to in documen ts as “LA–01.” Another significant
instance of a delay in converting terminology appears in the protocol for the
short-term safety trial at international sites (LA–02. The LA–02 protocol as
modified on July 21, 1995 still listed Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham as “investi-

*The term “compassionate use” can refer either to a trial situation, or a non-trial situation. At
there was no requirement for REB approval, unless there w as an acti ve trial protoc ol. In the
EDR arrangement for supply of L1 after the trials were terminated, there was no active protocol and
so REB approval was not required. This new arrangement was sometimes also referred to as
“compassiona te use.”

HSC
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gators,” as they had originally been designated in 1994, even though by 1995
they were consultants not investigators (see section 5B).86
Similarl y, after both T oronto trials w ere terminate d, and som e patients
reinstated on L1 treatment under EDR , the two groups of patients continuing
to receive the drug (subgro ups of the former trial cohorts) were for shorthand still casually referred to as being in “trials” or “studies,” a lthough in
fact they were not. An example of this usage occurs in the letter Drs. Olivieri
and Koren sent the former REB Chair Dr. Zlotkin (copied to the new Chair
Dr. Moore), on July 15, 1996. T hey said, “ APOTEX abruptly terminated these
[LA–01 and LA–03 ] studies,” and explained the basis on which L1 treatment
would be continu ed for some patients in the post-trial EDR arrangem ent. In
this context, the y added, “we do not intend to enroll additional patients on
this trial” (in regard to the former LA–03 cohort), and “no further patien ts will
be randomized [enrolled ]” (in regard to the former LA–01 cohort). 87 Taken
out of context, the se quotatio ns could le ad to confu sion. Pos sibly they did
confuse the Naimark Review p anel memb ers, who re ported, “In m id-July
1996, Drs. Olivieri and Koren wrote to Dr. Zlotkin describing their proposed
course of action with respect to patients enrolled in the LA–01 and LA–03
trials following the discontinuation of sponsorship by A potex.” 88
Notwithstanding their use of confusing termino logy, that Dr. Olivieri and
Dr. Koren were not confused can been seen from the full context of their July
15, 1996 letter and other documentation from the time. Dr. Olivieri clearly
understood that both trials had been terminated, and formally reported this to
the REB in the information forms she and Hematology Chief Dr. Freedman
sent to the REB later in July, forms the REB received on August 1. These state
that both the LA–01 and LA–03 trials had been terminated on May 24, 1996.
However, it appears that the Naimark Review received a copy of only one of
these formal notifications—for LA–01. In the letter Dr. Olivieri sent to Dr.
Koren and copied to Dean Aberman on October 28, 1996, expressing
concerns over the second stoppage in the supply of L1 by Apotex, she noted
that the patients were no longer “enrolled” in trials, but had continued on L1
under the EDR arrangement mediated by Dean Aberman. The Review appears
not to have had a copy of this letter either.
It is relevant to note, however, that the Naimark Review did have copies
of additional documents confirming that both trials h ad been te rminated in
May 1996. For instance, it had copies of five letters written by Dr. Koren in
1997 and 1998 in which he referred to the terminations of LA–01 and of
89
LA–03. It also had a copy of a letter the administrator for contracts and
grants in the HSC Research Institute, Ms. Anne Marie Christian, to Apotex’s
Chief Financial Officer in which she stated:
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I have your letter about the clinical trials
terminated.90

LA–01

and

LA–03

which were

Thus the Naimark Review panel’s belief that a trial (or trials) continued after
May 1996 is no t borne ou t by clear and unequivo cal docum ents available to
it.
III . INADEQUATE INVESTIGATION

Continuation of funding for Dr. Koren’s research after termination of the
trials. After the trials were terminated, A potex continued to p rovide support
for Dr. Koren ’s research programs th rough sala ry support for research
fellows under Dr. Koren’s supervision. They continued work on the closeout of the termina ted trials, and thereafter on data from the trials. The
Naimark Report says that after May 199 6 Dr. Koren did not conduct
“studies independ ently of Dr. O livieri pertaining to the safety of L1 in
patients.”91 It is true that Dr. Koren did not undertake new independent
clinical studies of L1 in thalassemia after May 1996, but this does not mean
that he was not doing research on L1.
In fact, Dr. Koren and his Apotex-funded research fellows were coauthors of the two abstracts on LA–01 and LA–03 data favourable to the drug,
that Apotex employee Dr. Fernando Tricta presented at the April 1997
conference in Malta. In 1998 Dr. Koren and two of the fellows wrote an
article on the efficacy of L1* in thalassemia which used data from the
terminated LA–03 trial. The Naimark Review had documentation on these
publications. For instance, on the article writte n in 1998, the following documents were submitted to the Review: a copy of Dr. Koren’s handwritten
notes of a meeting with Apotex staff in May 1998 in which the contents of
the article were discussed; a copy of the article submitted to the journal
Therape utic Drug Monitoring in the summer of 1998; and the journal
editor’s letter of October 1998 accepting the article for publication.92 It was
published in 1999 (see section 5R.)
It is hard to un derstand w hy the Naim ark Repo rt did not com ment in
depth on this post-trial research work using existing data on L1 in thalassemia, because a n aspect o f the L1 controversy publicized in August 1998
was the allegation that Dr. Kor en had rec eived very sub stantial research
funding from Apotex, and had published results favo urable to Apotex’s
position on L1 that were relied on by the company. The N aimark Review had
a copy of Dr. Koren’s letter to HSC Board Chair Mr. Pitblado dated August

*Aside from issues of drug toxicity, efficacy of an iron-chelation drug is itself a matter of
safety because ineffective chelatio n exposes thalassemia patients to the chronic toxicity of iron
loading that results from their tran sfusion dependence.
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20, 1998 in which he referred to media coverage of this allegation he
considered to be “untrue and de famatory.” 93 By saying only that Dr. Koren
had done no clinical “studies” after “Apotex terminated support for the
trials,”94 the Report obscured the facts that: (i) he had continued analysis and
publication on L1 in thalassemia after the trials were terminated; (ii) he had
received post-trial financial support from Ap otex for this work; (iii) he had
discussed the results with Apotex prior to submitting an article on this work
to the journal; and (iv) he had not disclosed Apotex financial support in the
article.
The second stoppage by Apotex of the L1 supply. The Naimark R eport
suggested that this second stoppag e in the drug supply in the fall of 1 996
was due to difficult relations between Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Spino, and
concluded that docum entation on this interruptio n was “no t critical to the
main issues.” 95 Strained relations may inde ed have be en a factor, b ut this
does not explain why Apo tex still did not p romptly reinstate the supply after
Dean Aberman had again arranged for Dr. Koren, who had good relations
with Dr. Spino, to act as intermediary in the supply, as had been arranged in
June 1996. Here again the Naimark Review may have been disadvantaged
by not having full information. A document from the time suggests another
possible reason, an d had the R eview bee n in posses sion of a co py, it might
have stimulated to further questions. This is a letter dated October 28, 1996
which Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Kore n (copie d to Dean Aberman), noting
that one of her assistants, who was in contact with Apotex, had said that the
company had conc erns that she would “an alyze and rep ort this data [results
of monitoring patients on L1 under EDR], even if unfavourable.” 96 We
discuss this matter in section 5J(3), but note here that Dr. Olivieri was under
legal and ethical obligations to monitor the patients under EDR, and to report
the results of monitoring to Health Canada, a fact that was critical to the
main issues. Furthermore, Apotex acted without due concern for the interes ts
of patients, but Naimark Report did not address the question of Ap otex’s
conduct.
Inaccura te assessm ents regarding contracts with publication restrictions.
The Naimark Report suggested that the one-year, post-termination publication
ban in the LA–01 contract did not conform to existing policy. This was not the
case: this clause did not violate existing policy, indeed such clauses were
expressly permitted under University of Toronto policy. 97 The Report
suggested also that Dr. Olivieri was remiss in not having the contract formally
reviewed by the Hospital administration. We agree on this. However, the
following statement in the Report is misleading:
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The Hospital had no knowledge of the Trials Contract before its execution
and therefore was not in a position to deter the investigators from incurring
inappropriate restrictions on the release of information.98

This suggests the Hospital might have refused to approve the contract had
it been asked to review the provisions in advance. Documentary evidence
shows that the Hospital administration is unlikely to have deterred the investigators from signing this contract. It is probable that the administration would
have approved the contract, because at least one other similarly restrictive
contract, between Dr. Fred Saunders, a program director in the Division of
Haematology/Oncology, and another drug company was formally approved
(see section 5.L(4)). It appears that the Naimark Review did not ask the
Hospital for copies of other research contracts signed with drug companies
during the years 1993–1998 for comparison, to see what the practice in the
Hospital actually was. It also appears that the HSC administration did not
voluntarily provide such information.
The dispute between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex arose from data on patients
who had been in the long-term (LA–03) trial, and the contract for it had no
publication ban. It is hard to understand why the Naimark Review apparently
was not provided with a copy of this highly relevant document—the LA–03
contract.
The LA–02 trial and the consulting contract. The Naimark Report says:
Apotex, faced with escalating costs and a small and uneconomic market
potential in Canada, was urged by Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Garry [sic] Brittenham
to complement the Canadian studies with a large international trial.99

A brief summary of the facts of the matter is necessary in order to assess
whether this statement is accurate. The American Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had said th at a short-term a cute toxicit y trial (safety trial)
would be necessary before it would consider granting a marketing licence
for L1. Apotex agreed to sponsor this trial because it intended to apply for a
licence to market L1 in the USA.100 Thus, in 1994 Apotex “initiated plans…
including the submission of an IND [Investigational New Drug] application
to the FDA for approval.” 101 The sh ort-term s afety trial was termed LA–02.
Any “urging” by Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham would have been much less
persuasive than the fact the FDA required such a trial. (See section 5B.)
All parties were well aware from the outset that the number of
thalassemia patients in Canada w as small, the largest con centration b eing in
the Toronto area because of immigration patterns of recent decades. The
known acute toxicity affects of L1, severe loss of white blo od cells du e to
bone marrow suppression and joint damage, had be en obs erved in only a
few patients. A trial to assess this risk would therefore require a much larger
cohort of patients than was available in Canada.
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IV . USE OF LANGUAGE THAT OBSCURED ISSUES

Two examples of the Report’s usage were noted above: the phrase “nonrenewal of Apote x sponso rship of trials,” to describe what was a ctually
termination of the trials by Apotex; and the statement that Dr. Koren
conducted no “studies” after May 1996, w hich obsc ures the fac t that he did
further research and analysis on data from the L1 trials and publis hed it.
There are other examples.
i) The Report says that University and Hospital officials made representations
“behind the scenes”102 to Apotex concerning its legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri:
These personal representations were private interventions which, because they
were apparently unknown to Dr. Olivieri and others, could not reassure
concerned members of the staff that Dr. Olivieri had the Hospital’s moral
support on matters of principle that were of concern to her and others. The
absence of manifest moral support contributed significantly to the intensity and
spread of the cont roversy. 103

This was not the issue. A number of scientists from HSC and elsewhere
had contacted University and Hospital officials in 1997 and 1998 to express
concerns over lack of support for Dr. Olivieri, and were invariably told that
any problems o f institutional in terest had b een solved and that she hers elf
had been adequately supported. The Naimark Review had copies of much of
the relevant corresponden ce (see sections 5L and 5 N). Dr. Olivieri and
others knew that there had been “private interventions,” because the
scientists who contacted University and Hospital officials reported the
responses to her.* The issue was that the private interventions were not
effective and the full a uthority of neith er institution w as brough t to bear to
make them effective . The con cerned sc ientists urged effective interventions.
Later, when there was still no evidence that any such interventions would be
forthcoming, many scientists asked for an independent inquiry into the
matter. Both the Hospital and the U niversity have relied on the Naima rk
Report as providing proof that they had provided effective assistan ce to Dr.
Olivieri. 104
ii) The central matter of the dispute was a question of ethics. A clinical
researcher finding an unexpected risk in a clinical trial has an obligation to
inform patients, but a commercial enterprise attempted to prevent this. It is not
relevant whether the risk is eventually validated by independent studies—the
risk may or may not turn out to be real. But once a clinical investigator judges
*For instance, Dr. Robert Phillips spoke with Dean Aberman on July 2, 1997. He reported to
Dr. Olivieri in an e-mail immediately thereafter that Dean Aberman had said, “he has made many
efforts to help you with Apotex.” A letter Dr. Phillips wrote to Dean Aberman on September 22,
1997 indicates that he did not consider the Dean’s efforts were adequate or effective. In a reply on
October 1, 1997, Dean Aberman disagreed with Dr. Phillips.
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there is a risk to patients, he or she has an ethical duty to inform them. Only then
can patients decide if they want to participate further and take the risk. However,
senior administrators of the Hospital and the University framed the issue as a
“scientific disagreement,” 105 rather than a matter of ethics, and the Naimark
Review accepted this view. In support of this interpretation the Review presented a very broad definition of “scientific disagreement,” that included any
disagreement on a scientific question between any scientists, whether or not they
had relevant expertise.106 This meant important aspects of the controversy were
then not addressed: the possible adverse impact of the abrupt termination of the
trials on the health and interests of patients who had volunteered to be trial
subjects; and infringement of the right to academic freedom of a clinical
researcher, Dr. Olivieri.
A clinician treating patients in a non-trial setting, such as the post-trial
arrangement in this case, has a corresponding ethical oblig ation to
inform patients and others with a need to know of any unexpected risk of
treatment that may be identified. This was the situation in February 1997
when Dr. Olivieri identified the second risk of L1. In this circumstance also,
Apotex tried to impede communication about the risk by using legal
warnings and relying on purported scien tific disagreement. The N aimark
Report did not ade quately investig ate and ad dress the central issues of
research and clinical ethics, possibly because it accepted Apotex’s claims
that it had not attempted to impede Dr. Olivieri from communicating about
risks. It may have been disadvantaged by having copies of only some of the
legal warning letters sent by Ap otex. (See sections 5I and 5.O.2(7).)
EDR

iii) The Rep ort says, “Dr. Olivieri had continuing and frequen t access to
competent legal counsel.” 107 The competence of he r CMPA counsel was
never at issue. The issue here is that the CMPA counsel represented her as an
individual client facing warnings of legal action and their approach was one
of minimizing a client’s legal exposu re. It is not the responsibility of the
CMPA to defend either academic freedom or principles of research ethics—
these are the respo nsibilities of universities and their affiliated teaching
hospitals. The institutions and their legal counsel should have been involved
in defending these principles.
iv) The repo rt says, “The p rincipal inves tigators and their associa tes were
eminently qualified both clinically and scientifically to conduct the trials.” 108
We agree that the Toronto iron-chelation research grou p (see section 5A(2))
was eminently qualified as a group. T his statement in the Report could be
read to mean that Dr. Koren had the medical expertise and training to differ
from Dr. Olivieri in assessing risks of treatment in patients with thalasse mia
major, whe n in fact he d id not.
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(4) Institutional responsibilities and interests
We agre e with the N aimark Re port that:
[T]he Hospital has interests and responsibilities in relation to clinical trials
being conducted in the Hos pital, even though it is neither a sponsor of the
trials nor party to contracts between external sponsors and investigators. The
interest of the Hospital is both general and particular.109

A finding in the Report is that the Hospital for Sick Children had opportunities
to fulfil its responsibilities and defend its interests, and that there were significant
instances in which the Hospital did not act.110
Academic freedom and support for investigator independence. The
Report makes only passing reference to these important topics:
By virtue of being an academic health sciences centre, the Hospital has a
general interest in promoting academic freedom and free communication.
There may be differing views about whether or not the Apotex-Olivieri case
was the occasion upon which to publicly “take on Apotex” on the issue of
free communication. Certain ly many scientists wish that had been done, not
only for the sake of Dr. Olivieri, but also as a matter of principle.111

Although it thereby ackn owledge d the Hos pital did not e ffectively
defend the principles of academic freedom and free commun ication, or Dr.
Olivieri’s individual rig hts, the Rep ort did not inv estigate and address w hy it
did not. This is a surprising omission.
Nor did the R eport in vestiga te or add ress wh y the Un iversity of Toronto
did not take effective action to defend academic freedom and investigator
independence, either on behalf of Dr. Olivieri, or for the sake of the
principle. It said:
For its part, the University took the view that the L1 clinical trials controversy
was primarily a Hospital matter, since the University was not involved in the
processes involved in the establishment, conduct or financing of the trials,
and since no breach of University policy had been alleged that had not
already been dealt with.112

The Review panel appears to have taken these claims by the University at
face value, which is surprising in view o f the docum entation ava ilable to it
on both the U niversity’s involve ment, and o n the fact tha t the breaches of
academic freedom b y Apotex th at began in 1996 had not been d ealt with in
an effective way. (See section 5 N.)

(5) The risk of progression of liver fibrosis
The Naimark Report made an incorrect finding of fault against Dr. Olivieri
—that she did not report that she judged L1 to cause “liver toxicity” to the
Research Ethics Board (REB) in a timely manner. 113 Although based on
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erroneous information, it had significant consequences. Upon receiving the
Report, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution declaring that Dr. Olivieri
had “failed” in this purported reporting duty, and directed the Medical
Advisory Committee to review her conduct and provide recommendations.
(See sections 5P and 5Q.)
In the following, we discuss the allegations against Dr. Olivieri, and
factors which led to the Review’s incorrect conclusions.
Alleged obligation to report to the REB. The fund amental premise
underlying the conclusion that Dr. Olivieri had failed in a reporting obligation was incorrect. The rese arch trials had been terminated and some
patients continued on L1 under the Emergency Drug Release (EDR) program
of the Health Protection Branch (HPB) of Health Canada. This arrangement
did not require approval by the HSC REB. Once there was no longer a tria l in
place, there was n o requirem ent to repor t to the REB (other than to report that
trials had been terminated, which Dr. O livieri and her clinical supervisor,
Dr. Freedman did, in July 1996 ). Althoug h it had doc umentary info rmation
that both trials had been terminated, the Naimark Review apparently relied
on the incorrect information of Dr. Moore and Dr. O’Brodovich on this key
point.114 (See subsection 5.O.2(3)). After the termination of the trials by
Apotex, Dr. Olivieri had only three o bligations: a n ethical req uirement to
inform patients; a statutory requirement to inform the manufacturer of the
drug; and a statutory requirement to inform the HPB. She comp lied with all
three in a timely manner.
Alleged untimely delay in reporting. Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich alleged
that Dr. Olivieri failed to report the risk of progression of liver fibrosis in a
timely fashion, and based their allegations on inaccurate and circumstan tial
information. Dr. Koren alleged that Dr. Olivieri had presented information
“related to L1 toxicity” in her talk at the meeting of the American Society of
Hematology (ASH) in early December 1996, based on an inaccurate verbal
account by his friend Dr. Michael Lishner.115 Dr. O’Brodovich cited the fact
that Dr. Olivieri had submitted an abstract on the risk to a conference, and that
the deadline for submission was January 10, 1997.116 (It is documented that the
abstract was submitted past the deadline and still accepted; also, it was submitted on the basis that if the liver patholog ist, Dr. Cameron was unable to
confirm his tentative analysis, it would be withdrawn—see section 5K.)
Appare ntly reasoning from the combined information from Drs. Koren
and O’Brodovich, the Naimark Report said that, “By the end of 1996, Dr.
Olivieri conclude d that L1 caused liver fibrosis in som e patients w ith thalas-
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semia,” 117 and on a later page of the Report the finding of this risk was dated
as having been made “in late 1996.” 118 This was in correct. Although some of
the relevant documentation w as not available to the Review , it did have
some documentation that would have cast doubt on this conclusion.
However, it did not refer to this documentation in its Report. The Review
had the letter by Dr. Olivieri’s counsel to Apotex ’s counsel dated Jan uary
14, 1997 where it was stated that no causality between L1 and progression of
liver fibrosis had be en iden tified by th at date.* Although the Review did not
have the benefit of the statement by the liver pathologist, Dr. Cameron, that
he had not confirmed the risk until early February 1997, it had the letter by
Drs. Olivieri, Cameron and Brittenham to the regulatory agencies on the
risk. This letter was drafted and dated “January 22,” but Dr. Cameron
refused to endorse the letter until he re-checked his analysis. He then cosigned it in early February. Unfortun ately, the date o f the original d raft,
“January 22,” was not corrected in the final letter that was sent out.
Nevertheless, this was still past “late 199 6.”
The Review als o had Dr . Olivieri’s memo to Drs. O’Brodovich and
Freedman dated March 6, 1997 in which she stated that she had informed
patients of the risk on February 4. In su mmary, the Review did have
evidence that sugge sted that the ris k was iden tified in late Ja nuary or early
Februa ry, instead of “late 1996.” P ursuit of the d iscrepanc y between th is
evidence and the allegations by Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Bro dovich as to when
Dr. Olivieri actually identified the risk would have reve aled the truth of the
matter.
The hypothesis framed by Dr. Naimark. In a November 1998 telephone
conference call involving the three members of the Review panel and HSC
Executive members Drs. Buchwald, Goldbloom, and O’Brodovich, Dr. Naimark
“put forward a hypothesis that Dr. Olivieri may not have wished to notify the
HSC’s REB in late 1996 or early 1997 because of the legal threat made by Apotex
in May 1996.” 119 Shortly thereafter, Drs. Spino and O’Brodovich wrote to him
to refute this hypothesis. On November 24, 1998 Dr. Spino wrote a long letter to
Dr. Naimark, alleging that Apotex had not attempted to prevent Dr. Olivieri
from communicating her findings of risks. He also misrepresented Apotex’s
position on Dr. Olivieri’s intention to inform the REB of the first unexpected risk
of L1 (loss of sustained efficacy) in 1996.120 (See section 5.O.2(7).) The next

*This is a letter from CMPA counsel Mr. Mason to Apotex counsel Ms. Kay, dated January
14, 1997. It was not mentioned in the Naimark Report and it was not deposited in HSC archives,
but it was listed in the comp lete index of the Naimark Rep ort as item #184.
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day, November 25, Dr. O’Brodovich wrote a letter to Dr. Naimark in which he,
too, endeavoured to refute the hypothesis.121
Dr. Olivieri promptly informed patients. The Naimark Report can be
read as inferring that Dr. Olivieri had failed to inform patients promptly of
the risk of progression of liver fibrosis, and that this was an issue of patient
safety (see section 5P). 122 Although it was known to sev eral participa nts in
the Review (in cluding Dr. O’Brodovich) that Dr. Olivieri informed her
patients in a group m eeting on Fe bruary 4, 19 97, and th ere was a memo
from Dr. Olivieri to Dr. O’Brodovich on this topic in the Review’s documentary base,123 the Review panel did not seem to be aware of this. The
group meeting was followed by individual meetings with all patients over
the next couple of we eks. (See section 5K for d etails and citations.)
Chronic, not acute, toxicity. Drs. O’Brodovich and Koren used words
and phrases in their testimony to the Naimark Review that suggested the risk
of progre ssion o f liver fibr osis wa s one o f acute to xicity. In his memo to Dr.
Naimark of Septem ber 24, 19 98, Dr. O ’Brodov ich describ ed the situatio n as
requiring:
An Emergency meeting (Re: patient safety related to continued use of
Hospital for Sick Children)124

L1

at

and the Report said he had been “alarmed.” 125 Dr. Koren referred to “life
threatening toxicity,” in a “letter” he put forward to the Review.126 In fact,
the progression of liver fibrosis observed in data of some patients did not
arise acutely (see section 5K). Neither Dr. Koren nor Dr. O’Brodovich had
expertise in the relevant fields of medicine, yet the Naim ark Report appe ars
to have accepted their incorrect characterizations of this risk.

(6) Contradictory testimony by Drs. Koren, O’Brodovich & Spino
I . A FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICTION

Drs. Spino and O’Brodovich each gave to the Naimark Review ac counts
of the conduct of Dr. Olivieri in late 1996 and early 1997 that were
incorrect. 127 Despite contradictory starting points, these had the joint effect
of discrediting Dr. Olivieri in the eyes of the R eview panel. On the one
hand, Dr. Spino held (corre ctly) that both trials (LA–01 and LA–03) had been
terminated, and from this he in ferred that sin ce Dr. O livieri publishe d data
points obtained subsequent to termination, then either she had submitted a
new protocol to th e REB which approved it, or she was conducting unauthorized research.128 He inferred that, if no new protocol had been
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approved (which was the case), then she was doing unauthorized research.
The fatal flaw in this argument was that the data points at issue came from
chart review, which did not require REB approval, a fact published by Dr.
Koren in his 1993 textbook and confirmed by the REB in April 1998.129
On the other hand, Dr. O’Brodovich held (incorrectly) that the LA–03 trial
(or perhaps both trials) had “continued” under REB jurisdiction after Apotex
terminated them, citing Dr. Moore as his author ity.130 It appears that from this
premise the Naimark Review deduced that Dr. Olivieri should have informed
the REB of her finding that there was a risk of progression of liver fibrosis.
Since she had not informed the REB, the Review concluded she had “failed” in
a reporting obligation. However, the premise was simply wrong: the trials had
been terminated by Apotex, which refused to reinstate the trials, as Dr. Spino
understood and wrote in documen ts available to the Naimark Review.131 The
patients who continued on its drug L1 did so under a new EDR arrangement
that did not have and did not require REB approval. Therefore, Dr. Olivieri had
no obligation to report to the REB.
Unfortunately, despite the contradiction between these two positions, the
Naimark Review reported both (correctly) that the trials had been terminated,
and (incorrectly) that patients remained in a continued trial and under REB
jurisdiction. This contradiction is, in places, obscured by the prominence given
to the inaccurate phrase, “non-renewal of Apotex sponsorship,” instead of the
accurate phrase, “termination by Apotex of the trials,” which included termination of sponsorship (see subsection 5.O.2(3)).
II . DR . SPINO AND THE RISK OF PROG RESSION O F LIVER FIBRO SIS

Dr. Spino atte nded Dr. Olivieri’s talk at the December 1996 ASH
meeting. Apotex ’s legal counsel then wrote to Dr. Olivieri’s counsel on
December 18 asking for data that might relate L1 to liver to xicity in view of
the question raised by Dr. Olivieri at the ASH meeting.132 Dr. Olivieri’s
counsel replied in January, noting that at the ASH meeting she had not stated
that L1 caused progression of fibrosis, but that if any safety concerns were
established, she would report them to the regulato rs and prov ide Apotex
with a copy o f the report. 133 As discussed in section 5K, the new risk was not
established until early February 1997 and Apotex was informed on February
4.
Thus, Apotex knew in early December that there was a question of
chronic liver toxicity that would be investigated, and in early February, when
the investigation was completed, it was provided with full details of the
identification of the risk tha t L1 could cause this problem. Apotex responded
to the identification in several ways. First, on February 7, through legal
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counsel, it sought to confirm that Dr. Olivieri would delay reporting the new
risk to regulatory agencies for a further week.134 Second, on February 11,
also through c ounsel, it issu ed a legal w arning disp uting that L1 posed any
such risk, and saying that communication of Dr. Olivieri’s “misinformation”
would “have serio us and irrep arable repe rcussions b oth in terms of he alth
care and business.” 135 Third, as stated in an uncontroversial finding of the
Naimark Report:
In the evening of February 18, 1997, Dr. Spino contacted Dr. O’Brodo vich to
ask if he was aware of Dr. Olivieri’s opinion that she had observed “a severe
adverse reaction” to the use of L1 .136

Dr. O’Brodovich decided this required “emerg ency” action and intervened
aggressive ly (see section 5K). The Naimark Review apparently did not ask
why Dr. Spino waited two weeks (from February 4 to February 18) to contact
Dr. O’Brodovich, if his purpose was to alert the Pediatrician-in-Chief to a
medical matter that required his attention.
On March 6 Dr. Spino wrote a letter to the senior hematologists in HSC
and The Toronto H ospital (with a copy to Dr. O ’Brodovich) to advise tha t,
“Apote x Inc. has decided to expa nd its compassionate use program for the
drug deferiprone (L1).”137 This letter to the hospital administrators also said,
“we believe it is in the best interest of patients in T oronto to h ave access to
the drug,” and he prop osed that the administrato rs “designa te” physician s in
their thalassemia clinics willing to prescribe L1 and to sign “a confide ntiality
agreement with Apotex.” The letter said a treatment program had “already
been succes sfully imp lemente d in Italy.” Howe ver, the r eferen ce to “Ita ly”
was to the short-term acute-toxicity tria l (LA–02) whose “primary objective”
was not to assess the long-term efficacy or s afety of the dru g, but rather to
assess acute to xicity. 138 * The Naimark Review did not comment on why Dr.
Spino informed D r. O’Brod ovich on Feb ruary 18 of D r. Olivieri’s report of
“a severe adverse reaction” to the drug, yet on March 6 he was advocating
the drug be used in both HSC and TTH under an arrangement that did not
specify serial liver histology assessments for all patients—the only means
whereby this particular adverse reaction could be identified.139
III . DR . KOREN ’S PURPORTED “LETTERS ”

The Naimark Report relied on two letters Dr. Koren submitted and
reproduced them in full on page 41. They were addressed to Dr. Olivieri,
signed by Dr. Koren and bore the purported dates of “December 18, 1996"
and “February 8, 1997.” 140 In them, Dr. Koren alleged that Dr. Olivieri
*The LA–02 protocol di d not specif y liver histology fo r all partic ipants, so w as unlikely to have
led to identification of progression of liver fibrosis, even if its planned one-year duration was
extended. (See sections 5B an d 5U.)
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presented information “related to L1 toxicity” at the ASH meeting in e arly
December 1996. From the con text, the only re asonable interpretation of this
allegation is that by “ L1 toxicity” he meant the risk that L1 could cause the
chronic-toxicity effect of progression of liver fibrosis, and that Dr. Olivieri
had identified this risk by the time of her presentation at the ASH meeting.
He also alleged that she had failed in an (alleged) obligation to report the
finding to him, and failed to include him in the analysis of the data that led
to the finding. It is open to question w hether thes e letters were actually
written and sent as Dr. Koren says. Dr. Olivieri says that she never received
these letters, and it is now known that Dr. Koren acted dishone stly in regard
to attempts to dis credit her. D r. Olivieri says sh e learned o f the letters only
when the Naimark Report was published, nearly two years after Dr. Koren
says they were written.141 She alle ges tha t they wer e fraud ulently composed
to be given to the Naima rk Review in order to disc redit her. 142
There is information supporting Dr. Olivieri’s claim about the two letters
(see section 5R). Aside from the issue of the purported dates of Dr. Koren’s
two signed “letters,” they contain incorre ct and misleading inform ation. At
the time, the Naimark Review had no a priori reason to doubt the w ord of a
senior scientist and administrator, and it believed the “letters.” The fact that
they were quo ted in their en tirety in the Naim ark Repo rt shows tha t weight
was attached to them in coming to ad verse conclusions on Dr. Olivieri’s
conduct.
In the second “letter” submitted to the Review, Dr. Koren said, “You
have done this without me despite me [sic] being the toxicologist on the
team.… I will not continue my collaborative work or data interpreta tion with
you.” By “this” he meant the analysis of serial biopsy slides which led to the
finding of the risk tha t L1 caused progression of liver fibrosis. The claim that
at the purporte d time of these letters he was “the toxico logist on th e team”
was incorrect since there was no “team” after Apo tex terminate d the trials in
May 1996, as Dr. Koren himself had written in other letters. For instance , a
letter Dr. Koren wrote to Dr. O’Brodovich in November 1997 regarding
LA–01 data said, “At that time [after May 1996] I was no t any mor e a co-P .I.
[principal investigator] with Dr. Olivieri.” 143 Earlier in 1997 he had written
to Dr. Olivieri, “Because this [LA–01] study was discontinued 16 months ago
May 1996]…, I… was not part of the continuing collection, analysis, or
interpretation of the data.” 144 In May 1998, Dr. Ko ren wrote to Dr.
Buchwald regarding data from the LA–03 patient cohort and in this memo he
said that this trial had been “disc ontinued ” in May 19 96, and tha t he was not
even “aware” that Dr. Olivieri “continued to monitor” patients who
remained on L1 under EDR.145 Therefor e, it is quite clear from the record that
Dr. Koren “no longer continue[d]” collaborative work after May 1996. Yet
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he said he was a member of “the team” in February 1997, when he claimed
to have written the second “letter.”
The identification that L1 caused progression of liver fibrosis in some
patients required expert histological analysis and this is why a liver
pathologist, Dr. Cam eron, was asked to pe rform it. The determinatio n of the
implications for patient care required expertise in hematology, internal
medicine and iron metabolism wh ich Drs. Olivieri and Brittenh am have. Dr.
Koren is not an expert in any of these disciplines.146
In the first of the tw o “letters,” Dr. Koren claimed that, “I must report on
any ADR (adverse drug reaction),” implying that under the Health Canada
EDR arrangement mediated by Dean Aberman, he was “the practitioner” for
the EDR arrangement, in the sense of the Food an d Drugs Act and
Regulations, and thus it was he who had to report the AD R to Hea lth
Canada.* However, Dr. Koren, was not the practitioner, Dr. Olivieri was.
No one could reason ably have supposed o therwise: he did not have the
expertise require d of a ph ysician tr eating p atients w ith thala ssemia. It is
evident from corresponden ce listed in the Naimark r eport’s inde x that both
Apotex and Health Canada understood that Dr. Olivieri was the practitioner.
Indeed, as Dr. Koren himself acknowledged in other correspondence,147 and
the Naimark Review confirmed , he was on ly an “intermed iary in the supp ly
chain,” or “ conduit” b etween A potex and Dr. Olivieri. 148
In the first purportedly sent “letter,” Dr. Koren wrote tha t, “My Israeli
friend Michael Lishner attended ASH and heard your presentation… related
to L1 liver toxicity.” In support of this, he provided Dr. Naimark with a letter
dated December 14, 1998 from Dr. Lishner. This letter was added to the
Review archives after the report was published. In it, Dr. Lishner wrote:
[At ASH ] Dr. Nancy Olivieri presented her data showing that deferiprone
exhibits loss of efficacy in some patients. She then went on to describe liver
fibrosis associated with deferiprone therap y. I interpreted her presentation to
suggest, for the first time, that L1 may cause liver fibrosis.149

However, in reality, a finding that a similar chelator caused fibrosis in ironloaded animals, and an observa tion that seve ral L1-treated patients showed
progression of fibrosis, suggest a q uestion to b e investigated , not a
conclusion or definitive cause.
In the second purportedly sent “letter,” Dr. Koren referred to “the life
threatening toxicity of the dr ug!” This was his interp retation, and it was his
position that he was the person responsible for reporting “an y ADR .” This
raises the question: Why did he not report this “life-threaten ing toxicity” to
*Dr. Koren made the allegation that he was the practitioner under E D R again, and more
explicitly, in the letter he wrote to the Medical Advisory Committee on December 18, 1998 (see
section 5P.)
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the regulators, the REB and others? By his own account, he could have done
so on December 18, 1996 when he claimed to have learned of “ L1 toxicity”
from Dr. Lishner, or, on or about February 5, when he rece ived Dr.
Olivieri’s report on the actual identification of risk. Instead, he said nothing
to anyone in authority, until he was asked about the matter on February 19
by Dr. O’Brodovich. That Dr. Koren did not report this “ ADR ” to anyone
was confirmed by Dr. O’Brodovich in a letter to Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA
counsel, Mr. Colangelo, on March 3, 1997.150 The Naimark Report did not
find Dr. Koren negligent in a duty to report to the REB, but found Dr.
Olivieri so. It did not explain this difference.
IV . DR . O ’BRODOVICH AND THE RISK OF PROGRESSION OF LIVER FIBROSIS

Dr. O’Brod ovich allege d that Dr. O livieri had failed to fulfil a purported
reporting obligation. In this, he relied on incorrec t information from Dr.
Moore, cooperated with D r. Koren in putting forward incorrect information,
and made re lated all egation s similar to some ma de earli er by Dr. Spino.151
His lengthy memo to Dr. Naimark of September 24, 1998 not only contained
incorrect and misleading information , but omitted information in D r.
Olivieri’s favour of which he was aware. We discuss his actions during the
period in question (early 1997) in sections 5K, 5P and 5Q; here we
summarize matters th at raise s erious q uestion s abou t his testim ony to the
Naimark Review.
After Dr. Spino contacted him on February 18, 1997, Dr. O’Brodovich
became sufficiently exercised that he met with HSC legal counsel Mr. Carter
to discuss whether he had a basis for disciplinary action against Dr. Oliv ieri.
However, following meetings and correspondence during late February and
early March, Mr. Carte r advised tha t no such ac tion was ind icated “at this
time.”152 One of the docu ments available to Dr. O’Brodovich and Mr. Carter
was Dr. Olivieri’s memo of M arch 5, 1997 in wh ich she invited Dr.
O’Brodovich to consult independent experts in the treatment of th alassemia
and iron-loading, if he had any remaining questions about her management
of patient care. We have seen no evidence he ever did so. In the extensive
documentary record of the period available to us, correspondence between
Dr. O’Brod ovich and Dr. Olivieri o n this matter ap pears to have ceased
following Mr. Carter’s advice given on March 11, 1 997. Later that year Dr.
O’Brodovich told Dr. Olivieri: “I consider you to be a highly successful
clinician-scientist, recognized worldwide for your contributions in the area
of haemoglobinopathies,” 153 and seeme d to have co me to the view that,
instead of a risk to patients of progression of liver fibrosis, there was a
scientific disagreement. In November 1997 he wrote to Dr. Spino:
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Although I am not an expert in this area, I am aware that significant scientific
controversy exists in regard to deferiprone’s safety and efficacy. I am
confident that… the controversy will be resolved within the scientific
com mun ity. 154

When the Board of Trustees decided to establish the Naimark Review, Dr.
O’Brodovich’s view of Dr. Olivieri and the issues apparently returned to what it
had been when he had been considering disciplinary action against her in
February 1997. There was no new factual evidence: the case was made against
Dr. Olivieri by compiling incorrect and misleading information, and by omitting
pertinent correct information.
VI . DR . O ’BRODOVICH ’S

“CHRONOLOGY” MEMO

A centre-piece of the compilation of information against Dr. Olivieri is Dr.
O’Brodovich ’s memo to Dr. Naimark of September 24, 1998 that was “in all
likelihood” prepared with input from Dr. Koren.155 The memo gives the
appearance of a meticulous ly detailed chronology, but on close examination it
is flawed. As noted earlier, it relies on incorrect information from Dr. Moore
as the basis for its claim that Dr. Olivieri failed in a reporting obligation. It
contains other incorrect information—for instance, that Dr. Olivieri did not
inform “the thalassemia clinic’s medical staff of her concerns of hepatic
fibrosis.” As we discuss in section 5P, this allegation is contradicted by
documentary records.
The “chron ology” has significant omissions, of which the following are
examples. First, it has no entry for February 4, 1997. Dr. Olivieri held the first
of her group meetings with patients that day, a fact Dr. O’Brodovich had been
advised of in writing.156 Second, the entry for March 6, 1997 mentions neither
Dr. Olivieri’s second group meeting with patients advising that L1 should no
longer be used,157 nor the letter from Dr. Spino to the two hospitals promoting
use of L1.158 The sole entry for March 6 says that on that date Dr. Olivieri
provided Dr. O’Brodovich with “guidelines for care of patients and informing
parents” he had “requested on February 19.” In fact, she had provided him
with the information in a letter to him on February 20;159 her March 6 memo to
him simply updated that information.
Third, in his “chronology” memo , Dr. O’Brodo vich cited Dr. Moo re’s
letter to him of June 3, 1998 (he incorrectly dated the cited letter as June 3,
1997) and, although it contained fundamental errors, relied on it as evidence
that a trial of L1 had contin ued after May 1 996 so that the REB had
jurisdiction.160 However, he did not cite Dr. Olivieri’s subseque nt letter to
him (dated June 8, 1998) in which sh e noted tha t both Toro nto trials had in
fact been “terminated” on “May 24, 199 6.” 161 Dr. O’Brodovich also did not
cite his own June 10, 1998 letter to Dr. Spino in which he refe rred to
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commun ications he had just received from Dr. Olivieri, and in which he
himself referred to “Apotex’s cancellation of the clinical trials in May
1996.” 162 In other wor ds, he did n ot cite two letters by Dr. Olivieri and
himself that directly contradicted the central point in the letter by Dr.
Moore— two letters written shortly after Dr. Moo re’s letter.
In this memo Dr. O’Brodovich also summarized findings in the report of
Apotex’s paid consultant, Dr. Francesco C allea who disputed D r. Olivieri’s
finding that L1 posed a risk of liver fibrosis: “Callea… concluded that there
was a decline in the hepatic fibrosis,” in the LA–03 patients in whose data she
had identified the risk.*
Dr. O’Brodovich cooperated with Dr. Koren in putting other information
forward to the Review, for instance, letters written in the fall of 1998 by Ms.
Naomi Klein. In these letters she made incorrect statements as to when the
L1 trials ended and how long HSC patients were given L1 that were
contra dicted b y HSC records.163 (See section 5P(10 )).
VI.

THE

PROPO SED

STUDY

OF

L1

IN

T R EA T M E N T

OF

SICKLE CELL DISEASE (SCD )

In 1996 Dr. Olivieri had put forward for ethics review a proposal to study
L1 in SCD patients. Th is was to be a multi-centre trial, w ith sites in Tor onto
and the United States, to study whether L1 could be helpful in removing
excess iron from red cell membranes in patients with SCD (the standard iron
chelator, deferoxa mine, is not ef fective for this p urpose). T his propos al was
still undergoing review by the REB in February 19 97 and ha d not yet been
approved. There was no plan to enrol any patients for many months and
hence no issue of patient safety. The Naimark Report commented briefly on
this proposed study, mainly quoting from correspondence. This matter was
given greater prominence in the MAC inquiry that followed the Naim ark
Review (see section 5 P(10) for discussion and citations).
VII . THE PERSPECTIVE OF DR. BAKER

The Toronto Hospital (TTH) evinced no concern about how Dr. Olivieri was
treating patients, despite Dr. O’Brodovich ’s letter of February 20, 1997 to TTH
Physician-in-Chief Dr. Michael Baker expressing great concern.164 Dr. Baker,
who is a specialist in hemato logy, told us he has always had confidence in Dr.
Olivieri’s management of patient care.165 Dr. Baker informed Dr. Spino of this
*Dr. O’Brodovich omitted mention of the fact that Dr. Callea’s report had not been subject
to peer review, unlike Dr. Olivieri’s ar ticle published in the August 1 3, 1998 issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
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confidence on April 17, 1997, in reply to Dr. Spino’s letter of March 6
promoting use of L1. The Naimark Report cited Dr. Baker’s letter, but only the
paragraph in which he said none of his medical staff were willing to
administer L1 in future because its safety was now in doubt, or to sign the
confiden tiality agreement Apotex required. In the preceding paragraph of his
letter, Dr. Baker wrote:
In my view, the clinical management of patients is a matter between the
attending physician and the patient.… the plan of treatment proposed for
patients at The Toronto Hospital who had been receiving deferiprone is being
properly managed from a clinical point of view. In other words, I have no
reason to question the appropriateness of the care these patients are receiving
from their physicians, which as you know, doe s not include the
administration of deferiprone.166

It would have been useful for the Naimark Report to have noted the
contrast between the views of D r. Baker and D r. O’Brodovich, an d to have
considered and addressed why they differed.

(7) Dr. Spino and the REB
In his November conference call with Dr. O’Brodovich and other HSC administrators, Dr. Naimark framed the hypothesis that the Apotex legal warnings
might constitute a mitigating factor in Dr. Olivieri’s alleged failure to report to
the REB in a timely manner. 167 Dr. Spino wrote a long letter to him on November
24, 1998 to refute this hypothesis. The Naimark Report accepted Dr. Spino’s
argument and summarized it as follows:
Apotex did not prevent Dr. Olivieri from communicating her conclusion that
there was “loss of efficacy” or “variability of response” with L1 to the REB [in
the spring of 1996]. As noted earlier, Apotex “urged” her to do so (albeit
after considerable debate about the interpretation of data). With respect to
Dr. Olivieri’s findings of liver toxicity in late 1996, we do not know if
Apotex would have attempted to prevent Dr. Olivieri from immediately
reporting this serious adverse reaction to the REB . findings [sic]. Apotex has
indicated the subject was not broached with them by Dr. Olivieri or her legal
counsel. 168

Two presumptions in this quotation are incorrect: first, that there was a
requirement for Dr. Olivieri to report to the REB—there was no such requirement since the trials were terminated; second, that she had made findings of
liver toxicity in late 1996—such findings were not made until early February
1997.
The statements that Apotex “did not prevent” Dr. Olivieri from commun icating her conclusion on the first unexpected risk to the REB in 1996, and even
“urged” her to do so, need examination. It is instructive to compare Dr.
Spino’s statements to Dr. Naimark in 1998 to earlier (1996 and 1997)
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statements he and Apotex legal counsel made to Dr. Olivieri and others. To
Dr. Naimark he wrote:
The contract does not interfere with the normal process of informing
patients, investigators, REB , or regulatory agencies of factual concerns. ...
Apotex never intended to prevent dissemination of factual information to the
patients or the REB .169 (emphasis added)

To Dr. Olivieri on May 24, 1996, he wrote:
all information whether written or not, obtained or generated by the
Investigators during the term of the LA–01 Agreement and for a period of one
year thereafter, shall be and remain secret and confidential and shall not be
disclosed in any manner to any third party except with the prior written
consent of Apotex. Please be aware that Apotex will take all possible steps to
ensure that these obligations of confidentiality are met and will vigorously
pursue all legal remedies in the event that there is any breach of these
obligations.170

In his recorded telephone message to her the same day, he said:
Nancy, I want to remind you of your confidentiality requirements under the
[LA–01] contract. You must not publish or divulge information to others about
the work you have done with Apotex including any data you may have
gathered since April, 1993 pertaining to the use of Apotex L1 product without
the written consent of Apotex. Now, should you choose to violate this
agreement you will be subject to legal action.... we have every intention of
bringing it (L1) to market as soon as possible.... The thalassemic community
(the patients and their families) will be informed. We will do that but you are
not to communicate your misinterpretations ...171 (emphasis added)

Dr. Spino him self underlin ed “all” in his May 24, 1996 letter a nd while
this statement was issued in the context of the findings of loss of sustained
efficac y, “all” means all. A few weeks later he confirmed Apotex’s position
in writing, “…we could not a llow such in formation to be transmitted to
patients…,” 172 and he ma de a similar state ment in a letter to the editor of The
Medical Post published on Februa ry 18, 1997 (see section 5F).
As for Dr. Spino’s “urg ing” of Dr. Olivieri to comm unicate her findings
to the REB, a review of his 1996 correspondence with Dr. Olivieri, Dr.
Koren, Dr. Zlotkin and others was provided in section 5E, but for convenience we summarize it here. In early February 1996, Dr. Olivieri insisted that
the REB must be informed of a new risk (loss of efficacy). Dr. Spino
responded by proposing th at raw data be reported to the REB, without Dr.
Olivieri’s analysis and conclusions, but with Apotex’s view of the data
instead.* 173 This would have been an empty gesture, because no member of
*Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Olivieri, “We believe it is premature to conclude there is a change
in efficacy or to imply such to the Human Subjects Review Committee [ REB ].” (February 14,
1996)
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the REB had the expertise to interpret the data. It would have bee n a failure
on her part to fulfil her ethical obligations in a clinical research trial: she
would have failed to communic ate that she h ad identified a risk. Dr. O livieri
then made it quite clear that she would provide the REB with her analysis of
the data and her conclusions, regardless of whether Apotex agreed with her
action. In reply, Dr. Spino wrote, “the decision to present the info rmation to
the Ethics Committee [REB] is yours and w e urge you to do so, if you fe el it
is warranted.” 174 However, it is clear from subsequent correspondence that,
while on the surface accepting Dr. Olivieri’s decision to advise the REB, Dr.
Spino in fact then p roceeded to make an end run to in fluence th e REB not to
accept her advice that patients should be informed of a risk.
After Dr. Olivieri sent the REB a formal report on her findings of loss of
efficacy, Dr. Spino wrote to the REB presenting the Apotex view and offering
to meet with the REB. When this overture was rebuffed by Dr. Zlotkin, the REB
Chair, Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. Koren (who had been succeeded as REB Chair
by Dr. Zlotkin) suggesting that he might wish to intervene with the REB.175 A
few weeks later, Dr. Spino wrote another letter to the REB, to the effect that
Apotex had matters in hand “and no further action by Dr. Olivieri at this time
is warranted.” 176
Thus, while in Febru ary 1996 A potex “urg ed” Dr. O livieri to report to
the REB, it also asked her to report the data without her medical interpretation that there was a risk, and later it urged the REB not to act on her
information. By early May Apotex was, in effect, suggesting to the REB that
Dr. Olivieri did not need to inform patients, by asserting that “no further
action... is warranted.” On May 10, 1996 Dr. Zlotkin again rebuffed D r.
Spino, advising that, “My man date is to pro tect study sub jects and pa tients
and to that end must ensure full disclosure when unexpected study findings
are identified,” that it was not his role “to act as intermediary between the
investigator and sp onsori ng com pany on issues pertaining to science,” and
that “I... have reminded the principal investigator [Dr. Olivieri] to revise the
clinical information and conse nt forms appropriately....” 177 When Dr.
Olivieri submitted the new forms on May 20, Apotex revealed its real intent,
to prevent patients from being informed. It imm ediately termina ted the trials
and issued the warnings to Dr. Olivieri not to disclose “any inform ation in
any manner to any third party,” including patients, or she would be subject
to legal action.178
On the issue of whether Apotex attempted to deter Dr. Olivieri from
informing the REB of the secon d risk in Febru ary 1997, the Naimark R eport,
apparently relying of Dr. Spino’s letter to Dr. N aimark of Novemb er 24,
1998, said:
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the subject was not broached with them [Apotex] by Dr. Olivieri or her legal
counsel. 179

However, the docum entary eviden ce is clear that when this second risk was
identified, counsel for Dr. O livieri forwarded her report to counsel for
Apotex with a covering letter saying:
Dr. Olivieri intends to report safety concerns to the relevant authorities
directly and thus she is giving advance no tice of her intention to do so to
Apotex by this letter.180 (emphasis added)

As noted earlier, it was the position of Dr. Spino that Dr. Olivieri
conducted research on the patients after Apotex terminated the trials, so that
on this premise the “relevant authorities” would have included the REB.
Therefore, although he was incorrect (she was not conducting research on
the patients and there was no obligation to inform the REB ), by his own
logic, the subject had indeed been “broached with” Apotex. Dr. Spino concluded his letter to Dr. N aimark with the statemen t:
Apotex did not threaten Dr. Olivieri, and did not advise her not to tell her
patients or the REB about her alleged findings on deferiprone-exacerbated
hepatic fibrosis.181

This was untrue. Apotex’s response to Dr. Olivieri’s report on the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis was to issue a legal warning. This letter, dated
February 11, 1997, warned her not to communicate this finding and included
such phrases as: “it would be a travesty to frighten patients and their doctors
with such mis-information,” and “Apotex will contest the right of your client to
publish the information in light of her obligations to confidentiality under
various contracts.” 182 It is relevant to note that the original written warning from
Apotex (dated May 24, 1996) has never been rescinded, and that letter warned
Dr. Olivieri she was not to disclose any information about L1 to anyone, except
with Apotex’s prior written consent. 183
In summary, Apotex’s position was that no one, whether patients, the
regulators, other physicians treating thalassemia patients with L1, the REB, or
medical administrators should be info rmed of this risk, except with its prior
written permission—pe rmission that has never yet been g iven. Further,
should Dr. Olivieri do so, she would be subject to legal action by Apotex.
Therefore, it is hard to understand why the Naimark Review believed Dr.
Spino’s letter of November 24, 1998 saying the company had not attempted
to impede Dr. Olivieri from communicating her findings of the two
unexpected risks of L1.
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(8) Dr. Olivieri’s response to the Report
On December 9, 1998 the Hospital released the Naimark Report and announced
that the Board of Trustees had referred the Report’s adverse finding against Dr.
Olivieri to the Medical Advisory Committee, which advises the Board on staff
disciplinary matters (see section 5P). On the following day, Dr. Olivieri issued a
statement that the finding that she had “failed to report [her] concerns about liver
toxicity to the Research Ethics Board in a timely fashion” was “at odds” with the
facts.184 She noted that those patients who had continued on L1 after Apotex
terminated the two trials in May 1996, “were then no longer treated in the setting
of a ‘clinical trial,’” and instead were treated under Health Canada’s Emergency
Drug Release Program(EDR).185 Thus she had no obligation to report to the REB.
She explained that under EDR her obligations were to inform patients, Apotex
and Health Canada, and that she fulfilled these in a timely fashion.
Dr. Olivieri alleged:
the Hospital has determined that, rather than looking in the mirror, they
would close ranks and lay blame on my shoulders for a number of iss ues. 186

She said that the “bias” of the Naimark Review could be seen in its Report,
and that a review of all of the relevant information and documentation would
have to wait for “a truly independ ent inquiry.” 187

(9) Conclusions
1 * The Report made a number of significant policy recommendations and
these led to subse quent polic y reviews by the Hosp ital and t he Un iversity.
An important matter discussed in the Report bu t not yet addres sed is
provision of a grievance and arbitration procedure for HSC medical and
scientific staff in regard to their HSC employmen t.

2 * The Report’s account of events and circumstances of the L1 controversy is
incorrect in fundamental respects. In particular, the Report erroneou sly
supposed that a research trial of L1 continued after both trials had been terminated. Therefore, contrary to the Report’s conclusion, the REB had no jurisdiction over those patients who continued on L1 under EDR after the terminations of the trials, and Dr. Olivieri in fact had no obligation to report to the
REB.

3 * The Review was misled through a combination of incorrect and incomplete information. Dr. Koren, Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Spino and Dr. Moore
are principally responsible for the incorrect information. The responsib ility for
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the Review apparently not having been provided with a number of relevant
documen ts rests with a larger number of persons who participated in the
Review, as well as with Dr. Olivieri who did not participate.

4 *The Naimark Review panel members themselves must bear some
responsib ility for their incorrect conclusions, because they did not pursue
and resolve som e important d iscrepanc ies in the infor mation that was
provided to them. Prominent among the discrepancies was testimony by Dr.
Moore and Dr. O’B rodovich that a research trial of L1 continued after May
1996, which was contradicted by documentary evidence considered by the
Review from Dr. Spino of Apotex, Dean Aberman, Dr. Koren and others, as
well as documentary evidence originating with Dr. Olivieri that was put
forward by others. Had they pursued these discrepancies they may well have
been led to quite different findings. Tha t they did not do this may have been
related to the short time frame provided by the Hospital Board for the
Review.
Review panel members did not have the advantage of knowing that a
major player, Dr. Koren, had been acting dishonestly in attempts to discredit
Dr. Olivieri during the period of the Review (as well as later). They therefore
so did not have a high index of suspicion to analyse and double check his
testimon y, as well as other testimony given to them by persons closely
associated with him.

5 * The Report’s adverse findings in regard to Dr. Olivieri are not valid.
However, they led the Board of Trustees to the incorrect belief that she had
“failed” in a reporting duty. The Report and actions taken by HSC on the basis
of the Report have caused serious harm to her reputation. They have necessitated her devoting much time and personal resources to defending her
reputation and career. The Report’s adverse conclusions have since been
invoked by Apotex to defend the reputation of its drug L1.188
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5P * The Medical Advisory Committee Proceedings
(1) Overview
IN DECEMBER 1998, upon receipt of the Naimark Report, the HSC Board of
Trustees initiated an inquiry by the Medical Advisory Committee (MAC) into
Dr. Olivieri’s conduct during late 1996 and early 1997. The MAC is the body
empowered to advise the Board on disciplinary action against staff physicians
and it was directed to consider the “failure” by Dr. Olivieri in two specified
matters, and to provide the Board with “conclusions and/or recommendations.”1

An ad hoc “fact finding” subcommittee of the MAC invited Dr. Olivieri and
other persons to “provide assistance in obtaining information.” 2 Several
witnesses provided written and oral testimony from December 1998 to
February 1999, with Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich providing the most
extensive testimon y. The subcommittee then sent a list of five questions to Dr.
Olivieri. 3
Dr. Olivieri informed the subcommittee through legal counsel that she
was “prepared to co-operate fully with the investigation,” and asked to be
provided with the allegations and testimony the committee received from
persons appearing before it, so she might prepare her response.4 The subcommittee did not grant this request, but continued to require that she
respond to its questions without this information.
The documentary record shows that the only relevant information available
to Dr. Olivieri as to the basis of the five MAC questions were: the Board
directive to the MAC; the Naimark Report and the subset of its documentary
base deposited in the HSC library archive; and the five questions. She had no
knowledge of certain allegations made by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich and
others to the Naimark Review, because a number of relevant documen ts relied
on in the Review were not deposited in the HSC library archive (some but not
all of these “were provided to Dr. Naimark in confidence” and not made
available 5). Nor was she informed of new allegations made by Drs. Koren and
O’Brodovich to the MAC’s subcommittee.6 In October 1999, Dr. Olivieri provided a detailed written response to the five questions with extensive
supporting documents, but this was without the benefit of knowledge of the
allegations and testimony made against her.7
After receiving Dr. Olivieri’s response, the MAC subcommittee made an
(undated) written repo rt to the full MAC . Except fo r one part o f one question,
the subcommittee did not accept Dr. Olivieri’s answers to any of its five
questions. In mid-January 2000, MAC Chair Dr. Laurence Becker forwarded
this report to Dr. Olivieri, with a covering letter endorsing the report on
behalf of the full MAC . His letter set o ut the same five questions as in the
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report, along with an accompanying set of “concerns,” and requested that
Dr. Olivieri meet with the MAC itself to respond.8
The report of the subcommittee made clear that undisclosed allegations
had been considered. It was also clear that the subcommittee made errors of
fact and interpretation in its report. These could have been avoided had the
subcommittee exercised proper diligence in reviewing Dr. Olivieri’s submission of October 1999, and disclosed to her all allegations. These errors
were not corrected by the full MAC.
Dr. Olivieri requ ested (direc tly, and throug h counse l) disclosure of all
allegations and relevant information, in letters to the MAC , to the Hos pital,
and to Dr. Naimark.9 After further legal representations, she received some
documen ts on March 10, 2000,10 five months after she had submitted her
response to the subco mmittee and two months after that committee reported.
Yet the allegations and related testimony had been placed before the
subcommittee more than a year earlier.11
Prominent among the undisclosed allegations were that liver biopsies done
on some of Dr. Olivieri’s patients were not clinically indicated, but had been
done simply for research purposes.12 This was not the case: the related testimony contained serious errors, in which standard monitoring of thalassemia
major patients for therapeutic purposes in managing their care was misrepresented as research. Since this had not been addressed in the Naimark Report,
in the Board resolution, or any other documentation available to her, Dr.
Olivieri could not have anticipated that behind the MAC’s questions lay a series
of new allegations by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich.
Some other allegations made both to the Naimark Review and the MAC
inquiry were also incorrect—for instance, the allegation that a research trial
of L1 had continued after Apotex terminated both Toronto trials.
Dr. Olivieri was denied the opportun ity to be accompanied by legal
counsel in an appearance before the MAC.13 Because the documentation that
Dr. Olivieri finally received from the MAC in March 2000 was substantially incomplete, her counsel again renewed the request for full documentation so that
Dr. Olivieri could have a fair basis to make her case. Her counsel suggested
the unreasonableness of the MAC procedure would be clear to the courts and
requested that the MAC revise its procedure so as to provide full disclosure and
a fair opportun ity to respond.14 The MAC did not provide the requested
information and instead concluded its proceedings, recommending to the
Board that its allegations (cast in the form of “concerns”) about Dr. Olivieri’s
conduct be referred to the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
(CPSO) and the University of Toronto. The Board approved this recommendation and in a press conference held on April 27, 2000, the MAC and the Board
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publicly announced the referrals of “patient care” concerns to the CPSO and
“research” concerns to the University. 15

(2) The Board’s directive to the MAC
The Medical Advisory Committee (MAC) is advisory to the Board of
Trustees of the Hospital and resp onsible to the Board fo r matters involving
medical care and medical staff, including:
•

the quality of m edical and dental care provided in the Hosp ital;

•

appointment or re-appoin tment to the staff and the privileges to be
granted to each mem ber of the staff;

•

the dismissal, suspension or restriction of privileges of any member of
the staff.

On the same day the Naimark Report was made public, December 9, 1998,
the Board passed the following resolution:
The Board directs the MAC to consider the failure of Dr. Nancy Olivieri to
report her concerns related to L1 toxicity to the Research Ethics Board, both
in respect of the then current use of L1 under the Compassionate Release
Program* and Dr. Olivieri’s then pending application to have L1 approved
for the treatment of sickle cell disease and any other related matter; and, for
this purpose the MAC may appoint an Ad-hoc C ommittee of its members
pursuant to Section 23.02 of the Hospital by-laws.
The MAC is to report to the Board its conclusions and/or recommendations as
soon as practicable.16

A list of members dated January 2000 included Mr. Strofolino, Drs.
Goldbloom, O’Brodovich and Buchwald and nineteen other Ho spital staff
holding administrative positions, with Dr. Laure nce Becker as C hair and Dr.
Ronald Laxer as Vice-Chair. In its press conference of April 27, 2000 the
Hospital stated:
[The MAC ] is an impartial and fair body made up of Dr. Olivieri’s peers.
This MAC report is its own—not the ad ministration’s and not the B oard’s.…
To ensure that all of the proceedings and findings were u nbiased, members
of Sick Kids’ MAC who had significant involvement in the L1 issue including
the President and CEO of the Hospital and the Chiefs of Research and
Paediatrics, excluded themselves from these deliberations.17

Nevertheless, the proceedings were characterized by unfairness of the
most fundamental and obvious kinds. As noted abo ve, the case against Dr.
*This is the Emergency Drug Release ( E D R ) program of Health Canada. Contrary to the
supposition underlying the Board resolution, the E D R arrangement for treatment of patients with
L1 after the research trials were terminated in May 1996 was not under REB jurisdiction (see
sections 5G(1), 5H(1), 5J and 5K(7)).
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Olivieri was not dis closed to her and she was not pro vided with a fair
opportunity to respond. Also, the language in the Board’s resolution was not
neutral. Rather than asking the MAC to consider why Dr. Olivieri did not
report to the REB, it stated there was a “failure” in a purpo rted duty to rep ort.
It was not suf ficient to simp ly rely on the Na imark Rep ort, because Dr.
Olivieri had not participated in th at Review s o that its Rep ort was prim arily
based on informa tion and interpretations advanced by one side. Also, the
two MAC witnesses who put forward the most extensive allegations and
testimony against Dr. Olivieri, and who were the most senior in rank and
administrative authority, Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich (the Pediatricianin-Chief), were biased against Dr. Olivieri, as their documented participation
in the Naimark Review shows. (See sections 5O and 5R.) Other witnesses
who made alleg ations again st Dr. Olivier i to the MAC were close ly
associated with Dr. Kore n (see below).
It is relevant that before the MAC completed its proceedings in late April
2000, Dr. Koren had been disciplined for “gross misconduct,” including
“lying,” in connection with anonymous letters disparaging Dr. Olivieri that
he had sent to a newspaper and various individuals. He sen t these letters
during the period of his participation in the Naimark Review and the MAC
proceedings. We have no evidence that either the MAC or the Board
investigated the validity of Dr. Koren’s allegations to the MAC , or the
possible influence his allegations had on the material Dr. O’Brodovich and
other witnesses put forward.

(3) The MAC subcommittee
The ad hoc subcommittee originally consisted of five members, reduced to four
when one member was perceived to be in conflict of interest. 18 The subcommittee then consisted of Chair Dr. L. Roy (Chief, Anaesthesia), Dr. G. Barker
(Chief, Critical Care Medicine), Ms. A. MacIntosh-Murray (Director, Quality
Management) and Dr. C. Harrison (Director, Bioethics).
The subcommittee attempted to correct the problem introduced by the
Board re solution by w riting to Dr. O livieri:
The MAC is of the view that the word “alleged” sho uld appear before the
word “failure” in the first line of the resolution and the MAC interprets the
reso lutio n tha t way. 19

Dr. Roy as sured Dr . Olivieri:
At the moment, the MAC only intends to consider the specific issues set out
in the resolution. During the course of its consideration, other “related
matters” may arise. If those are to be considered, you will be notified.20
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As it happened, the subcommittee and the MAC did consider other
matters but, contrary to Dr. Roy’s written assurance, Dr. Olivieri was not
notified. The Board resolutio n referred sp ecifically to “failu re… to rep ort…
L1 toxicity to the REB.” One of the principal witnesses, Dr. O’Brodovich,
opened his letter to the MAC with a statement tha t makes it clear that the ad
hoc subcommittee both invi ted and accepted testimony on other related
matters:
I have followed the Board ’s Resolution to the MAC : i.e. in my submission I
not only discuss the apparent failure of Dr. Nancy Olivieri to report her
concerns related to L1 toxicity to the Research Ethics Board but also to any
related matter; in your letter you state that “other ‘related matters’ would be
matters of patient care which are linked to the specific issues referred to in
the resolution.”21 (emphasis in original)

(4) The five “questions”
On February 16, 2000, after interviewing several witnesses, the subcommittee forwa rded a serie s of question s to Dr. Oliv ieri:
1. When did individuals receiving L1 in the LAO3 Trial cease to be “subjects
of research”? When did ind ividuals receiving L1 in the LAO1 Trial cease to
be “subjects of research”?
2. When did you report your conclusions regarding the toxicity of L1 :
a) to the Research Ethics Board;
b) to patients and parents using

L1 ;

c) and to colleagues prescribing

L1 ?

3. Did you continue to provide L1 to patients after you concluded that it w as
“tox ic”? If so, why?
4. Did your application (January 1997) to the Research Ethics Board for
approval of the study “to examine the effects of L1 in patients with sickle cell
disease” include information about risk of hepatic damage or cirrhosis
associated with the administration of L1 ?
5. Did you schedule liver biopsies for patients receiving
Marc h, an d Ap ril 19 97? If so, why? 22

L1

in February,

Issues raised b y these questions are discussed below and in sections 5K
and 5Q. The subcommittee was satisfied with only one of Dr. Olivieri’s
answers (to subquestion 2 b)). The MAC itself repeated all these que stions to
her in January 2000 , together with an accom panying set of “concern s.”

(5) Dr. Olivieri’s response
Dr. Olivieri received no reply to her January 1999 request23 for access to the
information considered by the subcommittee, other than a demand that she
respond to the five questions as posed. Without benefit of full information on
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the allegations against her, she submitted her response to the committee’s
questions on October 12, 1999 in the form of a lengthy brief and three
volumes of supporting documen ts indexed to her brief.24 Prepared with the
assistance of legal counsel, the brief outlined the history of the L1 trials and the
post-trial period in which L1 was administered under Emergency Drug
Release. It endeavoured to provide answers to the five questions, in the full
medical and administrative context.
Reporting to the MAC , the ad hoc committee characterized Dr. Olivieri’s
response in the following general terms:
The response (three volumes) dealt with a number of extraneous issues.
Members of the committee however elected to review the material and
extract from these volumes any material which pertained to the questions
described above.25

In our considered opinion, the response provided clear and correct answers
to the stated questions. Where a short and direct answer was indicated, such an
answer was in Dr. Olivieri’s brief. For instance, after explaining the contractua l,
HSC policy, and regulatory contexts, she answered question 1, on when
individuals ceased to be subjects of research, as follows:
Therefore, after May 24, 1996* these thalassem ia patients at HSC ceased to
be subjects of the clinical research trials LA–01 and LA–03 but instead became
patients of Dr. Olivieri who was, and remains, responsible for their clinical
care. Dr. Olivieri cared for and continues to care for these patients using the
clinical protocols she has developed** for thalassemia and iron overload.26

Where a matter was complex, Dr. Olivieri provided a detailed explanation
with reference to supporting documents. For instance, her answer to
question 4, on the proposed study of L1 in patients with sickle cell disease, was
detailed in an effort to ensure that the members of the subcommittee (none
expert in either this disease or thalassemia) understood the necessary medical
and scientific background.27
The brief stated that Dr. Koren had provid ed the Na imark Rev iew with
incorrect and misleading information against Dr. Olivieri. It also noted a
series of anonymous letters disparaging her and her supporters during 1998
and 1999, and said that in May 1999 a complaint had been filed with the HSC
administration against an individual on the basis of fo rensic evide nce. This
*This was when Apotex terminated both trials and (on the next working day) withdrew all
supplies of the drug L1 from the HSC pharmacy (see letter, Spino to Olivieri and Koren, dated May
24, 1996).
**Therapeutic protocols developed by Dr. Olivieri were published in review articles in
leading journals: N. Olivieri and G. Brittenha m, Blood, 89, 3 (February 1, 1 997); N. Olivieri, The
New England Journal of Medicine, 341, 2 (July 8, 199 9). The more detailed review in Blood had
been submitted to the journal in February 1996, and a copy of the published article wa s included
in her October 12, 19 99 submission to the MAC .
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was Dr. Koren, who was not accused in the brief of being the author of the
letters, on lega l advice , since h e had b een de nying responsibility and the
investigation into the complaint had not been concluded. In December 1999,
after being ide ntified b y DNA evidence, Dr. Koren admitted to authorship of
the letters, thereby acknowledging he had been lying about his conduct for
many months, a development that was announced in the Hospital and
received extensive media c overage. (See section 5 R.)
A properly conducted inquiry w ould regar d it as highly rele vant that a
witness had been found to h ave dishon estly attempted to discredit the person
whose conduct was the su bject of the inquiry. This would normally raise
questions about th e accu racy and truth of the testimony given by that
witness. It would also be a signal to be alert that other witnesses associate d
with him, who provided information supportive of his testimo ny, may have
been misled by him. It is therefore surprising that, despite the fact that Dr.
Koren’s misconduct was widely p ublicized in Decemb er 1999— a month
before the ad hoc subcomittee and the MAC issued t heir Ja nuary 2 000
reports—the MAC did not app ear to heed these warn ing signals. We have
seen no evidence that they objectively and critically evaluated the testimony
of Dr. Koren and other witnesses associated with him.

(6) Limitations of the MAC review
Why did the fact-finding subcommittee and the MAC not accept Dr.
Olivieri’s answers to the five questions? In the following subsections we
examine the available evidence as to wh at occurred, and on this basis
conclude that it is probable that several of the following possible reasons
were releva nt:
•

They were misled by incorrect allegations and testimony from Drs.
Koren and O’Brodovich and other witnesses.

•

They did not exercise proper diligence in considering the facts in Dr.
Olivieri’s three-volume response .

•

None of the members o f the subco mmittee or of th e full MAC was
expert in the relevant field of medicine, and they did not consult any
independent experts, so may not have fully understood Dr. O livieri’s
answers to some questions, particularly if they did not exercise proper
diligence.

•

They were misled by incorrect statements by Dr. Moore on REB
status.

•

Since the allegations and information of witnesses were not disclosed
to Dr. Olivieri, they deprived themselves of the opportunity of having
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misinformation on medica l procedures a nd other m atters broug ht into
the open and corrected.
The members of this Committee of Inquiry are not experts in the relevant
fields of medicine. However, we carefully reviewed Dr. Olivieri’s October
1999 brief to the MAC, which was written for non-experts, and we followed up
on her references to the more than one hundred supporting documen ts
appended to that brief. We asked Dr. Olivieri for additional references to the
relevant medical literature, which she then provided. The relevant findings and
recommendations in the literature are understan dable by any reader who
makes an effort to learn the meaning of a modest amount of specialized
terminology (see, for instance, the quotation opening our section 5Q).

(7) Connections among MAC witnesses
According to the report transmitted to Dr. Olivieri on January 18, 2000, the
subcommittee of the MAC interviewed five persons in early 1999: Dr. Zlotkin,
Dr. Moore, Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Koren and Dr. Patricia Massicotte.28 Dr.
Olivieri subsequ ently learned that Dr. Gordana Atanack ovic was also interviewed.29
About ten days befo re the subc ommittee’s report was transmitted to D r.
Olivieri, Dr. Laxer, Vice-Chair of the MAC , received a letter from Dr.
Matitiahu Berkovitch elaborating on certain allegations he had made to the
Naimark Review.30 After receiving this letter, Dr. Laxer respond ed to Dr.
Berkovitch, asking if he could provide the letter to his colleagues on the
Medical Advisory Committee, and adding:
The MAC has been asked to investigate for the Board whether some of
Nancy’s practices were ‘research’ as opposed to ‘clinical care’.31

This construction of the Board’s directive of December 9, 1998 had not been
disclosed to Dr. Olivieri, yet the distinction made by Dr. Laxer was central: it
underlay the MAC questions. Prominent among the incorrect allegations made to
the MAC were those by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich to the effect that standard
clinical monitoring of patients with thalassemia major was “research,”
allegations that were not disclosed to Dr. Olivieri.
As part of his written testimony to the ad hoc committee, Dr. O’Brodovich
put forward allegations against Dr. Olivieri that Dr. Atanack ovic and Dr.
Berkovitch had put forward in the Naimark Review, but which were not
discussed in the Naimark Report. 32 The letters Drs. Atanack ovic and
Berkovitch wrote to Dr. Naimark were not deposited in the HSC library archive
of documents from his Review. In March 2000 these letters were said by HSC
legal counsel to have been “provided to Dr. Naimark in confidence,” when he
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refused to provide copies to Dr. Olivieri. 33 Yet, a year earlier, Dr.
O’Brodovich had quoted from these letters and provided copies to the MAC.34
Dr. O’Brodovich also relied on letters by Ms. Naomi Klein he had put
forward during the Naimark R eview. In thes e letters, Ms. K lein stated that
the trials continu ed until May 1997, and that L1 was administered to HSC
patients until then. This information is documented to be incorrect (see
section 5.O.2(6) and below).
Connections among Drs. Koren, O’Brodovich, Massicotte, Atanackovic, and
Berkovitch, and Ms. Klein are relevant to our discussion.
Drs. Atanack ovic and Berkovitch were research fellows in Dr. Koren’s
Division, Clinical Pharmacology and Toxic ology, recruited by him and
assigned to the L1 trials as part of their work. For that work they were supervised both by Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren. Dr. Berkovitch was at HSC during
1992–1994, then returned to Israel. Dr. Atanack ovic commenced her
fellowship during the period of the Apotex sponsorship of the trials. She came
under Dr. Koren’s sole supervision after the trials had been terminated, and
was still employed with him during the time of the Naimark Review and MAC
proceedings. Drs. Atanack ovic and Berkovitch provided incorrect information
to both the Naimark Review and the MAC (discussed below).
HSC

Ms. Klein, the daughter of one of Dr. Koren’s assistants, worked as a
data manager for administration o f L1 during the trials and during the
subsequ ent non-trial EDR arrangem ent.
Dr. Patricia Massicotte was a research student of D r. O’Brodovich’s
wife, Dr. Maureen Andrew O’Brodovich, at McMaster University. In 1996
Dr. O’Brod ovich termin ated the employment of Dr. O livieri’s assistant, Dr.
Eric Nisbet-Brown, and appointed Dr. Massicotte to replace him.35 She
subsequ ently worked part-time as a physician in the HSC thalassemia clinic,
while continuing to assist Dr. Maureen Andrew O’Brodovich in research.
During the Naim ark Review, Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich attested that “the
thalassemia clinic’s medic al staff” were not informed by Dr. Olivieri of “her
concerns of hepatic fibrosis” pr ior to Februar y 19, 1997 w hen he him self
informed them. He cited Dr. Massicotte as his source of information.36 In
fact, there is documentary evidence that Dr. Massicotte was informed in late
January 1997 (see below). It is possible Dr. O’Brodovich may have misunderstood the situation.
The four witnesses who made allegations against Dr. Olivieri on medical
matters were Drs. Koren, O ’Brodovich, Atan ackovic and Berk ovitch. None
of them is an expert in the treatment of patien ts with thalassemia major. The
particular link among them is provided by Dr. Koren, and each of Drs.
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O’Brodovich, Atanackovic and Berkovitch have been associated with Dr.
Koren in ac tions advers e to the intere sts of Dr. O livieri.
Ms. Humph rey, the Hos pital’s harass ment investig ator, concluded that
“in all likelihood” Dr. O’Brodovich’s S eptember 24, 199 8 memo to Dr.
Naimark, highly critical of Dr. Olivieri, “was prepared with input from Dr.
Koren.” 37 Purporting to provide a detailed chronology of events during
1996–1997, this memo had significant omissions and contained incorrect
information against Dr. Olivieri. It is documented through correspondence
that Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich cooperated in bringing forward other incorrect information to the Naimark Review, including letters they obtained
from Ms. Klein and an allegation that Dr. Olivieri’s 1997 ASH abstract
showed that she continued to adm inister L1 to HSC patients until May 1997.
(See section 5.O.2. and b elow.) In the documentary record of the MAC
inquiry, Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich referred to each other’s correspondence, and made similar allegations.38
Apotex financial support for Dr. Koren’s research inc luded salary
support for Dr. Atanackovic as a research fellow under his supervision,
during and after the trials. Dr. Atanackovic is a co-author with Dr. Koren of
a 1999 journal article on the e fficacy of L1 based on data from the LA–03
trial. The article did not disclose financial support by Apotex for the work,
did not acknowledge Dr. Olivieri’s contributions to generating the reported
data, and did not note previously published find ings of risks of L1. (See
sections 5G and 5 R.)
As a research fellow in Pediatric Pharmacology from July 1992 to June
1994, Dr. Berkovitch worked on aspects of the L1 trials, and was a co-author
with Dr. Olivieri on articles involving joint work.39 He has continued to
publish research with Dr. Koren. In 2000, Dr. Berkovitch published an article
using data from the LA–01 trial for which Dr. Olivieri was principal investigator—the trial co-sponsored by Apotex and MRC.40 The article included Dr.
Olivieri’s name in the list of co-authors. In May 2000 Dr. Olivieri reported to
this Committee that she had not been consulted on this publication, and that
the use of trial data, as well as the listing of her name among the authors, was
without her knowledge or consent. 41 Thus her name was used, but she had no
opportun ity to comment on the analysis with which she was now associated by
listing her as a co-author. The written policy of the publisher of the Journal of
Pediatric Endocrinology and Metabolism is that all authors must sign a
release of copyright. Dr. Olivieri reported to us that she did not sign such a
form. Dr. Berkovitch is given as the lead author of the article, with “coauthors” Dr. Koren and Dr. Steve Milone, as well as Dr. Olivieri and others.
Like Dr. Olivieri, Dr. Milone had no prior knowledge of this publication and
did not consent to it.42 It is also of note that the article does not acknowledge
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the financial support for the LA–01 trial by MRC or Apotex, contrary to widely
accepted guidelines for publication in the biomedical field.43 We do not know
of Dr. Koren’s position on the matter of this publication.

(8) Allegations by Dr. Berkovitch & Dr. Atanackovic
In the letters they each wrote to the Naimark Review in the fall of 1998, Drs.
Berkovitch and Atanack ovic made allegations against Dr. Olivieri’s conduct
during the period of the trials (before May 24, 1996). 44 The Naimark Report
did not discuss their allegations, and the MAC appears ultimately not to have
pursued them, possibly because they were contradicted by documentary evidence. They are of interest, however, because they were put forward by Dr.
O’Brodovich in his written testimony to the MAC,45 even though the documen tary evidence establishing that they were incorrect was available to him. Thus,
they are additional instances in which Dr. O’Brodovich put forward
allegations against Dr. Olivieri that had also been put forward by Dr. Koren or
persons associated with him, apparently without checking their validity against
available documen ts (see sections 5P(10) and 5Q).
Dr. Atanack ovic alleged to the Naimark Review that Dr. Olivieri had
improperly enrolled two patients in the randomized comparison trial (LA–01),
in that their hepatic iron concentrations (HIC ) were too low. However, the
LA–01 protocol approved by the REB set no limits on HIC at enrolment, so her
allegation was incorrect. 46
Only the summary of Dr. Atanackovic’s oral testimony to the MAC is
available. The summary is vague and ambiguous, and it is not clear whether
she made any allegations against Dr. Olivieri in her meeting with MAC members. However, the summary contains incorrect information to the effect that
those patients who had been enrolled in the LA–01 and who continued on L1
under EDR after the trial terminations, were not monitored after May 1996, and
that those who had been in LA–03 were monitored only for white blood cell
counts and compliance with their drug administration schedule. As discussed
in sections 5G, 5H, 5J, 5K, 5Q and 5R, it is documented that all patients who
continued on L1 under EDR were monitored by the same tests as during the
trials (for instance, determination of hepatic iron concentration) and the results
recorded.47
Dr. Berkovitch made two allegations in his letter to the Naimark Review.
The first was that patients enrolled in the long-term trial (LA–03) had liver
biopsies that were not specified in the protocol and were not clinically indicated, but instead were improperly done for research purposes. Dr. Berkovitch
repeated this allegation to the MAC, identifying the two patients by a code used
in documen ts available to the Naimark Review. Dr. Olivieri’s report to the
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regulators in early 1997 shows that this allegation was not correct (Dr.
O’Brodovich, Dr. Koren and the MAC all had copies of this report—see
sections 5K, 5Q and below). 48 One of these two patients had only two
biopsies, separated by a year, as specified in the protocol. The other patient
had experienced significant progression of liver fibrosis during a one-year
interval, a serious matter providing clinical indication for a follow-up biopsy
several months later. Thus, the allegation was incorrect.
Dr. Berkovitch’s other allegation to the Naimark Review was that Dr.
Olivieri was personally abusive to colleagues, research fellows and support
staff during the period of his rese arch fellowship in Toro nto (1992–199 4):
All the staff on this project, without any exception had bad relationships with
Dr. Olivieri.49

However, three years earlier, in 1995, Dr. B erkovitch had written to Dr.
Haslam, the Chair of Pediatrics, su pporting Dr. Olivieri’s early promotion to
the rank of professor, and stated:
During these two years of fellowship, I worked with Dr. N.F. Olivieri, and I
had a great opportunity to know her. The Haemoglobinopathy programme,
under the supervision of Dr. Olivieri, was a very warm, frien dly, and academic
place to work. The relationship between the physicians and the patients, and
among the staff were very good. We had a nice and familial atmosphere in the
clinic. From an academic point of view, this fellowship was the climax of my
academic career. With the high motivation and great enthusiasm of Dr.
Olivieri, the research programme was advanced, profound and successful. Dr.
Olivieri gave me the tools and the knowledge how to conduct a stud y, and how
to write an article. I was lucky to participate and to be part of her research
group, and with her support and help I published an article in “The Lancet”…
[and] …another article, this time in “The New England Journal of Medicine.”… Thanks to these publications, I was recently nominated as “lecturer” at
Sackler School of Medicine, Tel-Aviv Univ ersit y.
Toda y, I am still in touch with Dr. Olivieri… [and]… hoping that in future
I will have the opportunity to join again to this fantastic group of people.” 50

Conclusion
The allegations by Drs. Berkovitch and Atanackovic were contradicted
by documen ts and were not discuss ed in the reports of the Naimark
Review or the MAC . Their alleg ations were , nevertheles s, put forwa rd to
the MAC by Dr. O’Brodovich.
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(9) The issue of REB involvement
The Board’s conclusion that Dr. Olivieri had “failed” to inform the REB that
a new risk had been identified, reiterated the conclusion to this effect in the
Naimark Report. This conclusion is now documented to be incorrect (see
sections 5K(7) and 5O), but th e incorrect in formation w hich gave ris e to this
conclusion was repeated during the MAC inquiry. The MAC and its subcommittee relied on it, so we briefly summarize the relevant information in
this section, to provide backg round for the next sub section, 5P(10).
The Board’s directive to the MAC referred to two spe cific matters in
which Dr. Olivieri allegedly failed to report the seco nd risk of L1 she had
identified, progression of liver fibrosis. The se were in regard to: (i) the
thalassemia patients who had continued on L1 under EDR; and (ii) the
proposed study of L1 in treatment of sickle cell disease (SCD). However, the
thalassemia patients were not in any research trial at the time in question, so
the REB did not have any mandate. Its approval for any measures to monitor
or treat thalassem ia patients w as not required. There were no patients in the
proposed Sickle Ce ll Disease stu dy, nor was th ere any intention of enrolling
any patients for many months—the proposal was still under review by the
REB and was not yet approved. The situation in regard to the thala ssemia
patients after the trials were terminated was discussed at some length in the
Naimark Report, but that Rep ort discussed the proposed SCD study only
briefly (mainly in a paragraph starting on page 45, with brief mentions
thereafter, in the Report’s sum mary sections).
Some responsibility for the incorrect conclusions of the Naimark Review,
and for the incorrect allegations the MAC publicly referred to external bodies,
must be attributed to Dr. Moore, who became Chair of the REB shortly after
Apote x termin ated the trials. In response q uestions in late February 1997 and
early June 1998 from Dr. O’Brodovich, she wrote that a trial “continued
with full REB approval.” 51 As documen ted in section 5K(7), she was simply
wrong. However, in late February 1997, Dr. O’Brodovich relied on her
incorrect informa tion to ju stify actio ns he h ad alrea dy taken during the
preceding week, and he relied on it in making his allegations to the N aimark
Review. The Review believed the incorrect statements by Dr. Moore and D r.
O’Brod ovich that the re had bee n a continu ing trial.
In the MAC inquiry, both Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich cited and relied
on Dr. Moore’s June 1998 letter to Dr. O’Brodovi ch, in alleging that Dr.
Olivieri had an obligation to report to the REB. Dr. Moore also g ave
testimony to the MAC in January 1999 in whic h she repeated the incorrect
information she had provided to Dr. O’Brodovich in 1997 and 1998.52 The
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importance of Dr. Moore’s misinformation was confirmed when legal
counsel for the MAC wrote that the MAC had relied on her statements.53
Under HSC policy and practice, an EDR treatment arrangement did not
require REB approval. Dr. Koren had stated this in his Textboo k of Ethics in
Pediatric Research, published in 1993. He was knowlegeable on this topic,
because he had just comp leted a term as Chair of the Human Subjects
Review Committee (HSRC), the former name of the R esearch Ethics Bo ard
(REB). Chapter 17 is entitled, “The process of ethics r eview in pe diatric
research: the Toronto model.” At page 198, there appears:
Table 1. Examples of studies which do not need approval of HSRC [REB] in
Toronto
1. Retrospective chart reviews.
…..
4. Compassionate use of an experimental drug [under the
Health Canada].54 (italics in original)

EDR

program of

In his book, Dr. Koren was clear and unequivocal on these two important
points. In her written response to the MAC dated October 12, 1999, Dr. Olivieri
included a photocopy of this page of Dr. Koren’s book.
Dr. Koren, with Dr. Olivieri, was a co-signatory to the LA–01 and LA–03
trial contracts, w hich gave A potex the rig ht to terminate the trials (see
section 5A). He was the joint recipient with Dr. O livieri of Apotex’s letter
dated May 24, 1996 notifying them that it had terminated both trials (see
section 5F). He also was presen t in Dean A berman’s m ediation me eting of
June 7, 1996, in which the new, post-trial, EDR arrangement was set up, an
arrangement that did not involve the REB. Dean Aberman recorded the
names of those present, as well as the main outcome of mediation:
Although Apotex would not change their position on discontinuing the
clinical trials, Apotex agreed to Emergency Drug Release (EDR) of L1 to any
patient who was on L1 during the trial … .55

In a number of letters written between May 1996 and May 1998, Dr.
Koren confirmed that he knew both trials (LA–01 and LA–03) had been
terminated. He was a co-signatory with Dr. Olivieri of letters stating this to Dr.
Haslam and Dr. Zlotkin, dated May 25, 1996 and July 15, 1996, respec tively.
He wrote to Dr. Olivieri on August 15, 1997 and to Dr. O’Brodovich on
November 3 and 26, 1997 concerning data of patients who had been in the
LA–01 trial and in these letters confirmed that that trial had been terminated in
May 1996. He wrote to Dr. Becker on April 15, 1998 and to Dr. Buchw ald on
May 14, 1998 concerning data of patients who had been in the LA–03 trial and
in these letters confirmed that that trial had been terminated in May 1996.56
In his written testimony to the MAC dated December 18, 1998, Dr. Koren
did not state what he knew to be the case: that both trials had been
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terminated. Instead, he put forward a quotation from Dr. Moore’s June 1998
letter to Dr. O’B rodovich, in which she stated incorrectly that a research trial
continued after M ay 1996 under REB approval. H e was in a po sition to
correct the misinformation of Dr. Mo ore but he d id not do so , and wha t is
still more serious, he put forward “the views expressed in w riting by Dr.
Moore.” 57 *

Conclusions
1 * It is quite clear that in accordance with both HSC policy and practice, Dr.
Olivieri was not required to seek REB approval to continue to treat and
monitor patients receiving L1, after the trials were terminated in May 1996.

2 * Dr. Moore’s testimon y was incorrect: there was no c linical trial of L1 in
Toronto after May 19 96 when both trials we re terminated ; and the REB had
no jurisdiction over patients who were treated with L1 after May 1996
because they were in a non-trial EDR treatment arra ngement. Both these facts
are well documented in HSC records, including records available to Dr.
Moore as REB Chair.

3 * Dr. Koren misinformed the MAC in this matter. He was the author of the
book chapter describing the actual policy and practic e at HSC . He was a
participant in Dean Aberman’s mediation meeting that set up the new EDR
arrangement that did not require REB involvement and did not have REB
involvemen t. He wrote several letters d uring 199 6–1998 confirming that
both trials had been terminated. Yet he chose to repeat Dr. Moo re’s
information that he kne w to be inco rrect.

(10) The MAC “questions” & “concerns”
I . THE JANUARY 2000 MAC REPORT

The (undated) report of the ad hoc committee chaired by Dr. Roy was
forwarded to Dr. Olivieri by MAC Chair Dr. Becker on January 18, 2000.58 Dr.
Becker’s covering letter repeated the “questions” in the report of the subcommittee and, for each “question,” expressed a “concern” that was in substance the same, thereby endorsing the report of the subcommittee—indeed
the MAC’s report to the Board dated “April 2000” said:
*In his December 18, 1998 letter to the MAC , Dr. Koren included a quotation of the following
passage from Dr. Moore’s June 3, 1998 letter to Dr. O’Brodovich: “When Apotex withdrew its
sponsorship in May ’96, some patients (following detailed information session [ sic] conducted
by Dr. Olivieri) continued in the compassionate use trial [LA–03 ], but it was not regarded as a new
trial and its REB approval was maintained.” (See sections 5H and 5K for references to documents
and discussion of Dr. M oore’s erroneous view.)
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The Medical Advisory Committee repo rt was sent to Dr. Olivieri on January
18, 2000. 59

This collection of allegations, framed as “questions” and “concerns,” raised
issues of po ssible specif ic miscond uct by Dr. O livieri.
To illustrate the subcommittee’s handling of the case, which was endorsed
by the full MAC, we first consider question 5, concerning liver biopsies. The
subcommittee’s report said that an issue regarding liver biopsies also underlay
question 1.60 More detailed information on liver biopsies and the MAC allegations concerning them is included in the following section, 5Q.
II . QUESTION

5

Question 5. “Did you schedule liver biopsies for patients receiving
February, March, and April 1997? If so, Why?”

L1

in

This question was in reference to biop sies of some patients that were
scheduled following the identification (in early February 1997) of the risk of
progression liver fibrosis in data on another group of patients (see section
5K). Following a brief review of the background and a brief review of Dr.
Olivieri’s response o n questio n 5, the subcommittee signified that her
response was not accepted by stating:
The MAC may wish to consider whether these liver biopsies were secured for
research purposes.” 61 (emphasis added)

Dr. Bec ker, writing to Dr. Olivieri o n behalf of the full MAC , stated:
The Medical Advisory Committee is concerned that the liver biopsies were
secured for purposes of research.62

The MAC ad hoc subcommittee appare ntly believed the incorrect allegations and testimony of Dr. Koren that liver biopsy was a risky procedure,
and that these liver biopsies were don e simply for research purposes, a view
advanced also by Dr. O’Brod ovich in his letter. 63 Dr. Koren testified that
liver biopsy is a “potentially life threatening procedure” and that it was not
clinically indicated in these cases. He did this even though he had in his
possession documents establishing the incorrectness of his testimon y. Dr.
O’Brodovich put forward a misleading isolated quotation from a journal
article in support of a position similar to D r. Koren’s. (See section 5Q .)
The subcomm ittee summarized Dr. Olivieri’s response to question 5 as
follows:
February 4, 1997, Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Cam eron met with her patients in
order to explain these findings. She also met with each of h er patients
individually to explain the problem, to ask them to undergo liver biopsy to
determine whether liver damage had occurred and to advise patients and their
families to discontinue L1 and return to conventional def eroxamine chelation
therapy (page 38, Vol 1 Olivieri response to MAC ).64
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This summary actually contains the essence of the matter:
the only way progression of liver fibrosis can be assessed is through
comparative review of serial liver biopsy data; current biopsy data (histology
and hepatic iron concentration) was needed to safely effect the transfer of
patients to the standard therapy (deferoxamin e).

However, the members of the subcommittee do not appear to have understood
the information they were summarizing. Dr. Olivieri’s submission documented
that the situation in early 1997 was that a risk of progression of liver fibrosis
from use of L1 had been identified in serial biopsy data of some patients who
had been in the former LA–03 cohort. Therefore, it was medically necessary to
assess other patients who had been on L1 and hence exposed to the risk, to
determine whether any of them had experienced this serious adverse effect.
These were mainly individuals from the former LA–01 cohort who had continued on L1. Since the only way progressio n of liver fibrosis can be determined is through histological examination of serial biopsy samples, new
biopsy data was clinically required to determine whether LA–01 patients had
been adversely affected, and so whether and how their management needed to
be changed.
Had MAC members d iligently reviewe d Dr. Oliv ieri’s submission and
reviewed the medical literature cited in it,65 or consulted independent
experts, they would have discovered that liver biopsy is a safe procedure that
is necessary for proper management of the care of transfusion-dependent
thalassemia patients, regardless of whether they are on standard or
experimental iron-chelation treatment, and regardless of whether or not they
are in a research trial. Biopsy data is need ed for assessing the effectiveness
of chelation so dosage schedules can be adjusted, as well as for assessing
safety thr ough h istolog y.
The report of the ad hoc subcommittee says that a member reviewed the
charts of the patients concerned:66
The charts of the patients in question were reviewed by the subcommittee
and indeed, liver biopsies were undertaken. In every instance a consent was
secured for liver biopsy done under ultrasound sedation [sic] and /or general
anaesthesia. No reference was made to an ongoing research project.67
(emphasis added)

The reason there was no reference to “an ongoing research project,” of
course, is that from late May 1996 onward there was none. The EDR
therapeutic use of L1 was not under REB jurisdiction, and the patients had
these tests because they were clinically indicated and necessary to manage
their care. (See sections 5G, 5H, 5K and 5Q.) It is unfortunate that no
member of the MAC appears to have reviewed a wider sample of charts of
thalassemia patients, including charts of some who were on standard
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therap y. Had they done so, they might then have appreciated that liver
biopsy was a stand ard diagno stic proced ure for patie nts at risk of liver
damage and the only means of assessing progression of liver fibrosis.
Since the summar y of Dr. Olivie ri’s submissio n quoted a bove refers only
to the covering brief in Volu me I of her three-volume resp onse, it is pos sible
that the members of the subcommittee did not read the information provided
on this question in the suppo rting documents. If they did read it, then either
they did not comprehend it, or they arbitrarily gave more weight to the nonexpert testimony of Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich. However, the
testimony provided by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich was wrong to such an
extent that the subcommittee should have been alerted to critically examine
their allegations and testimony on other topics.

Conclusion
In her written response to the MAC of October 12, 1999 Dr. Olivieri
explained that she scheduled liver biopsies for patients because they were
clinically indicated, and she gave the reasons with reference to the medical
literature. The subcommittee and the MAC should have accepted her
response, or consulted independent experts. They did neither, and instead
appear to have believed the incorrect testimony of two witnesses who were
not experts, Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich.
III . DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS

It is a matter of importa nce that qu estion 5, as p osed to D r. Olivieri,
conveyed no direct su ggestion th at allegation s of improper use of biopsies
lay behind it. The question was simply, “Did you schedule biopsies…? If so,
why?” Dr. Olivieri provided a full response68 to that question as it was posed
to her—namely that these biopsies were clinically indicated and the
reasons—but she could not have rea sonably antic ipated that there was a
specific allegation o f miscondu ct lying behin d the question. Had the
allegations and testimon y on this matter been disc losed to he r, she could
have easily highlighted sections of her response to the MAC , to guard against
any pos sible mis under standin g by MAC members.
IV . QUESTION 1

Question 1. “When did individu als receiving L1 in the LAO3 Trial cease
to be ‘subjec ts of researc h’? When did individu als receiving L1 in the
LAO1 Trial cease to be ‘subjects of research’?”
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As reasons for not accepting Dr. Olivieri’s (October 1999) response, the
MAC subcommittee cited Dr. Olivieri’s 1997 ASH abstract (see below), and
her remarks at the December 1996 ASH meeting about the need to review
historical biopsy data in charts.69 The subcommittee added:
The MAC may wish to consider whether the results being derived from the
liver biopsies in the long-term cohort indicated that the study was ongoing. 70

The full MAC repeated question 1 and said it was:
concerned that patients were sub jects of research in both the LA01 and LA03
trial beyond the date of October 31, 1996.71 *

These statements, one by the subcomm ittee and the other by the MAC,
together make two distinct allegations: (i) that chart review constituted unauthorized research; and (ii) that standard clinical monitoring of transfusiondependent thalassemia patients constituted unauthorized research. Both are
incorrect, as noted in sections 5P(9) and 5Q. Here we review the testimony
cited by the MAC as supporting these allegations.
Dr. Olivieri’s remarks at the December 1996 ASH meeting are discussed in
section 5K—they had nothing to do with any patients being subjects of unauthorized research. Reviewing historical biopsy data in charts to determine
whether patients had experienced an unexpected adverse reaction over a
period of several years did not mean that the patients were subjects of
unauthorized research. Once she learned (in early December 1996) that an iron
chelator chemically similar to L1 had been shown to cause progression of liver
fibrosis in an animal model, it would have unethical and irresponsib le for Dr.
Olivieri not to have reviewed the historical biopsy charts of patients who had
been in the long term (LA–03) cohort, assessed the results, drawn conclusions
and taken clinically indicated action to assess other patients in her care who
had been on L1 for this adverse effect (see above re: MAC question 5). It was
then also important to inform physicians administering L1 in other centres of
this risk, through publication of the results of the chart review. Chart review
and publication of findings from it did not require REB approval and did not
constitute unauthorized research (see section 5P(9)).
Legal counsel for the MAC listed several documents as constituting
evidence “which suggests the LA O1 and LAO 3 trials were not terminated in
1996.” 72 These w ere: (i) letters by Dr. Moore to Dr. O’Brodovich dated June
*The MAC ’s reference to “October 31, 1996” arose because it did not detect an error in the
(undated) report of its subcommittee. In that report, at page 3, the content of a short paragraph at
pages 32–33 of Dr. Olivieri’s October 1999 brief was misrepresented. What Dr. Olivieri actually
wrote was that the trials were terminated on May 24, 1996 and, “Therefore, the REB responsibility
for these clinical drug trials also ceased on that day.” October 31 was the date by which the posttermination “closeout” work (required by the protocols) was completed, as Dr. Olivieri clearly
stated.
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3, 1998 and February 27, 1 997; (ii) the 1997 ASH abstract by Drs. Olivieri
and Brittenham (incorrectly dated by the subcommittee and by MAC counsel
as 1998); and (iii) testimony of M s. Naomi K lein that L1 had been “given to
patients in the studies until May 19 97.” 73 These will be dealt with in turn.
(i) As discussed in subsections 5K(7) and 5P(9), D r. Moore’ s statements in
her letters to Dr. O’Brodovich dated June 3, 1998 and February 27, 1997,
that one trial (specifically, LA–03) continued after May 19 96, were in correct.
Both the LA–01 and LA–03 trials were terminated in May 1996, neither was
continued or reinstated, an d no new trial of L1 began.
(ii) Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham were co-authors of an abstract presented
at the December 1997 ASH meeting, reporting data on hepatic iron concentrations (HIC ) of some of the patients who had been enrolled in the
randomized trial (LA–01). This trial, as well as th e long-term tria l (LA–03),
had been terminated in May 1996. The HIC data reported in the abstracts was
in the clinic charts of patients. At the Hospital for Sick Children chart review
studies did not require REB approval, so Dr. Olivie ri’s reporting of chart
review data in the 1997 ASH abstract did not imply that the patients were
“subjects of research,” and such publication did not require REB approval
(see section 5P(9)). 74
Counsel for the MAC also quoted as a basis for MAC “concern” a sentence
from the 1997 ASH abstract, “In Toronto, hep atic iron concentration determined by biopsy or magneti c susce ptomet ry (SQUID ) was monito red until
May 1997, when L1 was discontinued because of safety concerns.” 75 This
sentence had be en quo ted by the MAC subcommittee, which added, “…the
MAC may wish to consider whether the REB should have been advised of
these findings described in the abstract.” 76
A copy this abstract had been provided by Dr. Koren to Dr. O’Brodovich, who made an allegation to Dr. Naimark on the basis of it. 77 In their
letters to the MAC , Drs. Koren and O’B rodovich b oth alleged that this
abstract provided evidence that D r. Olivieri continued to administer L1 to
HSC patients after February 1997—the same allegation Dr. O’Brodovich had
made to Dr. Na imark. Ne ither this nor any other of their allegations to the
MAC were disclosed to Dr. Olivieri, so she did not address this abstract in her
October 1999 submission to the REB.
The facts are as follows. Dr. Olivieri had successfully counselle d all
patients in HSC to interrupt u se of L1 in February, pending results of liver
biopsies. These patients did not subsequently resume its use, as was clearly
documented in Dr. Olivie ri’s Octo ber 1999 response to the MAC .78 A few
adult patients in The Toronto Hospital refused to stop immediately, and one
or two continued until May, but they did so in the full knowledge of the
newly identified risk. Although the HSC patients stopped using L1 in
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Februa ry, the liver biopsies for this group were not completed until April, as
the MAC noted. Analysis of the results was not completed until May. The
reference to May in the abs tract did not mea n that an y HSC patients were on
L1 until May, contrary to the allegation of Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich.
Because the patients had not been in a research trial since May 1996, there
was no requirement to advise the REB. However, after February 1997, because
Dr. O’Brodovich had strongly insisted Dr. Olivieri inform the REB, she continued to inform Dr. Moore about the results of the biopsies and care management decisions made in light of the results,79 although there was no
requirement in policy for this. As already noted, HSC policy also did not
require REB approval for publication of research based on chart reviews.
(iii) Testimony of Ms. Klein was put forward to the Naimark Review three
times by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich, working in collaboration. In the first of
her letters, she stated that both trials continued until May 1997.80 In the
second, she stated that patients continued on L1 at both HSC and TTH until the
end of May 1997.81 This testimony is documented to be incorrect, as noted
above. Also, Ms. Klein had herself been included in 1996 correspondence
wherein it was clearly stated that the patients were no longer enrolled in any
trial after May 1996.82 However, at the time she wrote the three letters (two to
Dr. Koren, one to Dr. O’Brodovich ), Ms. Klein was not in Toronto and did
not have access to the records; her memory did not serve her well. In her third
letter, she backed off from her earlier assertions, saying that these were “to the
best of [her] recollection,” since she did “not have any documentation” to
review.83

Conclusion
There is no basis to the MAC “concern” that patients in the former trial
cohorts were “subjects of research.” The trials were terminated on May 24,
1996 and Dr. Olivieri’s subsequent medical actions were clinically indicated, involved procedures well established in the literature, and were in
accordance with EDR regulations and clinical ethics. Her publication of
data based on chart review did not require REB approval and it was
important for physicians treating thalassemia patients in other centres to
know of the results of this chart review.
V . QUESTION 2

Question 2. “When did you rep ort your conclusions regarding the toxicity of
L1 :

a) to the Research Ethics Board;
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b) to patients and parents using L1;
c) and to colleagues prescribing L1?”
Question 2a). The accompanying “concern” was that, “Members of the
Medical Advisory Committee are concerned that you should have reported
your conclusio ns with respect to L1 toxicity to the Research Ethics B oard.”
This “concern” arose from allegations by Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich,
and incorrect information from Dr. Moore, and the consequent erroneous
finding in the Naimark Report. No t only was there no requireme nt to report
to the REB, Dr. Olivieri was under leg al warnings from Ap otex not to inform
anyone. In consequence, she informed th ose she wa s ethically and legally
obligated to inform, patients (or their parents or guardians), and those she
was legally required to inform, Apo tex and the regulatory agen cies. She
informed the REB after Dr. O’Brodovich insisted she do so, but he had no
basis in policy or practice for this. Indeed, it was not until a week after D r.
O’Brodovich insisted the REB be involved that he wrote to Dr. Moore to ask
if the REB had any man date in this circumstance, and received D r. Moore’s
incorrect answer. (See se ctions 5K(7–8) for details and citations.)

Conclusion
The REB had been duly notified in 1996 that both L1 trials were terminated.
Patients who continued on L1 were not in a trial, the REB had no
jurisdiction, and there was no requirement to inform the REB of any
development concerning these patients.
Question 2b). “When did you report your conclusions regarding the
toxicity of L1 to patients and parents using L1?” Volume 1 of D r. Olivieri’s
response to the MAC “questions” included a statement by Dr. Cameron, the
liver pathologist whose analysis of serial biopsy slides of patients from the
former long-term trial cohort resulted in the identification of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis. D r. Olivieri had been review ing the data and their
significance with Dr. Brittenham and Dr. Cameron from late December 1996
onward, and by January 22, 1997, they had come to a tentative finding and
prepared a draft report to the regulatory agencies. In his stateme nt, Dr.
Cameron described subsequent events:
I asked Dr. Olivieri to delay finalizing this report because I wished to re-assess
the slides and my scores.… Thereafter, I completed a detailed review of all the
biopsies. I also compared my observations with the original pathologists’
reports. My original observations were verified. This review was finalized in
early February and I reported my conclusions to Dr. Olivieri. I met with the
patients in the L1 trial on February 4, 1997 to provide them with my findings.84
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In addition to Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Cameron, Dr. Melanie Kirby (the clinic
physician in The Toronto Hospital (TTH)), and the social worker for the
program were also present in this first (February 4) group meeting with
patients.85 Dr. Olivieri thereafter personally discussed the new risk with all 14
HSC patients on L1 and their families. All adult patients were personally
contacted by either Dr. Olivieri or Dr. Kirby. She also held an additional group
information meeting for patients and parents on March 6.86 (See section 5K.)
The MAC ad hoc subcomm ittee and the f ull MAC accepted Dr. O livieri’s
answer to this question.
Question 2c). “When did you report your conclusions regarding the
toxicity of L1 to colleagues prescribing L1?” The MAC appended a “concern”
to the question of when Dr. Olivieri reported her conclusions regarding the
toxicity of L1 to colleagues prescribing it, “Members of the Medical Advisory
Committee are concerned that you should have advised your Department
Chief and your co-workers of your concerns about L1 toxicity.”87
This question and concern appear to have arisen from allegations and
testimony by Dr. O’Brodovich and Dr. Koren. In Dr. O’Brodovich’s written
testimony to the Naimark Review, he stated that the assisting physician in the
HSC thalassemia clinic, Dr. Massicotte, “had not been informed” of the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis until he himself informed her on February 19, 1997,
while in his letter to the MAC he implied this but did not state it directly. 88 He
also suggested to the MAC that Dr. Olivieri was obligated to inform him. Dr.
Koren alleged to the Naimark Review and to the MAC that Dr. Olivieri had not
informed him of this risk.89
In addition to Dr. Olivieri herself, the colleagues prescribing L1 were the
assisting physicia ns, Dr. Kirby in the TTH clinic and D r. Patricia M assicotte
in the HSC clinic. Dr. Olivieri reported to us that she informed them in late
January 1997 of her concern that there may be a risk of progression of liver
fibrosis, while Dr. Cameron was checking his analys is of the liver biopsy
slides. She said she directed the clinic physicians to counsel any patients
who came into the clinics for their regular blood transfusion or other treatment during this period, to agree to h ave an early (in advance of their annual
date) liver biopsy scheduled, if they had no t recently had o ne. The p atients
who came in for this purpose before the February 4 group information
meeting were advise d that there w as an unsp ecified “sus pected problem,”
and that the early biopsy was a matter of precaution.90
This Committee of Inquiry was provided with cop ies of HSC clinic
records for several thalassemia patients who were on L1 under EDR (with
patient identifiers removed) showing that Dr. Massicotte herself scheduled
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several of the early biopsies. Her signature is on the relevant forms, on each
of which is the date of the patient’s last biopsy and a notation to the effect
that the patient should co nsider havin g a biopsy “s oon,” or “ next visit.” It is
clear that these biopsies were being scheduled well in advance of the annual
date. Two of these forms sig ned by Dr. Massico tte are dated in late January
(28 and 31), the others in the first h alf of Feb ruary.
In regard to the information meeting for patients held on February 4, Dr.
Olivieri reported to us that the nurses, the social worker, and Dr. Massico tte all
were fully informed of this meeting in advance, and of its purpose: to explain
the newly identified risk to patients. She reported that this meeting was held at
7:30 PM on February 4 but Dr. Massicotte did not attend, as her usual time of
departure was 4:30 PM to drive back to Hamilton where she was living and
working part-time with Dr. O’Brodovich ’s wife. Although she had not
attended it, Dr. Massico tte herself confirmed to the MAC subcommittee that
she knew the meeting had been scheduled.91
Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Olivieri’s Department Chief in HSC, was not advised
by her until after Apotex contacted him, and he then contacted her. However,
she was under no obligation to advise him. She had the situation well in hand
medically, was the medical expert in this area, and her assisting physicians Dr.
Kirby and Dr. Massicotte had been informed in a timely manner. In late January,
Dr. Olivieri had consulted with Dr. Baker, Physician-in-Chief in TTH, whose
specialty, hematology, was much more closely related to the medical situation
than Dr. O’Brodovich’s specialty.92 All but one of the patients in the group at
greater risk (those in the former long-term trial cohort) received their care in
TTH—this was the group in whose serial biopsy data the risk was identified. In
his letter to the MAC, Dr. O’Brodovich indicated displeasure that Dr. Olivieri had
consulted with Dr. Baker, but not with him.93 However, Dr. O’Brodovich, by his
own written account, does not have the relevant expertise, so would not have
been able to offer medical advice.94
Dr. Koren’s allegations and testimony that he had not been informed of the
risk were untrue. Dr. Olivieri sent him the full report on the newly identified risk
on February 5, 1997 and he admitted to HSC’s harassment investigator Ms.
Humphrey that he received the copy Dr. Olivieri sent him “in early February
1997.” 95 (See below and sections 5K, 5O and 5R.)

Conclusion
Underlying questions 2 a), b) and c), all related to when, and to whom, Dr.
Olivieri reported her identification of the second risk of L1, was an
allegation that patient safety was compromised. This was not the case.
Patients and their families were advised of the new risk in a group meeting
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immediately upon its confirmation by Dr. Cameron, and the medical
circumstances were explained to them individually during the next two
weeks. There was no requirement to inform the REB, but when it was in fact
informed, this had no effect on patient care (see section 5K). The
documentary evidence is that all physicians and other professional staff in
the thalassemia clinics were informed immediately, and so also was Dr.
Koren. There was no obligation in policy or practice to inform Dr.
O’Brodovich; also he did not have the relevant expertise, so there would
have been no purpose in consulting him informally. In summary, there is no
basis for the MAC allegations (cast as “concerns”) pertaining to any part of
question 2.
VI . CONTRADICTIONS IN DR. KOREN ’S TESTIMONY

Dr. Koren alleged both to the Naimark Review and the MAC subcommittee
that Dr. Olivieri’s discussion at the December 1996 ASH meeting was proof
that she had by then identified a risk of L1. He alleged: “Sometime in the Fall
of 1996 Dr. Olivieri began to suspect that L1 causes severe liver toxicity, and
more specifically—liver fibrosis,” and that she had presented “findings” to this
effect at the ASH meeting. He further alleged that she had failed to inform the
relevant authorities, among which he numbered himself, of her purported
findings.96
In fact, two months later, in early February 1997 , when Dr. Olivieri
actually had confirmation of probable causality between L1 and progression
of liver fibrosis in the data on some patients, she reported it to Apotex and
HPB, as well as to patients in her care who were on L1 and her assisting
physicians in the clinics. If she had reported on the basis of an uninvestigated “suspicion” from an animal study, she would have been at further risk
of legal action by Apotex for reckless damage to the commercial viability of
their drug, a point Apotex made repeatedly to her, in writing. (See section
5I.)
Although she was not obligated to do so, Dr. Olivieri did inform Dr.
Koren of this risk in writing on February 5, 1997, directly after it was
scientifically identified in early February. Through their joint CMPA counsel,
Mr. Colange lo, she sent him a copy of the full report she and Drs. Brittenham and Cameron had prepared for the regulatory agencies.97 Dr. Koren did
not acknowledge to the MAC that he had received this report from Dr.
Olivieri. The summary of his oral testimony to the MAC of January 19, 1999
records that, “He sta ted that he w as not advise d of toxicity concerns.” 98 Mr.
Colangelo’s covering letter to Dr. Koren and the rep ort were included in D r.
Olivieri’s response to the MAC , yet the MAC apparently did not invite Dr.
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Koren back to explain this conflict between his testimony to them and the
documentary record. Later in 1999 Dr. Koren acknowledged to the
Hospital’s investigator, Ms. Humphrey, that he had in fact received the copy
of Dr. Olivieri’s report that she sent to him through Mr. Colangelo, shortly
after it was se nt “in ea rly February 1997.” In view of these facts, we
conclude that Dr. Koren was not truthful to the MAC on the matter of being
advised of th e risk by Dr. O livieri.
In his letter and testimony to the MAC, Dr. Koren attempted to bolster his
incorrect allegations that he was not informed of the risk by a claim that he
had formal medical responsib ility for the patients, and so should have been
informed. It is a matter of record that he had neither the respon sibility, nor the
relevant expertise. On the first, second and fourth pages of his letter to the
MAC, Dr. Koren asserted that he was the person in the role of ‘the practitioner’
in the sense of the Food and Drugs Act and Regulations, for purposes of the
EDR treatment of patients with L1. He wrote, “I was… the individual
responsible for Emergency Drug Release” and that, in the event of an adverse
drug reaction, he therefore was the person to report this result “to the company
and to the governme nt, according to Health Canada regulations.” 99 The
summary of his testimony shows that he repeated this when he met with the
MAC a month later, asserting that he “had been the compassio nate release drug
(EDR) signing physician” (i.e., ‘the practitioner’).100
Howeve r, both Apotex and the Health Protection Branch (HPB) of Health
Canada understood Dr. Olivieri, the treating physician of the patients, to be
‘the practitioner.’ This understanding is documented and it was she who was
author ized by HPB to prescribe the drug, required to monitor the patients, and
report on the results of the treatment to Apotex and HPB.101 Under the
arrangement mediate d by Dean Aberman on June 7, 1996 and again on
November 14, 1996, Dr. Koren was, in effect, designated as a
pharmaceutical courier who received the drug from A potex and deposited it
with the Hospital pharmacy. This arrangement was made because “the
working relationship between D r. Nancy O livieri and Apotex has not been
mutually satisfactory.”102 There was no suggestion that he would be the
treating physician of th alassemia patients, since he is not qualified in the
relevant medical disc iplines. Furthe rmore, in several letters he wrote in 1997
and 1998 he s tated he ha d no repo nsibility for, or inv olvement w ith, patients
after the trials were terminated in May 1996.103 Althoug h Dr. Kore n’s claim
was contradicted by the documentary record, his claim was endorsed by D r.
O’Brodovich in testimony to the MAC .104
Dr. Koren contradicted himself in his letter to the MAC as well. On the fifth
page, Dr. Koren wrote, “Dr. Olivieri refused to give Apotex immediate details
about her suspicions and proofs of serious (liver) toxicity, despite clear
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regulations by Health Canada.” 105 In other words, she, not he, was ‘the
practitioner’ who was required to report adverse reactions to Apotex, as well
as to HPB. We have no evidence that the MAC questioned this or any other
inconsistency in his information.

Conclusions
1 * Dr. Koren claimed that he knew of the risk of progression of liver
fibrosis as early as “December 18, 1996”* and also that he was the person
who had the obligation to report it to the relevant authorities, among which
he included the REB. Although this was apparen tly accepted by the MAC , it
must be noted that Dr. Koren himself made no such report and therefore he
too “failed,” in the same sense the Bo ard had conclud ed in regard to Dr.
Olivieri. Yet the MAC did not investigate his “failure.”
2 * Dr. Koren was untruthful with the MAC . His testimony on identification
of the risk and the reporting of it was contradicted by docume nts available to
the MAC , yet we have seen no evidence that the MAC pursued the
inconsistencies in his informa tion, or were alerted to question his other
information.

*See Dr. Koren’s letter purportedly dated “December 18, 1996” reproduced at page 41 of the
Naimark Report, and his letter of December 18, 1998 to Dr. Roy, for his usage of the date
“December 18, 1996.” In these letters he cites Dr. Lishner of Tel Aviv University and Dr. Spino
of Apotex as his sources of information.
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VII . QUESTION 3

Question 3. “Did you continue to prescribe
toxic. If so, why?”

L1

after you concluded it was

To this was added:
Members of the Medical Advisory Comm ittee are concerned that documents
indicate that you continued to administer L1 after you advised the FDA of
your concerns.” 106

This wording was later amended to read:
Members of the Medical Advisory Comm ittee are concerned that documen ts
indicate that Dr. Olivieri continued to administer L1 to her patients after
drafting a letter to the FDA on January 22nd , 1997.” 107

That there could be any “concern” on this matter after study of Dr.
Olivieri’s thorough response is surprising. Dr. Olivieri’s submission documented the fact that this risk was one of chronic, not acute, toxicity. The
circumstance Dr. Olivieri and the patients h ad to conte nd with in ea rly
February 1997 was one of balancing two chronic risks: the long established
risk of chronic toxicity of iron-loading from transfusions in the absence of
chelation, as against th e newly identified risk of chronic toxicity of the
chelator L1. Patients w ith thalassem ia major are re gularly coun selled from
early childhood of the dangers of iron-loading and the importance of
chelation therapy to reduce tissue iron concentrations. They had agreed to be
administered the unproven drug L1 because of the onerous nature of the
standard therapy (subcutaneous infusion of deferoxamine) and were disinclined to return to it, because it was so onerous.
As outlined above and in section 5K, following the first group informatio n
meeting on February 4, Dr. Olivieri met individually with each of the HSC
patients on L1 and their parents, and she or her assistant Dr. Kirby met with
each of the TTH patients. In these meetings she reviewed the new findings and
the competing risks. She recommended that all those who had not had recent
liver biopsies should have one in the near future. She counselled all patients to
interrupt* L1 until the results of the liver biopsies were known, as this information would be needed to determine future therapy for each, as well as to
determine whether they had experienced progression of liver fibrosis. In the
two weeks following the February 4 meeting, while these individual meetings
were being held, some patients were provided with new L1 prescriptions on the
basis that acutely stopping L1 might present a greater risk, particularly in
patients whose tissue iron concentrations had been in a high range when last

*Short-term interruption of chelation is not considered to pose a risk , but the safety margin
in time may depend on the level of the patient’s hepatic iron concentration.
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measured.* However, on or before February 20, all HSC patients and their
parents had agreed to interrupt use of the drug, and no prescriptions for L1
were filled by the HSC pharmacy after February 18.108 As well as providing
each patient with full information on her/his own health status, Dr. Olivieri
counselled them that best course of action was to transfer to standard
therapy.109 This is not a simple matter and takes time. Proper administration of
deferoxamine requires knowledge of the patient’s current hepatic iron concentration and liver histology, in order to determine when to start and the dosage
level needed.110
It is of note that, at the time of their MAC submissions, there is evidence
in their own documents that neither of Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich believed
that there had been a risk to patients in early 1997,111 yet they wrote an d said
the opposite to the MAC . Also, at the time in 1997, Dr. Olivieri invited Dr.
O’Brodovich to consult experts in the field of thalassemia, if he had any
concerns about her management of patient care, but we have seen n o record
that he did so.

Conclusion
There is no basis for the MAC “concern ” that Dr. O livieri continu ed to
prescribe L1 after she had identified a risk that it may cause progression
of liver fibrosis. Dr. Olivieri immediately informed patients and
explained that this new risk was chr onic, not a cute, and explained the
resulting change in the balance between risks and benefits. She
successfu lly counselled all HSC patients to inte rrupt L1 use, and effected
their tran sfer to sta ndard therapy i n a safe and ord erly way.
VIII . QUESTION 4

Question 4. “Did your application (January 1997) to the Research Ethics
Board for approval of the stud y ‘to examine the effects of L1 in patients with
sickle cell disease’ include information about risk of hepatic damage or
cirrhosis associated with the administration of L1 ?”

To this question the MAC added:
Members of the MAC are concerned that you should have included your
concerns regarding the L1 toxicity in your application to the Research Ethics
Board.
*Some patients had been without L1 chelation for periods of time during late 1996 and early
1997 because A potex had st opped sup plying the drug , and had not i mmediately reinstated it,
despite a second intervention by Dean Aberman on November 1996. This had been a concern to
patients and their parents, and to Dr. Olivieri, as correspondence from the time shows (see section
5J (3)).
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The facts were straightforward and clearly explained by Dr. Olivieri in her
October 1999 submission to the MAC , yet her answer was not accepted.
Counsel for the MAC characterized the MAC report as embodying “patient
care concerns.”112 However, this application to the REB actually concerned a
proposed clinical trial, many months away from the beginning of enrolment
of patients. Dr. Olivieri had submitted the application in August 1996, well
before the risk of progression of liver fibrosis was suspected. It made its way
through the approval process over the subsequent months, including review
by a refere e and si gned a pprova l by the Department H ead. Dr.
O’Brodovich’s signature as Head bears the date of January 22, 1997.113
Dr. Cameron finalized his review of serial biopsy slides in early February
1997 and only then was he prepared to confirm that there was a risk and cosign the letter to the regulators. Dr. Olivieri reported to us that her first
priority at that juncture was to discuss this finding with patients on L1 and
counsel them to interrupt use of the dru g in the short run, pending results of
liver biopsies. She also had to spend time with lawyers dealing with the
additional legal warnings from Apotex to deter her from informing anyone,
including patients, of this risk of chronic toxicity. Revising an application
form for a stud y that was not to begin for many months was, reasonably, not
a priority. She did not then have time to make any serious preparations for
starting any new study. In addition, the risk from the sister drug of L1 seen in
animal studies had occurred only in the iron loaded animals, and the
proposed SCD study specifically excluded any patient with tissue iron
loading from participating.114
When Dr. O’B rodovich ra ised conce rns with D r. Moore la ter in February
about the sickle cell disease (SCD ) study a nd Dr. Moo re contacted her, Dr.
Olivieri promptly provided full information,115 even though she was under
Apotex legal warnings to deter her from discussing anything adverse about
L1 with anyone. Dr. Olivieri agreed to submit revised information and
consent forms for the proposed SCD study to the REB for approval, and Dr.
Moore replied on February 24, signifying he r agreement with this course of
action.116 Dr. O’Bro dovich, who on February 19 had insisted on involving
the REB in monitoring Dr. Olivieri’s work, decided o n February 26 to
“withdraw [his] appro val of this application.” 117
The REB discussed the proposed SCD study durin g its meeting of
February 14, 1997. The minutes record that the REB “suggest[ed] that it be
conducted on an adult population prior to children” (because of the onerous
nature of the protocol requirements) and requested more information.
Further, “The Bo ard… req uests revision s to consen t forms concerning
clarification on… all possible drug side effects.” 118 Thus: (i) in the view of
the REB on the 14 th of February, the commencement of this trial with actual
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patients was not imm inent; (ii) the REB was going to ask Dr. O livieri if there
were any newly discovered risks (which Dr. Moore did on the 20th and Dr.
Olivieri explained the new risk in a reply letter that same day); and (iii) the
REB suggested the trial commence with adults (hence no patients in HSC ). On
learning of this last poin t, Dr. Olivieri then gave active consid eration to
commencing with adults o nly, in TTH . She consequently considered applying
for ethics approval in that hospital, and transferring the requested NIH grant
there.119 Dr. O’Brodo vich reviewed the status of this study proposal with D r.
Moore on February 19 or 20 (she then contacted D r. Olivieri on February
20—see section 5K for citations), so it is possible he was briefed on the REB
discussion of February 14.
Differences between SCD and thalassemia were outlined in Dr. Olivieri’s
submission to the MAC.120 Patients with SCD are not typically transfusiondependent and so are not typically at risk from chronic iron loading of organ
tissues. Rather, red cell membranes in patients with SCD carry abnormal
deposits of free iron. The iron induces damage to the cell walls, resulting in
cell destruction and severe anemia. Importantly, the standard chelator for
removing iron from other organ tissues, deferoxamine, does not work to
remove iron from membranes of red blood cells. In 1995, Dr. Robert Hebbel
(University of Minnesota) had shown that L1 could be useful in removing iron
from red blood cell membranes, in vitro and in vivo. Following the publication
of that study, Drs. Olivieri, Brittenham, Hebbel and Elliot Vichinsky
(Oakland) sent an application to the NIH for funding for a short-term, multicentre clinical trial.121 An objective of this proposed trial was to be
determination of “the efficacy of L1 in improving red cell membrane abnormalities… and extending red cell survival.”122
The study in an animal model of the iron chelato r chemically sim ilar to
had determined that the ch elator by itself did not induce fibrosis. All
animals in the study that showed evidence o f progressio n of liver fibros is
had been administered both iron and the chelator. Even though in animals
not iron-loaded that chelator showed no adverse effect, this did not pro ve
that L1 alone could not cause fibrosis in humans who were not iron-loaded.
On this account, the investigators decided in February 1997 to delay further
the start of the proposed SCD trial “until the issue of deferiprone toxicity was
more clearly defined,” and they so informed the program officer of NIH (the
proposed fundin g agency in this case). 123

L1

Finally, in December 19 97, Dr. Moore wrote in response to an inquiry
that the matter of the SCD study propo sal had bee n satisfactorily d ealt with
through discussions and correspondence between her and Dr. Olivieri in the
period February—Apri l 1997.124 Unlike Dr. Moore, the members of the MAC
do not appear to have sufficiently appreciated some critical medical
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difference s between thalassemia and sickle cell disease (SCD), or the fact that
the SCD study was a proposal (not a n actual stud y), despite the fa ct that this
information was provided to them in Dr. Olivieri’s written submission.

Conclusion
The MAC and its subcommittee had no reasonab le basis not to have
accepted Dr. Olivieri’s answer to question 4, and should have accepted it.

(11) Failure to provide due process
On January 11, 1999, a month after the MAC inquiry had been initiated by
the Board of Trustees, Ms. Beth Symes, counsel for Dr. Olivieri, wrote to
Mr. David Stockwood, counsel for the MAC , expressin g concern s that:
the Hospital is actively pursuing a range of issues against Dr. Olivieri both at
the MAC , within HSC and in public.125

Among these issues Ms. Symes listed the two actions taken on January 6,
1999: the summary removal of Dr. Olivieri from her program directorship;
and the letter directin g her no t to criticiz e the H ospital p ublicly (see section
5M). Ms. Symes added that the letter informing Dr. Olivieri of her removal
from the directorship “wa s given by the Hospital to the N ational Post.” 126
In her January 1999 letter to Mr. Stockwoo d, Ms. Syme s referred to
discussions they had had in December 1998, from which she had gained the
impression that “issues of when had concerns about L1 arisen and to whom
and when they had been conveyed” could be resolved through a review of
the existing collection of “letters and me mos between the p arties.” She said
that in light of the recent actions against Dr. Olivieri by the Hospital, “it is
our position that the process bein g used in carrying out the Trustee’s [sic]
direction must change .”127 Ms. Symes continued:
Dr. Olivieri is prepared to cooperate fully with the investigation by the subgroup of the MAC . Because of the nature of the allegation s and the possible
consequences to her medical career, she is entitled to know the specifics of
the allegations, which are being made against her.
We propose that the persons who are making the allegations against Dr.
Olivieri set out their concerns in writing and provid e copies of the docume nts
upon which they rely. Dr. Olivieri will then review these statements and
prepare a detailed written response.128

This request was not granted. Instead, Dr. Olivieri was provided on ly
with the letter dated February 16, 1999 from Dr. Roy, Chair of the MAC ad
hoc subcommittee, in which he listed the five questions and requested a
written response. Subsequently, on October 12, 1999, on the advice of
counsel, Dr. Olivieri submitted her written response to the five questions,
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without knowing the underlying allegations and testimony against her, as
discussed earlier in this section.
In his letter of January 18, 2000 , Dr. Becker requ ested that Dr. Olivieri
appear before the MAC “to respond to the above issues [the five ‘questions’
and ‘concerns’].” He added, “legal counsel will not be present during the
discussion,” 129 and gave the following basis for denying Dr. Olivieri the
opportunity to be represented by counsel during the actual hearing:
As you know the Medical Advisory Committee is not a tribunal. Its function
is pu rely ad viso ry. 130

We consider that, in the circumstances, this was not a reasonable basis for
denying legal repres entation. It is tech nically correc t that the MAC is purely
advisor y, but it was improbable that the Board of Tru stees would not have
acted to approve a recommendation by the MAC in this matter. Dr. Olivieri
had been accused of misconduct by the Hospital’s Pediatrician-in-Chief Dr.
O’Brodovich in the Naimark Review (as well as in the MAC inquiry), the
Board’s Decemb er 1998 re solution asserted that she had committed misconduct (a “failure” to report), and the MAC is the body upon which the
Board depends fo r advice on disc iplinary a ction ag ainst me dical sta ff. In
addition, there is no grievance and arbitration procedure available to HSC
medical staff that would provide a fair appeal mechanism against a recommendation of the MAC , a decision by the Board, or any other significant
action adversely affecting their employment status. It was clear from the
report of the ad hoc subcomm ittee that allegations had been accepted that
had not been disclosed to D r. Olivieri, despite the express written assurance
by Dr. Roy in December 1998 that such would be disclosed if considered by
the committee,131 and despite the written request by counsel Symes in
January 1999 for disclosure. It was also clear from the subcom mittee’s
report and its endorsement by the MAC that the allega tions had been given
credence on the basis of incorrect testimony—testimony that was contradicted by well-documented medical and other information in Dr. Olivieri’s
October 1999 submission. R epresentation by legal counsel in the meeting
with the MAC should have been permitted, by any reasonable standard of
fairness.
Around the beginning of Februa ry 2000, the Unive rsity of Toron to
Faculty Association (UTFA ) decided to provide ass istance to D r. Olivieri in
the matter of the MAC inquiry, in addition to a ssistance it w as providing to
her in other matte rs. The result was that her legal representation in HSC
matters was assumed by lawyers from the firm of Sack, Goldblatt and
Mitchell, from then onward. Over the next month, Dr. Olivieri and her new
legal counsel Ms. Cathy Lace made repeated requests for disclosure of the
allegations and testimony considered by the ad hoc subcommittee.
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Finally, on March 10, 2000, MAC counsel Ms. Elaine Shin provided some of
the requested material and noted in her covering letter that she was not providing
all of the material. 132 Although this package of material was substantially
incomplete, it was clear that several witnesses, including Drs. Koren and
O’Brodovich, had provided incorrect allegations and testimon y. In her reply on
March 30, Ms. Lace wrote that Dr. Olivieri disputed these allegations and
testimon y, and that:
The credibility of Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich, and the credibility of Dr.
Olivieri, are clearly at issue.… there is ample evidence that Dr. Koren has set
out to destroy Dr. Olivieri’s reputation… he has already lied to… the
Hospital’s investigator [Ms. Humphrey] into the hate mail affair… .133

Ms. Lace again asked for a ll of the relevant m aterial and fo r the oppo rtunity
for Dr. Olivieri to provide evidence from medical experts. She closed her
letter with the re quest:
However, if we are not able to resolve these matters in a mutually agreeable
way, we would ask that you consider whether the MAC would co-operate with
Dr. Olivieri in bringing the disputes about process and disclosure before the
courts for adjudication in an expeditious manner. 134

In early March 2000, the MAC had requested through counsel that Dr.
Olivieri appear before it on April 12, 2000 and make any written submission
by April 5.135 Ms. Lace informed this Committee of Inquiry that after she
wrote requesting further and better disclosure on March 30, she had discussions with MAC counsel in early April who told her that the MAC would
consider her request, and that counsel would reply as to whether the request
would be granted, but that this would be a decision of the MAC.136 Ms. Lace
said that she had the impression that she would be informed of the decision on
her request for disclosure before any action was taken by the MAC. On April
24, 2000 Dr. Olivieri told this Committee of Inquiry that she understood that
the date of her appearance before the MAC had been deferred until May 1, and
that Ms. Lace expected to receive additional documen ts beforehand.137

(12) Referral to the CPSO & the University
After normal office hours on April 26, 2000 a letter arrived by fax from
counsel Mr. Stockwood for the MAC to counsel Ms. Lace for Dr. Olivieri
advising that the MAC “met again yesterday and finalized its decision.” 138 It
had done so without providing additional disclosure of documen ts or hearing a
response from Dr. Olivieri. The faxed letter also said that the MAC’s report
would be considered by the Board the next day, April 27. On April 27 the
Board held a press conference and, with the MAC, publicly referred five allegations, cast in the form of “concerns,” to the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) and the University of Toronto.139 They thus
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publicly caused serious damage to Dr. Olivieri’s reputation in circumstances
where she had no fair opportunity to respond. This action also imposed on her
two more time-consuming, expensive processes of responding to CPSO and the
University.
Dr. Becker, the MAC Chair, then wrote to the CPSO and the University on
May 2, 2000 referring “concerns” involving “patient care” to the Complain ts
Committee of the CPSO, and “concerns” involving “research” to the University’s Faculty of Medicine, under the Faculty’s Framework for the Ethical
Conduct of Research.140 His letters made no specific allegations that any
particular CPSO regulation, or University regulation, had been breached. Thus
Dr. Olivieri was placed at a serious disadvantage in responding to either body,
since she was not informed what regulations she was alleged to have
breached.
Dr. Olivieri reported to us that she submitted a written brief to each body
in the summer of 2000 , in response to the referrals mad e by Dr. Becker. 141
At the time this report was completed, neither the CPSO or the University had
procee ded to a full inqu iry.
It is relevant to co nsider even ts that likely would h ave followe d a decision adverse to Dr. Olivieri’s employment status, had the MAC brought
recommendations for action against her to the B oard and the Bo ard
approved them. She would then have been able to seek a remedy through
administrative law procedures, a nd in view of the procedural unfairness of
the MAC inquiry, such a case would have presented a reasonable prospect of
success on judicial review. In an administrative law proceeding, greater
disclosure might be required, giving an opportunity to examine the allegations and testimony by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich and others in a rigorous
fashion. As we have documented here, the allegations were without
foundation, and the testimony was incorrect and misleading.
Some of Dr. Koren’s MAC testimony was not only incorrect but dishones t,
and he was closely associated with other adverse witnesses. In the disciplinary
letter he received from the Hospital and University presidents on April 11,
2000, he was advised that he could be subject to further discipline if it were to
be proved that allegations he made against Dr. Olivieri in the Naimark Review
were based on evidence he fabricated. The presidents noted that he had
“thrown away” a computer that might have provided proof. In the case of his
MAC allegations, he gave supporting testimony that was contradicted by letters
he himself had written or by other documen ts in his possession (see sections
5P(9 and 10) and section 5R).

(13) A different view
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It is relevant to note the contrasting views of Dr. O’Brodovich, Pediatricianin-Chief of the Hospital for Sick C hildren, and Dr. Ba ker, Physician-inChief of The To ronto Ho spital ( TTH ), on Dr. Olivieri’s conduct during the
post-trial, EDR period. D r. O’Brod ovich accu sed her of m isconduc t in
matters of patient ca re, while D r. Baker ex pressed fu ll confidence in her. 142
After thalassemia patients reach a certain age, their care is provided in the
hospital across the street ( TTH ). In 1997 Dr. Olivieri was Director of the
Hemoglobinopathy programs in both hospitals a nd the treatm ent protoco ls
were similar.143 Dr. Baker told us that even though Dr. Olivieri is a demanding and outspoken person, and not always easy to deal with, her excellence
in research and patient care more than makes up for it, and he would be
pleased to have man y more peop le like Dr. Olivieri on h is staff. In contra st,
Dr. O’Brodovich cooperated with D r. Koren in actions damag ing to Dr.
Olivieri, which could have led to the destruction of her care er.
It was open to the MAC to invite Dr. Baker to provide information,144 but
it appears from the documents available to us that this was not done.

(14) Allegations by Apotex
Unde rlying the MAC allegations were purported issues of patient safety. The
actual facts of the matter are that for transfusion-dependent thalassemia patients,
whether on standard or experimental iron-chelation therapy, two critical safety
measures are hepatic iron concentration (HIC ) and hepatic histology. The data for
HIC determination is normally obtained by liver biopsy (the alternative
determination of HIC by SQUID is unavailable except at two centres outside
Canada). HIC is the only accurate measure of effectiveness of iron-chelation,
hence its importance as a safety measure. Where a risk of exacerbation of liver
fibrosis has been identified, the only means assessing this in patients at risk is by
microscopic examination of serial biopsy specimens. Liver biopsy is an invasive
but low risk procedure that has been standard of care for such patients in both
the Hospital for Sick Children and The Toronto Hospital for the past decade. In
making allegations against Dr. Olivieri’s use of liver biopsy for the purposes she
used it, Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich cast discredit the procedure itself and
thereby placed themselves in opposition to the relevant medical literature,
despite their lack of expertise in the relevant disciplines. (See section 5Q.)
Dr. Olivieri had identified both of the une xpected risks of L1 from biopsy
data. Apotex disagreed with her find ings, terminated the Toronto trials and
attempted through legal warnings to prevent her from communicating these
findings. Although the warnings impeded her, with legal support from CMPA
she communic ated the find ings to regulatory agencies in 1996 and 1997, and
published them scientifically. Apotex expressed strong objections to her
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communications before and after the fact. (See sections 5E, 5F, 5H, 5I and
5K.)
Apotex made substantial efforts to counter Dr. Olivieri’s adverse findings
on its drug. Among these were communications with the Health Protection
Branch (HPB) of Health Canada, in which the company used Dr. Koren’s
stated disagreement with her findings, and publications he co-authored with
Apotex which supported the company’s position (see section 5N(5)). The
company also used his status as a co-investigator in the Toronto trials for
which Dr. Olivieri was principal investigator. In a letter to HPB on August 13,
1996, the day before Dr. Olivieri was to meet with the regulatory agenc y, Dr.
Spino wrote:
In a meeting on February 28, 1996, [Dr. O livieri’s] Co-Investigator, Dr.
Koren, stated that he disagreed with her interpretation of the data.145

A Priority Review Submission dated September 30, 1997 made by
Apotex Research Inc. to HPB noted that “Dr. Olivieri has published several
abstracts of her findings,” and stated:
Dr. Olivieri’s co-investigators and Apotex disagree with her interpretation and
have published what we believe is the most appropriate analysis and interpretation of the data. … All [Apotex sponsored] analys es suggest that there is
no apparent change of effectiveness over time.146

Therefore, the company considered Dr. Koren’s status as co-investigator and
his scientific credibility useful in putting forth to regulators its position on
the efficacy (and hence) safe ty of L1.
In early 1998 Apotex made licencing submissions for L1 to regulators in
several jurisdictions.147 In these it downgraded the significance of the
terminated Toronto trials and said that a one-year safety trial (LA–02) at international sites was the pivotal efficacy and safety trial. Discrediting Dr. Olivieri
and her work was an aspect of these submissions. The company then made
similar allegations to HSC. (See sections 5L, 5Q and 5U.) One of Apotex’s
allegations against Dr. Olivieri was made in a letter from Dr. Spino to Dr.
O’Brodovich on May 22, 1998, namely, that her clinical monitoring of
patients on L1 under EDR was unauthorized research.148 It is clear from the
context of the letter that the specific monitoring he referred to was HIC
determination through liver biopsies. Later, Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich put
forward similar allegations to the MAC (see sections 5P(10) and 5Q). As
discussed earlier, the MAC believed these allegations and, together with the
HSC Board, took public action against Dr. Olivieri on April 27, 2000. This
action was taken two weeks after HSC and the University publicly announced
that Dr. Koren had been disciplined for “gross misconduct,” including
persistent “lying,” 149 in relation to his anonymous letters.150 This public
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discrediting of Dr. Olivieri by HSC was later used by Apotex in legal
proceedings to discredit Dr. Olivieri and defend the reputation of its drug.151
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(15) Conclusions*
1 * We find that Dr. Olivieri did answer the five MAC “questions” satisfactorily. Even though she was placed at a severely unfair disadvantage by having
no knowledge of the allegations and testimony the MAC had received from its
witnesses, Dr. Olivieri’s three-volume submission of October 1999 did in fact
answer the questions the MAC stated to her. However, her response was
extensive, and some of it necessarily technical, requiring diligence to fully
understand it. It appears from the errors of fact and interpretation in the reports
of the MAC and its subcommittee that they may have failed to exercise the
level of diligence appropriate to the seriousness of their task. Had Dr. Olivieri
been aware of the specific allegations, or anticipated the apparent lack of
diligence of MAC members, she could have highlighted or summarized the
relevant material (from the supporting documen ts she enclosed) in the
covering brief to her MAC submission.
2 * The

proceedings were fundamentally flawed by unfairness.
Allegations and testimon y against Dr. Olivieri were received by the MAC and
given credence , despite their being contradicted by the d ocumentary record
and the medical literature. None of the allegation s and testimony were
disclosed to Dr. Olivieri until after she had submitted her detailed response
to the five “questions,” and after the MAC subcommittee had issued a report
that was endorsed by the full MAC , despite writte n assuranc e from the C hair
of the MAC subcommittee that such information would be disclosed.
MAC

3 * Most prominent among the witnesses adverse to Dr. Olivieri were Drs.
Koren and O’Brodovich, who cooperated in putting forward testimony that
was incorrect, incomplete, or misleading. Some other witnesses providing
incorrect, incomplete, or misleading testimony had close associations to Dr.
Koren.
4 * Dr. Moore provided mistaken, incorrect testimony that a research trial of
(namely, the long-term trial) continued after both trials had in fact been
terminated. As REB Chair, she had available the termination notice for the
long-term (LA–03) trial that was signed by Dr. Olivieri and her Division Chief
Dr. Freedman in July 1996 and stamped as received by the REB on August 1,
1996.

L1

A significant, unanswered question is: Why was this formal notice of
termination of the long-term trial not provided to the Naimark Review and the
MAC inquiry? Instead of this, Dr. Moore put forward what are in essence
*Our conclusions in this section rely also upon other sections, notably the section (5Q) on
liver biopsy which is pertinent to MAC questions 5 and 1.
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opinions, in her February 27, 1997 and June 3, 1998 letters to Dr. O’Brodovich (that were made available to the Naimark Review and the MAC inquiry) ,
and in her testimony to the MAC—opinions that were incorrect and contradicted in primary documents.

5 * The allegations and testimony by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich pertaining
to liver biopsy were contradicted by medical literature, and also by established
practice in the thalassemia clinic in their own hospital. The MAC called no
witnesses who were experts in the relevant medical disciplines; instead it
uncritically accepted as true, testimony from these persons without recognized
expertise in this field.
6 * The allegations and testimony by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich
pertaining to liver biopsy, and purported ly unauthorized research, w ere
similar to incorrect allegations and statements made earlier by Apotex.

7 * Dr. Koren behaved d ishonestly: h e was in possession of docum ents
contradicting testimony he gave to the MAC , some of which he himself had
written and signed; and he was not truthful about when and how he had been
informed of the new ly identified risk of progression of liver fibrosis. D r.
Koren was disciplined by the Hospital and the University on April 11, 2000
for his “gross m isconduc t,” including extensive “lyin g,” in conn ection with
anonymous letters agains t Dr. Olivieri, s ent during the period when he also
provided incorrect testimony against Dr. Olivieri to the Naimark Review and
to the MAC . These facts should have led the MAC and the B oard to care fully
examine his allegations and their possible influ ence on other MAC witnesses,
prior to taking the very serious action it took against Dr. Olivieri o n April
27, 2000. We have no evidence the MAC or the Board did this.

8 * Apotex used statements and publications by Dr. Koren, and his status as
a co-investigator in the Toronto trials, in communications with regulators.
9 * The Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto have a
responsib ility to review and address the conduct of Dr. Koren in the MAC
proceedings.

10 * The

MAC of the HSC terminated its proceedings before reaching
specific conclusions. Instead, on April 27, 2000, the Board of Trustees and
the MAC referred enumerated lists of allegations framed as “concerns” to the
CPSO and the University in a highly public way, with consequent unjustified
severe damage to Dr. Olivieri’s reputation.
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11 * The Board of Trustees has a responsibility to ensure that, when the
Hospital’s Medical Advisory Committee investigates the conduct of a member
of the Hospital’s medical staff, a level of procedural fairness commensurate with
the seriousness of the allegations is provided. Clearly the Board considered the
allegations embodied in the five MAC “concerns” to be very serious, because it
approved sending them to the CPSO and the University. At a minimum, the
Board should have ensured that:
•

there was full and timely disclosure to Dr. Olivieri of the allegations
and testimony against her;

•

Dr. Olivieri was provided with a full and fair opportunity to respond;
and

•

the Board itself had a full report on responses made to the MAC by Dr.
Olivieri and her counsel, including the requests made for procedural
fairness;

prior to taking the very serious action it took against her on April 27, 2000.

Page 372 intentionally left blank

5Q * The MAC Allegations in regard to Liver
Biopsies
[L]iver biopsy is safe in children … [the data] dispel the myth that this is a
dangerous procedure in young patients. Based on the information from this
large series, physicians should be encou raged to obtain, and rely upon, the
results of liver biopsy in decisions regarding medical therap y….*

(1) Overview
IN THE MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (MAC )

proceedings, allegations were
brought forward that D r. Olivie ri had u sed liver biopsie s inapp ropriate ly.
They alleged that this was a risky procedure and that the biop sies in question
were done for research, not to guide patient care. Neither of these
individuals is an exper t in the treatmen t of thalassem ia major, their
allegations were not disclosed to Dr. Olivieri, and the MAC did not con sult
independent experts, yet the MAC believed the allegations. The allegations
would easily have been re futed by che cking the m edical literatu re, where it
is clear that liver biopsy is indicated, safe and widely used to guide the
ongoing therapy of patients with thalassemia ma jor, and quite spe cifically
indicated in the circumstances in which they were used by Dr . Olivieri.
Because the Hospital’s Medical Advisory Committee apparently did not
appreciate this, and the Board of Trustees relied upon the MAC in taking
public action against Dr. Olivieri in April 2000, it is useful to discuss the
allegations in some deta il.
The MAC and its ad hoc subcomm ittee focussed on the series of biopsies
done in the period February–A pril 1997, a fter the risk tha t L1 could cause
progression of liver fibrosis was identified. The most extensive and detailed
allegations, including that D r. Olivieri did these “potentially life threatening”
biopsies simply for research purposes, were made by Dr. Koren in his letter
to the MAC in Decem ber 1998 , and in his te stimony in January 1999.1
Allegations similar to some made by Dr. Koren were made by Dr.
O’Brodovich in his letter and testimony to the MAC in January 1999.2
An important question is: What were the origins of the allegations that
liver biopsy is a risky procedure and that the biopsies in question were not
done for clinical care but instead for research? In the extensive documentary
record of the period after Apotex terminated the Toronto L1 trials, such
allegations were first made a non-physician source, Apotex Vice-President for
Scientific Affairs Michael Spino, Pharm.D., in March 1997. This was a month
after Dr. Olivieri had identified that L1 posed a risk of progression of liver

*E. Angelucci et al., “Needle liver biopsy in thalassemia: analyses of diagnostic accuracy and
safety in 1184 consecutive cases,” British Journal of Haematology, 89 (1995), pp. 757–761
(quotation from p. 761).
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fibrosis, and during the period when Apotex was attempting to suppress
information on this risk through legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri. Apotex
Research Inc. made similar statements against the use of liver biopsy in a
document prepared for a regulatory submission in January 1998, in which it
was also stated that the short-term LA–02 trial at international sites (whose
protocol did not specify baseline liver histology and liver iron concentration
for all participants) was the pivotal efficacy and safety trial for licencing
purposes. In May 1998, Dr. Spino made allegations against Dr. Olivieri’s use
of liver biopsy to Dr. O’Brodovich. The allegations made during the MAC
inquiry by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich against Dr. Olivieri’s use of liver
biopsy were similar to statements made earlier by Dr. Spino and Apotex
Research Inc.
In this section, we outline the allegations, relevant background information
from the medical literature, specifications in the REB-approved protocols for
the trials, and the information provided to patients on L1 —both those enrolled
in the trials, and those treated with the drug under the subsequent non-trial EDR
arrangemen t. In addition, we refer to regulatory information from the
European Communities where Apotex was granted a licence in 1999 to market
L1 in restricted circumstances. Upon reviewing the facts and circumstances of
the allegations concerning liver biopsies, we have concluded that the
allegations by Dr. Spino and Apotex Research, and the similar allegations subsequently made by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich, are incorrect and unfounded.

(2) An important guide to therapy
Patients with thalasse mia major are depende nt on regu lar blood tran sfusions
and consequently are subject to iron loading of organ tissues, unless they are
receive effective iron-chelation treatment. Iron loading causes serious
damage over time, including fibrosis of the heart and the liver. Transfusion
dependence can also result in serious liver damage, including fibrosis,
through infection by the hepatitis C virus. Liver fibrosis, if unchecked, can
progress to cirrho sis. The situation was sum marized by Drs. Oliv ieri and
Brittenham in their 1997 review article:
The liver is a major repository of transfused iron. Hepatic parenchymal* iron
accumulation, demonstrated after only 2 years of transfusion therapy, may
rapidly result in portal fibrosis in a significant percentage o f patients: one
center has observed portal fibrosis in a high percentage of biopsies in
children under the age of 3 years. In young adults with thalassemia major, in
whom liver disease remains a common cause of death, viral infection and

*The parenchymal cells are the working cells of the liver.
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alcohol ingestion may act synergistically with iron in accelerating the
development of liver damage.3

In order to dete ct fibrosis, micr oscopic examination of a sample of liver
tissue (histology) is required, and in order to determine whether it is progressing, serial extraction of samples ove r time is required. These are
obtained by means of liver biopsy. Although this is an invasive procedure,
with modern equipment it is now much safer and more precise than it used
to be.4 Unless a new risk is identified or there is other clinical indication,
intervals between biopsies are normally well-spaced—annually, for example.
The procedure of serial liver biopsy has been used to assess the adverse
affects of iron loading in frequently transfused patients from the 1970s
onwards. 5 It has also been used for many ye ars to assess the effectiveness of
iron-chelation therapy, because the only accurate measure of tissue iron
burden is hepatic iron concentration (HIC ). (See section 2C.)
To date, the only proven treatment for iron-loading in thalassemia patients is
iron-chelation therapy by the drug deferoxamine (DFO ). After identification of
the risk that L1 could cause progression of liver fibrosis, Dr. Olivieri transferred
patients back to this therapy, so it is relevant to outline facts concernin g DFO
treatment. It was demonstrated in the mid-1970s that DFO , in addition to
lowering body iron stores to a safe level, can arrest the progression of liver
fibrosis caused by iron loading.6 Since then there have been several studies
indicating that iron-induced liver and heart dysfunction is ameliorated by
intensive deferoxamine therapy.7 Although it is licenced for therapy, there are
toxicities associated with it that are of special concern in children. In the mid1990s it was recognized that these toxic effects are associated with dosages that
are too high in relation to body iron burden, owing to reliance on inaccurate
measures of body iron burden (notably serum ferritin concentra tion), instead of
HIC .
In 1995 an international expert panel on thalassemia major assembled by the
National Institutes of Health (USA) reported:
Regular, accurate assessment of body iron loading is essential to guide
chelation therapy and monitor its progress in the removal of iron. The assessment of liver iron using tissue from liver biopsy or noninvasive measurements
of hepatic magnetic susceptibility using the SQUID (superconducting quantum
interference device), which provides quantitatively equivalent results, remains
the best methods for the determination of body iron loading. 8 *

The 1995 NIH panel noted that serum ferritin concentration, though
frequently used to estimate body iron burden, is an ina ccurate measure, a
*Because only two laboratories, one in the USA and one in Germany, have the required SQUID
equipment, this accurate alternative to liver biopsy for assessment of body iron burden is not
widely available.
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fact by then established in the literature. It nevertheless continued to be used
in some centres as the primary guide to chelation therapy, but its inaccuracy
was recognized in at least one of these centres in the late 1990s.9
Studies have shown that if the DFO dosage is precisely titrated in accordance with the patient’s current HIC level, its toxicities can be significantly
reduced. Dr. Olivieri’s 1999 review article, with extensive references to the
literature, reported that:
A balance between the effectiveness of deferoxamine and its toxicity—the
latter observed primarily in the presence of relatively low iron burdens—can
be maintained through regular determinations of body iron burden.…
Determination of hepatic iron concentrations in liver-biopsy specimens
obtained with ultrasonic guidance is safe and permits rational adjustmen ts in
iron -che latin g the rapy. 10

Because of such advances in the understanding and treatment of transfusion-dependent patients, liver biopsy has been a component of “standard of
care” in the hemoglobinopathy clinics in HSC and The Toronto Hospital (TTH)
for a number of years, independ ently of whether or not the patients are in a
research trial.
Dr. Olivieri reported to this Committee of Inquiry that it is a matter of
documented record that in the Hemoglobinopathy Clinic of the Hospital for
Sick Children during the past decade, liver biopsies have been used for
diagnostic purposes for a substantial number of patients each year, independently of whether or not the patients are on standard therapy or on an unproven
treatment under EDR, and independ ently of whether or not they are in a
research trial.11 During the same period the procedure was also standard in TTH
where adult patients receive their care, as the liver pathologist Dr. Ross
Cameron confirmed:
I have worked with Dr. Nancy Olivieri at TTH since 1990. Liver biopsies are
part of standard of care for patients with liver disease. As thalassemia and
sickle cell patients are at risk of liver disease, since 1990 their standard of
care at TTH has included liver biopsies on an annual or biannual basis.12

Dr. Olivieri reported to us that, because of these facts, the allegations
against her use of liver biopsies had come as a considerable surprise when
they were disclosed to her in March 2000.

(3) The allegations by Drs. Spino, Koren, and O’Brodovich
These allegations, that liver biops y was risky and that Dr. O livieri’s use of it
was for research not for management of the clinical care of patients, can be
followed chronolo gically through the docum entation.
(i) There was an exchange of correspondence in early March 1997, in which
Apotex Vice-Pre sident Dr. S pino tried to persuade D r. Brittenha m not to
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present an abstract on the risk of prog ression of liver fibrosis at a conference
in Brugge schedule d for March 14–15 (Dr. Olivieri had already withdrawn
as co-author because of Apotex’s legal warnings, on CMPA legal advice—see
section 5I). 13 Dr. Brittenham replied that he would proceed because
hundreds of patients in Europe continue to be treated with deferiprone
beca use o f lack of kn owle dge o f thi s unf ores een c omp licat ion o f the rapy. 14

Dr. Spino responded the following day, March 7, 1997, suggesting that
presenting findings on the risk of progression of liver fibrosis would be
viewed as a “precipitous” action, and requesting the Dr. Brittenham not
make any presentation on the topic until after Apotex had made its own
assessment of the data. In this letter, Dr. Spino made a general statement
agains t the use of liver b iopsy:
It has come to our attention that many physicians treating patients with
thalassemia are already beginning to perform hepatic biopsies in these patients
to determine if fibrosis is present. We are concerned that these patients may
have undergone a needless, invasive procedure with its attendant risks and
costs.15

(ii) March 6, 1997 was the day on which Dr. Olivieri held a group meeting
with patients and parents to ad vise them tha t L1 should no longer be used
and explain her reasons (n otably the two unexpected risks she had identified:
loss of sustained efficacy and progression of liver fibrosis). On the same
day, Dr. Spino sent a letter to the senio r hematolog ists in The T oronto
Hospital and the Hospital for Sick Children, Dr. Baker and Dr. Freedman,
promoting wider use of L1 in the two ho spitals. Dr. S pino copie d his letter to
Dr. O’Brodovich. He appended a proposed schedule for monitoring patients
on this unproven drug that was designed by Apotex staff and omitted annual
liver biopsy (in this, it was similar to the LA–02 protocol—see below). Dr.
Baker and Dr. Olivieri did not accept this proposal, but we have no record of
any response from D r. Freedman or Dr. O’B rodovich. (See section 5 K(9).)
(iii) In August 1997, Dr. Olivieri sent to Apotex a draft copy of the abstract
she intended to submit for the December 1997 ASH meeting. The abstract
was based on HIC data from the charts of some patients who had been
enrolled in the rando mized trial LA–01, and concluded that L1 was
significantly less effective than the standard drug DFO , to the exten t that it
posed a safety risk if used long-term. In a reply on August 27, 1997, Apotex
strongly objected to this publication.16 (See below, and also section 5U(4).)
A month later, Apotex made a “P riority Review Submissio n” to the H ealth
Protection Branch (HPB) of Health Canad a for licencing of L1 under the
name Deferrum, in which it critic ized Dr. O livieri and disp uted the valid ity
of her adverse findings. In support of its contention, that adverse findings on
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published by Dr. Olivieri in several abstracts in 1996 and 1997 were
inapprop riate, the com pany said in th is regulatory su bmission th at:
L1

Dr. Olivieri’s co-investigators and Apotex disagree with her interpretation
and have published what we believe is the most appropriate analysis and
interpretation of the data.17 (emphasis added)

Prominent among Dr. Olivieri’s co-investigators who published with Apotex
was Dr. Koren, who had agreed to be listed as senior auth or on two a bstracts
published by the comp any in April 1997 (see se ction 5N(5)).
(iv) In early 1998, Apotex made licencing submissions for L1 to regulatory
agencies in several jurisdictions. In these it claimed that th e short-term sa fety
trial (LA–02) at international sites was the “pivotal” efficacy and safety trial
for licencing. Apotex said that the two Toronto trials—the randomized trial
for comparison of L1 with standard therapy (LA–01) and the long-term
efficacy and safety trial ( LA–03)—were “supportive” studies to LA–02 .18 The
two unexpected risks of L1 identified in data of the LA–03 trial depended on
the baseline an d annual HIC and histology data that were provided for in the
LA–03 protocol. The LA–01 protocol also included baseline HIC and
hisotology assessments. However, the protocol for the LA–02 trial, designed
as a one-year safety trial, did not include baseline assessments of liver
histology or hepatic iron concentration (HIC ). (See sections 5A, 5B and 5U.)
A document prepared by Apotex Research in January 1998 in connection
with a regulatory submission said:
[B]ecause of its invasiveness, the assessment of body iron in liver biopsy
samples is not generally accepted for the sequential determination of iron
load in the clinical setting, although it does have limited application in
clinical trials.19

This 1998 statement by Apotex was contradicted by the current medical
literature, particularly that dating from 1995 onward, as the citations earlier
in this section 5Q show . Nevertheless, the Ap otex view was repeated by Dr.
Spino later in 1998.
(v) Dr. Spino wrote to Dr. O’Brodovich on May 22, 1998 about data Dr.
Olivieri presented at the December 1997 ASH meeting, the abstract for which
was published in the journal, Blood.20 Some of the reported data had been
collected in 1996 and 1997 from the monitoring of patients who had been on
L1 under Emergency Drug Release (EDR). Dr. Spino alleged that this
constituted unauthorized research. The data Dr. Olivieri reported was on
hepatic iron concentrations (HIC —some obtained by biopsy, some by SQUID )
of some patients who had been in the randomized comparison trial (LA–01)
cohort prior to its termination in May 1996, some of whom had continued on
L1 after the trial. The abstract reported comparativ ely on some patients who
had been on L1, and others who had been on DFO (deferoxamine—the standard
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therapy).21 The abstract stated that the LA–01 trial had been terminated by the
sponsor, Apotex, but that data from trial and post-trial monitoring was
available on some patients in their charts. This chart-review abstract presented
a strongly adverse finding on the efficacy and safety of L1 in comparison to
DFO , as noted above.
In this letter to Dr. O’Brodovich, Dr. Spino wrote:
As you are aware, Apotex terminated the trials of deferiprone (LA–01 and
LA–03) at the Hospital for Sick Children in May 1996.… Dr. Olivieri
presented… results… in December 1997.… Would you please confirm
whether or not patients… received notification that they were in a new trial,
which was no longer being sponsored by Apotex, and whether or not this new
trial received Ethics Committee [REB] approval at the Hospital for Sick
Children.… we do not know if Dr. Olivieri received authorization from the
Ethics Committee to start a new trial with our drug after Apotex had terminated
the trial in that hospital [HSC].22 *

In summary, Dr. Spino’s allegation was that because some patients who
had continued on L1 under EDR and were monitored for iron overload by the
only accurate measure (HIC ), and Dr. Olivieri published the results, she was
conducting an unauthorized research trial. However, Dr. Olivieri was ethically
and legally required to monitor the patients, in order to manage their treatment
appropria tely, and to be able to report the results of treatment as required
under the EDR regulations. Furthermore, she had documented to the Hospital
that patients would only be treated with L1 if they were fully informed of risks
and agreed to be monitored. (See sections 5G and 5H.) The monitoring
procedures were standard and clinically necess ary, so did not constitute
unauthorized research. It is important to note as well that at this time publication of chart review data did not require REB approval, and did not constitute
unauthorized research.23
(vi) Later, in a November 24, 1998 letter to Dr. Naimark, Dr. Spino referred
specifically to the biopsies done on patients in early 1997. In this letter he
alleged that Dr. Olivieri had continued to adm inister L1 “in order to collect
more hepatic biopsy data,” thus again implying that she had been doing
unauthorized research.24
(vii) The Naimark Report did not address these liver biopsies as being an
issue, and Dr. Naimark did not deposit Dr. Spino’s letter in the HSC library
*Dr. Moore was asked by Dr. O’Brodovich to com ment on Dr. Spino’s letter. Her response
on June 3, 1998 was that, contrary to Dr. Spino’s contention, there was no new trial, but rather,
one of the terminated trials had “continued with full REB approval,” but withou t Apotex
sponsorship. Dr. Moore and Dr. Spino both were wrong: there was no L1 trial in 1997, new or
continued. Dr. Olivieri was copied of this letter by Dr. Moore and she then wrote to Dr.
O’Brodovich on June 8, 1998, noting that both L1 trials had been terminated in M ay 1996. (See
section 5K.)
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archive. Dr. Spino’s allegation appears not to have been pursu ed until Dr.
Koren made similar a llegations in his letter to the MAC , at the outset o f its
investigation in December 1998.25 Among the various a llegations in his
letter, Dr. Koren put forward a hybrid of mutually contradictory contentions
of Dr. Spino and Dr. Aideen Moore on whether there was any clinical trial
of L1 in Toro nto afte r May 19 96. W hile Dr . Spino said (co rrectly) that
Apotex had termina ted both trials , and alleged (incorrectly) that the liver
biopsies constituted unauthorized research, Dr. Moore said (incorrectly) that
LA–03 had continued an d was under REB jurisdiction, and she suggested that
L1 patients from the LA–01 cohort had somehow been merged with the LA–03
cohort. It is well documented that Dr. Koren knew that both trials had been
terminated: he had written and signed letters in 1996, 1997 and 1998
confirming this for both the LA–01 and LA–03 trials (cited in sectio n 5P(9 )). In
his letter to the MAC , Dr. Koren did not direc tly state the opp osite of wha t he
had written in these earlier letters, but instead quo ted from Dr. Moo re’s
letter to Dr. O’Brodovich in which she said (incorrectly) that a trial had
continued unde r REB approval. 26
Dr. Koren’s direct allegation on liver biopsies was similar to that of Dr.
Spino: that the liver biopsies done on fifteen patients during February— April
1997 were not clinically indicated, and that therefore they were done for
research. He wrote to the MAC:
[S]he [Dr. Olivieri] did not seek approval to perform liver biopsies. … I
believe this is a research question that would necessitate a protocol and
ethics approval. She never approached REB for this.
If this was not a research project, as Dr. Olivieri claim s now, how could she
perform liver biopsies on asymptomatic patients? None of the 15 patients
brought by her in February ’97 for liver biopsy had either serious liver
enzyme elevations, high bilirubin, or clinical disease reflecting liver
path olog y. The clinical indications for liver biopsy are known an d stringent.
This is a potentially life threatening procedure. I believe it could not have
been done on patients just because they had received L1 , unless there was a
research question.27

The summary of Dr. Koren’s testimony to the MAC on January 19, 1999
contains similar allegations:
Dr. Koren… stated that there were no cases of deteriorating liver condition in
patients, yet biopsies were done. He further stated that in a normal situation,
one would have consulted with Pathology. He said that if the study was
being done for research purposes, it should have gone to the REB for
approval for biopsy, prior to getting patients to consent.… Dr. Koren
suggested that instead of immedia te biopsies, Dr. Olivieri should have asked
for h epat olog y cons ults first , to h andl e clin ical m anag emen t app ropr iatel y.28

We discuss Dr. Koren’s allegations in the next subsection.
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(vii) Dr. O’Brodovich put forward an allegation similar to Dr. Koren’s in his
letter to the MAC dated January 4, 1999, by raising a question and proposing
an answer to it. Referring to the liver biopsies done on the same fifteen
patients referred to above, Dr. O’Brodovich wrote:
The question is whether any or all of these patie nts had clinical evidence of
liver disease (eg. abnormal liver function tests) and the biopsies were
indicated from a medical point of view.29

In other word s, his questio n was whether the biopsies constituted
unauthorized research. Dr. O’Brodovich did not explain in his letter to the
MAC why he had not raised this question two years earlier, when Dr. O livieri
had repeatedly informed him that the biopsies were then being scheduled
(see section 5K). Instead he proposed an answer to the question of whether
the liver biopsies represented research by means of a one-sentence quotation
from a 1998 article on a study of thalassemia patients on L1 in Switzerland:
Liver biopsy had not primarily been performed in any of the patients.30

From the full text of Dr. O’Brodovich’s letter, the infer ence is that th is
sentence provided evidence that liver biopsy was not established as a guide
to therapy for patients with thalassemia ma jor, so that it must be a research
procedure. By doing so, Dr. O’Brodovich misrepresented the substance of
the article, as we discuss in the next subsection.

(4) Incorrectness of the allegations
As outlined earlier, there were two related clinical reasons why some patients on
were counselled to have biopsies in early 1997, if they had not recently had
one. At the beginning of February 1997, Drs. Cameron, Olivieri and Brittenham
had determined that L1 was the probable cause of progression of liver fibrosis
observed in some patients in another group. The only way in which it could
ascertained whether any other patients had experienced this adverse effect while
on L1 was by liver biopsy. The other reason was to determine their future course
of therapy, for which recent information on hepatic iron concentration (HIC )
levels and fibrosis status were required. Dr. Olivieri decided that they should be
returned to standard (DFO ) therapy and the biopsy results were needed to
determine the dosage, as well as the timing of DFO administration. In short, these
liver biopsies were clinically indicated as necessary to ascertain each patient’s
condition and to guide their individual therapy.
L1

The fact that Dr. O livieri subseq uently included these results in her 1997
ASH abstract is not evidence that the biop sies represented unauthorized
research. Contrary to the allegations, publication of data obtained from
review of patients charts did not at the time require REB approval, as Dr.
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Koren certainly knew, having published this in his textbook on cli nical
ethics (see section 5P(9 )).
Although the allegations regarding these liver biopsies were without
foundation, specific details put forward to the MAC by Drs. Koren and
O’Brodovich are of interest, because these details should have led the MAC
to subje ct their te stimony to close sc rutiny.
The Swiss Study. In his letter to the MAC , Dr. O’Brodovich relied on the
1998 article by the Sw iss team of inve stigators, bu t confined h imself to
quoting a single sente nce: “Liver biopsy had not primarily been performed
in any of the patients.” He quoted that one sentence accurately, but the
import of the article is clearly not what he suggested. To the contrary, the
article demonstra tes why liver biopsy is necessary as a guide to therapy in
patients with thalassemia major, and contradicts his allegation that the
biopsies done by Dr. Olivieri during February-Ap ril 1997 we re not clinica lly
indicated.
At a meeting in Malta in A pril 1997, Dr. O livieri had reported the
finding that L1 was the probable cause of progression of fibrosis in some of
her long-term treatment group of patients. The Swiss investigators then
undertook to assess this in their eleven patients who had been on L1 for
several years. Their article states:
the Swiss group of $ -thalassaemic patients with the longest known duration
of L1 therapy was asked to submit to a liver biopsy in May 1997, in order to
study their hepatic histopathology and iron concentration.… Re-evaluation
(of hepa tic ir on co ncen trati on) b y SQUID planned for 1997 was cancelled in
favour of the determination of liver iron in biopsy specimens … because the
assessment of hepatic histology had to be given full priority.31 (emphasis
added)

In other words, because a risk of progression of liver fibrosis had been
identified in data from one long-term study, the LA–03 trial in Toronto, the
Swiss investigators considered that asse ssment of their patients for th is
adverse effect was indicated. They made the assessment by the only means
of doing so—biopsy. They found varying degrees of fibrosis in a majority of
their eleven patients, with the most serious cases in those who were hepatitis
C positive.32 However, these investigators were not able to determine
whether their patients had experienced progression of fibrosis, because of
what they themselves called:
the serious flaw of lacking baseline assessments of hepatic histology and iron
concentration [HIC ].33

The actual impo rt of the one sentence Dr. O’Brodovich quoted was that
the patients in the Swiss study had not und ergon e a base line liver biopsy,
and hence the stud y was flaw ed. Th e only wa y to remedy lack of baseline
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assessmen ts of hepatic histology is to start a new study, in which biopsies
are done at the outset, or to re-start it from the time of the in itial biopsy.
The Swiss investigators also reported that Dr. Olivieri’s findings on the
loss of sustained efficacy of de feriprone w ere confirm ed in three of their
nine patients on whom comparative HIC data was available (from a 1994
SQUID determination and from the 1997 biopsy determination). They added
that for their group of patients in Berne:
Further studies may elucidate this apparent loss of efficacy as well as the
striking diversity of long-term response to deferiprone, and a repeat biopsy is
planned for 1999.34 (emphasis added)

In view of what the authors actually reported, it is hard to understand
how Dr. O’Brodovich could have construed the article by the Swiss team as
implying that there was no clinical basis for the biopsies Dr. Olivieri
arranged during February-April 1997. It was open to the members of the
MAC to read the fu ll article, rather th an the one sentence put forward by Dr.
O’Brodovich, but we have seen no evidence that they did so.
“A potentially life threatening procedure.” This allegation by Dr. Koren is
disposed of by reference to the study of 1184 liver biopsies, quoted at the
beginning of this section 5Q. It was published in 1995, several years prior to
Dr. Koren’s allegation. Although possibly Dr. Koren had not read this
particular article, this was not an isolated finding and corresponded to the
experience with biopsies for thalassemia patients in Dr. Koren’s own hospital,
HSC. Indeed he was one of only two investigators for the long-term trial
(originally termed the pilot study, and later termed the LA–03 study), and as a
trial investigator he was responsib le for the documen ts required for ethics
approval. Consequen tly, he ought to have read and agreed with the “Patient
Information Form” for that trial. That form explained liver biopsy to trial
subjects in the following terms:
Liver biopsy involves the freezing of the skin over the liver (located in
the right lower abdomen) and insertion of needle to obtain a small piece
of liver tissue, which would then be stained and weighed fo r iron content.
This procedure carries a small risk of bruising or bleeding from the
puncture site, and the discomfort of local freezin g itself, but of all liver
biopsies performed by the experts at The Hospital for Sick Children during the last 10 years, only a very small percentage of biopsies has
resulted in th is typ e of complication. No complication has resulted in
death, or even extra days of hospitalization. Liver biopsy will be
perf orme d at th e ons et of stud y and a fter 1 2 mo nths of th erap y.35

It is also of note that the 1184 biopsies reported on by Dr. Angelucci et al.
were performed “without ultrasound guidance.” 36 The authors wrote that,
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“Both the safety and diagnostic accuracy… can presumab ly be increased with
the use of ultrasound guidance.” 37 Ultrasound guidance is used for biopsies of
patients treated in the clinics at the Hospital for Sick Children and The
Toronto Hospital, “with large numbers of patients regularly undergoing liver
biopsies under ultrasound guidance” safely. 38
Therefore it is likely that Dr. Ko ren knew that his characterization of
liver biopsy as “P otentially life threatening” was a significant exaggeration.
It was open to MAC members to review HSC records in this regard, as well as
the relevant documentation provided by Dr. Olivieri in her October 1999
submission, but we have seen no evidence that they did so.
Dr. Koren’s testimomy as to when liver biopsies are clinically indicated. Dr.
Koren alleged to the MAC that the biopsies done on patients by Dr. Olivieri
during February— April 1997 were not clinically indicated because there were
no characteristic signs of liver abnormality. His testimony was to the effect that
progression of liver fibrosis can be detected by standard liver function tests (i.e.,
by tests other than histological examination of biopsy slides). This is not correct.
It is likely that he knew it was incorrect, because by his own account he had
received copies of Dr. Olivieri’s February 1997 report of the risk of progression
of liver fibrosis both from her and from Apotex.39 This report stated:
In our patients with progression of hepatic fibrosis du ring therapy with
deferiprone, no characteristic abnormalities in liver function tests w ere
observed.40

Dr. Olivieri included a copy of this report in her submission to the MAC in
October 1999, but we have seen no evidence that the MAC carefully
examined and unde rstood this re port.

(5) Safety precautions for the use of L1
The orally active iron-chelator L1 had been shown to have toxic effects in
animal models, and to have acute toxicity effects in several humans in
preliminary trials outside Canada. These were among the reasons why CibaGeigy, a manufacturer that held commercial rights to L1 before Apotex
acquired them, decided not to develop it as an alternative to DFO .41 (CibaGeigy—now Novartis— markets DFO , under the trade-name “Desferal.”)
However, L1 had also shown some promise in trials involving small numbers
of patients in London, and this encouraged the hope that a patient population
in which it was sufficiently safe and effective could be identified. Because its
efficacy and safety were unproven, regular testing of the liver and other organs
in patients taking it were a part of Dr. Olivieri’s L1 trials from the outset. 42
Quite aside from whatever toxicities L1 might have by itself, if it proved not to
be effective this would allow the known harmful consequences of iron-loading
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to worsen in patients on the drug. Since the accurate measure of tissue iron
stores is hepatic iron concentration (HIC —determined from liver biopsy
samples), in addition to being the primary measure of efficacy in the trials, it
was a principal determinant of safety.
During the period since 1989 , there have been three different
administrative circumstances in which patients have been treated with L1.
These are:
(i) in a clinical res earch trial, w ith the protoc ol approve d and the trial
monitored by a research ethics board (REB). This was the situation in
Toronto from 1989 until May 1996 when Apotex terminated both tria ls
there;
(ii) under an emergency drug release (EDR) program of a government
regulatory agency. This is a therapeutic situation, as distinct from a research
trial, in which the treating physic ian is responsible to government regulators,
rather than a hosp ital REB. This was th e situation in Toronto, after Apotex
agreed to begin re-supply of the drug under EDR in June 19 96 and un til early
1997, when Dr. Olivieri decided to discontinue L1 treatment and return
patient s to stan dard th erapy;
(iii) therapeutic use in the European communities following the granting to
Apotex of restricted lice nse to mark et L1 in 1999.*
We review the safety precautions in each of these circumstances.
I . THE PERIOD OF THE TRIALS (1989–1996)

The REB-approved protocols for both the non-randomized pilot study (1989–
93) and its continuation termed LA–03 (1993–96), and the randomized,
comparison trial LA–01 (1993–96), contain various safety precautions involving
regular testing of organ systems. Initially, hepatic iron concentrations (HIC ) were
obtained only from chemical analysis of biopsy samples, but later Dr. Olivieri
began a research collaboration with Dr. Brittenham, so HIC determinations by
SQUID then became available. This required patients to travel to Dr. Brittenham’s
laboratory in Cleveland (their airfare was covered by Apotex funds from 1993
until the termination of the trials). However, serial biopsies continued to be used
for histology, and for HIC in the cases of patients unable to travel to Cleveland.
The importance of liver biopsy a s a guide to tre atment for pa tients with
thalassemia major was made known to officials of HSC from the outset of
both trials. The procedure was discussed in the protoc ols Dr. Olivieri
submitted to the REB, and in the applications she and Dr. Koren made to MRC
*L1 has been licenced in India, which has a relatively weak regulatory infrastructure, since
1995.
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for funding for the pilot study. It was discussed also in the application under
MRC ’s joint university-in dustry progra m for the random ized stu dy ( LA–01).
For instance, a 1990 pro tocol for the pilot study (later termed LA–03)
approved by the REB said:
We have demonstrated that iron excretion induced by the administration of…
[L1 ] is comparable to that induced by… DFO in short term studies. We are
now beginning long-term studies…. Evaluation of the efficacy of this agent
as an alternative to DFO will depend on careful documentation of reduction in
body iron. Since liver iron concentrations [HIC s] have been documented
during the initial studies of DFO , this is the endpoint to which L1 ’s efficacy
should and must be compared. …serum ferritin is… at best an indirect
assessment of body iron overload…. Serum Ferritin is affected by other
variables… [and] is not an informative serial measurement….43

Like the protocol for the pilot study, the REB-approved protocol for the
randomized, compariso n trial ( LA–01 ) specified baselin e liver biopsy fo r all
patients on enrolment. It discussed the equivalence o f HIC measurements by
biopsy a nd by ma gnetic s uscep tometry ( SQUID ), and continued:
liver biopsies, but not SQUID , allow assessment of the histopathology of the
liver.… the histology… is important to the proper clinical management of the
patients.44

Patients could opt to refuse liver bio psy after enro lment in the trial, if they
could travel to Cleveland for SQUID s, but they were counselled to have
annual biopsies for histology purposes. The LA–03 protocol (a revision of th e
protocol for the original pilot study) had similar provisions.45
II . THE EDR PERIOD (1996–1997)

From June 1996, those trial subjects for whom L1 was still seen to be
beneficial, and who after being fully informed of the risks wished to
continue on the drug, were allowed to continue under the EDR arrangement
of Health Canada. Dr. Olivieri continued to be their treating physician. L1
was unproven as to efficacy and safety, and therefore a potentially
dangerous drug. Under international ethical guidelines for physicians, and
under the EDR provisions of the Canadian Food an d Drugs Act and
Regulations, Dr. Olivieri had obligation s to safegua rd her patien ts and to
inform them an d the rel evant au thorities of the re sults of tr eatmen t. In
particular, she had a legal obligation as “the practitioner” to:
report to the manufacturer of the new drug and to the Director on the results
of the use of the new drug in the medical emergency, including information
respecting any adverse drug reactions encountered.46

However, since there was no longer a research trial, under HSC policy
and practice D r. Olivieri was not required to inform the REB. The patien ts
had a life threaten ing genetic disease, the primary treatment for which,
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regular transfusion, was also life threatening unless their tissue iron burdens
were kept at a safe level by this chelation therapy. Patients on the standard
chelation therapy have to be regula rly monitored, and the chelator L1 was
unproven, so the effects of using it ha d to be monitored with no less rigour
than those on sta ndard ther apy, in order to safeguard them. As d iscussed in
section 5H(1), Dr. Olivieri set out in writing the conditions under which she
would agree to serve as the practitioner for ad ministration of L1 to patients
under the EDR program, including the monitoring tests to be used. “Annual
liver biopsy” was expressly listed as one of the tests and Dr. Koren cosigned the letter, which stated that these tests “provide the minimum amount
of monitoring necessary to ensure patient safety on this experimental
chelator.” 47 *The continuing patients agreed to these conditions.
After she identified the risk of progression of liver fibrosis in early
February 1997, Dr. Olivieri met with patients to inform them of this new risk.
She counselled those who had not recently had annual liver biopsies to have
one in the near future and explained the reasons why they were clinically
indicated (see section 5K and this section 5Q). The subcommittee of the MAC
charged with investigating Dr. Olivieri’s conduct reviewed “the charts of the
patients in question,” and confirmed that: “[i]n every instance a consent was
secured [from the patient] for liver biopsy,” and “[a]ll patients underwent the
procedure without complication.” 48
III . RESTRICTE D THERA PEUTIC USE O F L1 IN EUROPE

Another administrative framework for the use of L1 began in August 1999,
when Apotex was grante d a Europ ean marke ting author ity for the drug. This
was restricted to patients unable to comply w ith the standa rd treatment,
deferoxamine. While this applied only in the European Communities (EC ),
the conditions set out in the licencing approval report are relevant to our
discussion. The “European Public Assessment Report” (EPAR) issued by the
EC on August 12, 1999 contains the following passages.

*As in several other significant instances, D r. Koren contradicted himself in written
statements, in this case regarding monitoring of patients on L1 under E D R . He co-signed with Dr.
Olivieri the letter to Dr. Zlotkin on July 15, 1996, stating that monitoring would be done and
specifying that the assessments would be the same as in the terminated studies, including annual
liver biopsy. However, on May 14, 1998, he wrote to Dr. Buchwald that he was “not aware that
Dr. Olivieri continued to monitor study endpoints, and especially liver iron.” In fact, assessment
of liver iron (HIC ) was a primary rea son why the July 15, 1996 letter sp ecified “annual liver
biopsy,” as Dr. Koren must have known, having been an investigator in the L1 trials throughout
their duration, 1989–1996.
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The approved indication [the restriction] is for the treatment of iron overload
in patients with thalassemia major for whom deferoxamine therapy is contraindi cated or wh o pre sent serio us to xicit y with defe roxa mine thera py.
…
The CPMP [Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products] recommended
that the Marketing Authorisation should be granted “under exceptional
circumstances” because of the fact that in the present state of scientific
knowledge, comprehensive information on safety and efficacy of the
medicinal product cannot be provided.49

The EPAR “Package Leaflet” to be provided to physicians and patients
contains “special warnings,” including:
Your doctor will also ask you to come in for tests to monitor body iron load.
In addition he or she also might ask you to undergo liver biopsies.

The “Scientific Discussion” section of the EPAR refers to the 1998 article by
Dr. Olivieri et al. presenting the findings that L1 itself may cause progression
of liver fibrosis.50 It goes o n to say:
In thalassemia patients there is an association between liver fibrosis and
hepatitis C. Special care must be taken to ensure that iron chelation in
patients with hepatitis C is optimal. In these patients careful monitoring of
liver histology is recommended.

In summary, in the restricted therapeu tic use of L1 which they have
authorized, the European regulators specify precautions which are consistent
with those used by Dr. Olivieri during the EDR period in Toronto.
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(6) Medical Specialization
Because of advances in medical science and the application of new
diagnostic proced ures an d treatm ents by h ighly trained clinical specialists,
many children born with fo rmerly fatal diseases can now survive into
adulthood with reasonably good quality of life. The Hospital for Sick
Children is a world leader in the clinical care of children with such diseases.
It has many clinical research physicians on staff who are internationally
recognized for their contributions both to science and to specialized clinical
management of diseases. An important w ay in which n ew diagn ostic
methods and treatments come into wide use by specialists, is through the
publication of review articles in leading medical journals.
Dr. Olivieri is one of the HSC staff who has advanced the understan ding
and treatment of diseases in her fields of medicine. This is demonstrated by
publication of a review article by her on “The $ -Thalassemias” in The New
England Journal of Medicine,51 and a review article with Dr. Brittenham on
“Iron-Chelating Therapy and Thalassemia” in Blood.52 These are two leading
journals interna tionally. Dr. Olivieri’s work and her clinical and research
programs are highly regarded by leaders in the field,53 and her standing has
been acknowledged by Dean Aberman: “I consider Nancy Olivieri an outstanding clinical investigator and an authority of international stature on hemoglobinopathies.” 54
Therefore, it is hard to understand why the HSC Medical Advisory
Committee and Board of Trustees believed the allegations concerning her
management of patient care—allegations made by persons who are not
experts in the rel evant fie lds, and that wer e contra dicted b y available
documents. The Board and the MAC took serious actions against her based
on their belief, without consulting any experts to verify the accuracy of the
allegations, and ap parent ly without carefu lly examining available
documents. (See se ction 5P.)

(8) Conclusions
1 * The allegations concerning Dr. Olivieri’s use of liver biopsies made by
Apotex staff, and by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich, are incorrect and without
foundation. The allegations by Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich were similar to,
and subsequen t to, those made by Apo tex staff.
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2 * Attempts to disc redit Dr. O livieri had the e ffect of servin g the interests
of Apotex, an aspect of whose licencing submissions for L1 was to attemp t to
discredit her, and to dispute the risks of the drug she identified.

3 * During th e non-trial

EDR period, D r. Olivieri mon itored patien ts because
she was ethically a nd legally ob ligated to do so, and she monitored them in
accordance with medica l practice esta blished in th e literature, and standard
of care in the HSC and TTH clinics.

4 * After Dr. Olivieri identified a risk of progression of liver fibrosis in da ta
of one group of patients on L1 under EDR, she took a ppropriate , clinically
indicated measures to assess whether patients in another group had
experi enced this adve rse effe ct, and t o guide their futu re cour se of the rapy.

5 * When, in December 1998 and January 1999, Dr. Koren made his
allegations concerning liver biopsies, he had already begun sending out his
series of anonymous letters in an effort to discredit Dr. Olivieri. His allegations
regarding liver biopsies were the most extensive and detailed the MAC received
on this topic. They were incorrect, but were believed by the MAC and hence
damaging to Dr. Olivieri. In fact, liver biopsy is established as a necessary guide
to therapy for patients with thalassemia major, and one that is safe. It is also the
only means whereby progression of fibrosis can be assessed. When Dr. Koren
made his allegations, he was in possession of documen ts that contradicted his
allegations, so he likely knew they were untrue. When, on April 27, 2000, the
Hospital publicly referred allegations that originated in substantial measure with
Dr. Koren to outside bodies, the Hospital and the University had already
disciplined him for “gross misconduct,” including “lying” and “breach of trust.”
In view of the documentary record, it is hard to believe that Dr. Koren did not
bring forward his allegations to the MAC with intention to cause harm to Dr.
Olivieri’s career and reputation.

6 * Dr. O’Brodovich was neglectful in putting forward serious allegations
apparently without making serious effort to check their validity.

7 * The

MAC and the HSC Board of Trustees did not live up to their
responsib ility to ensure the level of due pro cess and d iligence req uired in
such a serious matter. (See se ction 5P.)
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5R *The C entral R ole of D r. Koren in
the L1 Controversy
extensive documentation available to this inquiry that
Dr. Koren has played a central role throughout in the L1 controversy.
Indepe ndentl y, HSC ’s haras sment in vestiga tor Ms. Hump hrey reached this
conclusion from her investigation:
IT IS CLEAR FROM THE

Dr. Koren was the most constant individual at the centre or the heart of the
L1 trials controversies and most of the issues and conflicts that appeared to
have erupted in the wake of the discontinuance of the L1 trials in May of
1996…. All these issues appeared to have involved Dr. Koren in a very
direct and personal sense.… [T]here was no other individual… who
appeared to have anywhere near the level of detailed knowledge of and direct
involvement in the range of pos t L1 controversies as Dr. Koren.1

(1) Dr. Koren’s involvements in the Naimark and MAC inquiries
The HSC Board of Trustees took action against Dr. Olivieri on receiving the
Naimark Report in December 1998, and again on receiving the report of the
Medical Advisory Committee (MAC ) in April 2000. In each instance, adverse
conclusions on Dr. Olivieri’s conduct in the report provided the basis of the
Board’s action. These conclusions were based on incorrect information
provided by several witnesses, notably Dr. Ko ren, Dr. O’Bro dovich and Dr.
Moore. In this subsec tion we brie fly review their in volvements, noting the
prominence of Dr. Koren (see sections 5K, 5O, 5P and 5Q for details and
citations).
Dr. Koren was one of the “primary submitters”2 of information to the
Naimark Review, and he submitted information through Dr. O’Brodovich, as
well as directly. In the MAC inquiry he surpassed Dr. O’Brodovich in the extent
and detail of his allegations on several matters. Dr. Koren’s testimony may be
distinguished from that of Dr. O’Brodovich or Dr. Moore (see below), in that it
is documented that he put forward allegations and testimony that he knew to be
incorrect. A central instance pertains to the terminations of the two L1 trials. Dr.
Koren knew that both had been terminated and neither of them continued or
reinstated, and recorded this fact in several letters he wrote between May 1996
and May 1998. He was in a position to advise Dr. O’Brodovich, the Naimark
Review, and the MAC that Dr. Moore was mistaken in her contrary statements. It
appears that he did not do so. Instead, he himself cited Dr. Moore’s incorrect
information to bolster his own testimony to the MAC, although he knew she was
mistaken.
Dr. Moore’s testimony both to the Naimark Review and the MAC was
that research trial of L1 continued after both trials had been terminated. Yet
the fact that both trials had be en terminate d, and neith er continue d, was we ll
documen ted in records available to her. Thus the basis of her misunderstand-
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ing is unclear. Dr. O’Brodovich relied on Dr. Moore’s incorrect information
in his testimony both to the Naimark Review and the MAC .
Dr. O’Brodovich put forward allegations against Dr. Olivieri in the
Naimark Review. T he narrative set out in the N aimark Re port follows in
essential respects th e one he put forward in his memo to Dr. Naimark dated
September 24, 1998, in which he relied on Dr. Moore’s incorrect tes timony.
He cooperated with Dr. Ko ren in putting forward inf ormation ag ainst Dr.
Olivieri during the Naimark Review, and HSC ’s harassment investigator Ms.
Humphrey “conclude[d] that in all likelihood that the memo [of September
24, 1998] was pre pared with input from D r. Koren.” 3
Dr. Koren’s false allegations and testimony were believed. This bolstered
the mistaken and incorrect information of Dr. Moore and Dr. O’Brodovich. In
consequence, very serious adverse actions were taken against Dr. Olivieri and
the L1 controversy was widened and prolonged. Dr. Koren’s conduct in these
matters has not been addressed, even after he admitted to dishonest actions
against Dr. Olivieri in a related context.

(2) Differential treatment
A salient feature of the L1 controversy is the difference between the
treatment accorded to Dr. Koren and that accorded to Dr. Olivieri. The
following a re example s of such dif ferential treatm ent.
1. The Hospital for Sick Children gave Dr. Koren’s views and conduct full
and fair consideration, even when that conduct was improper. When he
eventually admitted to misconduct and lying, he was provided with due
process, and mitigating factors were taken into account. By contrast, the
Hospital did not respect reasoned positions taken by Dr. Olivieri and
wrongly cast her proper conduct as miscondu ct. The Hospital took very
serious actions against Dr. Olivieri, in each instance without due process
and in some instances precipitously. By contrast, when complaints of
misconduct supported by substantial evidence were made against Dr.
Koren, lengthy investigations followed. Although action was taken in some
instances, in other instances we do not know of any action taken to date,
and some complaints against Dr. Koren have not yet been investigated.
2. When in 1996 D r. Olivieri iden tified a risk of A potex’s drug L1 and
Apotex attempted to prevent her from communicating on the risk, the
Hospital framed this ethical issue as a scientific dispute: “The Hospital
took the position that the conflict was a scientific controversy, that the
peer-review process w as best equ ipped to de cide the issue.”4 In contrast,
when the peer-reviewed medical literature supported a clinical practice of
Dr. Olivieri— the use of live r biopsy as a g uide to thera py for patients
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with thalassemia major—the Hospital ignored this and relied instead on
incorrect medical testimony of Dr. Koren, who is not an exp ert in this
field. It consulted no indepen dent experts. (See section s 5P and 5Q .)
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3. The Hospital c riticized and acted again st Dr. Olivieri for an alleged
“failure” to promptly report the second u nexpected risk of L1 she
identified to the Rese arch Ethic s Board (REB). Yet although Dr. Koren
claimed, in writing, that he both knew of the risk and was the person
responsib le to report it, and the Hospital said that he told no one about
this risk until he was asked about it by Dr. O’Brodovich, there has been
no investigation or action regarding his “failure” in this matter. (See
section 5O.)
4. The Hospital made public statements in which allegations against the
quality of Dr. Olivieri’s work made privately to it by Apotex were
repeated. It did this without investigation as to their validity and without
first giving her an opportun ity to respond . The Ho spital’s pub lic
statement damaged her professional reputation. In contrast, after D r.
Olivieri and her colleagues provided extensive forensic evidence of
serious misconduct by Dr. Kore n in May 1999, and still more conclusive
forensic evidence in December 1999, the Chair of the Board of Trustees
urged them “not to take any unilateral steps which might damage the
reputation of one of your co lleagues.” 5 (See sections 5L(8) and 5 N(16).)
5. In 1997 and 1999 Dr. Koren published findings on the efficacy of
Apotex’s drug L1 that were compatible with the position of Apotex,
without disclosing the financial support he received from Apotex, and
without giving credit to the contributions of Dr. Olivier i and others to
generating the data. In a le tter criticizing D r. Olivieri that he submitte d to
the Naimark Review in 1998, Dr. Koren wrote that the second
unexpected risk of L1 constituted “life threatening toxicity,” yet he made
no mention of this risk in his 1997 and 1999 publications on L1, all of
which were published after he was provided with a full report on that
risk. We are not aware of any action taken by either the University or the
Hospital in regard to such conduct by Dr. Koren. (See sections 5E, 5H,
5O and 5R (5).)
While the respon sibility for some of these instances of differential
treatment lies with the H ospital, the U niversity must als o bear resp onsibility
for not addressing some of Dr. Koren’s acade mic and pro fessional co nduct,
and for not yet holding him to the same standard as other fac ulty members.
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(3) Dr. Koren’s anonymous letters
The anonymous letters and the initial identification of Dr. Koren as the
author. During the period mid-October 1998 to mid-May 1999 a series of
five anonymou s letters against Drs. Olivieri, Durie, Chan and Gallie was
sent. The first contained allegation s against Dr. Olivieri, and was fa xed to
the Globe a nd Mail newspaper on October 20, 1998. Several enclosures
were faxed to the newspaper along with the anonymous letter, including
several pages from a letter by Apotex Vice-President Dr. Spino to HSC
President Mr. Strofolino and several paragraphs from the September 24,
1998 memo by Dr. O’Brodovich to the Naimark Review. The enclosures
also contained or implied alle gations ag ainst Dr. O livieri. The sec ond letter,
dated October 21, was addressed to Dr. Durie. The letter said Dr. Durie had
“caused HSC insurmountable damage,” said he “should leave this
institution,” and called him “a British version of a fo ul air baloon [sic].” Dr.
Durie was also the recipient of the third letter in the series, sent December
21. It called Drs. Olivieri, Chan and Gallie “unethical” and “a group of
pigs.” It asked Dr. Durie, “did you think that their shit won’t touch you?”
and suggested he “run as fast as [he] can.” On February 24, 1999 a large
number of HSC staff received a letter ridiculin g Drs. G allie and O livieri. The
last of the series was sent to Dr. Durie on May 14, and accused him of
“contaminating our air and fa bric” and s uggested that the Ho spital should
have “let people like you go long ago.” 6
Dr. Durie et al. lodged complaints ab out each of the letters with HSC
administrators, with the Board of Trustees and with HSC legal coun sel,
directly after each letter was received. A fter the fourth letter in the series,
they also complained to Dean Aberm an. The HSC administration sent out
notices to staff that such letters constituted misconduct, but the author was
not discove red and ca lled to acco unt. 7
Drs. Chan, Durie, Gallie and Olivieri reported to us that they considered
these letters to be attempts to discredit them and to intimidate them from
continuing in their criticism of the conduct of Apotex, the Hospital and Dr.
Koren, thereby infringing their academic freedom. The anonymous author
clearly transgressed accepted standards of professional conduct. Dr. Chan et
al. reported that they became increasing ly concerned about what they felt was
a lack of any effective response by the Hospital and the University to their
complaints, so in the late winter of 1999 they hired a private detective who
gathered information. They engaged forensic experts, a linguist and a documents expert, to review this information. The experts concluded that Dr.
Koren was the author of the anonymous letters. The reports of the experts
were enclosed with their written complaint against him submitted to the
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Hospital and the University on May 17, 1999, and additional material was
submitted in June 1999.8
The investigation for HSC by Ms. Humphrey. The Hospital discussed the
complaint with Dr. Koren and he denied responsibility for the anonymous
letters. The Hospital th en hired its own in vestiga tor, Ms . Barba ra Hum phrey.
The University left the investigation entirely to the Hospital and made no
arrangement to have the Hospital’s investigator consider whether Dr. Koren
violated any Univers ity norms of co nduct. 9 Ms. Humph rey hired forensic
experts who, among other things, essentially duplicated the work of those
Dr. Chan et al. had hired. They reached the same conclusion.10
During Ms. Humphrey’s investigation, Dr. Koren put forward several
accounts about the o rigin of the anonymous letters, including naming a
specific individual as having written them rather than himself. Ms.
Humphrey examined these accounts in detail and concluded that “on the
balance of probab ilities” they were false.11 Many months went by and Ms.
Humphrey still had not completed her investigation, due in part, she
reported, to Dr. Koren’s attempts to “frustrate” her inquiry through lying.12
In early December 1999, seven months after they had submitted the first
forensic evidence, Dr. Gallie et al. obtained DNA evidence that Dr. Koren was
the author. The matching DNA was from envelopes of two of the anonymous
letters, and from the hand-addressed envelope that contained a hand-written
letter, in Dr. Koren’s handwriting, that he had sent to Dr. Michèle Brill-Edwards
(see section 5U(6)).* Dr. Gallie et al. provided this new forensic report to the
University and the Hospital on December 8 and Ms. Humphrey received a copy
on December 10. Dr. Koren was informed of this development on or about
December 10. Subsequently, he admitted to responsibility for the anonymous
letters and, by implication, to having lied persistently to cover this up. Following
his admission, Ms. Humprey’s report was completed, on December 20. (See
also sections 5N(16) and (17).)
Ms. Humphrey did not rely on the DNA evidence provided by Dr. Gallie et
al.. She said that it had been put forward by an interested party, and that the
DNA evidence “would not, even if we relied on it, alter the conclusion arrived
at by this Investigator.”13 Ms. Humphrey had earlier asked Dr. Koren for a
saliva sample, but he had refused to provide one. Her report found that Dr.
Koren had “provided false and misleading information,” and that he was “the
*The DNA report, from Helix Biotec h of Richmond, B.C., and dated December 7, 1 999,
identified the author of the three samples (two anonymous, one known) as the same male person,
with a frequency of “1 in 385 billion in the North American Caucasian population,” with similar
frequencies for other North American populations.
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individual who drafted and disseminated” all five of the anonymous letters.14
She based the latter finding on “strong forensic evidence,” much of which was
similar to that already provided by Dr. Gallie et al. in May 1999. Her report
stated that she also found “compelling motive evidence,” including the fact
that Dr. Koren had been criticized by Dr. Gallie et al. for his support of the
position of Apotex on its drug L1.15 Ms. Humphrey noted that the anonymous
letters were:
directed at attacking and impugning the professional status, competency and
reputation of Dr. Olivieri, Dr. Durie and to a lesser extent Dr. Gallie and Dr.
Chan.16

Ms. Humphrey concluded that Dr. Koren had violated Hospital policy and
breached the “trust attending the positions of leadership and direction that Dr.
Koren occupies.” 17 Somewhat surprisingly, the course of action she recommended was that “the HSC give serious consideration to a mediation process”18
involving Dr. Koren and the victims of his series of letters. Dr. Gallie et al.
reported to this Committee that the facts that the Hospital had retained Ms.
Humphrey to investigate harassment and provide advice, and that this advice
did not treat Dr. Koren’s misconduct and breach of trust as necessitating more
than a mediation process, heightened their concerns about the Hospital’s
intentions with respect to Dr. Koren, and with respect to themselves. They
reported that they were not reassured by the article written by Mr. Alexander
Aird, Chair of the Hospital’s Board of Trustees in the Globe and Mail on
December 31, 1999, in which he said that Dr. Koren “has admitted to
authoring unwanted anonymous mail.” This was a curious description for
letters in which Dr. Koren called his colleagues “pigs” and “unethical,” where
one letter purporting to be from a number of colleagues said, “you cannot
overestimate the contempt, appaul [sic] and mistrust we have towards you,”
and another suggested that Dr. Durie should have been “let go” by the
Hospital “long ago.” Mr. Aird’s article then quoted a passage from Ms. Humphrey’s report in which she suggested that the victims of Dr. Koren’s anonymous harassing mail bore some responsib ility for “a web of conflict” in which
Dr. Koren had become enmeshed. Mr. Aird’s article omitted mention of the
fact that Dr. Koren’s admission was preceded by seven months of lying, and
came only after he had been identified by DNA evidence.
Ms. Humphrey’s recommendation of “a mediation process” to address
serious misconduct and dishonesty by Dr. Koren, and Mr. Aird’s ch aracterization of the misconduct by D r. Koren as innocuou s, were factors diverting
attention away from a process that had been ongoing for several months.
The new Dean of Medicine, Dr. Naylor, had brought a complex mediation
process between Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie, Gallie and Olivieri, and the
Hospital, covering a range of issue s, to near completion in early December
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1999. However, as discussed in section 5.N(16), apprehensions that the
Hospital would not prope rly address the serious misc onduct an d dishone sty
to which Dr. Koren had just admitted, resulted in Dr. Chan et al. deciding in
December to defer signing the Dean’s mediation propo sal. Mr. A ird’s public
statement at the end of December contributed to a decision to defer signing
for a longer period. Dr. Olivieri and her colleagues reported to us that they
were concerne d that failure to address su ch serious h arassment a nd
dishones ty would me an that the b enefits to them set out in the mediation
document could be nullified by a continuation of abusive conduct by Dr.
Koren. If his improper conduct were not properly addre ssed, they felt it
would mean that those in a uthority had a high level of to lerance for his
miscondu ct. They felt this would provide a con text in which Dr. Koren ’s
attempts to create circumstances in which they would “leave this institution”
would be more succ essful. 19

(4) Disciplinary proceedings against Dr. Koren
On December 21, after Dr. Koren admitted to w riting the anonymous letters
and the day on which articles in the Globe and Mail and the National Post
suggested he was the author, 20 the University and the H ospital both
suspended him with pay, pending disciplinary proceedings.21 The
disciplinary panel inclu ded senior officers o f the Unive rsity and Ho spital,
and the proceedings extended over several months. In addition to Ms.
Humphrey’s recommendation of mediation, the panel had available the
submissions of Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie, Gallie and Olivieri, and the
University of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA ) to the effect that Dr.
Koren’s conduct warranted dismissal. In support of their position, Dr. Chan
et al. and UTFA presented additional allegations and information on related
miscondu ct. Dr. Koren was accorded due process: he was represented by
legal counsel; he was provided with access to the Humphrey report and to
the allegations and testimony by Dr. Chan et al. and UTFA ; and he had the
opportunity to respond.22
Disciplinary action was imposed four months later, on April 11, 2000. In a
joint letter to Dr. Koren, President Prichard of the University and President
Strofolino of the Hospital, listed the actions taken and the reasons. The actions
were announced to the press on April 14 and details of the Presidents’ letter
were later published by the Toronto Star and Nature Medicine.23 The
Presiden ts cited three types of misconduct: “disseminating anonymous harassing correspon dence;” denial of involvement to the Hospital, the University
and Ms. Hump hrey; and “late admission of responsibility.”24 They noted that
he had thrown away a computer and thereby “might have destroyed the
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evidence that could have proved or disproved” allegations of further misconduct by him.25
In their disciplin ary letter the Pr esidents w rote to Dr. K oren that:
Academic freedom cannot flourish in an environment in which unwarranted
attacks are made on colleague’’ personal and professional integrity. Ano nymously writing and communicating offensive allegations to colleagues demonstrates a complete disregard for colleagues and for the values which the
Hospital and the University seek to foster. The Hospital and the University
have the right to expect that their physicians and clinical faculty members will
co-operate and be truthful. Your conduct in lying to the Hospital, to the
University and to the investigator went beyond a failure to cooperate. You
intentionally obstructed the Hospital’s investigation.
You occupy a position of great trust. You ha ve great responsibilities.
Your conduct in sending the anonymous letters and in repeatedly lying to
Ms. Hum phre y demonstrates lack of fair and ethical dealing with colleagues,
irresponsibility and reckless dereliction of duty. Your misconduct was
hurtful to your colleagues. You did not act in goo d faith. You only admitted
misconduct after incontrovertible evidence was obtained. Your admission
was too late. You did not tell the truth when you felt untruth would serve you
better. Your lying triggered an expensive investigation. You ab used the trust
reposed in you and you failed to live up to your responsibilities.
You have provided no acceptable explanation for your miscondu ct. Your
actions constitute gross misconduct and provide sufficient grounds for
dismissal.26 (emphasis added)

However, the Presidents did not dism iss Dr. Kore n. They too k into
account several “mitigating factors,” that were outlined in th eir disciplinary
letter. These included: his accomplishments “as a researcher;” his “recent
MRC Senior Scientist Awa rd;” that he had no re cord of previous disciplinary
action; and “an outpouring of sympathy for you from your colleagues.” They
also noted that he had resigned from two administrative posts. Instead of
dismissal, their April 11, 2000 letter impo sed: a continuation of D r. Koren’s
suspension until June 1 , 2000, the last two mon ths without p ay; immediate
removal from the CIB C-Woo d Gund y Children’s Mirac le Foundatio n Chair
in Child Health Re search; removal from a U niversity administrative
position; and a $35,000 fine “as partial restitution” for the cost of Ms.
Humphrey’s investigation.27
Presiden ts Prichard and Strofo lino added that:
This suspension will be on your record. Should there be any other misconduct resulting in discipline to you, your record of discipline will be taken
into account in deciding the proper penalty for such other misconduct. In the
event that the current research miscondu ct proceedings result in discipline, or
should further information come to light concerning the two letters dated
December 18, 1996 and February 8, 1997 that results in a finding of
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misconduct, any discipline for such misconduct would take into account this
suspension.28

It is of note that the two Presidents imposed disciplinary action only for
the conduct to which Dr. Koren admitted, “We have based our decision on
the admitted misconduct referre d to above [writing and sending the
anonymous letters, lying about this, and late admission o f responsibility].”29
The Hospital and the University did not fully investigate “the two letters”
(see section 5R(6)).
At the time this report was completed we had no information on whether any
action was taken against Dr. Koren as a result of any investigations into possible
“research misconduct,” or other possible misconduct by Dr. Koren. In the
following subsections we discuss evidence which has led us to conclude that he
has committed misconduct for which he has not, to our knowledge, been called
to account.

(5) Dr. Koren’s 1999 journal article on L1
In 1999 Dr. Koren published an article on the efficacy of Apotex’s drug
deferiprone (L1) in the treatment of iron-loading in thalassemia patients. He
was senior author and two Apotex-funded research fellows he supervised,
Drs. Orna Diav-Citrin and Gordana Atanackovic, were co-authors, with Dr.
Diav-Citrin listed as first author. The article was published in the journal
Therape utic Drug Monitoring, and repo rted data fro m the long-te rm trial of
L1 (LA–03), that began in 1989 as a pilot study and continued until May 1996
when it was termina ted by Apo tex. The a rticle was titled “An Investigation
Into Variability of the Therapeutic Respon se to Defe riprone in P atients With
Thalasse mia Major,” and it used data on hepatic iron concentrations (HIC )
and on plasma vitamin C (ascorbic acid) concentrations of trial participants,
in addition to pharmacokinetic data.30
During the LA–03 trial, the HIC data was generated p rimarily by Dr.
Olivieri in collaboration with Dr. Douglas Templeton (Department of
Clinical Biochemistry, University of Toronto), and (from 1992 onwa rd) Dr.
Brittenham, some from biopsy specimens, and some from SQUID measurements performed in Dr. Brittenham’s laboratory. Also during the LA–03 trial,
Dr. Olivieri collaborated with Dr. Robert Jacob (United States Department
of Agriculture) who made determinations of plasma vitamin C
concentrations in his labora tory.* (See section 5A.)
*The possible relevance of plasma ascorbic acid concentrations to the study of efficacy of an
iron-chelation treatment is outlined in the LA–05 protocol proposal p repared by Dr. O livieri in
September 1995. This proposed a detailed methodology for studying the etiology of the loss of
sustained efficacy of L1 observed in some LA–03 participants, and ascorbic acid was included as
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The 1999 a rticle by Drs. Diav-Citrin, Atanackovic and Koren stated the
conclusion:
This study confirmed the effectiveness of deferiprone in heavily iron-loaded
[thalassemia] patients and provided evidence that its effectiveness decreases
in proportion to liver iron load.31

A new element of the L1 contro versy had developed in the spring of
1997, when it became known that Dr. Koren was senior author of two
abstracts on LA–01 and LA–03 data presen ted at a conf erence on thalassemia
in Malta, of which the first autho r was an Apotex emp loyee, as discu ssed in
section 5N(5). (Drs. Diav-Citrin and Atanackovic also were co-authors of
both these ab stracts.) In mid-April 1998 there was further controversy when
Dr. Diav-Citrin accessed a patient’s chart in the HSC thalassaemia clinic, and
Dr. Olivieri lodged a complaint w ith Medica l Advisory C ommittee C hair Dr.
Becker that the access was unauthorized (see section 5L(6)). Dr. Koren then
wrote to Dr. Becker concerning the research activities he and his Apotexfunded research fellows had been conducting after the May 1996 termination
of the trials of L1 in thalassemia:
… we have not participated in any effort by Apotex to develop the drug for
thalassemia after the trial. All our efforts focus on the use of deferiprone in
acute iron poisoning [in an animal model].… The funding we received [from
Apotex] after the discontinuation of the trial … was not dep endent on work
related to deferiprone in thalassemia.32

However, a month late r, on May 11 , in another le tter written in
connection with the controversy over access to clinic charts, Dr. Koren
acknowledged in writing that Dr. Diav-Citrin and he had been wo rking on a
paper on L1 in thalassemia. In this letter Dr. Koren gave another account of
activities “since the termination of the trials,” 33 in particular:
The study Dr. Orna Citrin is completing under my supervision pertains to
pharmacokinetic data collected on patients between 1989 and Mid 1995…
Our study… has nothing to do with Apotex … .34

The time period (1989 onward) makes it clear that this was data from the
long-term trial (LA–03). In a follow-up note on May 14, 1998 Dr. Koren
added:
After May 1996 I switched Orna’s research focus from L1 to other areas of
pharmacology and she started writing up the pharmacokinetics aspects of L1 .
These were presented in 97–98 meetings.35

An abstract published by Drs. Kore n, Diav-Citr in and Ata nackovic in
February 1997 indicates that, in fact, they were working on a broader
analysis of the efficacy of L1 based on LA–03 data, using not only
one of several factors to be assessed. (See section 5D.) The LA–05 protocol was never app roved
or implemented because Apotex did not agree to sponsor such a trial of its drug L1 .
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pharmacokinetics but also HIC and plasm a vitamin C data of patients who
had been in that trial. 36
In a handwritten note written on May 14, 1998, Dr. Koren recorded details
of a meeting he and Dr. Diav-Citrin had the day before, May 13, with Drs.
Spino and Tricta of Apotex “to discuss Orna’s paper.” 37 It is reasonable to
conclude that this discussion was about the article Drs. Koren, Diav-Citrin and
Atanack ovic subsequ ently published in Therape utic Drug Monitoring in 1999,
because Dr. Koren’s note referred to “SQUID and biopsy data,” 38 that is, data
on HIC , the principal measure of efficacy in the LA–03 trial and the focus of the
1999 article. (Dr. Koren’s record of the discussion says nothing about any
study of acute iron poisoning in an animal model.) The note records a
disagreement on a point of methodology between the authors and the Apotex
representatives, but it does not record any disagreement on findings or conclusions. The note ends with a comment that Drs. Koren and Diav-Citrin decided
to submit the article for publication.
The published article says that it was received by the journal on August
12, 1998 and accepted for publication on October 6, 1998. It reports data of
nineteen thalassemia patients who had been enrolled in the LA–03 trial and
says:
For the sake of this analysis, data entry ended in the middle of 1995.39

Data entry for this trial contin ued into 19 96, but the a rticle does no t explain
why data points collected later than the middle of 1995 were not included in
its analysis of efficacy of the drug. As noted in section 5D, it was in the
middle of 1995 that Dr. Olivieri began withdrawing a significant number of
these nineteen patients from the trial and transferring them to standard
therap y, because th eir most recen t HIC s indicated loss of sustained efficacy
in their individual cases to an extent that they were at risk from iron
overload.
The following facts regarding the 1999 article are clear on reading it:
•

The article does not disclose that Apotex funded the work of the three
co-authors.

•

The article does not acknow ledge the contributions o f Drs. Olivieri,
Brittenham , Jacob, an d others to g enerating th e data repo rted in it.

•

The article does not mention the risk of progression of liver fibrosis
identified by Dr. Olivieri in data of the same cohort of patients, even
though Dr. Ol ivieri had fully apprised Dr. Ko ren of this find ing in
early February 1997 and she had published the finding in 1997
abstracts and in a 1998 article in the New England Journal of
Medicine.
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The absence o f any referenc e to the previo usly publishe d finding th at L1
poses a risk of prog ression of live r fibrosis is of p articular note, because in
Dr. Koren’ s testimo ny to the Naimark Review he characterized the risk as
one of “life-threatening toxicity” (his letter is reproduced in full at page 41
of the Naimark Report). After reading the article, we asked each of Dr.
Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham whether they had been given any notice of, or
opportun ity to review or participate in, the publication. Each replied that
they had been g iven no such n otice or oppor tunity.
We conclude that the con duct of Drs. Koren, Diav-Citrin and
Atanack ovic in this public ation, especially the conduct of Dr. Koren, the
senior author and research sup ervisor of the other two au thors, was n ot in
conformity with widely accepted standards of co nduct in sc ientific
publication, and specifically not in conformity with policies of the
University of Toronto.40
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(6) Dr. Koren’s signed letters against Dr. Olivieri
Dr. Koren put forward to the Naimark Review two letters signed by him and
addressed to Dr. Olivieri, dated Dec ember 18, 1996 and February 8, 1997.
These were taken to be authentic and reproduced in full at page 41 of the
Naimark Report. Dr. Olivieri reported that she had never received these two
letters and knew nothing of them until the Naimark Report was published.
During the disciplinary proceedings against Dr. Koren for his anonymous
letters, Drs. Olivie ri, Chan, D ick, Durie and Gallie , and the UTFA alleged
that these two sig ned letters co nstituted additional misconduct by Dr. Koren.
In their April 2000 disciplinary letter to Dr. Koren, Presidents Prichard and
Strofolino summarized the allegation:
The allegation of misconduct that you deny and that remains troubling to the
institutions is that you prepared “two false letters” for submission to Dr.
Naimark. These letters are dated December 18, 1996 and February 8, 1997
and are addressed to Dr. Nancy Olivieri and are signed by you.… The
allegation is that the letters were prepared at a later date to buttress your
submission to the Naim ark inquiry and thereby discredit Dr. Olivieri. 41

There were two a spects to this a llegation: (i) that the dates of the two
signed letters were false; (ii) and that their contents were false. The
December 20, 1999 report of M s. Humphrey also raised questions about the
authenticity of these letters, which she had considered as comparisons for
the anonymous letters. Ms. Humphrey reported that physical examination of
the paper on which these letters were typed suggested they may have been
typed much later than the dates given on them.42 She also reported that
during her inquiry Dr. Koren had alleged that a part-time employee of his
had typed certain le tters, includin g these two signed letters. Ms. Humphrey
interviewed this person and the person said she had typed both signed
letters. After forensic examination, Ms. Humphrey concluded that the
testimony by Dr. Koren and the testimony by his part-time employee on
these signed letters (and on related matters) were “inconsistent and contradictory,”and “neither credible n or feasible.” 43
The presidents’ disciplinary letter did not address the contents of the
letters, even though the Naimark Report relied on the contents, as well as on
the “dates” of the two lette rs. As for the “dates:”
The two institutions investigated this allegation to endeavour to determine
whether the letters had been prepared on the dates shown and sent to Dr.
Olivieri as stated by you. … In throwing away the computer on which you
typed these letters, you might have destroyed the evidence that could have
proved or disproved this allegation. As a result of your action, we are unable to
make a conclusive determination at this time. Should further evidence come to
light concerning the authenticity of these two letters, the matter will be
revisited. The case on this allegation is not closed.44
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Presiden ts Pricha rd and S trofolin o did no t explain why they did not
investigate the contents of the two letters. Unlike the dates, the assessment
of the contents was not dependent on retrieval of a discarded
computer—copies of the two letters are in the HSC library archives, and the
Naimark Review reproduc ed both of them in their entire ty in the main body
of its Report. 45 As discussed in section 5.O.2, the contents of these two
letters are contrad icted by docu ments written by Dr. Kor en himself, a s well
as by other documents.

(7) Dr. Koren’s incorrect & false testimony
In this subsection, we summarize the main allegations by Dr. Koren against
Dr. Olivieri, some put forward both to the Naimark Review and to the MAC
inquiry, and others put forward to the MAC inquiry. 46 Documents showing
that the allegations were incorrect were included in the collections of
documen ts available to these inquiries, yet they believed his allegation s. Dr.
Koren also made some of the se allegation s in Ms. Humphrey’s investigation.
The allegations centred on identification and reporting of the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis that Dr. Olivieri identified in early February
1997 in data of one group of patients, and on her clinical actions to assess
whether p atients in ano ther group had expe rienced this adverse effe ct.
a) Dr. Koren alleged th at he was the practitioner for the post-trial
Emergency Drug Release (EDR) use of L1, and that in consequence it was he
who had the respon sibility to report any adverse drug reactions (ADR ) to
Health Canada and to Apotex, under the Food an d Drugs Act and
Regulations. He also alleged that D r. Olivieri had an obligation to rep ort any
47
ADR to him, so that he could fulfill his alleged reporting obligations. In
testimony to the MAC , Dr. O’Brodovich also put forward the allegation that
Dr. Olivieri had responsibilities to advise Dr. Koren of adverse effects.48
However, Dr. Koren was not the practitioner. The practitioner was Dr.
Olivieri, the treating physician of the patients. Even Dr. Koren
acknowledged this on page 5 of his December 1998 letter to the MAC , where
he wrote that, “Dr. Olivieri refused to give Apotex immediate details of her
suspicions and proofs of serious toxic ity, despite clear regulations by Health
Canada.” 49 In other words, he himself stated in the same letter that the
reporting requirements applied to Dr. Olivieri as the practitioner under the
Act and Regulations, not to him. He thereby contradicted his allegation made
on pages 1 and 2 of that letter. On page 1 he wrote that it was he who had
the obligation to “report it [any adverse drug event] to the c ompany an d to
the government, according to Health Canada Regulations.” On page 2 he
wrote, “I was… the individual responsible for Emergency Drug Release… I
believe it was her obligation to share the serious suspicion of hep atic
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toxicity, so I could rep ort it to Health Canada .” In fact, Dr. Olivie ri did
report this risk to Apotex and to Health Canada, as she was legally required
to do as the practitioner.
b) Dr. Olivieri was not required to report the risk to Dr. Koren, but she
nevertheless sent him a copy of the complete rep ort on the risk, on February
5, 1997, one day after she sent it to Apotex. Although he had thus received
the full report, Dr. Koren told no one about this risk until two weeks later,
when he was asked abo ut it by Dr. O’Brodovich . Thus, Dr. Olivieri did
report the risk to Dr. Koren (though she was not obligated to do so), and he,
who later alleged that it was he who had the responsibility to report it to
Health Canada and others, reported it to no one. Yet he gave testim ony to
the MAC that he had not been informed of the risk.
c) Dr. Koren gave conflicting accounts of when and how he came to be
informed of the risk of progression of liver fibrosis. On February 19, 1997,
Dr. Koren told Dr. O’Brodovich that he did have a copy of Dr. O livieri’s
report, but that he had received it from A potex (as Dr. O’Brodovich related
in a letter dated March 3, 1997 to Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA lawyer, Mr. Colangelo). Therefore, Dr. Koren knew that Dr. Olivieri had reported full details
of the identification of the risk to Apotex, contrary to his allegation to the
MAC that she did not report her “p roofs” of the risk to the manu facturer.
Dr. O’Brodovich (in his letter to Mr. Colangelo) implied, and the
Naimark Report (p. 134) said that Dr. Olivieri had given Dr. Koren no
information “until inquiries were made of her” on February 19, 1997. Dr.
Koren told the MAC on January 19, 1999 that he “had not been advised” by
Dr. Olivieri. 50 This account of Dr. Koren to the MAC is consistent with what
Dr. John Dick reported that Dr . Koren told him in Sept ember 1 997, n amely,
that “he [Dr. Koren] only found out about it when [on February 19] Hugh
[Dr. O’Brod ovich] sho wed him the letter [Dr. Olivieri’s letter to the
regulators].” 51 However, Dr. Ko ren’s accounts to D r. Dick and to Dr.
O’Brodovich are incons istent—to Dr. Dick he said he first obtained the
report from Dr. O’Brodovich, but to Dr. O’Brodovich he said he first
obtained the report from Apotex. In fact, Dr. Koren actually obtained the
report from Dr. Olivieri “in early February,” as he acknowledged to Ms.
Humphrey during her investigation.52 One of the signed letters by Dr. Koren
reproduced in the Naim ark Repo rt (p. 41) indic ates that he received the
report on the risk on or be fore February 8, 1997.*
*As discussed above, the fact that Dr. Koren typed the date of “February 8 , 1997” on this
letter does not establish his claim that he wrote the letter on that date. Rather, it indicates an
acknowledgement that on or about that date he did indeed receive Dr. Olivieri’s report on the risk,
as he acknowledged to Ms. Humphrey in 1999. Since Dr. Olivieri had sent the report to him
through their joint counsel on February 5, 1997, if he had actually written the letter during the
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d) In Ms. Hu mphrey’s inve stigation, D r. Koren rep eated the claim he had
made to the Naimark Review and the MAC that he was the practitioner for
the EDR treatment arrangement. Ms. Humphrey reported that he told her th at,
“he [Dr. Koren] was responsible for those kids and he had promised to let
the Company [A potex] know and let Health Canada know of any adverse
effects.” 53 However, aside from the facts that he was informed of fu ll details
of the identification o f the risk (on o r shortly after Feb ruary 5, 199 7) and did
not let anyone know about it, he wrote letters and memos in 1997 and 1998
confirming that he was not responsib le for “those kids.” Indee d he wrote
that, after the trials were terminated in May 1996, he had no involvement
with the monitoring of any of the patients on L1. There were two groups of
patients treated with L1 under EDR, some from the former LA–01 cohort and
some from the former LA–03 cohort. W ith respect to th e patients who had
been in the LA–01 cohort, Dr. Koren wrote in August 1997 that, after May
1996, “I… was not part of the c ollection, analysis or interpretation of the
data” arising from the monitoring of patients.54 With respe ct to the patien ts
who had been in the form er LA–03 cohort, Dr. Koren wrote in May 1998 that
after the trial termina tion, he “w as not involve d any more in data collection
and was not awa re that data were continuo usly collected.” 55
e) In May 1 998, in conne ction w ith the co ntrover sy of Dr. Diav-Citrin’s
access to charts in the thalassemia clinic, Dr. Koren said that he was
unaware that patients who continued on L1 were monitored for hepatic iron
concentration (HIC ). In a memo to Dr. Buchwald dated May 14, 1998 he
outlined Dr. Diav-Citrin’s activities with respect to patients in the former
LA–03 trial cohort during the close-out period in 1996, closing with the
statement tha t:
These activities were in the context of compassionate drug administration
[EDR ] after discontinuation of the [LA–03] trial, and we were not aware that
Dr. Olivieri continued to monitor stu dy endpoints, and especially liver iron.56

However, Dr. Koren did know that Dr. Olivieri continued to monitor
patients using “study endpoints”—specifically, he knew she continu ed to
monitor liver iron (HIC ), the on ly accura te measu re of effi cacy of any iron
chelation treatment. First, on July 15, 1996 Dr. Koren himself co-signed a
letter with her in w hich they exp ressly stated tha t a patient w ould only be
treated with L1 under EDR by Dr. Olivieri if the patient agreed to be
monitored by the same safety tests as in the terminated trials, and this letter
expressly included “liver biopsy,” the purp ose of which was to m onitor HIC ,
as well as histo logy. 57 In this joint letter, Drs. Olivieri and Koren stated that
Naimark Review in 1998 to buttress his submission to that Review, as Dr. Olivieri alleged, choice
of the date “February 8, 1997” would help to lend an air of authenticity to the letter.
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they remained conc erned that L1 “may not have optimal efficacy,” which
could expose patients to the risks of iron loading. It was for this reason that
“liver biopsy” for HIC and histology was specified in their letter.
Second, Dr. Koren knew that patients who continued on L1 under EDR
had in fact been monitored after Ju ly 1996, by HIC and other te sts. In his
May 14, 1998 memo to Dr. Buchwald he acknowledge d that “Orna [Dr.
Diav-Citrin] indeed continued to see patients to monitor those who received
the drug on a compassionate basis [EDR] until the end of Nove mber 1996.” 58
On October 28, 1996 Dr. Olivieri wrote to Dr. Koren about the second
stoppage in the L1 supply by Apotex, and in this letter she noted an account
she had received that Apotex had taken this action because it objected to her
monitoring of the patients and then possibly reporting the results of the
monitoring (see section 5J(3)). Dr. Koren was copied on the report of closeout data from both trials that Dr. Olivieri sent to Apotex on November 15,
1996. This report included data points, including HIC , collected u ntil late
October 1996.59 Dr. Spino wrote to D r. Koren on October 23, 1997
requesting assistance in obtaining source data of both the LA–03 and LA–01
patient groups. D r. Spino sp ecifically aske d for “histolo gical assessments of
the biopsy samples” and “All iron assessments since May 1996, reported by
date, and whether the resu lt was obtained by biopsy or SQUID .”60 (emphasis
added) That Dr. Koren read and understood Dr. Spino’s request in this letter
is clear from letter Dr. Koren sent to Dr. O’Brodovich on November 3,
1997, to the effect that he was unable to assist Apotex in gaining ac cess to
this data, because he himself had not been involved in the monitoring of
patients after May 1996.61
f) Dr. Koren put forward testimony to the MAC that a research trial of L1 had
continued after Apo tex terminate d both trials. Yet documents sho w very
clearly that he knew Ap otex had terminated bo th trials and that there was no
trial of L1 after M ay 1996 .* He could have have corrected the misunderstandings of Dr. Moore and Dr. O’Brodovich on this central point. Instead
of doing so, he put forward to the MAC in quotes the incorrect statement by
Dr. Moore that the long-term trial had continued.

*Dr. Koren had received the notice from Apotex on May 24, 1996 that both trials had been
terminated, and he was present in Dean Aberman’s mediation meeting on June 7, 1996 in which
Apotex refused to reinstate any trial (but agreed to the non-trial E D R arrangement). Dr. K oren
signed two letters, jointly with Dr. Olivieri, to Dr. Haslam on May 25, 1996 and to Dr. Zlotkin
on July 15, 1996, st ating that b oth trials ha d been termina ted. In 1997 and 1998 he wrote several
letters confirming that both trials had been terminated. For instance, in a letter to Dr. Buchwald
on May 11, 1998, Dr. Koren wrote of “the termination of the trials in May 1996.” (See sections
5K and 5P for c itations of this and other letters to the sam e effect.)

P The Central Role of Dr. Koren in the L1 Controversy P

g) Dr. Koren put forward testimony to the MAC that liver biopsies arranged
by Dr. Olivieri d uring February- April 1997 were not clinically indicated.
These were on some patients receiving L1 who had biopsies after the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis had been identified. In fact these biopsies were
clinically indicated (see sections 5K and 5Q), and this was clear from documentation in Dr. Olivieri’s report on the risk, two copies of which Dr. Koren
himself said he rece ived. He als o alleged th at liver biopsy w as “a poten tially
life threatening pro cedure.” H e likely knew that this was n ot an accu rate
characterization, because the info rmation and consent fo rms for patien ts
enrolling in the long-term trial explained that it was a pro cedure with very
low risk. As an investigator fo r that trial (1989–1996), Dr. Koren was
responsib le for the accuracy of these information and consent forms. (See
section 5Q.)
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(8) Conclusions
1 *Dr. Koren put forward incorrect allegations and testimony against Dr.
Olivieri to the Naimark Review and the MAC inquiry. His conduct ranged
from at best seriously neglectful (for instance, in his allegations and
testimony pertaining to liver biopsies), to clearly dishonest (fo r instance, in
the allegation that Dr. Olivieri had not informed him of the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis, and in the testimony that a trial of L1 continued
after May 1996).

2 * Much of the L1 controversy from late 1998 on ward has resulted from the
incorrect and false tes timony again st Dr. Olivieri by Dr. Koren, and the
apparently uncritical acceptance of his testimony by the Naimark Review
and the Medical Advisory Committee.

3 * Dr. Koren ’s cond uct in pu blishin g the 19 99 artic le on the efficac y of L1
in Therapeutic Drug Monitoring was not in conformity with accepted
standards of conduct in regard to scientific publication.

4 * To our knowledge, neither the University of Toronto nor the Hospital
for Sick Children has addressed the serious misconduct by Dr. Koren we
have reviewed here, other than that pertaining to his authorship of the
anonymous letters and his lying to conceal responsibility for them.

5S * Involvemen t of the CAU T and the UTFA
(1) Initial Involvement
ACADEMIC FREEDOM is a central issue in this case. So it is interesting that during
the first two years of the L1 controversy (summer 1996 to summer 1998) none of
those directly involved appear to have used the term academic freedom. Dr.
Olivieri considered that she had a right to communicate her findings, senior HSC
administrators agreed this was important, and Dean Aberman of the Faculty of
Medicine considered Apotex’s legal warnings a sufficient infringement of her
right to communicate that he intervened to ask the company to desist. Yet
neither they nor colleagues such as Dr. John Dick and Dr. Robert Phillips who
intervened to try to resolve matters appear to have used the term academic
freedom until the fall of 1998. This may be a reflection of the fact that many
clinical professors of medicine are not involved in the activities of faculty
associations. Those attempting to assist Dr. Olivieri in various ways, including
her CMPA legal counsel and Dean Aberman, appear not to have advised her that
academic freedom was a fundamental right that the University of Toronto was
obligated to protect, encoded in University policies and enforceab le under the
University grievance procedure. She was not informed by administrators or
colleagues that the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) and its
local affiliate, the University of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA ), could be
consulted for advice and possible assistance, despite the fact that faculty associations have provided advice and assistance to clinical professors in the past and
continue to do so. After the controversy became widely publicized, academic
freedom was a term employed by many to characterize aspects of the dispute.1

Both CAUT and UTFA reported to us that they first learned of the case
when major media outlets began covering it in mid-August 1998. CAUT
became sufficiently interested to contact Dr. Olivieri for an interview and
UTFA for additional information. The lead article in the September 1998
issue of the monthly CAUT Bulletin said that the c ase involved “academ ic
freedom and research ethics,” and that many scientists and physicians in HSC
were calling for a n inqui ry.2 When contac ted by CAUT for information, UTFA
had in turn contacted Dr. Cecil Yip, a former Grievance Vice-President of
UTFA and now Vice-Dean (Research) of the Faculty of Medicine.
Immediately thereafter, UTFA Grievance Vice-P resident Dr. Rhon da Love
and UTFA General C ounsel M s. Allison H udgins were invited to meet with
University Provost Dr. Adel Sedra and Vice-Provost Dr. Paul Gooch for a
two-hour briefing.3 Ms. Hudgins reported to us that the adminis trators said
that the dispute was a Hospital matter, and that no University policies had
been violated.4 Around this time (late August or early S eptember) , possibly
as a result of her interview by the CAUT Bulletin reporter, Dr. Olivieri
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telephoned Dr. Love, w ho offered to meet. 5 However, neither followed up
on this conversation.
Neither CAUT nor UTFA took furthe r action in the matter until late
November 1998.6 This lapse is hard to understand, since the Bulletin article
had clearly identifie d academic freedom and research ethics, two principal
concerns of CAUT and its affiliates , as being at t he heart of the matte r. In
interviews with this Committee of Inquiry, re presentative s of both
associations said they had no formal request for assistance and D r. Olivieri
had not taken up UTFA ’s offer to meet. H owever, D r. Olivieri was by this
time under great pressure from several qu arters and d id not clearly
understand what advice or assistance the associations might have been able
to provide. UTFA representa tives said that they had accepted assurances by
the Provost and Vice-Provost to the effect that the matter need not be of
concern. However, it is common for administrators to have a different
perspective on a dispute than faculty m embers. T he usual p ractice of fac ulty
associations in cases of d ispute is to ma ke wider in quiries with
knowled geable persons on both side s. In the present instance, this was not
done. Representatives of both UTFA and CAUT told us they were constrained
from prompt actio n by existing p olicies. Sub sequently, however, both
associations found ways to overcome the perceived constraints, became
actively involved in th e case, and invested very su bstantial resources. They
have acknowled ged that, in hindsight, they shou ld have acted earlier.
Dr. John Dick an d representatives of UTFA and CAUT told us that it was a
former president of UTFA , Dr. Harvey Dyck, who persuaded UTFA and CAUT
that they had a responsibility in this matter. Dr. Dyck also advised Dr. Dick
and Drs. Chan, Durie, Gallie and Olivieri that they should approach these
associations for advice and assistance. This occurred in late November 1998,
and UTFA and CAUT both agreed to take up the case.
On November 24, 1 998, CAUT issued a press release critical of the
Naimark Review process which, by then, was nearly completed. The press
release spoke for the Cou ncil of CAUT (which happened to be in its sem iannual meeting), including UTFA , and called upon the Hospital and the
University “to stop this fla wed review immediately and replace it with a
proper, independent review .”7 There was nothing that would have prevented
CAUT from expressing the same view two months earlier, w hen it wou ld
have been more likely to have had practical effect. Indeed several prominent
citizens from Toronto and elsewhere had already made similar
representations to the Hospital and the University in September 1998.8
It is relevant to note that the practice of CAUT and its member associations has always been to seek fair adjudication processes for individuals who

P Involvement of the CAUT and the UTFA P

bring complaints which, prima fac ie, have substance. Faculty associations
normally do not take a position on the specific merits of the ca se until after a
thorough investigation indicates they should. The November 1998 CAUT
press release did n ot take a po sition on the merits of Dr. Olivieri’s case, but
rather expressed the view that the Naimark Re view process was flaw ed.
Employee organizations like UTFA and CAUT are often, necessarily, confined to a reactive ro le in relation to actions by employers. Howe ver, a
reactive role can still be effective, especially when timely, as events of
January 1999 show (see sections 5M and 5N). Had UTFA and CAUT urged
the University and the Hospital in late August or early September to
establish a review con stituted so as to attract participation by all parties,
events m ight hav e develo ped in a differen t way.

(2) Subsequent involvement
Drs. Olivieri, Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie became members of UTFA in late
1998 and the Association assisted them in lodging grievances under the
University procedure. In January 1999, as a result of HSC’s summary removal
of Dr. Olivieri from her position as Director of the Hemoglobinopathy Program, CAUT and UTFA became intensively involved. Both organizations
remained involved after the resolution agreement of January 25, 1999, when it
became clear that significant issues remained outstanding and still others
arose. (See sections 5M and 5N.)
An important matter not covered by the January 1999 agreement was the
Medical Advisory Committee (MAC ) inquiry into D r. Olivieri’s co nduct.
This proceeding, by the body that advises the Board of Trustees on such
matters as hospital privileges and staff discipline, could p otentially have
resulted in serious damage to Dr. Olivieri’s career. In early January 1999 the
Hospital had denied due process to Dr. Olivieri in removing her from the
directorship, and had issued an improper directive infringing her acade mic
freedom, facts that the University, UTFA and CAUT had acknowledged at the
time (see section 5M). A ll three can therefore reasonably be said to have had
a responsibility to make representations to the Hospital Board requesting
that such unfairness not be a factor in the MAC proceeding, but we have no
evidence that any of them did so. It was th e direct resp onsibility of the
Hospital Board to ensure d ue process, but the U niversity, UTFA and CAUT
could have sought assurances from the Board on procedural fairness—had
they done so, events might have proceeded differently. (See sections 5P and
5Q.)
Docum ents from late 1998 to early 2000, as well as testimony we had
from representatives of UTFA , indicate that the various parties proceeded as
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if Hospital and University matters could be severed. H owever,
responsibilities for matters such as academic freedom and procedural
fairness cannot easily be compartmentalized. It was no t until after UTFA
agreed to take over representation of Dr. Olivieri in both Hospital and
University matters that the serious unfairness of the MAC proceeding was
brought to light. (See section s 5P, 5Q and 5T.)
From late 1998 to the presen t, UTFA has devoted increasing resources to
the cases of Dr. Olivieri and Drs. Chan, Dick, Durie and Gallie.
Collec tively, this has become the larges t, most complex and mo st expensive
academic freedom ca se in Cana dian unive rsity history. In view o f the direct
public interest aspects of the case, it may also be one of the most significant
ever, hence worthy of the time and other resources being invested.
After the Janua ry 1999 agr eement faile d to resolve im portant matters,
decided to establish a Co mmittee of Inquiry. Among measures taken
to ensure independence from positions taken by CAUT, this Committee
insisted that CAUT refrain from public statements and active involveme nt in
the case until after publication of our report, and CAUT agreed and did so.

CAUT

P Involvement of the CAUT and the UTFA P

(3) Conclusions
1 * CAUT and UTFA failed to interve ne at two critic al junctures : in the late
summer of 1998 they should have urged the importance of an inquir y
structured so all parties w ould likely pa rticipate; and in early 1999 they
should have urged the importance of due process in the MAC proceeding.
2 * Each of

CAUT and UTFA subsequently invested substantial human and
financial resources in what they co nsider to be a case exe mplifying the
principles of academic freedom, research and clinical ethics, and procedural
fairness.

3*

CAUT and its member associations, including UTFA , should take steps to
make university faculty members working in teaching hospitals aware of the
importance of academic freedom, of the responsib ility of all academics to
uphold and defend it, and of the advice and assistance CAUT and member
associations can provide to faculty members concerned about their academic
freedom.
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5T *Public Intere st, Public Po licy, Contracts
& Legal Representation
(1) Public interest & public policy
lies at the heart of this controversy. It is in the public
interest that physician s be obligated to inform their patients of possible ha rm
from treatments, w hether exp erimental or n ot, and that c linical researchers
be free to communicate findings of unexpected risks to trial subjects and
others with a right or need to know. Society endeavours to protect these
public interests through a web of public and institutional policies which
include legislation, ethical guidelines set by professional bodies and granting
councils, and such generally acknowledged rights as academic freedom. The
present case show s that existing policies are in adequate to protect these
interests from improper pressures by industrial sponsors of research.

SAFE TY OF PATIENTS

In the case under consideration, a drug manufacturer, Apotex, attempted
on the basis of a co ntract to prev ent a clinical p rofessor of m edicine, Dr.
Olivieri, from fulfilling her obligations and exercising her rights. During the
first two and one-half years of the controversy (1996–1998), Dr. Olivieri had
legal support through the Canadian Medical Protective Association (CMPA ),
but the CMPA legal counsel was mandated in the first instance to minimize
her legal exposure as an individual physician, not to serve broader
institutional interests and objectives. It was the responsibility of the Hospital
for Sick Children and the University of Toronto to protect the independence
and academic freedom of researchers, as well as the authority of clinicians to
act in the interests of trial subjects and patients.1 Neither the Hospital nor the
University acted effectively to protect these institutional interests and
objectives, or to protect D r. Olivieri’s rig hts from infringement by Apotex
(until January 1999). Defending the academic freedom of faculty members
and promoting academic freedom as a vital principle are prominent among
the objectives of CAUT and UTFA , yet neither too k any effective action in this
case until Nove mber 199 8, three months after they were made awa re of it.
(See sections 5.G(4 ), 5.L, 5.N, 5.O.2(4)) and 5S.)
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(2) Research contracts which offend public policy
Apotex’s legal warnin gs were issu ed principa lly on the basis o f the confidentiality clause in the contract for the randomized comparison trial (LA–01),
which had a one-year post-termination communication ban. We requested a
legal opinion from an authority on contracts, Daniel A. Soberman, Emeritus
Professor and former Dean of Law, Queen’s University. Professor Soberman
addressed the obligations of a physician in both research trial and clinical
settings in light of the case law, citing his own textbook on commercial law
and another recent textbook on the law of contracts.2 He wrote:
I believe it is clear from the above discussion that a physician is under a legal
duty to disclose “material” or “significant” risks, and that failure to do so
may well amount to the tort of negligence. The main issue of a physician’s
liability may be whether the risk has any reasonable basis. … [I]f the
researcher has a reasonable basis for her belief … then failure to disclose is a
breach of her legal duty to that patient and com mitting a tort.3

Professor Soberman examined the LA–01 trial contract in light of the jurisprudence and said:
To the extent that it prohibits a physician from disclosing to a patient
information that the physician has acquired pursuant to her research (or
otherwise), this clause is illegal and void if there is material or significant risk
to the patient. The patient must be given the opportunity to decide whether to
proceed or continue with the treatment. In these circumstances, the researcher
does not have to establish the complete accuracy of her concern—a risk is a
risk, not a certainty—but only that it was not an unreasonable concern.4
(emphasis in original)

The documentary record shows that Dr. Olivieri had a reasonable basis for
her concerns. In both instances of identification of unexpected risks of the
drug L1, the identification was based on detailed review and analysis of the
relevant data in light of the current medical literature. In the first instance, loss
of sustained efficacy of the drug identified in a trial setting, Dr. Olivieri’s
assessment was supported by Dr. Brittenham, himself a hematologist and an
expert in disorders of iron metabolism, and she submitted a report to the
Research Ethics Board (REB) based of the numbers of patients in well-defined
categories of risk from iron overload. The Chair of the REB agreed that she had
an obligation to disclose the risk to trial participants and directed her to do so.
In the second instance, progression of liver fibrosis identified in a non-trial
clinical setting, Dr. Olivieri made the identification of risk in conjunction with
the assessmen ts of two experts—the liver pathologist Dr. Cameron and Dr.
Brittenham—and together they prepared a detailed scientific report on the
identification. (See sections 5E and 5K.)

P Public Interest, Public Policy, Contracts and Legal Representation P

Thus, it appears unlikely that any court would have enforced the confidentiality clause in the LA–01 contract in the circumstances central to this case:
disclosing identified risks to patients being treated with the drug L1.5
The LA–01 contract was in compliance with existing policy and practice
on contract research at the University of Toronto and HSC (see sections
5A(3), 5N and 5O). Thus, the existing policy allowed the signing of
contracts that offend public policy. Acknowledgment of this came on March
26, 2001 wh en the Un iversity annou nced that it an d its affiliated teaching
hospitals intended to change their policies so as to ensure that contracts for
clinical resea rch could n ot contain a clause prohibiting disclosu re of findings
of risk.6

(3) CMPA legal representation
Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren immediately notified the Hosp ital and the U niversity in May 1996 that Apotex had terminated the trials and issued legal
warnings to them.7 Dr. Olivieri also contacted Mr. Joseph Colangelo, of the
law firm of McCarthy Tétrault which provides legal representation to CMPA
members. Mr. Cola ngelo wa s joined by Mr. Steven Mason, and they and
occasionally others from the same firm continued to be involved in the case
until late 1998. It is not clear from the documentary record whether Dr.
Olivieri expressly requested direct legal support, or back-up legal support
from either the U niversity or the H ospital in the early s tages of the dispute
with Apotex, and this issue itself became part of the controversy. It has been
suggested that since D r. Olivieri had access to leg al counsel ( CMPA ), this
was adequate and was all that was needed.8 Because of this, we review the
CMPA coverage b elow. As our review s hows, eve n if Dr. Olivie ri did not
specifically request legal assistance from th e Hosp ital and t he Un iversity,
there were institutional interests and principles that required defending. The
Hospital and the U niversity shou ld have ensured that they were legally
represented in the dispute arising from A potex’s legal warnings to Dr.
Olivieri, and that her academic freedom was vigorously protected, by
directly engaging Apo tex and its legal counsel at the institutiona l level.
It is clear from an extensive record of co rrespondence tha t Mr. Colange lo
and Mr. Mason diligently and competently represented Dr. Olivieri as an
individual facing potential law suits. The CMPA as an organization and Mr.
Colange lo and Mr. Mason a lso went be yond this in imp ortant instan ces to
protect Dr. Olivieri’s academic freedom and the public interest. It is also
clear that the CMPA devoted very substantial resources to this case, thus
demonstrating the seriousness with which the CMPA and counsel from
McCarthy Tétrault view ed the Ap otex legal w arnings. N evertheless, the
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legal coverage was, for various reasons, unable to provide all of the
advice and perspective that Dr. Olivieri required.

CMPA

The CMPA is “a medical mutual defence organization,” an organization of
the profession whose slogan is “By physicians, for physicians.” 9 Defence of
academic freedom and defence of principles of clinical and research ethics are
not its primary concerns. CMPA counsel were not representing the patients who
had been enrolled in the terminated trials, the institutions, or any other third
parties with a principled interest in the dispute. Having determined that Dr.
Olivieri “had significant legal exposure,” her CMPA counsel advised what they
termed a staged approach, designed to minimize this exposure.10 In practice
this meant that lengthy deliberations between Dr. Olivieri and CMPA legal
counsel preceded confirmation by CMPA of its support, and a procedure
whereby Dr. Olivieri was advised to first inform Apotex and await its reply,
before disclosing information about L1 to any third party. It also meant that
CMPA did not advance one available defence against the legal warnings, and
did not consistently advance a second available defence.
Irrelevance of the LA–01 contract to the risks identified in LA–03 data.
Apotex based its leg al threats prim arily on the con tract for the LA–01 trial,
but the two findings of unexpected risk that Apotex wished to keep
confidential were based on data from the patient cohort of a different
trial—the long-term trial ( LA–03). The contract for the LA–03 trial contained
no confidentiality clause. No other contract could be read as applying to the
LA–03 data, as the LA–03 contract was signed later than any of the other L1
contracts with Apotex and it expressly “supplanted” any previous contract
that might have pertained to the LA–03 patient coh ort. 11 Thus there was no
contractua l basis for Apotex’s warnings of legal action for breach of contract
in relation to disclosure of the identified risks to patients, or anyone else.
The CMPA lawyers never advanced this fact as a defence.
Confiden tiality clauses offensive to public policy. As discussed above, for
the purposes Apotex invoked it against Dr. Olivieri, the confiden tiality clause
in the LA–01 contract would likely be found by the courts to be legally void as
against public policy. However, CMPA counsel initially did not advance this
defence. As discussions between McCarthy Tétrault lawyers and CMPA staff
continued during the summer of 1996, a senior lawyer in the firm noted that
such a defence would be “more likely to succeed if the disclosure (of risk) is
made to… the Health Protection Branch [of Health Canada],” 12 that is, if made
under what could be viewed as a statutory requireme nt. In early August 1996
CMPA formally agreed on this basis to provide coverage to Dr. Olivieri in the
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event Apotex took legal action in response to her informing the Branch of the
first unexpected risk (loss of sustained efficacy).13
However, CMPA initially suggested it would not provide coverage if Dr.
Olivieri disclosed the risk to the s cientific commu nity. 14 It was only after she
disclosed the risk to HPB on Aug ust 14, 1996, and HPB declined to assure her
that it would communicate this finding to regulators in other countries where
L1 was being used, that CMPA agreed to provide coverage for her intended
presentatio n of the find ing at the D ecember m eeting of the American Society
of Hema tology ( ASH ).15 Dr. Olivieri was assisted in persuading CMPA of the
importance of communicating adverse findings on the drug at the
forthcoming ASH meeting, by Sir David Weatherall (University of Oxford)
and Dr. David Nathan (Harvard University), who spoke with Mr. Mason.16
By August 19 the CMPA and Dr. O livieri’s CMPA lawyers appear to have
decided that, in this instance, the matter of contract clauses that offend
public policy could be viewed as within their m andate, an d advance d this
defence. In a letter of that d ate to Apote x’s legal co unsel, Mr . Colange lo
wrote:
Dr. Olivieri… will proceed to submit the abstracts [to ASH] for publication
even if Apotex does not approve of the text of same. In our view there is an
overriding public interest in the publication of the data and this must override
any duty of confidentiality which Apotex claims Dr. Olivieri owes to it.… If it
is the intention of Apotex to commence legal proceedings to attempt to restrain
Dr. Olivieri from taking this step, then I am instructed to accept service on her
behalf….17* (emphasis added)

Dr. Olivieri’s identification in early February 1997, in data of the LA–03
trial, of the second and more serious unexpected risk of L1 was more lik ely
to diminish the prospects for licencing the drug than the first risk she
identified. Apotex expressed concerns to this effect and issued another legal
warning.18 In response to this warning, CMPA counsel advised Dr. Olivie ri to
withdraw several a bstracts she had already submitted to upcoming
conferences in Europe and the United States, and she complied. Some weeks
later, after learning tha t Apotex w ould be pr esenting its p osition that L1 was
effective and safe at a conference, CMPA agreed to p rovide lega l support to
Dr. Olivieri’s pre sentation o f her finding at two confe rences, in Malta in
April 1997 and in Cambridge, M assachusetts in June 1 997.
*Mr. Colangelo quite properly invoked this principle in regard to both of the two abstracts, one
reporting LA–03 data in which the risk of loss of efficacy had been identified, and another reporting
LA–01 data. It was important (though perhaps less urgent) to report LA–01 data, which was covered
by the LA–01 confidentiality clause. One reason for its importance was that, although (on average)
patients in the L1 arm of the randomized trial (LA–01) had been on L1 for a shorter period than patients
in the long-term trial (LA–03), when the trials were terminated, fifteen LA–01 patients had been on L1
for the full two year period specified in the protocol, and data on their treatment also showed loss of
efficacy, though less pronounced than in the long-term treatment (LA–03) cohort. (See section 5H(4).)
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In summary, the public inte rest def ence w as adva nced b y CMPA counsel
in regard to the abstracts for the 1996 ASH meeting and in regard to the
abstracts presented in April and June 1997, but not in connection with the
abstracts withdrawn in early 1997 on CMPA legal advice. (See section 5I(1)
for citations of abstracts and correspondence.) Thus in regard to some of her
intended publications, D r. Olivieri’s academic freedom w as not protected.
In a discussion with Mr. Mason on December 16, 2000, this Committee
raised questions about both of the possible lines of defence to the Apotex legal
warnings. Mr. Mason did not have the benefit of reviewing files on the case at
this time, and replied only in general terms. He said that lawyers at McCarthy
Tétrault had assessed the situation and determined that “Dr. Olivieri had
significant legal exposure.” He noted two aspects of the situation: the
documentary record reviewed by McCarthy Tétrault lawyers; and Apotex’s
record in using litigation.19 From our perspective, it remains unclear as to why
CMPA counsel did not advance the line of defence that the LA–03 data was
under no restriction, and unclear why they did not advance the “public
interest” defence prior to August 1996, or consistently thereafter.
The staged approach. As recorded in documen ts of the time, and confirmed to us by Mr. Mason, throughout the period during which the legal warnings
were issued, Dr. Olivieri’s CMPA counsel advocated a staged approach.20 As
noted above, this approach was designed to minimize Dr. Olivieri’s legal
exposure as an individual and, as such, it was effective to the extent that
Apotex did not actually launch any court action against her during the period
when she had CMPA representation. However, because it resulted in delays in
commun ication, and withdrawal of some abstracts already sent, it was not
always effective in protecting her academic freedom. Thus, because the CMPA
representation emphasized protecting her personal liability position, Apotex
was able to infringe her rights by issuing legal warnings, without actually
launching a court action and risking losing that action on the basis of one or
both of the lines of defence that were available to Dr. Olivieri.
At the beginn ing of Febru ary 1997, th e “staged approach” advised by the
came into co nflict with D r. Olivieri’s ethical obligations as a treating
physician. During the preceding weeks, Drs. Olivieri, Brittenham, and
Cameron carried out a retrospective review of LA–03 data to determine
whether or not L1 posed a chronic risk of liver damage. She consulted CMPA
on courses of action should a risk to patients be identified. Mr. Mason
reported to us that CMPA again advis ed the staged approach.21 It was
confirmed in early Februar y that L1 was the pro bable cau se of progr ession of
liver fibrosis in some patients in the LA–03 cohort, and Dr. Olivieri then had
CMPA
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an obligation to inform patients. On this occasion, instead of first informing
Apotex and then a waiting a response before taking further action, she
informed patients on February 4, the same day she infor med Ap otex. On this
occasion, Dr. Olivieri departed from the staged approach without informing
her CMPA counsel, as counsel rec orded on learning o f her action three weeks
later.22 Thus, she fulfilled her ethical obligation, but at the same time she
potentially assumed the entire risk of Apotex legal retaliation herself. After
they learned of this action, CMPA counsel co ntinued to p rovide lega l support,
but appeared to urge grea ter caution th rough ad vising Dr. O livieri to
withdraw abstracts already submitted.
Joint CMPA legal representation of Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren. A potential
limitation to the CMPA representation was the fact that the CMPA counsel
decided that Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Koren should be represented jointly, because
one of the first three legal warnings issued in May 1996 had been issued to
both of them. That this might not have been in Dr. Olivieri’s interest is more
easily seen with the benefit of hindsight, because it took quite some time to
become clear that Dr. Koren was in fact an advocate for the Apotex position
that L1 presented no unexpected risks. (See sections 5H, 5L, 5N and 5R.)
Once Dr. Koren’s stance was understood, he could no longer be considered as
being under legal threat from Apotex in regard to communicating about risks
of L1, but rather as being in a position to communicate CMPA legal advice to
Apotex, thus potentially compromising their representation of Dr. Olivieri. At
this point (March 1997) Dr. Olivieri asked for separate representation.23 CMPA
agreed and discontinued representation of Dr. Koren in the matter of the
Apotex legal warnings, as Mr. Mason confirmed to us.

(4) The positions of the Hospital & the University on the LA–01
contract
The Hospital appears to have con ducted itself as if Apote x’s attempts to
impede Dr. Olivieri from implementing the directive by its Research Ethics
Board and exercising her academic freedom were not its concern. Although
she had informed the HSC administration on May 25 , 1996 of Apotex’s
actions, and Dean Aber man appris ed the Ho spital of his me etings with
Apotex and Dr. Olivieri in early June, we have n o record o f any direct HSC
involvement in the matter until her CMPA counsel Mr. Mason requested a
meeting with HSC Vice-President Dr. Alan Goldbloom and Dr. O’Brodovich
in mid-July 1996 (see sections 5G(1) and 5G(4)). Various aspects of the
dispute with Apo tex were th en discussed. With regard to Apotex’s warnings
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about enforcement of con fidentiality about information on L1, Mr. Mason’s
notes of the meeting rec orded:
The issue with respect to Dr. Olivieri’s contractual obliga tions is a legal
matter which the Hospital does not wish to involve itself in. The Hospital did
indicate that they would speak to their counsel about this issue, Bill Carter of
Borden & Elliot, and I agreed to speak with him.24

Mr. Mason reported to us that he and his colleague Mr. Colange lo had a
number of discussions with HSC counsel Mr. Carter on various issues during
this period. He said that he at no time requested that the Hospital provide
additional legal support to Dr. Olivieri, and gave as his reason his distinct
impression that, from his initial contacts with Hospital representatives, they
were displeased with Dr. Olivieri. He explained that he and Mr. Colange lo
became concerned that her interests as an individual might be compromised
should the Hospital become directly involved in her individual legal representation in the dispute with Apotex. Mr. Mason said that he attributed the
apparent displeasure of HSC officials to three factors: (i) Dr. Olivieri’s opposition to their plan to decentralize the sickle cell disease (SCD) program (see
section 5.M); (ii) Dr. Koren had told senior HSC administrators privately that
Dr. Olivieri had over-reacted to the data showing loss of efficacy of the drug,*
and Apotex’s Expert Advisory Panel had also said this; and (iii) Dr. Olivieri’s
dispute with Apotex might adversely affect relations between the Hospital and
industrial sponsors of research.
According to the available documentary record, it was not until more
than a year later, in September 1997, that the Hospital asked its legal counsel
in the firm of Borden & Elliot for an opinion on the confidentia lity clause in
the LA–01 contract. T his request c ame after a n umber of sc ientists inside and
outside HSC had raised their concerns with HSC administrators and Dean
Aberman that, in their perception, the Hospital and the University had not
provided Dr. Olivieri with effective support. The memo from HSC legal
counsel said:
Whether or not it was enforceable would depend on the specific facts
(whether there were relevant public policy concerns about information
relating to public health and welfare, wh ether the agreement had been
amended, etc.) On its face, without reference to specifics, it was probably
enforceable.25 (emphasis added)

*In connection with this information of Mr. Mason, we note that on May 2, 1996, Dr. Spino of
Apotex wrote to HSC REB Chair Dr. Zlotkin that, “This same view [on Dr. Olivieri’s analysis of LA–03
data on loss of sustained efficacy] was expressed by Dr. Koren, a co-investigator in the LA–03 study,
who stated in a meeting on February 29, 1996 … that in his opinion, this information was the type
that might be included in an annual report to the REB , rather than an urgent report noting
‘unexpected’ findings.”
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It was precisely “public policy con cerns” that have been at issue in the entire
controversy from the ou tset, yet the Borden & Elliot memo did not explo re
this consideration. Moreover, the relevant clause of the 1993 LA–01 contract
was amended by the later LA–03 contract. Specifically, to the extent that the
LA–01 confidentiality clause might have be en considered applicable to any
LA–03 data (as Apotex maintained from May 24, 1996 onward), it was no
longer applicable after the LA–03 contract was executed in October 1995,
because that contract expressly “supplant[ed] any other previous agreement”
pertaining to the LA–03 trial, and that contract had no confidentiality clause.
It appears that Borden & Elliot was not given a copy of the LA–03 contract to
review.
As to Dr. Olivieri’s responsibilities, the Borden & Elliot opinion said:
I would prefer not to comment on the physician’s disclosure responsibilities,
as Borden & Elliot was not advising Dr. Olivieri and she had already
obtained legal advice through CMPA . … You confirmed that you would not
require advice on this point at this time.26 (emphasis added)

It is relevant to note that the Borden & Elliot memo went on to offer a view
on the m atter of c onfide ntiality cla uses at th e level of policy:
We discussed this poin t and determined that the Hospital could ag ree to
delay disclosure of research results at the sponsor’s reasonable request (for
example, to give the sponsor time to file patent application or do some
damage control).27 (emphasis added)

No legal opinion on the confidentiality clause in the LA–01 contract
obtained by the Unive rsity, if any, was ava ilable to us. H owever, in its
public statement on the case of December 3, 1998, the University said:
The contract entered by Dr. Olivieri with Apotex violated University policy
and would not be administered by the University. We agree with Dr. Olivieri
that she made a mistake in signing the contract which included offensive
publication restrictions, and we would no t, and did not, either support th is
contract or the enforcement of these offensive provisions.28

In fact, the LA–01 contract did not violate th e Univ ersity’s p ublicat ion pol icy,
as noted earlier.
The agreement signed on January 25, 1999 by the Hospital, the
Unive rsity, and Dr. Olivieri contained a p rovision for back-up legal sup port
for Dr. O livieri, at Claus e 8:
If Dr. Olivieri is required to defend herself in any legal action brought by
Apotex arising out of facts which ocurred prior to January 25, 1999 for
which CMPA refuses to provide coverage, HSC will pay her costs of defending
such an action. In the unlikely event that Apotex were successf ul, HSC agrees
to indemnify Dr. Olivieri with respect to any award or jud gment. 29

The circumstances which led to this agreement are outlined in sections 5M
and 5N above.
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(5) Subsequent legal representation for Dr. Olivieri
The CMPA provided a dditional ad vice to Dr. O livieri on her Hospital
employment and working conditions, and on the Naimark Review. As
matters progressed in the autumn of 1998, and she and her principal
supporters becam e increa singly co ncerne d abou t actions by HSC
administrators, she obtained legal representation on HSC matters from two
other lawyers, Mr. Clayton Ruby and Ms. Beth Symes. They represented her
on Hospital and University issues until early 2000. Their fees were not
covered by the CMPA . These issu es included : the Hospital’s removal of Dr.
Olivieri from her HSC program d irectorship; th e negotiatio ns leading to the
agreement of January 25, 1999; the mediation process that attempted to
implement outstanding terms of that agre ement and resolve some other
issues; the reduction of medical staff resources for the hemoglobinopathy
clinic; and the misconduct c omplaint against Dr. Koren. Ms. Symes also
represented Dr. Olivie ri in the Medical Advisory Committee (MAC )
proceedings, from Dec ember 199 8 until early 2000. (See sections 5M, 5N,
5P and 5R .)
The need to engage private legal counsel resulted in significant measure
from the Hospital’s lack of an adequate grievance procedure. In complex
issues, when no such procedures exist, individuals can face financially
ruinous legal expe nses. An indication of the scale of expense can be seen
from clause 9 of th e January 2 5, 1999 a greement: “ HSC will indemnify Dr.
Olivieri for actual legal and other expenses incurred to date to a maximum of
$150,000.” The Ho spital paid the full amount. 30 Dr. Olivieri re ported to this
Inquiry that she incurred very large additional expenses subsequent to that
agreemen t for legal repr esentation in matters not r esolved by th at agreeme nt.
The University of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA) had been providing
assistance to Dr. Olivieri from late November 1998 on matters related to her
position as a clinical professor in the Faculty of Medicine, such as her right to
academic freedom and her right to due process in both University and Hospital
matters (see sections 5M and 5N). Around the end of January 2000, after the
HSC Medical Advisory Committee issued a report adverse to Dr. Olivieri that
was based on allegations not disclosed to her, UTFA agreed to assume responsibility for more aspects of this very complex case (see section 5P and 5Q). As a
result, legal advice was henceforth provided to Dr. Olivieri both by UTFA staff
counsel Ms. Allison Hudgins, and by lawyers from the firm of Sack, Goldblatt
and Mitchell which regularly provided UTFA with legal counsel.
In addition to lifting some of the financial burden from Drs. Olivieri, Chan,
Dick, Durie and Gallie (the latter four by this time were substantially engaged
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in aspects of the dispute), the change in representation had two other important
results. First, Ms. Cathy Lace and other lawyers from Sack, Goldbla tt and
Mitchell succeeded in obtaining from the MAC the substance of the allegations
and some of the related testimony put forward a year earlier to the MAC by Dr.
Koren, Dr. O’Brodovich and others. None of this had previously been disclosed to Dr. Olivieri. Second, Ms. Hudgins and Ms. Lace, in the course of a
review of the available documents, evaluated the LA–03 contract and
recognized its double significance: (i) that no contractual grounds existed to
restrict disclosure of the two risks identified in LA–03 data; and (ii) that Apotex
had the clear contractual right to terminate the LA–03 trial, not merely its
sponsors hip of that trial.
The importance of Clause 8 in the agreement of January 25, 1999 was
emphasized in January 2001, when the Hospital for Sick Children agreed to
indemnify Dr. Olivieri for certain expenses in a current legal proceeding
between Apotex and her. On December 19, 1999, the CBS television program
60 Minutes broadcast statements by Apotex officials (notably its President and
CEO, Dr. Barry Sherman) which Dr. Olivieri considered materially injurious to
her professional and personal reputations. In early 2000, she brought an action
for damages against Dr. Sherman and Apotex. They responded with a defence
and a counterclaim: that Dr. Olivieri had damaged the reputation of their product
L1, and their corporate reputation, in statements made in various public
contexts.31 (See section 5I.) When the CMPA refused legal support for any part of
this action, Dr. Olivieri requested support from the Hospital, pursuant to the
January 1999 agreemen t. On January 8, 2001, HSC President and CEO Mr.
Michael Strofolino advised her counsel that, “as an interim measure, HSC is
willing to indemnify Dr. Olivieri for reasonable legal expenses that are incurred
in respect of the [Apotex] counterclaims alone.” 32 Under this arrangement, Dr.
Olivieri is free to choose her own independent legal counsel.

(6) Conclusions
1 * CMPA legal representation of Dr. Olivieri was effective in important
aspects of this complex dispute. The documentary record available to us
shows that no othe r organiza tion or institutio n provided effective sup port to
her during the first two and one-half years (late May 1996 to late November
1998). It was the assurance of CMPA backing that enabled to her inform the
regulatory authorities of the risks she ide ntified, and to submit abs tracts to
conferences on these findings. In these matters it was CMPA legal representation that protected both Dr. O livieri’s acade mic freedom and the pu blic
interest. In so doing, CMPA took risks of incurring substantial additional
expense s by interpretin g its mandate as encomp assing the p ublic interes t.
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2 * CMPA representa tion was no t always sufficie nt. On seve ral occasion s in
early 1997, in the face of continuing leg al warnings by Apo tex, CMPA
advised Dr. Olivieri to withdraw conference abstracts on the risk of
progression of liver fibrosis that she had already submitted, and she did so,
even though this risk was identified in LA–03 data that was not subject to any
confiden tiality restriction. In these instances, her academic freedom and the
public interest were not protected. On one important occasion, Dr. Olivieri
did not follo w the sta ged ap proach advised by CMPA . This was on February
4, 1997, when she advised patients of the risk of p rogression of liver fibrosis
immediately after was identified, so as to fulfil her ethical and legal
obligation, on the same d ay that she also informed A potex.

3 * The Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto as
institutions had interests and responsibilities regarding clinical and research
ethics, and academic freedom. The institutions should h ave acted ef fectively
to protect these principles. Neither took effective action until January 25,
1999, more than two and a half years after the first legal warnings were
issued and then on ly after the intervention of outside parties.

4 *It was not until 2000, when UTFA and the firm of Sack, Goldblatt and
Mitchell became more extensively involved, that important information
came to light in regard to the contracts: that LA–03 data was n ot subject to
any confidentiality restriction; and that the LA–03 contract gave Apotex the
right to terminate th at trial. Lawyers fro m Sack, G oldblatt and Mitch ell
succeeded in obtaining disclosure of the allegations and testimony against
Dr. Olivieri in the MAC proceedings, as a result of which the serious
unfairness of those proc eedings became c lear.
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5U * The Involvement of Government
Regulatory Agencies
(1) Introduction
and the United States were
consulted by Dr. Olivieri regarding L1 trials from the beginning. M ore
recently there have been licencing app lications for L1 by Apotex in several
jurisdictions, including Canada and the European Communities. We review
these matters only to the extent necessary t o understand topics related to our
mandate. It was the origin al hope of b oth Dr. O livieri and Apotex that L1
would prove sufficiently safe and effective that it could be licenced for
therapeutic use. Even when Apotex terminated the Toronto trials in May
1996, they both still ho ped it could be licenced. At that point, D r. Olivieri
wanted the trials to be continued so fully informed patients still benefiting
from the drug could continue treatment, and causes of the unexpected risk of
loss of sustained efficacy in som e patients could be elucidated. Ho wever,
Apotex was opposed to informing patients, the regulators or anyone of the
risk Dr. Olivieri had identified an d it refused to reinstate the trials.
THE REGULATORY AGENCIES IN CANADA

The responses of regulators to Dr. Olivieri’s findings on risks of L1,
Apotex’s termination of the Toronto trials and legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri,
and Apotex’s allegations to regulators against Dr. Olivieri and her work, are
matters of public interest and central to the contro versy. Apotex’s licencing
applications and Dr. Olivieri’s opposition to them (after she learned of the
basis for them) are relevant to our Inquiry for the additional reason that these
became associated with anonymous letters against Dr. Olivieri and her
supporters, another central element in the widening controversy from late 1998
onward.

(2) Government regulatory agencies
Citizens of developed countries rely on government agencies to ensure that
new drugs are properly tested for safety and efficacy before they are licenced
for marketing. These agencies also are relied on to ensure that adverse effects
which may occur after licencing are monitored. The influence of these
regulatory bodies extends beyond their own countries, since governme nts of
less developed countries may rely on decisions made elsewhere. The agencies
in Canada, the USA and the European Communities are called the Health
Protection Branch (HPB), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the
European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Produc ts (EMAE),
respec tively. As a result of intergovern mental discussions, there is some
similarity among their regulations, procedures and standards. In addition to
formal regulatory activities, the staff of these agencies provide informal advice
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to manufacturers and to clinical investigators engaged in the development of
new drugs.
Legislation places great responsibility on manufacturers to ensure the
accuracy and completeness of d ata collected in drug trials. T he public
expects governmental agencies to have the capacity and to be d iligent in
ensuring compliance with this responsibility. The Canadian Food and Drugs
Act and Regulations contain strict provisions for data from clinical trials of a
new drug submitted by the manufacturer in a licencing application. In
particular, the Act and Regulations require that the manufacturer have, “(a)
kept accurate records… of the results of clinical testing…; and (b)
immediately reported to the Director all information he [the manufacturer]
has obtained w ith respect to serious advers e reactions. ” The man ufacturer is
required to “certify that all information and material included in the
submission… are accurate and complete….” In regard to such certificates
submitted by the manufacturer, “No person shall sign a submission
certificate if… [any pa rt of it]… , (a) is fa lse or mislead ing; or (b) co ntains
omissions that may affect its accuracy and completeness.” 1
Dr. Olivieri consulted with the HPB and the FDA on the con duct of trials
and on the developmen t of L1, on several occasions from the late 1980s
onward. In the ea rly 1990s the FDA advised her and A merican investigators
that three trials should be performed for licencing purposes: a continuation
of her pilot study as a long-term trial; a new random ized comp arison trial;
and a short-term safety trial to assess known acute-toxicity effects. The FDA
also advised the investigators that a pharmaceutical manufacturer should be
involved. Apotex agreed to acquire commercial rights fo r L1 and sponsor the
three trials. These three investigational new drug trials were arranged under
the guidelines of the relevant regulatory agencies in the cou ntries where sites
were organized. (S ee sections 5A to 5D .)

(3) Responses of the Health Protection Branch to events
There are questions as to whethe r the Canadian regu lators applied the degree
of oversight w arranted by events in the L1 matter. In 1996, Dr. Olivieri
identified an unexpected risk of L1 , loss of sustained efficacy. When she
moved to comply with a directive by the Resea rch Ethics Board o f the
Hospital for Sick C hildren to inf orm patients and the reg ulators of this risk,
Apotex abruptly termin ated the ran domized tria l (LA–01) and the long-term
trial (LA–03), and advised HPB of the terminations. The company issued legal
warnings to deter Dr. Olivieri from advising anyone of this risk, but in
defiance of the legal warnings and with CMPA legal support, she informed
patients, and also met with HPB (in August 1996) to report on her findings
and the actions of Apotex . (See sections 5F to 5I.) The following facts
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should have resulted in HPB taking more significant action in 1996 than
simply grantin g Dr. Olivie ri an audien ce:
1.

The two Toronto trials, including the randomized LA–01 trial, were
prematurely terminated by Apotex for the reason that it did not
wish patien ts in the trials to be informed o f a risk of the d rug;

2.

Performance of the two Toronto trials wa s considered important
for licencing by the FDA;

3.

Apotex was using legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri to deter her from
discharging duties imposed on her by the Hospital’s REB;2 and

4.

Apotex’s own Ex pert Advis ory Panel ( EAP) urged that both the
LA–01 and LA–03 trials be reinstated.*

The HPB could have advised Apotex that a licencing submission would not
be successful unless it could provide evidence on efficacy and safety
comparable to that which the terminated trials were intended to provide. The
company could have done this either by reinstating the Toronto trials, or by
organizing new trials of comparable scope. The HPB could have asked for an
independent review of the circumstances of the termination of the trials and
the legal warnings. We have no evidence that HPB took such measures, despite
the fact that later internal HPB memos show that its staff understood that
further study of the drug was warranted.
Dr. Olivieri’s report that the HPB declined to assure her th at it would
inform the regulatory agencies in other countries where L1 was in use, of the
risk she identified, is o f conce rn. It was followi ng this r efusal b y HPB that
CMPA agreed to p rovide lega l support to Dr. Olivieri to publish her findings
in the scientific community, so that investigators and physicians
administering L1 in other centres would be informed. (See sections 5H and
5T.)
HPB staff became aware of some later events through a news article in the
January 21, 1997 issue of The Medical Post outlining the dispute between
Apotex and Dr. Olivieri, and summarizing events at the December 1996 ASH
meeting. An internal HPB memo from early 1997 refers to this article, which
also reported that the group of Drs. Victor Hoffbrand and Beatrice Wonke
reported a finding of loss of efficacy from their long-term L1 trial in England

*The Report of the Apotex EAP , dated July 12–13, 1996, stated, “The Committee [ EAP ]
strongly advises that all possible efforts be made to re-instate the studies in Toronto that have been
discontinued so as to finish the studies and provide information that will be valuable to patients
throughout the world. It would be particularly disa dvantageous to the patients who ha ve agreed
voluntarily to participate in the current two studies [LA–01 and LA–03 ] not to have the ultimate
benefit of their participa tion.”
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very similar to Dr. Olivieri’s finding in the LA–03 trial. The memo appears to
have been written prior to HPB staff learning from Dr. Olivieri that a second
risk, progression of liver fibrosis, had been identified in early February 1997.
The memo notes that the news article reported that Dr. Olivieri was of the
view that further study of the drug’s safety and effectiveness would be
required, before it could be licenced for therapeutic use. The HPB memo
concluded that “further investigation of L1 seems to be desirable.” 3
In early June 1 997, three months afte r Dr. Olivieri had reported to the
regulatory agencies on the second and more serious unexpected risk
(progression of liver fibrosis), Dr. Agnes Klein, a Unit Head in HPB, wrote to
two other HPB officials to say tha t there were “ deficiencie s in Dr. Olivieri’s
presentation.” However, Dr. Klein’s acco unt of “def iciencies” a ctually
served to show why the Toronto trials should have been continued beyond
their termination by Apotex. She wrote that the “deficiencies” were:
1–There are no patients [in the LA–03 trial] on desferoxamine for comparison.
Hence, we do not know what the rate of hepatic fibrosis progression w ould
be for patients treated in this manner.
2–It is my understanding that once fibrosis sets in, it either arrests when the
cause is removed, or sometime [sic], continues to progress, regardless of
ther apy, and regardless of whether the cause for it is removed. Such is the
case in many instances of hepatic cirrhosis.
3–There is no discussion of the expected rate of progression for hep atic
fibrosis in untreated thalassemic patients. A t the very least some comparison
with historical data should be made.4

In regard to Dr. Klein’s first point, as HPB had been informed, there were
patients on deferoxamine in the randomized trial (LA–01). HPB also had been
informed that the LA–01 and LA–03 trials had both been terminated premature ly
by Apotex. This “deficiency” might have been remedied by a continuation of
the LA–01 trial, which was the only trial anywhere in the world designed to
compare L1 with deferoxamine. As to her second point, Dr. Klein apparently
did not appreciate that it had been established in the medical literature for
more than a decade that deferoxamine therapy can arrest iron-induced
progression of liver fibrosis.5 As to Dr. Klein’s third point, Dr. Olivieri had
provided relevant historical data in her report (sent to HPB on February 24,
1997), which summarized the data on the new risk, and gave references to the
literature on both L1 and deferoxamine.6 It would not be ethically possible to
mount a trial to answer the question raised in Dr. Klein’s third point, as
thalassemia major is a fatal disease if untreated (see section 2C).
We con clude from Dr. Klein’s re marks that:
•

In cases of serio us dispute between a corporate sponsor and an
investigator such as this, HPB should inform the investigator of the
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allegations by the sponso r, should inv estigate the m atter, and sh ould
then act to p rotect the pu blic interest;
•

HPB should recognize when it needs outs ide expert a dvice, and should
get this advic e, to protect th e public inte rest.

Apotex applied to HPB for a licence to market L1 in Canad a in early
1998,7 about a year after Dr. Olivieri had advised HPB of her findin g that L1
caused progression of liver fibrosis in some patients.8 In April 1998, Dr.
Klein referred a qu estion to another official, “Is the data provided by the
investigator, Dr. Olivieri adequate to support a claim of hepatotoxicity in
humans?”9 The question suggests that Dr. Klein, an administrative officer of
HPB, had rev ersed th e onus of respo nsibility: instead of asking whether the
manufacturer (Apotex ) had provid ed sufficien t data to establish an
acceptab le degree of safety, she asked whether harm had been proven by the
investigator. She herself had written comments the year before (quoted
above), the implication of which was that the premature termination of the
Toronto trials by the manufacturer made it impossible to provide sufficient
data on safety. Two HPB staff scientists re plied to Dr . Klein’s que stion in
September 1998, by w hich time D r. Olivieri’s artic le on this risk a ppeared in
The New England Journal of Medicine (1998). 10 The staff scientists said that
the article was inconclusive on progression o f liver fibrosis and that Dr.
Olivieri’s data were “insufficient and of questionable validity for regulatory
purposes.” 11 They recommended that Dr. Olivieri “provide additional
information.” Dr. Olivieri re ported to u s that HPB did not approach her with
such a request. Rather, it was she who contacted HPB and asked for a
meeting, after she obtained information from other sources ab out Apotex’s
licencing applications. Once a gain, HPB staff appear to have reversed the
onus and, having done so, they then did not appr oach the in vestigator to
discuss the information they said was needed.
HPB knew that the Toronto trials had been prematurely terminated and
not reinstated. It knew that Dr. Olivieri had id entified a second and more
serious risk, progression of liver fibrosis. HPB also knew that Apotex had
been using le gal war nings in efforts to deter D r. Olivie ri from co mplying
with her obligations to report the risks. In internal memos, HPB staff in effect
acknowledged that the premature termination of the trials resulted in there
being inadequate study of the safety and efficac y of L1. Nevertheless, after
Apotex submitted its licencing application, HPB did not approach D r.
Olivieri to ascertain h er views (as p rincipal inves tigator for th e LA–01 and
LA–03 trials) on the licencing application, and on the accu racy of Apotex’s
supporting data, includ ing the alleg ations again st the quality of her work.
HPB staff correspondence suggests that at times the onu s of respon sibility
was reversed in th e matter of esta blishing tha t L1 was sufficiently safe and
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effective to be licenced as therapy. However, it is of note that at the time this
report was completed , L1 had not to our knowledge been licenced in Canada.
In summary, the Health Protection Branch of Health Canada could have
acted more robustly to protect the public’s safety in a manner that Canadian
citizens have a right to expect, in regard both to the L1 trials and to th e
subsequent licencing application by Ap otex. If HPB felt constrained by
existing policies or regulations, any such policies or regulations should be
changed.

(4) Apotex’s licencing applications
In the fall of 1997 Apotex made a Priority Review Submission to HPB for L1
under the name Deferrum.12 This was followed in early 1998 by licencing
submissions to regulatory agencies in several jurisdictions for L1 under the
names Exferrum and Ferriprox, including a submission to HPB in which L1 was
referred to by the name Exferrum.13 The company now stated that the shortterm acute-toxicity trial at international sites (LA–02) was the “pivotal” efficacy
and safety trial, and that the Toronto-based trials (LA–01 and LA–03) were
“supportive studies.” 14 The company now stated that the data from the latter
two were limited in quality because “the principal investigator [Dr. Olivieri]
failed to adhere to the protocol.” 15 Apotex now alleged to regulators that
“these [protocol] violations” constituted “the primary reason” it terminated the
Toronto trials.16 In section 5F of this report we discussed the reasons Apotex
gave as to why it terminated the trials, and the fact that “the reasons” changed
as time went on. On the weight of the evidence in Apotex’s own written
statements in 1996 and 1997, we concluded that “protocol violations” were
not the reason why Apotex terminated the Toronto trials in May 1996.
Dr. Olivieri reported to us that she was not informed by Apotex or by any
regulatory agency that the com pany had m ade allega tions again st the quality
her work in its su bmissions, n or was she informed of any other aspect of the
company’s L1 submission s. She said s he first learne d of these m atters in July
1998 when she spoke at a conference in Australia on her finding tha t L1
posed a risk of progression of liver fibrosis. Following her talk, a member of
the audience appro ached her an d expresse d surprise a bout this find ing. This
person then provided her with a copy of an Apotex Research document
pertaining to its licencing submission to the Australian regulators.17 This
document omitted me ntion of Dr. Olivieri’s finding of this risk.* 18
*Dr. Olivieri’s report on the risk of progression of liver fibrosis was sent (in February 1997)
to the regulatory agencies in the USA, Canada and Italy, with whom she had previous contacts in
regard to the LA–01 , -02, and -03 trials , and to the regulatory agency in India where L1 had been
licenced since 1995. It was not sent to the regulatory agency in Australia or other countries,
because she had not been apprised of any licencing activities by Apotex in these countries.
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Apotex’s claim to regu lators that LA–02 was the pivo tal trial for licencing
and its attempts to discredit Dr. Olivieri and her work in regulatory submissions became central elements of the continuing L1 controversy. Apotex’s
allegations to regulators against Dr. Olivieri also became linked to events at
the Hospital for Sick Children after the company made related allegations to
members of the Hospital Executive in 1998. In this subsection we outline
matters relevant to topics discussed in sections 5N, 5O, 5P, 5Q and 5R.
I . DR . OLIVIERI’S 1997 ASH ABSTRACT

In August 1997 Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Brittenham submitted an abstract for
the December 1997 meeting of the American Society of Hematology (ASH). It
was based on data obtained from review of the charts of some of the patients
who had been enrolled in the randomized trial LA–01, and reported on the
comparative efficacy of L1 and deferoxamine (DFO ). The abstract noted that
this trial had been “prematur ely terminated in Toronto by Apotex Inc,” but that
some patients who had been enrolled in the L1 arm of that trial had continued
on the drug for an additional period and had been monitored (see sections
5G(1) and 5H(1)). The abstract concluded:
[M]ean body iron burden increases over two years of L1 therapy despite
excellent patient compliance; tissue iron reaches co ncentrations associated
with iron-induced complications in 95 % [of] patients, even thos e who begin
therapy with relatively low initial body iron burdens. By contrast, less regular
compliance with low doses of DFO appears to maintain mean body iron
within optimal range.19

Thus, the abstract further confirmed the trend that had been observed in data
of the long -term (LA–03) trial—that over time L1 lost sustained efficacy in a
high proportion of patients. In addition it reported that L1 was significantly
less effective than the standard drug DFO , hence also significantly less safe.
The 1997 ASH abstract played a well-docume nted role in the developing
contro versy. First, Apotex disagreed with its contents and its publication
(see below). Second, Apotex subsequently (May 1998) alleged to HSC that
this publication was evidence that Dr. Olivieri had been conducting
unauthorized research. T he allegatio n was inco rrect—p ublication of the
results of chart review did not constitute unauthorized research (see section
5P(9)). However, the allegation served Apotex’s interests—as discussed
here and in section 5Q, discrediting Dr. Olivieri was an aspect of A potex’s
licencing efforts for L1. Third, Apotex’s efforts through correspon dence with
Dr. Koren and Dr. O’Brodovich to obtain data reported in the 1997 ASH
abstract, as well as to discredit Dr. Olivieri, resulted in some of the most
important letters in the voluminous record of the L1 controversy. These
included: several 1997 letters by Dr. Koren which contradicted some of his
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testimony to the Naimark Review and the Medical Advisory Committee
(MAC ) inquiry (see sections 5O2, 5P, 5Q and 5R); Dr. Spino’s May 22, 1998
letter to Dr. O’Brodovich alleging Dr. Olivieri had conducted unauthorized
research (see section 5Q); and Dr. Moore’s Ju ne 3, 1998 letter to Dr.
O’Brodovich incorrectly stating that a research trial of L1 continued after
May 1996 (see sec tions 5K and 5P).
Fourth, Drs. Koren and O’Brodovich cooperated in putting the 1997 ASH
abstract forward as purported evidence o f miscondu ct by Dr. Oliv ieri, both
to the Naimark Review and the MAC inquiry. Fifth, legal counsel for the MAC
said that the MAC regarded the abstract as evidence suggesting that the LA–01
and LA–03 trials continued after May 1996, so that, purportedly, patients who
continued on L1 under the n on-trial EDR arrangement were still subjects of
research. Lastly, on the basis of testimony such as this, the MAC and the HSC
Board of Trustees referred allegations o f miscondu ct against D r. Olivieri to
outside bodies. (See se ction 5P for details and c itations.)
Dr. Oliveri had sent a copy of a similarly worded draft of this abstract to
Apotex “as a courtesy.” 20 Dr. Spino responded on August 27, 1997
requesting data, as well a s objecting the abstract:
[W]e are concerned about your overzealous app roach to submitting abstracts
for publication before there has been adequate review o f the data. It appears
that your goal is to actively and assiduously avoid a balanced, temperate and
scientifically sound analysis of the data.21

Despite the Apotex objections,* Dr. Olivieri submitted the abstract to ASH.
Approx imately one month later, Apotex made a Priority Review Submission on
L1 to HPB, disputing Dr. Olivieri’s adverse findings on the drug, and also making
an unspecific allegation against her:
The [LA–01] study was discontinued at the m ain site [Toronto] prior to the
planned completion date due to problems with the p rincipal investigator [Dr.
Olivieri].22
II . ALLEGA TIONS OF

“PROTOCOL VIOLATIONS ”

The earliest record we have of an allegation by Apotex that Dr. Olivieri had
committed or allowed significant protocol violations appears in the letter from
Dr. Spino to her dated August 27, 1997 pertaining to her 1997 ASH abstract
(cited above), more than a year after the Toronto trials were terminated. This
letter contained several allegations, for instance, that Dr. Olivieri had
*Unlike the clear legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri against disclosure of adverse findings on L1
issued in the period May 1996—May 1997, other than in its ambiguous reference to “contractual
obligations,” Dr. Spino’s August 27, 1997 letter does not appear to warn directly of legal
consequences. Possibly this was because the one-year post-termination publication ban in the
LA–01 contract had by then expired.
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disregarded her “contractual obligations” to Apotex, and that her findings of the
two unexpected risks of L1 were “unfounded.” The letter continued: “repeated
protocol violations… seriously jeopardized the value of the data generated from
your studies.”23 However, Dr. Spino did not specify the alleged protocol violations, and this letter did not appear to give any more weight to the allegation
regarding protocol violations than to other allegations in it. Indeed in the same
letter Dr. Spino also wrote:
As you know very well, the trial was discontinued because of unilateral and
precipitous actions taken by you without regard for the views and opinions of
Apotex personnel or other experts and investigators in our trials.24

It is clear from correspondence during February—May 1996 that Apotex
regarded Dr. Olivieri’s report to the REB on the first unexpected risk of L1, and
her consequent revision of the patient information and consent forms, as
“unilateral and precipitous actions.” Dr. Spino thereby appears to have
confirmed in August 1997 what he had written in June 1996— namely, that
Apotex terminated the Toronto trials because Dr. Olivieri had moved to
inform patients of a risk and the company wished to prevent her from doing
so. (See sections 5E and 5F).
Minor protocol violations are not uncommon in clinical trials. They can
arise for such reasons as personal circumstances of a trial participant making
it necessary to reschedule the date of a monitoring test. The issues of
whether there were significant protocol violations and, if so, whether they
materially affected the data from the Toronto tr ials, are now before a court
of the European Communities, as noted below.
Self-contradictory aspects to Apotex’s allegations of significant protocol
violations were noted in section 5F. Fo r instance, th e compan y itself
published findings based on data from the same LA–01 and LA–03 trials, and
then used these publications in 1997 correspondence with regulators, yet
apparently made no mention of protocol violations (see sections 5N(5) and
5P(14)).
III . APOTEX ’S DISAGREEMENT WITH DR . BRITTENHAM

As noted in section 5U(2), the Canadian Food and Drugs Act and
Regulations require the manufactu rer to certify the accuracy of data included
in a regulatory submission. The data for the p rimary efficacy en dpoint in
both the Toronto trials was hepatic iron concentration (HIC ). Approved
protocol amendments for the LA–01 trial specified that, “to ensure uniformity
of assessment,” assay of HIC would be conducted in Dr. Brittenham’s
labora tory. 25 He also made HIC determinations for the LA–03 trial. Although
this important role was assigned to Dr. Brittenham, Apotex omitted to sign a
relevant contract with him. The co ntract for LA–01 provided funding for
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patients’ airfare between Toronto and Cleveland, but did not provide funds
for the actu al testing in his lab oratory. 26 There is no reference to Dr.
Brittenham in either the LA–01 or LA–03 contract, each of which was signed
by three persons: Dr. Koren , Dr. Olivieri and a represen tative of Apotex.
Shortly after it terminated the Toronto trials and issued legal warnings to Dr.
Olivieri on the basis of the confidentiality clause in the LA–01 contract, Apotex
wrote to Dr. Brittenham to ask if he would continue his “relationship with
Apotex in the development of deferiprone.” 27 The letter said that a
“confidentiality” agreement would be required of Dr. Brittenham in any such
relationship. Later in 1996, the company requested audited source data from Dr.
Brittenham for the primary endpoints for LA–01 and LA–03, the HIC s for trial
participants.28 Dr. Brittenham reported to us that the advice of his legal counsel,
when this request came in the second half of 1996, was that he was not
obligated to provide this data, but if he wished he could choose to do so on his
own terms. Dr. Brittenham agreed to provide it on certain conditions. As
reported by Dr. Spino, these were, “that we [Apotex] could conduct an audit [of
source data generated by Dr. Brittenham] only if Apotex paid for all the SQUID s
and biopsies already completed over the past 6 years and, in addition, paid him
[Dr. Brittenham] to be present for the entire audit.”29 Apotex refused his terms
and he did not provide the source data.
There are several aspects of this that are of interest. First, despite the
importance of this data to Apotex for its intended licencing applications, it
did not initiate legal action in an effort to get the data under the one contract
it had with D r. Brittenha m: a contrac t for consulting work o n the short-term
toxicity (LA–02) trial. 30*Second, Dr. Brittenham’s employer, Case We stern
Reserve University, provided him with legal counsel. (N either the U niversity
of Toronto nor the H ospital for Sick Children p rovided legal support to Dr.
Olivieri in he r dispute with Apotex until the agreement of January 25, 1999 .)
Third, in a submission to regulators in September 1997, Apotex made
allegations against Dr. Brittenham’s HIC data: “any analysis based on pooled
data [from biopsy and SQUID ] is flawed and inaccurate.” 31 This Apotex
criticism of the quality of Dr. Brittenham’s work is curious, because the
protocols for the Toronto trials, to which Apotex had agreed, indicated that
biopsy and SQUID data could be pooled in this way, due to the longestablished, very high corr elation between them. It is also of note that
Apotex Vice-President Dr. Spino signed the 1995 LA–01 protocol

*This point is of interest because, in one of its legal warnings to Dr. Olivieri (dated May 26,
1997), Apotex’s counsel suggested that the three-year publication ban in her LA–02 contract, a
consulting contract similar to Dr. Brittenham’s LA–02 contract, applied to data from the Toronto
trials. Dr. Olivieri’s counsel rejected this argument and it was not subsequently pursued by Apotex’s
counsel.
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modification assigning to Dr. Brittenham responsibility for determining HIC s
for trial subjects from pooled data.32
Lastly, in the extensive documentary record available to us, the particular
allegation by Apotex that Dr. O livieri committed such signific ant protocal
violations in the Toronto trials that the data were materially compromised
was made subsequent to two events:
•

the disagreement in 1996 between Apotex and Dr. Brittenham over
access to data;

•

publication of the 1997 ASH abstract by Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham
reporting a finding that L1 was significantly less effective than DFO .

It appears that this allegation by Apotex was accepted by the European
regulators (EMAE) in regard to the random ized comp arison trial LA–01, and
was a factor in their granting of a restricted licence to the compan y for L1
(see the European Public Assessment Report on L1 dated August 25, 1999,
Scientific Discussion section, pages 7, 10, and 11.) Events pertaining to this
license are outlined below.
IV . APOTEX ’S CLAIM THAT LA –02 WAS THE

“PIVOTAL ”

EFFICACY

& SAFETY TRIAL
The LA–02 trial was designed to satisfy a specific, limited requirement
that the FDA imposed because L1 was know n to have ac ute toxicity effe cts 33
in a small minority of patients. T he planne d short (on e-year) duratio n for it
was adequate for this specif ic purpose. The trial was designed for Apotex by
Drs. Olivieri and Brittenham in 1994, and its limited purpose was outlined
by them in a journal artic le published in April 1995.34 Dr. Spino himself, in a
letter to Dr. Olivieri dated February 14, 1996, stated, “the LA–02 trial… is a
safety study of shorter duration (1 year).” 35
The context in w hich Dr. S pino made this statement is releva nt. It
suggests that, at the time, he acce pted that LA–02 could not be regarded as a
pivotal efficacy and safety trial for licencing purpose s. In this letter, he was
responding to the draft report Dr. Olivieri intended to submit to the REB of
the risk of loss of efficacy of L1. In that report, she wrote that her
identification of risk in LA–03 data “may be relevant” to the LA–01 and LA–02
trials.36 In his reply letter of February 14, 1996, Dr. Spino proposed that her
reference to LA–02 be “excluded,” for the reason that it was “a safety study of
shorter duration.” 37 In other wor ds, he was suggesting that the loss of
sustained efficacy identified in data of patients in a long-term trial was not
relevant to patients in a trial (LA–02) of planned one-year duration. He d id
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not suggest that it was irrelevant for patients in the LA–01 trial, whose
planned duration w as two years, plus one year of follow -up.
The LA–02 trial protocol specified that its “primary objective” was to
determine the incidence of known acute toxicity effects of L1. Determination
of the efficacy of the drug was its “secondary objective.” Because the trial was
designed as short-term (one year) and efficacy was a secondary objective, the
convenient but less accurate measure of efficacy of iron-chelation treatment,
serum ferritin concentration, was specified for it. (See section 5B(2).) In
contrast, the protocols for the longer-term Toronto trials (LA–01 and LA–03)
both specified the only accurate measure of efficacy, hepatic iron
concentration (HIC ,) be determined at baseline, annua lly, and on termination,
for all trial participants . Therefore, the LA–02 trial, by design, could not
establish whether L1 was an effective iron-chelator in the long term. It
probably could not accomplish this even if it was extended in time (as it was,
in effect, under a very similar LA–06 protocol),38 because it did not use HIC for
all participants. Data from this trial could not be used to establish comparative
efficacy of L1 with the standard iron-chelation drug, deferoxamine (DFO ), not
only because it was not a randomized comparison trial, but also because the
efficacy of DFO had been established in trials using HIC . The LA–02 trial did not
specify baseline liver histology for all participants, so it is improbable that the
risk of progression of liver fibrosis identified in LA–03 data could be identified
in LA–02 data or, for that matter, in LA–06 data.
The purpose of the LA–02 trial was stated to participating patients in the
“Informed C onsent Form ” append ed to the pro tocol:
[S]tudies* have shown that L1 may reduce iron overload in the heart and the
liver in patients receiving regular transfusions. Further studies are required to
prove the efficiency of the drug. The purpose of this [LA–02] study is to
determine the safety of L1 in the treatment of iron overload.39

In summary, the available documentary record shows that the short-term
safety trial, LA–02, and the non-ran domize d long-t erm effic acy and safety
trial, LA–03, were supportive studies for th e randomiz ed, compa rison trial,
LA–01. Therefore, it is hard to believe A potex’s later claim that LA–02 was the
pivotal trial.

*It appears from the Literature section of the LA–02 protocol that this was a reference to L1
trials that had been ongoing in Toronto, London and elsewhere for several years (some of which
had been underway prior to Apotex acquiring commercial rights to the drug).
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V . APOTEX ’S 1998 ALLEGATIONS TO HSC

The adverse findings by Dr. Olivieri on L1 were based on HIC and liver
histology data, both dependent on liver biopsy. After Dr. Olivieri identified
the risk of progression of liver fibrosis in early February 1997, Apotex made
discrediting statements ab out the pro cedure of liver biopsy. It also made
allegations to HSC Pediatricia n-in-Chief D r. O’Brod ovich that Dr. Olivieri’s
monitoring of patients on L1 during the post-trial, EDR period, constituted
unauthorized research. The monitoring to which Apotex specifically referred
was the determination of patients’ hepatic iron concentrations (HIC ) from
biopsy specimens. Subsequently, in the Medical Advisory Committee
proceedings, Dr. Koren and D r. O’Brodovich m ade allegations against D r.
Olivieri’s use of liver biopsy similar to those made by Apotex. (See sections
5P and 5Q for details and citations.)
In late August 1998, Apotex repeated its allegations of significant
protocol violations to HSC President Mr. Strofolino.40 The HSC Executive
immediately repeated this a llegation, w ithout any inve stigation, in a widely
distributed memo.41 (See section 5L(8).)
VI . DR . OLIVIERI’S INTERVEN TION IN EU ROPE

Having learned of the contents of some of Apotex’s submissions to
regulators, Dr. Olivieri contacted the regulatory agencies in Canada and in
Europe in the spring of 1999 to express concerns and make allegations. She
reported to us that these were as follows: (i) L1 had not yet been proven
sufficiently safe and effective to warrant licencing; (ii) LA–01, not LA–02, was
designed as the pivotal trial; (iii) the allegations by Apotex against her
scientific procedures and results (“protocol violations”) were, except possibly
for immaterial instances, unfounded; and (iv) Apotex had failed to comply
with regulatory requireme nts to submit complete and accurate information.
Subse quently, in August 1999, Apotex was granted a marketing authority by
the European regulatory agency for L1 under the trade name Ferriprox.42* This
was the first marketing authority granted for L1 in any jurisdiction, except
India,43 but it was restricted to “exceptional circumstances.” Namely, only
“thalassemia patients for whom deferoxamine therapy is contra-indicated or
who present serious toxicity with deferoxamine therapy” should receive it.44 A
precautionary leaflet was to be included in the packaging:
because of the fact that in the present state of scientific knowledge, comprehensive information on the safety and efficacy of the medicinal product cannot
be provided.45 (emphasis added)
*L1 had been called by other names, such as Deferrum and Exferrum in Apotex submissions
to other regulatory agencies.
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Despite the precau tionary warning required by the European regulators,
Dr. Spino said in an A potex pres s release tha t:
Ferriprox™ has been thoroughly tested in thalassemia patients in Europe and
North America. The results from clinical studies have demonstrated this drug
to be a safe and effective second line therapy. 46

This licence caused con cern to some hematolo gists, and a leading specialis t,
Dr. David Nathan, s aid:
I’m disappointed. The exceptional circumstances will be violated left, right
and centre. You can’t possibly regulate them. The drug needs to be reexpl ored . The re are too m any do ubts abou t its e ffic acy an d tox icity. 47

In late 1999, Dr. Olivieri filed an application for judicial review of the
licencing decision by the regulatory agency of the Commissio n of the
European Communities. The European Court of Justice agreed to hear her
application to have the licencing decision quashed, and granted intervenor
status to Apotex. A hearing was held in February 2000 by the Court on two
requests by Dr. Olivieri: for an interim injunction against the marketing of
L1, pending a full review of the licencing decision on its merits; and for an
order quashing the decision . The Co urt issued a preliminary judgment on
April 7, 2000, denying the requested injunction, but agreeing that the main
case, on the merits, could proceed.48
Dr. Olivieri reported to us that as a result of the Europea n Court’s
decision, she gained access to the specifics of Apotex’s allegations that she
allowed or committed serious protocol violations in the LA–01 and LA–03
trials. Thus, for the first time, she had an opportunity to review the detailed
allegations, and to make a detailed, comprehensive response. T hese matters
are still before the c ourt at the tim e of this writing. We w ere informe d that,
pending their introduction in a hearing of the Court, submissions a re
unavailable other than to parties and intervenors, hence un available to th is
Inquiry.

(5) Consultations with Dr. Brill-Edwards
Dr. Olivieri arran ged to mee t with the Ca nadian reg ulatory agenc y (HPB) on
June 30, 1999 to express h er views in reg ard to Ap otex’s licencin g
submission to HPB. Among those acco mpanying h er was Dr . Michèle B rillEdwards, a pediatrician and an expert in drug development and Canadian
drug regulatory law. For a decade (1986–1996) she held positions as a
medical evaluator and administrator in the Health Protection Branch. Prior
to that, in the mid–1980s, she worked in the same Division at the Hospital
for Sick Children wh ere Dr. Spino and Dr. Koren worked. At various times
during the L1 trials and resu lting contro versy, Dr. Br ill-Edward s was
approached for advice and assistance independently by each of Dr. Spino,
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Dr. Olivieri, and Dr. Ko ren. Each of them invited Dr. Brill-Ed wards to
consider employmen t with him or h er. On the basis of her assessment of the
facts and events, in 1998 D r. Brill-Edwards decided to support Dr. Olivieri
and has done so in various ways since then.49
Dr. Olivieri first consulted Dr. Brill-Edwards in the late 1980s, about the
possibility that L1 might be the rapeutic for patients who were non-compliant
with defero xamine trea tment. 50
Dr. Brill-Edwards advised
provide the drug for open
Emergency Drug Release
requirements of the Food
sponsored clinical trial. 51

Dr. Olivieri regarding the regulatory means to
treatment of non-compliant patients through the
(EDR) Program, and later, how to satisfy the
and Drugs Act for the conduct of a physician

This trial was Dr. Olivieri’s original pilot study of L1 funded through
successive grants b y MRC until 1993, after which it was continued as the
LA–03 trial.
In March 1996, two months before Apotex terminated the trials in
Toronto, Dr. Sp ino contacted Dr. Brill-Edwa rds “to discu ss his concerns that
Dr. Olivieri was taking an unduly adverse approach to the interpretation of
data relating to L1.” Dr. Brill-Edwards reported that Dr. Spino said he
suspected that Dr. Olivieri “had a research relationship with the
manufacturer of a competitor product, and so was unfairly biased … against
52
L1” and “that she wanted use of L1 to stop.” * In this discussion, Dr. Spino
indicated that Apotex would be interested in engaging Dr. Brill-Edwards as
a paid consultant “on this and other [drug deve lopment] matters.” 53
The L1 dispute attracted widespread media attention following the
publicatio n of Dr. Olivieri’s article in the New England Journal of Medicine
on August 13, 1998. On September 2, 1998 the Globe a nd Mail published a
letter by Dr. Brill-E dwards, su pportive of D r. Olivieri and calling for an
investigation into the matter . After this, D r. Spino co ntacted D r. BrillEdwards on three occasions (September 7, 25 and 27, 1998). Each time he
alleged that Dr. Olivieri had committed serious protocol violations in the
Toronto trials (LA–01 and LA–03) and said this was why Apotex had
terminated the trials. He also told Dr. Brill-Edwards that Apotex had advised
government regulators that the protocol violations were serious.54

*These allegations in March 1996 by Dr. Spino against Dr. Olivieri constitute his earliest attempt
to discredit her that this Inquiry has on record. They are consistent with his later written comment to Dr.
Brittenham on June 17, 1996, that Dr. Olivieri did not “believe (that L1) works.” These comments are
incorrect and misleading. For example, the report of Dean Aberman from his mediation meeting of June
7, where Drs. Spino and Brittenham were present, says: “Nancy wanted to continue the L1 trial for two
reasons—to continue the study of effectiveness/loss of effectiveness and ensure patients on L1 would
continue receiving the drug.”
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On September 25, 1998, Dr. Koren approached Dr. Brill-Edwards. She
recorded that he suggested to her that “[she] should urge Olivieri and her
supporters not to pursue a public inves tigation of L1 events because what
would come out would se verely damage Dr. O livieri.”55 By this point, the
Naimark Review was und erway. During the course of that Review Dr.
Koren provided incorrect information damaging to Dr. Olivieri. During the
same period he began sending his series of anonymous letters disparaging
her and her supporters. It was, ironically, a further approach Dr. Koren made
to Dr. Brill-Edwards (in 1999) that resulted in proof that he had written the
anonymous letters.

(6) An unsigned letter by Dr. Grinstein & a signed letter by Dr.
Koren
During the meeting on June 30, 1999 in Ottawa w ith Assistan t Deputy
Minister Dr. J. Losos and HPB staff, Dr. Brill-Edwards took an active part
with Dr. Olivieri in going o ver with the g overnmen t officials their re sponsibilities under the Food an d Drugs Act and Regulations.56 Five days after this
meeting, on July 5, 1999, an anonymous, typed letter was mailed to Dr.
Brill-Edwards. The letter opened with an incorrect statement about the
licencing status of L1: “Deferiprone (L1) has been approved by the FDA.” It
concluded with the suggestion that person s who supported Dr. Olivieri’s
position on L1 were “demagogues and professional agitators.” 57
On July 11, 1999 Dr. Koren sent an unsolicited, handwritten and signed
letter to Dr. Brill-Edwards on the letterhead of the HSC Division of Clinical
Pharmacology and Tox icology, wh ich listed him as the Director. In it he
inquired about her “ availability/interest” in either of “two potential options
for upcoming jobs for a pediatric-pharmacologist here.” The letter concluded
with a request that she call him at either of two HSC telephone numbe rs for
his Division.58
Dr. Brill-Edwards interpreted these letters, both of which were sent to her
so soon after the meeting with HPB, as being intended, using two different
approaches, to influence her to desist fro m supportin g Dr. Olivie ri’s position
on Apotex’s licencing application.59 She initially thought that Dr. Koren
might be the auth or of both letters, since she knew Dr. Koren was under
investigation by HSC as the alleged author of the se ries of anonymous letters
against Drs. Olivie ri, Durie, C han and G allie, although he denied responsibility. She found being the recipient of an anonymous letter disturbing.60
Dr. Brill-Ed wards d ecided to conta ct Dr. Ko ren to cl arify his p urpose . In
late August she had two discussions with him. He described the “potential
options for upcoming jobs” in his Division she might fill, but he also raised
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another matter. He told Dr. B rill-Edward s that she wa s respected by people
on both sides of the L1 controversy, including him, and he suggested that she
act as mediator between him and Dr. Olivieri and her supporters, to help in
resolving their differences. Upon reflection, she concluded that this was not
a situation where mediation was an appropriate approach, and she did not
wish to be considered for employment in a Division headed by him.
Subsequ ently Dr. Brill-Edwards decided to support Dr. Olivieri’s position
on the licencing of L1. She appeared at a press conference with her in
October 1999, in Ottawa, when Dr. Olivieri had a second meeting with HPB
about the Apotex licencing application.61
In the fall of 1999, when her support for Dr. Olivieri in the L1
controversy was well known, D r. Brill-Edwards applied for a position of
clinical associate in the hemoglobinopathy clinic in The Toronto Hospit al,
directed by Dr. Olivieri. She was interview ed by Dr. Armand Keating, Dr.
Olivieri’s Division Chief in November, was offered the position and began
work early in 2000.62
Dr. Koren continued to lie to HSC ’s harassment investigator, Ms.
Humphrey, about his au thorship of the series of a nonymou s letters, until
December 1999. In the autumn of 1999, because Ms. Humphrey’s
investigation had been continuing for months with no completion date
having yet been indicated, Drs. Gallie, Olivieri, Durie, Chan and Dick
decided to have DNA tests done on the saliva residues on the envelopes of
the anonymous letters. They had already accused Dr. Koren of being the
author and had p rovided su bstantial fore nsic eviden ce to the H ospital and
the University in M ay, 1999, in re sponse to which the Hosp ital launche d its
own investigation. The possibility of using DNA evidence had occurred also
to Ms. Humphrey. Both she and Dr. Gallie et al. needed a DNA sample
known to be Dr. Koren’s for comparison. Dr. Koren refused to provide one
to Ms. H umphr ey. 63 It occurred to Dr. Chan that the envelope that contained
Dr. Koren’s signed letter to Dr. Brill-Edwards migh t provide a saliva
sample.64 Dr. Brill-Edwards agre ed to provide the envelop e and letter to Dr.
Gallie et al. for this purpose. The result of the DNA test (obtained from Helix
Biotech Laboratories on December 7, 1999) was clear: Dr. Koren was the
author of the anonymous letters (issued between October 1998 and May
1999) against Drs. Olivieri, Durie, Chan and Gallie.65 Dr. Koren was
informe d of this result an d he su bsequ ently adm itted res ponsib ility.
However, DNA from the envelope of the anonymous letter of July 5, 1999 to
Dr. Brill-Edwards did not match Dr. Koren’s DNA. Since it was postmarked in
Toronto, and referred to HSC and to the licencing of Apotex’s drug L1, Dr. BrillEdwards began to consider other possibilities among HSC staff. She
hypothesized that it had to be someone who had supported the position of the
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Executive and the position of Apotex. In October 1998 Dr. Brill-Edwards
had received a signed letter from Dr. Sergio Grinstein,66 a Senior Scientist in
HSC and holder of the Pitblado Chair in Cell Biology (a joint University-Hospital
Chair). This letter criticized her for her letter published by the Globe and Mail
on September 2 of that year, in which she had called for an “independent
investigation” into the Hospital’s failure to support Dr. Olivieri against the
actions of Apotex. Dr. Grinstein had publicly taken the part of the Hospital
administration in the L1 controversy and repeated his views to Dr. Brill-Edwards
in his signed letter to her.67 Dr. Brill-Edwards had a DNA test done on the
envelope that contained this signed letter and a comparison with the anonymous
one she had received. The result was clear: Dr. Grinstein was the author of the
anonymous letter of July 5, 1999.68
HSC

Dr. Brill-Edwards made a formal complaint about Dr. Grinstein to Dean
David Naylor of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto.69 When
confronted, Dr. Grinstein admitted being author of the anonymous letter, as
was reported in the national and international press.70 Dean Naylor subsequently circulated a memo advising medical staff that he had called Dr.
Grinstein to a meeting and “admonished” him for his conduct in sending the
anonymous letter to Dr. Brill-Edwards.71
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(7) Conclusions
1 * Change s to the Canadian Food and Drugs Act and Regulations are
needed to ensure tha t:
•

Industrial sponsors of drug trials (or holders of commercial rights to a
drug) are prohibited from taking any action to impede a clinical
investigator (or a treating physician) from informing trial participants
(or patients), or others with a right or need to know, of any unexpected
risk that may be identified during a trial (or after the termination of a
trial or trials).

•

In the event of premature termination of a trial by an industrial sponsor,
the Health Protection Branch is required to investigate the circumstances promptly, and then to act robustly to protect the public interest.

•

In the event of serious allegations by an industrial sponsor against a
clinical investigator, the Health Protection Branch is required to
disclose the allegations to the investigator and provide the investigator
with a full and fair opportun ity to respond.

2 *After Apotex p rematurely terminated the Toro nto trials and Dr. Olivieri
subsequ ently published her findings of serious risks of L1 identified in d ata
from these trials, Apotex sought to have the drug licenced primarily on the
basis of a short-term safety trial. It claimed that this (LA–02) trial was the
pivotal trial, a claim that is h ard to believe in light of the a vailable
documentation.
In 1999 Apotex was granted a marketing licence in the European
Communities under restricted conditions. We have not been informed of any
marketing licences for L1 granted to A potex in C anada, the USA, A ustralia
or elsewhere.

3 * A significant aspect of A potex’s licencing subm issions for

L1 involved
allegations discrediting to Dr. Olivieri and her work. Similar allegations
were later pr ominent in e vents at HSC .

4 * The two HSC scientists who wrote anonymous letters against Dr. Olivieri
and her supporters, Dr. Koren and Dr. Grinstein, were identified by DNA
evidence they inadvertently provided to Dr. Brill-Edwards shortly after she had
assisted Dr. Olivieri in making a presentation the Canadian regulators on
Apotex’s efforts to obtain a marketing licence for L1.
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See the review article by N.F. Olivieri and G.M. Brittenham in Blood, 89, 3 (1997), page
753; and Olivieri’s brief to MAC dated 981012, p. 16.
G.M. Brittenham et al., New England Journal of Medicine, 307 (1982 ), pp. 1671– 5; see
also Brittenham’s Statement dated 990327 submitted to MAC by Olivieri on 991012. There
is now a second laboratory, in Germany, with equipment similar to that of Dr. Brittenham.
Olivieri’s MRC application file—letter, Slotin (M RC ) to Olivieri, 920625.
Olivieri’s MRC application file—letter dated 921008 by Slotin (M RC ) to Nathan (Harvard)
who had written to inquire about the reasons for not funding the randomized trial, said that
Olivieri was invited to “resubmit” an application to M RC taking into account comments
made “in the review s” by M RC reviewers. One of these suggested Dr. Olivieri re-apply
under MRC ’s university-industry program.
Memo, Spino (Apotex) to other Apotex staff, 940625, p. 3.
Contract for the LA–01 trial, between Apotex and Olivieri and Koren, dated 930423.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960206, copied to Koren.
Olivieri’s CV.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960206, copied to Koren.
Letter, Koren to Woloski (Apotex), 930322. Dr. Koren typed “contact” instead of
“contract” but from the full text of the letter and all other relevant documentary evidence
(for instance, the subsequent LA–01 contract specified that the Apotex funds would go into
Dr. Koren’s research accounts), the only reasonable interpretation is that this was a
typographical error. Typographical and spelling errors are not uncommon in letters written
by Dr. Kore n and availa ble to this Inq uiry.
Contract for the LA–01 trial, between Apotex and Olivieri and Koren, dated 930423.
Ethical approval f orm to notify M RC , dated May 18, 1993, page 733 of Olivieri M RC file.
Olivieri’s MRC application file—May 1993 application. The application to M RC for
funding for the LA–01 trial also listed Dr. T. Einarson, an associate professor of pharmacy
in the University of Toronto as a co-investigator, but he did not have a prominent role in
later events.
Olivieri’s MRC application file— May 1993 ap plication.
Clause 3 (iv) of the LA–01 contract, 930423.
Letter, Christian (HSC ) to Glasenberg (Apotex), 960705, concerning review of accounting
records.
Letter, Koren to Woloski (Apotex), 930322. It is of note that neither this informal letter
of March 1993 nor the formal LA–03 contract of October 1995 gave Apotex any ownership
or confidentiality rights to the LA–03 data.
Dr. Koren’s letter dated 930322 to Woloski (Apo tex) was mainly about the LA–01 trial.
The funding discussed in it proposed a budget of $128,000/year as the Apotex share of the
costs for the proposed LA–01 trial. This same amount was specif ied in the LA–01 contract
signed a month later, on April 23, and again specified as the contribution of the industrial
sponsor in the subsequent application for the M RC contribution to the randomized,
comparison trial (LA–01 ).
LA–01 Protocol (dated May 1993, last Revised: October 5, 1995), p. 11.
Application to MRC for the randomized trial, signed by Olivieri and Koren and endorsed
by Haslam and others, May 1993.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.

Protocol (dated May 1993, last Revised: October 5, 1995).
contract, signed and issued by Spino on 951002, and signed by Koren 951010 and
Olivieri 951012.
LA–01 contract, 930423.
LA–01 Protocol (Revised: October 5, 1995), pp. 20 and 25.
Interview of Olivieri broadcast by the CBS-TV program 60 Minutes, 991219.
Naimark Report, p. 107. A similar comment was made in point 3 of a public statement by
the University’s 12-point sta tement of December 3, 19 98.
University of Toronto Publication Policy, Feb. 27, 1975—in force at all relevant times in
this case, until March 2001 when a modification was announced.
Naimark Report, p. 21. Similar point made in the HSC Research Policy Review Task Force
Report at p. 23.
In a letter dated 23 July 1998, Dr. Fred Saunders, a researcher at HSC wrote to Dr. Manuel
Buchwald, Chief of R esearch and Director, R esearch Institute, HSC , informing him that,
“I have recently signed a contract with Sangstat (also signed by Anne Marie Christian
[Associate Director, Administration and Planning, Researc h Institute, HSC ]) that gives the
company complete control over a study of ATG in graft vs host disease.” He also noted
that, “They can change the protocol at will and have veto power over all publications and
presentations.” (See section 5 L.)
Toronto Star, 010327, citing Dean Naylor.
Letter, Koren to Woloski( Apotex), 930323.
Naimark Report, p. 103.
Naimark Report, p. 103.
Contract for LA–03 issued and signed by Apotex on 951002, and signed by Koren on
951010 and Olivieri on 951012
Revised protocol, LA–01 , 951005 (first approved 930518).
Revised protocol, LA–03 , 950927 (this was first approved March 1991, when the extension
of the pilot study beyond the initial two years, 1989–1991, and this protocol replaced the
one approved in 1990, at the outset of the longer-term phase of the pilot study).
LA–01 contract, dated 930423.
LA–03 contract, October 1995 (signed by Spino, Koren and Olivieri on Oct. 2, 10 and 12,
resp.).

LA–01
LA–03

Notes to 5B: Designing the international trial
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Article, N.F. Olivieri et al., New England Journal of Medicine, 332, 14 (April 6, 1995),
p. 922.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960214.
Memo, Spino to Woloski et al (of Apotex), 940625, copied to Olivieri with a covering
memo, 940626.
LA–02 contract between Olivieri and Apotex, 950617.
LA–02 contract between Olivieri and Apotex, 950617.
University of Toronto Publication Policy, Feb. 27, 1975.
Naimark Report, p. 25. There is a similar statement at p. 100 of the Naimark Report.
Apotex Research document, “Compr ehensive Summary—Exferrum ,” 980130, prepared in
connection with submission to Australian regulators, pp. 50–51. “Exferrum” is an Apotex
term for L1 .
LA–02 protocol, dated 940630, as modified on 950721.
LA–02 protocol, dated 940630, as modified on 950721, Appendix A.
Document prepared for regulatory purposes by Apotex R esearch, tit led, “Comp rehensive
Summary—Exferrum,” 980130, p. 78.

Notes to 5C: Progress of the Toronto trials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Article, N.F. Olivieri et al., “Iron-chelation therapy with oral deferiprone in patients with
thalassemia major,” NEJM, 332, 14 (April 6, 1995), pp. 918–922.
Contract for LA–01 , 930423; protocol for LA–01 (section 5.2), 951005, and letter, Koren to
Woloski (Apotex), 930322.
Brief, Olivieri to MAC , 991012, p. 18.
Originally Dr. R. Hutcheon was the site supervisor in Montréal, but he wa s later replaced
by Dr. Dougherty, see Apotex “Statement of Defence and Counterclaim,” 000619, par. 17.
Letter, Koren to Zlotkin (REB ), 950911 (see also letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin, 950918).
Letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin, 950918.
Letters: Koren to Spino, 050817and Olivieri to Spino, 950829.
Naimark Report, p. 30.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960520, with draft budget attached.

Notes to 5D: Concerns arising in 1995
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Brief, Olivieri to MAC , 991012, p. 19; and letter, Olivieri to A. Klein (HPB ), 950620.
Brief, Olivieri to MAC , 991012, p. 19; letter, Spino to Olivieri, 970307, and testimony of
Olivieri to Co I.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 950307.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 9503 07, replying to Spino’s letter of the sa me date.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 950307.
Draft revision to LA–03 protocol dated 950428, p repared and signed by seven Apotex staff
members between 950428 and 950510.
Draft revision to LA–03 protocol dated 9504 28, prepared and s igned by seven Apotex staff
members between 95 0428 and 95 0510. .
Draft revision to LA–03 protocol dated 9504 28, prepared and signed by seven Apotex staff
members between 950428 and 950510.
Olivieri’s handwritten changes to the Apotex draft protocol dated 950428—written on a
copy of the Apotex draft.
Testimony of Olivieri to CoI. See also: Apotex Research “Background Booklet,” Item 6,
Clinical Experience, 960301—obtained through an application under the Privacy Act—in
which Apotex noted that, “In mid–1995, the principal investigator (Dr. Olivieri) began
taking patients off deferip rone to put them on other chelation thera py.”
The discussion between Dr. Olivieri and Dr. Klein was recorded in a letter, Olivieri to
Klein, later the same day, 950620.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 950307.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 950308.
Letter, Koren to Spino, 950817see also, letters, Olivieri to Spino, 950828, and 950829.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 9507 23—copied to Koren.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 950723.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino (copied to Koren), 950807—quotation is from an attachment.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino (copied to Koren), 950807—quotation is from an attachment.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 950814.
Letter, Koren to Spino, 950817, suggesting ways to improve comm unication between the
investigators and Apotex and asserting that the investigators were meeting their
responsibilities,; see also letters c ited in the following endnote.
Letters: Olivieri to Spino, 950828; 950829; 950908; 950915; and 950918, and Spino to
Koren, 950830, and 950911.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 950915, copied to Koren, Brittenham and Zlotkin.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 950918.
Letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin, 950918.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Letter, Olivier i to Zlotkin, 9 50918 ; and testimo ny of Olivieri to C oI.
LA–03 contract, issued and signed by Spino on 951002, and signed by Koren on 951010
and Olivieri on 951012.
Revised LA–03 protocol, dated 9509 27, signed by Olivieri on 950930 and by Koren on
951010. The protocol for the long-term phase of the pilot study was dated March 1991;
there was a Modification #1 dated October 1993, after Apotex began to supply L1 , and the
one dated 950927 was denoted Modification #2.
LA–03 contract, issued and signed by Spino on 951002, and signed by Koren on 951010
and Olivieri on 951012.
LA–03 contract, issued and signed by Spino on 951002, and signed by Koren on 951010
and Olivieri on 951012.
LA–03 contract, issued and signed b y Spino on 951002 , and signed by Koren on 951010
and Olivieri on 951012.
Letter, Spino to Brittenham, 951003.
Minutes taken by Apotex staff of meeting on 960208 with Olivieri et al..

Notes to 5E: Identification of the first risk
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3.
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14.
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16.
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20.
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Draft (and final) report by Olivieri to REB , sent first to Apotex in early February 1996,
then to REB after discussions with Apotex, with covering letter to Spino, 960212.
Minutes taken by Apotex staff of meeting on 960208 with Olivieri et al..
minutes taken by Apotex staff of meeting on 960208 with Olivieri et al.
minutes taken by Apotex staff of meeting on 960208 with Olivieri et al.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960212.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960212.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960212.
Report intended for the REB —advance copy provided to Apotex with letter from Olivieri
to Spino dated 960212—sent to REB by Olivieri with letter to Zlotkin on 960305.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri 960214.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri 960214.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960215.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960216.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960216.
Letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin, 960229 .
Letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin, 960305 (with attached report to REB ) .
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960315, with attached copy of Apotex report, Preliminary
Assessment—Apparent Variability in Therapeutic Response to Deferiprone Study LA–03 .
Minutes of meeting, Olivieri and Zlotkin, 960325.
Letter, Zlotkin to Spino, 960325.
Letter, Zlotkin to Olivieri, 960409. In this letter, Dr. Zlotkin also directed Dr. Olivieri to
submit for approval by the HSC REB a copy of the LA–02 trial protocol. He had mistakenly
assumed that she was an investigator for LA–02 , but the fact she was a consultant not an
investigator was confirmed to him in a letter by Dr. Spino on 960502 (page 4 of that
letter).
Letter, Spino to Koren, 960418 .
Naimark report, p. 121.
Letter, Spino to Koren, 960418.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960502.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960502.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960502.
Letter, Zlotkin to Spino, 960510.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960520; and letter, Olivieri to Zlotkin (REB ), 960520. The revised

28.

29.
30.

information and consent forms are in Olivieri’s 991012 submission to MAC , binder II, tabs
29 and 33.
Letter, Olivieri to patients and parents, accompanying revised information and consent
forms, dated May 10, 1996, but provided to recipients later, with the forms—Olivieri’s
991012 submission to MAC , binder II, tab 29.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960214.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960502.

Notes to Section 5F: Trial terminations and legal warnings
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3.
4.
5.
6.
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11.
12.
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14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

21.

Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960508.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960508.
a) Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960520, with draft LA–01 budget attached; and b) letter,
Olivieri to Zlotkin, 960520, with revised patient information and consent forms attached.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri and Koren, 960524.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri and Koren, 960524.
letter from Spino to Olivieri, 960524 .
Transcription of voice mail message from Spino to Olivieri - telephone call on 960524.
Letter, Woolcock (Apotex) to Carmen (HPB ), 970225, in w hich he confirmed what A potex
told HPB at the time when it terminated the trials in May 1996.
Letter, Spino to Brittenham, 960617.
B. Freedman, “Equipoise and the ethics of research” (1987) 317 The New England
Journal of Medicine 141–5.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960822.
Letter, Woolcock (M anager of Regulatory Affa irs, Apotex) to Carmen (HPB ), 970225, in
which he confirmed what Apotex told HPB when it terminated the trials in May 1996; and
letter, Spino to Brittenham, 960617. The Woolcock to Carmen letter was obtained by
application under the Privacy Act and has passages expurgated by government staff.
Letter, Spino to editor of The Medical Post, 970218.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 970827.
Apotex regulatory submission to Health Canada, 980130. In the letter, Spino to Olivieri,
970827 (c ited above), there was mention of alleg ed protocol violations, but this was not
given as the reason for terminating the tria ls, namely, that quoted in the text above.
Apotex regulatory submission to Health Canada, dated 980126.
Letter, Spino to Strofolino, 980831.
Priority Review Submission by Apotex Research Inc. to Health Canada, 970930—excerpts
obtained through an app lication under the Privacy Act.
Letter, Spino to A. Klein (Health Protection B ranch of Health Cana da), 970128 , obtained
through an application under the Privacy Act.
Legal opinion from Daniel A. Soberman, Professor Emeritus of Law at Queen’s University
to Jon Thompson, Chair of Committee of Inquiry dated 21 March 2000. (See Appendix
F.)
See also, for example, the MRC Guidelines on Research Involving Human Subjects (1987),
in Chapter V on “Principles of Consent” under Informed Consent at page 28:
The obtaining of informed consent is only one step in a continuing p rocess. The educative
effort commences before and c ontinues after the signing of a document, and continuing
consent must be elicited during the p rogress of research. ...
According to the US Dep artment of Health and Hu man Services (DHHS ),
the DHHS requires as part of ongoing disclosure that “when appropriate ... the following
... information shall also be provided ... A statement that significant new findings
developed during the course of research which may relate to the subject’s willingness to

continue participation will b e provided to the subject (Section 46 .116(b)),” as cited in R.J.
Levine, Ethics and Regulation of Clinical Research, 2d ed. (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1988) at 118. In addition, the CIOM S Guidelines requires
continuing consent and for subjects to be informed of “... any new information [that] may
have come to light, either from the study or from outside the study, about the risks or
benefits of therapies being tested or about alternatives to the therapies.” [See Guideline
3—Obligations of investigators regarding informed consent] as cited in Z. Bankowski &
R.J. Levine, eds., Ethics and Research on H uman Subjects - Internationa l Guidelines
(Geneva: Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS), 1993)
at 18.
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11.
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15.
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20.

Letter, Olivieri and Koren to Haslam, 960525.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
E-mail, Aberman to Durie et al., 980830—this e-mail said that the mediation meeting was
on June 6—a typographical error—the meeting was on June 7, 1996.
Notes strategy in preparation for the m ediation meeting of June 7, drafted by CMPA for Dr.
Olivieri.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
Letters: Koren to O’Br odovich, 971126 ; and Koren to Becker, 9 80415.
a) e-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830
b) In a letter to Dr. O’Brodovich on 971126, Dr. Koren wrote, “I served as a contact
person between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex, to allow Emergency release of drug, as the two
parties were not on spea king terms.”
Letters: Spino to Koren, 960418; Spino to Klein ( HPB ), 960813; and Kay (Apotex counsel)
to Colangelo (CMPA counsel for Olivieri and Koren), 960814.
(i) Letter, Woolcock (Apotex) to Olivieri, 960627– this confirms HPB authorizations to
Olivieri at HSC and Sher at T T H as treating physicians, but it is Olivieri who is asked to
“report” pursuant to Section C.08.010 of the Act and Regulations, so she was “the
practitioner”; this letter indicates a 90-day supply of L1 being provided; there is no
mention of Dr. Koren in this letter. Dr. Graham Sher is a hematologist who had recently
been a postdoctoral research fellow of Dr. Olivieri and was at this point a staff physician
in TTH where adult thalassemia patients were being treated.
(ii) letter, Ol ivieri to McK ay ( HPB ), 961113—requests HPB authorization further 90 day
supply from Apotex; there is no mention of Dr. Koren in this letter—other than McKay
and Olivieri, the only person named in this letter is N. Klein, a data manager who was
keeping a record of EDR drug authorizations of patients under the care of Dr. Olivieri.
Food and Drugs Act and Regulations, section C.08.010.
G. Koren, “The Process of Ethics Review in Pediatric Research: The Toronto Model” in
Textbook of Ethics in Pediatric Research (Malabar, Florida: K rieger Publ ishing Comp any,
1993) p. 197–220, at 198.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
Letter, Koren to Becker.
Letter, Koren to Becker, 980415; and Naimark Report, p. 99.
Quotation from Naimark Report, p. 99.
E-mail from HSC Research Accounting to Olivieri, 970717; and year-end statement,
970331 to MRC on Olivieri’s grant account.
Letter, Spino to Koren, 971023.
Contracts for LA–01 (1993) and LA–03 (1995), and HSC cumulative account statement for
LA–01 .
E-mails, Aberman to Goldbloom, 960605 and 960608; and handwritten note by

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

O’Brodovich on 960822 recording discussion with Aberman.
Naimark Report, p. 106.
Naimark Report, p. 106.
Memo, R.A. Clements (Borden&Elliot) to A.M. Christian (HSC ), 971028.
Legal opinion by Soberman, given to CoI, 000321 -- see Appendix F.
Naimark Report, p. 106.
Agreement signed by Olivieri, Prichard (UT) and Strofolino (HSC ), 990125, appended to
the present report.
Naimark Report, p. 146.
Naimark Report, p. 105.
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Letter, Olivieri and Koren to Zlotkin, 960715.
Letter, Olivieri and Koren to Dougherty, 960715.
Memo, Moore to file, 960717.
Letters: Moore to O’Brodovich, 970227 and 980603.
Trial termination notices for LA–03 and LA–01 , Olivieri and Freedman to REB , signed by
Olivieri on 960720 and 960721, respectively and by Freedman on 960725 —received by
REB 960801. The Naimark Report records only the LA–01 termination form, indexed as N
113 (not archived by Naimark in HSC library archive). It appears that the Naimark Review
did not have access to the LA–03 termination notice. Both these records were in REB files
from 960801 onward.
Letter, Christian to Glasenberg (Chief Financial Officer, Apotex), 960705 .
Letter, Spino to Moore, 960729.
E-mail, Aberman to D urie et al., 980830.
Lletter, Olivieri and Koren to Spino (Apotex) 960607. It should be noted that the copy that
the CoI has is not signed by Dr. Koren.
The covering letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960619 is not available to us, but it is referred to in
the follow-up letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960620.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960619.
Apotex acknowledged having suc h responsibilities in corresp ondence, for instance the
letter, Spino to Koren, 971023, second sentence therein.
Letter, Kay to Olivieri (copied to Sp ino, Apotex Inc., Jack Kay, Apotex Inc ., Freedman,
Hospital for Sick Children, and Colangelo, McCarthy Tetrault), 960624.
Letter, Kay to Olivieri, 960624.
Letter, Spino to Koren, 960418; also, letter from Spino to Piga (an LA–02 investigator),
960315, which conveys Olivieri’s February 1996 report.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960 502, page 2, 3 rd paragraph.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960214, top of page 3.
Report of the Apotex EAP , July 12-–13, 1996; and response to this report by Olivieri and
Brittenham, August 1 996.
Letter, Lee ( CMPA ) to Olivieri, 960807 .
Letter, Spino to Klein (HPB ), 960813; and letter, Kay (counsel for Apotex) to Colangelo
(counsel for Dr. Olivieri), 960814.
Letter, Kay (counsel for Apotex) to Colangelo (counsel for Dr. Olivieri), 960814 .
Letter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819, where he indicated that the meeting with HPB
representatives had in fact tak en place.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960823; and letter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819.
Letter, Spino to Klein (HPB ), 960814.
Letter, Olivieri et al. to Provost Sedra and HSC Board, 980905.
E-mail, Aberman to Naimark, 981008.
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50.

51.
52.

53.

Handwritten note-to-file by Moore, 960717.
Memo-to-file by Mason, 960719; and handwritten notes by O’Brodovich, 960718—both
from meeting with Olivieri et al. on 960718.
Memo-to-file by Mason, 960719.
Handwritten notes by O’Brodovich from meeting with Olivieri et al. on 960718.
Letter, Tricta to Olivieri, 961126.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961127; see also letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960822.
See Olivieri’s submission to the MAC , 991012, binder III, Tab 50.
See Olivieri’s submission to the MAC , 991012: brief, p. 29-30; and binder III, Tab 50.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960812.
Memo, Mason (McCarthy Tetrault) to Gertner (same firm), 960719.
Memo, Mason (McCarthy Tetrault) to Gertner (same firm), 960719.
Letter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 960819.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960822.
Letter, Olivieri to Spino , 960823.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 980823.
See: Olivieri’s submission to MAC , 99101 2, binder III, tabs 53, 54, 55; and letter, Olivieri
to Koren, 970404.
Interviews of Olivieri and of Mason by CoI; and letter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819
Abstracts, by F. Tricta, G. Koren et al submitted to and delivered at “6 th International
Conference on Thalassemia …,” Malta, April 6-10, 1997—the deadline for submission
of the abstracts was December 01, 1996.
Lletter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961127, copied to Dean Aberman and Dr. Goldbloom.
Letter, Colangelo to Kay, 960819.
Abstract, N.F. Olivieri, “Long-term follow-up of body iron in patients with thalassemia
major during therapy with the orally active iron-chelator deferiprone ( L1 ),” submitted to
ASH 980822; published in supplement to Blood, 88:310a (1996).
Abstract, N.F. Olivieri, “Randomized trial of deferiprone ( L1 ) and deferoxamine (DFO ) in
thalassemia major,” submitted to ASH 980822; published in supplement to Blood, 88:651a
(1996).
Transcript of part of Olivieri’s talk at ASH , December 1996.
Review article, N.F. Olivieri and G.M. Brittenham, “Iron-chelating therapy and
thalassemia,” Blood, 89, 3 (Feb. 1, 1997), p. 739-761. Article submitted 960229 and
accepted 961001.
Review article, N.F. Olivieri and G.M. Brittenham, “Iron-chelating therapy and
thalassemia,” Blood, 89, 3 (Feb. 1, 1997), p. 753.

Notes to Section 5I: Ongoing legal warnings
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3.
4.
5.
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Letter, Spino to Olivieri and Koren, 960524.
Letters: Kay (Apotex counsel) to Olivieri, 960624; Spino to Olivieri, 960812; Kay to
Colangelo, 960814; Spino to Olivieri, 960822; Kay to Colangelo, 960823.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960812.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961127.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 960814.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961107.
Letter, Brown (Apotex counsel) to Colangelo, 970211.
Letter, Brown (Apotex) counsel to Colangelo, 970211.
Letter, Brown (Apotex) counsel to Colangelo, 970211.
“Practitioner” is the term for the treating physician under the E D R program in the Food

11.

and drugs Act and Regulations.
Letters re: Washington abstract: Colangelo to Brown, 970217, and Brown to Colangelo,
970218— neither of these was deposited in HS C archives by Naimark, but the content
summaries in the Naimark Report’s index of documents confirm that the abstract was
withdrawn. See also under arch tab 70, memo from journal staff to O’B rodovich, dated
981117, replying to his inquiry confirming abstract withdrawn.
The letter, Spino to Brittenham, 970306, confirms that Olivieri withdrew the abstracts she
had submitted to the April 1 997 Malta a nd the April 1997 Washington conferenc e.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Olivieri reported to this inquiry that she withdrew as an author of the Brugge abstract, and
that it was submitted and p resented by Brittenham alone. This is confirmed by examination
of the letters: Spino to Brittenham, 970306; and Olivieri to Colangelo, 970304 (Olivieri
refers to “Brussels” meaning Brugge).
See letters: Spino to Brittenham, 970306 and 970307 – the quotation from Brittenham’s
Letter to Spino of 970306 appears in Spino’s reply to Brittenham of 970307.
Brittenham’s letter was not available to us.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970403.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970508.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 970526 .
“Statement of Defence and Counterclaim” by Apotex, 000619, par. 123.
Letter, Spino to Naimark, 981124.
See CBS News 60 Minutes Transcript dated 10 December 1999—attached to Sherman
“Statement of Defence and Counterclaim” of June 19, 2000.
“Statement of Defence and Counterclaim” by Sherman/Apotex, 000619.
“Statement of Defence and Countercla im” by Sherman/Apotex, 0 00619, 4 th page of
Schedule A.

Notes to Section 5J: Trial close-outs and another stoppage in supply
of L1
1.
2.
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4.
5.

6.
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8.

9.
10.
11.

protocol, as modified 951005, section 5.4.13.
See for example, the letters: Woolcock to Olivieri and Koren, 960808; Spino to Olivieri
and Koren, 960812; Olivieri to Spino, 960823. See also the letter, Olivieri to LaPlante
(Apotex), copied to Kor en and Aberman, 96 0913.
Brief, Olivieri to MAC , 991012, MAC binder I, p. 32.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961115.
On July 15, 19 96, Drs. O livieri and Ko ren wrote to D r. Zlotkin wi th a copy to his
successor as REB Chair, Dr. Moore, that A potex had terminated both clinical trials at the
HSC and TTH and that the patients would b e receiving L1 under the Emergency Drug
Release provisions of Health Canada. Later that month, on the annual reporting forms,
Drs. Olivieri and Freedman formally advised the REB that both LA–03 and LA–01 had been
terminated (forms signed July 20, and 21, respectively, by Olivieri and both forms signed
by Freedman July 25, and sta mped as received by the REB on August 1, 1996 ).
See letter, Woolcock of Apotex to Olivieri, 960627, in which Woolcock made it clear that
the drug release of L1 was under E D R (letter was captioned: Subject: Emergency Drug
Release and it cites the Food and Drug Act Regs.).
Letter, Olivieri to Koren, 961028, copied to Aberman and N. Klein.
Letter, Spino to Goldbloom, 96103. This letter was not available to this inquiry. The
summary of it in the index to the Naimark Report says, “requesting meeting with
Goldblom [sic], Koren, freedman [sic] and Aberman re: supplying L1 .”
Memo to file by Goldbloom, 961114, re: meeting on 961113.
Letter, Klein to Koren, copied to Aberman, 961122.
Letter, Koren to Spino, copied to Freedman, 961125.
LA–01
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Letter, Olivieri to Spino, 961202. This letter was not available to this committee of
inquiry, but the summary in the Naimark index says, “re: provision of L1 under E D R .”
Letter, Olivieri to parent of a patient, copied to Goldbloom, O’Brodovich and Aberman.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961127 (letter issues another legal warning to Olivieri and
outlines Apotex’s unresolved disagreement with Brittenham over access to audited source
data).
Letters: Olivieri to Spino, 961115, with enlosed data; and reply by Spino, 961122.
Memo to file by Goldbloom, 961114.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

Article, P. Carthew et al., Biometals, 7 (1994), pp. 267–271.
Transcript of Olivieri’s talk during ASH meeting , December 6–10, 1996.
Abstract, A.V. Hoffbrand, B. Wonke et al., published in Supplement to Blood, December
1996, abstract # 2592.
Transcript of Olivieri’s talk during ASH meeting , December 6–10, 1996.
Letter, Olivieri et al. to Sedra and HSC Board members, 980905; and testimony of Olivieri.
See also letter, Spino to Naimark, 981124, p. 2.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page II-3; purported letter, Koren to Olivieri,
purportedly dated 961218, reproduced at page 41 of the Naimark Report; letter, Koren to
Roy ( MAC ) 981218.
Letter, Mason ( CMPA ) to Kay (Apotex counsel), 970114 -- in reply to letter, Kay to
Colangelo (CMPA ), 98121 8, regardin g the question raised by D r. Olivieri at ASH on
fibrosis.
Statement by Cameron (liver pathologist), 990318.
Statement by Cameron (liver pathologist), 990318.
Public statement by Olivieri, 981210, titled “To all my patients …;” and statement by
Cameron, 990918 .
Statement by Cameron, 990918.
Statement by Cameron, 990918.
Article, P. Carthew et al., Biometals, 7 (1994), pp. 267–271.
Report by Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron to FD A , HPB and other regulators, mis-dated
970122, not signed by Cameron until 970201, not sent to regulators until 970224.
Report by Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron to FD A , HPB and other regulators, mis-dated
970122, not signed by Cameron until 970201, not sent to regulators until 970224.
Report by Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron to FD A , HPB and other regulators, mis-dated
970122, not signed by Cameron until 970201, not sent to regulators until 970224, page
4.
Report by Olivieri, Brittenham and Cameron to FD A , HPB and other regulators, mis-dated
970122, not signed by Cameron until 970201, not sent to regulators until 970224, page
3.
Interview of Mason by committee of inquiry, 001216.
Public statement by Olivieri, 981210.
Public statement by Olivieri, 981210.
Memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970306, par. (d).
Statement by Cameron, 990318; letter, Olivieri et al to Sedra and HSC Board, 980905.
Letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 970220 and memo, Olivieri to O’ Brodovich and
Freedman, 970306.
Letters: Olivieri to Dr. O’Brodovich and Dr. Moore, 970220; and memo, Olivieri to Dr.
O’Brodovich and Dr. Freedman, 970306. S ee also the review article, N.F. Olivieri and
G.M. Brittenham, Blood, 89, 3 (February 1, 1997), pp. 739–761 (submitted 960229,
accepted 961001).
Letters: Olivieri to Dr. O’Brodovich and Dr. Moore, 970220; and memo, Olivieri to Dr.

26.
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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43.
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O’Brodovich and Dr. Freedman, 970306.
Letters: Olivieri to O’Brodovich and to Moore, 970220.
Letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 970220; and memo, Hales (pharmacy) to O’Brodovich,
981026, confirming no presecriptions filled after 970218.
Memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 9703 06; and Olivieri’s informa tion sheet
for patients for the meeting held 970306.
Letter, Colangelo to Kay, 970204.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 970207.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970211.
Letter, Colangelo to Olivieri and Koren, 970205.
Memo, Koren to Olivieri, 970815; letters: Koren to O’Brodovich, 971103 and 971126;
letter, Koren to Buchwald, 980511; and letter, Koren to Becker, 980415. These documents
refer to activities in the period after the trials were term inated—the first three refer
primarily to the former LA–01 patient cohort, the last two primarily to the former LA–03
patient cohort.
Brief, Olivieri to MAC , 991012, p. 48.
Naimark Report, p. 42.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970211.
Dr. Koren acknowledged receipt of the copy of the report on the new risk sent to him by
Dr. Olivieri through their joint counsel “in early February 1997” (Humphrey Report, p.
195). He also submitted a letter bea ring the date “Feb 8,1997” to the Naimark Review that
he alleged he wrote on that date, saying he ha d received Dr. Olivieri’s report.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page II-5 and page III-2, entry for February 19,
1997.
Testimony by Olivieri to C of I. See also: memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980 924, pages
II-5, III-2, III-3; and minutes of meeting on 970219 involving O’Brodovich, Freedman and
Olivieri—minutes taken by Walker. Olivieri noted in a memo to O’Brodovich on 970305
that Walker’s minu tes were inaccurate in sp ecific respects..
Minutes of meeting involving O’Brodovich, Freedman and Olivieri, 970219— minutes
taken by Walker.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page II-5.
Letter, Moore to Olivieri, 970220.
a) letters, Olivieri and Koren t o: Zlotkin, co pied to Moo re, 9607 15; and to D ougherty,
copied to Zlotkin, 960715.
b) termination notices, Olivieri and Freedman to REB , signed 970720 , 21, 25 and stamp ed
as received b y REB on 960801.
Terms of Reference, HSC REB , as revised 981211.
Letters, Olivieri to Moore and to O’Brodovich, 970220.
Letter, Moore to Olivieri, 970224.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page III–3.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Moore, 970226.
Letter, Moore to O’Brodovich, 970227.
Note to file by Moore, 960717.
Termination notices for each of LA–01 and LA–03 , Olivieri and Freedman to REB , signed by
Olivieri 960720&21 and by Freedman 960725, and stamped a s received by REB 960801.
Letter, Moore to O’Brodovich, 980603.
Summary of testimony by Moore to MAC ad hoc subcommittee, 990111.
Letter, Moore to O’Brodovich, 980603.
Memo, Colangelo to file, 970227.
Humphrey Report, released 991220, p. 195.
Letter, O’Brodovich to B aker, 97022 0.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page III–3, entry for February 28, “O’
Brodovich who had stopped the use of L1 at Hospital for Sick Children … .” In his letter
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to Dr. Baker on February 20, he listed the steps he had taken as of that date, and stopping
use of L1 was not on this list, so this addition al action must have been taken later, on or
about February 28.
E-mail between O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970228.
Letters, O’Brodovich to Olivieri, 970228 and 970304.
Letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 970227.
Letters, Moore to Olivieri, 970224 and 970430.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page III–3, entry for February 24.
Letters, Colangelo to O’Brodovich, 970228 and 970303 ; memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich,
970305; and memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970306.
Letter, Carter to O’Brodovich, 970311 (referring to meeting of March and previous
correspondence).
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924.
See: REB minutes for its meeting of 970214; and Dr. Olivieri’s brief to the MAC , 991012,
pages 46–49.
Minutes, REB , 970214.
Letter, Moore to Olivieri, 970224.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page III–3.
Information sheet, “Summary for Patients and Parents,” distributed at group information
meeting by Dr. Olivieri on 970306.
Letter, Spino to Freedman and Baker, copied to O’Brodovich, 970306.
Letter, Baker to Spino, 970417.
Letter, Spino to Freedman and Baker, copied to O’Brodovich, 970306.
Letter, Spino to pathology directors of TTH and HSC , 970305.
Final written report by Callea, 970524.
Letter, Spino to O’Brodovich, 970423.
Letter, Spino to O’Brodovich, 970423.
Letters: Colangelo to Brown, 970507; and Brown to Colangelo, 970708.
Letters: Spino to Freedman and Goldbloom, 970619, and Spino to Aberman, 970619.
Letter, Olivieri to CMPA lawyers, 970515, conveying information from Netten’s notes on
May 8/97 meeting of Apotex with patients.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 970526.
Testimony of Olivieri, Dick and Nathan (all of whom attended the Cooley’s Anemia
Foundation s ymposium in J une 1997 ) to CoI.
Article, N.F. Olivieri et al., New England Journal of Medicine, 339, 7 (August 13, 1998),
pp. 417–423.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924.

Notes to Section 5L: Events at the Hospital
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Letter, Dick to Buchwald, 971007 (not sent until 971127, due to intervening meetings with
Buchwald), reviewing a discussion they had on 970609.
Letter, Dick to Buchwald, 971007 (not sent until 971127, due to intervening meetings with
Buchwald), reviewing a discussion they had on 970609.
Interview of Durie with CoI, 9 91102; and notes by Durie from meeting of 970911,
recorded in memo to Olivieri of 970929.
Letter, Gallie to Buchwald and Strofolino, 980603.
Letter, Gallie to Buchwald and Strofolino, 980603.
Letter, Buchwald to Gallie, 980610.
Petition letter, signed by Durie, Dick and many others, 980626.
Letter, Buchwald to Gallie, 981207.
Petition letter, Durie and others to Buchwald, 980626.
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Petition letter, Durie and others to Buchwald, 980626.
Letter, Zlotkin to Buchwald, 980630.
Letter, Corey to Buchwald, 980721.
Article in Globe and Mail , 980814.
Letter, Corey to Buchwald, 980721; and interview with Committee of Inquiry, 991103.
Letter, Saunders to Buchwald, 980723 – in this letter, Dr. Saunders stated that Ms. AnneMarie Christian, the administrator responsible for reviewing contracts had approved his
contract with Sangstat.
Letter, Blanchette, Koren and other division chiefs to Pitblado, 980821.
Notes by Dick of meeting with Buchwald, 971111.
There is extensive correspondence among Olivieri, various administrators, and others in
March, April and May 1998 concerning Diav-Citrin’s access to information on a patient,
beginning with a letter from Olivieri to her on 980324. (March 24, 1998 is the date of the
incident in question.)
Letter, Spino to Koren, 971023; and letter, Koren to O’Brodovich, 971103.
Letter, Olivieri to Becker, 980402
Letter, Koren to Olivieri, 980325.
Letter, Koren to Becker, 980415.
Letter, Moore to Buchwald, 980415.
Letter, Buchwald to Becker, 980420.
Letter, Olivieri to Becker, 98 0402.
letter, Koren to Becker, 980415.
Letter, Koren to Buchwald, 980507.
Letter, Sher to Keating, TTH , 970602, page 5, “I did perform a one-year consultancy for
Apotex Inc. for which I was paid the sum of $15,000. The purpose of this consultancy was
as a medical advisor screening enrollment criteria for patients entering a project of L1 use
in Italy … .”
Handwritten note to file by Koren, 980514, re: meeting with Spino and Tricta on 980513.
Article, O. Diav-Citrin, G. Atanackovic and G. Koren, Therapeutic Drug Monitoring, 21
(1999), pp. 74–81.
Article, Toronto Star, 980814.
Lawsuit by Koren aga inst Gallie, the Star and the Globe and Mail , filed 981117.
Information from Hudgins (UTFA ) to committee of inquiry, 010314.
Memo, Lister (HSC Foundation) to Naimark, 981030.
Memo, Lister (HSC Foundation) to Naimark, 981030.
Ltter, Lister to Dellandrea, 980625.
Apotex submissions to regulators, dated 980126 and 980130.
Naimark Rport, p. 98.
Letter, Spino to Strofolino, 980831.
E-mail memo, HSC Executive to all medical and scientific staff, 980901.
E-mail, Grinstein to many, 981012, with the September 1, 1998 statement by the H S C
Executive attached .
Letter, Olivieri et al. to Sedra and HSC Board, 980905, pp. 11–12.
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Letter, Weatherall to Prichard, 990108.
Letters, Olivieri to Freedman, 950220 and 960513.
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 960215.
Memo, Goldbloom to file, 960409.
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 960508.
Letter, Freedman to Olivieri, 960510.
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Letter, Vichinsky to Shelton and Searles, 961025 .
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 96050 8 (and attached letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 950220)
.
Article, The Medical Post, 971028.
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 960513.
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 960513—emphasis in original.
Letter, Goldbloom to Olivieri, 961018.
Memorandum, Dr. John Evans to Committee of Inquiry, 991125—see section 3.C.
E-mail, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 961020.
Letter, Searles and Shelton to O’Brodovich, 961213.
Letter, Searles and Shelton to O’Brodovich, Dr. Goldbloom and Ms. Booth, 970211.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Olivieri and Goldbloom, 970217.
Draft letter, O’Brodovich to Searles, 970213, with Olivieri and Goldbloom listed as cosignatories; letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 970219; and letter, O’Brodovich to Searles,
970225, essentially the draft of 970213, but co-signed by Goldbloom and Booth.
Letter, O’Brodovich et al to Searles, 970225.
Letter, O’Brodovich et al. to Searles, 970225.
“Facts Sheet” distributed by the Sickle Cell Disease Association, undated.
Letter, Shelton to HSC Board, 970409.
Letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 970824.
Letter, Olivieri to Blanchette and Gallie, 980415.
E-mail, Olivieri to Aberman, 980818.
Letter, Ruby (counsel for Olivieri) to Carter (counsel for HSC ), 981113.
Letters, Olivieri to Blanchette, 980711, 980805, 980808, 980 814, 981028, 98103 0 and
981104.
MRC General Guidelines for All Salary Supported Investigators (1997–1998), par. 298.
Article, National Post, 981211, referring to HSC press release of 981209.
Article, The Sunday Sun, 981213.
Minutes, Combined Chiefs Meeting, 981216.
Letter, Sedra to Graham, 990112.
Letter, Blanchette and O’Brodovich to Olivieri, 990106.
Letter, Sedra to Graham, 990112; minutes, Academic Board, 990121.
Letter, O’Brodovich and Buchwald to Olivieri, 990106.
Letter, Buchwald and Wedge (Surgeon-in-chief) to Gallie, 990106; reference to identical
letters to Chan and Durie appears in minutes of the Acad. Bd., 990121.
Minutes, Academic Board, 990121.
Letter, O’Brodovich and Blanchette to Olivieri, 990106.
See, for instance: letter, Olivieri to Freedman, 9 50220I; and letter, Shelton to Board of
Trustees, 970409.
Agreement, signed by Prichard, Strofolino and Olivieri, 990125.
Letter, Weatherall to Prichard, 990108.
Letter, O’Brodovich and Buchwald to Olivieri, 990106.
Naimark report, p. 105.

Notes to Section 5N: Events at the University of Toronto
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Twelve-point statement by the University, issued 981203, web-posted 981215, point 2.
Statement by Prichard, 981209.
Minutes, Governing Council, 981105, p. 10.
Twelve-point statement by the University, issued 981203, web-posted 981215, point 3.
Article, The Bulletin (UT), 981214.
Minutes, Governing council, 981105.
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Letter, Prichard and Strofolino to Koren, 000411.
E-mail, Aberman to Naimark, 981008—this records that Dean Aberman and Mr. Kay
“met at the Prince Hotel c offee shop.”
E-mail, Aberman to Naimark, 981008.
Letter, Spino to Oli vieri, 9608 12, copie d to Aberma n, Kay and Koren; letter, Spino to
Olivieri, 960822, copied to Aberman, Goldbloom and Koren; letter, Spino to Olivieri,
961107, copied to Aberman and Goldbloom; letter, Spino to Olivieri, 961127, copied to
Aberman, Goldbloom and Koren.
E-mail, Aberman to Naimark, 981008.
Handwritten note by O’Brodovich on cop y of letter, Spino to Olivieri, 96082 2, copied to
Aberman, Koren et al..
E-mail, Aberman to Naimark, 981008 .
Letter, Munroe-Blum to Olivieri, 970924.
Letter, Olivieri to Sedra, 971027.
Letters, Gooch to Olivieri, 971127 and 971202.
Letter, Olivieri to Munroe-Blum, 980801.
Letter, Olivieri to Munroe-Blum, 980801.
Letters between Olivieri and Munroe-Blum, 980801 and 980806.
Letter, Sedra to Olivieri, 980812.
E-mail, Olivieri to Aberman, 980818.
Letter, Aberman to Olivieri, 980820.
Letter, Olivieri and Koren to Haslam, 960525, copied to Aberman and others.
Letter, Weatherall to Aberman, 970721.
E-mail reply Aberman to Weatherall, 970801.
Testimony of Nathan to CoI, 991103 and notes to file by Dick on conversation with
Nathan, 970922.
E-mail, Aberman to Goldbloom et al., 980902.
E-mail, Phillips to Olivieri, 970702.
Letter, Phillips to Aberman et al., 970922.
Reply letters to Phillips from Aberman, 981001, and O’Brodovich and Buchwald, 971003;
letter, O’Brodovich and Buchwald to Lamont, 971003; response by Phillips, 971005.
See sections 5H, 5I, 5K and 5T.
See sections 5H, 5I, 5K and 5T.
Priority Review Submission to Health Canada by Apotex Research Inc., 970930.
(i) Abstract on LA–03 data submitted to April 5-10,1997 conference in Malta on
thalassemia, by F. Tricta, G. Sher, R Loebstein, G. Atanackovic, O. Diav-Citrin and G.
Koren, “Long-term chelation therapy with the orally active chela tor deferiprone ( L1 ) in
patients with thalassemia major;” and
(ii) Abstract on LA–01 data for conference in Malta , April 5-10, 1997, on LA–01 data, by
F. Tricta, G. Dougherty, O. Diav-Citrin, R. Lobstein, G. Atanackovic and G. Koren,
“Randomized trial of deferiprone ( L1 ) and deferoxamine ( DFO ) in thalassemia major.”
Abstract on LA–03 data submitted to April 1997 conference in Malta on thalassemia, by
F. Tricta, G. Sher, R Loebstein, G. Atanackovic, O. Diav-Citrin and G. Koren, “Long-term
chelation therapy with … deferiprone ….”
(a) Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, page 4;
(b) Letters, Sher to Haslam, 951025 and Sher to Olivieri, 940624.
Letter, Sher to Haslam, 951025.
Letter, Olivieri to Phillipson, 960626.
Letter, Sher to Keating, 970602.
Testimony of Olivieri to CoI, 000607.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 5; see also: letter Olivieri to Phillipson,
960626; information of Olivieri to CoI, 000607.
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Letter, Spino to Felice (an organizer of the April 1997 Malta conference), 970613.
Dr. Olivieri learned of the existence of these abstracts in mid-February 1997, when she
saw a copy of the conference program, but she was not provided with copies of the
abstracts until shortly before the conference bega n. The CMPA legal counsel (who were
still jointly representing her and Dr. Koren) obtained copies from Apotex, after first trying
unsuccessfully to obtain copies from Dr. Koren. See letters: Olivieri to Colangelo and
Mason ( CMPA ), 970213, 9 70214 and 9 70304; and O livieri to Koren, 970404 .
Letters, Olivieri to Sher, 970425 and 970512.
Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research and Guidelines to Address Research
Misconduct, Faculty of Medicine, UT, revised 1996.
Letters: Olivieri to Sher, 970512; Olivieri to Keating, 970523; and Olivieri to Phillipson,
970626.
Letter, Sher to Keating, 970602.
LA–03 contract, signed by Spino on 951002, and by Koren on 951010 and Olivieri on
951012.
Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research and Guidelines to Address Research
Misconduct, UT.
Letter and attachment, Phillipson to Yip, 970704.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 6.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 5.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 6.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 4.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 7.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 5.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 2.
Report of the Friedland committee, 970909, p. 5.
(a) Drafts of abstracts re: efficacy of L1 in LA–03 trial cohort, with handwritten edits by
Koren, July-August 1996 (abstract intended for ASH , Dec. 1996 meeting);
(b) Interview with Olivieri, November 1999;
(c) Letter, Olivieri to Koren, 970404;
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(d) Letter, Colangelo to Kay, 96 0819.
Framework for Ethical Conduct of Research and Guidelines to Address Research
Misconduct, UT (see Faculty of Medicine Calendar section, , pp. 66–67).
Letter, Aberman to Sher, 970911, copied to eleven others.
Letter, Aberman to Sher, 970911, copied to eleven others.
Article, O. Diav-Citrin, G. Atanackovic and G. Koren, Therapeutic Drug Monitoring, 21,
1 (1999), pp. 74–81.
Minutes, Governing Council, 990204.
University of Toronto Publication Policy, approved by the Governing Council, 750227.
Report number 90 of the Academic Board, 981008.
Letters, Ranalli to Prichard and Aberman, 970204; the available copy of Ranalli’s letter
to Prichard has a handwritten note by Prichard asking Aberman to “reply on my behalf”;
reply by Aberman, 970209.
Letter and appendix, Hudgins to Naylor, 991117.
Dickens Report, April 1999, p. 18.
Statement by Dean Naylor in Med.E.Mail, and electronic newsletter of the Faculty of
Medicine, 010326.
Article in The Toronto Star, 010327, p. A9.
Letter, Singer to committee of inquiry, 010125.
Statement by the University, 981203, point 5.
Naimark Report, p. 138.
Naimark Report, p. 146.
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Report number 90 of the Academic Board, 981008.
Statement by UT, 981203.
Minutes of the Governing Council, 981217, p. 8.
Statement by UT, 981203.
Report by Dickens, titled, “Harmonization of Research Policies and Procedures Betw een
the University of Toronto and its Affiliated Teaching Hospitals,” April 1999.
Appendix A, dated 990218 (terms of reference) to Dickens Report, April 1999.
Public statements: by the University of Toronto, issued 981203, and by President Prichard,
981209, posted on the UT website; and article in UT Bulletin, 981214.
Letter, Hudgins to Cook, 990910.
Interview of Dickens by CoI, 991104.
Statement by Naylor, 010326, in Med.E.Mail, 9, 26 (March 26, 2001), pp. 4–8.
Statement by Naylor, 010326, in Med.E.Mail, 9, 26 (March 26, 2001), p. 6.
News stories in the Globe & Mail and in the Star, 010227—the grievance hearings in the
University began on 010226; the Hospital filed its court action to block the summonses
on 010223.
A decision on the Hospital’s application was issued on 010709 by Nordheimer J. of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice w ho conluded: (i) the University’s Grievanc e Review
Panel had the authority under the Arbitration Act, 1991 to issue summonses ; (ii) it was
premature at this stage of the particular grievance proceedings to enforce summ onses
issued to date.
Letter, Prichard and Strofolino to Koren, 000411, p. 5.
Letters: Spino to Hindmarsh (Dean of Pharmacy), 980924; and O’Brien (Graduate Chair
of Pharmacy), 980413.
Testimony of Chan to CoI; letter, Graham to Sedra, 990121.
Letter, Sedra to Graham, 990112—describing discussion between Prichard and Strofolino.
Letter, Sedra to Graham, 990112.
Minutes, Academic Board, 990121.
Letters, Sedra to Graham, 990112, Aberman to Strofolino, 990113, Graham to Prichard,
990119.
Detailed record of discussion, meeting of 990120 at Intercontinental Hotel.
Minutes, Academic Board, 990121.
Letter, Graham to Prichard, 990121.
Letter, Graham to Porter, 990120.
Minutes, Academic Board, 990121, item 10, p. 10.
Dr. John Porter of University College, London and Dr. Alan Schechter of NIH , Bethesda
submitted the report of their review of the scientific aspects of Dr. Olivieri’s
hemoglobinopathy program in the University, HSC and TTH to Professor Graham, President
of CAUT , on Februar y 9, 1999 . The reviewers found that , “Dr. Olivieri’s program of
clinical research b y any criteria i s outstandin g.” They also stated that, “ In order to initiate
national and international trials, it is important that the unit is headed by an individual who
has the respect of the international community and the authority to carry out the studies
at the local level. Dr. Olivieri commands considerable respect in the international
community as evidenced by her track record in publication and grant funding which is
second to none in the field. If another person were to have been placed as head of the
programme above her, this would undermine her credibility and authority and would likely
prejudice important international collaborations.”
Testimony by Weatherall to CoI, 991031.
Minutes, Academic Board, 990121, item 10, page 10.
Article, UTFA Newsletter, 990211, p. 3, column 1, meeting with CoI, 991103.
Interviews of W eatherall a nd Nathan w ith CoI, 991 031 and 9 91103 , respectively.
Letter, Weatherall and Nathan to Olivieri and Strofolino, 990125.
Agreement, signed by Prichard, Olivieri and Strofolino, 990125.
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In January 1999, the number of hours physician assistants would be available for work in
the HSC clinic was increased to the level it had been in the spring of 1998, prior to the
reduction imposed by Dr. Blanchette in the summer of 1998. This fact is noted in the
program review report of Drs. Porter and Schechter, dated 990208. As outlined in section
5M, the escalation during the second half of 1998 of the dispute over this reduction in
clinical support culminated in the summary dismissal of Dr. Olivieri from her directorship
in early January 1999.
Memo, Borden&Eliot to Christian (HSC ), 971024, confirming telephoned advice, 970924.
brief by Olivieri to MAC , 991012, p. 53; and testimony of Drs. Olivieri, Chan and Gallie
to CoI.
Testimony of Gallie to CoI, 991101.
Testimony of Gallie by CoI, 991101.
Humphrey Report, Chan’s transcription, p. 137; and letter, Prichard and Strofolino to
Koren, 000411.
Letter, Sedra to Graham and Love, 991209.
Humphrey report, Chan’s transcription, p. 78.
Letter, Aird to Chan et al., 991210.
E-mail memo, HSC Executive to many, 980901.
Allegations that Dr. Kor en had submitted false information to the Naimark review were
provided to the Hospital on 991012, through copies of Dr. Olivieri’s response to the MAC .
Testimony by Chan to CoI, 000204: Chan reported to CoI that she and Durie had informed
Toronto Police Detective Bone of the D N A identification of Koren, on or about December
9, and that Bone reported back to them that he had informed Koren that he had been
identified in this way. See also Globe & Mail, 991221, “ Dr. Gideon Koren … said
yesterday that he was recently visited by a Toro nto police officer about the letters .”
Articles: Toronto Star, 991221, Globe & Mail, 991221, National Post, 991221, and
Toronto Sun, 991222.
Article, Globe & Mail, 991222.
E-mail, Dick to Naylor, 991221.
a) Prior to May 17, 1999, Dr. Koren was suspected of being the author of the anonymous
letters, but not accused. On May 17, 1999 he was accused by Dr. Olivieri et al., who had
retained private detec tive and forensic experts who made the identification. The complaint
and evidence were then presented to the Hospital and the University; additional forensic
evidence was presented in June. (See s ection 5R(3).)
b) The common law on disciplinary action in employment matters is different from that
of criminal law. See, for example, the column on emp loyment law, Globe & Mail, 000814
by M. Mackillop, titled “Respond effectively to office poison pen letters,” which
summarizes the situation: “It is important to remember that the compa ny does not have to
prove that an emp loyee is ‘guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.’ This is not a criminal
investigation, and the onus on the company is to prove just cause on the ‘balance of
probabilities,’ a standard of proof considerably less onerous than the standard applied in
a criminal case.”
Humphrey report, 991220.
Letter, Prichard and Strof olino to Koren, 00041 1.
Letter, Prichard and Strof olino to Koren, 00041 1.
Letter, Prichard and Strofolino to Koren, 000411.
Minutes, UT Governing Council, 981217.
Public statement by Prichard, 981209.
Naimark Report, pp. 106, 142.
Naimark Report, p. 42—this was Dr. Olivieri’s abstract for the Biomedicine ’97
conference. Apotex’s request that she withdraw it was conveyed in a lawyer’s letter
containing a legal warning, Brown to Colangelo, 970211.
Public statement by Prichard, 981209.
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Statement by the University, dated 981203, sent to Governing Council 981204, posted on
website 981215 .
Report of the Academic Board, 981008.
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Article, N.F. Olivieri et al., “Long-Term Safety and Effectiveness of Iron-Chelation
Therapy with Deferiprone for Thalassemia Major,” New England Journal of Medicine,
339, 7 (Aug. 13, 1998), pp. 417–423.
Toronto Sun and Toronto Star, Aug. 21, 1998.
Naimark Report, p. 1.
Public statement by Pitblado (HSC Board Chair), 980909.
The Naimark Report stated that the total Apotex funding to the University of Manitoba
during 1989–1998 was $789,840. Dr. Olivieri’s application to M RC for funding for the
LA–01 trial under the university-industry program stated that the industrial co-sponsor was
Apotex subsidiary Rh Pharmaceuticals Inc., 104 Chancellor Matheson Road, University
of Manitoba Campus, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3J 2N2.
Letters by Polanyi, Thompson, Hamilton, Nathan & Weatherall to Pitblado et al., 981005
and 981006.
MSSA minutes, 981001.
Letter faxed by Naimark to Baird, 9809 29—an unsigned draft, on Naimark’s letterhead
with his fax number prin ted on the top of the page by the fax ma chine.
Letter, Baird to Naimark, 980929.
Letter, Baird to Thompson (CoI), 990816, summarizing correspondence and notes of
telephone discussions between Baird and Naimark, Sept. 27–Oct. 7, 1998.
Letter, Naimark to Baird, 981007.
Letter, Baird to Naimark, 981007.
“Participation Agreement” signed by Drs. Gallie et al., Oct. 19, 1998.
“Participation Agreement” signed by Drs. Gallie et al., Oct. 19, 1998 and covering letter,
Ortved (CMPA counsel) to Carter (HSC counsel), Oct. 19.
This commitment was not written into the “Participation Agreement,” but was a verbal
undertaking, and was no ted by HSC President Strofolino in his e-mail to all staff, 981022
(see following endnote): “There has been an agreement that there will be no further
discussion through the media and no further promotion of debate informally among
colleagues by either the Hospita l or affected staff.”
Memo, Strofolino to all staff, distributed by e-mail from his assistant, Capizzano, Oct. 22,
1998, 16:18 hours.
E-mails of Grinstein, 981012 and Buchwald, 981019.
These anonymous letters were written and sent by Dr. Koren.
announcements by Pitblado and by Doctors for Research Integrity (a group supporting Dr.
Olivieri), 981104.
Naimark Report, p. 3.
Article in This Week (HSC publication), 981210; also, an article in Toronto Star, Dec. 10,
1998 gives list of key dates.
Naimark Report, p. 2.
Naimark Report, p. 129.
Naimark Report, p. 129.
Letter, Aird to Olivieri et al., 991230.
Letter, Aird to Olivieri et al., 991230; see a lso: open letter, HSC Board to HSC community,
e-mailed by Dr. O’Brodovich, January 2000, hard copy in This Week (HSC newsletter),
Jan. 13, 2000.
Humphrey Report, pp. 199-200 (Chan’s transcription, pp. 105-6)
Humphrey Report, pp. 199–200 (Chan’s transcription, pp. 135, 137).
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Humphrey Report, (Chan’s transcription, pp. 105–8, 118–120, 134).
Humphrey Report, p. 227 (Chan’s transcription, p. 118)
Compare Naimark report, complete “reference list of documentation” with HSC archives
catalogue of Naimar k documents deposited there.
Letter, Spino to Naimark, 981124, referred to at p. 101 of Naimark Report.
Naimark report, p. 42, provides information from letters: (i) O’Brodovich to Naimark,
981125; and (ii) 981202.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Colangelo, 970303.
Memo, Koren to Buchwald, 980514.
Letters: Koren to Olivieri, 970815; Koren to O’Brodovich, 971103 and 971126. The
memo, Koren to Buchwald, 980514, also contradicts the letters reproduced on page 41 of
the Naimark Report.
The letters Dr. Koren alleged he had written on the dates specified in them are: Koren to
Olivieri, 961218 and 970208.
Letter, Spino to Koren, 960418.
Letters: Kay to Colangelo, 96 1218, and M ason to Kay, 9701 14.
Naimark Report, p. 89.
Memo entitled “O’Brodovich submission to Dr. Naimark,” and dated 980924.
Humphrey Report, p. 203 (Chan’s transcription, p. 107).
Contract for LA–03 , signed by Drs. Spino (951002), Koren (951010) and Olivieri (951012)
.
Trial termination notification forms for LA–03 and LA–01 , signed by Olivieri and Freedman
in July 199 6 and stam ped as rece ived by REB on August 1, 1996.
Letter, Spino to Brittenham, 951003.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960508.
Full report of the EAP .
Letter, Corey to Buchwald, 980721 .
Book, G. Koren, ed., Textbook of Ethics in Pediatric Research, 1993 [get bibliogr.
details], chapter 17, written by G. Koren, “The Process of Ethics Review in Pediatrics
Research: the Toronto Model.”
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960812.
Letter, Spino to A. Klein (of HPB ), 960813.
Letter, Colangelo to Koren and Olivieri.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970508.
Letter, Saunders to Buchwald, 980723.
Letter, Olivieri et al. to Sedra et al., 980905.
i) Letters: Spino to A. Klein (Health Can ada), 97012 8; and Woolcock to M. Carmen
(Health Canada), 970225;
ii) Documents re: licencing applications: Priority Review Submission, Canada, 970930;
Canada, prepared by Apotex Research, 980126, entitled, “Clinical Study Report
LA–01 —Comp arative study of Exferrum and DFO ; and Australia, prep ared by Apotex
Research, 980130, entitled, “Comprehensive Summary—Exferrum.” Exferrum is an
Apotex term for its drug L1 . DFO is deferoxamine, the standard iron- chelation drug..
Letter, Olivieri to Koren, 961028.
MRC application file of Olivieri, re: L1 trials (see section 5A).
Letter, Spino to Moore.
Report of the Apotex EAP , dated 960712–960713.
Book, G. Koren, ed., Textbook of Ethics in Pediatric Research, chapter 17, p. 19 8, written
by G. Koren.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 960814.
Naimark Report, p. 37.
Naimark Report, pp. 42, 134.
Letter, Olivieri to Colangelo and Mason, 970515, summarizing notes taken by social
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worker K. Netten at the May 8 meeting where Drs. Spino and Tricta of Apotex spoke with
Dr. Olivieri’s patients.
Statement by Pitblado (HSC Board Chair), 980909.
“Open letter,” HSC Board to employees, This Week, 000113.
Article by HSC Board Chair Alexa nder Aird in the Globe and Mail, 991231.
Resolution by HSC Board of Trustees, 981209, reported on in National Post, 981211; and
“Statement of Defence and Counterclaim” by Apotex filed in Ontario Superior Court,
000619.
Statement by Prichard, 981209, UT website; and article in The Bulletin, UT, 981214.
Naimark Report, p. 21.
Naimark Report, p. 25.
Naimark Report, p. 103.
Naimark Report, pp. 118–126.
Draft report of the HSC Research Policy Review Task Force, 990712; and report on
“Harmonization of Research Policies and Procedures …” by Professor Dickens, April
1999.
Letters and attached report: Colangelo to Kay (Apotex’s counsel), 970204, and to Koren,
970205.
Humphrey Report, p. 1 95 (Chan’s trans cription, p. 103).
“Letter,” Koren to Olivieri, 9 61218.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Colangelo, 970303—copied to Koren and Olivieri.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naim ark, 98092 4, p. III-4—the memo misda tes the Moore letter
as June 3, 1997, instead of its actual date of June 3, 1998.
Naimark Report, pp. 30, 35 (in subsection heading and in text below it), and 99.
Naimark Report, page 30.
E-mail, Aberman to Durie et al., 980830, N 445 (arch 39)— quoted at page 33 of Naimark
Report.
Naimark Report, pp. 35 and 99.
Naimark Report, pp. 21 and 146.
Front page of LA–02 protocol, 950721.
Letter, Olivieri and Koren to Zlotkin, copied to Moore, 960715.
Naimark Report, p. 35.
Letters, Koren to: Olivieri, 970815; O’Brodovich, 971103 and 971126; Becker,
980415;.and Buchwald, 980514.
Letter, Christian to Glasenberg (CFO, Apotex), 960705.
Naimark Report, p. 99 and 143—ap parently relying on two letters by Koren: to Becker,
980415; and to Buchwald, 980507.
Note to file by Koren, 980514; submitted article by Koren and two Apotex-funded fellows,
received by journal August 12, 1998; and editor’s letter of acceptance—the article was
published in Therapeutic Drug Monitoring, 21, 1 (1999), pp. 74–81 (see section 5R).
Letter, Koren to Pitblado, 980820.
Naimark Report, p. 99.
Naimark Report, p. 41.
Letter, Olivieri to Koren, 961028, copied to Aberman and N. Klein.
University of Toronto Publication Policy dated 1995. We have seen no evidence that the
Hospital for Sick Children had any publication policy in contract research, other than the
University’s policy, at the time the LA–01 contract was signed. T he draft report of the HSC
Research Policy Review Task Forc e, dated 990712, recommended policy development in
this area (at pages 53–54).
Naimark Report, pp. 21 and 146.
Naimark Report, pp. 23–24.
Memo, Spino to other Apotex staff, 940625, page 3.
Naimark Report, p. 23.
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Naimark Report, p. 106.
Naimark Report, p. 146.
Letter, Aird and Strofolino to Olivieri, 000117; and article in The Bulletin of the UT,
981214. Mr. Aird and Mr. Strofolino wrote, “One of the lessons learned [from the
Naimark Review] was that it would have been appropriate for the Hospital to offer you
more visible support in your dispute with Apotex. … we agree that in retrospect the
Hospital should have offered you more visible support when Apotex … threaten[ed] legal
action. We apologize for not doing so.” (emphasis added) It is reasonable to interpr et this
as meaning that HSC support was provided but was not sufficiently visible. However, the
problem w as that the s upport wa s not effective, regardless o f its degree of vis ibility.
E-mail memo, HSC Executive to many, 980901; and e-mail, Aberman to Weatherall,
970731.
Naimark Repor t, p. 27, footnote.
Naimark Report, p. 145.
Naimark Report, p. 138.
Naimark Report, p. 106.
Naimark Report, pp. 105–6.
Naimark Report, p. 106.
Naimark Report, p. 138.
Naimark Report, p. 110.
Naimark Report, pp. 44, 45.
Purported letter, Koren to Olivieri, purportedly dated “ December 18, 19 96,” reproduced
at page 41 of the Naimark Report. See also letter, Lishner to MAC , 981214.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 981125.
Naimark Report, p. 89.
Naimark Report, p. 101.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 981125—the letter refers to “the recent conference call”
involving the two of them and others.
Letter, Spino to Naimark, 981124.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 981125.
Naimark Report, p. 88.
Memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970306, paragraph (d).
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924.
Naimark Report, p. 135; see also memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924.
“Letter,” Koren to Olivieri, allegedly written and sent on 970208—reproduced in full at
page 41 of the Naim ark Report.
See for instance the memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924 and the letter, Spino to
Naimark, 981124.
Letter, Spino to O’Brodovich, 980522.
a) G. Koren, Textbook of Ethics in Pediatric Research, Krieger (1993), Ch. 17;
b) Letter, Moore to Buchwald, 980415; c) REB minutes, 980417.
Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924.
For instance, the letters: Spino to Olivieri and Koren, 960524; and Spino to Strofolino,
980831, p age 2..
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 961218.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 961218 and reply, Mason to Kay, 970114.
Letter, Kay to Colangelo, 970207.
Letter, Brown to Colangelo, 970211.
Naimark Report, p. 42.
Letter, Spino to Freedman and Baker, 970306.
LA–02 trial protocol, dated 940630, and revised on 950721, p. 5.
See treatment monitoring regime prop osed by Spino in an attachment to his letter, Spino
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to Freedman and Baker, 970306.
“Letters,” Koren to Oli vieri, purportedly written and sent on 961218 and
970208—reproduced at page 41 of the Report.
Brief by Olivieri et al. to joint UT/H S C disciplinary panel, 000104; brief by Olivieri to
MAC , 991012, p. 4.
See letter, Prichard and Strofolino to Koren, 000411, for a summary of the allegation by
Olivieri against Koren.
Letter, Koren to O’Brodovich, 971103; another letter, Koren to O’Brodovich, 971126.
Letter, Koren to Olivieri, 970815.
Memo, Koren to Buchwald, 980514.
CV of Koren.
Letter, Koren to O’Brodovich, 971 126—Dr . Koren wrote, “I served as a contact person
between Dr. Olivieri and Apotex, to allow the Emergency release of the drug, as the two
parties were not on speaking terms.” Also, in other letters Dr. Koren confirmed he had no
involvement with any aspect of the monitoring of patients who remained on L1 after May
1996 (see above and section 5P).
Naimark Report, p. 134.
Letter, Lishner to MAC , 981214.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Cola ngelo, 970303.
For instance: memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924; letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark,
981125; and letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 981028, enclosing letter from Naomi Klein
to Koren dated 981028. See also, letter, O’Brodovich to Koren, 981126.
(a) Memo, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 980924, page III-3, entry for Feb. 24/97;
(b) Letter, Carter to O’Brodovich, 970311 .
Letter, O’Brodovich to Olivieri, 971021.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Spino, 971117.
Humphrey Report, p. 203 (Chan’s transcription, pp. 107–8).
Memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970306, paragraph (d).
Memo, Olivieri to O’Brodovich and Freedman, 970306, paragraph (c).
Letter, Spino to Freedman and Baker, 970306, copied to O’Brodovich.
Letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 970220.
Letter, Moore to O’Brodovich, 980603, copied to Olivieri—see section 5K for a
discussion of the errors in this letter.
Letter, Olivieri to O’Brodovich, 980608.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Spino, 980610.
a) Letters: Klein to Koren, 981028 and 981119: Klein to O’Brodovich, 981217.
b) Letters: O’Brodovich to Naimark, 981028, 981120 and 981129
c) Letters: O’Brodovich to Klein, 981126; O’Brodovich to Koren, 981126 and reply by
Koren, sam e day.
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d) Letter, Klein to O’Brodovic h, 981217.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Baker, 970220.
Interview of Baker by CoI, 991215.
Letter, Baker to Spino, 970417.
Letter, O’Brodovich to Naimark, 991125, referring to Naimark’s hypothesis.
Naimark Report, pp. 100–101, with a footnote citing Spino’s letter to Naimark, 981124.
Letter, Spino to Naimark, 981124.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri and Koren, 960524.
Recorded telephone message, Spino to Olivieri, 960524. See section 5I for the complete
message.
Letter, Spino to Brittenham, 960617.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960214.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960216.
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Correspondence: Spino to Zlotkin, 960315; Zlotkin to Spino, 960325; Spino to Koren,
960418.
Letter, Spino to Zlotkin, 960502.
Correspondence between Spino and Zlotkin, 960315, 960325, 960502 and 960510.
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Letter, Spino to Brittenham, 960617.
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letter to editor of The Lancet by Ciba-Geigy staff, vol. 341 (April 24, 1993), p. 1088.
N.F. Olivieri et al., New England Journal of Medicine, 332, 14 (April 6, 1995), p. 922.
Letter, Spino to Olivieri, 960214.
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Article, Globe and Mail , 990827.
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Written “Opinion” by Brill-Edwards, 990424.
Written “Opinion” by Brill-Edwards, 990424.
Written “Opinion” by Brill-Edwards, 990424.
Written “Opinion” by Brill-Edwards, 990424.
Written “Opinion” by Brill-Edwards, 990424.
Transcript of the tape of the meeting between Olivieri et al. and Losos et al. of HPB ,
Ottawa, 990630.
Letter, anonymous to Brill-Edwards, and envelope postmarked 990705.
Handwritten letter, Koren to B rill-Edwards, 990 711 and hand-add ressed envelope.
Letter, Brill-Edwards to Naylor, 000331.
Letter, Brill-Edwards to Naylor, 000331.
Testimony of Brill-Edwards to CoI, 991216 and 000204.
Testimony of Brill-Edwards to CoI, 991216 and 000204.
Humphrey Report, pp. 43–44, 53, 76–79.
Testimony by C han to CoI.
Report, Helix Biotech to Gallie, 991207.
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of the HSC Executive and envelope.
Letter, Grinstein to editor, The Medical Post, 981027.
Report, Helix Biotech to Brill-Edwards, 000218.
Letter, Brill-Edwards to Naylor, 000331.
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Globe&Mail, 000505; Nature Medicine, May 2000.
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Appendix A
Procedural Protocol
Committee of Inquiry
Re: Dr . Nancy Olivieri,
The University of Toronto,
The Hospital for Sick Children and
Apotex, Inc.
A Committee of Inquiry has been established by the Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CA U T ) to inquire into allegations made by Dr. Nancy
Olivieri. This action by the CAUT was taken at the request of Dr. Olivieri, with the
support of the University of Toro nto Faculty Association. The allegations involve
matters listed in the terms of reference provided to the committee by the CAUT,
which are attached.
The Committee of Inquiry will follow the procedural guidelines set out in the
Policy Statement on CAUT Committees of Inquiry and Investigating Committees,
except as modified for the purposes of this inquiry by motions of the CAUT
Executive Committee. These motions confirm the independence of this Committee
of Inquiry by eliminating the draft report stage in the policy and eliminating
provisions for CAUT editorial control on the report, in addition to ensuring that the
complete report will be published.
Consistent with these modifie d guidelines, the Committee is proceeding in the
following manner.
1. The Committee will seek to review fully and fairly the allegations it has been
appointed to investigate and prepare a written report to the AF&T Comm ittee
of CAUT on the matters covered by its terms of reference.
2. The Committee has no statutory powers and no authority to compel individuals
to participate in the inquiry and, accordin gly, relies upon the cooperation of
everyone concerned to ensure that it is fully informed with regard to the matters
under review. Anyone who chooses to be interviewed by the committee may be
accompanied by a colleague.
3. The Committee will begin by reviewing the documentary record available to it
upon its appointment, and will seek further information from individuals in a
position to have relevant information by inviting them to meet with it and to
submit documents.
4. The Committee will endeavour to consult with Dr. Olivieri, the President of the
University of Toronto, the President of the Hospital for Sick Children,
representatives of Apotex, Inc. and the President of the Faculty Association as
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to information and sources of information, including docum ents and the names
of persons to whom invitations for interviews should be sent.
5. Persons interviewed by the Committee will be provided with a statement of
matters under investigation in advance of the interview. Persons interviewed
will be permitted to make a statement to the Committee and to raise issues that
they consider relevant, subject to the right of the Committee to decide, having
provided an opportunity for arguments to the contrary, that particular matters
are not relevant to its terms of reference.
6. Committee members will be taking handwritten notes during interviews, but
interviews will not be recorded verbatim.
7. To ensure fairness to persons potentially affected in a material adverse way by
findings in the committee ’s report, a fair summary of the information upon
which such findings could be based will be provided in confidence to such
persons reasonab ly in advance of the publication of the committee ’s report.
8. At any stage in its inquiry, the Committee in its discretion may request further
information or clarification from individuals who have been interviewed or
made written submissions, from those mentioned by witnesses or in
submissions, or from other persons, by way of either a written statement or a
meeting with the Committee.
9. The report of the Committee of Inquiry will be published by the CAUT, in its
entirety, as delivered and in a timely fashion, provisions of the Policy
Statement (including paragraphs 8–11) notwithstanding.
January 13, 2000
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APPENDIX B
Persons Who Participated in the Inquiry
Dr. Michael Baker

The Toron to Hospital, University Health Network
The Toronto Hospital

Dr. Michèle Brill-Edwards

Columb ia University

Dr. Gary Brittenham

Hospital for Sick Children

Dr. Helen Chan

Hospital for Sick Children

Dr. Mary Corey

Hospital for Sick Children

Dr. John Dick

University of T oronto

Prof Bernard Dickens

Hospital for Sick Children

Dr. Peter Durie

Princess Margaret Hospital and HSC

Dr. Bre nda Ga llie

University of Toronto Faculty Association

Prof William Graham

Hospital for Sick Children

Dr. Christine Harrison

University of Toronto Faculty Association

Ms. Allison Hudgins

Sack, Go ldblatt and M itchell

Ms. Cathy Lace

University of Toronto Faculty Association

Prof Rhonda Love

McCarthy Tétrault / CMPA

Mr. Steven Mason

The Founders’ Network, LIAR

Dr. Fraser Mustard

Harvard University

Dr. David Nathan

The Toronto Hospital and HSC

Dr. Nancy Olivieri

National Thalassemia Foundation

Polsinelli family

University of T oronto

Dr. Miriam R ossi

Hospital for Sick Children

Prof M ary Rowe ll

Queen's U niversity

Prof D.A. Soberman

Canadian Association of University Teachers

Dr. James Turk

Oxford University

Prof Sir D avid W eatherall
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APPENDIX C
Persons Invited Who Did Not Participate in this Inquiry
Dr. Arno ld Aberm an*
Mr. A.R. Aird
Dr. Go rdana Ata nackovic
Dr. Matitiahu Berkovitch
Dr. Robert Birgeneau
Dr. Victo r Blanche tte
Dr. Ma nuel Buch wald
Ms. Anne-Marie Christian
Dr. Orna Diav-Citrin
Dr. John Evans*
Dr. Alan Goldbloom
Ms. Na omi Klein
Dr. Gideon Koren
Dr. Roderick McInnes
Dr. Aideen Moore
Dr. Heather Munroe-Blum
Dr. Dav id Naylor*
Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich
Mr. Brian Orr
Mr. James Pitlabo
Prof Joh n Polanyi
Prof Robert Prichard
Prof Adel Sedra
Dr. Barry Sherman
Dr. Louis Siminovitch
Dr. Peter Singer*
Dr. Michael Spino
Mr. Michael Strofolino
Dr. Cecil Y ip
Dr. Stanley Z lotkin

The T oronto H ospital, Univ ersity Health
Network
Hospital for Sick Children
Duchesnay, Incorporated
Assaf Harofeh Medical Centre
University of T oronto
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Israeli Teratogen Information Service
Torstar Corporation
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
Hospital for Sick Children
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
Apotex Incorporated
Moun t Sinai Hosp ital
University of Toronto
Apotex Incorporated
Hospital for Sick Children
University of T oronto
Hospital for Sick Children

*Provided written information to the inquiry on one or more topics
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Appendix D
Motions passed by CAUT at the request of the
Committee of Inquiry
In order to ensure its independence, the Committee of Inquiry requested that the
Executive Committee pass the following motions:

CAUT

(i) 125th meeting of the CAUT Executive Committee, November 18, 1999.
O’NEIL/FIELD : WHEREAS

the Olivieri case has already rece ived ext ensive publi city,
nationally an d inter nationally,
WHEREAS reports of other inquiries into certain aspects of this case have been published
in their entirety by th e bodies t hat commissi oned them;
THEREFORE be it resolved that the Executive Committee confirm that the Report of the
Committee of Inquiry established by the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee of
CAUT into the Olivieri case will be published by the CAUT in its entirety as delivered and
in a timely fashion, notwithstanding the discretion as to publication of reports provided
for in the CAUT Policy Statement on Committees of Inquiry.
CARRI ED UN ANIMO USLY

(ii) 126th meeting of the CAUT Executive Committee, January 11, 2000.
O’NEIL/BOOTH: THAT

pursuant to the request from the Committee of Inquiry and the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
1. provisions in the Policy Statement pertaining to a draft report be suspended for its
inqui ry;
2. the committee will be considered as a committee appointed by CAUT (not just by the
AF&T committee), provided with terms of reference and resources by CAUT, but that the
Committee operate fully independently. In order to ensure fairness, the Committee will
follow the already agreed to Policy Statement on Committees of Inquiry except that: (A)
There will be no draft report provided to CAUT, and (B) CAUT will publish the committee’s
final report as written and in a timely manner.
The committee will write to all contacts advising of the elimination of the draft stage, and
the reason.
It is understood by the committee of inquiry that among the provisions of the Policy
Statement remaining operative are those of paragraph 5, including, “The committee of
inquiry shall, insofar as possible, give each party to the dispute against whom material
adverse information has been received, a statement as to its content and the opportunity
to rebut it.”
The committee will seek legal advice on minimization of the risk of libel actions from
Counsel Peter Jacobsen prior to submitting its report to CAUT for publication.
CARRI ED UN ANIMO USLY
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Appendix E
Agreement among the University of Toronto, Dr. Nancy Olivieri and
the Hospital for Sick Children, dated January 25, 1999; and letter
by Sir David Weatherall and Dr. David Nathan recommending this
agreement to the parties
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

27 King’s College Circle, Simcoe Hall, Room 221
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1, CANADA
January 25, 1999
Dr. Nancy Olivieri
Department of Paediatrics
Hospital for Sick Children
555 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
M5G 1X8
Mr. Michael Strofolino
President and CEO
The Hospital of [sic] Sick Children
555 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
M5G 1X8
Dear Dr. Olivieri and Mr. Strofolino:
We have had an opportunity to meet extensively with Dr. Olivieri and her
counsel and with represen tatives of the H SC and th eir Counse l.
We believe that the attached letter from President Robert Pritchard of the
University of Toronto containing a proposal for resolution of outstanding matters
between the HSC and Dr. Olivieri represents a fair and balanced settlement of
what has been a difficult and protracted dispute.
We are firmly of the view that the best interests of the HSC and of Dr.
Olivieri and of medica l science and research ar e served b y agreeing to this
propo sal made b y Presiden t Pritchard. W e wholehe artedly and u nreserved ly
recommend its acceptance by both pa rties.
Dated at the University of Toronto this 25 th of January 1999
(Signed)
Professo r Sir David Weath erall
Regius Professor of Medicine
John Radcliffe Hospital
Oxford
United Kingdom

(Signed)
Dr. David G. Nathan
President
Dana-Fa rber Can cer Institute
Harvard Medical School
B oston, M A
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

J. Robert S. Prichard,
President
January 25, 1999
Dr. Nancy Olivieri
Department of Paediatrics
Hospital for Sick Children
555 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
M5G 1X8
Mr. Michael Strofolino
President and CEO
The Hospital of [sic] Sick Children
555 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
M5G 1X8
Dear N ancy and M ichael:
Reflecting our shared commitment to ensuring both that Nancy can continue her
important work and that the Hospital for Sick Children can continue to advance
its important mission, and in the interest of a comprehensive resolution of the
matters that have divided you, I reco mmend a resolution o n the following terms.
In doing so I have been advised that Dr. Olivieri will retain her current
appointment in the Toronto Hospital as the Director of the Haemoglobinopathy
Program and Director of the Department of Medicine’s Haemoglibinopathy
Program.
1.

Dr. Olivier i’s primary app ointment will shift from Paediatric s to
Medic ine: her cross-a ppointm ent will shift from M edicine to
Paediatrics.

2.

As soon as it is reasonably practicable, Dr. Olivieri will relocate her
office to the Toronto Hospital (TH) from the Hospital for Sick Children
(HSC).

3.

Dr. Olivieri will remain on active staff at HSC in the Division of
Haema tology/Onc ology. Dr. Oliveiri will chair and lead the weekly
Haemaglobinopathy Clinic meeting at HSC and have full access to and
full responsib ility and accounta bility for all haemoglobinopathy patients’
medical care subject to ethical and HSC policies and practices. The
previous position of Director of the Haemoglobinopathy Program at HSC
will disappear with reorganization of the Division, and no similar position
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will be crated. Dr. Olivieri will remain a Senior Scientist in the Research
Institute.
4.

Dr. Olivier i will report to D r. Michae l Baker (D r. MB) with respect to
her HSC duties in his role as a member of the Department of Paedatrics
in the Division of Haem atology/O ncology an d Dr. B aker will repo rt to
Dr. Victor Blanchette (Dr. VB).

5.

HSC a grees that the re sources an d staffing of the clinic will be done in
consultation with Dr. Baker and that the quality of care will remain at
the highest level possible.

6.

HSC and Dr. Olivieri agree to a clean slate and a new beginning and
HSC agrees that all letters of discipline and complaint about Dr.
Olivieri including the letter of January 6, 1999 from Drs. O’Brodovich
and Blan chette will have c ontinuing forc e or effect.

7.

HSC and Dr. Olivieri and their lawyers agree not to initiate any legal
actions against each other arising out of events before January 25, 1999.

8.

If Dr. Olivieri is required to defend herself in any legal action brought
by Apotex arising out of facts which occurred prior to January 25, 1999
for which CM PA refuse s to provid e coverag e, HSC w ill pay her costs
of defending such an action. In the unlikely events that Aprotex were
successful, HSC agrees to indemnify Dr. Olivieri with respect toa ny
waward o r judgmen t.

9.

HSC will indemnify Dr. Olivieri for actual legal and other expenses
incurred to date to a maximum of $150,000.

10.

Dr. Olivieri will be granted a paid “mini-sabbatical” of six weeks as
soon as Dr MB jud ges it to be possible and a paid sabbatical of twelve
months at a m utally agreed tim e over the ne xt three years p ursuant to
HSC/U ofT sab batical polic y.

11.

Dr. Olivier i’s compen sation will not be negatively affecte d by this
reorganization.

12.

HSC agrees to continue to provide its current level of resources and
staffing for the Haemoglobinopathy Program.

13.

HSC agrees to withdraw any restriction on ue of HSC’s email or other
forms of communication that might restrict, or appear to restrict, in any
way the exerc ise of acade mic freedo m by any me mber of the University
faculty at HSC.

14.

HSC a grees to withd raw letters of Ja nuary 6, 19 99 to D rs. Olivieri,
Gallie, Durie and Chan reminding them of the Hospital’s By-laws on
communication with the media and not to pursue any alleged breach of
these By-laws prior to January 25, 1999.
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15.

In order to facilitate the implementation of this agreement, Dean
Aberma n will provide an addition al $45,0 00 per ye ar for two yea rs to
support a ppoinm ent of a senior research P DF to wo rk in Dr. O livieri’s
programme and to give Dr. Olivieri sufficient lead time to apply for
external grants to support this position be yond the two years.

16.

If there are any d isputes with resp ect to the imp lementation of this
Agreement, HSC and Dr. Olivieri agree that the President of the
University of Toronto will mediate such disputes.

Beyond the specifics of this recommended resolution, I want to record
my understa nding of you r shared co mmitment to making all of this w ork. It will
require effort and growing good will from everyone concerned. My colleagues
and I in the senior administration of the University will be pleased to do all we
can to contribute to your succe ss.
As we have discussed, this resolution is without prejudice to grievances
brought by the University of Toronto Faculty Association (UTFA) against the
University on bnehalf of Dr. Olivieri and her colleagues and on behalf of the
Association. Thse must be resolved between the University and UTFA through
the grievance procedure.
I am very grateful to both of you and your colelagues for your
willingness to embrace this resolution in the interest of moving forward together.
Please indicate your consent to this resolution by signing this letter.

Warm reg ards,
J. Robert S. Prichard
(signed)

(signed)

Dr. Nancy Olivieri

Mr. Michael Stofolino

/rk
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Appendix F
Legal Opinion by Professor Emeritus Daniel A. Soberman,
Queen’s University
Queen’s University
Faculty of Law
Mar 21, 2000
Professor Jon Thompson, Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Re: Dr. Nancy Olivieri, Apotex Inc., Hospital for Sick Children
& University of Toron to
Dear Professor Thompsom, [sic]
The following is a quote from the book of which I am a co-author*, in Chapter
5 on “Professional responsibility”, under Informed Consent, at p. 99. At that page,
we examine the duty to disclose, and in my opinion it clearly applies to a
researcher participating in clinical trials in which patients are administered a study
drug:
The setting of professional standards has a special application in the doctorpatient relationship. Many kinds of medical treatment involve risk-taking even
when the procedure is carried out to the highest standards of care and skill;
there may be a small chance that a patient will not respond well and will be
worse off afterwards. The patient who has been harmed may complain that,
had the risks been explained, he or she would never have submitted to the
treatment; the doctor in failing to inform the patient fully of the risks did not
obtain a proper consent. In effect, the treatment was not authorized.
…The courts have recognized a patient’s right to full information about the
risks inherent in a treatment and failure to inform fully normally amounts to
negligence. When applying the principle, a court first considers whether the
doctor disclosed every risk which he or she knew or ought to have known
would be significant or material to the patient’s decision to consent to the
medical procedure. If the procedure is at the frontier of medical knowledge,
and may, when performed, turn out unp redictab ly, the doctor must so inform
the patient. However, the test applies only in relation to the standards and
knowledge of the medical profession at the time the information is provided.
The court also considers a second question: would a reasonable person in
the position of the patient, on a balance of probabilities, have decided against
the procedure upon a proper disclosure of the risks? If the court is satisfied on
the facts that the answer is “yes”, then it is also saying that the failure to inform
*Smyth, Soberman, Easson, The Law and Business Administration in Canada. (8th ed.)
Toronto: Prentice-Hall Canada Inc. 1998.
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was not only a breach of duty but also caused the harm—and the patient will
be awarded damages in compensation. [italics added]
I believe it is clear from the above discussion that a physician is under a legal
duty to disclose “material” or “significant” risks, and that failure to do so may well
amount to the tort of negligence.* The main issue of a physician’s liability may be
whether the risk has any reasonab le basis. At one extreme, if the “risk” were the
result of some utterly unreasona ble conclusion of a researcher—and no one else
agreed that there was a risk—then non-disclosure would not amount to a breach of
the duty of disclosure. (In such circumstances a clause prohibiting disclosure to the
patient might still be lawful, because there would be no breach of duty towards the
patient.)
However, if the researcher has a reasonab le basis for her belief—for instance if
one or more qualified and neutral researchers in the field agreed that there
appeared to be a risk of harm to the patient by administering a particular
treatment–then failure to disclose is a breach of her legal duty to that patient and
committing a tort.
What then is the effect of a clause in a contract prohibiting disclosure to third
parties? The “LA-01” contract, clause 7, states,
All information… obtained or generated by the investigators… shall be and
remain secret and confidential and shall not be disclosed in any manner to any
third party…
It seems clear that this clause is so broad and seeping in its wording that “in any
manner to any third party” includes patients.
To the extent that it prohibits a physician fro m disclosing to a patient
information that the physician has acquired pursuant to her research (or otherwise), this clause is illegal and void if there is a material or significa nt risk to
the patient.** The patient must be giv en the opp ortunity to dec ide whether to
proceed or continue with the treatment. In these circumstances, the researcher
does not have to e stablish the co mplete accuracy of her concern—a risk is a risk,
not a certainty—but only that it was not an unreasonable concern.
Accord ingly, a central po int in the Dr. O livieri inquiry remains whether she
had a reaso nable basis fo r her conce rns about the risks to patients in the study.
I hope thes e observa tions are help ful to you[.]
*There is a very large body of case law that developed in this area, in the 1980s and 1990s.
Here are some of the leading cases: Reibl v. Hughes, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 880; Hopp v. Lepp, [1980]
2 S.C.R. 192; (both of the preceding cases were decisions of the Supreme court of Canada);
Rawlings v. Lindsay (1982), 20 C.C.L.T. 301; Leung v. Campbell (1995), 24 C.C.L.T. (2d) 63.
A case of particular inter est although older, creates an even higher standard for
physicians participating in experimental studies on patients: Halusha v. University of
Saskatchewan (1965), 53 D.L.R. (2d) 436.
**In my opinion, it is clear that any term in a contract that prohibits disclosure of information
that would amount to the commission of a tort is, to the extent that it does so, illegal and void.
(See p. 162, top of page, of our book. I have also attached pages from a leading textbook,
Waddams, S.M., The Law of Contracts, (4 th ed.) Toronto: Canada La w Book Inc., 199 9.)
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Yours sinc erely,
(Signed)
Daniel A. Soberman
Emeritus Professor of Law
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Appendix G
Letters Received in Reply to Letters Sent 26 March 2001
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THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN

March 30, 2001
Professor Jon Thompson,
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Professor Thompson:
RE:

CAUT

Committee of Inquiry

I am in receipt of your letter dated March 26, 2001 requesting information from
the Board of Trustees in respect of the matters enumerated in your letter.
For the reasons o utlined in our p revious co rrespond ence, I must re spectfully
decline your invitation.
Yours ve ry truly,
(Signed)
Alexander R. Aird
Chairman
Board of Trustees
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T H E H O S PI T AL F O R SI C K C H I LD R E N

/

U N I V ER S IT Y O F T O RO N T O F A CU L T Y O F M E D I CI N E

March 30, 2001
Dear Professor Thompson
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into the case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toronto and Apotex Inc.

This is further to your letter of March 28, 2001. My position remains the same as
that set out in my letter to you of November 25, 1999. M y reasons for taking that
position remain unchanged and need not be repeated. As a result, I intend to take
no part in the inquiry you refer to.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
Hugh O’Brodovich MD, FRCP (C)
Professor of Paediatrics and Physiology
Chairman of Paedia trics, University o f Toron to
Paediatrician in Chief, Hospital for Sick Children
R.S. McLaughlin Foundation Chair in Pediatrics at The Hospital for Sick
Children
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March 30, 2001
Dr. Jon T hompso n Chair,
Comm ittee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Thompso n:
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into the case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toronto and Apotex Inc.

I write on behalf of P rofessor Lo ve to answe r the question s raised in your letter
dated March 26, 2001.
To be clear, when C A U T contacted UTFA in late August 1998 to get background
for an article that was being published in the September C A U T Bulletin on the
matter, I phoned the former p resident of the Faculty Asso ciation, Pro fessor Cec il
Yip, as a faculty member with whom I had prior dealings. I knew P rofessor Yip
was in Medic ine and wo uld be kno wledgeab le regarding University research
policy. I had not ke pt track of Professor Yip’s career and did not realize that at
the time he was in fac t the Vice-D ean Rese arch in the Fa culty of M edicine and
therefore directly implicated in the case. When I phoned Professor Yip ju st
before August 26, 2001 in response to Jim Turk’s question regarding what U of
T policies were at issue, the response was very much framed as being a Hospital
for Sick Children case unconnected to the University—something that never
would happen at the Universi ty. Moreover, I don’t reca ll Cecil alerting m e to his
new position or to his involvement in the case. From my perspective, I was
getting information for a C A U T newspaper story and the people involved were
not members of our Association.
is unusual in that it is a vo luntary associa tion with an agreement outside the
Labour Relations A ct. As such, we do not auto matically owe the same du ty to
represent nonmembers that most Associations do under the Labour Relations
Act. Indeed, individuals are free to hire their ow n lawyers to rep resent them in
their grievances and dealings with the University absent the Faculty Association.

UTFA

Moreover, UTFA had one o f, if not the highest, griev ance caselo ad in the countr y
at this time and whereas C A U T had been available in the past to assist with
overload cases, C A U T was in the process of reorganizing the provision of its legal
services and UTFA was no longer able to get overload legal service support from
C A U T. In short, UTFA , in the opinion of its General Counsel, was barely managing
to handle the caseload it had without creating liability for its members. The idea
that we would or could go out and try to get non-members to join so that we
could take on their case would have been a break with traditional practice.
Dr. Olivieri called UTFA after August 26, 1998, perhaps in early September.
Professor Love spoke to her. Professor Love told her, that even though she and
her colleagues were not memb ers of UTFA , she would b e happy to meet with
them. She never called Professor Love again. That is in Professor Love’s view of
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why, as you say, “no action was taken by the UTFA in the late summer of 1998,
and for two more months.” You state that “the question arises as to whether the
UTFA considers th at it has a positiv e duty to conta ct a professo r whose aca demic
freedom may be in jeopardy….” That is a good question. UTFA has more
grievances than any other Association in Canada, and we don’t look for work
from non-members. However, just recently, UTFA did phone someone who has
been a member for a long time when UTFA heard of academ ic freedom troubles.
Professor Love and I met with the Vice-Provost Paul Gooch and Provost Adel
Sedra on August 26, 1998 from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. We were phoned by
them to meet the same day that I had phoned Cecil Yip. Indeed, Professor Love
and I were told th at NO U niversity policies had been violated and that the entire
matter was inter nal to the Ho spital.
Professor Dyck phoned the UTFA office on the day that Bill Graham (then UTFA
President) was leaving to go to Ottawa for a C A U T Executive/Council meeting in
November 1998. Professor Love told the UTFA Secretary that Professor Love
would speak to Profe ssor Dyck if he wanted. But, it seemed he wanted to speak
only to Bill Graham. The secretary gave Graham’s Ottawa phone number to
Dyck and UTFA did not hear anymore for a few days while C A U T considered what
it would do.
After that C A U T meeting, UTFA met with the grievors and began a lengthy process
of hearing their story, meeting with the Grievance Committee, the Executive and
the Council. As we knew the case would be complicated, we wanted to follow a
careful process of recom mending to Cou ncil that they become mem bers.
So the answer to “…whether the UTFA considers th at it has a positive duty to
contact a professo r whose aca demic free dom ma y be in jeop ardy, in circumstances where the U T FA has information on the case…” is not where the
professor is not a member of the Association and the A ssociation ha s no duty to
represent that professor.
That answer must be qualified with the knowledge that U T FA recognizes the
interests of its members would be better served if it had the resources to act in
such a proactive manner, b ut the hard reality is that emerging from the Social
Contract, members salaries had witnessed very small increases and the revenues
of the Association, being a direct percentage of those salaries, had similarly been
constrained. There w as virtually no loc al political supp ort, understa ndably, in
such a climate for dues increases, despite the skyrocketing demand for legal
services that aro se out of the ve ry same inimica l econom ic environm ent.
As for your second question, regarding the “opportunity for the UTFA and the
to make representations to the Hospital, perhaps jointly with the
University, to request that Dr. Olivieri be provided with due process in the MAC
proceedings” you are correct in observing that UTFA did not take this
opportunity. The Jan uary agreem ent had spe cifically provid ed a mec hanism fo r
paying for Nancy’s personal lawyer, Beth Symes, to make representation to the
MAC on those very issues and UTFA extensively supported and assisted M s.

CAUT
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Symes in that work, including the General Counsel personally assisting in the
review and editing o f the original MAC submissions, but UTFA did not sep arately
make representations to the MAC .
As above, the expense o f litigating the comp lex and inte rconnected series of
cases was ever present in the minds of the officers of the Association and the fact
that Dr. Olivieri’s personal lawyer was looking after the Hospital qua Hospital
was deemed sufficient. The Association’s job was to utilize the grievance
procedure to meet the client’s objectives and to de al with University processe s.
It was not in any se nse clear that UTFA would be granted standing before the MAC
and the scarce resources had to be applied to areas where no representation was
being made. In ea rly 1999, the Association was advised by its external counsel
that progress would not likely be made under the existing Grievance Review
Panel and a strategic decision was made to wait until the appointment of a new
Chair of the Panel in July 1999. At the time, we had no idea that it would take
six months to agree on a Chair, up to and including threatening to bring a
judicial review to mandamus an appropriate appointment, and a further 9 months
to ensure the le gal advisor to the Panel ha d no con flict of interest.
I might frankly admit that there were institutional problems that exacerbated our
response. Around Septemb er 15 or so , 1998, I went on maternity leave. Given
relatively few number of clinicians whose grievances we were handling at the
time (we had opened two clinical faculty files in the preceding year) and the
problematic nature of UTFA ’s internal information systems, the fact that clinical
faculty membe rs had bee n represen ted since 19 75 app eared to ge t a bit lost.
Moreover, our external counsel, when consulted, advised us to put through
certain changes in our constitution to deal with clinical faculty as memb ers.
These changes were unnecessary in my view since we had represented clinicians
since 1975 without such amendments. However, there was a need to establish a
policy to deal with dues deductions where faculty members did not have
university pay directly and that was dealt with by the amend ments.
At any rate, those m achinations slo wed con siderably UTFA ’s involvement, in part
because we do not act for non-members as a rule. Moreover, it reinforced the
erroneous impression that the Hospital was truly separate and apart from the
University, an impression that would only completely be put to res t in early
2000, when Ms. Syme s and Mr. Rub y were removed from representing Dr.
Olivieri and her co lleages. [sic ] Ms. Symes h ad always been of the view that the
Hospital was a separate entity and less clear of its interrelationship with the
University. Our grievo rs seemed to be similarly m isinformed a nd it took some
time to tease out the complex interrelationships amid the see mingly daily
harassment and proceedings. In early 2000, UTFA ’s external counsel took over
the Hospital re lated repre sentation of D r. Olivieri (i.e. M AC proceedings) in
addition to assisting us. With time, closer examination of the documents made it
clear that the original impression of separation was a strategic, illusory and
erroneous ploy of the ad ministration. M oreover , with the same counsel
representing her at both institution, a more interrelated representation became
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possible. However, duplication of legal ex penses still argue d against UTFA
making its own representations and the Hospital soon took the matter out of
UTFA ’s hands by divesting itself of the MAC issue to the University and the
College of Physicians and Surgeons simultaneously on April 17, 2000 in a
national press conference.
Moreover, the monetary constraints meant that the case was never handed out
complete ly to our external lawyer’s, [sic] despite a consensus among the legal
staff that that would have been the appropriate route to go. When I gave notice
of quitting in Dec ember 1 999, the ex ternal lawyers b ecame m ore involv ed and
even then the external lawyers were reluctant at that point to solely take on the
case given its en ormity and the refore con comittant [sic] c ost.
I hope this addresses your questions. If you require any further clarification,
please feel free to contact either me or Professor Love.
Yours ve ry truly,
(Signed)
Allison Hudgins
Senior Counsel
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THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN

April 2, 2001
Professor Jon Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Professor Thompson:
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into the case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children

This will acknowledge your letter of March 26, 2001.
The position outlined in my letter of November 26, 1999 together with my
reason for taking that position remain unchanged. Accordingly, I intend to take
no part in the Inquiry you refer to.
Yours truly,
(Signed)
Manuel Buchwald, O.C., PH. D, F.R.S.C.
HSC

Chief of Res earch, Dire ctor of the R esearch Institute
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THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN

April 6, 2001
Professor Jon Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Professor Thompson:
Re:

CAUT

Committee of Inquiry

I have received your letter of March 28, 2001. I am declining your invitation for
the same reaso ns that have b een set out by Mr. Aird in his corresp ondenc e with
you.
Yours truly,
(Signed)
L.E. Becker, MD FRCPC
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A RNIE A BERMAN
April 18, 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson
Chair,

CAUT

Committee of Inquiry

Dear Jon:
Re:

C A U T Committee of Inquiry into case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toronto and Apotex Inc.

I am responding to your letter of March 26, 2001.
I advised you more than a year ago that, notwithstanding the obvious problems
with the composition of the CAUT Committee of Inquiry (Committee) and with the
Comm ittee’s procedures, I was willing to review any information that the
Committee received about me. I had not heard from the Committee until I received
your letter of March 26, 2001. As you know, CAUT policy required you to send me
any materially adverse information “reasonably in advance” of the publication of
your report, presuma bly to provide me with an oppor tunity to correct the record. I
was therefore surprised to read in the letter that the Committee had begun to write
the report before I even saw, let alone commented on, the information received
about me.
The information about me in your letter is incomplete, incorrect, and misleading
and is more accurately characterized as misinformation. I have documentation
(e-mails and letters) that completes, corrects, and clarifies tha t misinformatio n. I
want to help the Committee write an accurate report (at least where it involves
me) so, as you requested, I am willing to make that documenta tion, as well as
testimony about that documentation, available to the Committee. However, I
may need the Comm ittee’s assistance b efore I can d o so. Let me explain why.
As you know, UTFA (a memb er of C A U T) has filed grieva nces— all of which, in
my view, have no merit—on behalf of Professor Nancy Olivieri and others
against me and other former and current senior academic administrators of the
University of Toronto on the very same case that is before the Comm ittee. W e
are now in the midst of these grievance proced ures ( UTFA Newsbu lletin
#2—Feb ruary 22, 2001) before the Grievance Review Panel (Panel).
One of UTFA ’s grievances again st me is that I released and made available,
without her consent, Professor Olivieri’s private e-mail correspondence to her
colleagues in academic institutions, thereby violating, in UTTA ’s view, the
UTFA /UofT Memo randum o f Agreeme nt (Mem orandum ). The documentation
referred to in the third paragraph ab ove, and w hich I have also been aske d to
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produce to the Panel (for the purpo ses of the grievance procedure and for no
other purpose), inc ludes e-mails a nd letters to, from , and abo ut the followin g
sixteen faculty colleagues —M anuel Buc hwald, He len Chan, P adraig D arby,
John Dick, Peter Durie, Marty Friedland, Brenda Gallie, Alan Goldbloom, Gidi
Koren, Nancy Krieger, Hugh Obrodovich [sic], Nancy Olivieri, Bob Phillips,
Paul Ranalli, Adel Sedra, and Graham Sher. Therefore, unless I get the consent
of these faculty collea gues to the rele ase of these e-m ails to the Com mittee, I
cannot make the material available to you without further violating, in UTFA ’s
view, the Memorandum. Note the bind that C A U T has put me in. At the same time
that its Committee of Inquiry threatens to print falsehoods about me unless I
release certain e-mails, C A U T’s member UTFA says that releasing these e-mails
without consent is a grievable offense.
To make matters more perverse, UTFA objects to investigations outside of those
specified by the Memorandum (UTFA Press Release—February 21, 2001, and UTFA
Press Release—March 7, 2001). UTFA considers such investigations—which I
assume would include the CAUT Committee of Inquiry—as indicating a lack of
respect for due process and grounds for a grievance. Therefore, as a former senior
member of the University of Toron to’s academic administration, it seems that,
according to UTFA , I cannot even participate in the Comm ittee’s work without
creating a grievable act.
For these reasons, I am writing to ask the CAU T Comm ittee of Inquiry to obtain a
commitment from UTFA , a member of CAUT, not to grieve my participation in the
Comm ittee’s work; to obtain consent by the sixteen faculty colleagues mentioned
above to the release of their e-mail and letters; and to obtain consent by the Panel
to the release of this documentation. I am willing to help the Committee obtain the
consent of my faculty colleagues and of the Panel. (Presum ably, you will not need
my assistance to obtain the commitment from UTFA .) If we are unable to obtain
such an UTFA commitment and these consents, it would be inappro priate and disrespectful of grievance review procedures—and, according to UTFA , in violation of
the Memorandum, and hence grievable—for me to participate in the Comm ittee’s
work or to make available directly to the Committee the very same material I will
provid e to the Panel and the involved parties in the context of the grievance
proceedings.
If we are unable to obtain the necessary commitment and consents, I suggest the
following approach. I will ensure that my presentation to the Panel, during the
grievance hearings, addresses and rectifies the incomplete, incorrect and
misleading material about me contained in your letter of March 26, 2001. You
are welcome to attend these hearings since they are open to the public. During
the grievance hearings, UTFA will have an opportunity both to review any
documentary material I release to the Panel and to ask questions to me on m y
testimony. I will not object if the Committee, either directly or through U TFA ’s
lawyers, wishes further cla rification on my testimony. This accomplishes what
you requested me to do in your letter of March 26, 2001— namely to comment
on the misinforma tion in that letter and to produ ce relevant information, but in
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circumstances where UTFA , a unit of C A U T which created the Committee, does
not consider the Memorandum is being violated and where I am not being
disrespectful of the grievance review pro cedures.
Please advise me whether you are able to get the necessary commitment and
consents or whether you prefer that I respond to your letter of March 26, 2001,
during my p resentation to the Panel.
I have now advised you that the material about me in your letter of April 26,
2001, is incomplete, incorrect, and misleading, an d I have laid out a clear p ath
for you to obtain the comp lete and correct facts from me. T herefore, if you issue
a report witho ut my input, it wou ld be in reck less disregard for the truth and
would demonstrate a malicious intent to damage my reputation. If you do issue
such a report, ple ase indicate in the body o f the report that I consider the
information about me to be incomplete, incorrect and misleading and include a
copy of this letter as an ap pendix to th e report, s o that readers will be provided
with the reason s why I was unab le to participa te in your inquiry.
Finally, do not misinterpret this letter as my consent to C A U T or the Com mittee to
receive, distribute or publish material about me that is incorrect, incomplete or
misleading. You hav e no such co nsent and I will take all necess ary steps to
protect my reputation.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
Arnie Aberman
Professor of Medicine
University of T oronto
c. Dr. Jocelyn Downie (unsigned version only sent by e-mail attachment )
Dr. Patric ia Baird (u nsigned ver sion only send by e-mail attach ment)
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THE ISRAELI TARATOGEN INFORMATION SERVICE

April 20th 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Jon Thompson
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into the case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toron to and Apotex Inc.

1. Aspects a) to h) should be addressed to the corresponding author of the article,
Dr. G. Koren.
2. The Research Institute of the Hospital for Sick Children conducted an
investigation in regard to the incident in the thalassemia clinic. I gave full details
to the committee headed by Dr. Manuel Buchwald. For furth er information you
may contact them.
Truly,
(Signed)
Dr. Orna Diav-Citrin
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DUCHESNAY

April 27, 2001
Dr. John [sic] Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Thompso n:
RE:

Committee of Inquiry into the case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toronto and Apotex Inc.

I am writing to you in response to the letter of March 26, 2001 re inquiry you
have asked:
1. I believe that yo u can get all information you need from the Medical Advisory
Committee of the Hospital for Sick Children. As you know, patients’ data are
strictly confidential, kept in the health record and in this case, due to study
participation, in the Case report forms that were submitted to Apotex Inc.
2. I believe that all the answeres [sic] have already been provided to the Dean of
the Medic al Schoo l, University of T oronto, D r. Naylor. If you have any further
questions, please refer them to the senior and corresponding author of the article,
Dr. Koren.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
Dr. Go rdana Ata nackovic
Medical Research Director
Duchesnay Inc.
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April 28, 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Thompso n:
I am in receipt of your letter of March 26, 2001.
The C.A.U.T. is a notorious and strong supp orter of Dr. Olivieri. It is also
directly linked to U .T.F.A., wh ich has repe atedly called for the termination of
my appointment at the University of Toronto. Your Committee lacks any real, let
alone apparent, independence, impartiality or objectivity. I will not participa te in
your so-called inquiry.
Given the C.A.U.T.'s clear bias, it is not surprising to see that your letter
contains several false and malicious statements about me.
Your letter also refers to a number of documents and events which are
confidential and protected by long-standing university policy. Your Committee
must be aware that it should not have suc h documents nor should it have been
told of such even ts by others and , further, it must kno w that these breaches of
confidence are violations of university policies and the Memorandum of
Agreem ent.
If you publish untrue statements about me or bre ach my right to c onfidence , I
will take appro priate pro ceedings a gainst the members of your Committee and
the C.A.U.T.
Yours truly,
(Signed)
Gideon Koren, D, FACMT, FRCPC
Director, The Motherisk Program
Professor of Pediatrics, Pharmacology, Pharmacy, Medicine and Medical
Genetics
The University of Toronto
Senior Scientist, The Research Institute
The Hospital for Sick Children, Canada
Cc:

Mr. Eddy Greenspan
Mr. Mark Adilman
Dean David Naylor
Dr. Hugh O'Brodovich
Mr. Angus McKinnon
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CAUT

/ ACPPU

April 30, 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson, Chair, Comm ittee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Thompso n:
I am replying to your letter of March 26, 2001, regarding C A U T actions in respect
to Dr. Nan cy Olivieri. You make two points, and I would like to comment on
each.
1. The failu re of

CAUT

to act in a more expeditious manner

You are correct in noting that C A U T did not act on the case until November,
1998, even though we wrote about it in the September 1998 issue of the C A U T
Bulletin. At that time, C A U T waited until case s were bro ught to our atte ntion by a
member faculty association and then we referred the matter to our Academic
Freedom and Te nure Com mittee, which m eets quarterly. W hile the Olivieri c ase
was in the news for so me time prio r to the fall of 199 8, C A U T had not received a
request to intervene. W hen it was bro ught to our atte ntion, we did forward it to
our Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee and “speeded up” the process by
putting a lead article in the Bulletin .
As you suggest, there are serious flaws in this approach, and we are now revising
how we deal with such serious a nd urgent cases.
2.

C A U T’s

failure to intervene [sic] the

MAC ’s

investigation of Dr. O livieri

During this period, C A U T was working with the Unive rsity of Toro nto Faculty
Association ( UTFA ) on the Olivie ri case. UTFA took the lead on [sic] dealing with
the Hospital fo r sick children ’s Medic al Advisory Committee (MAC )
investigation. You are corre ct in noting that C A U T could hav e intervened in this
matter mor e directly.
While both of you r criticisms are ju stified, I must note that C A U T played an
active role in late 1998 and early 1999 in helping bring about the January 1999
“initial settlement” in wh ich Dr. Oliv ieri regained her respon sibility for all
haemoglobinopathy patients at the Hospital for Sick Children (HSC ) and at the
Toron to Hospital, had all letters of discipline and com plaint against her deemed
of no effect, received assurance that the HSC would pay her legal costs if she
were sued by Apotex, was to be re imbursed by HSC for up to $150,000 for legal
costs incurred to date, and was to be provided $45,000 a year for two years by
the University to support a senior researcher in her program.
Yours sinc erely,
(Signed)
Thomas Boo th, President
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HE EN AN BLA IKIE

May 18, 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson
Chair, Committee of Inquiry
Dear Dr. Thompso n:
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into the case inv olving Dr. N ancy Olivieri, the
Hospital for Sick Children, the University of Toronto and Apotex Inc.

I act for various members past and present of the administration of the
University of Toronto. I am instructed to advise you and other members of the
C A U T Comm ittee of Inquir y inquiring into the cases [sic] involving Dr. Nancy
Olivieri, the Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto, that
should the Committee publish statements which are defamatory to my clients,
they will not hesitate to initiate legal proceedings against the individual members
of the Committee and C A U T.
Yours ve ry truly,
(Signed)
John C. Murray
JCM/kd
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 15, 2001
Dr. Arnold Aberman
Dear Arnie:
Re:

Committee of Inquiry into case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, the Hospital
for Sick Children, the University of Toron to and Apotex Inc.

I am respo nding to you r letter of April 1 8, 2001 , sent in reply to my letter of
March 26, 2001. As you requested, a copy of this letter is being sent to you by
fax.
As you noted, I provided informatio n to you “reasonab ly in advance” of the
publicati on of our report and invited you to respond by April 30, 2001 with
relevant information. In reply you characterized the information I provided as
“misinforma tion,” but gave no details in support of this characterization. Instead
you outlined conditions under which you suggested our inquiry could obtain
further information. Your suggestions appear to be based on misunderstandings
regarding our inquiry and regarding grievance proceedings.
Dr. Baird, Dr. D ownie and I agreed to undertake this inquiry because we believe
that matters important to the public interest are involved, and only on condition
we would be independ ent of C A U T, or any other o rganization o r person. It wo uld
materially restrict our independence if we were to agree to make the completion
of our work contingent on events in a grievance proceeding, or contingent on the
agreement of individuals or organizations regarding access to information. Thus
we cannot reasonab ly be expected to acce pt your conditions.
In addition, and quite aside from the matter of independence, there is the
practical matter that in any given grievance proceeding little or no information
may be made available, since, for example, the parties could agree to settle the
specific issues of the proceeding before any or all witnesses are heard.
Alternatively, a proceeding could extend over a very long time. Your proposal
offers no assurance that the information you say you have would be made
available to us.
Your letter says that C A U T, U TFA and our inq uiry have put yo u in a “bind.” T his
is not correc t. UTFA is autonomous with resp ect to adm inistration of its
agreement on terms and conditions o f employm ent with its university. UTFA has
been participating in this inquiry and ha s been op en about its p articipation. It is
therefore hard to be lieve that UTFA would attempt to impede you, or anyone else,
from participating. You could raise your concern directly with UTFA before
sending us d ocumen tation, if you are in d oubt.
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W e believe that our inquiry procedures are reasonable. Early in our inquiry we
invited you to participate. You did not accept, and in communications with me in
late 1999 cited grievances by UTFA among your reasons. Pursuant to our
procedures, I wrote to you in March 2001 and invited a response to information we
had received. In reply you outlined conditions we cannot accept, for the reasons
noted above. W e also cannot accept your allegation that publishing a report on
important matters of public interest based on a reasonab le inquiry process can
fairly be characterized as “reckless” or “malicious.”
If on receipt o f this letter, you decid e to provide information, we shall be pleased
to give it due consideration if we receive it before June 30, 2001.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
Jon Thompson C hair, Committee of Inquiry
cc. Dr. Pa tricia Baird and Dr. J ocelyn Do wnie
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AR NIE ABERMAN

June 22, 2001
Dr. Jon Thompson Chair,
CAUT

Committee of Inquiry

Dear Jon:
Re:

CAUT Committee of Inquiry into case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri the
Hospital for Sick Children the University of Toron to and Apotex Inc.

I am responding to your letter of June 15, 2001.
I am disappointed that the CAUT Committee of Inquiry appears to be determined to
publish a report, without my input, containing, according to your letter of March
26, 2001, conclusions about me that are incomplete, incorrect and/or misleading.
You are unwilling to take the reasonab le steps that I outlined in my letter of April
18, 2001, that will allow me to correct that misinformation without violating, in the
opinion of UFTA (a unit of CAUT that created the Committee), the UTFA /UofT
Memorandum of Agreement and without being disrespectful of UofT grievance
review procedures.
As you know, the incomplete, incorrect and misleading conclusions are regarding
the very same allegations that are the subject of grievances against other current
and former senior UofT academ ic administrators and me. These grievances,
brought by UTFA , are currently before a Grievance Review Panel at the UofT. The
procedures of the Grievance Review Panel allow me to see the docum ents that
form the basis of the allegations so that I can respond approp riately. In contrast,
your letter of March 26, 2001, contained conclusions about me, but the docum ents
that form the basis of those conclusions were not included. Not allowing me to
review the docum ents that led you to your conclusions about me is hardly a
“reasonable” procedure and is not in keeping with the essential compo nents of
fairness. The testimony and evidence that I will produce during the grievance
procedures will show that these allegations have no merit and thus your report— if
you proceed on the basis that you threaten to in your letter of June 15, 2001— will
be incomplete, incorrect, and misleading, at least where it refers to me.
Let me give one example of the incomplete, incorrect and misleading information
of your letter of March 26, 2001. I can do this because unlike the other
misinformation, this example will not require producing emails and letters to and
from other faculty members without their consent— consent you are not willing to
obtain, even with my assistance.
In your letter of March 26, 2001, you apparen tly object (appare ntly, because your
letter is obtuse) to my characterizing the report of the Investigating Committee
(formed under the Faculty of Medic ine’s Framework for Ethical Conduct of
Research and Guidelines to Address Research Miscon duct) that reviewed Dr.
Olivieri’s complaint against Dr. Sher, as providing “full exoneration” to Dr.
Graham Sher, in my letter to Dr. Sher which I copied to others.
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You appear not to be not aware that the Framework docum ent, publicly available
at the Faculty of Medic ine’s Web site (http://www.library.utoronto.ca/
medicine/student and staff/reg framework.html), has the following procedure under
Section 5.2 of “Disposition of Investigation”.
“5.2 When an investigation determines that no fraud, misconduct or serious
scientific error was committed, the Dean shall ensure that a letter confirming
full exoneration is sent to the accused, with a copy to the complainant and to
all other persons with knowledge of the accusation.”
In your letter of March 26, 2001, you acknowle dge that the report of the
Investigating Committee specifically concluded that “that no fraud, misconduct or
serious scientific error was committed by Dr. Sher”. Therefore, the letter to Dr.
Sher, that was copied to the complainant and others, and that used the words “full
exoneration”, was explicitly required by UofT policy. I assure you that the other
conclusions about me are equally incomplete, equally incorrect and equally
misleading, and I will respectfully demonstrate so to the Grievance Review Panel
citing equally unequivocal evidence.
I urge you to reconsider your decision to proceed with the report without waiting for
the Grievance Review Panel to complete its work. To go ahead now will indelibly
brand the report as simply part of UTFA ’s grievance pleadings.
If you do proceed with publishing the report, I request the following. Where, in the
report, you make the allegations or draw the conclusions about me contained in
your letter of March 26, 2001, note that I consider these allegations and
conclusions incomplete, incorrect and misleading. In addition, include my letter of
April 18, 2001 and this letter in the append ix to the report and also, to provide
context, your letters to me of March 26, 2001, and June 15, 2001.
Finally, do not misinterpret this letter as my consent to C A U T or the Committee to
receive, distribute or publish material about me that is incorrect, incomple te or
misleading. You have no such consent and I will take all necessary steps to protect
my reputation.
Sincerely,
Arnie Aberman
Professor of Medicine University of Toron to
c. Dr. Jocelyn Downie (unsigned version only sent by e-mail attachment)
Dr. Patricia Baird (unsigned version only send by e-mail attachment)
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Appendix H
Docum entary Archive of the Comm ittee of Inquiry
The Canadian Association of University Teachers has agreed to main tain
an archive o f the docum ents of the Co mmittee of Inq uiry.
To ensure inde penden ce of the inqu iry and its report, arrangements were
made to tra nsfer the doc uments to C AUT after publicatio n of the repo rt.
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